Asingle company has revolutionized
the business of language, the language ofbusiness,
8Jld created the exciting new world of electronic
reference works-Borland!

the beginning.
Since then, the 1\Jrbo Pascal
family hBB grown to a family of9,
and today we're announcing our
second language, 1\Jrbo Prolog," the
natural language of Artificial
Intelligence.
We've also introduced amazing
business productMzy tools like
SideKick,~ 1'ravel!ng SideKick,'"
Reflex, 1'heAna.lYst,'" and
SuperKey.®
We broke new ground in 1985
with 1'urbo Lightning.'" It includes
the Random House® dictionary and
thesaurus. 1\Jrbo Lightning is the
forerunner of a complete electronic
reference library, newlypined by
the Word Wizard,'" which solves the
unsolvable twist£, and boggles and
challenges your mind. Word Wizard

~\

Turbo Editor Toolbox'"
It's all you need to build your
own text editor or word
processor. Provides all the
routines- you decide which
features you want. Source code
included. Also includes the
MicroStar·• text editor with pull
down menus and windowing.
Turbo Gra.phix Toolbox'" Interfaces directJy with Turbo
lets you create high-res
Ughtning to let you spell-check
olution graphics. Includes your MicroStar files. Minimum
· tools for complex business memory: 192K
graphics, eBE:J windowing,
and storing screen images to
Turbo GameWorks'" ~\
memory. Complete with source Reveals the secrets and
code on disk, ready to compile. strategies of game theory.
Minimum memory: l28K
Includes source code so you
can
write your own games.
Turbo Database Toolbox··
Gives you ready-t.o-pla,v Chess,
Perfect complement to Turbo
Bridge, and Go-Moku, an
Pascal. Contajns complete
ancient
Japanese game that
library of Pascal procedures
will provide hours offascinating
that allows you to search and
diversion. Even if you don't
sort data and bUild powerful
want
to write your own games,
database applications.
it's
a
terrific
value. Minimum
Minimum memory: 128K
memory: 192K

Turbo Tutor®
Takes you from basic right
through advanced program
ming concepts and techniques.
Includes 30J-page tutorial and
source code for every example
used in the reference manual.
Minimum memory: 128K

W mch isn't bad for a 3-year-old.
Turbo Pascal~ our first product,
now has more than half a million
users, and has become a world
wide standard. And that was just
also

includes 1\Jrbo
Pascal source code
so you can figure out
how the 1\Jrbo Light
nJng access system works.
And here is a brief
synopsis of current offer!ngs from
the Borland library of history
making software .

Turbo Pascal®3.0
The fastest Pascal compiler,
plus an integrated pro
gr8JI1Il1i11g enVironment.
Includes a free MicroCalc '"
spreadsheet, and l,2CO Unes
of annotated source code,
ready to compile and run.
Minimum memory: 128K

~\ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Word W.izant'"
ImrlgUlng new
addition to the
Turbo L!ght.nlng
llbrary.'" Solves
unsolvable
crosswords, and
challenges your word sklUs and
ablllcy w break cedes and ciphers.
Scrambles, tWlsts, turns, and tx:iggles
your mlnd. Includes Turbo PBBCal
source code and all the technical
lnformauon you'll need to flgure om
the "nuts and bolts" of the Turbo

SideKick~
Reflex,
Powerful desktop
The .Anieyst'"
management
Unique, easy-to use
J program # 1 bestr
m;i:rm database manage
• seller for the IBM®
Q. 'j ment and analifBlS
FC. Includes
I
Shows your spread
1
---'~ notepad, calculator,
sheet data from
appointment scheduler, telephone
1-2-3® dlll!se,e and others m ftve
directory and aullXi1B.ler, and ASCII
graphic forms- mcludJng bar chartB,
table. RAM-reslden~ !t's always there ' pie chartB, scaLt.er plots, llne graphs,
w help, and !lt8iJB m the background and stacked bar chartB. Answers What
whlle.}Vu 1'Ufl other programs. One
lf'?quesuons. Mll11mum memory: 3841<.
keyruuke acuvates it. MU11mum
memory: 1281<.

~\

Llght.nJng acceSB system. MU11mum

memory: 2561<.

"
SuperKey~

Amazing keyb:;l!lrd
enhancer for your
Turbo LightnJng'"
IBM FC. With easyto-write macros thaL
An elect.ronic
can turn l ,CXXl
reference library
keyat.mkes into l.
which Includes
Also Includes powerful encrypuon
• ·
the 00,0CO-word
t.echnol® that keeps conlldenI , Random House
' ------··" Concise DlcUonary "Ua.l Illes confidential; locks your
and the 50,0CO-word Rlmdom House keyb:;l!lrd with secretpareword
protectton. (Because of encrypuon
Thesaurus. Checks your spelling
technol®, SuperKey IB under a US
BS .}VU (W. Gives you lnSUUJt
Government export ban.) MU11mum
synonyms. Leads the revoluUonary
memory: 1281<.
way m elecwnic publlshlng.
MU11mum memory: 2561<.

mw,m·,

Traveling
SideKick"
BlnderWaree that
Includes an organ!
lzer, a binder, a
•
software program,
and a report generruor that picks
your SldeKlck's elecwnic brain,
then prints out. your appolntmenlB,
daily/weekly/monthly/yearly calendar, phone llrul, malling labels, or
whateverelseyou need when you're
away from your desk. It's the smart
new way to take your computer w1Lh
you without taking your computer
wlth you. MU11mum memory: 2561<.

·
,
,•

Yi

8JJeciaJ PI'icest

ou can S!lve eve
.
~Pt.ember 1, 1~ more r.lrrougb
Turbo Jumbo Pack
P!'(Xjucr.s for on.(y $~IX Turbo
PllSCIJJ Turbo
.()): Turbo
Graphlx, TurboTutor, Turbo
TooJtxix, Tur Datebase
lllld Turbo bo Editor Toolbox,
• SideKi k Ga.meWorks.
c tlndTr .
foron.(y$1P.50J avelmg S!deKick
• SideKJck tlnd ·rr;,,
lllld Su
veiJiig SideKlck

• Turbo !:Key.for on (y $176.CD
W1?0,,.,

IJUng and Word

.....,u for on(y t 149.9S.

.

'furbJ Pba:al S!deK!ck, SuperKey, and TurOO 'T\Jror ar-e regl.~red U'&lemark.s, and Turto Ughming, TurOO Llghlillng L!bta.r"J, Turt:IJ Prolc€, 1\uto Gmphlx 'l'ooltuic, Turro ou.e.ooa; Ttolt:ox. TurbJ Ed!wr'J'ooltnx., 1\1rOO GameWcrka, Wo1d
W!UU'd, P.e/1ex, The AM!,).,;r., Traveling S!deKlck, MJCn:.Calc, MJcroSw, GeJBeae, and EIHderWBJoe an: U'Bdemarka of Eorla.nd lmerruu.;onsJ, Inc. or fur14nd/A:nalytJca, Inc. Random Houae lS a. tnldemark of P.e.tidom House, lnc IBMts s re~"-l!red
tredemsrk of Imem&1ons! BJ&T'jf:ffi Mac tu nee, Inc. d.Bare IS a reg!SterOO u'Sdemark ci Aahton-Tul.e. 1-2--3 I!! s nog!fitere.l U'81iemsrk of LO:l.lS D:-.-elcpmem C.Orp. Copyright ltm, Eorla11d lrn.erne.uonaL 81-1012.

Step-by-st.ep tutorial,demo programs with source code included!

And now Borland introduces
Turbo Prolog; the natural language
ofArtificial Intelligence.

Our 'I'uroo Pascal astonlshed
eve1:yone who thought of Pascal
as 'just another language." We
changed all that-and now 'I'uroo
Pascal 1S the de factD worldwide
standard, with hundreds of
thousandsof enthus!Bsts
and users in
un1versities,

research
centers,
rehools,
w,.....,.-o::;_ riiiill and with pro1'!111F":...o"DI
fessional program
mers, students,
and hobbyistB.
You can expect at least the
same impact from 'I'uroo Prolog,
because whJle 'I'uroo Prolog 1S the
most revolutlonruy and natural
pro@il:lIIllng language, it 1S also
a complete development environ
ment-just like 'I'urlxl Pascal.
Turoo Prolog radically alters
and dramatically Improves the
brave new world of artificial
lntell!gence-and lnvltes you lntD
that fascinating universe for a
humanly lntell!gent $99.95.
Inquiry 35 for End-Users.
Inquiry 36 for DEALERS ONLY.

Even ifyou've never
programmed before,
our free tutorial will
get you st,a,rt;ed right B.WBJ'
You'll get started rlght away
because we have included a
complete step-by-step tutDrial as
part of the 200-page Turoo Prolog
Reference Manual. Our tutDrial
will take you by the hand and
teach you everything you're likely
tD need tD know aoout 'I'uroo
Prolog and artificial intellJgence.
For example: once you've
completed the tutDrlal, you'll be
able tD design your own expert
systems utilizing Turoo Prolog's
powerful problem-oolving
capabilities.
Think ofTurlxJ Prolog as a
high-speed electron1c detecttve.
Firbt you feed it Information and
teach it rules. Then Turoo Prolog
"thinks" the problem through
and comes up with all the
rearonable answers-almost
lnst8ntJy.
If you think that th1S is
amazing, you Just need tD
remember that 'I'uroo Prolog ls a
5th-generation language-and
the kind of language that 21st
century computers will use
routinely. In fact, you can
compare Turoo Prolog tD

458S SCOTTS VALLEY DRIVE
SCOTTS VALLEY. CA 95066
(408)438·8400 TtlEX 112373

!
II

"" pnnnnl
'I'll rw
= the way you
could compare 'I'urlxl Pascal tD
machine language.

You get tbe complete
1'urbo Proloit
0
progra.mrning system
for only $99.95
You get a complete 'I'urlxl
Prologdevelopmentsystem
lncludJng:
• ~'he lightning-fast •ruroo Prolog
lncremenl8l complier and the
Interactive 'I'urlxl Prolog ed!tDr.
• 'I'he 200-page reference
manual which Includes the stepby-step Turoo Prolog tutDrial.
• The free GeoBase™ natural
quecy language database
Including commented source
noorlu
ll
code on disk -,Ulli.J,'/ tD comp e.
QeoBase 1S a complete database

designed and developed around
U.S. geography. It includes Cities,
mountains, rivers, and h1ghweys,
and comes complete With natural
que1y language. Use GeoBase
Jmmediately "as !S," Or modl{y it
tD fit your own lnterestB.
&J don't delay-don't waste a
soo:md-get 'I'uroo Prolog now.
$99.95 1S an amazingly small
price tD pey tD become an
lmmedJate authorizy-an lnst8nt
expert on artificial lntell!gence!
'I'he 21st century 1S only one
phon"'e• call
- •a•w•ay
-.

I
I

I

P rolog is probably the most
powerful computer programming
language ever conceived, which is
why we've made it our second
language-and "turbocharged" it to
create Turbo Prolog.'"
Our new Turbo Prolog brings
supercomputer power to your IBM®
PC and introduces you step-by-step to
the fascinating new world ofArtificial
Intelligence. And does all this for an
astounding $99.95.
Turbo Prolog is t;o
Prolog what Turbo
PascaJ·• iB t;o PascaJ!

,...........,

------"'!

YESI•

Rushme
Turbo Prolog

Today

call (800) 255-8008;
in CA calf (800) 742-1133
Product

Price

Pascal 3.0
I __ Tu1bo
TurtJo Pascal w/8087
I _ Turbo Pascal wlBCD
I - Turoo Pascal w!BOBl. BCD
_ Tufbo Database Toolbox
I _ Tulbo Gtaphix Toolbox
•
TIPbO Tv/OI
_ TU!l!o fditot Toolbox
I _ TIPbo Gamel'rolls
I - TU!l!o lig/1/nilg
_ Turoo Protog
I _ """1 Wizarrl
I _ Reflex. The Analyst
I _ SileKd
_ .Traveling SiJeKd
I _ S11perKey
I - f:: ~r,:g
I - ~::~: SileW
I _ SideKick, SuperKey
I
Traveling SileKick
_ Tvlbo Jumbo PiJCk
II
Du/sileUSAaddS70perc<¥Jy
CA ~'1 MA res . add sales/ax

Totals

169.95 S- 
S109.90 $ _ _
$109.90 S- 
l/24.95 s _ _
SS4.95 s _ _

S54 .95 S- 

s- 

$34.95
$69.95 S- 
S69.95

s_ _

$99.95

s__

S99.95 S- 
S69.95 $ _ _

s__

I

s_ _

'$125.00 $ _ _

·sm.oo s__
.$245.00 S- 

s- 
s- 

Prices incltxie ShPpirlg lo all us cities .
Garetully oescritJe yOlX COO'fJu/er system·

I

1use _PC-oos _Ms.oos
.£PIM-BO - CP!M B6

.

My colTj)uter's name arrl rnodet is·

Thedisksi1eluseis:D3W

osw oe·
Check

I

I I I I I
I I I I I I

Card#

NOT coPY·PROTECTEO

..6D·OAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Name

sn'IP1119 l<1flress
Cit/
s1aie.·

zp.

Telephone:
CODsall1pfJICllaseorrlers Will NOTbeaccepledby8111/atd.
Du/sile USA make P'Y'T'nt by b.Jllk dran. payable ill US dollatS
drawn on a US bank .
·iimited Time oner

I
I ..YES. withinacc0fdat1ce
60 days of p111cllase. ii this produr:l does
OU1 claims. call
cusJomer service
I pertom1
d-men1 am .. will g/00/y arrange a re/1nJ .
I Turbo Prolog 1.0 Technical Speclllcalions
I
Prog,.mml•g Sr&t•m F°''""'
Compiler: Incremental clJITj)!ief generating na/ive Mne .code
I ~
;~~~-ff8S'fi::!'ie:;:=~rxr;~~~:i/es
over 2500 li1~s per mioote on a stai'1ard IBM PC.
I /nltmllv• Edi/or: Thesystem i<rCltxiesapowerfli interactive
I :;;:;,;;~~1i;~.~i:;;;,~,~~;,i;::;,,~;~fi{!n":,'/;.;.,1i
I c://;i:~"t'.";:,;~~gu"::/,'!ft::rf:"::J."' cau ed•tor.
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I ~;~~:::::,support: The System-ans both /RiliC
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EnGarde™ is the only surge sup
pressor with the added protection
of an anti-static touch pad that
safely absorbs hannful static charges
from your body. It protects com
puter inemory and data from dis
ruptions, while shielding your
· system from static charges that
degrade delicate microcircuitry.
A multi-peripheral master switch
and an LED grounded outlet indi
cator are also built into the total
protectioq of EnGarde!M
EnGarde™also protects your
computer from powerswges caused
by changes in electrical loads
and .other electrical disturbances.
It includes a litnited five-year
warranty.
EnGarde™is a product of Sys
tems Control, manufacturer of
power protection systems for the
nation's utility companies.
Ask your dealer for the total pro
tection of EnGarde!MOr call toll
free 1-800-451-6866 to order (in
Michigart call collect 906/ 774-0440).
If unsatisfied, return EnGarde™
within 30 days for a
full refund.
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Circuit-Board-Artwork Software
for fhe,.Design Engineer
in a Hurry

For only $895, smARTWORK® lets
the design engineer create and
revise printed-circuit-board art
work on the IBM Personal Com
puter. You keep complete control
over your circuit-board artwork from start to finish.
Forget the tedium of taping it
yourself or waiting for a tech
nician, draftsman, or the CAD
department to get to your project.
smARTWORK®is the only low
cost printed-circuit-board artwork
editor with all these advantages:
D Complete interactive control
over placement and routing
0 Quick correction and revision
0 Production-quality 2X artwork
from a pen-and-ink plotter
D Prototype-quality 2X artwork
from a dot-matrix printer

O Easy to learn and operate, yet
capable of sophisticated
layouts
O Single-sided and double-sided
printed circuit boards up to
10 x 16 inches
0 Multicolor or black-and-white
display
System Requirements:
0 IBM Personal Computer, XT, or
AT with 256K RAM, 2 disk drives,
and DOS Version 2.0 or later
0 IBM Color/Graphics Adapter
with RGB color or black-and
white monitor
0 IBM Graphics Printer or Epson
FX/MX/RX series dot-matrix
printer
O Houston Instrument DMP-41
pen-and-ink plotter
0 Optional Microsoft Mouse

The Smart Buy
At $895, smARTWORK®is proven,
convenient, fast, and a sound
value. Call us today. And put it to
work for yourself next week.

Wintek Corporation
inqu iry 367
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993
Telephone: (317) 742-8428
Telex: 70-9079 WINTEK CORP UD
In Europe contact: RIVA Termina ls Limited,
Woking , Surrey GU21 5JY ENGLAND,
Telephone: 04862-71001 , Telex: 859502
"smARTWORK'.' "Wlntek" and the W1nlek logo ore
registered trademarks of W1ntek Corporation.
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MICROBYTES DAILY.
WHAT'S NEW,
AND SPECIAL EVENTS

We've been busy here at BYTE. We
recently founded Microbytes Daily, a
daily news service · about personal
computing available through the BYTE
Information Exchange. Lynne Nadeau
has done a fine job of enhancing
Microbytes so that it is now both a
two-page monthly section in BYTE and
a larger daily news service on BIX. In
BYTE. we have limited space available
for quick news items and an absolute
minimum lead time of six weeks. In
Microbytes Daily on SIX. we have a
lead time of minutes and more space
than we can fill. The Microbytes sec
tion in BYTE is now a subset of the
Microbytes on SIX.
SIX users can get the latest news
each time they sign on by typing join
microbytes. 1b make Microbytes always
appear first in the queue of materials
to read. use the SIX order command.
BYTE receives 2400 to 3000 press
releases each month. most of them ·
announcing products. We try to select
from all these releases those that will
be of greatest interest to most BYTE
readers. Thanks to the extra efforts of
Dennis Barker and Cathy Baskin. who
regulady edit What's New. we now
have much greater scope: the "whats.
new.hard" and "whats.new.soft" con
ferences on SIX. By joining those two
conferences. SIX users can see a large
selection of product announcements
divided into hardware and software.
lbpics in the conferences provide sub
divisions such as software for specific
machines. You can also use the SIX
search command to look for an
nouncements that contain specific
terms of interest to you. The familiar
What's New will continue to appear in
·- BYTE as before. Now the print What's
New will be a subset of the on-line
whats.new.hard and whats.new.soft.
6
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In time. we hope to make the on-line
news services truly comprehens'ive.
We're investigating OCR devices for
reading press releases into personal
computers for efficient editing.
rewriting. and uploading to SIX. While
whats.new.soft and whats.new.hard
will continue to concentrate on prod
ucts. Microbytes Daily will focus on
developments in new technology. We
hope that research centers in both
academia and industry will keep us up
to the minute on any research of
potential interest to people who use
computers so that we can quickly
pass along such information via
Microbytes Daily and Microbytes.

COMPUTERS AND MUSIC

(July BYTE theme) The special meet
ing on electronic music will be chaired
by BYTE editor Rick Crehan and of
fered as a part of the Music con
ference. Among the experts invited are
Roger Powell. developer of MIDI
squeezer software and keyboardist for
lbdd Rundgren's Utopia. and Craig
Anderson. editor of Electronic Musician
and designer of construction projects
for electronic musicians.
OBJECT-ORIENTED LANGUAGES

(August BYTE theme) BYTE's Eva
White will moderate this event. For
the exact title and location. see the
announcement in BIX system.news.
EVENTS AND ISSUE THEMES
. The lineup of experts discussing
We have arranged three month-long . object-oriented programming in
events on SIX for April. which are cludes Daniel Ingalls and Larry lesler.
related to the themes of future BYTE formerly at Xerox PARC and now at
issues and involve special guests.
Apple; Brad Cox and Kurt Schmucker
These events may result in material of Productivity Products International.
that will be published in BYTE. We the vendor of Objective-C; Charles 8.
believe these on-line conferences will
Duff. author of Neon. an object
enhance BYTE's coverage of issue oriented extension to the FORTH lan
themes and that through SIX we can guage for the Macintosh. and presi
learn more about what BYTE readers dent of the Whitewater Group; Jeremy
want in the way of theme coverage. Jones of Coral Software and one of
We will use some upcoming articles the designers of Object Logo; Bjarne
to stimulate discussion in conferences Stroustrup of Bell labs and designer
on SIX.
of C++; and Jim Anderson. president
The relationship of the SIX special of Digitalk. which developed
events to BYTE issue themes is in Methods. a Smalltalk development
dicated in parentheses.
environment for the IBM PC
OPTICAL STORAGE

(May BYTE theme is mass storage.)
BYTE editor Ken Sheldon will be mod
erating this special event. Check the
system.news conference on SIX for
the exact title and location. Some of
the experts invited to discuss CD
ROMs are William Zoellick. manager
of Software Research for TMS Inc.;
William Casey. president of Advanced
Storage Concepts; and Tim Oren of
Activenture.

We hope to see you on line for
these events and the more than 100
other conferences on SIX. If you
prefer not to participate in telecom
munications. however. we still expect
that you'll benefit from SIX events
and conferences because direct inter
action with readers and technical ex
perts will help the BYTE staff plan and
prepare better issues.
-Pliil Lemmons
Editor in Cliief

Before you invest in a DEC*VT240 terminal,
consider the software alternative.
Stop and think about what you really
need: A text terminal. Tektronix·
graphics. ReGIS* graphics. File transfer
capabilities. Communications.
Purchasing a state-of-the-art terminal
may be one option , but Persoft has a
smarter solution-SmarTerm® 240,
the ultimate in terminal emulation
software.
SmarTerm can do everything the state
of-the-art terminal can do-and more.
That's why we call it state-of-the-smart.
With SmarTerm 240, the emulation is
so exact you 'll forget you're using a
PC. It features superior text emulation,
ReGIS graphics, Tektronix graphics,
outstanding communications and file
transfer capabilities.

SmarTerm has a state-of-the-smart
solution for you.

No matter which terminal you' re
currently using-Data General Dasher*
D400, Tektronix 4010/4014, DEC VT100,
VT125, VT220 or even the new VT240,

To find out more about the SmarTerm
family of terminal emulation software,
see your local dealer. Or contact:
Persoft, Inc.
2740 Ski Lane
Madison, WI 53713
(608) 273-6000 - Telex 759491

STATE
STATE
OF THE vs OF THE
ART
SMART

•SmatTerm .is a ll!Qisteiec1.{cadema1k ol Pe~solt, Inc: ·oEC. VT and ReGtS, are 1raden'a1ks 01 Digital Equipment Corp.
"DASHER is a registered tr8demark of Data·General Coip. "Tektronix is a registerod lrademark or Tektronix, Inc .
, © :Persolt, Inc., 1986. All righ!s re-Served. '
:: j ,

Visi On Is Back On
Remember Visi On. the highly touted integrated program for the IBM PC? Control Data Cor
poration purchased the program from the now-defunct VisiCorp about a year and a half
ago. CDC has been busy retooling the product and now is almost ready to rerelease it. ac
cording to a spokeswoman at the firm's Business Information Services division in Min
neapolis. MN.
"What we've done is enhance the applications manager !the central controlling compo
nent of Visi Onl and the individual applications." said the CDC spokeswoman. " We recognize
people have favorite DOS packages. so we're positioning IVisi Onl as a value-added
package." Each Visi On application will be priced at $150, as will the applications manager.
The minimum suggested configuration to run Visi On is an IBM PC with a hard disk and
512K bytes of RAM. Visi On came out at a time when most PC users were still adjusting to
the idea of hard disks and 2 56K RAM . CDC hopes that Visi On will get a better reception
than it did earlier now that more powerful PCs are the norm.
Customers will be able to purchase Visi On directly through a still-unannounced 800
number and various value-added retail channels.

Intel Controller for 8/16..bit Programmable Bus
Intel Corporation of Santa Clara, CA announced what it calls the first 16-bit microcontroller
that lets a system's external data bus be programmed at 8 bits, 16 bits, or both. The first
implementation of this controller is an EPROM chip called the 8796BH . which is designed
for prototypes and low-volume production where software is not yet complete. The 8796BH
is priced at $75 in quantities of 1000. A ROM version of the chip, called the 8396BH. will
sell for $9.96 in 25,000-unit quantities. The chips will be available in the second quarter and
second half. respectively, of 1986.

Demonstration of Project Andrew for 3M Computers
Carnegie-Mellon University of Pittsburgh, PA. has given the first hands-on demonstration of
its nascent Project Andrew educational-software system. Andrew is expected to run on so
called 3M computers. The 3M specification refers to a computer with a minimum of I
megabyte of RAM. processor speed of I million machine instructions per second, and
screen resolution of I 000 by I 000 pixels. (However. Andrew does run on the IBM RT PC.
which has a screen resolution of 1024 by 750 pixels.)
The Project Andrew system runs on top of UNIX 4.2 and is designed so that applications
written for it will be transportable across different hardware systems. Although Project An
drew will not be completed for another year. a Carnegie-Mellon official said that at least
one major hardware vendor (and perhaps several) is expected to announce 3M computers
within the next 12 months.
A number of vendors (IBM and DEC chief among them) have contributed to the CMU
project. Apple Computer has stated that it plans to participate in the 3M market. That
market has also been targeted by Next Inc.. a start-up firm headed by former Apple chair
man Steven Jobs.

...

Intel and Interactive Systems Will Port UNIX V
to 80!286/80386
Intel Corporation of Santa Clara. CA and Interactive Systems Corporation of Santa Monica.
CA. have agreed to port AT&T's latest version of UNIX System V to the 80286 and 80386
microprocessors. According to George Alexy, Product Marketing Manager of Intel's
(co11ti11ued)
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Microprocessor Division, "The inherent ability of the 80386 means that when combined
with UNIX System V, the system will support the current base of MS-DOS applications." In
teractive had previously ported its UNIX System V product. IN/ix, to the entire iAPX86 line
of microprocessors.

. - .. -



Borland's Modula-2 for the Apple II and Turbo Pascal
for the Mac
At the MacWorld Exposition in San Francisco, Borland International of Scotts Valley. CA.
demonstrated its new Turbo Modula-2 on an Apple lie with a Z80 coprocessor card running
CP/M. The language is scheduled to ship during the second quarter of this year. It won't be
available just to Apple owners: Borland plans to support it for all the same CP/M (2 .2 or
higher) computers that are already served by llJrbo Pascal. And the firm claims that it will
sell an MS-DOS version in the second half of the year.
Turbo Modula-2 includes a WordStar-style editor similar to that of Turbo Pascal. The main
menu lets you choose to compile directly to native code or to interpreted m-code. Another
menu selection lets you either accept Borland's extensions to Modula-2 or stick with the
Wirth definition of the language.
Borland also announced that it will begin shipping Turbo Pascal for the Macintosh in the
second quarter of 1986. The language was not demonstrated at the exposition.

ADAPSO Pushes Software-Protection Scheme
Eight hundred million dollars. That's about how much money software vendors lost last year
to illegal copying of programs according to ADAPSO (Association of Data Processing Ser
vices Organization). a computer-industry group representing software and service firms.
ADAPSO, based in Arlington, VA, is sponsoring a lock~and-key system standard for com
puters to prevent illegal duplication of programs. The device connects to a computer's
RS-232C port and limits use of duly protected software to the specific computer for which it
was bought. Although negative consumer reaction has discouraged widespread endorse
ment by software firms, ADAPSO continues to push for adoption of the device. which it
says costs about $2 5.
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NEC Electronics Inc. of Mountain View, CA. has introduced a 64K by 4-bit (2 56K) DRAM
with an access time of I 00 nanoseconds. The page-mode organization of the µPD4 I 464
chip can help in designing memory in small segments: 64K bytes can be constructed of two
chips instead of the eight required with standard 64K by I-bit chips .. _. The Massachusetts
Microelectronic Center is a $48 million educational center funded by high-technology in
dustry -and the Massachusetts state government. It will provide advance training and
research opportunities in microelectronics and semiconductor technologies for students,
scientists, and engineers . . . . Symbolic Control of Palo Alto. CA. has developed the
4thCPU-40 chip, which directly runs FORTH instructions at a rate of 8 million per second.
Designed in 2-micron CMOS and sitting inside a 68-pin PL.CC (plastic leaded chip carrier).
the 4thCPU-40 can directly access 12 gigabytes and has a 20-MHz DMA coprocessor inter
face. In volume. the chip costs approximately $70 . . . . Western Union has announced a
new convenience for subscribers to its EasyLink on-line information service that lets users
create and distribut e customized business forms electronically via computer. The $100
package is called Instant Forms Plus .. . . Advanced Micro Devices of Sunnyvale, CA, has
aimed its new Am2130 dual-port 8K static RAM at multiprocessor systems that need in
dependent read/write access to a single memory. The 48-pin chip has separate 1/0 ports,
addresses. and controls to let two devices read or write to memory at the same time. The
70-nanosecond version costs $44 .80 . . .. Lotus Development Corporation of Cambridge,
MA. and Living Videotext of Mountain View. CA. have separately announced agreements
with Microsoft of Bellevue. WA Both companies will be developing applications that sup
port the Microsoft Windows environment . .. . Oki Semiconductor of Sunnyvale. CA. is of
fering fast CMOS versions of the 8086 and 8088 microprocessors. The MSM80C86-2 and
MSM80C88-2 run at 8 MHz, have a maximum power consumption of 275 milliwatts. and
cost $20 in lots of 100 .. .. Computer-terminal manufacturer Wyse Technology of San Jose.
CA. announced plans to buy Amdek Corporation, the Chicago-based computer-monitor
manufacturer. The acquisition involves about 650,000 shares of Wyse stock and is subject to
approval by Amdek shareholders.
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Meet the
disk-based
Tandy600~
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A breakthrough
in portable
•
computmg
power
and versatility.

Get a portable that matches the
performance of a desktop computer.
The amazing Tandy 600 features a
16-bit microprocessor, an 80
character by 16-line display, a built
in 3 1/2" disk drive that stores 360K
of data and 32K RAM (expandable
to 224K*).

Five resident applications
With Tandy 600's larger display
and memory, Multiplan spreadsheet
analysis can hold more information.
Word processing is as easy as using
MS-Word. You'll have quicker ac
cess to documents and better stor
age with the built-in disk drive. File
is an electronic data base for names
and addresses, expenses, client bill
ing, inventory and more. And you
can keep a large number of differ
ent files on the pocket size disk
ettes. With Telecom and the Tandy
600's built-in modem, you're able

to communicate with other com
puters over phone lines. Telecom
will even dial the phone number of
anyone listed in the File program.
Calendar helps you keep track of
daily tasks and activities.
The easy-to-learn resident Sys
tem Manager lets you run each ap
plication, exchange information
between applications and manage
the files created. You can even set it
to tum itself on for unattended op
erations. And you can add BASIC
language ROM (26-3904, $129.95)
to write your own programs.

Available at over 1200
Radio Shack Computer Centers and at
participating Radio Shack stores and dealers.

ltad1e /haeK
COMPUTER CENTERS

'· --- c: : l

A DIVISION OFT ANDY CORPORATION

·....,.;l~1]

Send Me a Free
Tandy 600 Brochure.

Companyc_ _ _ _ _ __

Tandy... Clearly Superior™
If you've been looking at porta
ble computers, compare them with
the Tandy 600 (26-3901, $1599).
You'll be amazed at what it can do!
Visit a Radio Shack Computer
Center today.

Address,_ _ _ _ _ __

~

City•- - - - - - - -

• RAM upgrades are In banks of 96K (26-3910, $399.95 each). Prices apply at Radio Shack Computer Centers and participating stores and dealers. Multiplan and MS-WordfTM Microsoft Corp.
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Computers and Communications

Your first color
good enough
NEC introduces the only
color monitor you need.
Superb resolution plus
MultiSync for across·
the-board compatibility
with all three PC
graphics boards made
by IBM~ for business
graphics, CAD/CAM,
· computer art, and text.
,t.!:.I~,,
N
h '
¥--·
-~
owt ere s
r · ~ one high
\ ;~) resolution
~ -:v:color monitor
~~~ -~ /~ tha~ does
\~, .: ljl ) things
{!f ~/ , your way.
' • "" ·. The MultiSyncrM monitorfrom NEC.

J

It gives you the best
color resolution avail
able at the price.
• Compatibility with
the IBM Professional
Graphics Adapter, the
IBM Enhanced Graphics
Adapter, and the IBM
Color Graphics Adapter.

• MultiSync, the NEC
feature that automatic
ally adjusts to color
adapter board scanning
frequencies from 15.75
KHz to 35 KHz-sug
gesting the possibility
that the MultiSync
monitor might be
compatible with a//
color graphics boards
that are fully compati
ble with the IBM PC,
PC/XT, and PC/AT, now
and in the future.
• Full implementation
of high resolution
graphics software for
business
(---ti ~
and other
applica\
~~~
tions, now
t~~
andinthe
,
future.
~~
• And color -~

~~~aif:~e f[ ·~,),/
i
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bemg used.
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Compatibility with the IBM<!l
Professional Graphics Adapter Board

didn't know which way
to look.
The new MultiSync
color monitor gives you
unique compatibility. As
wel I as TIL and analog
color. With 7 switchable
text colors. And resolu
tion up to maximum 800
horizontal dots and
maximum 560 vertical
lines, on a large, 13"
diagonal viewing area.
All that, priced at just
$799. All from NEC, a
name respected around
the world for advanced,

".

l.c-"dln\J flc!:;h.h,p C:L'n1putc:1 Vcnd,.irs

Compatibility with the IBM<!l
Enhanced Graphics Adapter Board
12
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See Things Our Way
Until now, you had to
choose different color
monitors for compatibil
ity with all three PC
color graphics boards
made by IBM. With so
many board and mon i
t or configurations, folks
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Compatibility with the IBM<!l Color
Graphics Adapter

monitor should be
to be your last

I

. I

I

i
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The Intelligent Monitor™
reliable products
backed by nationwide
service.
It's the one color
monitor that does
everything your way.
But why talk more
about it? Visit your
Inquiry 238

nearest dealer and see
a graphic demonstra
tion of the new NEC
MultiSync monitor's
capabilities. Then draw
your own conclusions.
For information dial

1-800-447-4700

NEC HOME ELECTRONICS (U.S.A.) Inc.
Personal Computer Division
1401 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

ttiEC
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VISUAL COPYRIGHTS
I applaud Gregg Williams·s editorial re
garding Apple's unconscionable action
against Digital Research Inc. for GEM ("A
Threat to Future Software." January, page
6). We at Batteries Included. a software
publisher producing GEM applications on
both the IBM PC and the Atari ST. experi
enced considerable dismay when Apple
flexed its corporate legal muscle.
Unfortunately for the entire industry,
Apple decided to pick on the company
least able to defend itself. For its part. ORI
clearly chose discretion over valor in ac
quiescing to Apple's pressure. What's
most ironic is that GEM's most awkward
feature. menus that drop automatically.
was almost certainly originally created to
avoid Apple's wrath.
At the time of the "settlement." I spoke
with folks at both Microsoft and Atari. The
former. when asked if they were con
cerned about Apple possibly going after
them for Windows. simply laughed. Atari's
comment was that they hoped Apple
would come after them. they could use
the free publicity.
Regrettably. Apple chose to be a bully.
Can you imagine AT&T's response if Apple
had gone after it for the user interface of
the UNIX PC?
Your editorial stance is to be com
mended. Rarely do mass-market journals
have the gumption to take a principled
position against an advertiser. Apple de
serves the ire of the microcomputer com
munity. Our common goal should be to
foster the development of a user interface.
not the divisiveness of nonconstructive
legal harassment.
MICHAEL H. REICHMANN

Richmond Hill. Ontario. Canada
It was with some dismay that I read your
lanuary editorial. Perhaps the most frus
trating part of this is that we seemingly
both want the same thing for the industry
but come out on opposite sides of each
issue. I trust you will forgive the length of
this letter. but I have a number of points
to make that will inevitably take con
siderable space and time to read. I have
also listed a number of legal citations in
case you should care to conduct further
research on this matter.
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I must begin by taking exception to your
comment regarding "the uncertain worth
of a 'visual copyright: .. As an attorney
whose practice is in the area of computer
law. I can assure you that the rights in
volved in this issue are not of uncertain
worth. Although it is not generally known.
ORI paid a considerable amount of cash
to Apple in addition to agreeing to revise
its software.
This is not a case where big. bad Apple
threatened some small start-up firm with
out the financial resources to defend itself.
ORI certainly had the means and the will
to defend its actions. if it chose to do so.
However. the fact of the matter is that DRI
assessed its situation, which involved in
fringing not only the "look and feel" (the
legal terminology covering this area) of the
Mac software but also certain nondis
closure agreements between Apple and
ORI and came to the conclusion that de
fending itself would be an inappropriate
use of financial and management re
sources: thus the settlement. Of one thing
you can be certain. ORI would not have
settled the case if it thought Apple's rights
had been of uncertain worth.
Some background here regarding copy
right law would undoubtedly help you in
understanding the situation. The copyright
law protects computer programs in both
source- and object-code forms 117 U.S.C.
§§ I 0I.1171 and declares anyone who
violates the exclusive rights of the copy
right holder to be an infringer of the copy
right 117 U.S.C. §50I(aJI.
Further. the copyright laws grant the
copyright owner the exclusive right to
reproduce the work. to prepare derivative
works based upon the copyrighted work.
and to distribute the work 117 U.S.C. § !06 ).
A work done for hire is protected for 75
years 117 U.S.C. §3021.
The question that arose when the courts
unequivocally upheld the rights of
copyright owners in source and object
codes and application and operating
system software was what would be the
scope of protection for both the look and
feel of the protected software.
In order to place this protection into
context. you must remember that copy
right law originally evolved to protect the
works of authors in their writings (which

included painters in their paintings). This
protection of written and visual work was
expanded with the advent of movies and.
subsequently. television.
In Sid & Marty Krofft Television Products Inc.
v. McDonald's Corp. 562 F.2d 11 57 (9th Cir.
1977). the court upheld a lower-court ver
dict that the plaintiff's copyrighted televi
sion show had been infringed by the
defendant's advertising campaign. This
advertising campaign included characters
that were similar. but not identical. to the
characters in the plaintiff's show. The court
held the defendant had infringed by using
the "total concept and feel" of the char
acters created by plaintiff. Thus. even
before this issue came to the fore in the
software area. there was good case law
supporting the protection of the look and
feel in copyrighted material.
In SAS Institute Inc. v. S&H Computer Systems
Inc. 605 F. Supp. 816 (M.D. 'Ienn. 1985). the
plaintiff brought suit alleging that the de
fendant had taken its software. which ran
only on IBM and compatible hardware.
and infringed its copyright by converting
the software to run under the VAX oper
ating-system environment. Although the
court found that only 44 lines of code out
of approximately 180.000 had been pla
giarized from the SAS code. it found sub
stantial modular similarity and a copying
of the user-interface dialogue. In finding
for the plaintiff. the court held that there
had been an "extensive taking of the struc
ture and topical sequence" of the SAS
software.
In Whelan Associates Inc. v. Jaslow Dental i..a&
oratory Inc. 609 F. Supp. 1307 (E. D. Penn.
1985). the court held that "the ·expression
of an idea· in a software program is the

(continued)
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Means Business.

The Mouse by Maynard Electronics makes your favorite
programs faster,
w>.£MlfJii easier, and smarter!
I V MAVNAllD 1 1.I CTllDNICI .

Teach The Mouse
To Type.
A single Mouse click will instantly
produce the character, sentence,
paragraph, or anything else
you've selected. Click: you call
up the CustomKey menu. Click:
your file is saved. Click: a com
monly used paragraph appears
in place. No other mouse gives
you such power and versatility.
At last, an "intelligent" mouse! Now you can add
command power to your programs, when you
oont, the way you want- instantly! The Mouse
by Maynard Electronics comes with our
CustomKey™ software which lets you assign
and reassign commands while using your
favorite programs  even those without
mouse utilities. Fly through programs like
Symphony; Lotus 1-2-3; Framework; Multi
Mate;and others with undreamed of speed!
And of course, it's fully compatible with all
programs written for a mouse, too.

A Tale Of Three Mice ...
Compare our Mouse with the others running
around and you'll see, there's no comparison!
Here are just a few features across the board:
FEATURES

Maynard
Mouse

# of Button Combinations
Button Auto Repeat
Diagnostics
Dynamic Scaling
Cursor Overshoot Control
Adjustable Cursor Speed/Up, On (while
runnin~ a8plication)
Adjustab e ursor Speed/Rt. Lit (while
runninB a~plication)
Buttons· e inable (while running application)
Macros-Definable (while running application)
User-Definable Alternate Cursor Movement

Micro- Mouse
soft Systems
5

7
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

Yes

No

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

3

No

Yes
No
No

-

Free Drawing!
"Symphony and Lotus 1·2· 3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
Framework is a trademark of Ashton· Tate. MultiMate is a trademark of SoftWord Sys·
rems Inc. Telef1i'lrt is a trademark of LCS/Telegrapbics.

Purchase The Mouse now and
receive the popular paint program
Telepaint* at no additional cost
- a $149 value!

lectronics
orrow's technology.
460 E. Semoran, Casselberry, FU
Available at the finest computer stores. Contact your local d
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Whyyou
should
ignore95%

of the news
Because NewsNet automaticallyfinds the
5% you need. From our database of authori
tative, up-to-date business news, you get just
the stories you want, delivered instantly to your
microcomputer. You choose your own, unique
keywords, and NewsNet saves-just for you
,.., · ·,
every new article containing those words. Or,
·t _ ._?,~ you_ can find th~t critical 5% on your own,
.-:</ ..· ;.+ - with NewsNet s powerful keyword search
---~.,...
ing and text scanning.
Just what 's in NewsNet's database? The full text
of over 300 valuable business newsletters. In
depth news, written by experts, filled with
analysis and interpretation. News from 34 dif
ferent industries and professions-everything
from Computers to Investments, from Manage
ment to Telecommunications. Plus extras such
as wire services, online stock quotes, air fares,
and business credit reports.

Computer News:
Yout· Specialty is our Specialty. Here are just
a few of the 25 Electronics and Computers
newsletters on NewsNet:
The Artificial
lntdligell'Ce Report
The Business Co mputer
The Computer Cookbook
Consumer Electronics
Data Base Informer
Electronic Mail News
Outlook on IBM
Japan High Tec h Review
~licro Moonlighter

Mini /Micro Bulletin
Personal Computers Today
Robotronics Age
Newsletter
Semiconductor Industry
& Business Survey
The Seybold Report o n
Professional Computing
Stanley Klein Newsletter
on Computer Graphics

ONLINE
BUSINESS
NEWS

Call Today!
We'll send all you
need to subscribe.

(800)
345-1301
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manner in which the program operates.
controls and regulates the computer in re
ceiving. assembling. calculating. retaining.
correlating. and producing useful informa
tion either on a screen. printout. or by
audio communication." The court con
tinued in stating that "the expression of
the idea embodied in the computer pro
gram is protected by the copyright
laws ...." On the basis of substantial
similarity. the court found infringement on
the part of the defendant.
In essence. what the courts are saying
is that copyright . in software extends
beyond the code itself and also includes
the organization and user dialogue. i.e.. the
look and feel. While this viewpoint might
seem revolutionary to laymen or even at
torneys who are unfamiliar with intellec
tual-property law. it is not a broad. new
interpretation of the copyright law.
For instance. the copying of the internal
structure and organization of a textbook
[the table of contents} has been held to
be an infringement of the copyrighted
work [Mereditfi Corp. v. Harper & Row Publisfiers
Inc. 500 F 2d 1221 12d Cir. 19741). And. in
Rotfi Greeting Cards v. United Card Co. 429 F
2d 1106 [9th Cir. 1970). the court held the
sale of greeting cards that copied the total
concept and feel of the plaintiff's copy
righted cards to be an infringement. Given
this background. the protection of the
look and feel in software is in compliance
with long-held case law.
I feel compelled to add. lest you adopt
the somewhat unique argument of the cur
rent U.S. Attorney General regarding case
decisions that go beyond the intent of the
legislators who drafted the laws. that Con
gress made two substantial revisions to
the copyright laws. in 1976 and 1980. If
Congress had felt that the courts' rulings
in Harper & Row and Rotfi were a misapplica
tion of the law. there was more than am
ple opportunity to correct the problem in
the 1976 and 1980 revisions. That Con
gress did not revise the copyright laws to
overrule the courts' decisions is a definite
indication that it did not see any problem
with the rulings.
Although the legal analysis of the courts
in SAS and )as/ow is based upon interpreta
tion of the copyright laws. the underlying
rationale is really based upon ethical and
economic arguments.
In both )as/ow and SAS the infringing
defendants took software that had been
successful in one operating environment
(IBM Series/I and IBM mainframes. re
spectively) and made clones operating
under another environment (IBM PC and
(continued)

New! Windows-Compatible In·a·Vision 1.1

I

e created In·a·Vision
just for you . The
W
engineer who needs
more productive
drafting support.
The designer who
needs versatility
for alternate
ideas or quick re
visions. The ar
chitect who needs
to manage a vari
ety of working
drawings. And the
businessman who
needs first-class
presentation mate
rials as well as de
tailed flow charts
and organization charts.

Point. Click. Draw.
Now all you do to create com
plex technical drawings, systems
designs, blueprints, diagrams, il
lustrations, and proposals is point,
click and draw. With In·a·Vision's
mouse support, windowing, icons,
and pull-down menus, you
produce drawings more
quickly, accurately and
efficiently than ever
before. In-a·Vision's
advanced technology
includes many features
not found on compar
able systems costing thou
sands more. For example, you
can pan around in a user-definable
drawing space up to 68" x 68" and
zoom in on specific areas for

FREE Microsoft®windows
from MICROGRAFX!"'
If you purchase In-a· Vision
directly from MICROGRAFX,
we'll give you a free retail copy
of Microsoft Windows so
you can use In·a·Vision as
part of a fully integrated
working environment. Move
instantly from ln·a·Vision to
other applications and back .. .
cut and paste text and drawings

greater
detail. Scale,
rotate and dimen
sion symbols, fill an
area with your
choices of pre
defined colors and
patterns, as well as
draw lines with multiple styles·
and widths. Other features in
clude overlays, predefined and
user-definable page sizes, rulers,
grids, and templates to speed
popular applications.

between applications
... and more!
We're confident
you'll agree - In·a·Vision will
make your complex drawing tasks
simple and make you more pro
ductive . Satisfaction guaranteed.

TO ORDER
CALV
800-272-3729

Multi-tasking in a PC
based CAD system.
ln·a·Vision uses
multi-tasking to
enable you to
continue
drawing
while printing
hard copies or edit
multiple drawings simultaneously.

Demo disk* or
brochure available
to qualified
customers. In
Texas or for cus
tomer support, call
(214) 234-1769 . .
MICROGRAFX, Inc., 1820
North Greenville Avenue,
Richardson, Texas 75081.

MICROGRAFX®
(Most popular graphics cards, ploltcrs, and printers supporlcd.}
Microsoft Windows-compa!iblc. Call for specific operating
environment requirements.

• ~':':u~W.~~~~!"~~gfcwf~r~~~~onstration system for users

The Picture of Success.
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ln·a·Vision an d MICROGRAFX a r e trademarks of

M!CROGRAFX, Inc.
Microsoft is a trademark of Microsoft, Inc.

Escape the
Pragrammer"s
Prison
Do you feel imprisoned by your IBM PC?
Do you spend too much time wrestling
with a rigid, unyielding programming
language? Are you tired of clumsy pro
gramming tools that straight-jacket your
creativity instead of liberating it?

If so, you're ready for Methods-a Small
talk, object-oriented programming sys
tem for the IBM-PC and compatibles that
sets you free from the constraints of
other languages. Until you program with
Methods, you don't know just how quick
and creative programming can be on the.
IBM PC.

Methods is ...
. . . high-performance object-oriented pro
gramming. Apowerful, language-compatible
subset of Smalltalk-80
. . . a toolkit of over 100 classes-easily-cus
tomized software building-blocks for rapid, in
cremental development of real-world application.5.
... an open-ended, window environment that
encourages exploration while allowing re
covery from any error.
1 1
' •

... extensively documented in a four-part
manual for everyone from beginners to
experienced programmers-the perfect in
troduction to Smalltalk programming.
... ideal for software prototyping, simulation,
databases, advanced user interfaces, and
numerous AI applications.
Methods also offers easy access to DOS, a
powerful directory/file browser system, remote
UNIX'" access, an object-oriented shell for
DOS programs, and much more .
Methods requires DOS and 512K RAM on
IBM PC's (including AT) or "compatibles,"
and can be used with or without a mouse.

digitalk. inc.
5200 West Century Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 645-1082
Available from Digitalk for $250. Outside U.S. add
$15.00 for shipping and handling.
California residents add sales tax.
Educational and dealer
discounts available.
Inquiry 111

IBM is a trademark of
International Business Machines Corporation.
Smalltalk-BO is a trademark or Xerox Corporation.
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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DEC VAX. respectively). Was this done
from some altruistic sense of providing
computing power to the people? Of
course not; it was done to make money.
These programs were not selected at
random. The defendants selected these
programs because they had proved suc
cessful in their initial operating en
vironments. So. what the defendants
decided to do was to take the successful.
creative work of the authors and then port
it to another environment in order to make
themselves money.
The truth of the matter is that program
ming per se is not a creative act. The
creative act is in the design and organiza
tion of the software. And. when we look
at the marketplace. the ease of operation
by the user is a considerable factor in
whether the design and organization of a
software product is successful. (If you
doubt this. ask yourself if WordStar would
be a success or a flop if initially released
today.)
Tu put it bluntly. what the defendants in
Whelan. SAS. and DR! did was to rip off a
successful look and feel from its rightful
author. Once you have that. the coding is
merely grunt work.
What the courts are really saying in
these cases is that to deprive the authors
of the fruits of their creative efforts is
unethical and that it won't be tolerated in
American commerce. It will be a very sad
time indeed. Mr. Wi lliams. if the standard
of business in this country becomes such
that it is considered unethical to deprive
the rip-off artists of their "right" to pirate
someone else's creativity.
Your argument regarding standardiza
tion in the computer industry is fine as far
as it goes. But it misses the point regard
ing how a standard is attained. Standards
don't become standards merely because
the issuing party says that this is now the
standard. Alas. there are some notable
failures attempting to do just that in the
not too distant past. Standards become
standards because the publisher wants it
to become a standard and the public (users
in this context) decide that something is
useful to them. and it becomes the stan
dard by popular election.
However. carrying your argument to its
logical conclusion would make the public"s
(or some portion thereof) desire to make
some piece of software a standard
amount to a taking of the intellectual prop
erty inherent in the software by eminent
domain. with the compensation to the
developer for such condemnation being
an increase in revenues from some other
(continued)

AST's ShortPak™ and I/O Mini™ Offer the Powerful Memory and Input/
Output Capabilities of Full-Size Boards on Convenient Half-Size Cards.
Waste Not. Don't waste valuable,
full-size, system-expansion slots on
memory or I/O cards. AST Research
offers the space savers-short-board
solutions for adding memory and input/
output to your IBM" PC-XT, 3270 PC
or Portable. And users of new, basic IBM
PCs , check your system chassis. You
may have short s\ots, too.
Of course, ShortPak and I/O Mini
work just fine in long slots also.
Small Size, Big Memory With AST's
ShortPak. Now you can boost your PC's
memory with up to 576 Kilobytes (Kb)
in a single, short slot. Using both 64Kb
and 256Kb chips, this versatile short
card rounds out virtually any system's
memory to the DOS 640Kb limit.
And with every ShortPak board, you'll
get SuperPak'" utility software including
SuperDrive;"SuperSpool'"and, AST's new
fASTdisk'" electronic hard disk. Both
SuperDrive and fASTdisk let you create
lightning-fast, electronic RAM disks
and SuperSpool lets you spool files to
the printer while you continue to enter
and process data on your system.
Powerful Connections With 1/0
Mini. This short card offers all the

input/output ports you may ever require.
With up to two serial ports, a parallel
port and battery-backed clock/calendar,
this five-inch board connects to printers,
plotters, mice, modems and more. In
addition, SuperPak software is included.
Want Not. When you install ShortPak
and 1/0 Mini in your PC's short slots
you get the added memory you need to
run today's memory-intensive software
and the vital serial and parallel ports
needed to make peripheral connections.
Plus you save your long slots for
other expansion products - like AST's
RAMpage!"' expanded memory board,
offering up to 2.0 megabytes of memory;
ColorGraphPlus;" our 16-color IBM
compatible color graphics card; and,
our complete line of networking and
micro to mini/mainframe cards.
By the way, there'll be a test covering
this material on Thursday morning.
Please be prepared. For tutoring contact
your local Authorized AST Dealer or
call AST's Customer Information Center
(714) 863-1333. Or write, AST Research,
Inc., 2121 Alton Avenue, Irvine, Califor
nia 92714. TWX: 753699 ASTR UR.
Don't wait until Wednesday night.

ShortPak Features

• Offers up to 576Kb memory on a
single board (no piggyback required)
• Rounds out system mem01y to
640Kb on single board
• Fits short and long slots'
• Uses 64Kb and/or 256Kb DRAMs
• Includes SuperPak utility software
• Tivo~year warranty
1/0 Mini Features

• Standard serial port
• Standard batte1y-backed
clock/calendar
• Fits short and long slots
• Optional: second serial port and
parallel port
• Includes SuperPak utility software
• Tivo-year warranty

RESEARCH INC.

Inquir y 2 for End-Users.
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lntroducingWordStar•2000Plus Release z the
newandimprovedsoftware that topped
ltfoCorp's chartofwordprocessingpackages.

DisplayWrite"' 3, International Data Corporation's
Jim Chapman concluded :

We could make all kinds of claims about our new
WordStar 2000 Plus Release 2.

"WordStar 2000
is our favorite-!or ease of
learning, ease ofuse... and
for well-conceived and
helpful documentation."

About its commonsense commands. Tutorials for easy
training. Direct Lotus"" file input Extensive printer sup
port DCA connectivity.LANs and site licensing options.
That would be easy to do.
But we decided to letthe experts do the talking.

Now we don't expect you to take these opinions as
gospel.

In acomparative report-the report containing the chart
to the left-Robert Lefkowits of lnfoCorp said :

Because when it comes to knowing your company's
word processing needs, you're the expert who
.really matters.

"WS2000+ emerges asa clear
winnerin overallapplicability
lnfOCorp believes ws 2000+
wouldappealto the largest
numberand widest variety of
users. Itslayered functionality,
ease oflearning, andexcellent
communications features makeitideal for
corporate users, ranging from secretaries
to clerks to managers to executives."

So evaluate our product yourself.

And, after reviewing WordStar 2000 Plus Release 2
alongside MultiMate™ Advantage™ and IBM"" 's

See your local MicroPro dealer today.Or call 800
227-6703 (800-632-7979 in Californial for the dealer
nearest you Put WJrdStar 2000 Plus Release 2 to the
test and see how it measures up to the advance reviews.
We believe it'll be time well spent. For you and your
company.
If you'd like the complete lnfoCorp and IDC reports, we'll
be happy to send them to you.Just fill out the coupon
below and mail it to us,
or call B00-443-0100 x. 547.

Ill

M1craPra®

r ~o;:l;;;n~r:i:'1~stry
Analys-;;;;;s--,
P.O. Box
Hayward, CA
I
57135,

WORDSTAR.

94545

Yes, I'd like copies of the lnfoCorp and IDC Reports on WordStar
2000 Plus Release 2. Please send them to me right away.

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __

Power/id word processing
ha.s never been easier.™

RELEASE 2·

I

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I
I
I

~o~-=-..2...-------~

Lotus and IBM Oisp layWrrte 3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation and IBM Corporarion, respectively. MultiMa te and Advantage are trademarks of
MultiMate Corporation. CurremWordStar 2000 owners can update to WordStar2000 Release 2 by calling M1croProCustomer Update: 800-433·01 DO x. 265
880SM 2186
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Everything that goes into a
3M diskette is manufac- ~-~--~
tured and/or controlled by
specifications set by 3M.
From unique substrates and
oxides, to hole punching and
jacket fabrication, 3M does it
all and does it well. With confi
dence in your complete satisfaction,
3M diskettes are certified to be error
free and have an unlimited warranty
against defects in workmanship or
materials. Day in and day out 3M gives
you one less thing to worry about.
What separates us from our competition? Simply a combination of the best service
in the industry, highly competitive pricing, and an ever widening range of products.
Above all we care about our reputation and we are willing to work on a lower margin
while delivering what others only claim-and we do it all on a day-in day-<Jut basis.
Early in 1986 every subscriber to
Byte Magazine will receive our New
1986 First Edition Catalog with 16 ad
ditional pages and dramatically lower
pric'1ng. We want to be your source
for computer supplies & accessories.

Lyben
co111puter
Systellls

1050 E. MAPLE RD. • TROY, Ml 48083
(313) 589-3440
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portion of the business (in Apple's case.
hardware).
The problem arises when the author of
the so-called standard doesn't want it to
become the standard. as is the case with
Apple and the Mac software look and feel.
In this case the desire of the public
(assuming it exists in this matter) must take
a back seat to the rights of the author. It
is the author's privilege to make the use
he or she sees fit of such personal
property rights.
Finally. I believe that your economic
analysis of this situation is in error. If you
look at the entire history of software de
velopment. you find that improvements.
particularly in the user interface/dialogue.
came from having to compete in the mar
ketplace. In the late sixties and early
seventies. the little interactive mainframe
software in existence was decidedly user
unfriendly. Then along came the minis.
and software written for them was much
more user-friendly (although crude by to
day's standards). and suddenly. mainframe
software. both commercial packages and
in-house developed. went through sub
stantial revisions in order to meet the new
expectations of what the user interface/
dialogue was supposed to be.
In the late seventies and early eighties
came the micro revolution. How did the
software authors compete in the office en
vironment against much more powerful
hardware/software combinations? They
made the software even more user-friend
ly. Thus accountants. financial analysts. at
torneys. and middle managers began to
bring computing power to their own desks
instead of relying upon data-processing
professionals with their rules. regulations.
buzzwords. and priorities. It can fairly be
said that the dawn of user-friendly micro
software ended the monolithic power
structure of the data-processing organiza
tions in business.
This user-friendly environment has
created its own synergy in the industry In
the same manner that sophisticated mini
software forced change upon new and
existing mainframe software. now the
micro software has forced change upon
new and existing mini and mainframe soft
ware. With the advent of such packages
as Symphony and Framework heralding
the beginning of very sophisticated. in
tegrated packages. this trend will continue
into the foreseeable future. Or will it?
I believe that. if your arguments are
followed. it will not. The reason is that it
will not make economic sense for software
developers to expend vast amounts of
(continued)
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iscover new dimensions
in PC graphics with Houston
Instrument's "PC Pens" - a family
of desktop plotters that allow you
to add brilliant color and clarity
to your presentations.
Starting at $699,* these compact
plotters profiuce professional graphics
that dot-matrix p1inters simply can ' t
match. With sharp resolution, Hi's
PC Pens give you countless graphic
choices-a variety of pen types
(felt tip, hard nib. and drafting) ,
plotting media (paper, vellum, and
transparencies), and special firmw are.
Whether you 're producing sales
graphs , creating CAD drawings,

or charting household finances,
these plotters complete the picture
on 8 1/ 2 x 11 or 11 x 17 inch fom1ats.
Choose from Houston Instrument's
single-pen DMP-40 , the four-pen
PC Plotter series, or the impressive
eight-pen DMP-29. Each features
a standard RS-232-C compatible
interface and Houston Instrnment's
built-in DM/PUM language, making
each one immediately compatible with
most microcomputers and hundreds
of software packages. Arid each is
remarkably reliable and simple to use.
For more information and the name
of the distributor nearest you, call
Houston Instrument at 1-800-531-5205

(512-835-0900 if in Texas) or
write Houston Instrument, 8500
Cameron Road, Austin, Texas
78753. In Europe, contact Houston
Instrument, Belgium NY.,
Rochesterlaan 6. 8240 Gistel ,
Belgium. Tel .: 32-(0)59-277445,
Tix.: 846-81339.
*U .S . suggested retail price for PC595 model plouer.
Pricing subject to change. DMIPL is a trademark of
Houston Instrum ent
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resources-time. effort. and money-to
create the extensive user-friendly inter
face/dialogue necessary to make these
systems work efficiently, if the result of that
work cannot be protected. Allowing the
look and feel of software to be co-opted
by anyone who feels like it will be a univer
sal disincentive to software developers.
The marketplace will become stagnant
because the price for success will be im

itation by other software developers. with
the resulting loss of uniqueness and
revenue. It is only by securing the authors·
absolute right to exploit the economic ad
vantage made possible by their creations,
that the present trends in software
development will continue.
It wasn't that long ago-May l98I
when BYTE devoted a whole issue to soft
ware protection. At that time. you took a

Gregg Williams replies:
Thank you for your authoritative letter.
which includes one case I had heard of
and several that I had not. I think you've
clearly indicated the legal context that
supports the idea of "visual copyrights."
Despite the legal defensibility of the
"visual copyright" concept. my opinion
concerning it remains fas it was in the
editorial) threefold. First.. I think that.
even though the concept is legal. per
haps its legality should be reconsidered;
in my opinion, its use will have a harm
ful effect on the industry. Second. I would
rather see Apple vindicate the concept
in court instead ofpressuring a company
to settle. Third, I maintain that. even if this
concept remains legally valid. it is not in
Apple's long-term interest to use it.
I have to disagree with you that "DR/
certainly had the means and the will to
defend its actions, if it chose to do so."
According to Judy Mervis, DRI's public
relations manager. DR/ laid off "about
100 people. or a quarter of our work
force. worldwide" in mid-July 1985. which
is exactly the time at which Apple was
negotiating the settlement (which was
finalized September 30) with them. I'd
guess that DR/ was financially strapped
at the time and could not afford a legal
battle.
Another factor that forced DR/ to ac
quiesce was its fear that Apple could get
an injunction that would prohibit it from
selling its GEM products until the case
was settled (which would take years). Ac
cording to Ms. Mervis, DR/ couldn't af
ford to put GEM, one of its major income
producing products, into ''suspended
animation." "ft wasn't just the money
/that we couldn't afford/,'' she said, "but.
most of all. the time. There's a window
ofopportunity for GEM, and it's now. not
two years from now."
Finally, I have to restate my belief that
Apple's self-protective actions will, in fact,
stunt the growth of the microcomputer

Talk is Secure
-@ -·

Cermetek SECURITY MODEM , ;

COO[ we~

You want the capabilities of a
1200 or 2400 bps modem for
collecting and transferring information
over the phone line. You need to protect
your business files fr.om unauthorized
users. !Expect both in the Security Mo
dems.ffom €ermetek Microelectronics.
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you to choose from with Cermetek's
security call-back and password fea
tures. Built-in audit trail capabilities
allow you to monitor who is accessing
your valuable files. BARRIOR SECURITY
is built into both originate and answer
modes.

Protection Plus!

Safe not Sorry!
Cermetek Security Modems provide a
secure method for protecting your
private data files. It's called BARRIOR
SECURITY. The intruder is stopped be
fore he accesses your computer. Up to
four levels of security are available for

In addition to advanced security fea
tures, Cermetek Security Modems in
clude Hayes® compatibility, auto dial
and answer, auto speed and parity se
lection, call progress monitoring via
speakeror quiet screen messages, and
a modem warranty. Available now in
both 1200 or 2400 bps operation
(national and international standards).

I] Cermetek

Be Safe! Take this ad to the dealer
nearest you for more information on
the Security Modems from Cermetek.

mlorael•ot:ronla•

Cermetek Microelectronics, Inc.
1308 Borregas Avenue Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3565 4o8n52-5000
H;,ayc.:s is a rq:i s lcn·c.J lr adcmark of Ha)'l:s f\fo:rn1,: o m putc~r Produ<:lS. Int·.
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stand that needed to be taken and. per
haps more importantly. raised the con
sciousness of many people regarding the
ethics of illicit copying of software. Thus
my dismay at reading your editorial. While
the issues are somewhat more subtle. the
principles are the same.
I can only hope that this letter may
cause you to reconsider your editorial and
return the BYTE philosophy to whence it
came in I 981.
JAMES E. BRANSFIELD
Toluca Lake, CA

(continued)
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THE F-15 JET FIGHTER.
IF THE COMPUTER GOES DOWN
SO DOES THE PLANE

The F-15 se rved as a test bed for a fligh t cont rol system wri tte n in the Ada language.
Ada was desig ne d l o mee t today's dema nd s for a standa rd compu ter language, prod ucing effic ie nt, relia bl e and main ta inable code.

Does your compiler de1iver?

Artek Ada specifications

Even if your programs don't do loops in mid air, and won't make a
boom if they crash, you need a powerful programming language. It
has to be easy to learn, structured yet flexible, compact and fast.
Your programs should reflect the latest advances in hardware and
software and be portable.

Artek Ada implements the Department of Defense 1983 Ada
standard, including generics, derived types, overloading, packages,
separate compilation, dynamic arrays, standard 110, string handling,
array and record aggregates and much more. The only major featue
of Ada not implemented is tasking. Minimum hardware requirements
are: IBM PC or a compatible computer, running MS-DOS or
PC-DOS (2.0 or later version) with 384 Kb RAM and one double
sided floppy-disk drive. Artek Ada works with the IBM PC network.
For further information see our information kit.

Get your software off the ground!
Meet Ada. The DoD's new language of the future. Now you can run
Ada on your MS-DOS or PC-DOS computer. Artek Ada is the most
advanced Ada compiler for PCs.

A new standard in software engineerirtg
We invite you to learn, explore and use the most powerful general
purpose programming language ever, - with Artek Ada. Artek has
approached the tradeoffs of Ada compiler design in a novel way.
Modern software engineering techniques are applied to produce a
state-of-the-art compiler.

A demo diskette is available for $ 29.95
(including p&p anywhere in the world).
Ask for our free
information brochure.

•-•

Artek Ada is available now
You can order the Artek Ada compiler now for only $ 895.00 in
cluding a debugger and a screen editor. Outside the U.S.A. add
$ 20.00.
For orders or information call toll free: 1-800-PC-ARTEK, in
New Jersey or outside the continental U.S.A. call (201~867-2900, or
write to our adress.
VISA, MC and AMEX accepted.
New Jersey residents add 63 sales tax. Please pay with credit card
or a bank draft in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank.

Dealer and distributor inquiries welcome

e
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Artek Corporation

100 Seaview Drive

Secaucus

NJ 07094
Artek is a trademark of Artck Corporation. Ada is a registered trademark of the U.S. De partment of Defense, AJP O. IBM PC and PC-DOS ar e registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
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industry and cause the company to Jose
even more of its market share to the IBM
world. Software protection-actually.
software piracy-is a separate issue that
BYTEdisapprovedofin 1981 and disap
proves of today. but that's unrelated to
the Apple/DR/ dispute. You and I must
then present the facts but disagree on
their implications: we at BYTE sti JI believe
that Apple's actions against DR/ are
neither fair nor advisable.

FROM INSECTS TO ROBOTICS
I found your January issue on Robotics in
teresting. The cover was super! Sooner or
later people will teach machines how to
move and accomplish objectives in a real
world environment. The question is. When
and by what paths will we discover the
procedures needed by the machines?
I would like to suggest a path that at first
glance may seem bizarre. I think that the
complete dissection and mapping of the
nervous system of an insect (via the elec
tron microscope) will provide us with the
necessary procedures. Why do I say this?
Simply because these creatures exist and

thrive in a real-world environment and
they do this by processing information
about the world in biological time
(nervous-system interaction). which is a
good deal slower than digital. Reading
"Multiple Robotic Manipulators" by J.
Scott Hawker et al. (page 203) reminded
me of watching a fly clean itself. So the
code already exists. in flies and other
creatures. including man.
There are many insects that are very
small. True. they are large in the micro
scopic sense. but other. larger creatures
are for all practical purposes infinite. I
think that the complete mapping of an in
sect's nervous system is possible. Without
question we will discover inputs that we
don't understand. but all we will need to
know is how the input interfaces to the
system. The input's influence on the sys
tem can then be derived.
This concept is based on the belief that
an insect's actions are a result of nervous
system (hardware) processing of sensory
input. It is my guess that the map could
be produced by three people in two years.
There may be a very simple reason that

invalidates this concept. but I have yet to
hear it.
ROBERT HESTER

Toulouse. France

ZBASIC BENCHMARK
After reading Bruce Webster's comments
on benchmarking ('According to Webster:
Benchmarking;· January. page 371). I
thought you might be interested in my re
cent experience. an example even more
dramatic than those he gave.
I have a Plain Jane Morrow MD3. The
Sieve runs in I 52 seconds using the bun
dled MBASIC. or it can run in 2.4 seconds
using ZBasic just purchased from Zedcor.
To get a reasonably accurate measure of
that short an interval. and without system
time. I put an additional loop around the
program so it does IO iterations. It takes
a short 24 seconds.
Another way to dramatize the difference
is to put in a print statement. That slows
ZBasic down to 21 seconds. With MBASIC.
21 seconds is the same time it takes for
the first integer. 3. to print. Printing only
(continued)

®
An intelligent function keyboard
usE w1rn

1-2-3 TM, Word Star™, MultiMate ™, Displa!
Symphony TM, WordStar 2000 TM, WordPerfi

NO MORE MEMORIZING FOR SOFTWARE COMMANDS
The Dreamer is an intelligent function keyboard. It is pre-programmed with over 550
software commands which it sends to the IBM PC at the touch of a single key.
The Dreamer's descriptive keys simplify the use of seven sophisticated business
. program: lotus l-2-3, Symphony, WordStar, WordStar 2000, MultiMate,
DisplayWrite3 and 'wordPertect.
Wouldn't it be easier to press a key "Bar" instead of typing"/ GT B V" to display
bar chart in Lotus 1-2-3? or a key "Save File" instead of searching for "Ctrl K-S"
to save a d1;>cument in WordStar. .
Increase your office efficiency by putting a Dreamer next to your PC system.
Dreamer is entirely a hardware device it will not occupy PC memory. It requires
no memory-resident programs and there are no pre-boot disk necessary.
OE.Ms and VARs: Our professional engineers can re-program the Dreamer to
fit your special application.
The Dreamer is available for IBM PC, XT, AT.

.DREAMER FEATURES:
* 20-key numeric pad with seperate cursor controls.
* Lotus l-2-3
100commands
MultiMate
58 commands
Symphony
19·1 commands
DisplayWrite 3 58 commands
WordStar
58commands
WordPerfect
58 commands
WordStar 2000 58 commands
*Template included for alternate command pages
* E.asy selection between command pages
* Easy installation
* Full 90-day warrenty
*Suggested retail price $259

T .S. MICRO TECH INC.

(213) 644-0859 12565 Crenshaw Blvd. Hawthorne, CA 90250

Registered Tradermarks : IBM, IBM PC , XT , AT, OisPlayWrite 3 ·1nternational Busine ss Machines Corp . 1·2·3. Sym phony-Lotus Development Corp .
WordStar, WordStar 2000-MicroPro International. Mult iMat e-MultiMate Internat ional, WordPerfect -SS!
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Ven-Tul's Half Card'" modem
•
•
IS In all the best computers.
Here's why.
Ven-Tel gives you lots of reasons to buy our Half Card'"
modem for your IBM PC or compatible. The Half Card'"
is a complete system that lets you communicate with
other PCs, mainframes, and databases effortlessly.
It includes Crosstalk-XVI® software. It's reliable.
It's got all of the features you want. And it's
a good value.
Do You Own One of These
Computers?
Chances are you do. And if you're
thinking of buying a modem, consider
the Half Card'". Because of its small size,
the Half Card'" fits in more computers,
including all of the models we've listed
• here. The Half Card'" is small, so it fits in
short slots or long. That means you can
save your long slots for other expan
sion uses.
Effortless Communication
Each Half Card'"comes with Crosstalk-XVI®
communications software, by Microstuf. It's
the easiest to use, whether you're a beginner
or an old hand, and the most powerful. A full
on-line help menu makes using Crosstalk® for
the first time a snap. It can turn your PC into a
terminal on a mainframe computer with its power
ful terminal emulation feature. It will even oper
ate your PC when you're not there. You can call
into an informationservicesuch as The Source or Dow Jones News
Retrieval, or transfer files and electronic mail, all at the touch of
a button. The Half Card'" connects your computer to the world.
Effortlessly.
More Modem for Your Money
When you buy the Half Card:" you don't need anything else. The
Half Card'" is a complete communications package that includes
a full-featured modem and the best known software on the market.
Complete easy-to-understand instructions with full technical support
on installation and use. And a very competitive price. The Half
Card:" with Crosstalk-XVI® software, retails for only $549.

Features
1200/300 baud auto-dial, auto-answer.
Uses the industry standard "AT"
command set.
Runs with virtually all communications
software, including Smartcom II and PC
Talk Ill and integrated packages such
as Symphony and Framework.
Includes Crosstalk-XVI® software.
On-board speaker and extra phone jack
for easy switching from voice
to data mode.
Selective tone or pulse dialing;
full or half duplex.
Automatic answer on any ring.
True ring or busy signal detection.

Reliability
Ven-Tel has been making
modems for 10 years. Our
experience shows. Ven-Tel's
Half Card'" only has about 70 parts, compared
to almost 300 on other modems. We reduced the parts
by building the first LSI modem chip using advanced
switched capacitor technology. What that means to you is
greater reliability and lower power consumption, so you can
load up your PC with expansion boards and not worry about
heat or power problems. And we back the Half Card'" with a full
two-year warranty on parts and labor.
You Can Buy the Half Card'"
Anywhere
You can get the Half Card'" at Computer
Land, Businessland, the Genra Group,
Entre Computer Centers, Macy's Computer
Stores and other fine dealers nationwide.
Also from Ven-Tel: the 1200 Plus:· an
external modem and the PC Modem
1200'," an IBM internal with V.22 inter
national capability.

· Effortless Communication

~~Ven-Tel Inc.

2342 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 727-5721

Crosstalk is a registered trademark of Microsluf, Inc. Smartcom II is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products. Symphony is a trademark of Lotus Development. Framework is a trademark of Ashton-Tate.
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Princeton Gra
Ina class ab
When you put Princeton Graphic Systems Monitors to work
with IBM's new graphics cards, you step up to a new class of
performance. Exciting RGB color, sharp, crisp graphics and text
and Princeton's quality and dependability...all at a great price!
Our full line of monitors clearly demonstrates why Princeton
is an industry leader in high-resolution technology.

Princeton SR-12P Color Monitor

Princeton HX-12E Color Monitor

The first IBM compatible monitor available for the IBM
Professional Graphics Controller.•

The superior choice for use with IBM's Enhanced
Graphics Adapter.•

COMPARE:
Dot Pitch
(The lower, the better.)

Sugg. Retail Price
(Th.e lower, the better too!)

Warranty

Princeton
SR-12P

IBM
5175

.26mm

.31 mm

$999

$1295

1 Year

90Days

Designed for demanding professionals who won't settle
for anything less than the finest color graphic capabilities.
Displays more than 4,000 brilliant colors ... features an
anti-reflective coated black matrix tube for less fatigue
and eye strain. You get the sharpest graphics and text .. .
at a substantial savings!

Princeton
HX-12E

IBM
5154

.28mm

.31 mm

Sugg. Retail Price

$785

$849

Tinted Black Matrix Tube

Yes

No

1 Year

90Days

COMPARE:
Dot Pitch

Warranty

Ideal fo·r most computing applications, the HX-12E offers
64 high-resolution colors and easy-to-read text. It gives
you sharp colors, crisp characters ... for less eye strain
and easier viewing, hour after hour. Built-in versatility
also allows you to display 16 colors with the IBM Color
Graphics Adapter* automatically

phic Systems
ovetherest
Prlnc.eton HX-9 Serles
For more performance in less space, the Princeton
HX-9 series is in a class by itself.

1984and1985 winner of the
PC World "World Class PC Competition"!

Princeton HX-12 Color Monitor-16 sharp, clear colors

and superb character definition make the HX-12 the
winning choice among monitor users ...
C~HPHRE

Nobody else-not even IBM-offers a 9", high-resolution
RGB color display The HX-9 and HX-9E feature a super
sharp .28mm dot pitch tube for crisp, clear text and
graphics. Nonglare screens for less eye strain. The built
in tilt-and-swivel base allows you to adjust the screen to
a comfortable viewing angle. Select green or amber dis
play modes with built-in green/amber switch.
Full IBM compatibility enables you to use the HX-9 or
HX-9E with the IBM Color Graphics Adapter.* The HX-9E
gives you added flexibility of full compatibility with the
IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter.*

Our other monitors also give you full IBM
compatibility:
Princeton SR-12 Color Monitor- boasts twice the

vertical resolution of the IBM Color Display ... when used
with graphics adapter cards such as the Sigma Designs
Color400.
Princeton MAX-12 Amber Monochrome Monitor

ergonomically designed to give you up to 15** shades
of high-resolution amber .. . plus high-resolution text and
graphics when used with a monochrome card.

- -- - 

-  - - - -
Princeton HX-12

COMPARE:
Dot Pitch
Nonglare Screen
Warranty

IBM 5153

Princeton
HX-12

IBM
5153

.31 mm

.43mm

Yes

No

1 Year

90 Days

See the clearly superior Princeton Monitors at your Autho
rized Princeton Graphic Systems Dealer. For the dealer
nearest you, please call: 800-221-1490 (Extension 1604),
609-683-1660 (NJ only), Telex: 821402 PGS PRIN.
Princeton Graphic Systems, 601 Ewing Street, Bldg. A,
Princeton, NJ 08540.

• Or equivalents.
··When used with IBM Color Graphics Adapter or equivalent.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
Sigma Designs Color 400 is a registered trademark of Sigma Designs, Inc.

P~INCETON'"
GRAPHIC

Go~par=

SYSTEMS
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BAR CODE READER W ITH KEYBOARD EMULATOR FOR IBM PC/XT, AT
Your fC will become a BAR CODE SYSTEM cy using our
" MEGA-16" bar code reade r. With Built-in ''KEYBOARD
EMULAT OR " in our " MEGA-16''. 11 can read 1he bar codeda l a
di rectly WITHOUT adding any sortware or hard ware. All you
have to do is just p lug

1n

ONLY

1he " MEGA-16" bar code reader 10 your

PC instead of PC's keyboard plug.

SJ95. 00

APPUC4T/ONS:
• IN VENTORY CONTROL
• ASSET MANAGEMENT
• FILE O R DOCU MENT
TRACKING

• ORDER ENTRY
• WORK-JN-PROCESS
• RETAIL POINT·
O f -SALE

FEATURES:
IBM PC PC/ XT. PC/AT PLUG-JN COMPATIBLE
W ITH KEYBOARD EMULATOR. NO EXTRA son
W ARE, OR HARDWAR E JS NEEDED
READ THE M OST Of CURRENT CODES
BIDIRECrJONAL SCANNING
AUDIBLE '"BJ'" fOR CORRECr READING
COMPACT SIZE, LIGHT WEIGHT, AND NO EX TRA .
PO WER SUPPLY JS NEEDED
VISIBLE INDICATO R
EASY TO INST ALL, AND EASY TO OPERATE
NO CARD SLOT REQUIR ED/SIMPLE INTERCON NECr
READ. HIGH. MEO & LOW DENSIT Y LA BELS
HIGH FIRST READ RATE
SWITCH SELECT ABLE OPTIONS
SELf-TEST DIAGNOSTICS
CAN READ 6 KINDS Of BAR CODES- UPC, EAN, JAN.
2 O f 5, 3 O f 9 & CODE BAR

$1745° 0

$699° 0

ONLY

ONLY

• 6 or 8 mHz 80286 Microprocessor Socket for
80287 Math Co-Proce ssor
• 640K Standard Memory, Expandable to !MB
©J:J beatc:l

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·

8 110 Expansion Slots
One l.2MB Floppy Drive
Western Digital Hard & Floppy Drive Controller
192 Watt Power Supply
AT Style Keyboard
Color Graphic Card
Operation Manual & System Box
One Year Warranty

CALL FOR MEG.A TURBO .AT SYSTEM!!
• 6 or 8 mHz Switchable with Zero Wait State

• IBM PC/ XT Fully Compatible Mother Board with
640K on Board
Color Graphic Card
One Floppy Disk Controller Card
One DS/DD Slim Drive
Flip Top Metal Case with Speaker
135W Power Supply
Keyboard
Operation Manual & System Box
One Year Warranty

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICE OF

XT ADD-ON CARDS

POWER SUPPLY

AT ADD-ON
Enhanced Color Graphic . . . . . ..
.. $449
Short Card , 256K Graphic Memory
Seagate 225 with WD Controller
. ' ' .$549
Seagate 4026 (20MB, 30ms) . . ..
. . $799
Seagate 4038 (40MB, 30ms) .
' . .. $899
20MB Streaming Tape Backup System
.$649
AT Serial & Parallel Card . . .
... $ 99
AT 3 MB Multi-Function (OK) .
. .. $239
AT 2.5 MB memory Expansion Card (OK) . . .$199

r

NO SWITCH,
AUT O MATIC
SELECTIO N!

XT OPEN
TOP CASE
OEM PRICE:

AT CASE

$39° 0

OEM PRICE: $79°0
(QTY . JO PRICE)

C.J. COMP<~!i~e1~~&~2,~~0~ATION
0
2424 W. Ball Rd., Suite A&B, Anaheim , CA 92804
ORDER AND INQUIRY HOT LINE (714) 821-8922 (5 LINES)
TLX: 3720117 JC COMPTR - FAX: (714) 821-8941

:l~M~l~h~~~:~!'fn~~kp:,~~t:~~a~f~~~i Business Machines Corporation.
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slows MBASIC down by lO seconds to
162.
The real reason for getting ZBasic was
my frustration with only single precision
for MBASIC functions. lb get added preci
sion with the M BASIC compiler was $400.
ZBasic was $90. Not only is it fast. it is
precise. It can be configured for from 2
to 54 digits of accuracy. Certainly there is
no need here for that accuracy, but since
this is a hobby. too. it's nice to have and
fun to play with. lesting the 54-digit ac
curacy by computing 1r. then various func
tions of 7r and their inverse demonstrates
that the accuracy is real. The most obvious
thing to try is sine and cosine of 'Ir. They
read 0 and -1.(52 zeros)3.
Although the extreme precision is
slower. it does not increase run time near
ly as much as expected.
I do have one problem with the soft
ware. It is difficult to use parentheses in
an expression without the result being an
integer.
BILL E. JOHNSON

Portland. OR
MORE ON CONFERENCING
SYSTEMS
Your December 1985 theme signaled the
coming of age of a new industry. which
you called "computer conferencing." That
phrase tends to underestimate powerful
"electronic organization" and pervasive
"electronic culture" that are already mak
ing "electronic mail" and "computer con
ferencing" seem like relics. Some day,
using 20/20 hindsight. we will see the
eighties as this industry's horseless
carriage stage.
E-mail gave us distance independence
and time independence. Electronic bulle
tin boards moved us from one-to-one to
topic-oriented. one-to-many communica
tion. Early computer conferencing gave us
dynamic user records that allowed few-to
few communication within relatively fixed
conferences. Such systems kept track. by
each participant. of what had been read
versus what was new in that particular
topic. Many-to-many communication did
not appear until this decade's introduction
of topic branching to allow "many·:__
meaning thousands-to easily and spon
taneously form separate interest groups.
Computer conferencing today allows net
working in human terms on an unprece
dented scale.
The most advanced conferencing soft
ware now adds sufficient access controls
to topic branching to be able to be
molded to various organizations. These
(continued)

PC Paintbrush:
Because life is too short for
monochrome pie charts.
Go on, live a little.

Fun
is the best thing
to have.
With PC Paintbrush,you can add color, flair,
dimension and creativity to a chart, a pre
sentation, or an otherwise dull day From
charts and graphs to serious computer art,
our newest generation 3.0 PC Paintbrush
will cheer you on with features no other
graphics package can match.
Best of all, it's easy to use. You don't have
to learn up to sixty commands, like you do
with some products. If you can understand
icons as simple as scissors, paintbrush,
spray can and paint roller;you're ready to
start using PC Paintbrush.

The pen is mightier
than the keyboard.
None of history's great artists drewwith a
keyboard, and you shouldn't have to either:
So PC Paintbrush is now available with a
Summasketch MM™ Series drawing tablet,
to give you complete freedom of expression.
Of course, it also supports regular mice,joy
sticks,graphics tablets, and is compatible
with mostgraphics cards.
PC Paintbrush also has a beautiful way
with words.The text icon lets you write in
any of eleven fonts, in nine sizes, with italics,
outline, shadow and boldface variations.
Whars more, with the new 3.0 PC
Paintbrush, you can draw rounded boxes,
rubber band curves and circles, and edit
pictures manytimes larger than the screen.

Are we making fun
of 1-2-3®?Why not?
For Lotus™ users, PC Paintbrush's new PIC

interpreter loads l-2-3™ and Symphony™
charts and graphs at your equipment's
best resolution, from an IBM EGA™ (640
X350 X16 colors) to a Number Nine
Revolution™ ( 512 X512 X256 colors).
With our FRIEZE™ frame grabber you
can pull graphics created by any program
right off the screen into PC Paintbrush.So
you can take your Paintbrush and pallette
anywhere, improving the looks of things
asyougo.Andhaving alot of fun on the
way In addition, our optional slide show
package, PC PRESENTATION, allows you to
program your graphics into afirst class
presentation with fades, zooms, quick
cuts and animation.

PC Paintbrush supports l9video graphics
cards and 30 printers and plotters.
For more information on PC Paintbrush,
call or write us at the address below, or ask
your computer dealer for
a demonstration.
IUllllllllllllllllll 111111111111111111111811111111111111111

Z·SOFT

PC Paintbrush
See us at

@}(~~f~JSpring '86
April 28·May 1. 1986
Georgia World Congress Cente r
Atlanta. GA

Corporate Headquarters:
ZSoft Corporation, 1950 Spectrum Circle, Suite A 495, Marietta, GA 30067, 404/980-1950

PC Paintbrush is a trademark of ZSott Corporation. Lotus, 1-2-3, ond Symphony ne registered trademarks of LotusDevelopmentCorporation
IBM and EnhanceGraphicsAdapter are registered trademarks of International Business Machines. Corp.Number Nine Revolutionis a trademork of Number Nine Computer Corp.
Summasketch is a registered trademark of Summagraphics Corp.
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LETTERS

systems can be configured so that they are
no longer perceived by their users to be
generic communication systems but rather
as more specialized management tools.
"Electronic organization" deals with how
these systems are designed and used to
address specific business problems. Busi
ness problems currently being solved via
this medium include project coordination
for the organization and implementation

Why buy 3
packages to get
a complete
multi-user
dBASE* System?

of plans. specifications. tasks. and sub
tasks: sales management for the tracking
of leads. prospects. customers. and com
petitors: and customer service for the
answering of inquiries. complaints. and
suggestions.
"Electronic culture" deals with how elec
tronic communication systems need to be
organized in order to be integrated with
more established forms of communica-

FoxBASE™
does it better.
For less.

tion. Electronic communication systems
must mirror the organizational culture or
they have a high chance of failure.
Brock N. Meeks. in his article titled ·:An
Overview of Conferencing Systems" (page
169). did not show how the fixed con
ference structures of the early days differ
from "many-to-many communication"
aspects introduced in the eighties or from
concepts of "electronic organization" and
"electronic culture:· which could dominate
the industry by the end of this decade. An
even more serious lack for those using his
article for systems assessment is that the
article confused the roles and importance
of software functionality. information con
tent. and on-line culture associated with
each implementation he reviewed.
For example. he described PARTICIPAlE
in terms of the public systems he has used.
We are glad that individuals are being
entertained and educated on these public
systems. However. these public systems
represent less than I 0 percent of all PAR
TICIPATE installations. More important.
the information content and the on-line
cultures associated with the more
numerous corporate installations of PAR
TICIPATE are as different as the number
of installations we have. On-line cultural
differences stem not only from differing
purposes to which computer conferenc
ing systems can be put but also from the
information content of the business appli
cations and from the existing communi
cations culture of the organizations mak
ing use of the medium. This interplay of
software functionality. information con
tent. and culture was not made explicit by
Mr. Meeks. Yet it is this complete picture
that determines the success or failure of
the medium.
CHANDLER HARRISON STEVENS

Participation Systems Inc.
Winchester: MA

Congratulations for the extensive and well
written articles regarding computer con
ferencing (December 1985). Brock Meeks
did a fine job of researching and review
ing the technology and many of the par
ticipants in this growing industry. As the
creator of CONFER II. I appreciate having
our product so favorably reviewed. I am
especially pleased that BYTE was able to
increase awareness of this communication
and decision enhancing tool.
I would like to correct a few minor inac
curacies in Mr. Meeks's comments about
CONFER II: (I) The product is actually
registered as CONFER II. not CONFER.
and is owned by Advertel Communication
(continued on page 340)
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ItS going to openyoureyes.

File Uiew S ecial
AI
Microsoft®Windows has arrived.
For anyone who uses a
computer in earnest, that is
extremely good news.
Windows gives you a practical
way to integrate programs. It radi
cally decreases the time it takes
to move from one 3:PPlication to
another. Dramatically simplifies
the means of consolidating data
from many different programs.
And, as a graphical extension
of the MS-DOS®operating
system, it gives you a highly visual
way to work and to organize
your work.
In short, Windows brings
efficiency to all those processes
of personal computing which
have till now been awkward,
unwieldy, inconvenient.

- I Ill*

CALC.EXE
CALEHOAR.EXE
CARDFI LE.EXE
CLIPBRD .EXE

Ml c:co

CLOCK .EXE
CONTROL.EXE
COUR.EXE
OOTHIS.TXT

1 Unit Cost of
2 1985
3 1986
4 1987
5 1988
6 1989

The joys of job hopping.
With the advent of Windows, you can
work with multiple applications. And switch
from program to program with ease.
Start up with one application, then
another, and another. Leap back and forth
between applications as your work routine
dictates. Then pick up right where you
left off.
The ability of Windows to change quickly
from program to program logically and
naturally magnifies the utility and produc
tivity of the personal computer. And is a

\ ~~ 1ND mJs

I

EOL. INP ~
EOL1.BAT
EOL2.BAT Bi
EEOESIGN

=

$200.00
190.00
175.00
150 .00
120.00

...

recognition of the way people who exploit
the power of PCs really do their jobs.

Breaking the 640K barrier.
Just like you, Microsoft Windows can
handle several projects at the same time.
Juggle assignments. Deal with frequent
interruptions.
And Windows will ignore the 640K limit
of your PC, especially if you have a hard disk,
the Intel®Above™ Board, or expanded
memory. It will execute the rather neat trick
of working with more programs than
memory can hold at one time.

·t

. 101700

~

;cription
inti ty

· UHS Ui deo Recor der
. 746
. 399.00

.Ce

done for you.
Choose your best word pro
cessor, spreadsheet, database
you name it. They're all there for
you at a keystroke.

200
150

Common ground.

Unit
Cost 100

50
0

85

86
Ye.a:r

Spreading knowledge.
Another great service Windows performs
is accelerating the movement of information
from one program to another.
Collecting and combining that informa
tion is as simple as taking a"snapshot" of data
in one program. Editing it. Then consoli
dating it with data from other programs.
With Windows, you can enjoy the ad
vantages of conventional integrated pro
grams without their compromises. Because
Windows lets you put together the appli
cations that you know, and that get a job

Finally, Windows is not only
an immensely powerful tool for
today, it's also a solid base for a
new generation of Windows
applications.
As an introductory offer, two
of these- Microsoft Windows
Write and Paint- are included
in the package. Along with
more than a dozen other
programs.
In Windows applications you
have a common interface which
includes drop-down menus,
dialog boxes, icons. Along
with a richer environment that allows you
to mix pictures and text. And to summon
different type faces and styles at a keystroke.
Windows is a bridge between today's
applications and the graphics based software
now evolving. A way to work interchange
ably with today's programs. And tomorrow's.
If you're someone who uses personal
computing as a natural part of your work
life, who capitalizes on the productive
powers of sophisticated applications, look
into Windows, a new vision of what a
computer can do.

Windows breaks down walls.
Windows lets you freely combine informa
tion from all your applications. And gives
you the means to organize, compose, format
and print it
The staging areas for this consolidation are
Windows Write and Windows Paint. Two

graphics based programs which are bundled
with the Windows package.
Here you highlight, expand, and com
pose text, charts, and illustrations drawn
from a variety of programs. Then polish it
all for printing.

Rudio Di stdbution Contacts
Stanleyl.lke
A/ USystens Inc.
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Rudio Inc.
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Central Rudio /Uideo
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FutureUideos Inc.
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Phoenix
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Ualter Jacobson
GreaterlletropolitanRudia

KeuinUillians
Heu England Rudio
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Using your spreadsheet data, build a Lotus chart.
Then capture it from the screen. And paste it into
Windows Paint.

Windows Paint is an illustrator's studio. A palette of graphic tools.
Use Paint to create drawings and diagrams. Or, in this case, to
enhance a 1-2-3 chart to emphasize your point.

(

/windows Write is a straightforward and able word processor. I t )
~~rves as the "great integrator" in Windows. The place where text
and graphics from all your other programs are organized and
formatted for presentation. What you see on the screen is what
you'll get on the printout.

In-a-Vision, a Windows application by Micrografx, Inc., is a
computer-aided design program. !ts highly detailed technical illus
trations are easily transferred to other Windows applications.

Con s umer Audio Incorporated
11705 Wellington Parkway
Morristown, New Jersey 07960
Clifford Swain
Central Audio/Video
2202 W. Market Street
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
Dear Mr. Swain:
As a major supplier of compact disc players · in the audio market, it is m
you to Consumer Audio. Our product line includes all major brands
accessorie~ including the latest in compact disc technology.
Compact discs have revolutionized the art of sound reproduction.
Their ace
universal standard for home-use audio has made way for numerous business op
selling related equipment and accessories.
As shown in the table below, the unit demand for compact disc players is rapidly increas
Consumer Audio is committed to supporting you in every possible way to capitalize on th
tremendous opportunity.
Unit Demand for Compa ct

1984
1985
1986
1987

Disc Plavers

208,000
600,000
900,000
1, 100,000

Estimated Re1•e1111es

$

82,992,000
239,400,000
359, l 00,000
438,900,000

You'll notice the market has more than doubled since 1984 and is expected to grow 50% this
next year. This ever increasing market for compact disc players can add notable margins to
each audio system sale.

I
Home Aud i o Market
1986
!Tap e Decks
! Compact Disc Players

I

I

The chart above indicates projected market share of the major segments of the home audio
market for 1986. The compact disc segment is a marked increase from 1985.

This is Windows' finished produce. And it's highly finished, indeed.
An exact representation of what you produced on-screen. The
better your printer (in this case a laser) the better the results.

Spend aday with us.You'll
One of the great beauties of Windows is
that in the here and now you enjoy the bene
fits of computing's future path-graphically
oriented software. Without giving up any
of the applications you're happy with today.

12 :38 Pll '" 1-+ l llonda y, February 10, 1986
8:00 Rll
9:00
Call Chri-;; 11. - re: llillians deal
10:00
11:00
'
12:06 Pl\ Lun<!h 11ith Frank · Paln Court Cafe
1:00
1:00
Planning neeting - llain Conference Roon [
£:.
3:00
o:OO

r

In addition to Windows Write and Paint,
the Windows package includes a collection
of desktop applications you can use to man
age your day-to-day activities. A calendar,
cardfile, notepad, calculator, and telecom

13" Co l oo· lU
UllS llou1e Cancorder

~iI~~~~r~~~~

021000

81000

John Snith

~~~~~;~ :;::::::::::::: ~I~~~~~~::;~~~~

10000
30000

Beta Uideo
UHS video·

10300
30 900

50000
90000

51500
92700

Roberta Ct·anston

292000
200000
173000
91000

7:55 AM. You've got a report due by
the end of the day. A comprehensive sales
analysis. Bring up Multiplan®and R:BASE
5000~ Copy regional sales data from
R:BASE into Multiplan.

llonthly Resu l ts:
IBll
RRPL
CllPQ

.

2.875 •500
HOO
M IO

Ga in Fron 1/ 10 - 21 10

1:30 PM. Market's closed. How'd you do?
Open Terminal to dial Dow Jones News/
Retrieval®and check the final quotes. Copy
and paste them into Notepad.

10000
30000

UHS HI  fl UCR
UHS llovie Can

Regio nal Sa l es An alysis due today:

lands you in the MS-DOS Executive, the
Windows command center and file directory.
Run the Windows Calendar program and
see what's up for the day.

Beta Uideo
UHS Uideo

Lind a 81·01m
Beta Uideo
UHS Uideo

~~:::e~r~CR TU

·~

7:45 AM. Early as usual. Opening Windows

John Snith

Tota l Gain
1o 37 .50
300 .00
oS 0.00
2187 .50

1:45 PM. You did pretty well today. So use
the Windows Calculator to figure your gains.
Which you duly note in Notepad. Your good
luck, however, requires a call to your tax
attorney. A quick click brings up his listing
in Windows Cardfile. Another click dials
him automatically on your modem.

never give up aWindows office.
munications program, just to name a few.
Used together with your standard appli
cations, they can handle an impressive list
of office routines.
And because Windows runs standard

DOS applications, you can look forward
to the future.
But you don't have to wait on it.

j Reg ion ;:i l Sales

$5

I

RtYfn\Jt

1m<lhons!

Wed

10:30 AM. You've squeezed everything
you can out of the numbers. Now open up
Microsoft Chart. And let the pictures tell
the story. When you've made a chart fit for
presentation, capture it from the screen.

Sou th

Eas t

11:00 AM. Paste your finished chart into
Windows Paint. Add borders,highlights and
illustrative detail. Not only more appealing,
but more effective.
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\lri t e is sending your docunent
to the pr i nter.
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.
1:55 PM. No sooner do you hang up, than
your Calendar alarm sounds. Checking the
calendar, you find you've got a meeting at 2.
3:00 PM. The meeting went on forever.
About time you got back to that report.
Copy the chart from Paint, and paste it
into Write. It looks brilliant. Now write it
so it sounds brilliant.

I

i I Ii
I i\

l

l I

,

4:48 PM. Everything on screen is looking
good. You're ready to print. Open Clock to
confirm time.That's right, it's tight. Choose
the Print command and send the document
off to the printer. Open Reversi for a quick
game while you wait. While you beat the
clock you can try beating the computer.
5:00 PM. Report printed impeccably. Turn
it in and shut down for the day. After all,
you were in fifteen minutes early.

The first reviews are in.
Here's what they see in Windows.
Prominent reviewers and industry experts
have been eagerly awaiting the arrival of
Microsoft Windows.
Now they've had a good look. And we're
pleased to record their responses to what
they saw.
"I'll bet on Microsoft Windows'.'
Jonathan Sacks, West Coast editor of
Popular Computing magazine.
"You've got a clear winner .. '.'
Stewart Alsop, editor and publisher of

P.C. Letter.
''. .. Windows looks very good .. '.'
Peter Norton in his column in PC WEEK

9124185.

Of course, all this is going
to cost you: $99.
A price that makes Windows the most
startling value ever offered in software.
A comparable collection of programs- a
switching program, a graphic interface, desk
top applications, a word processor, a drawing
program - could easily cost hundreds of
dollars more.
Windows will instantly deliver you a more
productive present. And a leap into the
future.
A future which, frankly, we have no
interest in keeping exclusive. At this price:·,
it looks to be arriving in a rush.

Check out the view.
We invite you to visit your Microsoft
Dealer and get a screenful of Microsoft
Windows. What you see will confirm
what others have said, Windows
is clearly a winner.

Integration features:
•Work with multiple applications and switch between them.
•Run more applications than fit in memory at one time.
•Consolidate information from standard DOS and
Windows applications.
Applications included:
•MS-DOS Executive-DOS file management program.
Run programs; format disks; copy, rename, delete files.
•Calendar-Set appointments with optional alarm
reminders; daily or monthly vie"~
•Cardfile-Filing program; cards can include text or
graphics, autodial capability.''
•Notepad-Text scratch pad/editor; time/date stamp option.
•Terminal-Telecommunications program; copy session data
to other programs or capture to file; autodial capability.*
•Calculator-Common arithmetic operations, plus square
root, percent, and memory.
•Clock-Can be displayed anywhere on the screen.
• Reversi-Strategy game; four levels of play.
•Control Panel- Set time, date, communication ports, colors,
add/delete printers.
•Program Information File (PIF) Editor-Create or edit
PIF files for standard applications.
•Print Spooler- Print files from Windows applications while
running other programs.
•Clipboard-View information copied from applications.
• RAMDrive-Setup memory expansion cards as a
RAM disk.
Introductory offer also includes:
•Windows Write-Graphics based word processot
•Windows Paint-A full-featured drawing program.
System Requirements:
•IBM or COMPAQ"' Personal Computer 256K memory,
DOS 2.0 or higher, two double-sided disk drives, graphics
adapter card (IBM Color/Graphics Monitor Adapter, IBM
Enhanced Graphics Adapter, Hercules Graphics Card,
COMPAQ Personal Computer Graphics Display Adapter,
or compatible).
Note:
• 512K memory and a hard disk are recommended when
using multiple applications or DOS 3.0 or higher.
"requires a Hayes compatible modem

International Offices
Microsoft Corporation
Bellevue, Washington USA
Microsoft GmbH
M(inchen DEUTSCHLAND
Microsoft Pty
Sydney NSW AUSTRALIA
Microsoft SARL Microsoft Far East
Paris FRANCE
Tokyo JAPAN

Microsoft Ltd.
Reading ENGLAND
Microsoft Canada Inc.
Toronto CANADA
Microsoft AB
Stockholm SWEDEN
QNIX Microsoft
Seoul KOREA

'' Price valid only in the U.S.A.

You can run Windows with either keyboard commands or by a
mouse and keyboard together. Windows admirably exploits the
mouse's speed, mobility, and simplicity.

MicrosoftWmdows
The High Performance Software'"

NOTE: Photos show color and resolution obtained
on an IBM" PC equipped with IBM Enhanced
Graphics Adapter. Monochrome display is generated
when an lBM Color/Graphics Adapter or compatible
i;raphics adapter card is used.

For ihe n;ime of ym.- nc:m.· st Microsoft dl'akr.call (:\1.l(l) 426 ·941..lll.
In \Vashin)!mn Sr:ue and Alaska. (206) 828-8088. ln Canad;1,
call (800l 387-6616
tv1icroso(t. ~foltiplan :md MS-DOS are reg1sterl·d 1radem;irks anLi
TI1l' High Performance So(twarl' is ;1 m1drn1;1rk (1! Micn1so(t
C <1rp11ratitm

Tik' names o( 1hl· pcl1pll' nml Cl1mranies usl·d in 1his pi l'Cl' are
(ictitim1s . An)• resemhlanCl' m actuill pcopk· or companies is
pu rl'ly coincidL•nta l and unint ent iona l.

0186 Part No. 098·050-202
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Conferencing Contacts
Brock N. Meeks's 'An Overview of Conferencing Systems" in our
December \g85 \ssue (page 169) described a variety of com
puter conferencing systems. However. the article did not include

r~

addresses or telephone numbers of the companies mentioned.
Here now is that information. (For more on conferencing systems.
see Letters. page 30.l

System

Availability

System

Availability

PARTICIPATE
Participation Systems Inc.
50 Cross St.
Winchester. MA 01890
(617) 729-1976

Various information
networks; may be licensed

Telenet. Uninet. or direct
dial

GENIE
Data Dynamics Inc.
POB 2728
Portland. OR 97208
(503) 626-4.63 5

No subscription service:
may be licensed or rented

EIES
Electronic Information
Exchange System
New Jersey Institute
of lechnology
323 High St.
Newark. NJ 07102
(201) 420-5111

GESICO: may be licensed

NOTEPAD
lnfomedia
80! Trager Ave .. Suite 275
San Bruno. CA 94066
(4 l 5) 952-4487

Tymnet: may be licensed

eForum
Network Technologies
International
315 West Huron
Ann Arbor. Ml 48103
(313 l 994-4030

11ymnet: may be licensed

CONFER
Advertel Communication
Systems
2067 Ascot
Ann Arbor. Ml 48103
(313) 665-2612

Teienet

AUGMENT
11ymshare
20705 Valley Green Dr.
Cupertino. CA 95014
(408) 446-6000
COM
Swedish National Defense
Research Institute
Stockholm University
Computing Center
Box 27322
S-102 54 Stockholm. Sweden
lelephone: 46 8 679280

lymnet: no subscription
service; may be licensed

cosy
Institute of
Computer Science
University of Guelph
Guelph. Ontario NIG 2Wl
Canada
(519) 824-4120 ext. 3712

BYTE Information
Exchange: 11ymnet
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Changes in Ciarcia's Cellar

Free FORTH Reference Card
This little card from the FORTH Interest
Group (FIG) is a useful aid for program
ming. The FORTH reference card lists the
required commands of the FORTH-83 stan
dard. Commands are grouped by function.
such as stack manipulation. comparison.
strings. numeric conversion. compiler and
interpreter words. and vocabularies.

""'BYTESaUGS '»!fi.·

FIG is a nonprofit organization with
more than 5000 members. It costs $20 to
join. which includes a subscription to the
group's bimonthly publication. FORTH
Dimensions. The reference card is free to
anyone Just contact FIG at POB 82 31. San
Jose. CA 9515 5. or phone the FIG Hot Line
at (408) 277-0668

A few changes to Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar
in the March issue. On page I 18. the
telephone number for Dallas Semiconduc
tor should be ( 2I 4) 4 50-0449. In figure 6
on that same page. the two capacitor sym
bols should be battery symbols. And on
page 119. last paragraph. chip model
DS I 22 4 should read DSI 221.
APRIL 1986 • B Y T E
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The personal computer
that raised high performance
to new heights.
If you work with high volumes of information,
you neeo answers fast.
.
You need a personal computer that's up
to the task.
Which is why IBM created the Personal
Computer AT® system. It's changed a lot of
ideas about business computing.
The idea of "fast" has become much
faster. The idea of "data capacity" has
become far greater.
There are new definitions of "power" in a
stand-alone PC. While phrases like "sharing
files" and "multi-user systems" are being
heard more often.
And surprisingly, words like "affordable"
and "state-of-the-art"are being used together.
Clearly, the Personal Computer AT is
different from anything that came before.
And what sets it apart can be neatly summed
up in two words.
Advanced Technology.
If you've ever used a personal computer
before, you'll notice the advances right away.
To begin with, the Personal Computer AT
is extraordinarily fast. That's something
you'll appreciate every time you recalculate a
spreadsheet. Or search through a data base.
It can store mountains of information
literally thousands of pages' worth-with a
single "hard file" (fixed disk). And now you
can customize your system to store up to

30,000 pages with the addition of a second
hard file.
The Personal Computer AT runs many of
the thousands of programs written for the
IBM PC family. Like IBM's TopView, the
program that lets you run and "window"
several other programs at once.
Perhaps best of all, it works well with both
the IBM PC and PC/XT. Which is welcome
news if you've already made an investment in
computers.
You can connect a Personal Computer AT
to the IBM PC Network, to share files,
printers and other peripherals with other
IBM PCs.
You can also use a Personal Computer AT
as the centerpiece of a three-user system,
with your existing IBM PCs as workstations.
Most important, only the Personal
Computer AT offers these capabilities and
IBM's commitment to quality, service and
support. (A combination that can't be
cloned.)
If you'd like to learn more about the IBM
Personal Computer AT, see your Authorized
IBM PC Dealer; IBM Product Center or IBM
marketing representative. For a store near
you, call 1-800-447-4700 (in Alaska, call
1-800-447-0890).

The IBM Personal Computer AT,
for Advanced Technology.
Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc.. s.a.
IBM, Personal Computer AT. PC/XT and TopView are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
Inquiry 160
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Hi·Res Color
Workstation Runs
1\vo UNIX Standards

encyclopedia disk/KRS soft
ware for $199. Contact Ac
tiventure Corp. POB 5112 5.
Pacific Grove. CA 93950.
(408) 37 5-2638.
Inquiry 551.

A

polio Computer's Do
main Series 3000 Per
sonal Workstation combines
32-bit computing. high-res
olution color graphics. and
integrated networking capa
bilities. The workstation
comes with Apollo's Do
main/IX software. which is
based on AT&T's UNIX Sys
tem V and enables that
UNIX and Berkeley 4.2 to
run as coresident operating
systems.
The Series 3000 uses the
68020 processor and 68881
floating-point chip. Memory
capacity ranges from 2 to 4
megabytes. and large-pro
gram capability is provided
by 64 megabytes of virtual
address space per process
(for as many as 24 pro
cesses).
Equipped with an external
bus that's compatible with
the IBM PC AT. the worksta
tion has six 16-bit slots and
two 8-bit slots. Apollo says
it has in the works a co
processor for running IBM
PC applications.
The color versions of the
Series 3000 offer resolution
of 1024 by 800 pixels on a
15-inch monitor: the basic
model. with 2 megabytes
of main memory, costs
$14.900. The monochrome
models offer resolution of
1280 by 1024 pixels on a
19-inch monitor; the basic
version. with 2 megabytes
of main memory. costs
$9900. For more informa
tion. contact Apollo
Computer Inc .. 330 Billerica
Rd.. Chelmsford. MA 01824.
(617) 2 56-6600,
Inquiry 550.
-

Inquiry 4 for End-Users.
Inquiry 5 for DEALERS ONLY.

PC Board Designer
for Atari ST

A

Apollo's Domairr Series 3000 Persorral Workstatiorr.

CD·ROM Hardware
with Encyclopedia
Disk

A

ctiventure's Personal In
formation Package con
sists of a CD-ROM player.
a controller card and con
necting cable. the Grolier
Electronic Encyclopedia on
a compact disk. and soft
ware that lets you search for
and retrieve information.
The system works with IBM
PCs and compatibles having
at least 2 56K bytes of
memory.
With the Knowledge
Retrieval System (KRS) soft
ware. you can search-by

word. name. phrase. or
topic-the disk version of
the 21 volumes of Grolier's
Academic American En
cylopedia. According to Acti
venture. locations of any
word (there are more than 9
million of them) in the en
cyclopedia can be found in
seconds through KRS.
The ROMulus CD-ROM
drive has a ·data capacity of
540 megabytes per disk and
can be connected to any
IBM PC. XT, AT. or compati
ble through a controller
card that fits in an open ex
pansion slot.
The complete hard
ware/software package sells
for $99 5. but you can buy
just the CD-ROM player and
controller for $849 and the

bacus Software has a
program for designing
printed circuit boards with
an Atari 520ST or 1040ST.
PCBoard Designer. devel
oped by Data Becker GmbH
of West Germany. features
an automatic routing capa
bility. Traces are drawn auto
matically on the screen. and
if you change your design.
the trace can be immediate
ly redrawn. Options allow
for 4 5- or 90-degree angle
traces. different widths.
routing from pin to pin.
from pin to bus. bus to bus.
and two-sided boards.
You first define the com
ponents that are part of the
board and enter the infor
mation at the keyboard.
Next. you define the con
nections. Using the mouse.
you then place the com
ponents on the screen. You
can change or reposition
the components or connec
tions at any time.
PCBoard Designer prints
the layout to any Epson or
compatible dot-matrix
printer. Accordinl?; to
Abacus. printouts are
suitable for photoetching.
You can also print the com
ponent layout and a list of
components and connec
tions.
(continued)
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Suggested retail price of
PCBoard Designer is $395.
Contact Abacus Software.
2201 Kalamazoo SE. POB
7 2l l. Grand Rapids. Ml
49510. (616) 241-5510.
Inquiry 552.

Presentation
Graphics Program
arvard Presentation
Graphics. the initial of
fering in Software Publish
ing's Harvard software line.
lets you combine text.
graphs. and charts in one
image and create a slide
show on the computer
screen. The package has l 3
kerned fonts. a selection of
16 colors. and formatting
and layout options that in
clude three-dimensional
graphs and large text. An
editor lets you incorporate
text and symbols in charts.
The program reads Lotus
spreadsheet data and
graphs directly. lt also reads
pfs:Graph and ASCII files
and can export files to
pfs:Write.
Harvard Presentation
Graphics runs on MS-DOS
computers and requires
2 56K bytes of memory. It
works with the Enhanced
Graphics Adapter card and
a variety of printers. plotters.
and film recorders. Retail
price is $395 . Contact Soft
ware Publishing Corp ., l 90I
Landings Dr. , Mountain View.
CA 94043. (4I 5) 962-8910.

H

Inquiry 553.

enigraphics has also
released a program for
--- generating presentation-style
graphics. Graftime uses
preformatted business
graphics and a "forms-fill
menu interface"'; you select
a predefined format for your
graph or chart and then
enter the information you
want to convey. Graphics

G
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Image created with Harvard Presentation Graphics.

Programming Languages
Softwarn T11nls
Cobol 29 .9%

LJ

Fortr an 1 5 . 0 % ~\

APL3.0 %

~

_ ,.

~~-~~s~~n; . ~ ~~~;.
~V_

C1 8 .0%_......

LI SP 16.2%

Pascal 12.0 o/o
Co111th11t>r L an ~J1Hhj1 1 : .

Pie chart and text generated with Graftirne.
can be output as printed
copy, overhead transparency.
or 35mm slide.
Graftime offers 14 types of
charts. five. color palettes.
and eight choices for han
dling attributes. For con
structing sequenced slides.
the package has an auto
matic build function.
The software costs $395
and runs on the IBM PC line
and compatibles with at
least 448K bytes of memory
and DOS 2.0 or later. To use
the program's previewing

option. you need a graphics
card. Contact Genigraphics
Corp.. POB 591. Liverpool.
NY 13088. (315) 451-6600.
Inquiry 5 54.

Animation System
for the Macintosh

M

acMovies. a high
resolution animation
package from Beck.:rech that
runs on the Apple Macin
tosh and Macintosh Plus. ac
cepts hand-drawn, prestored.
or digitized (with a camera
or tablet) images. com
presses and stores them on

a floppy or hard disk. and
plays them back as ani
mated sequences. Playback
rate is adjustable from I to
30 frames per second. If
your Mac has a I- or
2-megabyte memory board
inside for picture storage
and you've set the playback
speed at 10 fps. MacMovies
can show as much as 30
seconds of continuous
animation if the images are
complex and as much as 90
seconds of footage if the
images are simple. With a
hard disk. you can link se
quences and make a longer
movie.
You can create cartoons
using MacDraw or MacPaint
and eel animation tech
niques (a eel is a single im
age of a sequence. and cel
by-cel animation involves
rapidly changing these in
dividual images). MacMovies
can provide full-motion pic
tures with multiple moving
objects and moving b ack-
grounds.
MacMovies requires at
least 512 K bytes. Suggested
retail price is $99. Disks of
premade flicks are available
for $29.95 in monochrome
and $39.95 in color: " Have
a Heart" shows the opera
tion of the human heart:
"The Moving Motor" dem
onstrates the workings of an
internal-combustion engine.
Beck-1ech is also selling
MacAnimation Station. a
turnkey animation system
that packages a Macintosh
with l megabyte of memory.
MacMovies. MacPaint. Click
Art images. and a pen-based
digitizer tablet for $4995.
Options include the com
pany"s Chromatron converter
for color display. 10- or
20-megabyte hard disk. and
2-megabyte memory. Con
tact Beck.:rech Corp.. 41 1lm
nel Rd.. Berkeley. CA 94705.
(4l 5) 548-4054 .
Inquiry 555.
(continued)

Using Lotus 1-2-3® without Reflex
is like driving at night
without lighW
It

Reflex 1B the best
you use Lotus 1-2-3 you
dat.abBBe for 1-2-8 UBers
need Reflex, the Analyst"
and
it's aJ.so the eBBlest
because it shows you what
to
use.
1-2-3 either hides in the dark
or can't show you at all. Reflex Reflex ls the ftrst database that
separates the trees from the
showsyou relationships and forest. The ftrst database that
understands that what you see
inter-relationships in your
depends on how you look at It.
data that you can't afford

to miss.

The ftrst database that probes
relatlonahlpa - then shows them
to you In various graphic forms
Reflex includes the best - scatter, llne, bar, stacked bar
and pie charts. The ftrst database
Report Generator for
to break the bonds of trndltlonal
Lotus 1-2-8.
database management and give
Peilex Includes the Report
a dramatic vlsua.l turn to data
Generator that 1-2·3 should have ana!ysls.
1ncluded - but didn't. With
Reflex makes graphic leaps far
Reflex, you can generate reports, beyond 1-2-3. With Reflex, when
graphs, charts and diagrams
you look, you see.
.trom your 1-2·3 worksheets that
are lmposslble to generate wtth
Reflex gives you fJ.ve new
1-2-3.
and different views of
You can do sales reports,
what's hidden in your
letters, memos, Jnvoices and
malling labels - to name a few 1-2-8 worksheets.
- and you can oo:i a few of them
Form View, List View, Graph
on thla page.
View, Cl'Ol'Bllib and Re[X!rt, Vlew.
Form View leta you create your
database. List Vlew shows you
your data ln tabular llst form, just
llke a spreadsheet. Graph View
glvffi you Instant Interactive
graphlc representatlona;
CrosSiab View gives you amazing
::1
.:.:
"cross-referenced" pictures oft.he
·'
~-""---- ~: a iffi
llnks and relationships hidden ln
your data Re[X!rt, View allows you
~·r:
-irn
to use Information from 1-2-3, and
then prlnt out reporta In all oorta
of dlfferent formats.
The commands for all five
,Views are conslst.ent - oo you're
not stuck learning five dlfferent
weys to get somethlng done. And
because Reflex uses advanced
wlndowlng techniques, you can
see several views on the screen at
the same time - without having
to switch back and forth You get
the picture, snd the pictures, all
at once.
"'": . ~

''Everyone
agrees that
Reflex is the
best-looking
database
they've ever
seen

Whether you're a 1-2-8
UBer or not, Reflex
answers a.11 your "What
Ifs?" and leads you to
&he right conclUBions.

Adam B.Green,
InfoWorld

Thenext
generation of
software has
officially
arrived

With Reflex when you modify a
number all your Views - Llst,
Form and Graph - are
unmedlately updated, on-screen.
Let's say you're analyzlng

"Travel.lng Expenses cy

Salesperaon" and you ask, "What
If they st8yed at a Ma.el SJ.4
Instead oft.he Presidential Suite
oft.he Ha.el Chld?" "Show me." So
Reflex shows you.
"What If they could no longer
order $100 wines, but had to stick
to the stuff that matures ln the
truck?" ''Show me." So Reflex
shows you. Instant answers.
Inst8nt pictures. Instant analyals.
Instant underst8ndlng.
Of course Reflex can do all of
the above with or without 1-2-3.
Reflex ls a mmplete database
management and ana!ytlcal tool
that stands on lts own feet and
helps you st8y on yours because
It's only $99.951
Borland's $99.95 Reflex
could be the best
businessinvestinent
you'll ever make.
Buying 1-2-3 was a good Idea.
Reflex ls an even better Idea
because now you can see what
you're doing, what you've done,
and whatyou need to do.
Think of Reflex as an
"automatic product," a "stan
dard" that evezy up-to-speed F\'.J
owner should have on hand. It's
only $99.95, and you get our 60day money-back guarantee.
We don't belleve ln copy
protectlon, but we do belleve 1n
qual!W, performance and
reasonable software prices. So
keep driving your old 1-2-3, but
get Reflex today, because then
you can see where you're go!ng.

Ferer Norwn, . ,
PGWeek ,,,
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Inquiry 37 for End-Users. Inquiry 38 for DEALERS ONLY.
•

4585 SCOTTS VAllEY OR/VE
SCOTTS l~llEY. CA 95066
(408) 438-8400 TE/EX 112313

Reflex ts a trademark of EorlB.ndJAruilytlca.Inc. 1-2-3 iB a reglS!ered trademark cf t..a.ua
Development. Col'p'.)rauon. IBM arrl FC OOS are regtstered trademarks and Pei XT. AT, and
Color Graphics Adapter are tred.emarka of Intematlonal BUB1.nesa Machines 0Jrp::>rat.10n.
Hercules Graphics Card Ia a trademark of Heroules Computer Tech. Copyrlgt1t 1006 Eorland
Internauonal BI-1031.

copies at:

Send me

II

•

60-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
NOT COPY-PROTECTED
To order by credit card ca/J(800) 255-8008, CA
(BOO) 742- 1133. Available al bel/er deale1s
nationwide.
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Name
Shipping Address:

City.
State·

Zip.

Telephone:
Subtotal
Outside USA add $10 pe1 copy
CA res. add $6 tax per copy - - - 

1
I

Amount Enclosed
Payment:

VISA

MC

BankOrall

Check

CreditCardE xp Oate _ _ I _ _
Card#

I
I
II
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System requirements:

R15

/BM~PC,

XT, AT. or compatibles. 384K RAM
minimum. IBM Color Graphics Adaptete.
Hercules Monochrome G1aphics Cal(r. or
equivalent. PC DOS* 2.0 or greatei: Hatd disk
and mouse op1ional

CODs and Purchase Orde1s WILL NOT be
accepted by Borland. California residents add
6% sales rax. Outside USA .add$10percopy
and make payment by bank draft payable in
US do/lats drawn on a US bank.
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I
II
I
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WHAT'S NEW

KAMAS owners can get
Out-Think by sending in their
master disk and $2 5. Con
tact KAMASOFT Inc .. 2525
Southwest 224th Ave..
Aloha. OR 97006. [503)
649-3765.
Inquiry 557.

CAD Software for
IBM PCs, Compatibles

F

oresight Resources has
released a package for
two-dimensional drafting
and designing with an IBM
PC. XT. or AT and most
compatibles. Called Drafix I.
it sells for $295 alone. $395
with a mouse. and $585
with a 12- by 12-inch plotter.
Input techniques for lines.
arcs. circles. fillets. and
chamfers include grid and
angle locks. snap locks to
item endpoints. midpoints.
intersections. and tangents.
Copy and move operations
let you translate. rotate.
scale. and mirror. Flexible
numeric input. combined
with the program's calcula
tion capabilities. provides
you with areas. perimeters.
angles. coordinates. and
other drawing information.
Among additional drawing
attributes are 16 pen colors.
256 layers. 8 line types. and
12 text fonts. Resetting.
zooming. and panning capa
bilities let you control the
view.
The visual interface makes
extensive use of icons. and
a menu of drawing and pro
gram options is on the
screen at all times.
Although Drafix I can
stand alone. Foresight
Resources has developed a
utility that enables a Drafix
generated drawing to be
used on an AutoCAD work
station [from Autodesk Inc.).
The AutoCAD File Exchange
Utility costs $95.
Written in Lattice C. Drafix
I runs under PC-DOS 2.1 or
later and requires at least
512 K bytes: Foresight recom
mends at least 640K bytes
and a math coprocessor.
Other requirements are an
RS-232C port and a mouse
or digitizer. The software
works with a variety of
graphics cards. printers. and
plotters [up to "C" size}. For
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MIDI Sequencer
for Apple II+, lie
ynthestra. a MIDI se
quencer and controller
program for the Apple II+
and lie. brings a complete
MIDI system under the con
trol of one synthesizer
keyboard. Each key on the
MIDI-equipped master unit
can be independently as
signed to any voice of any
synthesizer in the system
You can control as many as
16 keyboards. drum ma
chines. expanders. or other
MIDI devices from one key
board.
The sequencer supports
100 sequences with 16
tracks each. You can assign
any key to start. stop. loop.
and sync any sequence or
combination of sequences.
This capability enables you
to play one-finger chords
and special effects. Other
features include I 00 defin
able patches for matching
presets to MIDI channels. in
dependent key transposition.
loading and saving to disk.
and unlimited keyboard
splitting. doubling. tripling.
and echoing.
To use Synthestra with an
Apple. you need at least
64K bytes. one disk drive.
one monitor. one MIDI inter
face card [Decillionix.
Passport. Syntech. Yamaha.
or equivalent). and at least
one MIDI-equipped key
board. The price is $120.
Contact Decillionix. POB
70985. Sunnyvale. CA
94086, [408) 732-7758.
Inquiry 558.

S

Drafix I. a drafting package f ram Foresigfit Resources.
more information. contact
Foresight Resources Corp.,
932 Massachusetts St..
Lawrence. KS 66044, (800)
231-8574: in Kansas [913)
841-1121.
Inquiry 556.

Outline Processor
for CP/M Machines
AMASOFT has taken
the programming lan
guage out of KAMAS [see
review on page 241). its
outline tool for CP/M com
puters. added some fea
tures. enhanced the inter
face. and packaged it as
Out-Think. This full-screen
outline editor has collapse
and expand capabilities and
comes with a text editor for
working with prose in the
outline.
The outline processor
allows a maximum topic size
of 8 megabytes; there's no
limit. other than disk space.
to the number of items per
file. items per level. or levels

K

per file. You can jump from
topic to topic and copy
branches within and be
tween topics. The maximum
number of topics you can
access at one time is 16.
With the program's
retrieval capabilities. you can
search for information by
keywords or by similar
sounding keywords Six
methods are provided for
querying accessible text.
You can read and write text
files compatible with most
well-known word processors
and print an outline with
more than 20 formatting
parameters. The package
automatically generates a
table of contents. Among
other features are a file
manager. date and time
stamping. and password
security.
Out-Think can run on most
computers equipped with .
CP/M version 2.2 or later. in
cluding machines with 8080.
8085. and Z80 processors. It
needs at least 48K bytes of
RAM and an 80-column by
24-line screen. Suggested
retail price is $49.95.

(continued)

MS-DOS, PC-DOS, CP/M-86, XENIX,
8086/80x86 ROM

MACINTOSH, AMIGA, XENIX,
CP/M-68K, 68k ROM

Manx Aztec C86

Manx Aztec C68k

''A compiler that has many strengths .. . quite valuable
for serious work"
Computer Language review, February 1985
Great Code: Manx Aztec C86 generates fast executing
compact code. The benchmark results below are from a
study conducted by Manx. The Dhrystone benchmark
(CACM 10/84 27:10 pl018) measures performance for a
systems software instruction mix. The results are with·
out register variables. With register variables, Manx,
Microsoft, andMark Williams run proportionately faster,
Lattice and Computer Innovations show no improve·
men!.

"library handling is very flexible . . . documentation is
excellent . . . the shell a pleasure to work in ... blows
away the competition for pure compile speed ... an ex·
eel/en/ effort."
Computer Language review, April 1985
Aztec C68k is the most widely used commercial C com·
piler for the Macintosh. Its quality, performance, and
completeness place Manx Aztec C68k in a position be·
yond comparison. It is available in several upgradable
versions.
Optimized C
Creates Clickable Applications
Macro Assembler
Mouse Enhanced SHELL
Easy Access to Mac Toolbox
Overlay Linker
Resource Compiler
UNIX Library Functions
Debuggers
lerminal Emulator (Source)
Clear Detailed Documentation
Librarian
C·Stuff Library
Source Editor
UniTools (vi,make,diff,grep) · C
MacRarn Disk ·C
Library Source ·C
One Year of Updates · C

Dhrystone Benchmark
Manx Aztec C86 3.3
Microsoft C3.0
Optimized C86 2.20J
Mark Williams 2.0
I.attice2.14

Execution
Time

Code
Size

Compile/
Link Time

34 secs
34 secs
53 secs
56 secs
89 secs

5,760
7,146
1L009
12,980
20,404

93 secs
119 secs
172 secs
113 secs
117 secs

Great Features: Manx Aztec C86 is bundled with a powerful
array of well documented productivity tools, library routines
and features.
Optimized Ccompiler
Symbolic Debugger
LN86 Overlay Linker
AS86 Macro Assembler
80186/80286 Support
Librarian
8087180287 Sensing Lib
Profiler
DOS, Screen, & Graphics Lib
Extensive UNIX Library
Large Memory Model
Intel Object Option
CP/M-86 Library-c
Z (vt') Source Editor -c
ROM Support Package ·c
INTEL HEX Utility ·c
Mixed memory models ·C
Library Source Code ·C
MAKE, DIFF, andGREP ·c Source Debugger ·C
CP/M-86 Library -c
One year of updates -c
Manx offers two commercial development systems,
Aztec C86-c and Aztec C86-d. Items marked ·C are
special features of the Aztec C86-c system.

Aztec C86-c Commercial System
Aztec C86-d Developer's System
Aztec C86-p Personal System
Aztec C86-a Apprentice System

5499
5299
5199
549.

All systems are upgradable by paying the difference
in price plus 510.
Third Party Software: There are a number of high qual·
ity support packages for Manx Aztec C86 for screen
management, graphics, database management, and soft.
ware development.

C-tree 5395
Greenleaf 5185
PHACT 5250
PC-lint 598
HAW 5250
Amber Windows 559
PRE-C 5395
Windows for C 5195
WindScreen 5149 FirSfime 5295
SunScreen 599 C Util Lib 5185
PANEL 5295
Plink-86 5395

Manx Cross Development Systems

Items marked ·C are available only in the Manx Aztec
C86-c system. Other features are in both the Aztec C86-d
and Aztec C86-c systems.

Aztec C68k-c Commercial System
Aztec C68d-d Developer's System
Aztec C68k-p Personal System
C-tree database (source)
AMIGA, CP/M-68k, 68k UNIX

5499
5299
5199
5399

call

Apple II, Commodore,
65xx, 65C02 ROM
Manx Aztec C65
"The AZTEC C system is one of the finest software
packages I have seen"
NIBBLE review, July 1984
A vast amount of business, consumer, and educational
software is implemented in Manx Aztec C65. The quality
and comprehensiveness of this system is competitive
with 16 bit Csystems. The system includes a full optim·
ized C compiler, 6502 assembler, linkage editor, UNIX
library, screen and graphics libraries, shell, and much
more. The Apple II version runs under DOS 3.3, and
ProDOS, Cross versions are available.
The Aztec C65-c/128 Commodore system runs under
the Ci28 CP/M environment and generates programs for
the C64, Cl28, and CP/M environments. Call for prices
and availability of Apprentice, Personal and Developer
versions for the Commodore 64 and 128 machines.

Aztec C65-c ProDOS & DOS 3.3 5399
Aztec C65-d Apple DOS 3.3
5199
1
Aztec C65- p Apple Personal system 599
Aztec C65-a for teaming C
549
Aztec C65-c/128 C64, Cl28, CP/M 5399
Distribution of Manx Aztec C ·
In the USA,Manx Software Systems is the sole and ex·
elusive distributor of Aztec C. Any telephone or mail
order sales other than through Manx are unauthorized.

Cross developed programs are edited, compiled, assem·
bled, and linked on one machine (the HOST) and trans·
ferred to another machine (the TARGET) for execution.
This method is useful where the target machine is slower
or more limited than the HOS1; Manx cross compilers
are used heavily to develop software for business,
consumer, scientific, industrial, research, and education·
al applications.
HOSTS: VAX UNIX ($3000), PDP·ll UNIX ($2000), MS·
DOS ($750), CP/M ($750), MACINTOSH ($750),
CP/M·68k ($750), XENIX ($750).
TARGETS: MS-DOS, CP/M-86, Macintosh, CP/M-68k,
CP/M-80, TRS-80 3 & 4, Apple II, Commodore C64,
8086/80x86 ROM, 68xxx ROM, 8080/8085/Z80 ROM,
65xx ROM.
The first TARGET is included in the price of the HOST
system. Additional TARGETS are $300 to $500 (non
VAX) or $1000 (VAX).
Call Manxfor information on cross development to the
68000, 65816, Amiga, Cl28, CP/M·68K, VRTX, and
others.

CP/M, Radio Shack,
8080/8085/Z80 ROM
Manx Aztec CII
"I've had a lot of experience u:ith different C compilers.
but the Aztec CSO Compiler and Professi;mal Develop·
men/ System is/he best I've seen ."
80-Micro, December, 1984, John B. Harrell Ill

Aztec C Il-c (CP/M & ROM)
Aztec C Il-d (CP/M)
C-tree database (source)
Aztec C80-c (TRS-80 3 & 4)
Aztec C80-d (TRS-80 3 & 4)

5349
5199
5399
5299
5199

How Tu Become an Aztec C User
To become an Aztec C usercall 1·800·221·0440 or call
1-800-832-9273 (800·TEC WARE). In NJ or outside the
USA call 201-530-7997. Orders can also be telexed to
4995812.
Payment can be by check, COD, American Express,
VISA, Master Card, or Net 30 to qualified customers.
Orders can also be mailed to Manx Software Systems,
Box 55, Shrewsbury, NJ 07701.
How Tu Get More Information
lb get more information on Manx Aztec Cand related
products, call l-800·221-0440, or 201-530-7997, or write
to Manx Software Systems.
30 Day Guarantee
Any Manx Aztec C development system can be return·
ed within 30 days for a refund if it fails to meet your
needs. The only restrictions are that the original pur·
chase must be directly from Manx, shipped within the
USA, and the package must be in resalable condition.
Returned items must be received by Manx within 30
days. A small restocking fee may be required.
Discounts
There are special discounts available to professors,
students, and consultants. A discount is also available on
a "trade in" basis for users of competing systems. Call for
information.

WHAT'S NEW

IBM RT PC Based
on RISC Architecture

I

BM's RT PC workstation is
the company's first prod
uct incorporating its RISC
(reduced instruction set
computer) architecture.
based on research begun at
Big Blue in the 19 70s. The
machine's advanced func
tions are implemented on
two IBM-developed N MOS
chips: a 32-bit RISC pro
cessor and the system's
memory management unit.
The processor can execute
118 instructions. 84 of them
in a single machine cycle. or
pulse. In the RT PC this
pulse is approximately 170
nanoseconds. Instead of in
structions that can take
several cycles. software for
the RT allows complex tasks
to be assembled from a set
of simple instructions. The
instruction set also lets soft
ware use general-purpose
registers to minimize the
processor's need to access
memory for data.
IBM says that a data path
between the MMU and the
32-bit chip, which can han
dle multiple requests for
data and instructions. makes
access to memory more effi
cient. lraffic between the
processor and memory can
be pipelined: hence. multi
ple requests shouldn't cause
delays.
The RT's microprocessor
refers to memory about 3 to
4 million times per second.
According to IBM. this can
be done efficiently because
of two proprietary develop
ments: a two-stage "mem
ory-mapping" facility and an
"inverted page table" (which
essentially keeps only real
memory addresses). These
features reportedly raise ad
dressing capability to 40
bits and let the processor
address as many as I trillion
bytes of virtual storage.
The series runs under an
operating system called Ad-
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IBM's RT PC 6151 model 10 with color displa!-J.
vanced Interactive Executive
(AIX). which is similar to
UNIX System V.
The line begins with a
desktop unit called the RT
PC 6151 model I 0, about
the size of a PC and pack
aged with I megabyte of
memory (expandable to 3
megabytes) and 40 mega
bytes of fixed-disk capacity,
Prices begin at $11, 700.
Three floor-standing models
are also available: their
prices run in the range of
$14.000 to s20.ooo. All R'ls
have an AT-compatible 16-bit
1/0 bus. For more informa
tion. contact your local IBM
marketing representative
(listed in the telephone
book).
Inquiry 559.

RGB Card Beefs Up
Apple lie
'lechnology's
C heckmate
MultiRam RGB card fits
into the auxiliary slot on the
Apple lie motherboard. re
placing the standard 64K
byte 80-column card and
supplies color output. addi
tional RAM. and provision
for battery-backed RAM. The
card comes with 64K bytes
and can be expanded to I
megabyte of memory; you

can add an optional 2
megabytes of-static RAM.
and with the company's
MultiRam +. which plugs
into the RGB card. you can
add 3 more megabytes.
With the card. AppleWorks
and other applications can
be loaded entirely into
RAM. Software supplied
with the card lets you
designate how much mem
ory is to be used by pro
grams. The hardware works
with Apple ProDOS and
DOS 3.3.
Checkmate points out that
the card is compatible with
exported lie computers.
MultiRam sells for $199.95.
Contact Checkmate lech
nology, 509 South Rockford
Dr.. Tempe, AZ 85281. (800)
32 5-734 7: in Arizona (602)
966-5902.
Inquiry 560.

Motherboard
Upgrades XT to AT

C

93 Laboratories has
developed a mother
board that replaces the one
in the IBM PC XT and up
grades that machine's
memory, clock speed. and
other functions to levels
comparable to those of the
PC AT. The X1~286. priced at
$995. has a 16-bit 80286
processor. 512 K bytes of

memory (expandable to 4
megabytes with a card). 64K
bytes of ROM. seven
channel direct memory ac
cess. and a real-time clock.
The board also has a
speaker.
Standard clock speed of
the XT-286 is switch
selectable up to 8 MHz. The
motherboard can be used
with IBM PC-compatible
peripherals and add-ons: it
has three 8-bit slots and
three 16-bit slots.
The XT-286 comes with a
limited one-year warranty.
For more information. con
tact CSS Laboratories Inc.
2134 South Ritchey St.
Santa Ana . CA 92705. (714)
540-4141.
Inquiry 561.

Utility Captures
Screen Data for Use
As Input
our Move!. a memory
Y resident
utility for IBM
PCs and true compatibles.
lets you take data directly
from the screen for use as
keyboard input. You can
designate areas on the
screen in which data is to
be captured and kept in a
RAM buffer or stored on
disk for later. After invoking
Your Move!. you can run
your applications software:
hitting a function key allows
the captured data to be
used as input in that pro
gram. A macro facility lets
you store a sequence of
Your Move! commands and
execute them with one key
stroke.
The utility carries a price
tag of $59.95. For more in
formation. contact Goldata
Computer Services Inc.. 2
Bryn Mawr Ave.. Bryn Mawr.
PA 19010. (800) 432-3267; in
Pennsylvania. (215) 52 5-1036.
Inquiry 562.
(continued on pG!ge 384)

Inquiry 12 7 for End-Users.
Inquiry 128 for DEALERS ONLY. 
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Runs an IBM or Compatible Color Monitor
IBM Monochrome Compatible and High Resolution, 720 x348 graphics
Runs Color Software on a Monochrome Monitor, Full Screen :
-in 16 shades of green on the IBM Monochrome monitor
-Runs Flight Simulator, PC Paintbrush, IBM BASICA commands and more
-No patches or modifications needed
-Displayed in the IBM standard 9x14 character set
Extended Text Modes:
-132 columns by 25 rows in monochrome
-132 columns by 44 rows in monochrome
-132 columns by 25 rows in color
Runs Lotus 1-2-3™and Symphony™in high resolution monochrome graphics:
-in 132 columns by 25 rows
-in 132 columns by 44 rows
Runs Lotus 1- 2-3™ and Symphony™in High Resolution color:
-16 colors, 320 x 200
- 4 colors, 640x200
Software switchable for all display modes and monitors
Software switchable display memory, 16K, 32K and 64K
Disable Screen Memory
Printer Port (standard)
Light Pen Connector (standard)
Works in any PC-AT slot
List Price
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A·S·K B·Y·T·E

Conducted by Steve Ciarcia
MIRACULOUS MEMORY
Dear Steve.
While looking for memory to expand my
Tl-58 to I 28K bytes. I came across a new
type of chip called an EERPPROM. Can
you explain · to me how this memory
device works?
PAUL JOHNSON

Knoxville, TN
The EERPPROM, which stands for elec
trically erasable retrievable past pro
grammable read-only memory, is the
newest development in memory. Not
only can you write and erase the mem
ory. you can also recover data that was
erased up to one year before. This is ac
complished by an internal comparator
circuit that compares the stored charged
level with an ideal logic I or 0, and by
determining whether it is higher or lower.
is able to find its previous logic state.
-Steve

RETURN OF ONE JEDI
Dear Steve.
I had feared you were killed along with
the rest of the COUNCIL when ALDERAN
was destroyed. It is good to learn that
most of the GUARDIANS of the OLD
REPUBLIC have evaded the EMPIRE'S
grasp and are continuing to educate the
REBELS.in the use of high technology for
the good of all.
·
You have referred to LASERS in many
of your past articles. Unfortunately. dur
ing my last duel my Model 910 LIGHT
SABER was slightly damaged. As you
probably suspect. a LIGHT SABER's beam
can create havoc if not restricted Help me.
Steve. you are my only hope. May The
Force Be With You.

Due to the unbalanced nature of the
DILITHIUM CRYSTALS used in the power
source, the maximum differential input
limits of the standing-wave exciters can
be exceeded during high-use conditions
like battle. Replacement of the TRANS
DUCERS is mandatory unless peace is
imminent. I also recommend that TRAN
SORBS (use TD50s) be Xeia/larced across
the TRANSDUCERS to prevent recurrent
failure. -Steve

OCCUPANCY DETECTION
Dear Steve,
I am a computer hacker interested in
home-control systems. The problem I am
having deals with developing a system for
controlling lighting and heating based on
room occupancy. I have tried many ap
proaches. but all seem limited. Motion
detectors can't see me in my favorite
wingback chair. Infrared and heat detec
tors cannot pick up my wife, who has a
slightly lower than normal body tempera
ture. Acoustic sensors fail in my study,
where I commonly relax by listening to
music while wearing headphones (in order
to avoid disturbing other household
· members).
The radio-transmitter pendant or amulet
idea requires frequent battery changes.

and they are still too big to wear as every
day casual attire. Have you come up
against this? Is there any way to solve the
problem without having to resort to multi·
pie approaches?
CHARLES RENKIN

Enrico, AZ
The main factor in the design of an
occupancy-detection system is that it
detect a physical phenomenon that is dis
crete enough to avoid false triggering yet
require no special attention on the part
of the person(s) in the room. Developers
at Brookhaven Labs have come up with
a unique way of tagging people and ob
jects that satisfies both criteria. They
employ radioactivity.
The system is quite simple. Persons,
pets, or other objects you wish to have
monitored are exposed to high but non
lethal doses of radiation from a radioac
tive source. Scintillation counters
mounted in the various rooms detect the
radioactive objects anytime they are in
proximity.
The system's sensitivity can be im
proved by applying a few coats of lead
based paint to ceiling and walls, so as to
shield various rooms from each other.
The scintillation counters can be pur
(continued)

LUKES.

A Galaxy Relatively Near
This was a common occurrence in 910
LIGHT SABERS manufactured before the
CWNE WARS. First a litde background.
The MICROSONIC TRANSDUCERS used
in this model set up a standing wave at
an adjustable distance from the LASER'S
APERTURE. This causes the beam to be
reflected back upon itsell restricting its
length.
44
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Inquiry 202

ASK BYTE

COMPATIBILITY with the
new generation of lap-top
computers using 3.5" disk
drives.
CONVENIENCE of rugged
3.5" disk media.
CAP ACITY of 730K addi
tional storage for your PC.
DIRECT ACCESS on your
PC to files gene~ated on
DG/One, TI Pro-Lite,GRiD
Case,HP 110&150,Toshiba
T-1100, and Atari 520ST
via our flexible, powerful
software device driver.
B11ilt-i11

voltage spike protectio11
FCC -ap pro1•ed
UL-listed pl11g-i11 AC tra11sfor mer
Limited 6-111011th factory warra11ty
MDP3 3.5" drive with an MAP3-PC
accessory package forms a complete
add-on package for the IBM PC or
XT. Absolutely no tools needed for
installation. Runs off standard IBM
floppy controller.

Accessory packages for IBM AT,
PC-compatibles & AT-compatibles
available soon. Also coming: dual
external drive, internal 3.5" kit.
For more information, contact your
dealer or call direct.

~ AM

MAN ZAN

935 Camino del Sur
Isla Vista, CA
93117
(805)
968-1387
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chased as cold war surplus items. A door
Cray-IS behind Cray's facilities in Min
neapolis. -Steve
way dosing unit for family and friends can
be made from a lead-coated coffee can
with a solenoid for opening the lid. The
trigger for the solenoid can be run in
MXSFX. MODEM
parallel with your doorbell. A separate
Dear S.eve.
unit for each door is recommended for
I am usXng my modem .o send .hXs
maximum efficiency.
le..er .o .he Ask BYE bul!e.Xn board. As
Adding a computer to the system and you can see. .here Xs a problem Xn my
using isotopes with differing specific modem Xn.erface. Do you have any Xdeas
levels of radiation would let you detect on wha. s.eps I mXgh ..ake .o debug .he
individual family members or pets as problem?
they move about the house.
S.AN SMX.H
The radioactive source can be obt.ained
Har.land. New BrunswXck. Canada
by cont.acting any mail-order scientific
It looks like your modem is crossing the
supply store. but some of the materials.
"i''s and dotting the "t''s.-Steve
especially the radium compounds. are ex
pensive. An equally viable but more
economical source is our interst.ate high
way system. where you can follow trucks ARCTIC LIFE
marked RADIOACTIVE WASTE and col·
Dear Steve.
Ject chunks of the material that fall or
I have computerized my igloo using
drip off-Steve
ideas from many of your articles ("Com
puterize a Home:· "Computerize a Wood
Stove:· etc.) but have encountered several
insurmountable. even very difficult. prob
A TRUE HOME COMPUTER
lems. The big problem is the heat. I added
Dear Steve.
a steam pipe to my igloo, extending from
I picked up a Cray-IS at a tag sale. It
the floor through the roof. This is a trick
looked like it was in pretty good shape.
I saw my cousin use when I visited him.
but when I got it home and plugged it in.
He lives in the Bronx (New York. of
it didn't work. I think there must be a loose
course). When it's too cold and you want
wire or something. This model was ap
more heat. you bang on the pipe.
parently an early prototype because there
Using information and ideas from your
are almost no printed-circuit boards in it.
articles. I was easily able to rig a computer
just point-to-point wiring and a lot of
controlled pipe banger. but there's still no
funny-looking cubes with connectors on
heat. I've tried everything I can think of.
them. I have looked through all the back
but the system in my igloo doesn't func
issues of BYTE and can't find anything on
tion at all. Your assistance is greatly
the Cray. Please send me any information
appreciated.
you have as soon as possible. My wife says
VLADIMIR GROSSPIGGIAN
it is taking up too much space in the liv- ·
Nome. AK
ing room and has threatened to use it as
a bench around the tree outside.
Your best bet is to move in with your
RAY C.
cousin. And t.ake the computerized pipe
Boston. MA
banger with you-your cousin will Jove
One of the reasons it has become dif it-Steve
ficult to obt.ain information on tre Cray-IS
IE:ditor's note: The following letter is a historic docu
is that, like the VIC-20 and the At.ari 400.
ment. It was received b[.J Steve in April 19 7 5. I
it has been made obsolete by improved
versions. For this reason. you won't see wonder what ever happened to these IJU!Js?I
much software or many peripherals for it.
Many large corporations make infor A SHOESTRING OPERATION
mation available to the general public
Dear Steve.
and the KGB through a filing system
My friend and I are technicians for
called Dempster Dumpmaster. In most Hewlett-Packard and Atari and are very in
cases. those desiring information must terested in designing a computer system.
do the research themselves at the facili
Although we have designed some stuff
ty. but 24-hour service is usually available (blue boxes. etc.). we have never tackled
for those for whom acquiring such infor a project as ambitious as this. We decided
mation during normal business hours is to use the 6502 processor because we got
inconvenient. You should be able to find one pretty cheaply and just can't afford
a Dempster Dumpmaster file about the
(continued)

Dae-Easy Accounting
"Best Software Value"

,,.

.,.

11" m\f.J;nI
1985

PRODUCT
OF THE
YEAR

InfoWorld

1985 "Product c:l tbe Year" Awards

[}?

Dae-Easy "Accounting Product ofthe Year"
·

PC World

December, 1985

70 000

"Dae-Easy has done something truly
remarkable:•
lnfoWorld Editorial,
December 2, 1985
"Dae-Easy is a genuinely amazing deal:'

and more every
day. That's how
,
many smart buyers have already
streamlined their accounting with
the fastest-selling, most highly
praised accounting package ever
introduced.

PC Magazine,

October 15, 1985
"Editor's Choice"
"I've never before in a review come right
out and told readers to buy a product,
but I'm doing it now. Dae-Easy is an
incredible value:'

Dae-Easy offers seven full feature
accounting modules in a per
tectly integrated package, with
instant access to:
•Inventory
• General Ledger
•Purchase
•Accounts
Order
Receivable
•Accounts Payable •Billing
• Forecasting
You
generate routines.
over 300 And
reports
fromcan
80 different
best of all, Dae-Easy Accounting
can be used to manage either
service-or product-based
businesses.
Dae-Easy Accounting is non
copy-protected, and comes in a
handsome package with easy-to
follow documentation.
Read what the experts have to
say. Compare Dae-Easy with
packages sold module by module
for thousands more. Then join
more than 70,000 people who
have said "Yes!" to Dae-Easy
Accounting.

30-day money back guarantee
Dae Software offers an uncondi
tional guarantee on Dae-Easy
Accounting (less postage and
handling). There is a $10 restock
ing fee if the disk envelope is
opened.
Minimum Hardware Requirements:

PC Week,

August 27, 1985
"This is an incredibly good value:·
InfoWorld,

September 23, 1985
Call toll free or
return coupon below today

214-458-0038
~dac software,

EfifO/PayrollM
ONLY

$49.95
Dae-Easy Payroll was designed to solve all your person
nel and payroll management problems, outperforming
systems costing thousands more. And it can either stand
alone or integrate perfectly with Dae-Easy Accounting to
form a comprehensive business management program.
Features include:
•Built-in 1986 federal and state tax tables (all 50 states).
•Automatic federal, state and city withholding
calculations.
• F1CA and user-defined deductions like union, insur
ance, etc.
• Prints continuous form checks and W-2s.
•Up to 99 departments, with earning and deduction
codes per department.
•Manages hire dates, raises, reviews, terminations, vaca
tions and sick time.
• Generates complete range of management reports.
•Supports hourly and salaried employees, four different
payroll periods, tips, piece-rate and after-the-fact
payroll, and much, much more!
All for onlr-$49.95 ...with the same money back
guarantee.

'Trademarl<s ol lntemalional Business Machines Corp.
'Trademark of Microsoft Corp.

•Hardware requirements  same as Dae-Easy Accounting,

Inquiry 104

Ask for operator #826

In Texas or
for more information call

IBM (PCjJ; PC. XT or AT)' or other compatibles. (Also available
lor Apricot and Victor 9000.) 128K memory, one DSDD disk
~oJ~. ~'OOSP~i t~~ ~t~mpressed mode, 80X24, CRT.

0

1-800-992-7779

$69..9~

except 1-.ro DSDD floppy disks required.

inc.
4801 Spring Valley Rd., Building 110-B
Dallas, TX 75244

P

lease rush me _ _ copies of Dae-Easy
Accounting al $69.95 per copy and _ _
copies of Dae-Easy Payroll at $49.95 per copy.
enclosed $7.50 postage and handling. In Texas, add
6Wlli sales tax ($428 for each Accounting, $3.06 for
each Payroll). U.S. prices only. Please indicate com
puter b r a n d - - - - - - - - - - 

rve

0 Check

D Money Order

0 AMf.X

D VISA

D MASTERCARD

Expires _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Account Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Street A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - 
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State---------ZiP--
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CALL 1-800-992-7779 FOR
IMMEDIAlE RESPONSE

d1fl6/SerieSrM

#826
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a good processor like a Z80 on our
salaries! What we had in mind was an
S-100 card with the 6 502 and I 6K bytes
of RAM. all on one card! Pretty neat idea.
huh? We figure that no one will ever need
more than l 6K bytes of memory-what
would you do with it? We thought that
we'd include some sort of ROM monitor
function. too. Then you just add a serial
port for a standard video terminal and
maybe a 1arbell cassette interface.
Do you have any suggestions for us?
STEVE J. AND STEVE W.
Applegate. C4

You guys are heading in the right direc
tion by wanting to include multiple func
tions on one card. but why not take the
idea "to the max." as you say in Califor
nia. Why not put the processo1; memory.
110; and mass-storage inte1face all on one
board? I bet you could add some cir
cuitry to use a 1V set for video 110. Make
it a color set while you're at it; the band
width will be limited. but you could limit
it to uppercase and just 40 characters per
line. and you could add a separate color
graphics mode. too. I could see a sing/e
board computer packaged in a neat lit
tle case with a high-efficiency switching
power supply and keyboard built in: the
TV monitor could sit on top, with your
cassette recorder right beside it.
But whatever you do. please make sure
it has some sort of expansion capabilities.
Why not bring out seven or eight expan
sion slots in the rear with the address
lines already decoded? And 16K bytes
of RAM may seem like a lot. but even
tually even 64K bytes won't be enough .
And though they are expensive now. I'd
be willing to wager that people will want
to add floppy disks for true random
access storage. (I was just suggesting to
Al Shugart last week that he should make
something more compact than those
8-inch drives of his.)
And don't forget software. ROM moni
to1s may be okay for us hackers. but if
you are going to get more people in
terested in this machine ofyours. you will
have to supply them with a higher-level
language like BASIC.
If you guys play your cards right. you
could turn your little computer into a true
home ''appliance:· But if you ever hope
to sell more than a few hundred. you will
have to make it real easy to use. And do
it now. before the Japanese decide to do
it. In the near future. a home computer
should be as American as mom's apple
pie.
(continued)

Your

IDodem

should
be this

Lawrence and Lee, playwrights ("Inherit the Wind :' "Auntie Mame:·
" First Monday in October," and many other Broadway hits, motion
pictures and teleplays) and educators (professors of Advanced
Playwriting at UCLA and USC).

good

"'Our Courier 2400 modems give us instant access to each other's
minds across town or across the country. Collaborating on play
scripts, exchanging and polishing our words at such dynamic
speed is a powerful aid to the creative process. There·s never an erroc
sending or receiving data. And they're as easy as they're fast . As
its name implies. the Courier 2400 modem is a swift and depend·
able messenger: Bravo, Courier ' ..

The most dependable
2400-bps modem
on the market. ..
USRobotics' Courier 2400

our personal computer or terminal be
comes a data communications power
house with USRobotics' Courier 2400
modem.
Whatever your application-file transfer, elec
ronic mail, mainframe access, electronic bulletin
Joards, public databases-Courier 2400 gets it
lone. Error-free, simply and FAST-up to 240
haracters a second.
If you don't think you need that kind of speed,
hink again. Compared with a 1200-bps modem,
1e Courier 2400 can slash your datacom phone
1ills while it boosts your productivity.
Most public databases and bulletin board sys
ems now offer 2400-bps service. In fact, more
han a thousand bulletin board operators have
hosen our Courier 2400-a demanding applica
ion that has proven the Courier's reliability and
·fficiency.

Y

rubilobotics
The Intelligent Choice in Data Communications
8100 McCormick Blvd. Skokie, Illinois 60076
phone toll free: 1(800)DIAL USR

Why Courier 2400? In a word-quality. Less than one percent of all Courier
2400s have come back to us for warranty service. We challenge the industry to
match this record . The auto-dial, auto-answer Courier includes all the features
you'd expect in a first-class modem , and then some
like " help screens" and a printed operations summary
on the back panel. You can find a modem for more
money, but you can't find more modem for your money
than Courier 2400.

To learn more, send for our
FREE booklet, "24 Questions
and Answers on 2400-BPS
Modems:·

America's business
communicates on
USRobotics
Modems

--·

----------Please send my FREE
copy of "24 Questions
and Answers on
2400-BPS Modems:·

ADDRESS ~----------------

CITY

STATE _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __

COMPANY ---------------~

TITLE-----------------
PERSONAL USE

D

BUSINESS USE

D

Inquiry 118

Attention all FX80, FXlOO,]X, & RX owners:

You already own half of
.a great print~ .•
...........

---·- -------

~~

Now for $79.95 you can
own the rest. You see,
today's new dot matrix
printers offer a lot more.
Like an NLQ mode that
makes their letters print
almost as sharp as a daisy
wheel. And font switching
at the touch of a button -

~-~

in over 160 styles. But now,
a Dots-Perfect upgrade kit
can make your printer work
like the new models in
minutes. At a fraction of
their cost.
Call now and use your Visa
or Master Card. Don't replace
your printer, upgrade it!

In California: 1-800-831-9772
,

Sampleof
letter with
Oots·Perfect

(Dots-Perfect)

Sample of
letter without
Dots·Perfect

g

£Dress e Iha us
837 E. Alosta Ave., Glendora, CA 91740 Tel: (818) 914-5831

An upgrade kit for EPSON FX, JX and RX printers

PORTABLE PRINTER
JUST

149.95

THE PERFECT
PARTNER FOR
YOUR PORTABLE
COMPUTER

Drop
.
this battery °'
powered
printer into
your briefcase
next to your portable computer and you have an office on the road. It's just
111 /4"x41 /2"x1 3/4" and less than 2.5 pounds. The thermal print mechanism
means quiet, reliable, 40 character per second printing for two hours on
batteries.
on-The-Go has full-sized performance: normal sized, enlarged double width,
and condensed characters - uses standard 8 1 /2" width thermal paper - 5x7
character matrix with true lowercase descenders - shadow printing - under
lining Epson MX-80 graphics - industry standard parallel interface.
On-The-Go comes complete with 4 "C" batteries, 90 day limited warranty.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED - Please give Visa or Mastercard number and expira
tion date. Or if you prefer, mail certified check or chargecard authorization
for full amount. Include 4% for UPS shipping and insurance. California residents
add 6% sales tax.

CALIFORNIA
805 482-9699

TOLL FREE
800 LAP-TOPP

~llPTOPP

Laptopp systems - Dept. BO 515 Calle San Pablo, Camarillo, CA 93010

Inquiry 184
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Good luck with your project. Let me
know how it turns out-Steve
!Editor's note: The truth is stranger than fiction
it is said. and this last letter for the April column
is one actually received by Steve Ciarcia.I

1-800-368-7737

g

ASK BYTE

EXOCHRONIC INSTABILITY
Dear Steve.
I read with interest your response to
Sean F. McCartney in the September 1985
Ask BYTE in which you suggest an en
dochronic transmission line to solve time
delay problems in Mr. McCartney's star
ship. You cited the Good Doctor's seminal
work with thiotimoline but curiously failed
to mention the fact that many semicon
ducting materials in common use today
exhibit temporal instability. Anyone who
has tried to debug a VLSI chip will have
many tales of signals that arrive at point
B before having left point A. The trouble
with temporal instability is that it's. ah.
unstable. This is especially true of en
dochronic instability. Frequently. the signal
that arrives at B isn't the same shape as
the one that left (will have left!) A. Once
we understand endochronic instability.
we'll be on the way to such goodies as
sensors that detect events that haven't
happened and laser cannons that shoot
intruders who aren't there.
What we need is a beginning point for
our research. I suggest exochronic in
stability as that beginning point. Ex
ochronic instability is often far more stable
than endochronic instability. It's relative
ly easy to build circuits in which a signal
leaves A and is never seen again. This can
be done with ordinary conductors. as well
as with semiconductors. and at scales far
larger than VLSI. Can you explain why this
important topic is not already a national
priority?
BOB BROWN•

IN ASK BYTE. Steve Ciarcia answers questions on
any area of microcomputing. Tile most representative
questions received eacli month will be answered and
published. Do you liave a nagging problem? Send
your inquiry to
Ask BYTE
do Steve Ciarcia
POB 582

Glastonbury. CT 06033
Due ID tile liigli volume of inquiries. personal replies
cannot be given. All letters and pliotograplis become
tile property of Steve Ciarcia and cannot be returned.
Be sure to include "Ask BYTE" in tile address.
Tile Ask BYTE staff includes manager Harv
Weiner and researchers Larry Bregoli. Bill Curlew.
Jeannette Dojan. Jon Elson. Roger James. Frank
Kueclimann. Edward Nisley. Dick Sawyer. Andy
Siska. and Robert Stek.

A 1495 PC/AT?
Is This a Joke?
A * Hoax?
A * Trick?
A * Put-On?
A * Spoof? ·
A * Flimflam?
No, it's an A*Star™! And, unlike most of its would be competitors, it's none of the
above. What it is will astonish you! At $1495*, A*Star is by far the lowest priced PC/AT
compatible on the market. But, it's not just another clone, it's better!
A*Star™ runs 30°/a faster than most AT's, has twice the memory and eight available
expansion slots; theirs has only seven. Plus, A*Star is so "compatible" it's
backed by an exclusive money back guarantee. Better yet, A*Star is the
only "network ready" AT you can buy...at any price.

But that's not all. A*Star™ is also the only PC/AT compatible made in America by an
American Stock Exchange manufacturer. And that's real peace of mind when you
consider the unknown origin and quality of many of the cheap, import imitations.

A*Star™ It's about time! And .. .it's from Wells American.

+

Wells American

Inquiry 359

3243 Sunset Boulevard •West Columbia, South Carolina 29169 • (803) 796-7800 TWX 510-601-2645

·second unit price. Call us for first unit pricing and guarantee details. You'll be amazed!

,
Call for lcilesl pri1e1.

FREE SHIPPING
· NO SURCHARGE FOR B OR
in the Continental United Stales via UPS Ground.

~

Seagate HD o Western Digital Controller

Seagate

20 MEG Hard DiskSystem for Pc

20 and 30 MEG High Speed
40 MS Access Time
Hard Drives for AT™

Internal $449
External $599

Uses Linear
Voice Coil
Activator.

For Xebec 1220 Combined Floppy/Hard Disk Controller add $75.

Heads park automatically
at power down.

Includes Seagate Hard Disk, Western Digital Controller, Cables,
Manual, Software, and Mounting Hardware.
Boots From Hard Disk 65 MS Access Time One Year Warranty·
Our Hard Disk Systems are compatible with the latest versions of the following Computers, IBM PC,
IB.11 XT, AT&T 6300,Compaq Deskpro, Tandy IOOO, Tandy 1200, PC's Limitedl\Jrbo PC, Zenith 150,
Zenith 151 , Leading Edge PC (Both Models), Sperry PC, Wyse PC, Televideo PC, Faraday Mother Boards,
Corona PC, Eagle PC, ITT PC, and most other Compatibles.

PLEASE SPECIFY YOUR COMPUTER TYPE WHEN ORDERING.

64KRAM
,,,,,,,,,
Set of 9 chips, 200 or 110 :-;""°"""nd'

$1 O~""

256KRAM $29

300/1200 Baud Hayes Compatible Modem
Fits in Short Slot

$159
PC's Limited AT Multifunction Card
• Expandable To 3 Meg (1.5 on Board/ I. 5 on Piggy Back Board)
• Supports 64 or 256K Rams
• Parallel Port
•Serial Port (2nd Serial Optional)

• Upgradable to 384K
• Clock/Calendar
• Includes Software
• Parallel Port
• Serial Port
•Game Port

w/OK $99 w/384K $129

PC's Limited PC·576 RAM Board W/OK
• Expandable to 576K
• Supports 64K or 256K RAMS
• Fits in Shorr Slot

$69
52

Includes Seagate Full Height Hard Disk,
Cable, and Mounting Rails.
Boots from Hard Disk. One Year Warrant)'.·

Set of 9 chips

PC'S LIMITED Six Function Card

Two Year Warranty ·

20MEG $579
30MEG $699
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$199

w/OK

Piggy Back Board S59 w/OK

SOLVE YOUR POWER PROBLEM.

IT-POWER 135W

/

· <.:.

$89

Directly replaces power supply in PC."

::C:"'... Fully XT'" compatible. One Year Warranty · lJ
Inquiry 256
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PRICES AND MACHINES THAT
ou·TRUN THE COMPETITION.
PC'S LIMITED AT~

fo*
,...... ~ PC'S LIMITED TuRao
PC'"

High Performance
Competitive Price

High Performance Competitive Price
I!

$795

One Ynr W:1rran1r. ""

One year warranty. •

SMHZ Option included
at no extra charge. ·

Includes: System Unit, 640K on Mother Board,
360K Floppy Drive, AT Keyboard, I35W Power Supply.

$169

PC's Limited Monochrome Graphics
Fully Hercules Compatible
• Text Mode 80 X 25
• Graphics Mode 720 x 348 Pixels
• One Parallel Printer Port

• Serial Port
• Parallel Port
•Clock
•Software
• Fits In Short Slot

$159

Floppy Disk Drive

$459

- ·

•

"' $109

.

.

1110 avallaltle lor Ar

•\2-ii1cbKncn
• .~mbu
• Compatible with mooocbtomc

on:olorgnphitJcards

• .}IMMdocpitch
• RGBl11pu1
•ll-lncbKrcc11

• 690xHOruohJ1loo

•

Tctmt= Due co our lo"· price' and auunncc
1hn1ll mnchandiuisne!\l',Unu•cdproduo,all
ulct arc final. Call !cchnical 1upport for return
:1urhori:ta1ionnu~ron:all ..·:ur.1ncyrcpa in.
Any unau1h orlled rc1um Jubjct;"I to a 10%
"'slockins: fee. Prtpaid chcdi:1, money ordu11,
VISA, M.HtcrC:ud, American Eicprcu, or ap.·
proYcdcompanypurchuco1dcniarc;acccptcd.
Pricc1 rdlccc )% u1h, VISA, 1nd MucuC1rd
di$COUn1.Amcric1 nE1lPfll!Uno11ubjec1U)
di1coun1.
Some qu1nr itie1 auy be limiu-d. PC't limiud
rrwrve11he 1;i:f'l11a1ubuilu1.eequi"1llen1
iU"m1. All p1;cu.arr 1ubjcc1 to ch1n11e withou1
nolicc.
Wci1T1ninde~ndcn1s1lnorpniuit io n .

(]

'Limited Warranty

Inquiry 256

Power Supply, l. Serials and I Parallel Port, and

GW Basic $95 • IBM DOS 3.1 $85 • 80287 $195

PC's Limited Mini 1/0

,.-

Includes: 80286-based System Unit, I024K on
Mother Board. I.I Meg,Floppy Drive. Combined Floppy
and Hard Disk Controller Card, AT Keyboard. I9lW
Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup.

GWBasic$95 • IBMD053.I $85 • 8087·2$149

PC'S LIMITED
PC'S LIMITED
MON0· 1 MONITOR RGB· 1 MONITOR

-Feb. 25, 1986

lvu11ll McilorStftware wrlff•ftlorthe llM PC.., PC IT'", ancl PC AT'". (ProcHJOr) h1tel 10216 ""'"ing at6MHI.
(hpanslon Sl•hl :I. S.1Hl111 tonfi911rotion os llM PC IT-.

luns al Mafor Sottw..r. written for the llM PC• Mill PC /IT", 40% fast.r, without mecfificatlons.
(Proceuor) l6°bit 8011°2, 4.11 or 6.66MHI tlock Sp..cl. (hpanslon Sloh) :I; 7 oreHailoblolfl obeve configwnmon.

$99

J ~J "Editor 's Choice"

:='

\6colo~

MITSUBISHI

ELECTRONICS

in Gray Color.

Half-Heigh I, DSIDD

TEAC

PANASONIC

55·8, Half·Hcigh1, DSIDD

Half· Hcigh1, DSIDD

• Replaces numerous cards. including IBM,
Hercules, Plantronics.
• Provides 132 column text-color or mono
• Supports all parallel printers and plotters
• Emulates color software on monochrome
monitor in 16 sh>des

I> PC'S LIMITED"
SALES CALLS OUTSIDE TEXAS, 1·800·426·5150
1611 Headway Circle, Building 3, Austin, Texas 78754

Pannonk, TEAC, Miuubishi, lnU"I, IBM,
Htn:u1n, Pbnuonico, Xt"4:c, Scap1c, \\'utem
Di11i11l, AT&l". Comp1q, T1ndr, Lndini: Ech:e.
Sperr y, ~\le', Td~·icko, Far..dlv, Coron1,
E111le, ITT, and l.enith1rc rc11irlcrrd in.de·
mirk• af rhti r tttpcniH comp1nin. IBM PC,
IBM XT, IBM AT, ITT 1r.iJcmark1 gf IBM COf"
por.1tign. l.udin11E.J1~ PC, Sptrry PC, Wnc PC,
CClmPJ'I Onkpro. Zcni1h 15 0, Zcnilh \SI,
T~l'""idco I'C, Cnrona PC. Eli le PC, AT&T
6}00, Tand)" 1000 and T1ndy UOO ;n rndr·
muk1 of 1hc.ir 1T1p.ectj,,·c comp.inin.

....

~~l4iiiiil
Sales Calls from anywhere in country, ( 512) 339·6962
~~
Technical Support Calls, ( 512) 339-6963 Customer Service Calls, (512) 339-6964
Telex No 9103808386 PC LTD FAX (512) 339·6721

Ad Number 404/86 (]
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UNIX™
Multi-Link

B 0 A R DTM

MULTI-USER
UPGRADE KIT
for

N·E·\V·S·L·E·T·T·E·R·S

TM

Th·eoss
High Performance

C·L·U·B·S A·N·D

CUL-DE-SAC BBS, 377 University Ave ,
Westwood. MA 01746. Attn: Pete White.
24-hour. 7-day BBS running TBBS software
at 300 or 1200 bps at (617) 429-1784. MS
DOS oriented.
AMIGA USERS GROUP, Tony Preston. Com
puter Sciences Corp.. 304 West 38th St..
Moorestown. NJ 08057. Send SASE. $12
annual dues includes newsletter.
THE OUARTERLY BYTE. Production Editor.
430 North Michigan Ave .. Chicago. IL
60611-4088. (312) 329-8520. $30 for four
annual issues. Data exchange for realtors
on real-estate-related software and more.

PHILADELPHIA AREA CPA COMPUTER
UsER'SGROUP (CPA CUG), Mike Levinson.
1 Breyer Office Parke. Suite 200. Elkins
Park. PA 19117. (215) 248-0200. Accoun
tants using computers wish information
exchange. Monthly newsletter and meet
ings. Annual dues: $15 .
MAC!. Ward Hammond. POB 17678.
Greenville. SC 29606. Monthly newsletter
and meetings. library, $2 5 annually.
ANTELOPE VALLEY CP/M USER GROUP,
POB 1752 . Lancaster. CA 93539. Monthly
meetings and public-domain library.
COMPRESS OUARTERLY. POB 102 . Went

PC DOS Programs
• ~BM.PC, XT,

l<AYPRO USERS' ASSOCIATION, Mr. M.
Lawrence. 69 Fbund Lane. Upper Beeding.
West Sussex. England. Users group for
Kaypro owners.

AT Compatible
• Up to 16 Megabytes of

RAM
• Unlimited Users
• Supports Most Popular
Terminals

P.O. Box 41223
Brecksville, Ohio 44141-0223
(216) 237-4900

POLYFORTH USER'S GROUP, FORTH Inc ..
2309 Pacific Coast Highway, Hermosa
Beach. CA 902 54. (213) 372-8493. 1\vo na
tional meetings: regional meetings sched
uled. Users share many applications.

IBM PC® .\ PC DOS® are trademarks al IBM Corp
Mu lt1-L1nk ®is a trademark ol The So!lware Lin k. Inc
UNIX® is a lrademark ol AT 3. T 8~1! Labs
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HIGH SIERRA ATARI USER'S GROUP
(H1SUG). POB 2152 , Sparks. NV 89432.
Monthly newsletter and meetings.
li-IE 128 SOCIETY, David Haynes. 109
Blackbird Way# 17. Lewisburg. WV 2490 \
For Commodore 128 users. Plans for
newsletter. BBS. and other services.

TuE BLUE MOUNTAINS HOMEBREW COM
PUTER CLUB, Eric Lindsay, 6 Hillcrest Ave ..
Faulconbridge. New South Wales 2776.
Australia; telephone: (04 7) 512 2 58. For
computer enthusiasts and homebrewers.

THE NATIONAL XENIX . USERS GROUP,
Martin Steiner. POB 34043. San Diego, CA
92103. Monthly newsletter planned.

TAN DY BUSINESS USERS GROUP, 1701
Carmen Dr.. Elk Grove Village. 1L 60007.
(312) 956-7000. Monthly newsletter and
meetings. $35 annual dues. Nonmember
newsletter subscription: S 15 annually.

Ti-IE MULTISET USERS GROUP (MUG). Carl
Paquette. do Aldus 'lype Studio. 741 South
La Brea Ave .. Suite 201. Los Angeles. CA
90036, (213) 934-1179. For users of type
setting equipment linking up with PCs.
Meetings require registration and fee. S12 5
annual dues includes three publications.

SMUG OF MONTREAL, 443 Blvd. Roche.
Vaudreuil. Quebec J7V 2N4. Canada. (514)
4 5 5-4 705. Spectravideo and MSX users
group. Monthly meetings and newsletter:
bilingual. Fees vary.

Excellent VAR/ISO Programs

Full Line of Support Produc ts
Terminals , Cables.
Memor y Boards,
Serial Port Boards,
and Mu lti-user Application Program s.

worth. NH 03282. Seasonal newsletter
covering educational software issues.

TuE PENINSULA APPLE USERS GROUP, 1092
Hewitt Dr .. San Carlos. CA 94070. (415)
591-9124 . Monthly meetings and news
letter. $10 annual subscription.
NATIONAL MAcFORTH USERS' GROUP,
3081 Westville Station. New Ha1.en. CT
06515. Bimonthly newsletter. public
domain programs, $2 5 annual dues.

AKRON-CANTON PC USERS GROUP, POB
334. 1570 Wooster Ave.. Akron. OH
44320. (216) 745-5981. Public-domain soft
ware library, monthly meetings and
newsletter. $12 annual dues includes file.
catalogue. and library disks. •
CLUBS AND NEWSLETTERS is an

acknowledgment of new clubs and newsletters
received at BYTE. Please allow at feast four
months for your club's mention to appear. Send
information to BYTE. Clubs and Newsletters.
POB 372. Hancock. NH 03449.
Inquiry 252 
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NOTHING DOWN.

·a total blackout.
Even the best of personal computers
can have a bad day. Blackouts happen.
And there's more. Powermaker Micro
Usually at the worst possible time.
. UPS also removes. spikes and other
error-producing ·transients from incoming
But power interruptions don't need to
be business interruptions. And lost power
power, protecting your PC's sensitive
.circuitry. '
.
. · ""''
.·
shouldn't result in lost data. Not with the
· So, if your PC needs· a ·1itt1e· tielp:once ·
POWERMAKER" Micro UPS from Topaz.
Designed specifically for hard disc and
in a while, give it .Powermaker Micro UPS
critical-use business systems, Powermaker protection. For nothing down. .Qall ,Lj$
Micro UPS ensures a continuous supply
today at (619) 279-0831, or contact'your
of smooth sine wave power even during
local Square D _distributor. .

"-.TOa.&.-.®
.
.
r~ -,
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THE FFT:
FUNDAMENTALS
AND CONCEPTS
Robert W Ramirez
Prentice-Hall
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: 1985
178 pages. $28 .95
DESIGNING DIGITAL
FILTERS
Charles S. Williams
Prentice-Hall
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: 1986
349 pages. $36.95
MACINTOSH REVEALED.
VOLUME TWO:
PROGRAMMING WITH
THE TOOLBOX
Stephen Chernicoff
Hayden Book Co.
Hasbrouck Heights. NJ: 1985
626 pages. $29.95
EXPLORING THE PICK
OPERATING SYSTEM
Jonathan E. Sisk and
Steve VanArsdale

THE FFT: FUNDAMENTALS AND CONCEPTS
Reviewed by Thomas R. Clune

T

he fast Fourier transform (FFT) has become ubiquitous
in scientific and engineering instrumentation. As a
result. many more people have to work with it than have
to program FFT routines. Most books that cover the FFT
discuss its derivation and alternate ways of implementing
the algorithm. What we need is a discussion of the prac
ticalities of working with FFT instrumentation. Robert W.
Ramirez's fine little book. The FFT: Fundamentals and Con
cepts. is just such a volume.
Ramirez is an employee of Tektronix Inc.. the oscillo
scope company, and it shows. The book reads like it was
written by someone who has spent a lot of time in
ILLUSTRATED BY RICHARD A. GOLDBERG

customer support with
technicians. engineers. and
scientists. Ramirez does not
belabor what is "theoreti
cally interesting" but con
centrates on what is prac
tically important.
The book is divided into
three parts: a general intro
duction to Fourier analysis.
a specific discussion of the
FFT and how to use it. and
a presentation of the
Sande-Tukey algorithm
(decimation in frequency)
~ and a BASIC program to im
plement it.
The first part is closest in
style and content to the
usual books on the Fourier
transform. It presents a
(thankfully. nonrigorous)
derivation of the Fourier in
tegral from the series. dis
cusses interpretation of
polar and rectangular forms
of a transform. explains the
effects of scaling and shift
ing in one domain on the
transformed spectra. and
introduces the notions of
even. odd. and mixed functions of time.
Although the treatment of these topics is as clear and
conceptually appealing as such material is likely to get.
I would not have been offended if the treatment had been
shortened by a factor of four. In truth. I would have been
perfectly content for the book to begin with the discrete
Fourier transform (OFT). Depending on your needs and
interests. you may want to just scan the first three chapters
and begin reading in earnest at chapter 4.

THE OFT
Part 2 begins by introducing the OFT and includes a sim
ple. slow BASIC program to implement it. The main vir
tue of the program Ramirez presents here is that it is clear.
Anyone with any hope of understanding a OFT should be
(continued)
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able to figure it out from the eight lines of code that im
plement the algorithm. The program also allows the author
to introduce the topic of data output formats for DF15 and
FF15.
Since an FFT is just a OFT that executes quickly, Ramirez
uses the OFT as the basic introduction to the FFT. In part
3. he returns to the FFT and provides a detailed look at
how it works. but he is wise not to bog down his discus
sion of working with the FFT with unnecessary implemen
tation details.
One of the most appealing aspects of this book is that
it is peppered with photographs of oscilloscopic displays
of waveforms and their transforms in either real/imaginary
format. magnitude/continuous-phase format. or magni
tude/phase modulo 21r format. The value of this approach
is that you begin to acquire experience in interpreting FFT
information. Given a series of waveform displays and trans
form displays, you can begin forming expectations of what
the transform of a waveform should look like.

PROLOG V
Interpreter fo r M S-DOSIPC-DOS

At last! A Prolog with enough muscle to
handle real-world applications for UNDER
$100! Discover why Japan has chosen Prolog as
the vehicle for their "Fifth Generation Machine"
project to design intelligent computers.
CHOOSE FROM TWO GREAT VERSIONS:

PIUILOG V-Plus
$9995
o More 1han 100 Predefined
Predicates
o Large Memory Model (to 640K)
o Floating Point Arithmetic
o 150-Page User's Manual and
Tutorial plus Advanced
Programming Documentation
o Co-Resident Program Editor
o Calls to Co-Resident Programs
o Text and Graphic Screen
Manipulation

o
o
o
o

WHAT'S IMPORTANT

Once he has shown you how to read a transform. Ramirez
discusses the reality of even and odd harmonics by ex
amining transforms of real square waves. The photographs
in figure 6-1 of the book make it very plain that easily over
looked differences in DC offset can have very pronounced
effects on the appearance of the transform. This is impor
tant to know if you 're going to work with FF15. and it's
just the kind of information you usuall y have to pick up
the hard way. Ramirez continues with a discussion of noise.
both that in the signal and that introduced by the conver
sion instrumentation. and what you can do about it. He
then discusses leakage. While there is nothing revelatory
in his treatment of these topics. they are important and
should be covered. And in keeping with Ramirez's em
phasis on what is important rather than what is interest
ing. he is not above explicitly pointing out that the as
sumed periodicity of the FFT refers to the sampling win
dow. not the waveform.

70 Predefined Predicates
Small Memory Mode l
Integer Arithmetic
122-Page User's Manual
and Tutorial

STANDARD FEATURES ON BOTH:

Examine the documentotio
al our risk for 30 days. II

o Clocksin & Mellish-Standard
Edinburgh Syntax.
o Extensive Interactive Debugging
Facilities
o Dynamic Memory Management

not fully satisfied. return

wilh disk still Sealed for

lull refund.

(garbage collection)

o Custom-Designed Binder
and Slipcase
UNBELIEVABLE UPGRADE POLICY
Tough decision ? Buy PROLOG V and
upgrade lo PROLOG V-Plus within 60
days for only Ihe dil!erence in price
plus o handling c harge.

ALIASING

CHALCBX:>NY
SOFTWARE, INC.

TIIE CHOICE OF UNIVERSITIES

Generous university site licenses
and an excellent teaching tutorial and
reference guide have made PROLOG V
the choice of universities nationwide.
Call for details.

•

PHONE ORDERS:

5580 LA JO LLA BLVD.

SUITE 126 B
LA JOLLA, CA
9 2037
(619) 483-8513

1-800-621-0~52

0 PAYMENT ENCLOSED $

I0
I

CA

res1den ls

odd 6% s(lles

EXT 468 -

,

PROLOO V-Plus $99.95

PROLOG V

!('.IX

0 MasterCard

CHARGE MY :

C a rd No.

D Visa

69.9 5

UFGRADE ONLY 40.00

Return loctory diskette and
$30 plus $10 Handling

I
I

Exp Date - 

SHIPPING:
------------ $

~:~g g;~odo

_________ ___
10.00 Corribeon.

(p/eose prinr lull name)

-

-

- --

-
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Inquiry 53 for End-Users.
Inquiry 54 for DEALERS O NLY.

The discussion of windowing and sampling leads natural
ly into aliasing. Ramirez begins by stating the Nyquist
theorem. without proof (thank you). He then goes on to
show what oscilloscopic displays of the frequency-mag
nitude transform look like as you approach the Nyquist
limit. and he suggests. reasonabl y enough, that you try
to use a sampling rate at least three times the frequency
of the fastest component of your data. Beyond the pic
tures. there is little in this that exceeds a usual compe
tent treatment of aliasing. However. Ramirez continues on
from here. He discusses what the frequenc y transform
looks like when you exceed the Nyquist limit and why. The
treatment is divided into two parts: what aliasing looks
like when you exceed the Nyquist limit by only a little. and
what happens with massive aliasing. This is important. If
(continued )

Those who insist on Ccompiler performance
are very big on Mark Williams.
And the compiler is just part ofour total CProgramming ~stem.
,.,.,~ ~ These and other powerful
utilities now included in the C
# Programming System:

~ &~
,;t~

• make: compiles only what's necessary
from multiple modules, a powerful pro
gramming discipline
• diff: identifies differences between two files
• m4: macroprocessor expression editing
and substitution
• egrep: extended pattern search
• MicroEMACS: full screen editor with source
COMPILER FEATURES
• Runs under MS-DOS
• Full Kernighan & Ritchie Cwith recent
extensions including void and enum
• Register variables foc fast, compact code
•Full UNIX™ compatibility and complete
libraries
• Large and small memory models
• MS-DOS linker compatibility
• 8087 Support
• One-step compiling
• English error messages
• ROMable code
• Linke1; assembler, archiver
• Extensive third party library support
csd CSOURCE DEBUGGER
• Debugs at C source level without assembly
language
• Separate evaluation, source, program and
history windows
• Can execute any C expression
• Capabilities of a C interpreter, but runs in
rea\ time
• Set trace points on any statement or variable

© 1985 Mark Williams Companl
UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Labs.
Inquiry 204

Mark Williams' C compiler has earned a place
in some very big companies for some very good reasons:
it proves the benchmarks right with the speed, code
density, consistent perlormance and expert support
required in professional development environments.
But a total development tool shouldn't stop with
compiling. Or go on and on with extras that add up and up.
Only Mark Williams' C Programming Systems
includes the csd C Source Debugger with true source
level debugging to speed your programming job.
And only Mark Williams' new 3.0 version includes
utilities like "make" to make quick work of even the
largest projects.
From source code to final product, only one takes
you all the way: Mark Williams' C Programming System.
All for only $495. Ask about our 60-day money back
guarantee when you call

1-800-692-1700 to order today:
You'll be big on the total C
Programming system from
Mark Williams, too.

•

Mark
Williams
Company

1430 West Wri>,titwood
Chicago, Illinois 60614

'In Illinois call 312-4 72-6659.
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A
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COMPUTERS, INC.
$1988
S24B8
S328B
$3788
S 4B
S 9B

$1098
ZE NITH 148 ...
... . $1598
ZENITH 158
... $1988
ZE NITH 111 .
. ... . S288B
ZENITH 200 AT .
4BB
20 MEG SEAGATE HD
...
46B
10 MEG TAPE BACK ·UP .

. S3BB
AM OEK COLOR 600
. . . S48B
SONY IBM HI RES COLOR
. . $395
TAXAN IBM HI RES COLOR
ZENITH AMBER TTL
. S159
RF MODULATOR IBM OR APPLE . . S9.99
7B
COLOR GRAPH ICS CAR ORGB

S24B
CITIZEN MSP10
S36B
EPSON FX 85 . ..
.. S216
OKIDATA 182
IB M PRIN TER CABLE IH I OUALITVI
15
15
APPLE 21 or 2e CABLE
CALL
OTHER PRICES

IBM XT 512K FLOPPY
.
IB M XT 512K 20 ME G HO .. . ..
IBM AT 51 2K. FLOPPY
.. ...
IBM AT 512K . FLOPP Y. 20 MEG HO
512K !OKI MEMORY CARO .
3B4K !OKI XI MLT IFCT CARO

s
. .. s

PRINTERS

MONITORS

s

s
.s

INTRODUCING THE NEW SUPER SPC XT PORTABLE
FITS ANY IBM PC. XT or APP LE II•. llE or \AT · CALL) COMPATIBLE MOTHER BOARDS
KIT INCLUDES·
• m " '°""'"' ('""'" ) ASSEMBL ED AND TESTED
3 DISK DRIVE SLOTS • HARO~ARE
SPC XT 256K FLOPPY MONO .
s 999
'""

• " "'POWER SWHC"

: :~~~ ~~,~~:t~G;~NE SS

• PO W"

O
N'"°''"°'

' "" '

SPC XT 256K FLOPPY 10 MEG HO
SPC XT 256K FLOPPY 10 MEG HO

CONIROt

$1499

NCLUOES
• 9 HIGH RES MON110M

1

• m W SWl l Cl !llll G PO WER SU~f' L Y

• KEYBO ARD

• ABSCASf ACCESSORIES MOU Nl lNG
HAllOWARt ASSEMBLY MANUAL

UP 10 6 E X P M~ SIO N SlOfS
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you are going to analyze transformed data successfully.
you have to be able to recognize aliasing when you see
it-and you wilt see it. Ramirez's treatment of this topic
is by far the most useful I have seen.
After examining potential problems with FF1S. Ramirez
offers guidelines for improving FFT results. His discussion
includes signal averaging. subtracting DC bias. pointing
out that phase components are meaningful only where
frequency components exist. discussing phase delay, the
trade-off between time-domain resolution and frequency
domain resolution in selecting sampling rates. and the
shape. roll-off. bandwidth. and effects on frequency
domain magnitude of different windows. This last topic
is presented especially well and includes oscilloscopic dis
plays of the results of using different windows on an almost
periodic waveform.
SOME APPLICATIONS

NEW SHORT COLOR &
MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARO
COMPOS ITE OUTPUT PORT TTL OUTPUT PORT · MONOCHROME GRAPHICS TO COLOR
GRAPHIC S · COLOR GRAPHICS TO MONOCHROME GRAPHI CS VLSI PROCESSOR MAN UAL
AND SOFTWARE INC LUDED .
. ... .. . Sl 5B

SUPER SPC AT
TOTALLY IBM AT HARDWARE & SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
MOTHER BOARD
80286 MICROPROCESSOR
80287 COPROC ESSOR IDP TI ONA LI
512K STANDAR DMEM ORY
8 I 10 EXPANSION SLO TS
ONLY IOK I .

S999

• SUPER AT KEYBOARD . .. . . . ... .
• SUPER AT CASE
• SUP ER AT200WA TT ·
POWER SUPPLY
..
• 2 5M MUL fl.FUNCT ION
CAR D IOKI .
. . . . . . . . . •. .. .

S B9

S B9
$149
$229

SUPER COMPATIBLE PC/XT

TOTALLY IBM XT HARDWARE & SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE!
• 256K MOTHER BO ARD !OK I .... .
• MONOCHROME GRAPHIC PRINTER
CARD
. .. ...
• MULT I 11 0 CARD
• PARALLE L PRINTER CARD .
.
• SERIAL CARD .
. . . . . .. . .
• GAME PORT ADAP TER
. .
• EPROM WR ITER CARD .

$149

SPECIAL THIS MONTH ONLYI
5150 KEYBOARD
' HI GH OlJAL l lY '

S BB

S48.00

$12B
S 2B
S 3B
S 2B
$109

XT CASE
I fl IP !OP '

$47 .00
135 WATT XT POWER SU PPLY

S78.00

Ramirez closes part 2 with a very brief look at FFT appli
cations. Included are distortion analysis. signature analysis.
transfer functions. convolution and deconvolution. and
correlation analysis. The author's discussion of each is so
brief that it includes little more than a definition of terms.
I would have preferred to have this chapter expanded by
the factor of four that part I could have been pruned by.
Nonetheless. the discussion is useful in providing some
idea of what you can get out of Fourier analysis.
Part 3 of the book is devoted to a clear discussion of
the Sande-1l.Jkey algorithm. It includes a BASIC program
that implements the algorithm and lacks only input and
output routines to use. Though the book ends with a bib·
liography for further study. don·t expect the referenced
books to be as clear and informative as this one.
The FFT: Fundamentals and Concepts was written for people
who work for a living. If you are about to acquire an FFT
instrument or have to bring new employees up to speed
on working with FFT instrumentation. you will want to have
this book around.

APPLE COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS
•SSSEAIA.lCAlllD . .. . • . .... . ..... . .... . ..... 'II
• AP L. lie• COMPATIBLE MO T HER BO ARO 1Da
• APL. 111• COMPATIBLE 90 COLUMN CARO
W/MK MEMORY ........ . . ... . .. . . .. . ... .. 141
'51
• APL. 111• REPLACEMENT KEYBOARD
• AP L. 111 REPLACEMENT CASE . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 151
• POWER SUPPlY ("EPLACEMENT

II• o r lie) . . ..... ..... . .. . . .. . .... . . . . .
• Af\... 111• DETACHABLE KEYBOARD
WI KEYPAO

..

1311

. . • . ttl

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11H
APL II• COMPAT le LE MOTHER 150ARO . •
APL 11 • REPLACEMENT CASE . . .
. . . ' )I
APL. II • REPLACEMENT KE Yl!IO ARO . . . . ... 'SI
AP L. I • FUNCTION & MJM KEY!IOARO . . . .. 'st
APL II • FUNCTION. NUMERICAL
. ... 1N
KEYPAD l CASE . . • . . • . . . • .. . .. ..
AP L. II• DET ACHABLE KE'f150ARO . ..•.. ... .. 'Tl
EPROM WRITER CARO
' 51
1>1
Z-!O Cl" / M CARO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • .
GRAPPLER COMPATIBLE PR INTER CARO . . . 131
11l
PRINTER CAl5 LES .. • . • .. . ..
80 COlUMN CARO FOR 11 • .. . .. • .. . ..
. . 142
DISK CONTROLLER CARO II• ot 111 . . ... . . 111
. '21
15K MEMORY/ LANGUAGE CARO . .
JOYSTICK II• or LL • .. . ...... . ........ . .... .. •1s
11t
FANCY JOYSTICK II • or II• . .
HALI' HEIGHT DISK OR llJES

2e EXTERNAL KEYBOARD

MAIL TO BTE Computers. Inc.
P 0 BOX 30705C • PHOENIX . AZ 85046-0705 •PHONE (602) 867·8962
MAS TER CHAR GE. VISA. ARE WE LCOME . S5 00 MINIMUM SH IPPING & HANDLING
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. ALL PRODUCTS SUBJECT TO AVAI LABILITY
OR STOCK ON HANO . ALL PRICES ARE SU BJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICEI
ALL SALES ARE CASH DISCOUNT PRICES ! REFUNDS ARE CREDITED ONLY .
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Inquiry 91

DESIGNING DIGITAL FILTERS
Reviewed by Thomas R. Clune

D

esigning Digital Filters is an undergraduate textbook in
digital filtering. It assumes that the reader neither
knows what a filter is nor how to make one. Anyone who
believes that it is desirable not to make assumptions will
be cured of that view by reading this book.
The author begins by asking the question. "What is a
filter?" The answer: "In the most general terms. a filter is
a black box with a set of inputs and a set of outputs. The
box contains some form of processing that generates the
outputs from the inputs." In case anyone fails to recog
nize that th is definition can encompass anything from a
bowling alley to a notch filter. the author follows it with
an example showing that a cash register is a filter.
(continued)

Now the biggest name
in C co~ilers comes in a size
everybody can afford.
Let's c:M
$75
lnkoducing Mark Wtlliams' $75 Ccompiler. W.mt to explore C programming for the first time? Or just
on your own time? NJw you can do it in a big way without spending that way. With Lets C.
'This is no little beginners model. Lets C is a powerful programming tool, packed with all the
essentials ofthe fumous Mark Williams C Programming System. The one chosen by InteL DEC, Wang
and thousands of professional programmers. The one that wins the
Mark Williams Let's C
benchmarks and the reviewers' praise:
• For the IBM-PC and
MS-DOS
• -Fast compact code plus
register variables
• FuU Kernighan & Ritchie C
and extensions
• Full UNIX"' compatibility
and complete libraries
• Small memory model
• Many powerful utilities
including linker,
assembler, archiver, cc
one-step compiling, egrep,
pr, tail, we
• MicroEMACS full screen
editor with source
• Su.PP.orted by dozens of
third party fibraries
• Upgradeable to C
Programming System for
large scale applications
development
Let's C Benchmark Done on
an IBM-PC/X1; no 8087.
Program: Floating Point
from BYTE, August, 1983.
Exec 1ime in Seconds
Let's C
134.20
MS 3.0
347.45

IQ 1985 Mark Williams

"(This compiler) has the mostprofessional feel ofany package we tested..."-BYI'E
"Of all the compilers reviewed, (it) would be myfirst choice for product
development." -David W. Smith, PC WORLD

And now for more big news. Get our revolutionary csd C Source
Debugger for just $75, too.
Use this coupon or rharge by calling toll-free:
You can breeze through
1-800-MWC-1700. In Ill. call 312-472-6659.
debugging at the C source
level ignoring clunky
ORDER NOW! 60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
assembler code.
Mark Williams Let's C
Affordable, powerful,
Please send me:
_ _ copies of Lets C and_ copies of csd ( C Source Debugger)
debuggable. Mark Williams
at S75 each. (Ill. residents add 7% sales tax.)
Lets C is the big name C
D Check D Money Order D Visa, MasterCard or
American Express
compiler at a price you can
handle. Get your hands on
it now.
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mark

C i t Y - - - - - - - - - State_ _ Zip_ __

Williams
Company

C a r d # - - - - - - - - Exp. D a l e - - - - 

•

Signature-------------

1430 West Wrightwood
Chicago, Illinois 60614

UNIX is a trademark ofBell I.abs.
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Enclosure &
power supplies
for

FLOPPY,
WINCHESTER,
TAPE DRIVES,
SINGLE BOARD
COMPUTERS
Ir S·100 SYSTEMS
8 inch
Sinch
3 inch

Call or write
for free
catalogs &
application
assistance

RESEARCH CORPORATION

8620 Roosevelt Ave. •Visalia, CA 93291
209 /651-1203
We accept BankAmericard/Visa
and MasterCharge
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Inquiry 166

Early on in his exposition. Charles Williams presents a
noisy EKG as an example of data needing filtering. then
provides (without explanation) a simple weighted moving
average filter to improve the output. He then notes. "For
reasons probably unknown to you. this filter attenuates
the muscle noise without greatly affecting the EKG signal:·
In not much more space than that. he could have offered
some insight into what is going on. But the full thrust of
this book is to place mathematical rigor above insight.
Jn keeping with this theoretical emphasis. Williams
derives the Nyquist limit before getting out of the first
chapter. He then notes that. for any signal that is repre
sented as the weighted sum of sines and cosines. ex
ceeding the Nyquist limit will result in aliasing. This kind
of exposition bothers me for several reasons. First. most
people would be better served by the more insightful
treatment of aliasing provided by Ramirez in Tfie FFT (see
the preceding review). Second. it is very easy for
neophytes to gloss over the "weighted sums of sines and
cosines" part of his point. Most smoothing technique.s
used on data are more likely to produce garbage than
aliasing if pushed too far. Further. most will produce gar
bage long before the Nyquist limit is reached. Consider.
for example. a moving-average smoothing algorithm . This
criticism may seem unfair. But most popular articles I have
seen (including some in BYTE) hold up the Nyquist limit
as some universally applicable speed limit for sampling
rates without regard to the method of analysis. This is just
the sort of confusion that a course in filtering should set
to rest. but this book makes it all too easy for students
to be reinforced in their ignorance. Finally. the hardest
question to answer with respect to the Nyquist limit con
cerns the highest frequency component important to a
given data set. Unless you are dealing only with pure sine
waves. the answer to this question is very obscure. But
you will get little help from this book in analyzing your
data to determine its filtering requirements.
The author's discussion of convolution and windowing
is rather well done. but it could benefit from a more thor
oughly graphic presentation. Nonetheless. his treatment
of Hamming windows and Kaiser windows is one of the
best parts of the book. Similarly. when he returns to this
topic while discussing the discrete Fourier transform. his
exposition of the trade-offs between narrowing the main
lobe and attenuating the side lobes for a window is clear
and useful. His illustration of the effects of uniform and
Hamming windows on the same data and his warning that
you must know the window to know how to interpret the
transform are well done and cogent. For me. however.
these passages only served to highlight the lack of such
cogency in the rest of the text.
The discussion of polynomial modeling of digital signals.
for example. does not maintain the quality of exposition
Williams attained with windowing. After presenting the
general equations for fitting polynomials of a given order
to a set of points. Williams discusses estimating missing
(conlinued)

Why looklike
the average manager?
At last there is software that
puts you ahead of the pack.
SuperProject Plus.™ The man
agement advantage.
We have refined the effective
techniques ofproject manage
ment into an unprecedented tool
for complete management control.
From planning an audit, sched
ulinganewproduct, budgeting an
ad campaign to managing the pro
duction of aBroadway musical.
At alevel any manager can
understand. From begin
ner to expert.
SuperProject Plus is
the first micro
software that lets - 
you see how all
the elements you
manage-your people,
projects, budgets,
schedules and
resources - re
1._~~ latetoandaffect
t::;
each other.
SuperProject Plus
can improve perfor
mance on any level.

So you can
plan ahead with confidence. Iden
tify potential problem areas and
take corrective action before it's

You can even directly transfer
your information
into SuperCalc®3
Release2,
I'll get
back to you
Lotus® 1-2-3,®
dBase'M and
other leading
software for
more detailed
financial analysis
..---·,,,
and business Why rely on hit-or-miss
reports.
management?
SuperProject Plus.
From Computer Asso
- ciates, the world's
most experienced busi
ness software maker.
With alist of satisfied
customers that includes over
too late. Compare your actual
80% of the Fortune 1000.
performance against your plans.
And never be surprised by adeadForthewholestoryon
line again.
SuperProject Plus for the
IBM PC, call Terry Smith at
.. : · :: ~. ~,: .~ ;· ~:.~;
~.·i -~··- " 1 8r0s0e-e645-3003.
'""" ~ ~ ,. .... ....-~
0
~=;;i.._..·=
:. -"'::-....;.:·_::i·;~ :::;: .;. : :. .!!t\ '.:
your dealer.
You'll wonder how
Now you'll have the ammunition you need
to make better decisions.
you ever managed without it.
SuperProject Plus will help
(iOMPUTER
you optimize resources. Take on
greater challenges. Manage more
riSSOCIATES
intelligently.
Software superior by design.
In short, be abetter manager.
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The way is CA.
~ 1985 Computer Associates International, Inc. SuperCalc i sa registered trademark, and Super Project a trademark of Computer Associates lntemationat. Inc. Lotus and
1-2·3a re registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corp. dBASE is a trademark of Ashton-Tate.
Computer Associates productivity so(tware: SuperCakg3 Release 2: SuperCak~Ja: Super Project'• : EasyWriter 11~ System; EasyPlanner'"; EasyFiler'· ; EasrSales Pro.··

EasyBusiness Systems'• accountin,ll'software: EasyPlus'·; EasyPl us' · Network Mana,qec; Genera l Led,ll'er and Financia l Reponer; Accounts Payable; Accounts Receivable;
Inventory Control and Analysis: Order Entry: Payroll; Retai l lnvoicin,11'; Time, Billin,11'. and Client Receivables; Job Costin.II'.
·

DATA INDEPENDENCE
MUCH SMALL
The Age of Data Independence '" dawned
about two years ago when IOMEGA
introduced a revolutionary mass storage
device called The Bernoulli Bo~ Featuring
a unique technology that uses rugged,
removable IO-megabyte cartridges, it freed companies to work
more productively and economically-and was soon recognized
as the decade's biggest step forward in business data storage.
Today, IOMEGA has taken another giant step. With the
addition of the compact 20-megabyte-per-cartridge Bernoulli
Boxes, in single- and dual-drive versions, the Data Independ
ence family gets simultaneously bigger and smaller. The new
Bernoulli Boxes double on-line capacity to up to 40 megabytes
and cut the space required to carry and store data cartridges.
They also boast a footprint that is literally half that of the pre
vious version, freeing just that much more valuable desk space.
But what makes the new Bernoulli Box so exciting are the
same features that made it the new standard in data
management to begin with.

I .

EXPANDABILITY
Free yourself from the limitations of system
capacity. If you need more, you expand by
buying slim, inexpensive cartridges, not bulky
and costly hardware.

TRANSPORTABILITY
The Bernoulli Box cartridges are completely
interchangeable. You're free to take the
cartridge from one and use it in another with
complete confidence.Take it across the hall or mail it across the
continent
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RELIABILITY
Incredible resistance to shock and vibration
combined with a rugged cartridge format frees
you from concerns about equipment failure,
head crash, or data loss.

BC

MORE GIANT STEPS.
ER FOOTPRINTS.
:M

SECURITY
Free your sensitive files, such as payroll and
personnel, from unauthorized scrutiny and
free yourself from unnecessary anxiety. Put
them on a Bernoulli Box cartridge, and put the cartridge where
you know it will be safe.
Check out the latest Bernoulli Box family members today. More
giant steps towards the complete data independence of
businesses using the IBM PC, XT, AT, most compatibles, and the
Macintosh'!' '" Giant steps with very small footprints.
For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-556-1234, ext 215. In
California, call 1-800-441-2345, ext 215.

PERFORMANCE.
The amazing speed of The Bernoulli Box
with access times and transfer rates that rival
and often surpass the best hard disk drives
translates into the best freedom of alt: the freedom of time. And
now The Bernoulli Box offers users the option of booting from
The Bernoulli Box cartridge with any of the IBM PC or
compatible computers.

fE

)X®

*The Bernoulli Box for Macintosh is available in a 5-megabyte single-drive version and a
20- megabyte dual-drive version for AppleTalk:
The Bernoulli Box is a registered trademark of IOMEGA Corporation. Data Independence is atrademark of IOMEGA
Corporation. Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc. AppleTalk is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

-

l•JllS'GA®
!OMEGA C.Orporation
1821 West 4000 South
Roy, Utah 84067
Inquir y
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COST SAVING

CONNECTIONS
RS232 INTERFACE PROBLEM SOLVERS ... FROM WESTERN TELEMATIC INC.

END DATA SWITCHING
PROBLEMS

AFFORDABLE
RS232 NETWORKING

CONCERNED ABOUT
DATA SECURITY?

Create your own local network with
our Any-port to Any-port Smart
Switches. Available in either 8 or 16
port versions, the Smart Switch is ideal
for computer port expansion, com
puter sharing, engineering work
clusters and much more.

Is switching data cables becoming a
pain in the ASCII? Automatically switch
between computers, printers,
instruments-just about any
RS232 device.
Economically expand
computer ports, access
multiple computers or
remote peripherals.
From simple AB
switches to intelligent
196 port code activated switch
ing systems, our reliable, easy to use,
interface switches will help end your
interconnect problems.

EFFICIENT
PRINTER SHARING
It's time to make more efficient use of
your expensive printers. Share a single
plotter, daisy wheel, dot ma tr ix or laser
printer with up to 8 computers, word
processors or CAD systems. Ideal for
the automated office, school or engi
neering lab.
TERMINAL or COMPUTER

Each port has its own spooling
buffer. So any baud rate can communi 
cate w ith any other baud rate and
parity anywhere in the system.

CPU

A special supervisory port lets you
monitor activity on any other port,
connect ports together, broadcast
messages or designate the supervi
sory power to other ports.

Prevent unauthorized access to your
computer system. Our Dial-back
Security Unit prevents outsiders from
peeking at, destroying or tampering
with your data. Only users entering
authorized passwords and dial
back numbers stored in the
200 number battery backed
· directory will be allowed
access.
An auxiliary com
mand port is used to
Mux •• set-up the directory and
security levels as well as
log each password attempt
and duration of each call.
Simply connect the DSU between
your computer and modem and feel
secure about who's using your data.

QUALITY PRODUCTS

The Smart Switch is easy to use.
User friendly commands allow you to
select ports, disconnect and display
port activity. A push button defines
each port for either DCE or DTE. So if
you need an intelligent, affordable way
to link your RS232 system, you're
ready for the Smart Switch.

Every WTI product is designed and
manufactured with quality and reliabil
ity as a major requirement. We're so
confident you'll like our products that
we offer a 30 day return policy. Com
pare our features, quality, customer
support and prices with any other
manufacturer and you'll know why
WTI is a recognized leader in the Data
Communications industry.

IT'S ALL IN THE BOOK •.• IT'S FREE
Descriptions, diagrams, specifications and prices for
the above products, plus many more, are in our col
orful new catalog. It's your cost saving connection
... ju$t ask for it!
PRINTER or PLOTTER

Our 4 or 8 port Printer Sharing Units
work automatically. No cable switching
or knobs to turn. Software changes are
usually unnecessary since they use
standard Ready/Busy or XON/XOFF
handshaking.
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Ca~~~~~

1•800•854•7226
(in California 714/979-0363)

n n nf"S
~

D western

LSD

telematic inc.

2435 S. Anne St., Santa Ana, CA 92704 •Telex 4677 41
Inquiry 363 for End-Users. Inquir y 364 for DEALERS ON LY.

Expansion Chassis/

BOOK REVIEWS

Sub-System
data points as follows: "Most of us would just 'eyeball'
the data so that the estimates 'look right.' However.
polynomial modeling provides us with a formal. rigorous
approach to data estimation :· I shudder to imagine how
many students draw the conclusion that "formal. rigorous"
fitting of data offers an improvement over eyeballing. In
deed. the entire treatment of polynomial fitting gives very
short shrift to overfitting data. While Williams does in
dicate that real data contains noise. he acts as though a
least-squares approach will deal with the problem. In fact.
selecting an appropriate order polynomial for a given data
set is a very difficult problem. It requires having some
understanding of the basic form of the data or some ap
preciation of the level of precision that can be associated
with a given data set. It is most certainly not a mechanical
process. and your surest guide to avoiding rigorous
foolishness is "eyeballing." But this is just another way of
saying that you can't teach people with no understanding
of what they are trying to do how to do it
The book ends with a couple of surprisingly good ap
pendixes and a list of references. I only wish that the spirit
that guided the writing of the appendixes had guided the
writing of the book itself.

Before coming to BYTE. Thomas R. Clune was the Physical Chemistry
Lo.boratory Coordinator at Brandeis University, w11ere Fie taught com
puterized data acquisition for chemistry and computer science students.
He can be reached at BYTE. POB 372. Hancock. NH 03449.
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Specification
Model
No.

No. of
Slot

Half Height
Drive

Power
Supply

Dimension
DxWxH(cm)
30x 15x6.5

$149

Price

M-1·

0

1

Aor B

M-2

3

3

42 x25 x 16

$299

M-3

5

3

c
c

39 x 30 x 15

$259

M-4

12

2

D

40x39x14

$299

M-5

0

2

E

39x 18x15

$149

M-6

0

1

A or B

M-7

5

2

c

38.5 x3 0x 13.5 $299

M·8

0

2

E

39.5x 18x 13.5 $149

M·9

0

2

F

38 .5 x 49 x 9

S249

M-10

8

4

Gor H

43x49x14

S259

26.5x 18x 13.5 $169

• Extra space for a stand alone controller

MACINTOSH REVEALED, VOLUME TWO:
PROGRAMMING WITH THE TOOLBOX
Reviewed by Bonnie L Walker

P

EXT and RCV Adapters
• Connecting master expansion chassis to PC. XT or AT
• Full y buffered address, data and contro l signals.

rogramming with the Toolbox picks up where Volume One:
Unlocking the Toolbox left off. as Stephen Chernicoff

continues his effort t6 unravel the mysteries of the Macin
tosh's powerful user interface. the Toolbox (for a review
of Volume One. see November 1985. page 57). The two
volume Macintosh Revealed is intended for serious program
mers who plan to develop applications using either a
Pascal compiler or 68000 assembly language. Chernicoff
assumes a fairly high level of programming experience but
assumes very little background with a Macintosh. Ex
amples throughout both volumes are in Lisa Pascal and
68000 assembly language. From time to time this ap
proach results in an uneven style. as the author goes into
detail about Mac philosophy on one hand and skims over
highly technical points related to programming in these
languages on the other.
MINIEDIT:

A

• 3 feet shielded flat coble .
Price S159

Power Supply
A

Watt

+5V

+12V

50

5.0

2.5

-12V

-5V

B

50

1.8

3.5

c

100

8.0

5.0

0 .3

D

100

10

3.5

0.5

0.5

E
F

45

4.0

2.0

60

5.0

3.0

G

135

15

4.2

0.3

0.3

H

150

15

6.0

0.3

0.3

ORDER TOLL FREE: (800) 826·0267
In California Call (415) 651-3355
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

SOURCE ELECTRONICS CORP.

SAMPLE PROGRAM

The most important feature of Unlocking the Toolbox is the
sample program Mini Edit. which was developed using Lisa
Pascal. MiniEdit is a simple interactive text editor that
demonstrates many of the features of the Toolbox and

45277 Fremont Blvd .. Unit 6
Fremont, CA 94538
Telex: 279366
FAX : (415) 791-0935

(continued)
Inquiry 316 for End-Users.
Inquiry 317 for DEALERS ONLY.
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BUILD YOUR OWN PC!

IBM PC-XT TYPE CASE #90180 ....... .. .
. .$ 39.00
150 WATT POWER SUPPLY #90155 ....... .
.$ 79.00
5150 IBM-TYPE KEYBOARD #90130 .. .
.$ 49.00
MOTHER BOARD EXPANDABLE TO 640K
. . . .. $135.00
WITH 128K INSTAL LED #SPCL01 . . . . . . . . . .
MONOCHROME GRAPHIC PRINTER BOARD #90010 .. . .... $ 85.00
. . . . . .. $ 35.00
FLOPPY CONTROLLER BOARD #92260
2-FLOPPY DISC DRIVES @$85 EACH #93140 .
. .... $170.00
12" TTL HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR #96710... .
. ... $ 97.00
COMPLETE WITH INSTRUCTION &ASSEMBLY MANUALS. =

$689.00

YOUR COST...... ...
Any of these components may be purchased separate ly.

All boards guaranteed for 1year.

IBM, PC/XT are trademarlcsol lntemational Business Machines, Inc.

SmarTeam Modem

Magnavox
Color Monitor

---...._.. 103/212A Operates at 300
Baud & 12 00 Baud
• Hayes
Compatible
• Auto Answer.
Dial & Redial
Uses RS 232-C Connector
#91990 .. . .......... $165.00

Brother® Printer

...... $75.00

ADD ON BOARDS

• RGB High Resolution • 14" diagonal
• 64 DotsfH.240 linesN-2000 characters
• Built -in Tilt Stand
#97890
$350.00

Key Boards

1-.m·
5151 IBM Type Key Board
Caps and Num Lock
#51515.
. ... $79.00
K-150M AT IBM Type Key Board Over
size shift and return key.
#99020 .
. . . $59.00
if!M WMPAllBlt

PASCAL COMPILER FOR THE MACINTOSH

Monochrome Graphic Printer Board

Multi 1/0 Card

• Built in Parallel Printer Port
• Text: 25 line x 80 column
• Graphics: 720 x 348 resolution
• TTL High Resolution Output
#92270 . . .......... . . $85 .00

• Built-in Floppy Controller that can drive
2 floppy drives • Two RS 232 Serial
Adapters • Timer Port • Parallel Printer
Port • Joystick Adapter
#96770
. . . $88.00

Mullilunclion Board

•
•
•
•
•

RS 232 Serial Board
Expandable to 384K RAM
• 1 Serial Port
Serial Port. Game Port
• 2nd Port op tional
Parallel Printer Port
#92310 .............. $29.00
Clock Calendar w/ Battery Backup
Software. Manuals and Cables
1---------------1

#92290 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $89.00

Color Graphics Board

• RGB and Composite Port
• Light Pen Interface
• Graphics: 320 x 200(color) :
640 x 200( BWJ
• Text: 25 x 80
#92280 . .... ..... . ... $72.00

provides a framework for developing your own applica
tion program. Throughout the book small sections of
MiniEdit are presented and explained. MiniEdit includes
Toolbox routines that control events. windows. menus.
controls (buttons. dials. scroll bars). cut-and-paste text
editing. alert and dialog boxes. and disk 1/0. (The com
plete source code. which is 4 5 pages Jong. is included as
an appendix. It is also available from the Hayden Book
Company for $19. 95 plus $2 50 postage and handling.)
In Volume "I\vo. Chernicoff has attempted to write a
tutorial about the Toolbox for people who are already ex
perienced with Pascal or 68000 assembly language. While
the focus is on the technical knowledge needed to access
the built-in routines that make a Macintosh program
unique. the text is interwoven with Macintosh philosophy
For instance. the author points out that the Macintosh is
dedicated to the principle that the user. not the computer.
should be in control. On a Macintosh. a user controls the
program by clicking the mouse or typing on the keyboard.
Each user action is an "event" to which the program must
respond.
Each chapter addresses one aspect of the Toolbox. il
lustrated by parts of MiniEdit and then explained in depth.
A reference section after each chapter restates the pro
cedures in both Pascal and assembly language.
Ordinarily in books of this type. sample programs are
given so that they can be entered at a computer. run. and
modified as learning experiences. This is not the case with
the example procedures throughout this book. Due to the
nature of Pascal and the complexity of MiniEdit. the ex
amples are "shells" that are presented as a focus for the
tutorials. to be studied and understood as "tools" for
developing an actual program .

Parallel Printer Card
• Also may be used as 110 Port
#92 700 ....... . .... $29 .OD
Floppy Disk Controller

• Drives 2 internal drives
• Includes cable
• IBM PC compatible
#92260 .............. $35.00

In Volume One. Chernicoff warned that since MiniEdit was
compiled on a Lisa. a few changes might be required when
the program was used with the Macintosh Pascal com
piler. Unfortunately. a Macintosh Pascal compiler was not
available from Apple as I reviewed this book. Since Mini
Edit is a major component of Volume 'I\vo. the book is
far less useful than it could be. 'Tfanslating MiniEdit so that
it will run on the interpreted version of Macintosh Pascal
is impractical because of this particular implementation's
limitations. (I should mention that Chernicoff does not
refer to the interpreted Macintosh Pascal in the book.
Perhaps he assumed that either a Macintosh Pascal com
piler would be available or that the reader would be using
a Lisa or Macintosh XL.) A UCSD Pascal compiler and de
velopment system for the Macintosh are available from
SofTech Microsystems (San Diego. CA).

Plus A Huge Selection of Cables & Accessories/
TEXTEDIT REVEALED

Programming witfi tfie Toolbox provides a great deal of infor
mation about 'JextEdit. the text-editing facilities in the
Toolbox that are comparable to OuickDraw. the graphics
(continued)
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Europe's
top-selling.integrated software
· makes 1t easy to choose.
Top-of-the-line: Open Access® $395:

For starters: Entry $195:

Ol'EN ACCESS

ENTRY

Comparison Chan

Compari~on

Charr

pfs: file & report

Lorus J ·l·.1
Symphon y

Framework

v

v
299 91

Multiplan

19500

Open Access

~95 00 '

Open Access

v

Q&A

Entry

' ll S n ·rs1onm!11

·us.

Open Access has sold almost 50,000 copies overseas. With
one of the most powerful Relational Databases around, and
just about all the additional features you could want, it's no
wonder. Just take a look at the screens below and see all you
get in this sophisticated business program. (We're even
written in 11 languages with exact file transfer.) And now we
offer it in the United States at a reduced price so you can find
out what made it Europe's top-seller.

Or, to make it even easier, we offer you Open Access®EnbJ!,"
for those who don't need all that Open Access has to offer.
Yet. You get four programs plus all the documentation for
the complete Open Access package so that updating will be
a snap-for you and us. We make it easy. Just call today.
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Time Management

The product's exceptional. The price extraordinary.
Can you really afford to compromise any longer?
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Word Processing

Time Management

Open Access and Iii! arc regislered trademarks of Software Products International, In c.; Lotus, 1-2-3
and Symphony are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corp.; Mul1iplan is a registered trademark of
Microsoft; Q & Ais a trademark of Symantec; Framework is a trademark of Ashton-Tate.

Inquiry 310 for End-Users. Inquiry 311 for DEALERS ONLY.
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TOTAL CONTROL
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with LMI FORTH™
facilities. For example. TextEdit provides automatic word
wrap, with any sequence of non-space characters defined
as a word. '!ext is automatically wrapped after a cut paste,
or type-in. There are built-in routines for all standard cut
and-paste editing. Chernicoff also identifies some of the
features that are not built in, such as Undo and automatic
scrolling. MiniEdit includes the code for automatic scroll
ing. but you'll have to figure out Undo for yourself, since
MiniEdit does not include procedures for that feature.
MAC FILE MANAGEMENT

For Programming Professionals:
an expanding family of
compatible, high-performance,
Forth-83 Standard compilers
for microcomputers
For Development:
Interactive Forth-83 Interpreter/Com pilers
•
•
•
•
•

16-bit and 32-bit implementations
Full screen editor and assembler
Uses standard operating system files
400 page manual written in plain English
Options include software floating point, arithmetic
coprocessor support, symbolic debugger, native code
compilers, and graphics support

For Applications: Forth-83 Metacompiler
•
•
•
•

Unique table-driven multi-pass Forth compiler
Compiles compact ROMable or disk-based applications
Excellent error handling
Produces headerless code, compiles from intermediate
states, and performs conditional compilation
• Cross-compiles to 8080, Z-80, 8086, 68000, and 6502
• No license fee or royalty for compiled applications

• Technical Assistance Hotline
• Periodic newsletters and low-cost updates
• Bulletin Board System

Call or write for detailed product information
and prices. Consulting and Educational Services
available by special arrangement.

•
ru/l

Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated

Post Office Box 10430, Marina de/ Rey, CA 90295
Phone credit card orders to: (213) 306-7412

Overseas Distributors.
Germany: Forth-Sys teme An g eli ka Fl esc h, D-7820 Titi see-Neu stadt
UK: System Science Ltd ., London EC1 A 9JX
France: Micro- Sigma SAR.L., 75008 Paris
Japan: Southern Pac ific Ltd ., Yokoh ama 22 0
Australi a: Wave-onic As sociates. 6107 Wi lso n. W.A.
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NOT THE BASIC REFERENCE

Macintosh Revealed, Volume Thia: Programming with the Toolbox pro
vides a combination tutorial and reference for develop
ing a Macintosh application program. Unfortunately,
despite its length (well over 1000 pages in the combined
volumes), you·11 still need the basic Macintosh reference,
Apple's Inside Macintosh. Programming with the Toolbox does not
include routines for using the printer and in many cases
refers the reader to Inside Macintosh for more information.
Of course, you will also need either Pascal or 68000 as
sembly-language reference books (and expertise) as well.
Bonnie L. Walker is Project Director of JWK International (7617
Little River Tlirnpike, Annandale, VA 22003), a systems analyst/
programmer, and a technical writer.
EXPLORING THE PICK OPERATING SYSTEM
Reviewed by Larry Allen Heberlein

E

Support Services for registered users:

70

The discussion of file management (!/OJ provides some
information applicable in day-to-day use of the Mac. A
great deal of information is included about the Macintosh's
built-in disk drive and how to create and use files. Cher
nicoff also explains how to use two of the standard pack
ages in the system resource file. the Standard File Pack
age (MiniFinder) and the Disk Initialization Package.

Inquiry 182

xploring the Pick Operating System by Jonathan Sisk and

Steve VanArsdale may well be the first book on the
Pick operating system, even though Pick has been in use
by businesses for a decade. A m.ultiuser system for manag
ing databases. it's available on a score of machines, in
cluding half a dozen implementations on the Motorola
68000. Recent releases of versions for the IBM PC XT and
AT and the warm reception of the Pick clone Revelation
have helped it along. (For an overview, see Parts I and
2 of Rick Cook and John Brandon's "The Pick Operating
System,'' October and November 1984 BYTE. For a review
of the PC version, see "Pick, Coherent and THEOS" by
Marc). Rochkind, BYTE's Inside the IBM PCs, Fall 1985.)
TECHNIQUES

Unfortunately, this book is a disappointment . Stingy with
examples but filled with unnecessary detail, lacking
[continued)
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Software
Word Processing Editors
FANCY FONT
$139
$219
FINAL WORD II
MICROSOFT WORD
$239
$219
MULTIMATE
MULTIMATE
ADVANTAGE
$289
OFFICE WRITER/
$239
SPELLER
PFS: WRITE
$ 89
$259
SAMNA WORD Ill
$109
THINK TANK
TURBO LIGHTNING
59
$159
VOLKSWRITER 3
VOLKSWRITER
$289
SCIENTIFIC
WORD PERFECT 4.1
$209
$249
WORDSTAR 2000
WORDSTAR 2000+
$289
WORDSTAR PRO
$259
XYWRITE Ill
$249

s

Database Sys.terns
ALPHA DATA BASE
MANAGER II
CLIPPER
CONDOR 111
CORNERSTONE
DBASE Ill PLUS
KMAN2
PARADOX
PFS: FILE/PFS:
REPORT
POWERBASE
Q&A
QUICKCODE 111
QUICKREPORT
R BASE 5000
REFLEX
REVELATION
Spreadsheets/
Integrated Packages
ENABLE
FRAMEWORK II
JAVELIN
LOTUS 1·2-3
MUL TIPLAN
OPEN ACCESS
SMART SYSTEM
SPREADSHEET
AUDITOR
SUPERCALC 3
SYMPHONY
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Graphics Ca.rd
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Plus
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Pro ject Management
HARVARD TOTAL
PROJECT MANAGER
MICROSOFT
PROJECT-NEW
PROJECT SCHEDULER
NETWORK
SUPERPROJECT
TIMELINE 2.0
Desktop Env ir onments
DESK ORGANIZER
GEM DESKTOP
SIDEKICK
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Productivity Tools
CROSSTALK
PROKEY
KEYWORKS
RELAY GOLD
REMOTE
SMARTERM
SMARTCOM II
SUPERKEY
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$259
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BPI
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ONE WRITE PLUS
OPEN SYSTEMS
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REAL WORLD
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Network Applications
DBASE Ill LAN PAK
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OPEN SYSTEMS
R BASE 5000
REVELATION
WORD PERFECT
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$249

$ 99
$ 89
$ 59
149
$119
$Call
$ 99
$ 55

Statistics
SPSS/ PC
STATPAK-NWA
STATPACWALONICK
SYSTAT

Mountain

$279

Languages /U t ilities
CONCURRENT OOS
C88 C COMPILER
DR FORTRAN 77
FASTBACK
LATTICE C COMPILER
MARK WILLIAMS C
MICROSOFTC
COMPILER
MS BASIC COMPILER
MS FORTRAN
NORTON UTILITIES
QUICK BASIC
TURBO PASCAL
XENIX

$599
$1195
$459
$839
1999
495

Hardware"'
Multifunction Boards
AST ADVANTAGE (128K) $359
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$Call
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*379

$299
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Mass Storage/Backup
EXCEL STREAM 80 TAPE
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Word
Perfect 4.1

MultiMate

$369
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Graphics
CHARTMASTER
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KOALA
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hen you
thinkof Xerox
what oyou
think of?

.it's almost instinctive to think of copiers whenever the name Xerox is mentioned. After all, 25 years ago we invented
the category. And since that time we've become the gold standard for dependable and diverse desktop, mid and high
volume copiers.
But just for the record, in the last 8 months we've introduced 30 new office systems
and business solutions. From Xerography To Lasography. All of these new
systems and solutions are designed to help you create, preserve and share docu
ments of unsurpassed ualit . And all are backed by Team Xerox. The people who
provide a service and support
organization second
to none.
Most of
=-~
.,..y these
~ new systems
are the direct
results of harness
ing the power of the
' lasei: What we call
Lasography. You see, ten years ago Xerox believed the best way to print text
"'
and graphics from simple memos to complex reports would be through
, '"~ .,."" . , •
lasography. So, we began work on a new generation of office systems.
\ 'X '
, '
'
~
'
For instance, the Documenter System you see here gives office
'"....:..-~ ·
"'.
.
professionals a personal lasographic system 1ight at their fingertips.
·
.
A desktop system that lets them create and print documents of
·
,
incredible claiity.
, ~C'-!
The Documenter consists of the Xerox 6085 Professional Computer
System and the Xerox 4045 Laser CP. The 6085 offers a unique 19 inch
bit map screen with multiple windows that allow you to spread out all
The Xerox Documenter System.
ofyour work right in front of you.
In fact, its windows allow you to work on many things at once. Using either our ViewPoint® or MS-DOS®software.
And when you're ready to print documents, you can use the Xerox 4045 Laser CP shown here or one of the latest Xerox
Diablo printers.

XEROX® and the iden_tifying names and numbers are registered trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION. MS-DOS® is a registered trailcmark of Microsoft Corporation.
IBM is a registered trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation. View Point® is a registered trademark of XEROX CORPORATION.
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The Xerox 4050 Laser Printing System featured here is the newest lasographic printer from Xerox. It offers the power
and capabilities of the Xerox 9700 and 8700 in a medium speed laser printec
We're also introducing the Xerox XPS 701. Alow cost, full function, turnkey publishing system. The entry level
XPS 701 enables you to create and manage text and graphic
The Xerox 4050
input. It's especially designed for large illustrated documents that
Laser Printing System.
require frequent revision, fast production turn
around and relatively small print runs.
And for those who want more than a line
printer but less than a laser p1inte1~ there's the
Xerox 4060 Computer Printing System. Using
- Ion Deposition Technology, the advanced
4060 is ideal for the IBM data center.
Yet another exciting capabilities story
revolves around networks and software.
The Most Complete Family Of Networks.
Xerox now offers the most comprehensive networking capabilities in the indust1y.
The new XC22 twisted pair network, is low cost and simple to install and takes advantage of existing telephone wires.
The XC22 allows work groups to share information and resources such as laser p1inters and 1igid disks.
The XC24 System uses a coaxial cable that can easily run along the base of office walls or in ceilings. And it's an entry
level option utilizing the same industry standard MS-DOS® operating system as does the XC22. The XC24 is
also user installable, easy to learn and use.
Finally there's the XC80 network family using Ethernet. Fully configured networks, with virtually unlimited
work stations, p1inters, storage, main frame communications and internetworking appli
, cations. The key to all of these networking capabilities is that
1 we can design business solutions that enable small work
! groups or full departments to easily share information. Two
\ examples are the new Xerox Integrated Financial Manage
ment and Purchasing Management Solutions. Both
contain powerful depart- llllll!!llll
mental processing
_....,.._,,
options such as
The Xerox XPS 701.
sophisticated relational
data-base management, host program access, electronic mail and high capacity file, disk and print
services which enable each application to fulfill complete purchasing or financial needs. Xerox is
also introducing the 4020 Color Ink Jet Printe1~ which is also network compatible. The 4020 can
produce up to 4000 shades of seven p1imary colors. And finally Xerox is introducing
the Telecopier 7010. A portable digital facsimile transceiver that can transmit a hand The xerox 4060
w1itten or typed page in just 25 seconds. Before we leave we'd like to remind you of Computer Printing System.
Team Xerox. Aunified support structure that includes people, products and services. All here to help you every step of the way.
So the next time you hear the
~~~iijjiji
name Xerox. we hope you'll think of II
more than just the world's most
~~~~~
dependable copiers.

fW~iilliiliiil

Ives, I'm interested in learningm-;;about the ;;;est Xerox office systems and
business solutions.
Send this coupon to: Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 24, Rochester. NY 14692.
I D The Documenter System
D The XeroxXPS 701 Svstem
D The 4045 Laser CP
D The Xerox 7010 Telec~pier
D The 4060 Computer Printing System D The 4050 Laser Printing System
D Xerox Networks and Software
D The 4020 Color Ink Jet Printer
D Please have a sales representative call me.
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Xerox Networks.

I

For more information, call your local Xerox sales office or:

I

1-800-TEAM
XRX ext. 213
!1-H00-832-6979. ext. cnJ'
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technical meat but replete with insider jargon. the book
seems to have been put together without any clear con
ception of its audience. On one page the authors assume
you have never touched a keyboard. and on the next page
you're supposed to understand hexadecimal notation.
Another problem is the book's strained. inappropriate.
and inconsistent analogies. The central metaphor is that
Pick is a world. a sphere. with layers like those of the
earth's crust. The surface of the planet is TCL ('Terminal
Cont ol Language. the command-line processor). beneath
which is Access (the retrieval language). then Proc (akin
to a job control language). Pick BASIC. Data Base. Assem
bler. and Abs (short for absolute. the storage area for sys
tems programs). These categories aren't even parallel.
Most of the "levels" are languages. Data Base is all the
files on the computer. and Abs is just a place where some
things are kept.
The metaphor itself is inaccurate. The processors listed
do not form a hierarchy. Proc. for example. does not have
to go through BASIC to get to the database. nor does Ac
cess have to go through Proc. It is one of the strengths
of the system that the languages use the same system
routines. File updates or data conversions in Access. Proc.
BASIC. or even Assembler all execute the same code. This
integration contributes to Pick's thrifty use of hardware
resources and distinguishes Pick from just about every
thing else on the market.

•cPU INTEL 80286 6/8MHz
WHAT'S LEFT OUT

•RAM 512KB on Mother Board
•2 X 1.2MB Floppy Drives
•Floppy and Hard Disk Controller Card
•Turbo Display Color /Monochrome Card
•1 Serial and 1 Parallel Card
•AT Keyboard
•Monochrome Display Monitor

OEM

Acceptable

TOMCAT CORPORATION
Suite 304 3B20 Del Amo Bl vd .. Torrence. CA 90503
TEL:(213)542-6B46

TOMCAT COMPUTER Inc.
Yaguchl Bldg.. 3-6-4 Nlshlwaseda ShlnJuku-ku. TOKYO
TEL:(03)20B-2511

TELEX:J2B9B4

FAX:(03)20B-2662

For reasons that escape me. Sisk and VanArsdale decided
not to describe Pick BASIC-not even enough to write a
program that will print "Hello:· The standard that holds
Pick implementations-and Pick clones-together is Pick
BASIC. a language with a rich set of functions for manipu
lating the Pick database.
The book lacks a sense of balance. The bias of the
authors is that the Pick operating system is revolutionary.
a breakthrough. a window into a new era: that its users
are sophisticated. artistic. gaining in productivity "while
acquiring a new zeal and enthusiasm:· Nowhere do the
authors attempt to appraise Pick critically.
One advantage of the system is its use of dictionaries
to describe the structure of a file. On the simplest level.
I can use a dictionary to name a field in all the records
in a file (e.g .. the third field of all employee records will
be named "Salary") and access the fields by name in a
remarkably conversational retrieval language ("Sort Per
sonnel by Salary") .
More significantly. my dictionary can specify conversions
to be performed as data is being retrieved. I can specify
concatenation. extraction. range checking. or formatting.
I can use the field as a search key for translation through
another file. I can request that all sorts of math be done
on the field before or after sorting it. For example. my dic
tionary could define "lake.Home.Pay" as weekly pay minus
deductions and even explain how to figure the deductions.
(continued)
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THUNDERSTONE
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Consohd:.iled 01csd. CDC. Cullinct, Crown Ze llerbach. David Sarnoff Rcscart:h Ccnlcr. RCA Lahs. Dunn &

Bradslr~et

Compu!ing Scrvit:cs. In(' ., EG&G Wa."hing1on. Hin:rvicw Hospilal. Gcni:ral Electric.

·~

MAGAZINE said ourfirst AI product, LOGIC-LINE F", "... comes closer to achieving its lofty aims
i PC
than most other PC programs that claim to possess intelligence'.'* We' re pleased to announce our new
company name, and two spectacular new products for your portfolio of data-manipulation assets.
0
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you can apply his thinking patterns to solving
ecological problems! Or you can clone your
own best thinking, again and again.
WGIC-LINE I was produced by a couple
of leaming-cyberneticists and the physicist
who developed one of the first DNA/RNA
tracking systems (Yes, boopie, the RNA-of
rhoughr assertion is more than an advertising
creation).
We used to be C/ariry Sofrware. In our first
Can a PC simulate the thinking of great
d ( ·
k d "Wi Id
b
a ver 1smg ever, we as e ,
ou you uy a writers? We're sticking a money-back guaran
pacemaker from Mauel ?" We asserted that, tee on our products, and ro any so-called Al
compared to WGIC-LINE I artificial intel competition.
ligence software, competitive products were
toys by comparison. PC MAGAZINE agreed. LOGIC-LINE 2: $400
So did satisfied customers around the world, a EXTENDING LOGIC-LINE 1
few of whom are around this ad.
Our success has effectively stomped the TO NUMERIC AND
mortal spit out of the brain-damaged geeks MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS
whose rancid cells have been polluting the
What WGIC-LINE I is to textual data,
gene pool of legitimate AI professionals.
WGIC-LINE 2 is to numeric and symbolic
Our aggressive ad also got a rise out of data.
another Clarity Software, a Texas finn. Relax,
At its lowest level, you can do pattern rec
Clarity. You had the name first, so we cloned ognition on financial data, algebraic and
Joshua, of Jericho fame, Jong enough to give chemical formulae, tax laws, manpowerus a new corporate name: Thunderstone (he allocation statistics and all the other data that
had his own hunch about artificial intelligence bmadkeMs tlhel finFancbial ~orlld gdo ar?undh. (Tloo
JOSHUA2427 suggestingthatanordinary a
acorn or es1sarea yusmgt eso
· d-e to remem b er events).
gan "Cani/a/isr
Tool.")
stone
can be ma
,.
It's not too big a leap of logic to name a
And at its highest level? You just might use
company "Thunderstone;· especially if that Thunderstone tools to save the free world,
company is trying to tum a bucket of sand again.
That's right: Again! LOGIC-LINE 2 began
(which is all a computer really is) into some
thing even arrificially intelligent.
with the mathematics of possibilisric analysis
So, now we're Thunderstone. Still railing at and rernrsion (developed by men like Alan
those trendy marketing wizards who figure Turing and Norbert Wiener) that directly led
.
c I
b k'
h
that cal lino their product "A I" is enough real t h e We II mgton ol ege team to rea mg t e
·
"
G
I d · '" Id w 11 ·f
ity (since they're into science fiction so
erman nava co es m nor
ar (1 you re
· , d
·
I d · h SDI h ·
, t ere s a special 1e era 1I
seriously, we suggest they do something really mvo ve wit
DOD h
b b I
creative, like starting their own religion). And
-p one num er e ow).
we respectfully submit three Thunderstone For customers who already ow11 LOGIC-LINE I,
products for your review: Our meteoric sue we will upgrade you to LOGIC-LINE 2 for !Ire
cess, WGIC-LINE /,and two new rock-solid differe11ce i11 price betwee11 !Ire /wo packages:
products, LOGIC-LINE 2"' and COM $ISO.

~ PREHENSION"' ·
~

LOGIC-LINE 1·. $250
] TRUE Al! CLONE THE WORLD'S
~ GREAT MINDS ON YOUR PC.
WGIC-LINE I, a major breakthrough in
-;; sub-cognitive mathematics, distills the DNA/
~ RNA-like analog to any writer's thought pro
"'-~- cesses. It allows you to search any textbase for
;:: actual concepts and inference patterns unique
8 to that writer.
E
WGIC-LINE I lets you take advantage of
~ the best minds the world has produced. Not
.~ only can you learn from history, but you can
perpetuatetheintellectualessenceofthegreat
o thinkers. You can apply their thought pro
~ cesses to today's problems.
~
In other words, even though Einstein may
never have had a single thought about ecology,
<

i
j

WAKING UP FROM
THE BOOLEAN DREAM

i

"

It's time to make a major departure from
"ifrhen" thinking. Human thought processes
are much more versatile. Thunderstone has
taken a major departure from boolean Al
approaches. Ours are sub-cognirive tools, as
opposed to cognirive tools (such as those from
I
I
expert-system bui ders like Teknow edge in
Palo Alto, one of the few reputable Al companies anywhere).
COMPREHENSION and the LOGIC-LINE
series are intended to amplify the man machine loop. Does WGIC-LINE make the
computer rhinf.:. like a man? No. As Frank
Herbert (DUNE) says: "The human intellect
is cast in the crucible of surviva.'. not in the
play of symbols:·
Nevertheless. Thunderstone products explore the mathematics of
the human thought process as described by
Pulitzer Prize - winning author Douglas
Hofstadter (M ETAM AGICAL THEMAS) :
'The brain itself does not 'manipulate symbols;' the brain is the medium in which the
symbols are floating and in which they manipulaTteheeagcehn1?utsh,erth:·en, of a part1'cular m1'nd, i·s
evidenced by the DNA /RNA-like patterns of
what Hofstadter calls neural firings. The
product of that process is words. Words which
can be analyzed by WGIC-LINE to simulate
further inference from your own best thinking,
or from the long-dead. but still-great minds.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
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You may return any pure ases, or any rea. . 30 d
f II
son whatsoever, w1thm
ays for a u
refund. We think you'll love Thunderstone
f
so tware (We also think you're too smart to be
fooled with $249. 95 or $399. 95 price tags):
COMPREHENSION is $75; WGIC-LINE f
is $250; WGIC-LINE 2 is $400.
To find out more about WG!C-LINE I,
WGIC-LINE 2 or COMPREHENSION, call
COMPREHENSION: $75
2161729-1132. To order by phone, call
AN EXPERT SYSTEM THAT
8 0 0 I 6 2 I - 5 8 3 9 (or in I 11 i no i s , ca 11
·
800/972-5855). If you are with the US governHELPS YOU DEBUG YOUR OWN
mentor one of the intelligence spook shops,
THINKING/LEARNING PROCESS
Thunderstone software is available to federal/
Given our insights in analyzing the think DOD buyers through IBIS Corporation, 131
ing process, it's only natural that we'd produce Elden Street, Herndon, VA 22070 (call
an experr sysrem that helps you debug your 800/532-3344 or 703/478-0300). Please add
own thinking and learning. COMPREHEN $5 shipping per order, and Ohio residents add
SION is designed as a trouble-shooting com 5% sales tax.
panion for students or executives.
When it's 2:00 AM, and you have a C 0 R P 0 R AT I 0 N
•
9:00AM exam or project deadline, your com
puter can now debug you. Through con
ditional branching structures, COM
Al from anyone else is Like buying
PREHENSION allows you to subjectively
a pacemaker from Mattel
diagnose information-skill weaknesses and
improves your overall intell igence / perfor
PO Box 839 • Chesterland, OH 44026 • USA
2161729-1132
mance.
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Sask Oil (Canada). SClEX (Canada). St. Josephs Hospual. Sperry. SUNSystems. Tektronix. Tcx.<l<; In struments, TWA. The Pentagon. US Attorney General. U.S.Geologic:;.il Survey. Womb Hoh.: Oceanographic lnstil ut

* Januar 14. 1986. page 140. Copyrigh1© 1986 by Thunderstone Corporation. LOGJC-LINF. I ''". LOGIC.LINE 2 '" ;.ind COMPREHENSION '" arc tralkrna rks orThun<.lersmnc Corporation. aUiv1!,ion of Expan~ion
Programs International. anU r~4uir~ a 128K IBM PC orcompalibk with at k;L<>l one i.Ji!.,!.;eue Urive anU run unUer MS tDOS 2 . 1 anU up. Ad vertising & PR hy TRBA, 40H /25X -270X .
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AT LAST: Professional
Typesetting Capability
For PC Users
With PC TEXT~i - the best-selling full
implementa tion of Professor Don Knuth's
revolutionary ty pesetting program T£X.
FINEST Typeset Quality Printing From:
dot matrix
laser
phototypesetter
00
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WIDEST Range Of Output Device Drivers:
•
•
•
•

Epson FX, LQ
• HP Laser.Jct *
Toshiba
• Apple LascrWritcr
Corona LP-300*
• APS-5 phototypesetter
Screen preview, with EGA or Hcrculcti card

MOST COMPLETE Product Offering:
P C TEX (no t cop y pro tected) includes the fo llowing:
•Our specially wri tten PC7Jy'( M anual, which en
a bles you to start using TEX right away.
• Custom "macro packages" that provide form ats
for letters, manuals, tcclmical documents, etc.
• The U.JEX document preparation syst em, a full
featured macro package for preparing articl es,
books, reports, etc., and 11\TE;X User's Manual.
• AMS-TEX, developed by the Amer. M ath. Society
for professional mathemati cal typesettin g.
Site licenses, volum e discoun ts, and interfaces to
P C Paint brush, PC P alette, FancyFont and Fontrix
are also availa ble.

PRICED FROM ONLY $249.00!
(Pri nter dri ve rs a nd interfaces a dd it io nal.)

BOOK REVIEWS

looking up my tax bracket in another file. The advantage
here is the concept of virtual data-from the command
line a user can list and sort data that doesn't exist until
it's asked for_ The authors explain the physical format of
a dictionary item. but they don't communicate a sense
of the power of dictionaries. Nor do they convey a sense
of how the system's features could actually be used. The
examples are not only sparse but also lifeless and abstract.
Unfortunately, the authors didn't take the time to com
pare Pick to more conventional and more familiar systems.
either by way of explaining Pick or to help potential users
decide what might be appropriate for their needs. (A com
parison shopper might. for example. like to know how Pick
and other systems handle the problem of multiple users
trying to update the same record at the same time; this
topic isn't mentioned.)
.
And they don't compare Pick systems with each other.
Pick systems are not all alike. Some will let you execute
TCL commands from inside a BASIC program. Some will
let you retrieve and edit previous TCL commands. Various
implementations call things by different names_ In fact.
the original implementation and the biggest seller calls
things by different names than those used here. and the
things act differently than described here.
THE GOOD POINTS

The index is copious and accurate. There is an excellent
glossary of Pick terms. The typography and layout are well
done. and the book is remarkabl y free of grammatical and
typographical errors.
The authors know whereof they speak. The senior author
is head of a large Pick training agency and author of the
pocket reference guides Pick Systems publishes. Although
the explanations might occasionally confuse (such as a
sentence that appears to imply that a group is the same
thing as a frame). if you can understand what is being said.
you can be sure that it is technicall y accurate.
CONCWSION

Laser printer,
fonts & software
from $2995.00

For iI3M P C /XT , AT or co mp a ti ble, DOS 2. 0 or h ighe r, a nd
512K RAM . Ha rd disk r e ~uir e d for pri nt er dri vers and fonts.
*HP LaserJet a nd Corona require a dd itional interface boards.

For more information call or write:

Personal TEX, Inc.
20 Sunn yside, Suite H, Mill Valley, CA 94941 ( 415 ) 388-8853
This a d, with space for th e p hotograph, produced by PC TE X.
T ypeset on the E pson FX80, t he Corona LP-300 lase r prin t er,
an d the Autolog ic AP S-5 phot ot ypese tter.
TEX i s a 1.ra<lcmark o f the America n \.l athem a t i cal Soc iet y. \.l a n ufac 
tur c r s' prod u ct names a r e t ra demark s of ind iv i dua l ma n ufacturers.
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Pick is justly praised for its ease of use. Applications are
easy to create in the programming environment. and the
database is easy to access. User magazines are full of
testimonials from executives that "at my last company. if
I wanted a report I'd have to wait weeks until the data pro
cessing department could generate it: with Pick. I can get
it myself in minutes:· But ease of use is relative. and "Pick"
isn't short for "point and click:· It's a command-line en
vironment. and to use it you have to learn the commands.
Anyone who can master the command line of CP/M or
MS-DOS could master Pick quickly. A book of this length
could easily be produced that would teach novices every
thing they need to know in a few sessions. That book
would serve a wide market. but this isn't that book. •
A software engineer at CDI Information Systems. U:irry Allen
Heberlein (4132 Corliss N. Seattle. WA 98103) maintains the Pick
operating system on the IBM Series/I .

EXPERIENCE THE FUTURE:

~oo:fn/11-lRE 11\C
SERIES 4.0
ASSEMBLERS I CROSS ASSEMBLERS
2500AD Software Inc. is a company which specializes in developing assemblers and
cross assemblers for the world's most popular microprocessors (listed below).

FEATURES:

D

Series 4.0 has all in memory assembly and linking (FAST!). Series 3.0 buffers overflow to disk

D

No limit to: program size, number of symbols, macros and user defined registers

O

Powerful macros

D

Assembly time calculation using 80-bit arithmetic

D

Built in floating point support for equating symbols and declaring storage locations

D

Full listing format controls

D

Links 256 files, with 256 section names, to specific address or stacked in successive order

D

D

D

Conditional assembly

D

D

Built in cross reference

Supports manufacturers mnemonics

Linker included (One linker supports all microprocessors)

Linker generates the most used file formats: Executable, Intel Hex, Extended Intel Hex,
· Tektronics Hex and Motorola S19, S28 and S37 formats

D

Linker runs in either ; Prompt Mode, Command Line Mode, or Data File Mode

D

Assembler and Linker has a Quiet Mode option (great for use with compilers!!)

D 8086 As sembler has optional output in Microsoft relocatable format
In addition to our Assembler product line, please call or write for
information concerning our new line of SIMULATORS for Single Chip
Microcomputers. (Simulators for the 8051and8748 are available now!!)

-------------------------------------------------TO ORDER : Simply circle the product you want (Price is listed under each product column for desired O/S)
ZB
ZBOV'
6301

BOBO
BOB5
B096

B01B6
B02B6
6BC11

BOB6/BB6
B044/5 1
6B01/03
SuperB o

B400
B74B
6502

B4COO
641BO
65C02

6501/11
NSCBOO
B3C351
COPS400 0
FB/ 3B700 NEC7500 0

6B00/02/0B
6B04 6B05
6B09 1B020
V20/V300

ZBO.OQO O
6B020+o
32000
NCR/32 0

ZBOOO
6BOOO/OB/ 10
65CB16 0

MSDOS, CP/M 86, Z80 CP/M, XENIX, UNIX (ATT7300)

$ 199.50

$ 299.50

$ 399.50

VMS, UNIX, ZEUS

$ 995.00

$1250.00

$1500.00

$

$

$

6 $99.50 under MSDOS
V' 599.50 under Z80 CP /M

TOTALS

-t

Not available on Z80 CP/M
0 Processors are not supported on Series 4.0
O Processors are not supported on Series 3.0
NOTE: Series 4.0 is not available on Z80 CP/M and CP/M 86
Prices for Series 3.0 and 4.0 are the same
Series 4.0 requires at least 512K of memory

Name
Company
Address
City
Phone
Computer System

0
#

State

COD (2500AD pays COD charges)
.. ·-·-. ·

..

--

··-·-· · -

Select One:

Check One:

D
D

D
D
0
D
D
0

Series 3.0
Series 4.0

Zip

8" Single
Osborne
IBM PC
Car1ridge Tape
Apple (Sohcard)
Kaypro DSDD
Other formats are
available. please ca ll:

TOTAL $
Shipping UPS Blue
Label, no charge.
For International
shipments, 520.00
per unit.

$

303/369-5001
$

D

VISA or MasterCard
Exp. Date _ _ _ .

1/86

Signature

TOTAL ORDER

REN:
17200 E. Ohio Drive, Aurora, CO 80017 (303) 369-5001

E·V·E·N·T O·U·E·U·E

April 1986
SECOND ANNUAL COMPUTER
ART CONTEST FOR KIDS:
COMPUTERS AND THE
FUTURE. For an official entry
blank. contact West Educational Publishing. 201 Castro
St.. 4th Floor. Mountain
View. CA 94041. (800)
532-9378; in California. (415)
969-1283 . Entries must be
postmarked by May I.
COMDEX/WINTER '86. LDs
Angeles Convention Center.
Los Angeles. CA. The Interface Group Inc .. 300 First
Ave.. Needham. MA 02194.
(617) 449-6600. April 1-3
ELEVENTH WEST COAST COM
PUTER FAIRE, Moscone
Center. San Francisco. CA.
Computer Faire Inc.. 181
Wells Ave .. Newton. MA
02159. (617) 965-8350.
April 3-6
FEDERAL OFFICE SYSTEMS
EXPO (FOSE '86),
Washington Convention
Center. Washington. DC Na
tional Trade Productions
Inc.. 2111 Eisenhower Ave ..
Suite 400. Alexandria. VA
22314. April 7-10
IEEE INFOCOM-86, Miami.
FL. IEEE Computer Society.
1109 Spring St.. Suite 300.
Silver Spring. MD 20901.
(301) 589-8142 . April 7-10
1986 IEEE INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON ROBOTICS
AND AUTOMATION. San Francisco. CA. Robotics and
Automation. do Harry
Hayman. 738 Whitaker Terrace. Silver Spring. MD
20901. (301) 434-1990.
April 7-10
1986 TEST & MEASUREMENT
WORLD EXPO. San Jose Convention Center. San Jose.
78
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CA. Meg Bowen. Test &
Measurement World Expo.
199 Wells Ave.. Newton. MA
02159. (617) 964-8900.
April 8-10

PUTING SYSTEMS, Boston.
MA. ACM Conference Management. 11 West 42nd St..
New York. NY 10036. (212)
869-7440. April 13-17

WESTERN REGIONAL COM
PUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR THE
HANDICAPPED, LDs Angeles
Convention Center. LDs
Angeles. CA. Closing the
Gap. POB 68. Henderson.
MN 56044. (612) 248-3294
or (507) 345-8233 .
April 9-13

AIM FIFTH ANNUAL CON
FERENCE: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT IS EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS, Boston. MA.
Associated Information Managers. 1776 East Jefferson
St.. 4th Floor. Rockville. MD
20852. (301) 231-7447.
April 15-16

ALASKA ASSOCIATION FOR
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
'86: FORGING THE LINK BETWEEN COMPUTERS AND CURRICULUM, Anchorage. AK.
Dennis Daggett. Kenai Peninsula Borough School District.
148 North Binkley. Soldotna.
AK 99669. (907) 262-5846.
April 10-12

COMPUTER GRAPHICS NEW
YORK '86. New York. NY.
Andry Montgomery and
Associates. 8300 Greensboro Dr.. Suite 690. Mclean.
VA 22102. (703) 893-4545.
April 15-17

INTERVENTION STRATEGIES
FOR THE NONSPEAKING, Chi!
dren's Hospital of Philadelphia. Philadelphia. PA. Ann
Campbell. Children's Seashore House. Communication Technology Center.
4100 Atlantic Ave.. Atlantic
City. NJ 08404. (609)
. 345-5191. April 11-12
NINETEENTH ANNUAL SMALL
COLLEGE COMPUTING SYMPOSIUM, Rapid City. SD. Dale
Rognlie. Mathematics and
Computer Science Department. South Dakota School
of Mines and Technology.
Rapid City. SD 57701. (605)
394-2470. April 11-12
CHI '86: CONFERENCE ON
HUMAN FACfORS IN COM

WHAT CURRICULUM FOR THE
INFORMATION AGE? New
York. NY. Office of Continuing Education. Box 13 2.
1eachers College. Columbia
University. New York. NY
10027. (212) 678-3064.
April 17
MICROCOMPUTER JUNGLE:
IMPACf ON HEALTH CARE,
Overland Park. KS. Carole
Rosen. University of Kansas
Medical Center. Office of
Continuing Education. 39th
and Rainbow Blvd .. Kansas
City, KS 66103. (913)
588-4480. April 17-18
ELEVENTH ANNUAL TRENTON
COMPUTER FESTIVAL, Trenton. NJ. TCF-86. 1renton
State College. Department of
Electronics Engineering
Technology. Hillwood Lakes
CN 550. 1renton. NJ 0862 5.

IF YOU WANT your organization's public activities listed in BYTE's Event
Queue. we need to know about them at least four months in advance. Send
information about computer con{erences. seminars. workshops. and courses
to BYTE. Event Queue. POB 372. Hancock. NH 03449.

(609) 771-2487.

April 19-20
CONFERENCE ON EXPERT
SYSTEMS AND ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE IN PUBLIC
POLICY, Syracuse. NY. Dr.
Stuart Bretschneider. 1ech
nology and Information
Management Program. The
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs.
Syracuse University. Syracuse. NY 13210. (315)
423-1890. April 21-22
ROBOTS '86 CONFERENCE
AND EXPOSITION: ROBOT AP
PLICATIONS FOR INTEGRATED
MANUFACfURING. McCormick
Place. Chicago. IL. Jeff
Burnstein. Robotic Industries
Association. POB 1366.
Dearborn. Ml 48121. ( 313)
271-7800. April 21-24
FOURTH ANNUAL CON
FERENCE 0 N INTELLIGENT
SYSTEMS AND MACHINES,
Rochester. Ml. Dr. Nan LDh.
Center for Robotics and Ad
vanced Automation. Oakland
University. Rochester. Ml
48063. (313) 370-2233.
April 28-30
COMDEX/SPRING '86.
Georgia World Congress
Center. Atlanta. GA. The
Interface Group Inc.. 300
First Ave.. Needham. MA
02194. (61 7) 449-6600.
April 28-May I
Al 1986: ARTIFICIAL IN
TELLIGENCE AND ADVANCED
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION, LDng Beach Conven
tion Center. Long Beach. CA.
Tower Conference Management Co.. 331 West Wesley
St.. Wheaton. IL 60187. (312)
668-8100.
April 2 9-May I •

GOES TO THE

concerns to check out the feasability of directly importing these
products in the necessary volumes to save our members money!
What they came back with was astounding.
Now, we alwa:,'s figured that there were some pretty substantial
markups as these boards came into the country and got fancy boxes
and marketing promotions under any one of a number of well
known brand names in the peripheral add-on markets but we had
no idea they were so large!
To prove our point. consider what they brought back. Each board is
constructed to the same precise standards, on similar machinery to
their name-brand duplicates. The difference? As a Network member,
you pay only 8% over 0111· unusually low wholesale price...a111t
you get our full I year warranty!

How do you suppose most manufacturers of personal computer
products get started?
They go to the Orient ... talting either their designs or simply their
ideas to one or more of the major electronics manufacturing
concerns, getting bids for making these devices under contract to
the creators. Multifunction Cards, Video Cards, Disk Controllers,
Modems and 1/0 Boards all begin their !ife in this way.
This relationship between the manufacturing capabilities of the East
and the design and marketing talents of the U.S. has resulted in the
incredible selection of enhancement products for the IBM and
·Apple computer markets.
Well, with 100,000 members and growing strong, The Network
sent its buyers east to visit some of these manufacturing

Hercules™ Smarter
Brother

Graphics Printer
Interface

If all you want is a printer, this is the
A Monochrome Graphics Card with
Printer Port. .. 100% compatible
card for you. Supports all text and
with HerculesTM product. .. graphics printer features.

¢,,

Wholesale pr_ice .. .

$29.00*

The Multi-384 Board
A clone of the AST's SixPakPlus:M
includes up to 384Kb of expansion
memory, 1 serial, 1 parallel, 1 game
port, a clock/calendar and
software
standard.

• -41:

f
Wholesale

IBM Color Card

100% compatible with the
IBM offering. The wholesale price?
A mere

$69.00*

1/0 Multifunction Card

512 K Memory

Identical 1/0 board to the AST's l/O+™ The least expensive way to add
memory to your current system.
with 2 serial, (1 standard) 1 parallel ,
With 0 K installed.
1 game port and clock/calendar
with software.
Wholesale priced a tonly ...

$59.00*

™Six Pack, 110 Plus and AST are all registered trademarks of AST Research Inc. Hercules i s a registered trademark of Hercules Computer Technology Inc.

'PC NETWORK Members pay just 8% above this wholesale price, plus shipping.

All prices reflect a3% cash discount. Minimum shipping $2.50 per order. International orders
call for shipping & handling charges. Personal checks: please allow 10 working days to clear.

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-621-SAVE (~1~~~i~<;Jk

GET THE NETWORK ADVANTAGE!!!

inquiry 254

NETWORK
PC
BUY HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AT WHOLESALE +8°/o,
AND GET 14-30 DAY SOFTWARE RENTALSt...
Listed below are just a few of the over 30,000 products available at our EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
The Network carries products for Apple, IBM, CP/M and most other popular computer families.
GAMES & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR YOUR APPLE// & MACINTOSH

GAMES & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR YOUR IBM

(Please add S1 shipping and ha ndling for each t it le ordered lrom below.)

(Please add St shipping an d handling for each t itle ordered fr om below.)

Wholesale
$65.00'

Arra ys Home Accountanl-MacOnly
Axion Art Portfo lio & Card Shoppe
Bluechip Baron!MillionalfefTycoon
Broderbund Loadrunner
Bro derbund Chop/if/er
Bro derbund Prtnl Shop
Broderbund DazzleDraw
CBS Mastering the GRE
CBS Murder Dyl he Dozen
CBS Goren Bridge Made Easv
Counterpoint TheNewsRoom
Davidson Speed Reader II
Davi dson Math Blaster
Davidson Word A/lack!
1st Byte Smooth Talker-Mac Only
Hayden OaVinci-Housel tn/eriors !Landscapes
Hayden Sargon Ill
lnlocom Deadline or Suspended
lnfocom Enchanter:Planetfall
Cu/throats. WitnessorZork/
lnlocom Hitchiker's Guide or Seastatker
lnfocom Suspect. Sorcerer or Infi del
lnfocom Z orK!lorf//
Layered Front Desk-Mac Only
MirageConcep t s Trivia

31. 00'
26.00'
19.75'
19.00"
26.75"
3 1. 97"
SJ.so·
20.97"
45.00"
26.97"
36.SO"
26.so·
26.SO"
4 7.oo·
24 .75"
25.75"
24.00"
20.00·
20.00"
22.00"
22.00"
65.oo·
11.oo·

Wholesale
S23.00'
23 .50'
28 .97'
20.00'
20.00'
19.00'
21.00'
26.50'
26.00'
28.25 '
26.97'
18.97'
18.97"

Miles Computing MacAllack·MacOn/y
Palat:r Mac Type-Mac Only
Penguin Grap/'ucs Ma(J1C1an
Penguin Pensa/ear Xyphus
Penguin Transy/vania-MacOnly
Profe ssio nal Software Trivia Fever
Pryorily Softwa r e Forbidden Ouesl
Scarborough Mas/er Type
Scarbo rough Run for the Money
Simon &Schust er Typing Tulorl/I
Sir-Tech Wizardry
Sir-Tech Knrgh/ cJ Diamonds
Sir-Tec h Rescue Raiders
Sublog ic N1ghtMiss1onPmball
Sublogic Flight Si mulator II
,.Spinnaker Alphabet l oo. Face Maker.
Kinder Comp. HeyOtddleOtddle
Rhymes &Riddles. S/oryMachme
,.Spin naker The Mos / A111a1mg Tl!m g
II> Spinnaker Delta Drawing
T/ Make r Click Art-Mac Only
Warner OeskOrganizer
Videx Fun Pack-Mac Only
Videx Mac Checkers & Reversal
Vir tual Combinatics Micro Cookl:look

20.00'

27.25'
15.97'

(Please add $2 .SO shipping and handling f oreach t itle ordered from below.)

so.oo·

Sierra On-Line Crossl1re

37.25'
Spectrum Holobyte GATO
32.00' II> Spin naker AlphaOet l oo. Kmdcr Comp,
26.50'
SIOIY Machin e. Face Mak~t Hey Diddle. Diddle
36.SO'

5160.oo· ,.M icrosoft Word /Of Macintosh
30.00" •M icrosoft File for Macm/osh
205.00" •Microsoft Mu/hp/an for Macintosh
40.00"
Microsoft Ba sic forMa cmtosh
20.00"
Microsoft ChartforMacintosh
32.00"
Mo nogram Dollars& SenseforApplellc
60.00"
Monogram Dollars &SenseforMacintosh
40.00"
Odesla Helix for MacintoshRegl; 512K
97.00"
Provue Ove1vue-MacOnly
Sensible Sollware Sens ible Speller IV
29.9S"
24.00"
Sollcralt FancyFonts
Sollech Microsystem sUCSOPasca/
110.0096 .00"
Software Ari s TK Solver.1 fOI Mac
65.00"
Soltware Publishing PFS: File. Write. or Graph
67.00'
Stoneware DB Master-Mac Tool
Telo s F1/ev1s1onlor Mac
67.SO"

5102.00
102.00·
102.00'
79.00"
66.00"
s5.oo·

10.00·
200.00·
135.oo·
67.so·
125.00"
37.00"
134.00"
66.00'
9s .oo·
67.SO"

S365.00'
365.00'
25.75"
26.oo·
32.00"
JOS.oo·
26s.oo·
46.00"
230.00"
20.00·
1s1.oo·
7S .oo·
2s.oo·
73.00"
15S.oo·
32.00"
11s .oo ·
22s.oo·
66.00"
137.so·
110.00 ·
24.00"
242.00"
135.oo·
265.00"
29s.oo·

MicroPro Wordstar 2000
MicroPro Wordstar 2000+
MicroRim RBase5000
Micro soft C Compiler
Microsoft Word - La/est Version 2.0
Microsoft Mu/lip/an
Microsoft Mouse
Monogram Dollars & Sense
ll>Multima1e Mult1mate /Lares1Version}
Norton Norton U/ililies 3 0
Oasis The Word Plus
Open Sys tems PIO Sales AI R INVG!L AI P
Tea m Mgr.
Power Base Power Base
Real World GI L AIP AIR orOEllNV
Rosesofl Prokey Version 3
Ryan McFar land RM COBOL {Dev. System)
• Samna Samna Ill Word Processor
• Samna Word •
...satelile Software Word Pedect
Sollcralt Fancy Fonts
Software Art s TKI Solver
Software Publishing PFS: File. Write. Graph
Soft ware Publishing PFS: Report
Sorcim Supercalc /JI
Xanaro Ability

HARDWARE FOR YOUR IBM
(Please add shipping an d handling charges fou nd in italics next t o price .)

MODEMS
Wholesale

Wholesale
$309.00"

/7.00)

34g _95• (7.50)
gJ9.00" 120.28)
1.2so .oo· (27.00 )
150.00"

IS.OOJ

950.00· 120 52!
9s.oo ·

12 501

22s.oo· /5.oo;
999.00" /21 .581
g9g.oo· 121.58)
1,235.oo· 126.68!

BOARDS AND BUFFERS
ALS l-Engine

ASr Multi 110- 2 serialfClock
Microsoft PremiumSoftcardlle
Microtek Dumpling! GX
Orange Micro Grappler+
Orange Micro Sena/ Grappler
PC Network Z 80 Card
Ouadram APICI G Graphics Interlace
Quadram e RAM-80
Quadram Mu//icote- 1Parallel fl Set1a/I
Clock Expandable to 2S6K
Thunderwar e Thunderctock

s12s.oo· (2.501
Hayes Micromodem lie wt Smar/com
174 .45" /3 501
Novalion AppleCat/,r
276.00" /600}
Prometheus 1200A
Low Cos / 1200 Baud Internal Modem for Ap,Ole II.
299.00" 16.00)
Promelheus Promodem 7200
wl MacPack
95.oo· (250)
Zoom ZoomfModeml1e
Micromodem Compalil:lle-Free Dow Jones

s5.oo· 12.50;
1s o.oo- 116 20;

5 11S.OO'
155.oo·
243.67"
s5.oo·
66.oo·
66.oo·
35.00"
62.00"
66.00"
140.00·

(2.50)
/2.SOJ
12.501
12.so;
12. 50J
12.50)
12.50)
/2.50)
12.501

104.00"

(250)

r2.so1

ACCESSORIES

(f .50)
(300J
(2.50)
/l .50J
1300)
/1.50)
1150)
12.50)
11 .00J
( 1 50)

/1 .50)

s 205.oo· 15.001
12s.oo· (5.00)
340 .00" (5 00)
317.0 0" 12.50)
26s.oo·
sJs.oo·
216.00·

12.501
15
16.00;

395.oo·
195.00'

/5 oo;
/4 00)

oo;

Wholesale
Amdek Video 300G Composite Green
Amdek Video 300A Composile Amoer
Amdek Vi deo 310A IBM Type Amber
Am dek Color 300NEW!Composite
Amdek Color 600 NEW! High Res RGB
Amdek Color 700 NEW!LJ//ra High Res
Amdek Cotor 710 NEW.I 700 w!Non Glare
Long Phosphor
Princeton HX· 12 RGB Monitor
Princeton MAX- 12e
Work with Color or Mono Card!
Cvadram Ouadchrome // New '
640X200 RG B wl 14 Screen/
Bl ack. Phosphor Maski/BM Case
Magnavox 12" TTL IBM Type Amber
Taxan 640 Highest Res /72011400)
Currently Availa/Jle- works with Persyst
Boo Card& the AT&TCompuler
Zenith ZVM 1230A Green Hi Res!
Non Gl are

24.97"

20.77'
20.00·
2 1.00 ·

$219.00"
262.00"
300.00"
220.00·
202.00·
101.00·
101.00·
95.oo·
190.00·
46.00"
75.00"
ea. 27S.oo·
1g7_00·
ea.27S.oo·
65.oo·
s20.oo·
221.00·
320.00"
190.00'
125.oo·
200.00·
66.00"
64.00"
15g,oo·
247.50'

DISK DRIVES
Wholesale
MODEMS
Wholesale
52 ,14g,oo· /4 6.42/
!Omega Bernoulli Box
Evere x Evercom II w!B1tcom Software
s 11 9.oo· (2.501
Dual IOMG Drives
Low Cost Short Slot Hayes Compati Ole
340.00' (7 341
• PC Network IOMB INTERNAL Heig ht
1200 BPS Modem.I
Aulol:lool Dnv e New lower price
Hayes Smartmodem 1200B with New
J12.oo· {2.50 )
PC Network 10M8 Tape Backup
395.oo· (8.94)
Smar /com 11/VTIOO Emulator
Same uni/ used in Compaa S DeskPro.1
Hayes Smartmodem 1200B Alone
26s.oo· (2.50)
PC Nelwork AT 42MGJnternat HardDisk 1. 155.00" /24 95}
Prometheus Promodem 1200Blnternal
22s.oo· 12 50)
35MS Access Time- Comes Complete
49S.oo· (10.69)
PC Network 20MG Tape Bac kup
VIDEO CARDS
Half Height Interna l wfcontroller
Hercules Co/or Card w! Paral/el Port
5142.00' (250)
PC Network 20MB fn/ernal 11 Height
400.00" 1864)
ll>Hercules Mono chrome Graphics Card
263.00 ' 1250)
Hard Drive- Drives Dy Seagate or Micro Science
Paradise Modular Graphics Card
219.oo· (2501
59.oo- / I 27)
• PC Netw ork Hall He1gn1 DSIDD Dflves
9g_oo· ,, 501
•PC
Network
Hercules
Mono
Card
Clone
II>Tandon TM r00-2 F1il lH e1g/1t OS IOO Dr1Ves 93.00" (220)
1
IOCJOki Hercules Compati l:lle
ll>PC Network Color Card
69.00" (2 50)
2g9,oo· (250)
Persyst Boo Card Ultra Hi gh Res COIOI
MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
Quadram Quad EGA + Enhanc d
340.00'
Apparal ATRam E11pans1on Card
5139.00' (2 50)
Gra.ohicsAda.oter
ll> AST"• S1x PakPl11s v Wi th 64K
195.00' (250) li>STB Graph1x Plus II
1gg_oo· 12.50)
AST'" 110 Plus //" '
120.00· (250)
AST v Advantage tor AT"'
J5s.oo· /2.50)
ACCESSORIES
160.00" /2.50)
Evere• Ma gic Cardl64K
• Pc Net'NOrk 512K Memory Boa rd wl OK
s9.oo· 12 50) ,.Brand Name DS/DD Diskette s
SB.95 ' ( I 00)
PC Network Tile Mul/1-384 Board
79 .00' fl 10)
Guara nteed lor Life! Nol Gene"c '
A clone of l he AST's • SixPakPlus.
ll>DS/DD Bulk Rate Special
.S9"ea.
Includes up to 384KD 01 expans /Qn
Packaged m 50 with sleeves and labels
memory, 1 scnal. 1 parallel 1 game
Guaranteed tor L!fe.1
70.00' 12 70/
porr. a clock/calendar and
ll>PC Network Replacement 130 Wall
so l/ware standard
IBM-PC Power Supply- Gives your PC 1he same
• PC Network 110 Pius II Clone
6S.00 ' 12 50!
Ca.oac1/ yas an XT Good loraddtn Tape Dnves
Serf ParlGame!Cfock standard
/without need /or a piggyback unit} and latge
capac1tyd1skdrives
Cuadram lmprQ\led Quadl:loard wfOK
170.00" {2.50)
g_99• 1100)
Ouadram Quad Sp11n/ Turl:lO Board
360.00"
SMA PC Doucumate: Keyooard Templates
Tecmar Captain Mu//ilunctron Card wfOK
146.00" 1250)
for Lolusl DBasel Mu//imale and other s {Each)

COMPLETE SYSTEMS

MONITORS

EXTERNAL MODEMS
An chor Signalman Express
Hayes Smar/modem 300
Hayes Sm artmodem 1200
Hayes Smar/modem 1200B with new
Smar/com II VTIOO Emu/a/or
Hayes Smar/modem 1200B Atone
ll>Hayes Smar1 modem 2400
Prometh eus Promodem 1200
E•lernal IOOOfoHayes Compat ible
"' U.S. Robotics Gamer 24008PS Modem
• U.S. Robotics Pass word
LOOESTPRICE 1200BPS Modem'

fl. 49)
/150)
/2 50!
fl 50/

569.00"
Appl e Macintosh Car1ymg Case
29.00"
Apple Macm/osh Security K1/
69.00"
Apple Macintosh Numeric Keypad
31.00"
Hayes Mach Ill Joystick
wlFire Bu/i on tor lie
Kensington Dusi Cover for MAC
6.25"
or imagewriter
S4.00"
Kensington Siar/er Pack
33.47"
Kensington Surge Prolec tor
S6.97"
Kensington System Saver Fan
1S6.oo·
Iii-Koala MacV1s1on
76.00"
Koala Koalapad T0tsch Tal:llet
44.00"
M& R Sup-R -Mod RF Modulation
2s.oo·
PC Network Cooling Fan with Surge
PrOfector& Dua10u/lets
7.9S"
PC Net work SS/OD Di skettes (Box ol 10)
1S.95"
PC Network Macintosh Diskettes
Includes Free Flip &FileCase
These Diskel/es are Guaran1eedfor L1fe.1No Genencs!
19.00"
Sony MACDisketres I Bo• of 10)

MEMORY CHIPS
(All MemoryChipsGuaranleed f o r Lile!)
Whole sale
11> 64K Memory Upgrade Ki1s 19 Ch ips/
S9.00" n OOJ
Quant1tyD1scoun/sAva1lable.I
1.00" 11 OOJ
11>64K Dynamic Ra m Chips (Eac h!
2.2s· rt 001
• 2S6K Dynamic Ram Chips (Each)
5.so· 11 oo;
11> 126K IBM AT Piggyback Chips !Each/

26.SO '

27.00'
18.00'
18.00'
15.97'

(Please add 52.50 shipping and handling loreac h title ordered fro m below.)
• Ashton-Tate DBase II
• Ashton-Tate Framework II
BorlandTurl:lOPasca/
Borland Sidekick (PrOlec/edl
Borland Superkey
BPI GIL. AIR or AJP
BPI Aura
BPI Personal Accounting
Bre.::Jkt hrough Timeline
Iii-Central Poinl Copy I.I PC
Conceptual Instruments Desk Organizer
Digital Research DR Logo
Digital Research Gem Desk/op
Digital Research Gem Dtaw
Enertronics Energraph1cs
Funk Software Sideways
• Harvard Ha1va rd Pro}eCI Manager
Harvard Total Pro1ec t Manager
ll>Hayes Smartcom //- New \1 1100Emula/Of
• Human Edge T/1eManagemcnr Edge
ll>Human Edge The Sates Edge
• Human Edge Mind Prober
lnfoco m Cornerstone
Lif etree Volkswrllerl//
.,.Lotus Development Latus 1·2·3
MOBS Knowledgemanf2

HARDWARE FOR YOUR APPLE II & MACINTOSH
DISK DRIVES

$24.00 '
27. 00'
59.95'

Rhymes & Riddles

25.75' ll>Spinnaker Del/a Drawing
32.50' ll>Spinnak er Most Amazing Thing
24.50'
Sublo gic Ni ght Mission Pml:la/J
20.00·
Vir t ual Combinatics Micr o Coo kbook

(Please add shipping and handling charges found in italics ne• t to price.)

Alps AP- IOOA Dual Apple Dn ves in
One Case
Appl e MAC 400KB External Drive
Corvus5.5M8HardDNve
IOmega Macnoulli 5MG Removable
Drivefor Macintosh
Micro Sc iA2 143KB Qf!Ve
Jus//lke Apple's Own
Micro Sci FIOpP'fCOn/roller
ll>Paradis e Mac IO MBHardDflve
Sul:lsvstem
~ Pa r ad ise Mac 20M8 Hard Dnve
Subsystem
li>PC Network 140K Externa/Dnve
forAoplellc
Rana Ell/el 163 K Dnve
Tecmar SMB Removable OrNe for MAC
Tecmar TOMB MAC Drive
Tecmar 5MB MAC Drive Upgrade

'

Wholesale

$23.00' • lnfocom Deadline. or Suspended
23.00' Micro sof t Fli gh/ Simul ator
34 .00'
Mouse Systems PC Paint -Turn your PC
28.25'
into A Color Macintosht
19.75 '
Scarborough Masterlype
40.00'
Sierra On-line Kings Quest II

BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR YOUR IBM
20 .11·
24 .97"
25.oo·
65.oo·
19.77"
2S.17 "
21.00"

BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR YOUR APPLE II & MACINTOSH
II> Apple Apple Works
Borland International TUIOO Pascal
BPI GL. AP. AR, PR. or !NV
Broderbund Bank Srreet Writer
Central Point Copy II Plus Of Co.oy JI Mac
Funk Sollware Sideways
Funsolt Macasm
Haba Habadex
Haba Quar/et
Harvard Mac Manager
Human Edge Mind Prober
.,Human Edge Sales Edge
Human Edge Communication Edge
• L1ving Videotext Thm/l -Thank-Mac Tool
Main Street Filer- Mac Only
ll>MECA Managing your Money

Whole sale
ATI Intro /O PC DOS Vol I & II
ATI Intro to BASIC
Bluebush Chess /Your Toughes/ Opponent)
Bluechip M11/1ona1re! Oll Baron or Tycoon
Bro derbund Lode Runner
CBS Goren-Bndge Made Easy
CBS Mastering the SAT
CDEX Training /or Word Siar
Comprehensive lnlro /o Personal Computing
Davidson Ma/h Blaster. Word Artack!
Davidson Speed Reader II
Hayden Sargon Ill
Individual Professor DOS
Individual The ins/rucror
ll> lnlocom Zork I or Witness

s 11 o.oo·
120.00·
130.00"
21s .oo·
36S.OO'
45s.oo·
47S.oo·

/I0.48)

39g.oo·
156.00"

18 62J
15 00)

269.oo ·

/624!

13 001
(3.00)
13 OOJ
1464)
/ 7 88)
19.83;

65.oo· 15.oo;
4g5,oo· / 10.691

61.00" 11 75)

TERMS&CONDITIONS

•pc NE1WORK-Members pay just 8% above the whol esal eprice, plus shipping. AH prices reflec! a 3%cash discount
Minimum shipping 5 2.SO per order. lnternalional o rde1s cafl !or shipping A handling c harges. Money Orders. personal
and company checks please allOw IO working days to clear. All orices sub1ect to change withovt nolice!
t RENT BEFOREYOUBU Y- Members are eligible 10 joi n !he NENIORK's Business and Game sol!ware Rental Libraries
and evaluatepro ductsl or a l ull 14 (Regular) or 30 (VIPJ days to see iii! meets your needs. An d The NETWORK's rental
charges are far less than olher soltware rental services-Just20% OF THE MEMBER WHOLESALE PRICE. Rental ti tles
available in IBM/ Apple/MAC and CP / M Formats. Hardware Prices highliled by • r eflect recentmaior price reducl ions.

Wholesale
Wholesale
Apple Mac1nrosh Base Systems
ll>COMPAQ Hard Disk Pona/J/e
CALL
CALL
S1,S7S.oo· (34.02)
10MB HardD1sk/Floppyf 256K
AT&T 6300 PC CPU2
128Kt 2 Flo.opyll Sena/II Parallel
ll>IBM PC Base Sysrem 2DSDOIFDC1256K S1 .J25.00' (JO 78J
AT& T 7300Uni.PC
1.665.00' (36 9 IJ
3.699.00" 179 90) .,.IBM PC Profes st0nal Hard Disk
IOMB Hard D1skl I Floppyf512K
IBM PC I AT Base Syslem- 1.2M8
2,795.oo· 160 .37)
COMPAQ OeskProl Ta pe Backu.o Sys/em 2.446.00" (6 3 70)
Floppyl256K
wl640 Kf 1Floppy! IOMB Hard Otsk l
IBM ATProfessionalSysfem
CALL
IOMB Ta.oe Drrve! Monitor
l.2MBF/oppyl20MB HardDi sk/1 Ser/1 Parf 512K

PRINTERS
•Citi zen MSP- 10 NEW!
526S.oo· /5.721
160CPSl80COUFnc ·~ Tra:
ll>Citi zen MSP- 15 NEW.I
350.oo· (7 5 6)
160CPSl132COUFric + Trac
ll>Cili.ten MSP-20 NEW!
JS0.00' (7.56)
200CPSl80COL/Fric >- Trac
ll>Citizen MSP-25 NEW1
499.00' I 10 76)
200CPSl132COL/Fnc - Trac
~ Cit izen Premiere 35 NEW1
365.00' /8.32)
35CPS Daiseywheelf 132COU Fric + Trac
• Epson LX-80 IOOCPS80COLL Q Mode
199. 00' /4 .30)
NewModef!!
H pson FX-85
299.00' (6 46/
• Epson FX-286 NE W'
4S9.00' (9 91)
Epson L01000 NEWI 180 CPSl6.0 CPS NLO
CALL
Epson SQ2000 NEW.I Inkjet Pflnter
1,359.oo· 129.35/
106CPS LO Mode/176CPSDraftl 132COL
Epson DX-35 35CPS
S6g.oo· 1122 91
Lett er Quality Printer
,.NEC 2030 20CPS LO Parallel
605.oo· {1300)
ll>NEC 205020CPSLetler.Ouari ty Prinler
60S.oo· (13.00)

s 666.oo· (f9 18)
• NEC 353033CPSLOPara/ie/
ll> NEC 3550 33CPS Leiter OuaMyPonter
920.00- 11181;
1,330,00 · (28 73)
• NEC 8850 55CPS Prm/er
s g9,oo · (12 94)
., NEC Pmwnter 2 New' Color Doi Matri x
OkidataML 182 New 120CPSILO
CALL
Model Fflcl /BM Graphics + more
Okidata ML 192 New Sleek Design/
CALL
160CPSILO Modef FricflBM Graphics
Okidata COior 20 80CPSl lOO.,.
Cti.l l
Colors /LQModellBMGraphicsl + More
(Requires lnte11ace)
Okidata IBM Interlace forOkimate
CALL
Color20
Okidata ML 84P 200CPS 132CO L
CALL
Okidala ML 93P 160CPS Wide Platen
CALL
Okidata 2410P Pacemark 350CDL
CALL
Cume Sprinr 1114040CPSLett erQuality 1.1 55.oo· 124.00J
Star Micr onics Power lype 18CPS
300.00' /6.48/
Toshiba P134080COLI 144CPS
430.00" (929)
Toshiba P341 New! 210CPSll32CO L
5g9.oo· ( 15.09}
Toshiba P351New .I 288CPSll32COL
g1s.oo· 121 .06)

Borland
Bonanza!

The software collection
that super charges
your IBM™ PC/XT compatibles

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R e g ul ar Who lesale Pri c e

. $31 .00*
. $49.75*
.$32.00*
.$44.50*
.$39.00*
.$26.00*
.$44.50*

Turbo Pascal .. . . . ... . .
Turbo Pascal w/8087 Support
Superkey .......... .
Reflex .......... . . . .
Sidekick (Unprotected)
Sidekick .. . .
Turbo Lighting

- - - - · PC NETWORK • MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
YES! Please enroll me as a member in the PC NETWORK "·" and send my catalog

featuring
thousands o f computer pr·oduct s, all a t just 8% above DEA LER WHOLESA L E PR IC ES. I w ill
a lso periodically rec eive " T HE PR INTOUT", a special up-date on merchandise a t prices
B EL OW even those in my wholesale catalog, and all the other exclusive. money-saving
services ava ilable to Members.
I am under no obligation to buy anything. My complete satisfaction is guaranteed.

8346

Please check (!>") all boxes that apply:
• Basic Membership

D
D
D
D
D

•

D

Special V.l.P. Membership

With 14 D a y Rentals
W it h 30 Day Renta ls
O n e - year memb e r ship f or $8
D One-year membership f or $15
T wo-year membership for $15 (SAVE $1) D Two-year membership for $25 (SAVE $5)
Business Software Rental library for
D BOTH Business and Game Softwar e
$25 add'I. per year-members only
Rental Libraries for $30 add'I.
peryear-V.l.P. members only
Games Software Rental Library for
$10 add'I. per year - members only
Bill my credi t card:
D V ISA D MasterCard D Amer ican Express

A c count
Numb er:

[I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 6~e _

rn o .

_

year

D Check or money order enclosed for$ _ _ _ _ __ _
N a n1e _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
Address _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ A pt. No. _ _ _ _ __
C i t y - -- - -- -- - -- -- -T e leph one (
My comput er (s) is:

)0

IBM PC

- - - -0

IB M- XT

0

-

State _ _ __ _ _ Z i p - - - - - 

--
IBM -AT

0

Apple II

0 Ma ci ntosh

0

Ot her _

_ __

_

_

Signatu r e);"'-------------------~--------(Signature required to validate m embership) Copyright © 1985, PC NETWORK INC.

Hayes
Smartcom II'"' ver. 2.1
for the IBM '" PC
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WITHOUT A SHADOW OF A DOUBT. this month's Circuit Cellar is a genuine
departure for Steve. You won't learn how to build anything this' time. Instead.
Steve recounts an evening when things got very dicey for him . .. locked out
of the Circuit Cellar. a monster security system facing him. the possibility of
destruction descending on his neighborhood. Enlisting the aid of a doubting
but helpful neighbor. Steve prepared to storm the Circuit Cellar. Did they suc
ceed in preventing disaster? We're not about to tell you here.
This month's Programming Project is the final part of Bruce Webster's arti
cle on windows. He shows you how to close a window. describes pseudocode
versions of the necessary routines. and gives code fragments from an im
plementation on an Apple II. Noting that many older microcomputers don't
have windowing routines built in. Bruce hopes that his article will help you
get started.
·
If you are tired of continually programming and erasing EPROMs as you
develop software for your projects. you may be wise to construct the Emulo-8.
Its creator. Stuart Ball. says that it's an ideal program-development tool on
several counts and gives you all the details in "Build the Emulo-8:·
Addressing themselves to system administrators. Alan Filipski and James
Hanko examine some specific security-related features of the UNIX operating
system. discuss methods of attack employed by crackers. and outline counter
measures that are effective against would-be invaders. The authors believe
that administrators who are aware of potential problems can maintain their
systems to provide sufficient privacy and protection for most applications.
Just as you should apply principles of structured programming to your pro
grams. you should apply principles of data design to your database. In "Data
Design" Leonard Shapiro offers valuable techniques for achieving this goal.
This month's Programming Insight. from Bruce Land. focuses on the recur
sive drawing of a dragon curve on the Macintosh. The Mac's high-resolution
display and the rapid execution rate of MacFORTH produce the interesting
image shown on page I 37.
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COMPUTER ON GUARD!
BY STEVE CIARCIA

A tale of overzealous

computer security
Editor's note: Steve Ciarcia fias
been working wit~1 and writing
about fiome-control systems for
many years. This months Cir
cuit Cellar shows wfiat could
fiappen wfien a sopfiisticated
system runs amok.
"Merrill. you gotta help me1"
The feeling of panic was coming over me
as I beat on Merrill's back door. I needed
help. and Merrill was the only person I
could trust-the only person that would
understand that I wasn't crazy. As I knocked
on the door. I glanced over either side of
my shoulders to make sure no one else was
around.
"Merrill. you gotta help me!"
I stood next to the door in a shadow that
the moonlight failed to illuminate. It was a
cool spring evening. While the stars shown
brilliantly in their quiet elegance. I couldn't
help but fear that this would be the last
quiet moment of the evening if I failed.
"Steve? What are you trying to do? Can't
you just ring the bell and wait 30 seconds
like everyone else?"
Merrill wasn't really mad. just startled at
my wild-eyed look and disheveled ap
pearance. I often visited him but usually an
nounced myself by some means other than
beating down his back .door. He waited a
few seconds. He realized that this wasn't a

COPYRIGHT© 1986 STEVEN A. CIARCIA . ALL RIG HTS RESERVED.

social call and changed his tone to one of
concern.
"What's wrong? You look terrible"
"! locked myself out!"
For any other person in the world. that
would not be a catastrophic occurrence. In
fact. the words sounded a bit absurd as I
said them. I only hoped that Merrill valued
our friendship enough to listen to me.
'You locked yourself out? Didn't you once
give me a key to hold just in case this ever
happened?" Merrill was becoming increas
ingly curious as to why I should be so
distraught. I should have known he had a
key.
I nervously glanced at my watch and
answered. "That was when one needed a
key to get in my house:· Such a statement
obviously would lead to all kinds of conjec
ture. but I didn't have time to explain.
"What do you mean. no key? How do you
get into your house? Whistle?" Merrill
seemed a bit disturbed that I was playing
guessing games.
"! don't use a key anymore I use a digital
code. I really don't have time to explain.
{continued)

Steve Ciarcia (pronounced "see-ARE-see-ah') is an
electronics engineer and computer consultant with ex
perience in process control. digital design. nuclear in
strumentation. and product development. He is the
autfior of several books about electronics. You can
write to faim at POB 582. Glastonbury. CT 0603 3.
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Merrill was amused. Every time he and I had spoken
Please. just put on some dark clothes and help me."
His help-thy-neighbor attitude took five giant steps back lately. it had something to do with computers. He no
when I mentioned the necessity for dark clothes. Glanc longer thought I was completely crazy. just a little. There
ing at my watch once again to see how much time we had was still that one burning question. "What has that got
left. I determined that a portion of it had to be allocated to do with the souffle?"
"There's a souffle in the oven. and let's see .. . it should
for explanation. I stepped into the doorway and moved
be done in 30 minutes. But
past Merrill.
the oven timer only buzzes.
"You see. Merrill. I've
It doesn't shut the oven off.
locked myself out of the
I know you're only an
house. and I have a souffle in
the oven."
engineer and not Betty
Merrill looked at me like I
Crocker. but even you can
guess that it wouldn't be
was some kind of nut. He
more than another 20 to 30
walked over to the kitchen
minutes before it starts to
sink and opened the cabinet
burn."
doors beneath it revealing a
toolbox. "Look. we'll zip over
I spoke rapidly. We were
and pull the hinges on one of
eating up precious seconds.
"When the smoke from the
the doors. It's a cinch."
burning souffle hits the
Before he could pass me
smoke detectors on my
any tools. I interrupted him.
"Merrill. it's not that easy
alarm system. all hell is going
You don't understand Let me
to break loose on this street."
explain."
,
"Wow! What does it do. call
The expression "Please
the police?"
Most people are familiar
do" was painted all over his
with the standard smoke and
face and needed no ver
balization. As he sat down in
burglar alarms that automat
the overstuffed chair. he ex
ically dial the fire depart
"Merrill. you gotta help me!"
ment. While the end result
tended and crossed his legs
on the footstool and stroked
was the same. my method
was quite different. The so
his gray beard nervously. The
phistication of my home-control computer was unmatched
little bit of fuzz on the top of his balding head seemed
to bristle like a cat. To further the impression that he was by anything that commercial companies had to offer That.
ready for a real fish story. he took out a briar pipe and
in combination with the mind of your average. everyday
nonchalantly started to clean it. Between the sounds of
mad scientist. can produce startling results.
"Well." I started rather sheepishly. It isn't often one has
tapping the pipe on the ashtray and blowing through the
stem to clear it he extended his hand toward me and said. to explain the limits of his paranoia. "It isn't every day
"Do begin. please."
you have a fire in your house. When you do. you want
The delay was excruciating. It was critical to act soon.
action fast so you can reduce the damage and get peo
The souffle was irrelevant. It was the chain of events that
ple out in time. This system is predicated on everyone act
could be accidentally touched off that I was worried about. ing fast. When a fire or smoke is detected. it first sets off
the alarm horns mounted outside next to the garage. I've
My only hope was to talk fast.
never tried them. but they're war surplus air-raid sirens.
"Merrill. my house doesn't use a house key anymore
because it has a computerized environmental and security
"Mathematically, the sound level coming out ought to
control system!"
be high enough to break about half the windows on the
He puffed on the pipe and interjected. "Fair enough.
street. Mrs. Picker. who lives directly across from my house.
But what's that got to do with the souffle?"
will probably have her whole house moved back about
two feet when they go off.
"This isn't just any home-control and security system.
"Secondly. there are four xenon strobe aircraft-landing
I designed itl An advanced sensor system tied directly into
my computer makes it about the most sophisticated home lights mounted on the corners of the house that will start
burglar alarm in the world. I got thinking one night that flashing with about 2 million candlepower each. That was
I needed a burglar alarm. Since practically all the lights just in case the fire trucks had trouble finding the house.
and appliances were already connected to the control sys
"Then come the automatic telephone calls out on the
tem. I just extended its capability a little. But I got a little three telephone lines Remember. Merrill. my computer
carried away on the engineering. and I'm not sure I know has a voice synthesizer. so I don't need a tape recorder
It definitely doesn't sound like a recording. so it should
how to get in without setting it off."
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prompt immediate action. The first call is to the fire depart
ment. lt also is simultaneously transmitted on CB chan
nel 9. Then a whole bunch more. The end result is more
cars and trucks than we can fit on this street:·
The pipe in Merrill"s mouth drooped lower and lower
as I conveyed the consequences of my alarm going off.
It was hanging down to his
chin when he muttered.
"Why don't you add me to
the list of calls in case I miss
the initial shock wave."
"Don't worry. Merrill!
You're the ninth call!" Merrill
definitely had a concerned
expression. As I expanded
upon the next step. it turned
to terror.
"Merrill. you gotta help me
break into my house and
shut the alarm off before the
souffle burns."
The pipe fell out of his
mouth. and the ashes
formed a line down the front
of his shirt. He barely noticed
them as he exclaimed. "Are
you crazy? Break into your
own house?"
"Look. Merrill. I designed
"But what's that got to
that system to prove I could
do it. Now that I can count
the seconds before I know
it's going to go off. 1recognize it as pure overkill. I'll replace
it later with something more sane. like six Doberman
pinschers and a minefield. But right now we have to stop
it' Will you help me?"
Merrill brushed the ashes off his lap and jumped up.
"Do I need dark clothes?"
"Yes. I'll explain later. And wear a dark sweatshirt with
a hood or something to cover your head."
The evening newspaper fell to the floor as it was sucked
off the table by the vacuum created as Merrill ran to
change. I could detect a cold sweat forming as I checked
my watch repeatedly It was only 10 minutes since we had
first started talking. but now it was only 20 minutes before
the souffle would be done.
I could picture in my mind the progression of events that
would follow. First. the souffle would blacken and crack
Then. as it shriveled. some of the exterior sections would
have dried enough to be combustible. The first whiffs of
smoke would go unnoticed. but eventually a billowing
cloud would spew forth from the oven. When it reached
the smoke detectors. the computer would go into action.
Our only hope was to get inside in time to stop the com
puter. If we failed. we had better make sure we were not
standing next to one of those sirens when it blew. Fur
ther thoughts were interrupted as Merrill burst into the

room fully dressed for action.
'Tm ready Let's go."
Merrill looked like a cat burglar. The solid-black sweat
shirt had a hood that completely covered his balding head
and. while his gray beard still showed it aided the
camouflage. His pants were equally dark and skintight. All
reflective surfaces like belt
buckles and key chains were
carefully omitted. Black track
shoes completed the outfit.
I only hoped we didn't have
to do too much running with
all the rope. and as we
jogged up the street toward
my house. Merrill turned and
asked. ··you sure you know
how to get in?"
The details of the com
puter alarm design flashed
through my mind. I knew
every wire. every sensor. Yes.
I knew what the components
of the system were. But the
computer had far greater
speed than I at analyzing the
data received from them. A
pressure switch activated in
the wrong sequence. a heat
sensor detecting human
do with the souffle?"
presence. any number of
things could activate the
alarm. 1 had let my inventive
genius run "open loop." The tiny credit card that now lay
on the coffee table in the living room had been my only
control over the potential Frankenstein I had created. True.
it would foil a burglar or call the fire department. but the
ends to which I had gone in devising the system were
aimed more at instant incineration of any perpetrator than
protection of property.
To fully answer Merrill's question was impossible. I didn't
know whether I could beat myself at my own game. "I
don't know. Merrill. I hope so."
·
We stopped in front of my house. Almost magically a
floodlight switched on to illuminate the area before us.
Music could be heard from inside. A light in one room
switched off. and another turned on. I didn't wait for Mer
rill to ask since I knew he was curious.
"Most of the AC outlets in the house are remote-con
trolled. The computer can control almost any light or ap
pliance in the house. except the stove. The computer
knows that something or someone is out here from micro
wave motion sensors planted in front of the house. No
one is in the house. but it is simulating habitation by play
ing music and making it appear as though people are mov
ing from room to room. Just for good measure. it turned
the floodlight on to tell you that it knows you're here too:·
(continued)
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ticking away. No longer was he along for the ride. Now
Merrill started toward the front walk. I grabbed his arm
he was a committed participant. "Let's go."
to stop him.
I knelt down next to a sandy area at the corner of the
··Forget it. The only way into the house is through some
lot. Merrill looked over my shoulder. Grabbing a short stick
window that doesn't have any sensors attached. They"re
to draw in the soft soil. I started to lay out the attack plan
in the back of the house. Possibly one of the bathroom
"Here's the house. the property line. and key obstacles.
windows would be the best to try."
"Hey. Steve. before I lay my
There's only one way to ap
life on the line to save your
proach the house from the
souffle. do you mind telling
rear and not be detected. We
what happens if we set off
have to go over the side-yard
the burglar alarm while trying
fence. along through the
to break in . You already told
brush to the pine trees
me about the fire alarm."
behind the house. and then
My reputation had pre
across the back lot. Have you
ceded me. The fire alarm was
done any pole-vaulting
only part of the system. The
recently?"
burglar alarm was equally
"Pole-vaulting? Are you kid
devastating.
ding? I just about have
"Well. there's a bunch of
enough energy to go from
stuff . I'll explain as we go
the couch to the refrigerator
along. It's too complicated to
for another beer. What are
you talking about?"
explain in detail. But the end
result is that the computer
His eyes opened wide and
determines the location of
projected a common exple
the perpetrator and then
tive. The general translation
tries to lock him in the area
was. "Hey man. I agreed to
where he has been detected
break in a. house with you.
and calls the police "
but I ain't pole-vaulting over
no fence"
"If that's all. you can ex
plain the accidental phone
That was the easiest way.
"Mathematically . .
call to the police They often
but I had to agree with Mer
rill. The years in the cellar be
get false alarms from auto
ing a mad inventor rather
matic dialers.··
than a tennis pro had taken their toll. I wasn't about to
·wait. you didn't let me finish Then. it sets off all the
sirens and lights. just for good measure. And. oh yeah.
pole-vault over any fence either.
"We've got to find a way over the fence without actually
there·s a very loud noise source inside the house that's
climbing on it. There are vibration sensors in the vertical
triggered. which is supposed to temporarily disable the
supports that are meant to detect anyone climbing over
perpetrator. Then it does all the same telephone calls. ex
it. Tripping it won't set the whole alarm off. but ·1t will start
plaining there is a break-in instead of a fire"
a timer where the computer treats perimeter events more
Merrill looked at me in amazement. The adventurer in
seriously. If during that period the computer senses too
him wanted to go full speed ahead and tackle the Mount
many motion and vibration inputs. it will treat it as a threat
Everest of electronic obstacle courses. while the quiet
and react accordingly." I didn't elaborate on the latter.
engineering instinct suggested that he go home and check
We stood next to the fence It was constructed of heavy
his medical insurance first. He shook his hea9 as he said
wire mesh attached to metal supports. 1rying to vault over
facetiously. 'Why didn't you just use tear gas?"
such a fence and missing would be like putting your body
"Oh. I considered it. It's just too hard to get the smell
out of the Oriental rugs."
into a cheese grater. It was only about 5 feet high though.
This unexpected response was too much for Merrill . As
so there had to be an easy way over it.
we stood there in the moonlight. I could see the sweat
Merrill looked at the situation. I could see his engineer
forming above his brow.
ing mind going to work. Pictures of levers. fulcrums.
To this point. he had been aiding an eccentric neighbor. balances. and pulleys were flashing through his mind.
Though it had taken a long time and not through any direct
Walking over to the tree adjacent to the fence. he started
explanation. Merrill was ready to admit that this computer
coiling a length of rope in one hand. With one mighty
swing. he threw the coil of rope over a 20-foot-high tree
.alarm had to be stopped. There was no animosity that
I had created it. just a realization of the full consequences
limb hanging directly over and parallel to the fence. Now
the rope hung down and touched the top of the fence.
of its being
"Come here. Steve:· he said.
He. too. looked at his watch and sensed the seconds
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I was still a little puzzled. even as he looped the rope
around under my arms and tied a knot at my chest. Only
when he pulled on the other end and hoisted me off the
ground did I realize how he intended to get us over the
fence.
"Gee. Steve. why don·t you lose a little weight for the
next break-in?"
I felt like a side of beef
hanging on a rope 6 feet off
the ground. When he started
swinging me from side to
side. I thought I was going to
get seasick. The amplitude of
the swing got longer and
longer until the arc carried
me over the fence to the
other side. The realization of
what the next part of the se
quence would be came a
fraction too late for me to
protest. As the arc · carried
me over the fence. Merrill let
go of his end of the rope.
Logically. I should have ex
pected that this was the only
way. but the experience of
being swung on the end of
that rope hadn't any sem
blance of logical reasoning
"Gee. Steve. wliy don't
on my part. My far-too-late
for tlie next
protest started something
like a "whoop" and con
cluded with the tonal equivalent of 'farzan merrily swing
ing through the jungle and suddenly missing the last vine.
The fall was only 6 feet. but it felt like a hundred stories.
I thought that if that was a sample of things to come.
maybe I should take my chances with the alarm. It didn't
help matters when I landed sitting down. The ground was
quite moist. and my clothing sucked up the water like a
sponge. When I put my hand down to reorient my posi
tion. I felt the cold spring mud ooze between my fingers.
The totality of my situation and the immediate sensations
at hand were summed up with the single word. "Yechl "
As I turned to check on Merrill. I caught a glimpse of
him sailing through the air. Rather than be hoisted. he had
secured one end of the rope and tied large knots in the
other to aid climbing. Once at the 6-foot level. he swung
out over the fence as I had and let go. Even though he
came down feet first. the momentum was too great for
the terrain. It took only a fraction of a second for two skid
marks to form behind his heels. and Merrill came crashing
down in the same sitting position next to me. His first word
was. "Yech!"
'
I glanced at my watch and realized there were only I 0
minutes left on the oven timer. I said. "Come on. Merrill.
we can't sit here like two idiots. There's not much time left.
We have to head for the brush on the right and then crawl

toward the pine trees ...
"Crawl? Why do we have to crawl?"
''I'll explain when we get there. Right now. pull your hood
up over your head like this. Whatever you do. don't look
at the house as you run past the brush into the pines. or
the computer will see you"
" What is this. a science
fiction movie or something?
What do you mean see us?"
Merrill's nervousness was
evident by the shrillness of
his voice. He should have be
lieved me when I said it was
the most sophisticated alarm
installed in a home.
"Just that. See that small
box on the corner of the
porch roof?" I pointed to a
small black rectangular
enclosure suspended below
the corner of the roof line.
About every I 0 seconds a
small red light flashed. giving
it the appearance of being
activated.
"There's a digital television
camera in that box that scans.
this section of the yard be
tween a height of 3 and 7
you lose a little weiglit
feet. When that light flashes.
break-in?"
it starts a scan and looks for
changes in light patterns
from one scan to the next. With our dark clothes. by run
ning just ahead of the scan we should go unnoticed."
The 30 seconds it took while we watched the blinking
light until we could anticipate the next scan seemed like
an eternity. When the precise moment came. I yelled.
"Head for the pines Gol"
Running with both hands in our pockets to shield our
skin from detection made trying to run at full speed rather
awkward. It was more like a high-speed waddle than the
statuesque gait of a long-distance runner. We had 5 sec
onds to make it to the pines before the camera would start
to retrace its path and compare the new image to that
of the preceding scan. It was barely 120 feet. but it took
all our effort to achieve it in time.
As I was about to dive under the first pine for conceal
ment. I remembered something vitally important. I
crouched under instead. "Merrill. watch out where you
walk. There is where my dogs . . . Oh. I see you just found
out. Sorry about that. Merrill."
Merrill was apparently just mentally chalking it up on
his list of reasons to strangle me when the escapade was
over-which it wasn't. Standing out there in no-man·s-Jand
was not accomplishing the task. Pointing to his watch. he
said. ·we have 5 minutes. What's this about crawling?"
(continued)
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"Don't worry about it. just crawl. Remember. we have
to stay below 3 feet high Don't stand up or we're dead.
Ready? Go!"
Merrill still didn't understand why he was on all fours.
crawling toward my house at ten o'clock at night. Life used
to be so much simpler.
We were neck-and-neck
about halfway across the
yard when the computer
· spotted us. 1\vo bright flood
lights came on. illuminating
the area where we lay. Mer
rill. exercising reflex actions
learned from years in the
Marines. instinctively dove
into a prone position. as
though he anticipated an im
minent artillery barrage. At
the same time the lights
came on. the tum11Jtuous
roar of many vicious. snarling
dogs filled the yard.
Frozen in his position. Mer
rill yelled. "What have you
got. a pack of hungry timber
wolves in the basement?
What do you need an alarm
for?"
"Don't talk. Just bark!"
"Bark," I said. "Like
"Bark?" Merrill looked at
me and shook his head.
"Bark:· I said. "Like this.
Arfl Arfl Arf!"
Soon we were both barking and woofing up a storm.
My two Scotties would be proud of us. We kept it up for
about 2 5 seconds. until the lights and the ferocious dogs
stopped as miraculously as they had started.
Speaking very softly and not waiting for questions. I said.
"Hey. you can stop barking. There's a laser perimeter in
trusion detector in this corner of the yard. It sensed our
presence below the 3-foot level. It turned on the flood
lights and the recorded sounds of barking dogs to see
what it was or try to scare it off. ·
"Now. here's what the computer is great for. After all
that was triggered. the computer turned on a microphone
to listen out here at the same time. When it heard us bark
ing the same as any real dog would do upon hearing the
recording. it shut off the alarm sequence. You see. Mer
rill. the computer thinks we are just a dog that wandered
through the yard and not an intruder. A real burglar. smart
enough to see the different sensors and trying to crawl
as we have been doing. wouldn't know enough to bark
back at the computer. Neat. huh? Now we can finish crawl
ing to the house. It won't bother us again:·
Merrill rolled his eyes and put his muddy palm to his
sweat-laden forehead. As straight-faced as one could be.
all things considered. he said. "Steve. you·re crazy:·
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Not wishing to argue. since time was running out. I mere
ly responded. "Genius is never appreciated until it's too
late."
"Steve. tell me why I'm going through all this. What do
you have in your house that is so valuable that you in
stalled a system designed to counter an invasion?"
"Well. if I really think about
it. I guess the computer con
trol system and all the alarm
sensors are probably worth
the most."
Merrill didn't know how to
respond to that information.
We computer hackers design
things sometimes just for the
challenge. Unfortunately. this
particular challenge was get
ting out of hand. and time
was very short.
The remaining distance
across the lawn was far less
wasteful than the first. We en
countered no land mines.
bear traps. or quicksand. We
finally found ourselves
resting against the house just
below the bathroom window
Reaching the next objective
was not as bad as the pre
tl1is. Arf! Arf! Arf!"
ceding events. The window
lock was easily pried open
with a pinch bar. I warned
Merrill not to make any noise once he was inside the
house. Then I hoisted him up to the window. Grabbing
the top of the window frame for support. he lifted himself
off my shoulders and knelt on the window ledge Next.
trying to be as graceful as he could in such an awkward
position. Merrill swung his body around so that he now
sat on the sill. with the trunk of his body hanging outside
the window and his legs projecting inside. Once in that
position. it was easy to swing into the bathroom and land
squarely on the floor
In a gymnasium. Merrill would have executed it perfectly.
A small bathroom was quite another story. One foot came
down squarely on the carpeted floor. as it should have.
The other foot came down squarely into the open toilet.
as it shouldn't have. Remembering that I had warned of
excessive noise. he cussed very quietly as he extracted
his foot from the toilet.
As he leaned out the window to help pull me up. he
said. "Hey. Steve. I hear some kind of buzzer in the house."
I quickly glanced at my watch and responded. "That's
the oven timer. It's running a little faster than I thought.
Now the souffle is overcooking. Help me up. We haven't
got much time."
Merrill leaned out the window and grabbed the
shoulders of my sweatshirt as I jumped up to the window

CIRCUIT CELLAR

ledge My entrance was far less graceful than his. I had
The situation presented a problem. Should I leave the
no alternative but to go through the window head first. oven on and purposely trigger the alarm to bring help and
I'd swear that Merrill directed my flight toward the toilet catch the prowler? Or should we still try to finish what we
on purpose. but I have no proof. At the last instant. I was had started and then hope the perpetrator wasn't smart
able to extend an arm and apply a force opposite to that enough to make it through my alarm?
I looked at my watch. The souffle had to have been
of my trajectory. The result was a dull. rolling thud on the
over-cocking about I 0
bathroom floor.
minutes. The stove timer was
Our totally disheveled ap
buzzing relentlessly in the
pearances lent no levity to
background. I sniffed the air
the situation. But we were in
What had previously smelled
side the house. and the stove
freshly baked now had the
was just 20 feet away. If we
scent of being overdone It
could get to the souffle in
would still take a few minutes
time to stop it from burning.
before smoke would be pro
we would have all the time in
duced that the computer
the world to shut off the rest
could smell. We were in a real
of the alarm. "Merrill. don't
say anything louder than a
dilemma. We were caught
between our protector and
whisper There are mikes
the prowler
planted around the house.
"Steve. look again'" Merrill
and the computer is listening
pointed toward the dining
for loud noises." I extended
room window. "It's a
a forefinger against my lips to
woman'"
dramatize what I had said.
The figure was in full moon
"Steve. I just saw some
light' in front of the window
thing outside. Outside near
The features were easily dis
the fence in the backyard'"
Merrill was looking out the
cernible. and I recognized
window. and after a few
the
person immediately. The
I'd swear tfrat Merrill directed my flight toward tfre toilet
moments he excitedly
metallic
glint previously
on purpose. but I frave no proof.
pointed over my shoulder
thought to be a gun was the
toward a dining room win
stainless-steel tip of a walking
dow. visible from the bathroom even though it was on the
cane. I grabbed Merrill's arm tightly and said. "That's no
woman. That's Mrs. Picker from across the street."
other side of the house. "There it is again'"
I jerked around in time to detect motion from an un
"Is that bad?" Merrill had little experience with Mrs.
known object "What do you think it is. Merrill?"
Picker. He could not fully comprehend the grave position
Before he had time to answer. a human form stood for we were now in.
a second in front o(the window. Extending from an arm
"That's worse than any prowler with IO guns. She prob
ably saw us and thinks we are the prowlers."
was a long. slender object. For a moment. Merrill a11d I
just stood with our mouths open watching the proceed
"Boy. that must really take guts to confront two prowlers
ings. The figure turned suddenly. The slender object ex single-handedly:· Merrill still didn't understand what I was
hibited a metallic gleam in the moonlight. Then the figure
trying to tell him.
was gone. as quickly as it had appeared.
"That feisty old lady might be 80. but I wouldn't put it
past her to climb over the fence after us if she discovered
We looked at each other. Our eyes were wide open as
the rope. What I'm really worried about is that while she's
we whispered in unison. "I think that was a gun! "
"I think we have a real prowler. Steve. What are we go looking for us. she'll probably set the alarm off When the
ing to do? He has a gun. too!"
law arrives. guess who is wearing the cat-burglar costumes
"Don't ask me! Remember. I'm stuck here. too."
and covered with mud?"
"Suppose. Now just suppose he was able to get by all
Merrill looked down at his clothes and back up at me.
the alarms and got into the house And just further sup
His eyes pleaded with me to act fast. We were in the worst
pose he fills his pillowcase and is about to leave when
possible combination of circumstances to be caught in
he decides to go to the bathroom Voila. us two looking The only solution was to try to turn off the system before
down the barrel of that gun!"
Mrs. Picker triggered it
. "Shhh. Merrill . Don't be an alarmist. Nobody can get
"Let's go." I said. "We still have to turn the oven off:'
through my alarm system:·
Merrill agreed. We had no other choice. Extra time to
Simultaneously. as Merrill spoke them. I thought of the shut off the system was gone. First. we had to get to the
exact same words. "But we did!"
(continu ed)
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stove. Motioning to Merrill that he should follow in my in the front hallway. The motion sensors in that area of
exact footsteps and mimic my every motion. like a child the house were not as easily overcome as the simpler
hood game. we started the ordeal.
variety that we had thus far defeated. The cellar door was
but 5 feet and one pressure switch from the stove. We
'"Merrill. see those two holes on either side of the door
molding? Those are photosensors. The computer can tell
made it to this objective as easily as we had the others.
if we pass through the door and in what direction we are There was no sensor on the door. I opened it slowly so
going. Fortunately, they are
that the squeaking of hinges
only 18 inches off the floor.'"
would not reach an appreci
-=-  At the doorway of the
able volume level.
bathroom. I lifted my right
When we opened the door.
leg very high and extended
my two Scotties looked up at
it out over the other side.
us. '"No time to play now.
Shifting my weight to the
guys.'" I said.
now firmly planted foot out
I went bounding down the
side the bathroom. I re
stairs with Merrill in close
tracted the other leg by re
pursuit. '"When the alarm is
versing the process. Merrill
activated. the dogs are kept
followed suit. We stood in the
in the cellar. So there are just
back hallway outside the
a few sensors down here.
bathroom.
We're home free now!'"
'"Every doorway we go
Merrill and I stood in front
through. we will have to
of the computer control sys
follow the same procedure.
tem. This computer did not
Got it?" Merrill nodded affir
have the usual panel full of
matively as I continued to
flashing lights. That was old
whisper. '"Now step over this
hat. The new stuff all had
area and these other two.
cathode-ray-tube displays.
There are pressure switches
The monitor attached to the
under the rug that will go off
control system displayed a
if you step on them. 'Jry not
Mrs. Picker
matrix of control parameters
to make too much noise
and on/off state. Peripheral
jumping. Remember the
sensors. not directly used to
determine specific alarm conditions and still experimental.
mikes!'"
Ordinarily. all these sensors and switches caused the scanned the grounds like radar and displayed their activity
computer to turn on I ights and direct the stereo system around an outline of the house on another monitor. A dot
to the appropriate rooms as I walked through the house. flashed on the screen next to the outline. It slowly moved
all in the name of convenience. Now. however. the feeling around the periphery' of the house.
we had was like being in combat. We were in the middle
'"That's Mrs. Picker.'" I pointed out to Merrill. '"The com
of a minefield directing those behind to follow in our foot puter knows she's out there. It has turned on the lights.
prints. While the sensation of stepping on a mine could but it will ignore her unless she goes over the fence into
not be exactly equaled by my computer. the heart attack the backyard. See. she's moving in that direction now. !'II
following the first sound of that air-raid siren could be just need about 3 minutes to enter the disarm commands.'"
as lethal. We silently high-stepped and hopscotched our
Merrill looked around the cellar at all the equipment.
way through the house until we reached the stove.
Spying a refrigerator. he started to walk toward it. '"Hey.
As I extended an arm to turn the oven off. I could see Steve. why can't you just pull the plug on the computer?"
'"That wouldn't do anything. In case of a power failure.
the blackened souffle through the oven door's window.
It was very disconcerting to see a creation of one's hand the computer has battery backup and all kinds of re
and mind shriveled and destroyed. But the realization that dundancy:·
we were stil I at the mercy of another such creation
I started to type in the first abort code. Merrill. who final
prompted a fast exit. We had not gotten to the stove too ly felt relaxed again. stood at the refrigerator and said.
soon. Inside it was filled with smoke. While not so dense "Boy, all this work has really made me thirsty. Do you have
as to obscure total view. I dared not open the oven door. any beer in here?"
He opened the refrigerator door. The fact that the
The smell was of burned baked goods. but it was not
dense enough for the computer to get excited about-yet. refrigerator contained refreshment became immediately
Our final objective was the cellar. where the computer irrelevant. Suddenly a small speaker next to the computer
was ·headquartered. It was quicker to go there than try started to emit a loud. repetitive sound: beep .. ·. beep ...
to find and insert the digital card in the reset mechanism beep ... beep

--
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Merrill yelled down the stairs. 'Tl! be right back. I'm just
"Merrill! You triggered the alarm1 It's going to go off in
I 0 seconds!"
going to borrow Mrs. Picker's canel"
My mind raced with the thoughts of things that were
CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK
about to happen. Everyone but the National Guard would
be here in IO minutes. Large jetliners approaching the
This month's feedback is on page 3 36.
nearby airport would be distracted by the brilliant flashing
NEXT MONTH
lights and start to circle the
Adding SCSl expansion to
house instead. They would
find Merrill and me in a state
the SB180. •
of partial rigor mortis from
This story was adapted from
the loud horns that would
the chapter called "Computer
now go off inside the house.
ON Guard" in "Take My Com
The computer had sensed an
puter . .. Please!" by Steve Ciar
intruder. Finally. and most
cia and is reprinted by per
important. there was Mrs.
mission of Scelbi Publishing.
Picker. If she was standing
next to one of those sirens
Autographed copies of my
when it started. it would be
hardbound book "Take My
curtains!
Computer . .. Please I'' can be
Merrill's eyes bulged with
obtained for $10 including
terror.
Internally.
he
shipping (add $6 outside
screamed. how could this be
continental U.S.. $4 for
happening? Vocally. he
yelled. "I thought you said
Canada). Send check or
money order directly to me
that there were very few sen
at POB 582. Glastonbury. CT
sors down here because of
the dogs! Why did it go off?"
06033.
Simple. yet true. We were
done for. but he still had to
"Give me a minute or two to fix it. and I'll sfiow you tfiat · There is an on-line Circuit
Cellar bulletin-board system
know. "Dogs don't open
tfie sirens really do go off."
that supports past and pres
refrigerator doors. That's
why:·
ent projects. You are invited
The IO seconds had almost elapsed. My final words to call and exchange ideas and comments with other Cir
were. "Hit the deck' Cover your earsl" That was exactly cuit Cellar supporters. The 300/1200-bps BBS is on line
what we did. It was a hard-tiled cement floor. but we dove
24 hours a day at (203) 871-1988.
under one of my workbenches and covered our heads
Due to an overwhelming response and increased produc
with our arms. Almost immediately the beeping stopped
tion rate for the SB180. as described in the September
Then. silence .. . and more silence . . . and more silence.
After about I 5 seconds l peeked out. At 30 seconds we and October 198 5 Circuit Cellars. the . assembled and
tested SB180-I-20 "BYTE Readers· Special" price of $499
got up and walked over to the computer.
"I don't understand." l said. "lt should have gone off. has been extended indefinitely by Micromint.
At the end of the beeping. it should have started the sirens
and lights and everything. I don't understand:·
To be included on the Circuit Cellar mailing list and receive
I walked over to the console and started to list the pro
periodic project updates and support materials. please
gram on the display. "There must be a program bug or circle 100 on the reader-service inquiry card .at the back
a loose wire in the back here someplace. Otherwise. it of the magazine.
would have gone off:· I busily typed on the keyboard as
I spoke. "Gee. Merrill. that's a lousy demonstration of my Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous Circuit Cellar
talents. I'm a better programmer than that.
articles. Most of these past articles are available in book
"Merrill. wait a few minutes. and let me see if l can fix
form from BYTE Books. McGraw-Hill Book Company. POB
it. Don't think this was all a waste of your time. I want you
400. Hightstown. NJ 082 50.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar. Volume l covers articles in BYTE from
to know that this thing really works. Give me a minute or
two to fix it. and 1'11 show you that the sirens really do September 1977 through November 1978. Volume 11 covers
go off:'
December 197 8 through June I980. Volume III covers July
1980 through December 198 I. Volume IV covers January
Merrill didn't wait. He gave me a fierce glance and took
off up the staircase. l yelled. "Where are you going? Don't
1982 through June 1983. Volume V covers July 1983 through
you believe this will work?"
December 1984.
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When You Get Tired Of

IBM HARDWARE

HOWARD SOFT
1986 Tax Preparer

AST

HUMAN EDGE
Mind Prober.

SixPak Plus 64K . . . .
SixPak Plus, 384K, S/P/CC . .
Advantage Multif Brd for AT . .
Rampage 256K for PC ........
Rampage 128K for AT . .
.
CENTRAL POINT
PC Option Board.

Lisi

Ours

S395
S895
S595
S495
S745

$239
$269
$425
$395
$495

. .. S 95 $ 81

COMX
130 Watt Power Supply...

. . Sl79 $ 93

CORE Hard Disks for AT
ATplus 20 meg for AT . . . .... $1595 $1355
ATplus 30 meg for AT .
. ... $1995 $1695
ATplus 56 meg for AT . .
. . $3595 $3195
HAUPPAGE (HCW)
8087 Chip. ..
.. .. Sl75 $ll9
8087-2 Chip ................. S225 $175
80287 Fast-5 Chip . . . .
. . S295 $229
HERCULES
Color Card with Parallel Port .. S245 $159
Mono Graphics Card . .
. .. S499 $319
INTEL
Above Board 64K for PC . . .. S395 $299
Above Board 128K for AT . . ... S595 $449
KENSINGTON
Masterpiece Plus

' .. Sl80 $129

KEYTRONIC Keyboards
KB5151 or KB5151 Jr .. . .. .... S255 $189
MICROSOFT
Mouse.

.. Sl95 $125

MOUSE SYSTEMS
PC Mouse with Paint ......... S220 $145
Mouse with Software (Jr) . . . . . S220 $138
PERSYST
PC Mono Board w/Par Port ... S250 $159
Color Board........... . .
. S210 $139
QUAD RAM
Quadboard no RAM to 384K ... S295 $189
Quadboard 384K S/P/CC/G
S795 $235
EGA+ Board . . . . . . . .
. .... S595 $425
RACO RE
Expansion Chassis Plus (Jr) .... S675 $459
256K Expansion Board (Jr) .... S275 $179
TALLTREE
JRAM II board. .... .
JRAM Ill 256K Board ..

. ... S219 $159
. . S399 $309

TITAN
PC Accelerator 128K .. ..•. . .. S795 $595
VIDEO 7
Mono Graphics Card .
. . S250 $I 79
MGC with Parallel Port
. S300 $215
VEGA Board IBM EGA Comp... S599 $429

IBM SOFTWARE
ASHTON-TATE
Framework II ... .. ........... $695 $415
dBase Ill+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. S695 $389
dBase II (req. PC DOS & 128K). S495 $305
BOURBAKI
I dir ... ..... .... ...... ..... S 95 $ 62
CENTRAL POINT
CopyllPC ...... ...... .•.... S 40 $ 22
PC Tools.....
.. .... S 40 $ 22
CHIP SOFT
Turbo Tax
CYGNET
The Little Black Book

...... S 65 $ 45
.... S 50 $ 39

DAC
Easy Accounting . .
DOW JONES
Market Analyzer

S 70 $ 55
. S349 $229

FIFTH GENERATION
Fastback . . . . . . . ..
. ....... S 179 $109
FUNK SOFTWARE
Sideways ....... ..... ....... S 60 $ 42

List

Cura

.. S295 $199
.. .. S50$29

LIVING VIDEOTEXT
Think Tank .......... .
Ready . ....

Sl95 $109
... SIOO $ 60

LOTUS
1-2-3 NEW VERSfON
Symphony .....

. ' . S495 $329
.. S695 $449

APPLE
HARDWARE
ccs

Sll5 $ 95

CPS/EASTSIDE
Wild Card II Copier ...

Sl40 $ 79

1

COMX
16K RAM Card (I Yr Ltd Wty). Sll9 $ 39

MICROPRO
Easy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. Sl50 $ 99
WordStar ............. . . .. . . S350 $189
WordStar 2000 Plus ..... . .... S595 $295

KOALA
Muppet Keys
Touch Tablet

MICROSOFT
Flight Simulator. . . .
. . S 50
Windows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 95
QuickBASIC .. . . . .
. . S 99
Macro Assembler . . . ..... .. Sl50
Multiplan ........ ... . ..... . . Sl95
Access
............. . S250
Word . .
. ........... . .... S375

$ 33
$ 63
$ 69
$ 99
$124
$169
$239

MICROSTUF
Crosstalk XVI. .. .....•.. .. ... Sl90 $110
Remote ........ ..• . . . ... .... Sl95 $ll0
MULTIMATE
Multimate . . . . . . . . . . . ...... S495 $229
Advantage requires 384K ..... S595 $295
PAPERBACK
VP Planner ....

... SlOO $ 65

PETER NORTON
Norton Utilties ......... .... .. SlOO $ 56
POLYTRON
Polywindows (copiable) . ...... S 85 $ 45
ROSESOFT
Prokey

.... Sl30 $ 80

SATELLITE (SSI)
WordPerfect NEW VERSION!
SIMON & SCHUSTER
Star Trek ..

S495 $229

... . . $ 40

$ 27

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS: Write, File or Graph . . . . Sl40 $ 84
SYMATEC
Q &A ........ .

s sos 44
... Sl30 $ 75

MICRO-SCI
80 Col.+ 64K Card Ile .. · · .... · S 179 $ 79
Full or Half Ht Drive 11+,e
. $269 $139
MICROSOFT
ZBO Softcard II, 64K .....

TEAC
T40 Half Ht Disk Drive . . . . .. S249 $149

mAN

APPLE
SOFTWARE

ADVANCED LOGIC SYS. (AI.5)
Word or List Handler ......... S 80 $ 36
ASHTON-TATE
dBase D (req. CP/M) .......... S495 $305
BEAGLE BROTHERS
Big U or D Code .
. ..... S 40 $ 25
Fat Cat or Pro Byter ......... S 50 $ 27
BORLAND
Turbo Pascal (req. CP/M)
Turbo Toolbox . . . .

... S 70 $ 36
. . S 55 $ 30

. . S299 $219
.. S60$38

CENTRAL POINT
Copy 11 Plus

DISKETTES
CONROY-LAPOINTE DISKETTES
10 ea SS/SD 35 trk (Apple) .... $ 13
100/1000 ea SS/SD. 35 trk .... $ 99/669
10 ea SS/DD 3.5" (Mac) ..... .. $ 25
50/100 ea SS/DD 3.5"
$ll5/235
10 ea DS/DD 40 trk (IBM) .... $ 16
$119/799
100/1000 ea DS/DD 40 trk.
10 ea DS/HD 96 TPI (IBM-AT) . $ 29
100 ea DS/HD 96 TPI (IBM-AT) $269
GENERIK
10/100 SS/SD 35 TRK (Apple) . $ 8 I 75
10/100 DS/DD 40 trk (IBM) ... $ 10/ 79
10/100 DS/HD 96 TPI (AT) .... $ 27 /249

MODEMS
HAYES
Micromodem lie (Apple) ....... Sl99
Transet 1000 Comm. Buffer ... S399
Smartmodem I 200B (IBM Int.) . $549
Smartmodem 1200 (External) .. S599
2400 Modem (External)
.... S899

$149
$309
$379
$419
$595

VENTEL
PC Halfcard OBM Internal) ..... S549 $389

.. . S40$22

FUNK
Sideways ...

$ 60

$ 37

INFOCOM
Zork I, II, or Ill.

s 40

$ 29

LIVING VIDEOTEXT
Think Tank .... . ............ Sl45 $ 89
MICROPRO
WordStar w/Starcard ..
WordStar Professional
MICROSOFT
Typing Tutor II . .
MICROSTlJF
Crosstalk

.. $495 $265
' .. S495 $265
. ... $ 25

$ 17

.. $195 $109

MONOGRAM
Dollars & Sense 11 +, e .
Dollars & Sense 128K

. SlOO $ 59
..... . Sl20 $ 69

. S 50 $ 33

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE
GATO (req. 128K)..
.. ... . $ 40 $ 25
SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator II .

... $50$30

TIMEWORKS
Swiftax ...

' .. s 70
.. s

Challenger or Pyramid .
ASSIMILATION
Numeric Turbo .... .
Mac Port Adaptor . . . .

50 $ 37

.. . CALL
.. S79$59

BORLAND
Sidekick (copiable) ..... . . .... S 85 $ 45
CENTRAL POINT
Copy II Mac.

.S40$22

HABA SYSTEMS
BOOK DS/DD Disk Drive . . . . . . S599 $299
Sl45 $ 89
S595 $389
Sl95
S295
S395
S595

$125
$199
$259
$395

MONITORS
AMDEK
300G 12" Green Composite .... Sl79 $ll9
300A 12" Amber Composite ... Sl99 $129
310A 12" Amber TTL (IBM) .. S230 $159
PRINCETON
MAX-12 12" Amber TTL (IBM) . S249 $179
' HX-12 12" Color RGB.
. S795 $445
HX-12e RGB for IBM-EGA .
. S785 $545
ZENITH
ZVM-1220 12" Amber Comp .... Sl59 $109
ZVM-1230 12" Green Comp.
Sl59 $109
ZVM-1240 & ZVM-135
SAVE

PRINTERS
BROTHER
HR25 Daisywheel

.... S695 $555

EPSON
LX80 100 cps, 16 cps NLQ . . . S299
FX286 200 cps, 40 NLQ ....... S749
LQ800 180 cps, 60 LQ
.. S799
LQlOOO 180 cps, 60 LQ, 15" ... $995
LQISOO 200 cps, 67 LQ, 15" ... Sl295

$249
$609
$649
$795
$995

OKIDATA
Okimate 20, 182, 84 . . . . . . .. LOW
92, 192,193, 2~10 Pacemark . . PRICES
PANASONIC
Pl092 180 cps . .. ..... ....... $599 $349
Pl093 180 cps 15"
.... S699 $469
P3151 22 cps Daisywheel
. S659 $439
STAR MICRONICS
SGlO 120 cps, 30 cps NLQ ..... S299 $249
SDlO 120 cps, 40 cps NLQ, 10" S449 $379

We carry thousands more
products than are listed here.
If you don't see what you
are looking for, calll

83CIC

IE lct»MOY· I
M5.4

tA.PCWNTE

CARO

CONROY-LAPOINTE COMPUTER STORES 3 Locations. Retail Sales Only. Store Prices May Vary.
San Francisco, CA• 415-982-6212 •Across From The Pyramid On Washington St. Near Montgomery
Portland, OR• 503-620-5595 •Business Park 217 In Tigard, At Intersection of Hwys 217 & 99W
Seattle, WA • 206-455-0206 • Belgate Plaza In Bellevue, 2 Blocks North Of Bellevue Square

$ 49

MACINTOSH
AEGIS

ORIGIN
Ultima Ill .
. . .. S 60 $ 39
Ultima IV .....• . .. •. .. . . .... S 64 $ 44

.

Ouu

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING PFS Series
File, Write, Graph or Report ... Sl25 $ 79

LMNG VIDEOTEXT
Accelerator lie . .. .. . _ . . . .. .. S3 I 9 $229
I Think Tank
.. .
128K RAM Card . . . .
. .. S329 $149
LOTlJS
VIDEO 7
V Color Enhanced Ile.
. . Sl30 $ 89 Jazz · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
V Color Enhanced Ile . . ....... S250 $169 MICROSOFT
Multiplan, Word or File .
.
Fortran ........ .......... . .
Excel .. ...... .
Business Pak ... .
'.'.

Mall to: 12060 S. W. Garden Place, Portland OR 97223 • Include telephone number• We immediately honor cashiers checks.
money orders, Fortune 1000. and Government checks • Personal and other company checks allow 20 days to clear • Advertised prices
reflecl a 3% discounl lor Conroy·taPointe credil card or cash, so add 3% forolher credil card purchases• We ship Federal Express
Slandard Air • U.S. and Puerto Rico add 3% ($5 minimum)• Canada add 12% ($15 min)• Foreign add 18% ($25 min)• APO. FPO
and other U.S. Territories add 6% ($10 min)• Callforrateson monitors, prinlers. and systems• All prices. availability and specifications
subiert to change withoul notice• All sales final• We do not euarantee compalibilily • You must call for R. A. number lo return
defective goods.
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. S425 $295

ORANGE MICRO
Grappler Plus (Par.Card)..
. Sl45 $ 72
Hot Link S-P Cable Ile ........ S 70 $ 44

ORDERING INFORMATION & TERMS

94

.. S90$65

BRODERBUND
Karateka ..... .. . . ...• . .. ... S 35 $ 25
The Print Shop . . .
. .... S 50 $ 31
Print Shop w/Refill. ..
. .... S 65 $ 39

UNISON

Print Master . ..... .

Cura

7711 or 7710-A Ser. Card

KENSINGTON
System Saver Fan ....

List

... Sl79 $ll5

SIMON & SCHUSTER
Typing Tutor Ill
List

MAGNUM COMPUTER
Fastrak, RAMdisk & Print Spooler S 50 $ 39

MICRO RIM
R:Base 5000 .
. .. S695 $385
R:Base Clout . . .........•.... S249 $133
Program Interlace .. .... . . .... S395 $225

SATELLITE (SSI)
WordPerfect NEW! ..

"Well give you the best service anywhere"

The Runaround, Call Us.
Internal

RAM ;~~s+ S 1 0

64K

9 each. 4164 200 ns chips

Hard Drives

1Qt11 ~0~g ~;s~s$459

2Qth!n~g ~~5

9 each, 4256 150 ns chips

1-99 sets $34

RAM;~~.+ $37

128K

9 each, 4128 150 ns chips

Fas/ access time beats the standard IBM drive by 30%. 90 day limited warranty.

1-99 sets S12

RAM~~~s+$32

256K

$499

1-99 sets S39

All prices subject to change without notice. 90 day limited warranty.

COMX/IRWIN

CDC

Tape Backup

Floppy Drives

meg~75~s $495
Kit
~·~s$549
with Tape. Cable
Software

10

Full Ht.

90 day limited warranty.

MAGNUM PCMasterCardN

Award Winning
Software at
Bargain Prices
• Turbo Toolbox . ... . _$30
• Superkeys __ .... _... $36
•Turbo Pascal . .. . ... $36
• Traveling Sidekick .. _$39
• Editor Toolbox or
GameWorks .. __. _. $40
•Sidekick (copiable) .. $45
• Turbo New Pack .... $ 50
Disk

More Features Than
SixPak or Quadboard
•Expandable to 1.5 MB
• I Serial RS-232C Port
• Parallel Printer Port
• Clock/Calendar & Battery
•Game Port

• Turbo Lightning ... _. $ 52
• Reflex: The Analyst _$ 59
•Turbo Holiday Pack .. $69
• Superkey/Sidekick
Package .. .... _. . . $ 75
•Turbo Jumbo Pack .. $130
WESTERN

Cards

DIGITAL

A screwdriver and your two hands
are the only tools necessary to install
10 or 20 megabyte hard disk power
in your PC. These new hard disk
cards make it unnecessary to discard
a floppy drive to make room for a
hard disk, or replace your power sup
ply to run it. All you need to do is
take the cover off your PC, plug the
hard disk card in an empty slot, and
put the cover back on! All your ex
cuses for not upgrading to a hard
disk have just vanished.

FileCard s~~s$695

Our
References

i\~s$89
~\~s$ l l 9

Call for quantity prices. 30 day limited warranty.

BORLAND

Hard

360K

Half Ht.

&

B37

• 10 Megabytes Formatted Capacity
• Only Requires 8 Watts

MOUNTAIN

Drivecard s:\·~$945
• 20 Megabytes Formatted Capacity

• Low Power Requirement

• SiliconBullet Software:
Printer Spooler, RAMdisk,
and Bank Switching Driver
384 KB

• 1 Year Limited Warranty

1.5 MB .

For IBM PC, PCXT
or Compatibles.

AA~Nf/M.

~yr~
JI

Q

• Fully IBM PC/XT Compatible
•Dual Speed 4.77 and 8 MHz 8088-2
• RAM Expandable to 640K On Motherboard
• 360K Floppy Disk Drives
• t35 Watt Power Supply
• IBM Selectric AT Style Keyboard (84 Keys)

i\~9 $ 1 7 9
~·~9 $ 3 2 9

XT/Mark 2
$995

640K,2360K
Flop$plyl Drives
95
11st

Prices exclude video card and monitoi:

• 5 Expansion Slots
• 2 Serial RS-232C Ports Built-In
•Parallel Printer Interlace Built-In
•Clock/Calenda r Built-In
•Floppy Disk Controller Built-In
•Tape Backup Interface Built-In

•MS-DOS Operating System
• Complete User Operating Manual
• Reset Button Switch Built-In
• 8087 ·2 Co-Processor {optional)
• RAMdisk & Printer Spooler
• 1 Year Parts 90 Day Labor Limited Warranty

•First Interstate Bank (503) 643-4678
•Dun and Bradstreet
•Portland Chamber of Commerce (503) 228-9411 • Others On Request
• Direct Marketing Association

1•800•547•1289

Oregon Toll Free 1•800•451•5151 Telex 910 380 3980
Foreign. Local (503) 620-9878 hours 6-6(Pacific) Mon-Fri. 8·4 Sat
Customer Service (503) 620-9877 hours 8-5 (Pacific} Mon-Fri

The World's Largest Computer Mail Order Firm

!Conroy·LaPointel
Inquiry 94 for Apple. Inquiry 95 for IBM Peripherals. Inquiry 96 for all others.
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ILLUSTRATED BY ROBERT TINNEY

P·R·O·G·R·A·M·M·I·N·G· P·R·O·}'E·C·T

A SIMPLE
WINDOWING SYSTEM
PART 2:
IMPLEMENTATI0 N
BY BRUCE WEBSTER

This final part includes code fragments
from an actual implementation

-...__,.
...
.....

Last month. I talked
about the basic ideas
underlying windows and
~. outlined a simple win
dowing system based on
the following assump
tions: (I) a bit-mapped
graphics or byte-mapped text display: (2) an
existing library of graphics or screen
routines providing a few specific capabili
ties; (3) byte-aligned windows; (4) only one
active (last-opened) window at a time; and
(5) automatic restoration of background on
window closing.
I also discussed the issues and problems
behind opening a window and made addi
tional decisions about how this system
would work. most of which aimed toward
keeping the system as simple as possible.
This month. I'll show you how to close a
window. You'll then see a pseudocode im
plementation of the OpenWindow and
CloseWindow routines. Following that.
you'll be able to look at code fragments
from an actual implementation on the
Apple II.

. .Lii

CLOSING A WINDOW

Closing a window is. for the most part.
simpler than opening it. The first step is to
retrieve the window information: location.
size. and screen data. By screen data I mean
the screen information that was covered

when the window was open. I've been using
a last-opened/first-closed approach; the
most recently opened window is the one
you close first. The information for that win
dow is still sitting in the window buffer in
RAM. so that's where you look.
Using the window information. copy the
screen data back over where the window
is. making the window disappear. This is a
simple reversal of the routine that copied
the screen data into the window buffer in
the first place. If no more windows are
open. set the viewport to encompass the
entire screen. The window is now closed.
If other windows are still open. the next
most recent one must have its information
copied to the RAM buffer. This information
may be stored out on disk. or (given suffi
cient RAM) it may be sitting in memory. In
either case. you must move it to the win
dow buffer and note the change in mass
storage. Finally, retrieve the values for loca
tion and size to set the viewport (or clip
ping region) for the newly restored window
PSEUDOCODE VERSION .

Having made the various design decisions
concerning your windows. you can now
develop pseudocode versions of the nec
(continuedJ

Bruce Webster is a consulting editor for BYTE. He
can be contacted c/o BYTE. POB 1910. Orem. UT
8405 7, or on BIX as bwebster.
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By writing your

routines in
pseudocode, you can
then convert them
to the language
you are working rn.
essary routines. Pseudocode is just an
English-like programming ··1anguage"
that has two goals: readability and
ease of translation into actual pro
gramming languages. By writing your
routines in pseudocode. you can then
convert them to whatever language
you happen to be working in. You also
avoid the problem of remembering
the syntax and peculiarities of a par
ticular language.
Listing l shows the global declara
tions needed for the routines. The
constants are all system-specific
values; PPB. the pixels per byte value.
is needed only if a graphics display
is involved. You could declare two of

the three variables-BufAddr and Buf
Size-as constants if the window buf
fer's address and size are known at
compilation time and never change.
BufUsed is a flag signaling whether
anything is currently stored in the buf
fer; it should be set to False at the
start of the program.
StoreBuf and FetchBuf are user
written routines that allow multiple
windows to be opened. StoreBuf
copies the current buffer contents to
some other location-typically a disk
while FetchBuf copies the most
recently saved buffer back to the buf
fer area. (If you have lots of memory.
you'll probably want to take a dif
ferent approach and dynamically
create a new buffer of the appropriate
size for each window you open.) Scr
Addr is a function that returns the
memory address of the location (x.y)
on the screen. Viewport. ClearScreen.
and DrawBox should all exist in your
graphics/screen library in some form.
If they don't. you can easily write
them from routines that do exist.
Listing 2 shows a pseudocode ver
sion of the OpenWindow procedure.
The parameters passed to OpenWin
dow are those chosen last month: the
coordinates of the upper left corner

Listing I : Global declarations used in OpenWindow and CloseWindow.
global constants
lowest al lowed X value (bytes)
XMin
lowest al lowed Y value (I ines)
YMin
highest al lowed X value (bytes)
XMax
highest al lowed Y value (I ines)
YMax
pixels per byte;
PPB
used to convert coordinates for window
global variables
BufAddr = address of window buffer
BufSize =size (in bytes) of window buffer
BufUsed = flag indicating that buffer has window in it
global procedures
StoreBuf
routine to copy buffer to backup area
(other buffer, disk, etc , )
routine to read buffer from backup ar•a
FetchBuf
function that returns memory
ScrAddr
address of location (X,Y)
routine to set up viewport
Viewport
clears current viewport
ClearScreen
draws box using upper left,
DrawBox
lower right corners

and the width and height of the win
dow. OpenWindow returns an error
code indicating whether or not the
window was successfully opened and.
if not. why not. The X1 and Width pa
rameters are in bytes. not pixels. This
is to simplify placing the window and
saving its contents to a buffer
The first step in OpenWindow is to
ini tial ize some variables. then detect
any error conditions. Four possible
errors are checked for: the window is
too big for the buffer; the upper left
coordinates are off the screen; the
window is too wide or tall to fit on the
screen; or there is no room to store
the data already in the buffer. If any
of these situations occur. the param
eter Error gets the appropriate value.
and OpenWindow ends.
The next major step is to save in the
buffer that portion of the screen that
the window will cover. First. though.
you need to save the information
needed to restore the buffer later: the
coordinates of the corner and the
width and height of the area saved.
This code assumes that each of those
values are 2 bytes long and thus take
up the first 8 bytes of the buffer area.
(The notation BufAddr[i .. j] indicates
the range of bytes from Bu!Addr + i
to Bu!Addr + j. inclusive.)
The following loop then calculates
the starting address of each line in the
window's area and copies that line
into the buffer. This code assumes
that each line consists of contiguous
bytes and that the Width parameter
represents the true width in bytes.
These assumptions are not universal.
For example. the Amiga uses a multi
ple-plane bit-map approach. which
spreads the bits for each pixel
throughout memory. while the IBM
PC uses 2 bytes per character on its
text display. requiring adjustments for
either Width or X2. You'll need to
make the appropriate changes for
your environment. Also note that the
flag BufUsed is set to True. indicating
that the buffer now contains screen
data.
Having saved that 'p ortion of the
screen out to the buffer. you can now
draw the window A simple (and sys
(continuedJ
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Inquiry 119 for End-Users.
Inquiry 120 for DEALERS O NLY.

LOOKING FOR AT
PERFORMANCE
FRO
OUR PC?
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Listing 2: Pseudocode version of OpenWindow.

procedure OpenWindow(X1,Y1,Width,Height,Error);
parameters
X1
coordinate (byte) of upper left corner
Y1
coordinate (Ii ne) of upper left corner
Width
width (in bytes) of window
Height
height (in lines) of window
Error
returns error code, if any
local variables
Size
size (in bytes) of window to be opened
X2
coordinate (byte) of lower · right corner
Y2
coordinate (line) of lower right corner
Line
current I ine being copied to buffer
Addr
starting address of that I ine
BStart
starting address in buffer for that I ine
start code for OpenWindow
II initialize variables
set Error = 'no error'
set Size = 8 + Width*Height
set X2
X1 + Width - 1
set Y2 = Y1 +Height - 1

II do error checking
if Size> BufferSize then
Error = 'Too big'
exit OpenW i ndow
if X1 not in XMin .. XMax or Y1 not in YMin .. YMax then
Error = 'Bad coordinates'
exit OpenWindow
if X2 not in XMin .. XMax or Y2 not in YMin .. YMax then
Error = 'Window too large'
exit OpenWindow
if BufUsed =True then
cal I StoreBuf(Error) II save buffer out to disk II
if Error <> 'no error' then
exit OpenWindow

e

-

o

EARTH HAS IT FOR
LESS THAN $1 ,000!

•

YOUR

~

SEARCH IS OVER!! EARTH
COMPUTERS' exciting new high
speed, 80286 accelerator card,
TurboACCEL•288Tll, isjustwhatyou've
been looking for. The TurboACCEL·
1 288 will boost your PC performance up
to Five times ••. its completely software
transparent..•and
its only $9951
TurboACCEL·288 will fuction with
most operating systems and application
1 programs (unlike other so-called
' accelerator boards).

1r
9

II copy underlying screen area out to buffer
store X1 at BufAddr[0 . . 1]
store Y1 at BufAddr[2 .. 3]
store Width at BufAddr[4 .. 5]
store Height at BufAddr[6 .. 7]
set BStart = 8
for Line= Y1 to Y2 by 1 do
set Addr = ScrAddr(X1,Line)
copy Addr[0 .. Width-1] to
BufAddr[BStart .. BStart+Width-1]
set BStart = BStart + Width
set BufUsed • True

II set up window on screen
if graphics display then
set X1 = X1 * PPB
set X2 = X2 * PPB
cal I Viewport(X1,Y1,X2,Y2)
cal I ClearScreen
cal I DrawBox(X1,Y1,X2,Y2)
ca I I Vi ewpo rt ( X1+1 , Y1+1 , X2-1 , Y2-1 )
end code for OpenWindow

The TurboACCEL·288 features a
high-speed, 8MHz, 80286 processor,
512Kbytes of RAM (expandable to
1 Mbytes), a switch for 8088 operation,
and facilities for an 80287 math co
processor. It occupies one expansion
slot, is completely compatible with
most PCs and is software transparent.
End your search for AT performance.
Order the TurboACCEL·288 today!
Call or write:
·

P.O. Box 8067, Fountain Valley, CA 92728
TELEX: 910 997 6120 EARTH FV

(714) 964-5784
Ask about EARTH COMPUTERS' other
fine PC and S-100 compatible products.
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tern-dependent) calculation is made
to convert byte values to pixel values.
if you are using a graphics display. You
then set up a viewport for the entire
area. clear it. draw the border. then
reset the viewport to just within the
border. OpenWindow is now done.
Listing 3 shows the pseudocode
version of CloseWindow. CloseWin
dow first makes sure there is a win
dow to be closed; that is. the buffer
contains screen data. If not. it exits
with an error; otherwise. it continues
by retrieving the location and size
values from the buffer. Having done
that. it can then copy the screen data
to the screen itself. erasing the window
by restoring what was underneath.
CloseWindow must now see if other
windows are open. It does this by call
ing FetchBuf. which copies (from disk.
presumably) the data for the next
most recently opened window. If suc
cessful. FetchBuf sets BufUsed to
True; otherwise. it sets BufUsed to
False. CloseWindow checks BufUsed
and. if it is True. extracts from the buf
fer the information needed to set up
the viewport for the now-active win
dow. Jf BufUsed is False. the viewport
is set up to cover the entire screen.
CloseWindow is now done.

A SPECIFIC IMPLEMENTATION
I've implemented a few windowing
systems on different microcomputers.
For example. I wrote a graphics-based
Pascal version on the Apple II. The
version made no disk access at all. In
stead. it used RAM to hold all window
buffers: you can continue to open
windows as long as you have enough
memory left. Listing 4 shows some ex
cerpts from that program. You should
notice a few things. First. the variant
record type. BufRec. is designed to
let you create an array anywhere in
memory. so you can copy data from
the screen to the buffer and back
without much trouble. Second. the
function ScrAddr returns the starting
memory address of each line on the
screen. according to the rather bizarre
memory-mapping scheme on the
Apple IL Third. the procedure Do
Xfer handles the grunt work of the ac
tual copying of what lies behind a winIOO
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Listing 3: Pseudocode version of CloseWindow.
procedure CloseWindow(Error)
parameters
Error
= returns error code, if any
local variables
X1
coordinate (byte) of upper left corner
Y1
coordinate (I ine) of upper Ieft corner
Width
width (in bytes) of window
Height
height (in I ines) of window
X2
coordinate (byte) of lower right corner
Y2
coordinate (byte) of lower right corner
Line
current I ine being copied to buffer
Addr
starting address of that I ine
BStort
starting address in buffer for that I ine
start code for CloseWindow

II check for window to close
set Error = 'no error'
if BufUsed =Folse then
set Error = 'no window to close'
exit CloseWindow

II get X1,Y1,Height,Width
get
get
get
get

X1 from BufAddr[0 .. 1]
Y1 from BufAddr[2 .. 3]
Width from BufAddr[4 .. 5]
Height from BufAddr[6 .. 7]

II copy buffer bock to screen
set BStort = 8
set Y2 = Y1 + Height - 1
for Line= Y1 to Y2 by 1 do
set Addr = ScrAddr(X1,Line)
copy BufAddr[BStort .. BStort+Width-1] to
Addr[0 .. Width-1]
_
set BStort = BStort + Width

II set up underlying window, if any
col I FetchBuf
if BufUsed =True then
get X1 from BufAddr[0 .. 1]
get Y1 from BufAddr[2 .. 3]
get Width from BufAddr[4 .. 5]
get Height from BufAddr[6 .. 7]
set X2 = X1 + Width - 1
set Y2 = Y1 + Height - 1
if graphics display then
set X1 = X1 * PPB
set X2 = X2 * PPB
Viewport(X1+1,Y1+1,X2-1,Y2-1)
else
Viewport(XMin,YMin,XMox,YMox)
end code for CloseWindow

PROGRAMMING PROJECT

dow either to or from the buffer.
Fourth. since the values X1 . Y1 . Width.
and Height are all limited to 8-bit
values (0 ..2 5 5). they use up only a
single byte each in the window buf
fer. rather than two (as indicated in
the pseudocode)
Be warned that this version is not
very fast. The turtle-graphics unit used
for the graphics sets no speed
records. and. as you can see. all the
windowing code is done in Pascal.
Speed will improve significantly if you
turn DoXfer into an assembly-lan
guage routine. especially if you use
lookup tables to compute each line's
address. You can improve things even
more by throwing out turtle graphics
and writing your own graphics library.
which I've already done ... but that's
a topic for another article.

Listing 4: Excerpts from tfie Apple II Pascal version
con st
XMi n
XMax
YMin
YMax

0;
39;
0;

PPB
BufAddr
BufSize

191;
7;
16384;
16383;

type
Byte
0 .. 255;
Direction
(Save.Restore);
ByteBuffer
packed array[0 .. BufSize] of Byte;
BufRec
record
case Boolean of
False : (Addr
Integer);
True
: (BBuf
AByteBuffer)
end;
var
Boolean;
BufUsed
Buffer
BufRec;
Offset,OldOff: Integer;

POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS

function ScrAddr(Line : Integer)
Integer;
var
Addr,Temp
Integer;
begin
' Line : 191 - Line;
Addr := 8192 + 1024 * (Line mod 8);
Temp .- (Line div 8) mod 8;
Linc := Line div 64;
ScrAddr := Addr + 128 * Temp + 40 * Line
end; ! of func ScrAddr !
2

function DoXfer(Dir : Direction; var Buffer : BufRec);
var
X1,Y1,Y2,Width,Height,BStart,Line : Integer;
TBuf
: BufRec;
begin
with Buffer do be~in
X1
:= BBufAlOffset];
y'
:= ,BBufA[Offset+1];
Width := BBufA[Offset+2];
Height := BBufA[Offset+3];
BStart := Offset + 4;
Y2
:= Y1 +Height - 1;
for Line := Y1 to Y2 do begin
TBuf.Addr := ScrAddr(Line);
if Dir= Save
then MoveLeft(TBuf.BBufA[X1],BBufA[BStart],Width)
else MoveLeft(BBufA[BStart],TBuf.BBufA[X1],Width);
BStart := BStart + Width
end
end
end; ! of proc DoXfer !
procedure OpenWindow(Xl,Yl,Width,Height : Integer;
var Error : Integer);
var
Size,X2,Y2
: Integer;
(continued)

As I said from the outset. this is a sim
ple windowing system. Many things it
doesn't do could be added with vary
ing amounts of effort. For example.
you might want to let windows exist
on pixel boundaries. instead of just
byte boundaries. It isn't too difficult
to do. really. You still save out entire
bytes. but you must now create and
save in the buffer a mask for each
edge of the window. When you re
store the underlying data to the
screen. you then use the mask at the
beginning and end of each line to
preserve those leftmost and rightmost
pixels that should not be overwritten.
If you have enough RAM. you can
keep all window buffers in memory
and dynamically allocate new buffers
as needed. This has many advantages
First. you can open and close win
dows faster since there is no disk ac
cess. Second. you don't have to worry
about window size versus buffer size
unless you are running out of memory
completely. Third. there is little (if any)
wasted space since each buffer is
exactly the size needed. Again. the
changes necessary are minor.
Another possible extension would
let you move a window around. This
isn't too difficult. assuming that you're
moving the topmost (active) window.
(continued)
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begin
Size := 6 + Width*Height;
X2
:= X1 +Width - 1;
Y2
:= Y1 +Height - 1;
(* error checking goes here -- removed for space *)
with Buffer do begin
BBufA(Offset ] := X1;
BBufAfOffset+1] := Y1;
BBufA Offset+2) :=Width;
BBufA[Offset+3] := Height;
DoXfer(Save,Buffer);
OldOff := Offset;
Offset := Offset + Size;
BBufA[Offset-1] := OldOff div 256;
BBufA[Offset-2] := OldOff mod 256;
BufUsed := True
end;
X1 := X1 * PPB; X2 := X2 * PPB;
Viewport(X1,X2,Y1,Y2);
Fi I IScreen(White);
ViewPort(X1+2,X2-2,Y1+1,Y2-1);
Fi I IScreen(Black)
end; 1 of proc OpenWindow
procedure CloseWindow(var Error : Integer);
var
X1,X2,Y1,Y2,Width,Height
Integer;
begin
(* error checking again omitted for space *)
Offset := OldOf f;
DoXfer(Restore,Buffer);
If Offset = 0
then BufUsed := False
else with Buffer do
.
OldOff := 256*BBufA[Offset-1] + BBufA[Offset-2);
if BufUsed then with Buffer do begin
X1
:= BBufA[OldOff] *PPB;
Y1
:= BBufA[Old0ff+1];
Width := BBufA[Old0ff+2];
Height:= BBufA[OldOff+3];
X2
:= X1 + PPB*Width - 1;
Y2
:= Y1 +Height - 1;
ViewPort(X1+2,X2-2,Y1+1,Y2-1)
end
else ViewPort(0,279,0,191)
end; f of proc CloseWindow I
procedure Initialize;
begin
InitTurtle;
Offset := 0; OldOff := 0;
BufUsed := False
end; f of proc Initialize I

My first windowing

system, which was
for an Apple II,
was easy to write
and worked well.
Once you've determined the new
location for the window. you do the
following:
I. Copy the window's contents out to
a special buffer.
2. Copy the contents of the regu lar
buffer out to the current location on
the screen.
3. Copy the screen data at the new
location to the regular buffer
4. Copy the contents of the special
buffer to the new location on the
screen.

TWo popular window functions are
resizing (changing the size of the win
dow) and reordering (bringing hidden
windows up to the top). You can han
dle these functions easily if you are
willing to force the programmer to
redraw the contents of the window. If
you want to maintain the current ap
proach. though. these functions are
difficult to implement. Resizing is
probably the easier of the two. requir
ing you to modify just the data in the
current window buffer. Reordering.
though. can force you to make
changes throughout all the buffers.
changes that are tedious to calculate
and implement. This is another of
those exercises left to the reader.
CONCLUSION

I wrote my first windowing system for
a 48Kcbyte Apple II some years back.
I was surprised how easy it was to
write and pleased with how well it
worked. While the newer breed of
microcomputers · (Macintosh. Atari
520ST. Amiga) have windowing rou
tines built in. there are sti\\ several
million older micros out there for you
to play with. I hope this article helps
you get started. •
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Actually, we give you two things free.
Our source code. And your freedom.
Just buy part or all of our excellent integrated
business accounting system, the SBT Database
Accounting Library.
We'll give you our source code absolutely free.
Which, in tum, gives you the freedom to
customize our software to fit your business needs.
Say, for instance, you want to change the
way a management report is formatted. Our free
source code enables you to change it.
What's more, the change will be quick and
simple because our software is written in easy-to
use dBASE.
In fact, the entire SST Database Accounting
Library runs with dBASE III or dBASE II,* so you
get the power and flexibility of those best-selling
programs. Plus the freedom to use any computer
that runs dBASE.
The SBT Database Accounting Library.
Great software and freedom. All in the same box.

Call today for our demo disk and brochure.
(415) 331-9900.

THE SBT DATABASE ACCOUNTING LIBRARY.
Time & Billing
dProfessional
$395
Sales Order processing
dOrder
$195
Billing/Inventory Control
dinvoice
$195
Accounts Receivable
dStatement
$ 95
Purchase Order
dPurchase
$195
dPayable
Accounts Payable
$295
Payroll/Labor
dPayroll
$395
dLedger
General Ledger/Finance
$395
$295
dAssets
Asset/Depreciation
dProject
Project/Job Accounting
$395
dBackup
Menu/Backup
$ 65

~

~
O!•imlol;@lo!IM

Three Harbor Drive
Sausalito, CA 94965
(

415) 331-9900

Call today for the name of the SBT consultant
in your area.

Free source code
in every box.

Compiled and Multi-User versions also available. dBASE Ill and dBASE II are registered trademarks of Ashton· Tate, Inc. Copyright 1985, SBT Corporation.
Inquiry 296
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'
Honeywell synchronous
VIP emulation and file
transfer (FTF an option).
Compatible with Topview.
Honeywell VIP
asynchronous emulation
and file transfer.
Compatible with Topview.

$399
$499
ONE TOLL FREE
26-7839

GROUP INC.
Rivergate Plaza, 444 Brickell Ave
Sulfe 902, Miami Flori da 33131
Telephone'305/372·9332, Telex 4947306

tions IBM PC-Honeywell:,'. mainframe.
DPS 4, 6, 7, 8, LEVEL 6, 66, ETC.

Inquiry 335
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BUILD THE
EMUL0..8

device that lets you
develop EPROM
programs in RAM

A

re you tired of continually
programming and erasing
EPROMs as you develop
software for your proj
ects? How many EPROMs have you
thrown away because they were pro
grammed one too many times? The

A

ILLUSTRATED BY TOM CENTOLA

Emulo-8 solves these difficulties The
Emulo-8 is an EPROM emulator that
interfaces to any computer that has
an RS-2 32C serial interface Software
loaded into the Emulo-8 is executed
in your target system as if it were in
an EPROM. The Emulo-8. which can
emulate 2716. 2732. or 2764 EPROM
chips. is ideal for anyone who
develops software for embedded
microprocessors. especially if EPROM
programming and erasing resources
are limited . Firmware developed with
the Emulo-8 needs to be pro
grammed into an EPROM only once.
after it has been completely de
bugged.
The normal method of debugging
EPROM-based software is to erase
and program a new EPROM each time
a problem is corrected. This is tedious
and time-consuming It is possible to
add enough RAM to a system to store
the code. but this approach requires
a ROM-based program to download
the software and this also uses valu
able printed circuit board space. Ad
ditionally. any time you run a program
from system RAM. it is possible for a
programming error to creep in and
modify the RAM itself. The code will
not work when it is programmed into
an EPROM. although it works perfect
ly in RAM.
The ideal program-development
tool. then. would use RAM that can
not be modified by the target system
processor It would have a simple in
terface to the host computer where
(continued )

Stuart R Ball (7 41 Okie Ridge. Yukon . OK
7 3099) is a senior design engineer at BTI
Systems. He has a B.S.E.E. from the Uni
versity of Missouri at Columbia. His hobbies
are tinkering with electronics and bicycling.
AP R ! ~
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the software is developed and plug
into an existing EPROM socket to save
space. The Emulo-8 meets all these
requirements.
The Emulo-8 consists of an RS-2 32C
interface. an internal 8K-byte by 8-bit
RAM. and two DIP headers (24- and
28-pin). Data received from the host
computer is stored in the RAM. The
DIP headers plug directly into an
EPROM socket on the target system.
The address and data lines to the
RAM are buffered by TTL gates that
isolate the RAM from direct connec
tion to the target system. The Emulo-8

has a self-contained power supply
and does not need to be turned off
while you make hardware modifica
tions to the target system. (See table
I for the parts needed to build the
Emulo-8.)

How THE EMUL0-8 WORKS
To load data into the Emulo-8. you
switch it on and connect the RS-232C
cable. Connect the appropriate DIP
header to the target system Place the
mode switch (S 1) in the LOAD posi
tion. In the LOAD position (see figure
1). tristate buffers IC4. IC5. and IC8 are

Table I: The parts list for constructing the Emulo-8.
Qty

Description

Comments

6264 BK-byte by 8-bi t CMOS RAM
4040 12-bit CMOS counter
74LS02
74LS244
4013 CMOS 'D' FF
6402 CMOS UART
74LS175
4520 dual CMOS counter
7805 5-V regulator

IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4, IC5, IC6, IC?, ICB
IC9
IC10
IC11
IC12
IC13

1
3

SPOT toggle switch, ON -NONE-ON
SPST slide switch
SPOT momentary switch

S 1 LOAD/READ
S2. S3, S5
S4, reset

13
1
2
1
1
2

10-k!l, 1/4-W resistor
1-k!l, 1/4-W resistor
'2.?-k!l 1/4-W resistor
470-!l, v.-W resistor
6.8-k!l 1/•-W resistor
33-k!l. V4-W resistor

1
1

5
1

1
1

5
4

47-pF capacitor
100-pF capacitor
500·µ f. 35-V capacitor
100·µ.f, 16-V capacitor
0.01 to O.1 ·µF capacitor

Bypass capacitors

1N914 or 1N4454 diode
1N4002 rectifier diode

Just about any > 1·A rectifier will work

2N2222A transistor
2

LED

Just about anything will work

1.8432-MHz crystal
DB-25S connector
12.6-V transformer

Radio Shack #273-1385

Misc: fuse, fuse holder, sockets, perfboard, wire, enclosure.

disabled. and IC6 and IC7 are en
abled. Set the address switches (S2
and S3) for the EPROM to be
emulated and press the reset switch
(S4) to reset the UART (!Cl 0) and the
RAM address counter (IC2). The
Emulo-8 can now accept serial data
via the UART. This data is loaded into
the 8K,byte RAM (!Cl). Data is sent to
the Emulo-8 in binary format. The first
byte received will be stored in loca
tion 0000. and each subsequent byte
will be stored in the next successive
address. The LED labeled AO will
blink as the data is downloaded. !CI I
generates the timing for storing the
data. as shown in figure 2. After each
byte of data is received and stored
the RAM address counter increments.
pointing to the next location.
If you set the address switches for
a 2 7 I 6. the data is contained in ab
solute RAM addresses 1800-1 FFF. For
a 2732. the data is stored in locations
I 000-1 FFF Setting the switches for a
2764 uses the entire RAM. The actual
storage locations are transparent to
the target system and the loading
logic. If you set the switches for a 27I 6
or 2732. the data is read and stored
exactly as if the emulator had a 2K
or 4K-byte RAM starting at location
0000.
After all of the data is received. you
set the mode switch to READ. This
reverses the state of the tristate buf
fers. enabling the ones that were off
(IC4. IC5. IC8) and disabling the ones
that were on (IC6. IC7). The target sys
tem addresses the RAM via IC4 and
IC5. Data is buffered via IC8. Both sets
of buffers are disabled if the mode
switch is in the center position. which
allows both the host computer and
the target system to be switched on
and off without corrupting the data in
the RAM or driving the bus of the
target system. After placing the mode
switch in the READ position. start the
target system. and it will access the
Emulo-8 in the same way it would an
EPROM.
CONSTRUCTING THE EMUL0-8

The circuitry. except for the power
supply. is mounted on a single 3 Yi- by
(continued)
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We have over 1000 Software
and hardware items in stock.
Shipments on almost all
items within 24 hours!

Call for programs
not listed

FREE SOFTWARE!
With over $100 purchase you
will receive a free diskette for
your IBM PC with label maker,
checker game and banner
programs.

WAREHOUSE

DATA
T] ~~~I~ PRODUCTS
11~~1~. .-;.

Technical & Other
Info. (602) 246-2222

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135
SOFTWARE

PFS. Graph
Signmaster

--DATA BASE MANAGERS-
Clipper ......... . ................ . ... $345
Clout 2 ........................ • ... .. . 129
Condor Ill ............................ 310
Fox and Geller Quickcode ............. 145
Fox and Geller Quickreport ........... 145
Knowledgeman .................. .. ... 225
Knowledgeman 11 ..• •••• • . •.... ••. • •••. 299
K Paint ................................ 60
K Graph . .... . .... ...... .. ............ 135
K Text ........ . . .. ......... . . .. • ..... 105
K Report . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135
Nutshell . . ................. .. . ... . . .... 55
PFS: File .......... . . ... ....... . . ...... 78
Power Base 2.1 ................ ... . .. . 199
RBase 5000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Call
Think Tank ............................ 93
Tim IV ............................... 169

--WORD-PROCESSING-
Easy (Micro Pro) . .. ... .... . . ... . .. . ... . 89
Leading Edge w/Merge/Spell .......... 130
Microsoft Word 2.01 ... . . . ......... . ... 230
Multimate 3.31 ............ . ..... • ..... 205
Mul!imate Advantage . . . ...... . ..... ... 255
Oasis Word Plus ........ . ... ... ........ 85
Peachtext 5000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145
PFS: Write ....... .. ............... . .... 78
Random House Spell Checker ...... . ... 36
Samna 111 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 265
Volkswri ter 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call
Word Perfect 4.1 . .... ... • . ..... .. • . ... 199
Wo rd.star . . .. . ........................ 170
Wordstar Propac ...... ... . ... .. .. . ... . 238
Wordstar 2000 .... .. .. ................ 238
Wordstar 2000+ ....................... 285

--SPREADSHEETS-
Microsoft Multiplan .... ... .......... .. 115
PFS: Plan . . ........ ...... . ..... .... . .. 78
Supercalc Ill 2.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call
Twin . . .............. . ....... ......... .. 79

--ACCOUNTING-
BPI Accounts Payable ................ 299
BPI Account Receivable ....... . . .. .... 299
BPI General Accountin@ .............. 299
BPI Payroll ................. . .•..•.... 299
Cyma ...................... ... .. . ... Call
Dollars and $ense ............... •. ..... 95
MBSI ................................ Call
Tobias Managing Your Money .......... 94
TCS. Big Four equivalent of Peachtree
Series 4 - Specially augmented and cus
tomized for your IBM PC Terminal and
Printer - GL, AR, PA, AP, CP/M-80, CP/M
86 for PC XT, DOS 1.1, 2.0.
Each Module $65 For All Four $249

--INTEGRATED-
Enable .. . .... ...... . . ... . .. . .. . .. . .. Call
Smart Software . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call

- -TRANSFER PROGRAMS-
Crosstalk XVI ..................... . ... . 89
Hayes Smartcom II ...•................. 88
Microsoft Access ...................... 149
Move-It .... . .. . .... ..... .. . ...... . ..... 79
Remote .. .. .............. . ... ... .... .. 89

- -GRAPHICS-Chartmaster .. . .... . ..... . ............ 215
Dr. Halo II ............................. 99
Energraphics w/o Plotter .............. 170
Energraphics w/Plotter ........ . . . ..... 220
Fancy Font. . ............. ... .. ........ 129
Footrix .............. . ................. ~
Freelance ............................. 199
Graphwriter/Combo ......... .. . .. ..... 310
Microsoft Flight Simulator ...... . ....... 30
PC Paint Brush ..... ... ........... . ... . 62

.. . ... . ... • .. .. . ..... 78
.......... ... ...... .. ..... 135

INCREDIBLE
VALUE!
Nationally advertised boards for
IBM PC and most compatibles at
giveaway prices.
1 year warranty
5151 Equivalent Keyboards ... . . $89
Monochrome Board
w/Printer Port . .. ..... . . ..... $79
Hercules Graphic Board Equivalent
with Parallel Port . . .. ...... . . $95
Expansion Board O to 576K .... $49

HARDWARE
AST Sixpack (384K) ................. Call
Hercules Color Card ......•..•.. • ..... 145
Hercules Graphics Card .. . ... . ..... ... 289
J RAM Ill ................. . ........... Call
J RAM Ill AT .... . ..................... Call
Paradise Five Pak ... . .. .. . ........... . 119
Paradise Modular Graphics Card ...... 249
Quadram Board with Par/Ser
and Game Port . ... ............... 199
Quadcolor I . ... .. .... .. .. . ..... . . .. . . 185
Sigma Maximizer Multifunction ........ 149
STB Chauffeur Board ................. 249
STB EGA Plus ........................ 320
STB Mono Board ..................... 155
AB Parallel Print Switch w/cables ....... 75
Mini Micro Parallel Print Buffer .......... 69
IBM 120 Watt Power Supply ............. 83

--COMPUTERS-
Corona PC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call

AST Six Pack Equivalent
plus game port .. .. ...... . ... $99

Sperry PC Mono 256K Dual Drive
Serial Port. Clock, MS/DOS 2.11
. .. . . .......... . .. . ... . . . . . ... . . . $1650

Four Drive Floppy Controller ... $45

ITT Computers PC Compatible 256K
Dual Drive, Mono. MS/DOS . . . . . . . . . Call

Color Card without printer port. $79

ITT XP 80286 IBM/PC Compatible, 512K,
10 MB Winchester, 3 times faster than an
XT . 30% faster than an AT ... . ... . .. Call

Color Card with printer port .... $89
IBM PC CLONE
256K, 2 drives 7 expansion slots
with Amber Monitor . .. . . . . . $850
--LANGUAGES-
Lattice C Compiler 3.0 ... ......... ..... Call
Run C Professional ... .... .. ..... . .... 169
Microsoft C Compiler ..... ............ 239
Microsoft Fortran . . .... .. . ....... •. . . . 209
Microsoft Macro Assembler ....•... .... 89
Microsoft Pascal Compiler ............ 178
Microsoft Quick Basic .. ..... .. .. .... . .. 65
Multi Halo ............... .. .. .. . . ..... 140

--UTILITIES-Desqview ...................... .. •.....
Copy II PC . ... ...... .. ... ........•. . ..
Copy II PC Board .. .. ... . .... . ... .. ....
Copywright . .... . . ........ . .. .... . . ....
Fastback .............•....•....•.......
Norton Utilities 3.1 . .. .. ..... ... ... .....
PC Tools ...... . ........................
Prokey 4.0 .............................
Superkey .................... . . ..... ...

59
19
79 .
45
95
52
22
75
35

--PROJECT MANAGEMENT-
Harvard Project Manager . .. ........... 199
Microsoft Project . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call
Super Project ................. .. . . .... 182

HARDWARE
--HARD DRIVES-
Bernoulli 2f:J MB 'h ht. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2439
Seagate 20 MB Internal w/Controller ... 499
Turbo 10 internal ..................... 529

- - MODEMS-
Anchor Express ....................... 235
Hayes 1200 ... . ...................... Call
Hayes 1200B w/Software ......... • ... Call
Hayes 2400 .. . ....... .. ... .. .... . ... . . 599
U.S. Robotics Courier 2400 .... .. ... ... Call
U.S. Robotics Password 1200 ...... .. .. Call

--RAM-
64K 150NS Chips (Japan - Set of 9) .. 9.50
256K Ram Chips (Set of 9) ............. 27

--BOARDS-
AST Advantage .... .. ................. 359

Sharp Porta ble

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call

--PRINTERS- 
FASTI ALL NEW PRINT SELECT PROGRAM VERS. 2.0

Written in assembly language for most
MS-DOS computers. With purchase of any
printer you will receive at no charge this
menu driven program to set print charac
teristics or to make your computer func
tion as a correcting typewriter. Retail value
$35.
CITIZEN
MSP-10 ..... . .... ....... ...... . . . . .. . 255
MSP-15 .............. . .......... ... .. 355
MSP-20 ....... .. ......... . ... .. ...... 329
Citizen 120D ..... ...... ....... . ... .. .. 169
Premiere 35 Daisywheel ... . ......... . . 415
EPSON - Call on all models
JUKI
Juki 6100 . ... .... .... .............. ... 349
Juki 6300 .... • ..•..................... 685
NEC
35.50 .... . . ...... ... .•. .•.... .•. ...... 989
8850 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1349
PS Parallel ...................... . ..... 995
Elf 360 ... . ...... ............ . .. . . .. ... 398
OKIDA T A - Call on all models
PANA SONIC
1091 ................................. 239
1092 .... ... . ... . . ....... . ............ 320
1093 ... . ... . ... .. ...... . ........ . ... . 429
KXP3151 ............................. 410
STAR MICRONIC S - Call for prices
TOSHIBA
1340 .......... . ..... .. ............... 460
P351 ............................... 1049
P341 ........... . ...................... 799

--MONITORS-
AMDEK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call for price
Taxan 121 Green .................... Call
Taxan 122 Amber ............. . ... . .. Call
Princeton Max 12 ....... ... . .... ...... 169
TERMS: Prices include 3% cash discount. Add 3% for
charge and C.0.0. orders. Shipping on most software is
$5.00. AZ orders •6%sa \es ta x. Personal check· allow ten
(10) days to clear. Prices are subject to change. We accept
purchase orders from authorized companies.

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135

WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS
2701 West Glendale Ave.• Phoenix, AZ 85051

Inquiry 357
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Figure la: A schematic diagram of the Emulo-8
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Serial inter{ace circuitry and power supply schematic for the Emulo-8

5-inch perfboard. The circuit requires
about 200 milliamperes of current at
+ 5 volts. If you use the power supply
shown. be sure to provide a good
heatsink for the 7805 regulator. It is
regulating 5 V from a 12-V trans
former. so it dissipates more power
than the rest of the circuit. You could
substitute a 6. 3-V transformer for the
one shown. but the size of the filter
capacitor must be increased You can
also substitute another power supply
for the one shown.
The bypass capacitors shown on the
schematic are essential. and you
should distribute them evenly over
the circuit board.
The 4520 counter (ICl2) and the
1.8432-MHz oscillator generate the

baud-rate clock for the UART The
connections shown allow operation at
2400 baud. You can generate other
baud rates by changing the divide
ratio. Use a metal can 2N2222A for
the oscillator. Or you can replace !Cl 2
and the oscillator with a baud-rate
generator IC such as the MCl44 I I.
The 6402 UART is connected for 8
data bits. 2 stop bits. no parity. To
operate properly. the UART must be
connected for 8 data bits. The number
of stop bits and the parity can be ad
justed to match your computer.
The DIP headers that connect the
Emulo-8 to the target system are at
tached with ribbon cable. To avoid
crosstalk. make every other wire in the
ribbon cable a ground wire. If you

have trouble locating 24- and 28-pin
headers. you can build them . Do this
by slicing a pair of 14- or 16-pin
headers down the middle. cut off the
extra pins. and mount them on a perf
board with plated-through holes.
If you do not have an 8-bit serial
port on your computer. you can use
the Emulo-8 with a (Centronics-type)
parallel printer port Replace the
UART with a 74LS3 74 to latch the
data. and use a 74LS7 4 to capture the
strobe and return the BUSY signal
(see figure 3) .
INTERFACING THE EMUL0-8
The Emulo-8 is intended to interface
to an RS-232 port capable of transmit
(conlinuedJ
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BUILD THE EMUL0-8

ting 8 data bits. Data is transferred to
the Emulo-8 in absolute binary for
mat. and data gaps must be filled in
For example. if you have a file in Intel

format that has data from address 0
to FO. and again from I 00 to. say. I FF.
you must fill the space between Fl
and FF with something. I use an as-

DATA CLOCK

DATA READY
(6402 PIN J9J _ _ _ __,

STROBE
(RAM WRITE)
ORR
(6402 PIN JS)

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
IC2 INCREMENTS ON RISING EDGE OF STROBE
DATA CLOCK = DATA RATE X J6

Figure 2: RAM load timing.
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RAM 06
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PRINTER 05
PRINTER 04
PRINTER 03
PRINTER 02
PRINTER DJ

RAM 04

74LS374
TRI-STATE
OCTAL
LATCH

RAM 03
RAM 02
RAM DJ
RAM DO

Pf.!INTER DO
OUTPUT
CLK

CONTROL

11
REMOVE UART. ICJO.TO
USE THIS CIRCUIT

' - - - - LOAD MODE

+5V

74LS74
S 0
D
R
CLK

PRINTER STROBE
PRINTER BUSY

TO ICJJ PINS 4 SJ

-------<---!-----'

---------t-------J
~-----

ICIJ PIN J4

PRINTER DATA

PRINTER STROBE

BUSY
BUSY TIME DEPENDENT
ON FREQUENCY AT ICJJ PIN 9 _ _ _ j

Figure 3: Schematic for interfacing the Emulo-8 to a printer port with the load

timing using the printer interface.
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sembly-language program that fills
gaps with FF. If you always generate
continuous code. this is not a prob
lem. As I mentioned. you can modify
the Emulo-8 to operate via a printer
port. in which case it looks like a
printer to the host computer. It may
be necessary to tinker with the polari
ty of the STROBE signal. as some
computers have printer data stable on
the rising edge of the strobe. some on
the falling edge. and some have stable
data any time the strobe is active.
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EMUL0-8 AND A REAL EPROM
Like any emulation circuit. the
Emulo-8 differs in minor ways from
the device it is intended to emulate.
There are three differences between
the Emulo-8 and a real PROM. The
first difference is the input loading
The input address buffers are TTL. so
each address and control line
presents one TTL load to the target
system. This is more load than a nor
mal 27xx EPROM would present. but
this is not normally a problem unless
the target system is at maximum load
capacity. You can reduce the load by
replacing !Cs 4 and 5 with 74HCf244s.
If you make this substitution. the cir
cuit will be more susceptible to static
discharge. In addition. you should
never turn off the Emulo-8 while the
target system is turned on. or the
HCT244s may latch up
The second difference is the drive
capability. The Emulo-8 data buffer.
IC8. is a 74LS244. which has con
siderably more drive than a 2 7xx
EPROM. The only consequence of
this is that a heavily loaded circuit
might work with the Emulo-8 but not
with an EPROM.
The third difference is the access
time. Most 8Kcbyte static RAMs that
are available access much faster than
a comparable EPROM . If the target
system is designed around the access
time of the Emulo-8 instead of the
EPROM that will eventually be used.
the circuit may not work when the real
EPROM is installed. To avoid this.
always design around the worst-case
access time of the actual EPROM that
will be used in the circuit. •

PROBLEM: There's just no easy way to move from one
software program to another.

THE SOFfWGIC SOWTION: Software Carousel
Now you can keep up to 10 programs
loaded and ready to run.

card compatible with the L/l/M Extended
Memory Standard.
Software Carousel puts programs into
Hard to believe, but some people are
this "high-end" memory for temporary
happy with just one kind of PC software.
storage when they're not in use. And
Well, this is not a product for them.
switches them back out when
But if you're someone who
you want them. lt's fast, effic
depends on many packages, all
4X
ax 12 X 16X
ient, and easy.
the time-someone who'd use
Word
If you want, Software Car
Star
several programs at once if you
l---+---'-+--+----4
ousel will even use your hard
could, well now you can. With
1·2·3
drive for swapping. Just allo
Software Carousel.
BPI
cate a portion for storage, and
Why call it "Software
go to work.
With Software Carousel

Carousel"?

running in RAM. you can
load a program and retrieve

Sidekick, Superkey

difficult to use. Not so. Set it up once,
and it will remember forever. Better still,
Carousel will look for the programs you
use most often, and optimize them for the
quickest access.
You can spend a lot more money, and
still not get the convenience and produc
tivity increase of Software Carousel.
The way we see it, there are certain things
you have the right to expect from your
computer. Access to your software is one
of them. At just $49.95 a copy, Software
Carousel is the best way to get it. Order
today at 1-800-272-9900 (1-603-9900 in NH)
or send the coupon below.
Special combination pricing is available
for the purchase of Software Carousel and
other SoftLogic products, including
DoubleDOS and Disk Optimizer.

a file up to 15 times faster.
and Ready. All at the
In some ways, Software
Test conducted on an IBM XT
same time.
Carousel works like the slide
projector you're used to. You
You know what happens if
load a handful of pictures, view one at a
you try loading two or more RAM resi
time, then quickly switch to another. A
dent utilities at once. You get crashed
simple idea, with powerful possibilities
keyboards, frozen screens, all kinds of
for computing.
interference between r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Here's how it works. When you start
· programs fighting
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utilities, languages, anything you like.
I
PC power.
SoftLogic Solutions, Inc.
Reach deep into expanded memory.
I
With all this power,
S30 Chestnut St.,
you might think
This could be the best reason ever for
Manchester, NH 03101
I
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owning an expanded memory card, like the
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__________________ J
complicated and
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A complete list

it> 1986 Hayes MJCrocomputer Products Inc

ofthings to know about
2400 bps modems.

Now that you've memorized
that, here's a partial list of why a
Hayes®Smartmodem 2400' " is
best for you.
1. The Hayes Smartmodem
2400 allows you to communi
cate with the vast installed
base of 300,1200 and 2400
bps' 'Ha yes-com pa ti ble''
modems. The Hayes
Standard '~T" Command Set
allows you to use Smartcom II<l>
and other software that com
municates.
2. Through synchronous/
asynchronous technologies, the
Smartmodem 2400 permits your
PC to access mainframes, minis,
and on-line services previously
inaccessible through asyn
chronous -only modems.
3. The Hayes Smartmodem
2400 is efficient .. .it pays for
112
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itself in just 4 hours of annual
use over long distance.
4. The technology of the
Smartmodem 2400 allows you
to transfer volumes of files with
confidence across the city or
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Say yes to the future with Hayes.

across the ocean using Bell and
CCITT standards.
5. The new Smartmodem
2400B'"'-a plug-in board for the
IBM PC and compatibles-allows
synchronous and asynchronous
communica ti on through
the same Com tort.
6. You wil also get
the Hayes standard
2-year limited warranty and the
opportunity to extend the war
ranty to 4 years.
Best of all. .. you get Hayes.
And that's all you ever really
have to know!
For more information or tech
nical specs, contact your author
ized Hayes dealer. Or Hayes
directly at (404) 441-1617.
Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc., P.O. Box 105203,
Atlanta, Georgia 30348.
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BY ALAN FILIPSKI AND ]AMES HANKO

MAKING
UNIX SECURE
from univers1t1es. particularly the
University of California at Berkeley
These environments provided an
army of competent and dedicated
hackers to test UNIX system security
UNIX operating system security has
always been an "open book."
R Morris and K. Thompson wrote
the following in "Password Security:
A Case History" (from the program
mer's manual for UNIX System Ill.
volume II)
We did not attempt to hide the security
aspects of the operating system. thereby
playing the customary make-believe game
in which weaknesses of the system are not
discussed no matter how apparent.
Rather. we advertised the password algo
rithm and invited attack in the belief that
this approach would minimize future trou
ble. The approach has been successful.

In this article. we examine some
specific security-related features of
the UNIX operating system and
discuss known methods of attack
along with countermeasures and their
associated costs. We make no claim
of completeness; it is axiomatic that
someone will always build a better
(continued)

Countermeasures
to known methods
of attack
NIX evolved as a power
ful operating system at
Bell Laboratories. where it
was used primarily by a
few research programmers. Much experience in using UNIX also came

U

ILLUSTRATED BY ROB SAUNDERS
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mousetrap (or Trojan horse)
We provide this information in a way
that. we hope. is interesting and useful
yet stops short of being a "cookbook
for crackers:· We have often inten
tionally omitted details. Admittedly.
we are treading a thin line. However.
it is the consensus of most system ad
ministrators that wider dissemination
of such information is ultimately
beneficial to the security of UNIX
installations.
DEFINITION OF SECURITY

The level of "security" of computer
systems can be measured by the
amount of difficulty users would have
accessing the system data or
resources in a way unauthorized by
the system administrator. The word
"users" here includes legitimate users
who modify or read data they are sup
posed to be excluded from. un
authorized persons who break into
the system for the purpose of falsify
ing data or using system resources. or
people who "decrypt" information
they are supposed to read only in en
crypted form.
We will not discuss protecting the
user or administrator from his or her
own carelessness or ignorance. If you
are troubled by this kind of "insecuri
ty" in a particular environment. you
can write shell scripts or new shells
to coddle the user to any degree re

quired. Performing regular disk back
ups also effectively serves to limit the
damage incurred in this way.
PHYSICAL VERSUS SOFTWARE
SECURITY

There are two approaches to secur
ing a computer system. You can put
the system in a windowless electro
magnetically shielded room with no
data lines leading out and hire a
guard to stand at the door and check
persons who enter and leave. This
type of physical security is very effec
tive. Unauthorized persons are pre
vented from gaining access to the sys
tem and even legitimate users can be
stopped from carrying tapes out the
door. Of course. this approach great
ly reduces the usefulness of the
system.
The second approach is to relax
some of this physical control and
compensate by using software securi
ty checks. such as passwords. permis
sions . . log files. and encryption
schemes. Although these schemes
cannot absolutely prevent clever and
determined attacks. especially by in
siders. they can provide enough
security to foil the casual snoop.
FILE PERMISSIONS AND
THE SUPERUSER

Perhaps the greatest security weak
ness of the UNIX operating system is

l r--:::.:
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ill

execute /search
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sticky.. bit
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Figure I: UNIX file permissions. Under the UNIX operating system. a user's
ability to access a particular file is governed by the setting of 12 bits (four octal
digits) associated with that file. The high-order 3 bits are the setuid. setgid.
and "sticky" bits. respectively. The remaining 9 bits represent read. write. and
execute/search permissions for owner. group. and others. respectively.
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the power of the superuser. There is
no effective system of checks and
balances against him or her.
Within the UNIX operating system.
each file has an owner and group as
sociated with it and a set of switch
values that control the way it may be
accessed by different types of users
By default. the owner of a file is its
creator. and the group associated
with a file is the group its owner
belongs to.
'
Only the owner of a file. or root (the
superuser). can change the file's
owner. group. or the values of the file
permission bits. The permissions are
useful not only to the system adminis
trator. but also to individual users
who want to enhance the privacy of
some of their files.
Figure I shows the format of the file
permission bits. They are organized as
a four-digit octal number. The bits
constituting the most significant digit
are setuid (set user identification).
setgid (set group identification). and
the "sticky" bit The sticky bit causes
the system to preserve a core image
(of often-used files) after use. to
enhance system speed.
The next three octal digits represent
the permissions for owner. group. and
other users. respectively. The bits
within each octal digit represent read.
write. and execute/search permission
for that group.
For example. a permission of octal
750 = 111 IOI 000 means that the
owner can read. write. or execute the
file; members of the group associated
with the file can read or execute it:
and others can neither read write. nor
execute it. A default set of values for
these bits is used when a new file is
created. Often this default is 644.
meaning that only the file owner can
write to and read the file. and every
one else can only read it
In a work environment where peo
ple frequently need to share informa
tion. this is reasonable. But if securi
ty is a concern. the default should be
changed to something more restric
tive (such as 640 or even 600) and
then weakened for selective files as
necessary. UNIX's Bourne shell pro
(wntinued)
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vides an umask function to change
this default.
Since directories are a special kind
of file within the UNIX operating sys
tem. the same 9 permission bits apply
to them. However. the execute bit has
a special meaning here. and it is called
the search bit. The search permission
bit in a directory is required to access
any file with that directory in its path.
This is distinct and independent from
read permission in a directory.
The read permission bit allows the
contents of a directory (the names of
files) to be examined or displayed as.
for example. by Is. This distinction
provides some additional security.
You can let someone execute. read or
write to one of your files without let
ting him or her list the contents of the
directory that the file is in. Therefore.
the user can access the file only if he
or she knows its name.
Some claim that the three-level
(owner. group. other) file-protection
system of the UNIX operating system
is inferior to the scheme in which an
explicit access list of users must be
given for each file. Actually. you can
simulate this other file-protection
scheme on UNIX in several ways.
For example. you can form a group
that defines any given subset of users.
and you can give the desired permis
sion to the group. More flexibly. a set
uid program can be written to check
the log-on ID of the user who invokes
it and allow access to files based on
a list of IDs. The UNIX SCCS. (Source
Code Control System) utilities do
something like this.
TWo additional file-protection bits.
setuid and setgid. are very important
to the security of the UNIX operating
system. The setuid bit on an ex
ecutable program allows it to run with
the effective file-accessing power of
the program's owner rather than with
that of the user (the usual case). Like
wise. the setgid bit on an executable
program allows it to run with the ef
fective file-accessing power of the
group of the program file.
These features. when used with
care. can be powerful tools for imple
menting application software. For in
stance. you can implement an elec
116
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tronic mail facility wherein a fictitious
.user group. e.g .. "mail." is associated
with all files that represent mail in
transit. You can prevent unauthorized
reading of the undelivered mail by
preventing those users not running
under the group "mail" from access
ing the files.
This presents a dilemma: How does
a user not ordinarily in group "mail"
send mail to another? The setgid bit
resolves this by allowing the program
that sends mail to temporarily run
under the group "mail" instead of the
user's real group.
If not used carefully, this feature can
compromise the security of a system.
For example. the mkdir or df pro
grams. which are owned by the super
user and have the setuid bit on. might
inadvertently be made writable by
others. Then any user could copy an
other program over the original mkdir
and do whatever he or she desired.
runn ing as the superuser. Afterward.
the user could copy the original mkdir
back in to (partially) cover his or her
tracks.

TRAPDOORS
The goal of nearly every UNIX system
break-in scheme is to allow the
cracker to become superuser (root)
even for a few moments. The cracker
creates a setuid shell that he or she
can execute. He or she then becomes
root whenever he or she wants to.
Administrators take note: A setuid
root program in a user directory is an
advertisement of a security hole.
If source is available on the system.
the cracker can be more sophisti
cated. To cover his or her tracks the
user creates a doctored version of.
say. mkdir or df. and installs it in place
of the real one. This version behaves
exactly like the real one except that
when given a special option. such as
mkdir -xyll.y. it transforms itself into .
a shell via an exec system call. Since
the original utility was setuid to root.
the shell will be setuid root also.
The cracker now becomes super
user whenever he or she wishes. even
if the superuser password is changed
and the cracker leaves no incriminat
ing programs in his or her working

directory. The only trace left is that the
doctored utility is now perhaps dif
ferent in size and its modification date
updated. But even these tracks can be
covered. A little clever surgery can
make the utility the same size. and
touch can be used to reset its
modification times.
Such a subverted utility is some
times called a trapdoor because it
gives those who know how to use it
secret access to the operating system.
UNIX System V provide5 some fea
tures to thwart unauthorized super
users. For example. the superuser can
log on only at the system console.
which is subject to physical security.
Ordinary users at ordinary terminals
can become superusers through the
su command and the superuser
password. The su command enters
the real log-on ID of the user into a
log file when executed. but this log
should not be relied upon as a deter
rent because. like any other file. it may
be changed by the superuser.
Because superuser privileges are re
quired for many administrative opera
tions. superuser passwords should be
guarded with great care. should be
changed frequently. and should never
be given to anyone unless absolutely
necessary.
THE

crypt

UTILITY

Many versions of the UNIX operating
system provide a utility called crypt.
This utility implements a single-rotor
encryption machine that is a sim
plified version of the German World
War II "Enigma" machine. Using the
utility is simple-to encrypt an ASCII
file plain to produce an encrypted file
cipher. you only have to type
crypt [password] < plain> cipher
where password is a character string
that serves as an encryption key. The
crypt utility provides its own inverse.
so that to decrypt the file. you type
crypt [password] <cipher> plain
using the same string for password.
Recent studies indicate that crypt
may not be as secure as previously
thought and that the files produced
(continued)

Become twice as productive with half the effort and three times
the fun. Whether you're using AutoCAD, Lotus 1-2-3, PC
Paintbrush or Reflex. LOGIMOUSE is the productivity demon
that gets you there faster.
·

At a powerful
$99 price.
HARDWARE SUPERIOR LOGIMOUSE has always been
hardware superior. Which is why it's the consistent choice of
professional users.
• HIGH resolution-twice as high as most other mice
• NO pad, NO external power supply-FREE of the optical
mouse jumble of pads, wires, and plugs
• IBM PC, XT, AT compatible directly into any serial port
SOFTWARE SUPERIOR LOGTh10USE software is still a
generation ahead in bringing the mouse to its full power within
your application.
• Fully compatible with AutoCAD, GEM, Lotus 1-2-3,
MS Windows, all Microsoft compatible programs, PC
Paintbrush, Reflex and many, many more
• LOGIMOUSE Software Disk FREE with every mouse,
including:
Universal Mouse Driver with easy Mouse Setting File
TAG, the Text-And-Graphics editor
LOGIMOUSE INTERFACE for 1-2-3
LOGIMOUSE INTERFACE FOR LOTUS

FREE

The all new LOGIMOUSE INTERFACE for Lotus 1-2-3 sets a
new industry standard for making 1-2-3 work faster and easier.
LOGIMOUSE is not just a replacement for keyboard key
strokes. It's a 1-2-3 liberator that makes Lotus more fun to use.
OFFERED FREE for a limited time
on every LOGIMOUSE Software Disk.

$149

LOGIPAINT SET

LOGIMOUSE C7 plus PC Paintbrush 3.0 is the most advanced
paint set available for the PC. Use LOGIPAINT for designing a
logo, creating a cartoon, or drawing a picture of a product
you're developing. You won't believe its power with either free
hand drawing or graphics.
To place a credit card order
call our special toll free number:

800-231-7717
In California:

800-552-8885
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I want to seize the LOGIMOUSE Power!
Please send me:
LOGIMOUSE C7 with the Universal Mouse Driver, TAG
and the LOGIMOUSE INTERFACE for 1-2-3. $99*
LOGIPAINT SET-LOGIMOUSE C7 with the Universal
Mouse Driver, TAG, the LOGIMOUSE INTERFACE foc
1-2-3, PLUS PC Paintbrush 3.0. $149*
•Add $5 for shipping and handling.
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Device.. special
disk, memory, and
terminal files can
compromise system
security.
will yield to attack by a proficient
cryptographer in a relatively short
time. However. if you encrypt only
short files with relatively long (but dif
ferent) keys. crypt is still fairly secure.
In most environments. people lack the
skill and patience to break files en
coded with crypt. You should use
crypt for encoding information that is
confidential but not likely to come
under serious attack.
Unfortunately. some versions of the
UNIX operating system being pro
duced today, particularly those des
ignated for export. do not have a
crypt utility. If your UNIX system does
not have one. obtain a similar utility
to provide a certain amount of securi
ty against casual attacks
SPECIAL

/dev

MEMORY

The UNIX operating system kernel
was kept small and simple due to
memory limitations of circa-1970 mini
computers. Therefore. UNIX uses
memory device-special files instead of
system calls to report status of run
ning processes.
Reading or writing a location in
these special files has the effect of
reading or writing the associated sys
tem memory location. The ps utility
uses the memory device-special files
to read the information in the system's
process table and report about run
ning processes.
Such a structure may be appealin.g
for system implementation. but it is a
nightmare in terms of maintaining sys
tem security. The memory device
special files provide a window into the
running system through which any
user's proprietary programs or data
can be observed. Even worse. this
window allows access to critical vari
ables in the kernel itself. Ordinary
users should never have read or write
permissions on the memory device
special files.

FILES

Within the UNIX operating system.
devices such as disks. terminals. etc ..
are treated as special files. These files
appear in the directory /dev. For ex
ample. /dev/ttyOO might represent a
terminal and /dev/dk10 might repre
sent one of the disks. Like any other
file. each special file has an owner. a
group. and a set of permission bits as
sociated with it. If permitted. a user
may perform read and write opera
tions on it.
Internally. a special file is repre
sented by a pair of numbers-the
major device number (an index to a
particular device driver) and the
minor device number (one of the
devices controlled by that driver).
Special files simplify the user inter
face to devices by allowing one
mechanism to handle access to both
devices and regular files. However. the
use of three types of device-special
118

files can compromise system securi
ty. The devices in question are mem
ory. disks. and terminals.
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DISKS

Disk device-special files provide a
convenient method for system ad
ministrators to specify particular disks
to be mounted. backed up. etc. Read
ing the information from such a file
would reveal the disk data in "raw"
form: i.e.. blocks concerned with main
taining directory structures and raw
data blocks would be mixed in a
seemingly random manner. However.
a sophisticated user with knowledge
of the file-system structure could
follow the disk pointers and read or
write any information without regard
to the permissions recorded for files.
Again. care must be taken to assure
that ordinary users do not have ac
cess to the disk device-special files.
TERMINALS

Terminal device-special files pose a
special security problem in UNIX sys-

terns. Ordinary users need read and
write permission on these files while
they are logged on to the associated
terminal. to allow them to use the
write utility to send real-time mes
sages to each other.
The problem is that users should
not be allowed read permissions for
terminals that they are not logged on
to. Such access allows them to inter
cept data that is entered at the key
board. including passwords.
Most UNIX implementations check
access permissions on open calls
only. Therefore. user l can start a
background process that opens user
l's terminal for reading while he or
she is logged on to it. User I can then
log off. allowing user 2 to log on. At
any time. the background process can
issue a read and thereby intercept in
put from the terminal.
Although such an attack is hard to
defend it is easy to detect. The telltale
symptom is that the background pro
cess. not the system. receives user 2·s
input. and it appears that the input
line of data is lost. If the system in
dicates that user 2's password is in
correct but user 2 is fairly certain it
was entered correctly. that password
may have been intercepted. If this oc
curs. it is a good idea for user 2 to log
on to another terminal and quickly
change his or her password.
DIAL-UP LINES

Dial-up lines pose additional prob
lems. For example. the UNIX System
V user's manual advises you to ter
minate a session simply by hanging
up the phone. This is a bad idea: the
next user who dials in may be able to
resume your session.
Call-back modems offer improved
security but should not be relied
upon absolutely. Persons knowledge
able about the workings of the phone
system may be able to foil these.
THE

UNIX

PASSWORD SYSTEM

Most time-sharing systems' passwords
are kept in secret restricted files that
ordinary users cannot read. The UNIX
operating system takes a different ap
proach . All passwords are stored in
(continued)
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encrypted form in the file /etc/
passwd. along with other information
in plain form. such as log-on IDs.
home directories. users· names. etc.
All users can read this file. This is
the only place on the system where
passwords are kept. Passwords are
never stored anywhere in plain unen
crypted form. However. the exception
to this rule is the uucp file (l .sys.
which we will discuss later). which
contains passwords for restricted ac
cess to other systems.
No means are provided for decrypt
ing the passwords in /etc/passwd.
even by the superuser. If you forget
your password. you cannot have the
superuser find out what it is: you can
only ask him or her to change it for
you.
THE

/etc/passwd

FILE

Figure 2 shows a typical /etc/passwd
file entry and defines the individual
data fields within it. The system ad
ministrator can add new entries sim
ply by editing the /etc/passwd file.

System administrators. please take
note: Never set up log-on IDs with null
passwords. This is sometimes done at
universities where student accounts
are set up without a password entry
in /etc/passwd. The intention is that
the student can supply it the first time
he or she logs on. Anyone can peruse
the /etc/passwd file looking for ac
counts with null passwords and com
mandeer those accounts.
ATTACKS VIA THE
/etc/passwd FILE

One obvious way to break into the
system is to try many passwords until
you find one that works. You can do
this by trying to log on many times
with passwords generated com
binatorially or read from-a dictionary
or list of proper names. A disadvan
tage to this method is that log-on pro
grams are often intentionally slow and
sometimes record a log of unsuccess
ful log-on attempts.
In a variation of this approach you
encrypt trial passwords and compare

the resulting strings with the en
crypted strings in the publid'J read
able /etc/password file.
A number of UNIX security features
make th is type of search impractical.
First. UNIX uses an iterated version of
the DES (Data Encryption Standard)
algorithm that is unavoidably slow
when implemented in software. The
password encryption library routine
crypt( ) (no relation to the utility crypt)
requires about I. 2 9 seconds of
VAX-I 11780 processor time to encrypt
a single password. This is fast enough
so that a legitimate log-on sequence
does not take an inordinate amount
of time. but an exploratory key search
would.
To prevent you from using commer
cially available hardware (e.g.. DES
chips) to perform a key search on a
password file. the UNIX software uses
a DES version with some minor modi
fications. Figure 3 and figure 4 illus
trate the use of the modified DES al
gorithm for password encryption and
verification. as adapted to the UNIX
operating system.

salt
The fields within the entry are separated by colons.
I

I

I

I

.

I

I

al: davRPSLxxmSP. ,90/A: 112: 20 : AD446-3570-AIFi11pski(2000) : /a/a1 :
11

2

13141

5

1617

Field 1 is the log-on name of the user.
Field 2 is the password field:
The first 11 characters, davRPSLxxmS are the encrypted password.
The next two characters, P.. are the salt.
The comma is a subfield separator.
The 9 and O following the comma mean that the password must be changed no
less often than every 9 weeks and no more often than every O weeks.
The /A is an encoded count of when the password was last changed, in weeks,
since the beginn.ing of 1970.
Field 3 is the numerical user ID.
Field 4 is the numerical group ID.
It is a key into the field /etc/group.
Field 5 is a comment field and can contain administrative information.
Field 6 is the user's home directory.
Field 7 is the null last field. It indicates that the user's default log-on shell is /bin/sh.

Figure 2: A typical /etc/passwd file entry. Tfie fields witfiin tfie entry are
separated by colons.

Another security feature that makes
a key search impractical is the use of
salt during password encryption. The
new password utility obtains a ran
dom two-character string (the salt
string) from the environment. Actual
ly. this string is a function of the cur
rent time and process ID number
(PID).
1\velve bits of this salt string are then
used to modify, in one of 4096 dif
ferent ways. the DES algorithm that
encrypts the password string given by
the user. The salt is stored in the /etc/
passwd file along with the encrypted
password. When a user enters a pass
word at log-on time, the salt string
from his or her entry in the /etc/
passwd file encrypts his or her pass
word.
Use of the salt string enhances pass
word security in several ways. First.
even if two users happen to choose
the same password. their /etc/passwd
entries will almost always look com
pletely different. This prevents a user
(continued!
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from making efficient sequential
searches of the /etc/passwd file to see
whether anyone is using a particular
password. Determining if any of 100
people have the password 23skidoo.
for example. requires 100 separate
applications of the encryption algo
rithm.
Finally. the UNIX operating system
imposes many restrictions on the
length and composition of the pass
words. For example (under UNIX Sys
tem V. release 2). passwords cannot
be either entirely numeric or entirely

alphabetic. This discourages the use
of strings that can be easily guessed.
such as people's names. A password
aging system is also implemented so
that users can be automatically forced
to change their passwords periodical
ly. This feature should be used!
System V also provides the option
of specifying a minimum length of time
a password must exist before it can
be changed. This feature is of ques
tionable value. We recommend that it
be set to 0 but that users be educated
about the foolishness of using this to

I

password - - 

.. .. .

G-

encrypted
password

I

\
salt

. .

maintain the same password per
petually.
THE TROJAN-HORSE PRINCIPLE

The cracker's Trojan-horse principle
consists of getting a legitimate user to
unwittingly execute or utilize program
code set up by the intruder. Some
times the planted code looks like an
ordinary system utility. If the duped
user happens to be a superuser. the
security game is effectively over
because it takes an intruder only a few
instructions (as superuser) to set
things up so that he or she can effec
tively become the superuser when
ever he or she wishes.
For example. the intruder can quick
ly install a modified version of the su
utility that bypasses the password
check and log-file entry when a cer
tain argument is given. Here are some
of the more common ploys based on
the Trojan-horse principle and some
possible countermeasures for each

passwa·rd file

FISHING FOR PASSWORDS

Figure 3: UNIX password encryption. When the user enters a new password. it

is encoded by a variant of the DES algorithm The algorithm is modified in one
of 4096 different ways by a random quantity called the salt. which is then
stored in the file /etc/passwd along with the encrypted password.

entered
password

encrypted
password

so It

.____G

!----<-----+-----------

I

1
encrypted
entered
pas sword

password file

l

Figure 4: UNIX password verification. The entered password is encrypted by a
variant of the DES algorithm using the salt string readout of the /etc/passwd
file entry for that user. The resulting encrypted password is compared to the
encrypted password in the file . If they are the same. the password is accepted.
Note that the password in the file is never "decrypted."

One technique uses a program that
simulates the log-on sequence of the
system. The intruder leaves this pro
gram running on a terminal that ap
pears to be unused. When another
user attempts to log on. the program
easily dupes him or her into reveal
ing his or her password. The password
is then written into a file owned by the
intruder. the password program kills
itself. and a real log-on sequence is
initiated .
A fishing program can be made so
phisticated enough that users never
know their passwords have been com
promised. However. one feature of
these programs arouses suspicion.
After the fishing program obtains a
password and writes it to a file. it must
make a graceful transition to the real
sequence for logging on.
The giveaway is that the user has
already given his or her password cor
rectly once yet must enter it again for
the benefit of the "real" log-on pro
gram. which requires that the pass
word be entered from a terminal. The
fishing program usually tries to
disguise this requirement by claiming
(continued)
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that the password given is "incorrect:·
Therefore. whenever you are fairl y
sure that you have entered your pass
word correctly but the system says
that it is incorrect. it is a good idea
to log on to another terminal and
change your password immediately.

and any local utility directories out of
the path for root.
The utility su should take care to set
root's path to
PATH= /bin:/etc:/usr/bin
rather than
PATH= :/bin :/etc:/usr/bin

FAKE UTILITIES

Many installations have a directory
where locally produced utilities can
be placed. Often. users will include
this directory in their path variable.
which indicates where to search for
commands. A user may submit a utili
ty program that performs a service
many users want but which also con
tains code designed to bypass the sys
tem protections. For example. the pro
gram can check if the user running it
is root and. if so. perform some hid
den operation. such as changing a file
to setuid root. without the user's
knowledge.
In a simpler method. the user places
a program in his or her directory with
the same name as a commonly used
system command. such as Is. If an
other user. including root. executes
this program instead of the real Is utili
ty. the user will be at the mercy of the
fake utility program .
The system administrator can limit
his or her vulnerability to these at
tacks by keeping the current directory

The colon at the beginning of the sec
ond path tells the shell to search the
current directory first when looking
for a command typed in by the user.
Leaving this colon off makes sure that
root will not inadvertently execute
nonstandard utility programs.
This problem can also arise when a
program uses the exec system call.
For example. the code segment

if the intent is to execute the standard
shell.
FAKE DISTRIBUTIONS

OTHER TECHNIQUES

A remarkably simple and bold way of
installing a 1rojan horse in a system
is to mail a doctored distribution tape
to the system administrator with the
return address of the source of the
distribution tapes on it. The intruder

Another technique involving user ter
minals is terminal page-mode buffer
ing (see figure 5). Most moderately in
telligent terminals have what is known
as a page mode of operation. When
the terminal is put into this mode (by
certain escape sequences). it does not
send information to the host but
merely buffers it in screen memory.
When the terminal receives certain
other escape sequences. it sends the
contents of its buffer to the host
computer.
All of these operations can be per
formed by sending escape sequences
(from the host) instead of typing them
in at the keyboard. The cracker makes
the system believe that commands he
or she writes to the victim's terminal
were really entered by the victim.
(Under the UNIX operating system. a
terminal is simply a special file and
you can usually write to it for the pur
pose of real-time communication via
the write command.) Any processes
the commands invoke therefore run
under the victim's user ID. The efficacy
of this method depends on the ter-

execvp("sh''.argv)
is dangerous and should be replaced
by
execv("/bin/sh",argv)

D
PERPETRATOR'S
TERMINAL

Figure 5: Terminal page-mode buffering. Tfie colored path indicates how the

perpetrator can send his or her own commands to the victim's terminal and then
to the host. where they are interpreted as commands entered by the victim.
Terminals with this feature should not have write permission for "other" enabled.
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MOUNTING A DOCTORED
FILE SYSTEM

The UNIX operating system accepts
the contents of a mounted file system
as being completely accurate. How
ever. it is possible for a user to create
a file system on removable media. The
user then. at another location. "doc
tors" the file system. By writing to the
proper area on the media. the user
sets the setuid bit on a program and
changes its ownership to superuser.
When the file system is subsequently
remounted. the user runs his or her
program as the superuser. The most
effective control of this is to restrict
physical access to the machine and
media.

HOST
COMPUTER

VICTIM'S
TERMINAL

wants the administrator to believe
that the tape is an ordinary update
and install it on the system. Therefore.
the perpetrator of this ruse must
know a considerable amount of inside
information. The security-conscious
administrator should be aware of this
possibility.

MAKING UNIX SECURE

minal used; there may be some visi
ble effect. such as a flash at the vic
tim's terminal.
How can this type of attack be
guarded against? Terminals should be
provided without the page-mode fea
ture or at least with the option of turn-.
ing it off. Making your terminal non
writable to others is easy-just type
mesg -n. However. this does not pro
vide certain protection against this
trick. since mail or other means may
be used to manipulate your terminal.
ATTACKS BY HOGGING
RESOURCES

The UNIX operating system evolved
in a nonhostile environment and is
relatively liberal in its granting of
resources to a user. Typically, a user
is allowed to run 2 5 concurrent pro
cesses. and each process can have 20
files open simultaneously.
These limits. in isolation. will not
cause the system trouble and are
generally more than enough for any
legitimate use. However. in order to
limit the amount of memory the
kernel occupies. installations often
limit the number of files open (system
wide) to around 250. This is also
generally enough for even a heavily
used system.
A problem arises. however. when a
malicious user spawns 2 5 concurrent
processes that each attempt to open
20 different files. The user quickly
takes all available slots in the file table
and essentially makes the system un
usable by others. UNIX installations
that might encounter such antisocial
users should be adjusted to prevent
any single user from causing such
problems.
Another area of concern is disk-stor
age space. Although the size of a
user's files is usually limited to I
megabyte. typically there is no limit
to the number of files a user can pro
duce. (Or if there is. it is often only en
forced at the time of logging on or
off.) Therefore. it is possible for a user
to allocate all the free blocks of a file
system to himself or herself. resulting
in irate users and possible damage to
the file system . However. the damage

If you know where your program is spending
its time, you can improve its performance.
The Watcher makes it easy.
The Watcher collects data from one or more runs of
your program. You can then instruct it to display as
a histogram the percentage of time spent in different
parts of your program and in DOS functions.
The Watcher uses symbolic information from the link
map, including line numbers, or information you pro
vide to relate the data to your source program.

THE WATCHER KN@\_WS!
•

[

Stony Brook Software

VIS~-~

$3995

.

Forest Road, PO. Box 107
Wilton. New'Hampshire 03086
MC or Visa orders: (603) 654-2525

For any COM or .EXE on PC. Xl. AT or compatibles DOS 2.X or 3.X. Not for use with Basic or other interpreters

(continu ed)
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is usually minimal and easily re
paired.
ATTACKS VIA

uucp

The uucp family of utilities facilitates
file transfer between different UNIX
sites and also provides the capability
for remote command execution. The
uucp utilities provide a good set of

security features to restrict the set of
files and commands the remote user
has access to. but they make up a
complex system with many nooks and
crannies and must be administered
properly The following security points
must be observed carefully when set
ting up uucp utilities.
The uucp family allows the ad-
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Winn L. Rosch, Cloning
Your Own PC , PC Maga
zine, July 10, 1984.

AT-BIOS licensing.

QEM QUANTITY PRICING
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

XT Bare Board
59.95
XT Assembled 2561( 299.95
Mega-Case
69.95
Mega-l<lt
750.00
Mega BIOS ROM
29.95
Power Supply
89.95

" The most compatible
IBM clone I've ever
worl<ed with." Lee
l(onowe, American Soft
ware Club, Ridgefield, Ct.
l8M1sa 1cos1creo1rad emarkol ln:c1nat:orial
Bvs1nes11Mactw'lesC01porat:on

XT-BIOS licensing.

8445 Freeport Parkway • Suite 445 • Irving, TX 75063
1-800-227-8383 •For Technical Calls Only: 1-214-607-1382
TELEX 5 t 06000 t 7 6 OTC LID

We've Eamed Our Reputation. Let Us Help You lAm Yaws.

ministrator to give a different log-on
ID and password to each authorized
remote-user system. Do this. Under no
circumstances make this log-on ID the
same as that of the uucp system ad
ministrator. Put all remote users in a
single group that is used for nothing
else. This information should be in
cluded in the /etc/passwd file.
Make sure that uucp log-ons do r,ot
get the standard shell. They should
get the program uucico. which imple
ments all the security restrictions of
the uucp system. Also. their home
directory should be /usr/spool/uucp
public. This log-on shell and directory
are also included in the /etc/passwd
entries for the remote users.
There is a file called /usr/lib/uucp/
USERFILE that allows the administra
tor to specify. for each remote user.
which UNIX subdirectories he or she
will be allowed to copy files to and
from. This check is in addition to the
normal file-permission scheme. so
that even if a file can be read by
others. if it is not in one of the proper
subdirectories. the remote user will
not be allowed to uucp it. It is a good
idea to prevent all uucp access to
directories other than /usr/spool/
uucppublic
The uucp utilities provide a file that
the administrator uses to specify
which commands can be executed
from a remote system. Do not put
commands in here without a reason.
For example. rmail (not mail) probably
should be in here, while chmod prob
ably should not.
Use the sequence-check feature.
which keeps a sequence count of con
versations with particular systems. If
the sequence number given by the
calling system is not what the called
system expects. the conversation is
disallowed. This prevents someone
from masquerading as a particular
remote system even if he or she
knows the log-on ID and password
assigned to it.
Use the call-back feature where ap
propriate. When this facility is set up
in uucp. incoming calls are told: "OK.
now I know you want to talk ; I'll call
you right back." This requires the
(continued)
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Inquiry 115

TEK

2200 SER IES
PORTABLEOSCILLOSCOPES

THE ANSWER
BY ANY MEASURE

You can't judge a scope
by its cover.

When you look at our simplified,
practical internal design, you
see why the Tek 2200 Series
delivers unparalleled high
performance and reliability in
the field. You get quality that's
unmistakably Tektronix in scopes
so advanced, they cost you less
to bu 'I and own.
Through an innovative new con
cept in scope design we reduced
the number of mechanical parts
by 65%. Reduced cabling by
90%. Virtually eliminated board
electrical connectors. And elimi
nated the need for a cooling fan.

The result: a scope with
designed-in simplicity that
increases reliability as it cuts
downtime and repair costs. All of
which means outstanding value in

a compact, Iightweight package
that your service technicians will
appreciate.
Plus, you get a selection of per
formance to precisely match your
needs. There are the 60 MHz
single time base delay 2213A at
$1275* and the 60 MHz dual
time base 2215A at $1525~ And at
100 MHz, the dual time base
2235 at $1750* and the 2236
with an integrated counter/timer/
multimeter at $2650*

now in downtime, in service, in
back-up scopes. On the bottom
line, a Tek 2200 Series scope will
save you money, time and trouble
now and in the years to come.

ContactyourTek Sales
Engineer for a demo today. Or
call 1-800-426-2200, Ext. 201.
In Oregon, call collect:
(503) 627-9000, Ext. 201.

The industry's first three-year
warrantyt is testimony to 2200
Series dependability. Adding
value to value are a variety
of optional service plans that can
economically extend this cover
age to five years.
Consider what you're paying

TeJ<tronix

0

COVIMITTEO TO EXCELLENCE

Inquir y 340
'Prices F. 0 .B. Beaverton. Oregon
13-year warranty includes CR T an d appli es to 2200
family oscill oscopes purchase d alter 1/1/83. Scopes
are UL listed. CSA and VOE appr ov ed.
Copyright© 1985. Tektronix, Inc . All rig hts reserved. TTA-517-1
Prices subiect lo change

MAKING UNIX SECURE

caller to be at the phone number that
the called system knows as his or hers.
The call-back feature may be specified
for a remote system by setting a flag
in that system·s entry in the file /usr/
lib/uucp/USERFI LE.
Finally. make sure that permissions
are set up properly on all the uucp
administrative files. For example. the
file /usr/lib/uucp/L.sys contains
numbers and passwords for other sys
tems and obviously must be unread
able by anyone but the uucp ad
ministrator. In general. it is necessary
to set the permissions of the uucp
files with extreme care.
If the above precautions are taken.
uucp should not present any substan
tial security hole in a UNIX installa
. tion. However. any outside line to a
computer slightly decreases the
security of the system. An intruder
who breaks into the remote system
can now have some access to yours
as well.
The security features of uucp are
well designed to minimize this threat.
However. uucp is a complicated sys
tem that no doubt contains security
holes that have not yet been dis
covered or plugged. For example.
ways have been suggested to induce
uucp to create files whose owner is
the uucp administrator but whose
content is determined by some other
user. Such a file may then be executed
to gain access to sensitive information
in /usr/lib/uucp. The uucp facilities
provide a favorite hunting ground for
crackers. and the security-conscious
administrator would be well advised
to keep an eye on it.
ATTACKS VIA MAIL

To facilitate communication among
users. the UNIX mail system is set up
as belonging to a mail administration
group. with /bin/mail a setgid pro
gram. The text of all mail sent is kept
in a central location (the directory
/usr/mail in System V) and can be read
and written to by anyone in the group
mail.
As with any setuid or setgid pro
gram. mail must be carefully ad
ministered. Clearly. it would be dis
astrous to allow a user to create his
128
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or her own setgid mail program. for
example. by writing over /bin/mail.
Such a program could be used to
read or forge mail.
Some common versions of the mail
utility allow a user to easily forge a
false signature on mail sent by him.
This is a very serious defect. The mail
program should determine the iden
tity of the sender via the getuid sys
tem call and not rely on other (pos
sibly faked) means of identification.
PREVENTING THE DAMAGE

The greatest security weakness of the
UN IX operating system is the power
inherent in root. Therefore. an impor
tant overall principle is to minimize the
use of root.
This may be done in several ways.
First. use specialized log-on IDs in
stead of root whenever possible. If
user ID bin or nuucp suffices to do
a job. don't use root. ·
Second. make judicious use of
setuid programs in lieu of giving out
root. For example. if a user occasional
ly needs to mount a particular file sys
tem. having a program that is setuid
to root is preferable to giving out the
root password and is more convenient
than having the user request that the
system administrator provide this
service.
Finally. and perhaps obviously.
change the root password frequently.

sible to modify the kernel to print out
a secret log of superuser activity to
a file or to the console.
Ridding the system of all effects of
a hostile superuser is a big job. Essen
tially. the system needs to be gen
erated again from known secure
sources. Special attention needs to be
paid to all setuid programs.
COSTS AND REQUIREMENTS

There are many steps an administra
tor can take to prevent attacks. Many
of these precautions are free. How
ever. some security measures cost
money. efficiency. or ease of use of
the system. You must make an in
telligent evaluation of the real securi
ty requirements of a particular in
stallation before you establish a
security program.
CONCWSION

Some people claim that the UNIX
operating system provides no securi
ty. While it is true that UNIX is inade
quate for some types of classified
government projects. so are most
other operating systems.
We have outlined some security
threats to the UNIX system and their
related countermeasures. An adminis
trator who is aware of these methods
can maintain a UNIX system installa
tion that provides a sufficient degree
of privacy and protection for most ap
plications. •

UNDOING THE DAMAGE

What can a system administrator do
if he or she suspects that someone
has broken root? There are several
kinds of traces that an inept or casual
cracker may have left behind. The
utility su maintains a log of uses or
attempted uses. Programs that are
setuid to root can easily be discovered
using the find utility.
For example. the following com
mand prints out the path names of all
files on the system that are owned by
root and have the setuid bit set:
find I -perm -0004000 -user root -print
[On some systems. the ncheck utility
may be used for the same purpose.)
Finally. if the perpetrator has avoided
these means of detection. it is pos
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THE DIRECT
BENEFITS OF BININQ
SOFTWARE
& HARDWARE DIRECT
FROM LOQICSOFT.
FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY.
Buy it today ... use it tomorrow! At Logicsoft, we know you want your
new product as fast as possible. Thats why only Logicsoft ships your
order the same day via Purolator Overnight Courier· ... at no additional
cost to you! You not only save money, you save valuable time, too.

OUR LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE.
We're so confident about our low prices that t you can find a lower price we'll
beat it by $10T This offer includes any legitimate advertised price or quote on any
of the hundreds of products we stock. And we stock only the latest versions. All factory
sealed with the manufacturers warranty. Our Corporate Accounts Program also offers
attractive volume discounts. And we accept purchase orders from qualified institutions.
They're two more reasons why Logicsoft has become the major supplier of hardware and software to more
than 50,000 companies worldwide, including over 90% of the Fortune 1000.

D
-

TOLL-FREE CUSTOMER SERVICE.

-

Customer service and technical support is only a toll-free call away
before and after the sale. Our customer service representatives can
.
instantly recall your ordering information from our on-line terminals.
So they can answer your questions quickly and efficiently. Our technical
people are standing by to help answer questions on any product we carry.
~======~~ Logicsoft gives you much more than great prices and fast delivery. We give
you peace of mind as well.
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'Applies to order t ota ling over $100. Shipped UPS-fre e i f under $100 (wit hin Cont U.S.). Due to weight restrictions, sys tems, print er s and monit ors are also sh ipped UPS-fre e.
'This offer does not appl y t o items under $100, American Express or Terms orders. In these instances, we will mee t any lower pri ce. (Subject to discretion of sales agent.)

To order or receive technical assistance, call our National Hotl 111e:

f-800-645-J491 NY State: 1-800·23LOGIC 1235 64421

Circle #400 on reader service card.

Customer Service: 1-800-431-9037

FREE 90-0At ON-SITE
SERVICE ON ALL SYSTEMS.
On all systems listed below, Logicsoft offers something no other direct distributor does: a free-90 day, on
site system hardware service contract. If a problem arises with your system, SORBUS®, a Bell Atlantic™
company, provides your free service AT YOUR FACILITY in most metropolitan areas. SOR BUS® is one of
the nation's largest and most respected independent computer maintenance firms, servicing over 315,000
computer systems. With SORBUS®, expert computer maintenance is only a phone call away.

IBM-PC DELUXE-$1,119
• 256Kb Ram Memory• Two DSDD 360K Floppy Disk Drives• Half Height lOMb Internal Hard Disk• Hard
Disk Controller• Five Expansion Slots • IBM-PC Keyboard • 90-Day, On-Site Sorbus
Service Contract • Color Or Monochrome Monitor Available As Option

IBM PC!XT-$1,349
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• 256Kb Ram Memory• DSDD 360K Floppy Disk Drive • lOMb Internal Hard Disk
• Hard Disk Controller • Eight Expansion Slots • IBM PC/XT Keyboard • 90-Day, On
Site Sorbus Service Contract • Color Or Monochrome Monitor Available As Option

IBM PCIAT ENHANCED-$3,895
• 512Kb Ram Memory (Exp. to 3Mb) • l.2Mb Floppy Disk Drive • 20Mb
Internal Hard Disk (Optional 30Mb) • Eight Expansion Slots• Hard Disk
Controller· IBM 84 Key AT Keyboard • Optional 20Mb Stream Tape
Back-up • 90-Day, On-Site Sorbus Service Contract
• Color Or Monochrome Monitor Available
As Option

COMPAQ PORTABLE
HARD DISK SYSTEM-$1,495
• 256Kb Ram Memory • DSDD 360Kb Floppy Disk Drive
• lOMb Internal Hard Disk• Hard Disk Controller• 90-Day,
On-Site Sorbus Service Contract • 9" Text/Graphics Monitor Included

COMPAQ PORTABLE 186 MODEL 1-$4,149
• 640K Ram Memory• l.2Mb Floppy Disk Drive • 20Mb Internal Hard Disk Drive· 80286 Based CPU
• 9" Text/Graphics Monitor Included • 90-Day, On-Site Sorbus Service Contract

COMPAQ PORTABLE DUAL DISK SYSTEMS-$1,139
• 256Kb Ram Memory• Two DSDD 360Kb Floppy Disk Drives· 9" High Resolution
Text/Graphics Monitor Included • 90-Day, On-Site Sorbus Service Contract

QIHJPAQ ®

COMPAQ DESKPR0-$1,549
• 8086 Board CPU• 256K Ram Memory• 360K Floppy Disk Drive• 10 Mb
Hard Disk• Hard Disk Controller• COMPAQ Dual Mode Monitor• 90-Day,
On-Site Sorbus Service Contract

COMPAQ 186 DESKPR0-$4,349
• 80286 Based CPU • 640K Ram Memory • 1.2 Ms Floppy Disk Drive
• 20 Mb Hard Disk· Hard Disk Controller• COMPAQ Dual Mode
Monitor • 90-Day, On-Site Sorbus Service Contract
IBM MONOCHROME OPTION 1-$249 Monochrome Graphics Display Card.
AMDEK 310A Monitor: Parallel Port.
IBM MONOCHROME OPTION Z-$149 Monochrome Graphics Display Card. IBM Mono
chrome Monitor: Parallel Port.
IBM COLOR OPTION l-$5S9 Color Graphics Display Card. Princeton RGB HX-12 Monitor: Parallel Port.
IBM COLOR OPTION Z-$6S9 Color Graphics Card. IBM Color Monitor. Parallel Port.
ArtT 6100 SERIES AVAILABLE.

,.;;;,,= '""'"

• No surcharge for MasterCard, VISA, American Express. C.O.D., money order or check• P.O:S accepted . . no surcharge (please call for price verification I
•No sales tax on orders shipped outside N.Y. State• Please add 2% for insurance and handling (lnt'I orders add'I) •We do not bill until we ship.
All products covered by mfg's warranty. Defective merchandise may be returned for repair or exchange only We do not guarantee compatibility. Any
goods returned for credit are subject to a 15% restocking charge.
IBM PC'", AT·~ and PC/XT'" are trademarks and IBM"' is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. COMPAQ'" is a registered trademark of
Compaq Computer Corporation.
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SOFTWARE FOR VIRTUALLY
EVERY IBM-PC APPLICATION.
FREE OVERNlfJHT DELIVERY. LOWEST PRICE fJUARANTEE. TOLL-FREE CUSTOMER SERVICE.
WORD PROCESSING
Wordstar . . .. .. .... . . . $205
Wordstar 2000 ......... 259
WORDSTAR 2000 PLUS . 305
Wordstar Pro Pac ....... 255
WORD PERFECT
(New Release) .... . .. . 219
Microsoft Word ... . ..... 249
Multimate ..... . . ...... 245
MULTIMATE ADVANTAGE 275
Volkswriter Ill .. . . ....... 159
Easywriter II/Speller/
Mailer . ..... . . ... ... 199
EASY .. .. ....... . . ... . . 99
Finalword ..... ..• ..... 209
Samna Ill .... . . ... .... . 279
Xy Write II Plus ....... .. 239
Think Tank ..... . ... .... 119
Pfs: Write ... . . .. . . . .... . 85
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
KNOWLEDGEMAN/2 . .. $329
CORNERSTONE . ...... . 275
Tim IV ......... ...... . 199
d Base II . .. . ..... . . ... 295
R:BASE 5000 . .. . . ..... 355
R: BASE 5000 (Runtime) . 255
d BASE Ill PLUS .. ... . .. 415
CLIPPER (d Base
Ill Compiler) ... . ...... 385
Data Base Manager II
(alpha) ... .. .. .. . .. . . 169
Friday . .... .. ... . ... ... 179

pfs: file &pfs: repcrt ..... 165
REVELATION . . . ... . ... 655
Revelation Network (1-4) . 1.195
Powerbase ......... .. . 199
PARADOX ............. 529
Reflex . . .. . ..... .... . . . 59
INTEGRATED/
SPREADSHEETS
LOTUS 1·2·3 (v2.0) . .. . $319
Enable (New Version) . . ... 355
Ability . ...... . ........ 315
FRAMEWORK II ........ 415
Electric Desk ........... 209
SYMPHONY .... . ..... . 439
Supercalc 3 ... .... . . . .. 185
Multiplan ............. . 129
pfs: plan ..... .. .. . ...... 85
FINANCIAL
Dollars And Sense . ..... $115
MANAGING YOUR
MONEY . ... . ........ 115
Howard Tax Preparer '86
... .... . Low Price-Call!
GRAPHICS
CHARTMASTER ....... $239
Signmaster ...... ... ... 185
pfs: graph .. .. .......... 85
GRAPHWRITER COMBO
PAK ..... . . . .. ... . ...305
DIAGRAM MASTER . . . . 195
Microsoft Chart. . . . . . . . . 179

Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Fixed Assets
General Ledger
Inventory
Job Costing
Timekeeping/Billing
Order Entry/ Processing
Payroll
Report Writer
Sales Invoicing
Purchase Order Entry
TCS Client Ledger System $1195
GNP CPA+ (Requires 1 2 3) $379

Computer
Associates
(Formerly IUS)
$299
299
299
299

ENERGRAPHICS ..... . $239
PC Draw . ... . ........ . 219
Gem Draw (incl. Desk Top) .. 95
PROJECT SCHEDULERS
MICROSOFT PROJECT . $229
SuperProject Plus
.. ..... . Low Price-Call!
HARVARD TOTAL
PROJECT MGR. . . . . . 285
Project Scheduler 5000
(Scitor) . . ... ... . .... . 289
Project Scheduler Network 395
Timeline . . .. . . . .... . .. . 275
LANGUAGES/UTILITIES
CONCURRENT PC DOS
(w/windows) ... ...... . $185
PL/ 1-(DR) . . ... . ....... 489
LATIICE C. COMPILER . . 275
TURBO PASCAL ..... . . . . 39
Pascal Compiler (MS) .... 199
C Compiler (MS) ... ..... 265
Cobol Compiler (MS) ..... 399
Business Basic (MS) . .. . . 309
FORTRAN COMPILER
(MS) .. .... . . . ... . . 239
C86 C Compiler
(Computer Innovations). 309
Microsoft Macro
Assembler . ..... .. ... 105
P-Mate ...... ... ..... . . 189
P-Link 86 . . ... . .. .... .. 319

JUNIOR CORNER
Lotus 1-2·3 Junior .. .... $319
MISC. UTILITIES
FANCY FONT ........ . $145
Wordplus (Oasis) . .... ... 119
pfs: proof . ... . . ..... .... 65
Punctuation & Style ..... .. 99
Quickode Ill ... . ...... . . 149
Quick Report .. .. . .. . ... 159
D Graph Ill . . .. ... . . .. . . 149
D Util Ill.- .... .. ..... . ... 65
SPREADSHEET
AUDITOR ... ... ..... 109
K Graph .. . .......•.. . . 175
K Paint .. .. . . ... . . . . ... . 85
K Text .. .. . .. ......... 109
Clout 2........ . . . . . ... 149
Extended Report Writer ... 119
Sideways .... ... . . .... . . 45
PROKEY 4.0 . ....... . . . . 89
Norton Utilities
(New Release) . .. .. . . .. 59
SIDEKICK (unprotected) .. . 55
CROSSTALK XVI
(New Release) . . ..... . 109
Remote ... . ... ... .. .. . 109
Turbo Lightning .......... 59
Smartcom II ...... . .... 109
Easy Plus . . ... . . ........ 75
SUPERKEY .... ..... ... . 39
Copy II PC .......... .. . . 39
DESK ORGANIZER ..... . . 65

ACCOUNTING $Y$TEM$
Open
Systems
$359
359
359
359
359
359

845
299
365

359
359
359
359
359

Great
Plains
$459
459

Versa
Business
$79
79

State of
The Art
$479
479

459
459
459

119
79

479
479

359
359

79

679
479
479

359
359

459

Realworld
(MBSI)
$359
359

BPI
$345
345
345
345
345

345

479

AU pnces and policies subject to change without notice.

CAN'T FIND IT? ASK FOR OUR SPECIAL ORDER DEPT.
If you can't find the product you want here or you think it's not available through the mail, ask for our Special Order Department.
There 's a good chance we do carry the product (we're adding new ones every day). Or, we can get it for you from one of our
suppliers-still at our low direct-to-you prices.
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110 Bi-County Blvd., Dept. 543
Farmingdale, NY 11735
CANADA: 416-283-2354
Domestic/lnt'I Telex
286905 SoftUR

~
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order
receive
call our National Hotline:
. .To. _
. .or. _
. . technical
- -assistance,
.

t-800-645-1491
NY STATE: 1-800-23 LOGIC

1235-64421

Customer Service: 1 -800-431 ~903 7

Circle # 400 on reader service card.

----------
EUROPE : 02~8148~4

Telex: 10759 Logic NL
Mail orders to:
LOGICSOFT EUROPE BV
pb 9460, 1006 AL Amsterdam, Holland

PERIPHERALS TO EXPAND YOUR
SYSTEMS &CAPABIUTIES.

FREE OVERNIOHT DELIVERY. LOWEST PRICE fJUARANTEE. TOLL-FREE CUSTOMER SERVICE.
PRINTERS•
EPSON
LQ1500.. . . . . .. . .. .. . $879
LQ1500 Sheet Feeder (Cut) 395
JX-80 .. ..... . ...... . .. 499
LX-80 ..... . .... . ... . .. 229
LX-80 Tractor/Feeder ... . . 30
RX-100 ......... . .. . . . 399
FX-85 ........... . . .. . . 349
FX-286 . ... Low Price-Call!
JUKI
6100 ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . $365
6300 ... .. . . .. ... . .. .. 689
NEC
8850 .... ... . ...... $1,459
Pinwriter P2 . . .. . . . .... 559
Pinwriter P3 . . . . . . . . . . . 895
MANNESMAN TALLY
MT-86 ... . . Low Price-Call!
OKIDATA
182 Plug & Play ........ $219
192 Plug & Play ...... : .. 349
193 Plug & Play ... . ..... 555
2410 Plug & Play . . . .. . 1,749
SILVER REED
770 . . . .......... . ... $699
PANASONIC
KX 1091 ... . ... .. .... $265
TOSHIBA
P351 Tractor ... . . . . ... $175
P351 .......... .. .. . . . 999
1340 ...... . . . .... .... 459
CITIZEN
MSPlO . . ... . .... .. . . $279
MSP15 ........ . ....... 385
MSP25 .... .. . . . ..... . . 519
MONITORS•
AMDEK
Color 300 , . ...... . .. . $219
Color 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 389
Color 710 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 559
12" Green 300G . . . . . . . . 119
12" Amber 300A . . . . . . . . 129
12" Amber 3lOA .. . .. . . . 149
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
RGB HX-12 . ... .. . . ... $429
RGB SR-12 ... . ........ 569
Scan Doubler Board
(for SR-12) . .... . . . ... 185
Amber Max-12E . ..... ... 159
QUADRAM
Amberchrome 12" . . .. ... 155
TAXAN
122 ...... . . . .. .. . . . . . 139
620 .......... Call for Price
640 ... ... . ... Call for Price

MULTI-FUNCTION BOARDS
AST RESEARCH
Six Pak Plus (384k) .... . $259
Six Pak Plus (64k) . . . . .. . 239
Mega Plus II (64k) .. . . . . . 275
Mega Pak (256k) .... .. .. 369
Advantage (128k) .. . . . . . 409
1/0 Plus II . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129
EVEREX
Magic Card II (64k) . . ... $175
STB
Chauffeur . ..... . .. ... . $255
TECMAR
Captain (64k) .. ... ..... $189
Captain (384k) .. .. .. . . .. 199
QUADRAM
Quadboard (384K) .. . .. . $255
Goldboard .. Low Price-Call!
Silverboard . Low Price-Call!
COMMUNICATIONS BOARDS
AST
AST-5251 -11 . . . .-. . . . . . $695
DCA
IRMA Board . .. . .. . .. . . $839
QUADRAM
Quadlink . .... . ... . . . . $339
GRAPHICS BOARDS
AST
Monograph plus .. . . . .. $425
Preview . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249
EVEREX
Graphics Edge ... . ..... $269
The Edge ........... .. . 249
HERCULES
Graphics Card .. . ...... $299
Color Card . ... . ...... .. 155
PARADISE SYSTEMS
Multi-Display Card . . .... $209
Modular Graphics Card ... 255
QUADRAM
Quadcolor I .. .. .. . . . . . $195
SIGMA
Color 400 (Princeton) . . . $499
STB
Graphics Plus II . . .. . . .. $259
TECMAR
Graphics Master . . .. . .. $445
MODEMS
HAYES
Smartmodem 300 .. . ... $145
Smartmodem 1200 . . . ... 389
Smartmodem 1200B
w/Smartcom II ... .... 359
Smartmodem 2400 . . . .. 609
PROMETHEUS
Pro-modem 1200 . . .. . . $299
Pro-Modem l 200B . . .... 259

-

·oue to weight restrictions. Printers and Monitors are shipped UPS-free.
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QUADRAM
Quadmodem Series .. .. .... .
· Low Price-Call!
RACAL-VADIC
2400 PC ......... .. . . $635
VEN-TEL
PC Modem Half Card .. . . $375
1200 Plus . .. ....... .. . 399
MOUSE INPUT DEVICES
MOUSE SYSTEMS
PC Mouse w/DR Halo II .. $135
MICROSOFT
Microsoft Mouse (Serial) . $135
Microsoft Mouse (Buss) ... 135
SURGE PROTECTORS
KENSINGTON MICROWAVE
Masterpiece . . . .. . ..... $95
CURTIS
Diamond ... . ... . .. . ... $39
Emerald ....... . . ..... . . 49
Sapphire ..... . . . ....... 59
Ruby ............. ... .. 69
KEYBOARDS
KEYTRONIC
5150 . .. ... . ....... . . $159
5151 (Deluxe) .... . ..... 169
JUNIOR CORNER
Keytronic 5149 . ........ $49
Keytronic Junior 5151 .... 169
MEMORY STORAGE
IOMEGA
Bernoulli Box (20mb) .. $2,389
HARD DISK DRIVES
EVEREX
Everdisk 10 Mb Int. . .. .. $525
Everdisk 20 Mb Int. ...... 575
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
Pei 10 Mb Int. ......... $539
Ati 20 Mb Int. ..... ...... 775
MICROSCIENCE
10 Mb Int. ..... . . ... . . $495
20 Mb Int. ... . . ... . . . .. 525
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER
CORP.
Dynamic Disk 10 Mb Ext. $1,475
PRIAM CORP.
lnnerspace Id 40 Ext. .. $1,250
SIGMA
Hard Disk Kit 10 Mb Int. . $725
TALLGRASS TECHNOLOGY
Tc 5525i 25 Mb Int. . . .. $849
SEAGATE
10 Mb 1I 2 Ht. Int..... . . $475
20 Mb 1/2 Ht. Int.. . . . . .. 495
CARTRIDGE TAPE BACK-UP
ALLOY
PC Qictape Ext. 70 Mb . $1,749
PC Back Up Ext. 20 Mb . 1,649

··parallel interface reQ, .. Ask sales agent.

110 Bi-County Blvd., Dept. 543
Farmingdale, NY 11735
CANADA: 416-283-2354
Domestic/lnt'I Telex
286905 SoftUR

..

All prices and policies subject to change without notice.
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To order or receive te chnical assistance, call our National Hotline:

1-800-645-1491
NY STATE: 1-800-23 LOGIC

CORVUS
The Bank 100 Mb . . . . . $1,729
EVEREX
Excel Stream 20 Mb Int. . $639
Excel Stream 60 Mb Int. .. 929
Excel Stream 60 Mb Ext. . 989
IRWIN
Irwin 110 10 Mb Int. .... $595
KAMMERMAN LABS
The Flight Tape Series
60 Mb ...... . . . . . . $1,675
The Flight Tape Series
lOMb .. .. .. ....... 1,195
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
Maynstream 20 Ext. ... $1,139
Maynstream At-20 Int. .... 949
SYSGEN
External 10 Mb . ....... $845
TALLGRASS TECHNOLOGIES
Tg 4060 w/controller
c,ard ..... . . . . . . . . $1,495
TECM AR
Qic 60 At . . ..... . . .. $1,275
HARD DISK TAPE
BACK-UP SUBSYSTEM
ALLOY
PC Qicstor 30/60 ... . $3,495
Microstor 20/20 . ... .. . 2,275
KAMMERMAN LABS
Masterflight 10/10 . . . . $1,795
Masterflight 60/60 . ... . 3,849
SIGMA
Stand Alone Winchester:
Tape 20/ 45 ....... $2,675
SYSGEN INDUSTRIES
Sysgen Plus ......... $2,875
LOGICSOFT PRODUCTS
Logicboard (six pak &
equiv.) . . . ... .. .. .. . $129
Logicboard AT (Advantage
equiv.) ..... .. ...... $279
Logicmodem 1200B (Hayes
equiv.) ............. $195
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
Tandon TM-100 360 K .. $109
Toshiba 360 K 1/2 Ht .... 109
CDC 360 K 112 Ht . ... .. 109
BACK UP POWER SUPPLIES
DATA SHIELD
200 Wt. (PC) .......... $249
300 Wt. (XT) . . .. . . . . . . . . 359
500 Wt. (AT) ..... . .... .. 559
GRIZZLY
200 Wt. (PC) . . . .. . ... . $475
300 Wt. (XT) . . . . . . . . . . . . 495
500 Wt. (AT) . . . . . . . . . . . . 695

1235-64421

Customer Service: 1·800-431-9037
Circle #400 on reader service card.

EUROPE: 020-83.48.64
Telex: 10759 Logic NL
Mail orders to:
LOGICSOFT EUROPE BV
pb 9460, 1006 AL Amsterdam, Holland

BY LEONARD SHAPIRO

DATA
DESIGN
The structure of data
files is almost as
important as
their contents
ou bought a database sys
tem. It was dBASE II. or
pfs:File, or whatever. You
loved it. You were able to
write more reports faster. and you
could access specific information
much more readily. You thought of
more things to do with your database.
and you added more and more infor
mation to it. Other people wanted to
use it. You thought of more applica
tions. You added more files and more
information to each file.
Now you are beginning to lose track
of just what is in your database files.
The same information seems to be in
several different places. When you
change one program or database file.
other programs or files are affected.
When you want to add a new applica
tion. it's not clear what files should be
enlarged or whether a new file should
be built. Your data needs some struc
ture. You should apply principles of
data design to your database. just as you
should apply principles of structured
programming to your programs.
Before structured programming

Y

ILLUSTRATED BY BETSY SCHELD

techniques. all of us who wrote large
programs complained incessantly
about long. unwieldy programs. The
principles of structured programming
told us to build small program
modules. using a few small constructs
(WHILE. IF. etc.). and promised us
that our programs would be vastly
more understandable. It worked
Structured programs were easier to
debug and to maintain. In fact. struc
tured programming principles
became so widely accepted that "lan
guages" such as dBASE II include a
few of them implicitly by omitting

GOTO statements and including struc
tured programming constructs.
Data design is a set of principles
and analytic tools that brings to the
design of your data the same kind of
organization that structured program
ming brings to your programs. Data
design is relatively unknown in the
microcomputer community but has
been known by other names to the
mainframe community for years Dif
1continued1

Dr LEonard Shapiro is a professor of com
puter science at North Dakota State U niver
sity (Fargo. ND 58105).
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Switches to make
your PCs powerful.

DATA DESIGN

Reliable and affordable port expansion without memorizing
complicated software commands. Switch your PC between per
ipherals with the push of a button. Is MFJ good? Joe Campbell
in his book. TheRS -232Solulion said. "Switch boxes are sold

by many supplieTS, but.byfar t.he two best values are.from
MFJEnterprises." Below are just some of those values.
When you
need to
switch be
M1'1P.s·.m ~u;t·lJlswm:tt
tween two
peripherals
... or you
need to have
two computers share the
·same peripheral, . .

.....:•'.
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·~ --- ;
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MFJ-1240/$79.95

The 1240 has a built-in
transmit/receive swilch that

allows 2-way informalion flow. LEDs monitor data lines whilt:
built-in surge protectors guard them. Can be used as a null
modem. M FJ's No. l seller!
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When you need l-to-4
computers to share one
peripheral or l-to-4
peripherals to share a
common computer ...
MFJ-1243/ $119.95
The perfect office switch.

Save money. Don·1 buy
extra printers or modems
Connect l -to-4 computers to a single printer or let a PC share
up to four peripherals. LEDs monitor data lines; surge protectors
guard them. 'f\voway communication is allowed.
- il - 4 - ~----- .. .

~H\\\l\li ;;: ~
-

""l;Jl ~

When you need to Inter-

connect four computers

l.-·: :



.--~--'=-----~

and four peripherals at
one time! The MFJ-1294

gives you a computer
system ...
MFJ-1294/$299.95
With the MFJ- 1294 you
l'<ln create a mini -nC'twork

or C'omputers and pC'ripher<1ls. All C'ight devin·s can bC' working
simultanrously! Think of thC' produrt ion you'll gC't with the

MFJ -1294's 16 pnssiblccombi11<1tions.
&-ven additional models to clmoseJrom induding MfJ"s IBM
and Cl?ntronics Parallel Switches. All RS-232 switC'hes have
HS·232 eonm-ctors. LEDs to monitor data lines. MOV surge
protectors and transmit / receive buttons that allow 2·way
C'Ommunic-ation.

And Power StriP-S
to make them safe.

Your fine computer and peripheral equipment can be
damaged by electrical surges much smaller than you'ue been
led to belief)e. Save them and your valuable data with an MFJ
Power Center. Multi-filters isolate equip
~
ment. eliminating noise/hash/inter
"-......~~
action: MOVs suppress spikes
-.:II'
and surges. These are
~
heavy-duty. commercial
~
quality Power Strips.
8 so':~~: J~~:switchcd: $79,95
MFJ-1108-7 sockets;
1 unswitched. Drop-out relay
prevents disk drive head f ram

1

·

bouncing: $99.95
MFJ-1109-like 1107 but Intelligent

[switch on the device that's plugged Into the control socket
and eve1ything else comes on): $129.95
There are other Switches. Power Centers and Computer
Peripheral Products available from MF J.Call and talk with us
about all your computing needs. When you do. ask for our latest
catalog. Both the call aod catalog are free.

ferent aspects of data design are
called database design theory. nor
malization. or data modeling.
In this article I will discuss three im
portant principles of data design: (I)
your data is as important as your pro
grams. (2) the structure of your data
files is almost as important as their
contents. and (3) some file designs are
dangerous.
BAD DATA AND
BAD STRUCTURES

You are the software guru in your
business Everyone comes to you for
help. You have designed a database
file called Help containing information
about software contacts (see figure I).
Each record in Help contains three
fields: the name of the software prod
uct. the name of someone to contact
for help with that product. and a
phone number where that person can
be reached.
You have written a program called
Findhelp to extract this information
from the Help database. With Find
help. you enter the name of a soft
ware product. and Findhelp displays
the name of one person who can pro
vide assistance and the number to
call. You make the program available.

and many people use it. especially for
help with Procword. a popular word
processing program in your firm. Your
program refers people to Elayne for
help with Procword. but she is some
times busy. Joseph discovers that Dan
is always accessible. although he is
not as helpful as Elayne. He adds
Dan's name to the Help database (see
figure 2) .
Now you have a problem. You wrote
the Findhelp program assuming that
just one contact was available for each
piece of software in the Help file Now
the program is giving only Dan·s name
when someone wants information
about Procword. Elayne. the most
helpful contact. is never called.
This example illustrates the first two
principles of data design. By adding
Dan's name to the Help file. Joseph
made the Findhelp program much
Jess useful. almost as if he had intro
duced a bug in the Findhelp progr•m
itself. Thus. poor data can do as much
damage as poor programs.
The second principle has to do with
the importance of the structure of
your data files. Notice that the
damage in this example was done
even though Joseph did not delete
(continued)

HELP
Product

Contact

Spread ..... .. ... . . .
Procword
Comm ..
Procmail.
Procbase

Phone

. . Carla .
. . 568-6588
... 237-8194
.Elayne
. Steven
. 485-0898
. Elayne .. .. . .. . _. . _. .... 23Hl194
. Elayne . .
. 237-8194

Figure I: Help. a database file of software contacts.

1-800-647 -1800
HELP

F"or technical/repair lnfom1ation. or In Mississippi. or outside
the Continental United States. please telephone ...

1-(601) 323-5869 or
telex 53-4590 MFJSTKV
All MF"J products come with a double guarantee we think is
unmatched. Order from MFJ and try any product for 30 days. If
It doesn't satisfy your needs.just return it for aji1ll refund
less shipping. Hyou keep It you can be assured of continued
service and our One Year Uncondilional Guarantee.
Call toll-free 1-800-647-1800 and charge the products you
need to your VISA or MasterCard. or send a check or money
order. plus 55.00 shipping. and our shipping department will
promptly have your computer peripheral on ltsway to you.

MFJ
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MF J Enterprises. Inc.
921 Louisville Road
Starkville. MS 39759
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Product
Procword
Spread ..
Procword
Comm . .
Procmail.
Procbase

Contact
. .. Dan.
. . . . .. .... Carla
. Elayne.
. .Steven ..
.. Elayne.
. Elayne.

Figure 2: Help. with a new contact. Dan. added.

Phone

. 263-2900
. 568-6588
.... 237-8194
. .. 485-0898
. 237-8194
237-8194

Turbo, who?
Do you have to give up power and advanced potential
to get ease of use and affordability? Not anymore.
Because now, you can have UCSD Pascal for only $79.95!
If you're making your move into
programming, there's no better way
to go than Pascal. And starting now,
you don1 have to settle for
<
astripped-down
version of Pascal
in order to get aprice
thars right. Instead,
you can choose UCSD Pascal-the
recognized Pascal programming
standard in colleges and uni
versities throughout the
country- at the incredibly/
low introductory price
of $79.95 for your
PC-DOS, MS-DOS, or
· other popular computer.
Start with the standard
With an entry-level system,
you spend alot of valuable
time learning anon-standard
form of Pascal. And you
don't get all the capabilities atrue
Pascal system is supposed to
deliver- unless you buy a lot of
add-on utilities-which can send
the cost of your system sky-high!
Worst of all, when you're ready
to tackle anything more than short,
simple programs-you have no
choice but to move up to a more
sophisticated system (like UCSD
Pascal). And at that point, you also
have to relearn standard Pascal.

UCSDP.....
h•ev~JOU"89d

Programming that's easy
••• and fun!
At Pecan Software Systems, we
strongly believe programming
should be as easy as possible.
UCSD Pascal was originally designed
for teaching programming
skills, so ifs extremely
easy to learn and to use.
With UCSD Pascal, you'll
be developing programs right
.... from the start that are
easy to write, easy to
understand, and easy to
maintain. We also believe
that programming should
be tun. So we've made UCSD Pascal
as enjoyable to use as it is powerful.

-""'

sophisticated programs.
UCSD Pascal Is available lor
MS·DDS, PC·DDS, UNIX, VMS,
MSX and many other operating
systems. You can use UCSD Pascal
to writll programs ot111!Y.

virtually 8Rf ..:11m
them f.cl&ny e
II! ~#

•lze

The right tool at the
right price
When the fun gets serious, you'll
have a comprehensive programming
system right at your fingertips with
UCSD Pascal-a system that will
help you develop those big-league
programs you may eventuaUy want
to write- at a price you can readily
afford.
Put UCSD Pascal programming
power on your PC now for only

$79.951 Order by IJllll today or phone
now1·
cal

WittJ OC60 Pl~ )11)11 bit a

UCSO Pascal is aregistered tradema1k or The Regenis or University or Cafilornia
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anything from the file Joseph violated
a dependency. namely. that only one
contact per software product could be
listed. You assumed this dependency
when you wrote the Findhelp pro
gram. but when you explained the
structure of the Help file to Joseph.
you explained only the contents of
each of the three fields in the file. You
did not explain the structure of the file
itself. including the dependency of the
Contact field on the Product field.
The notation "Product = > Con
tact" refers to such a dependency It
means that one and only one value
in the field Contact corresponds to
each value in the field Product. In
figure 2. the dependency Product
= > Contact does not hold. since two
Contact values. Dan and Elayne. are
associated with the Product value
Procword. Another way to describe
the dependency Product = > Contact
is to say that the Product field deter
mines the Contact field.
Dependencies like Product = >

Contact are perhaps the most impor
tant kind of structure that exists in
databases. For example. in a database
of customers that includes customer
identification numbers. usually the
ID number depends on the name of
the customer. in that only one ID
number is assigned to a given cus
tomer name. Those who modify the
customer file must know whether it
has programs assuming that depen
dency. so that whenever a new cus
tomer is added they will first check to
see that no other customers have the
same name.
DANGEROUS FILE DESIGN

Dependencies are also fundamental
to understanding the third principle.
that some designs are dangerous. I
will illustrate this with another
example.
You receive a call from Elayne that
her phone number has changed. You
dutifully look up the record for Proc
word and make the change. But you

HELP
Product

Contact

Phone

Procword .
. . . . Dan .
. ... .... ....... 263-2900
Spread ..... ... .. • ... . ... Carla . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 568-6588
.. 548-5206
Procword .
. . . Elayne . . ·
Comm
. .. . . . .... .... Steven . .
. . . . . . ... .. 485-0898
Procmail . . .. . . •. . • .. ... .. Elayne.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 237-8194
Procbase : . . .... . . .. ..... Elayne . .. .. ... . . ...• ... 237-8194

Figure 3: Help. with inconsistent phone numbers for a contact. Elayne.

Dependency
Product = > Contact
Meaning
There is only one contact in the database for each product.
(This dependency does not hold in the example of figure 2, because
more than one contact is shown for the product Procword.)
Dependency
Contact = > Phone
Meaning
Given a contact in the database, only one phone number in the
database is associated with that contact. (This dependency holds in
the example of figure 1, but not in figure 3.)

Figure 4: Possible dependencies in Help.
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forgot that she is also your contact for
help with the programs Procmail and
Procbase. Your database now looks
like figure 3. Someone using your
database to contact Elayne has a 67
percent chance of getting her old. in
correct number.
Your file design has other problems.
Suppose Carla is a tremendously
helpful contact for the product
Spread. and you've managed to get
her personal phone number. One
week you find out that Spread has
been recalled because it is faulty. so
you remove its record from the data
base. The next week someone tells
you that Carla is also a tremendous
help with the product Comm. but
now. unfortunately. you've lost her
personal phone number. One last
potential problem: If Elayne is your
contact for I 00 products. you are
wasting a lot of space in your data
base by recording her phone number
100 times.
Of course. all this difficulty could
have been avoided if you had fore
seen that your database would be
used as a phone directory. You could
have made it in two pieces: one for
the contacts and one for the phone
directory.
Data design includes analytic tools
that will help you create appropriate
file structures without the need for
foresight. These tools will prevent the
problems described above. even
when the files are large and complex.
with many interrelated fields.
To avoid dangerous file designs you
must have a clear understanding of
the dependencies in your file. I will
demonstrate the connection between
dependencies and dangerous file
structures by showing that the depen
dencies in Help give off clear warning
signals to anyone familiar with data
design.
Suppose that figure 4 lists all the
dependencies in your Help file. Notice
the transitive dependency from Product to
Contact to Phone. A transitive depen
dency occurs when the fields A B.
and C have two dependencies. A = >
B and B = > C (in figure 2 these de
pendencies are Product = > Contact
(continued)

FORTRAN, C, and
BASIC Programmers•••
Programming just got easier with
Scientific Subroutine Libraries
from Wiley Professional Software.
You need to quicklygenerate dependable, accurate and error-free code. Whatever language you
use, Wiley Professional Software has a powerful Scientific Subroutine Library that can save you
considerable programming time and development money.
Each libraryconsists of more than 100 pretested and precompiled mathematical and statistical
subroutines, supplied on disk as a linkable library and as source code. Each package includes 400
plus pages of documentation, providing you with extensive reference material, a listing of the
subroutine's source code, complete test programs and the results of running each test. The
Subroutines cover formulas for:

+ General statistics
+ Probability
+ Analysis of variance
+ Regressions
+ Matrices

+ Interpolations
+ Fourier analysis
+ Cross tabulations
+ Differential equations
+ Roots of biquadratic equations

+ Function evaluations
+ Systems of equations
+ Solution of equations
+ Times series analysis
+ and more

Just out, Professional FORTRAN! Coming Soon, MORE FORTRAN!

And now all the subroutines are available to those of you programming in Professional
FORTRAN. All that's required is IBM Professional FORTRAN or Ryan McFarland FORTRAN.
On the way is MORE FORTRAN, which includes subroutines covering such areas as:
Analytical Geometry + Vector Algebra + Utility (including complex matrix
manipulation) + Numerical Analysis (including fast Fourier transforms, and solution
to systems of non-linear equations) + Assembler Se1vice Routines- FORTRAN CALLS
LIBRARY

PRICE

REQUIRE'MEHTS

FORTRAN Library
CLanguage Library
BASICA Library
Professional FORTRAN Library

$175

~licrosoft

$17 5

MORE FORTRAN Library

Call for Price

$175
$125

FORTRAN ver. 1 1.1 or later. or IBM 2.0
Lattice CCompiler ver. 2. 12 or later
BASICA
lB~I Professional FORTRAN :
Ryan ~lcFarland FORTRAN
Microsoft FORTRAN ver..U or later:
IBM Professional FORTRAN :
PC DOS 2.0 or better

Developed by Peerl ess Engineering Service

To order, or for free literature, call: 212-850-6788
.Or write: Wiley Professional Software

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Leslie Bixel,
605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158
Dealer Inquiries Invited.
Educational site licenses available.
Inquir y 366
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and Contact = > Phone) and no de values of A. This repetition in turn can
lead to inconsistent information if you
pendency B = > A
Any transitive dependency indicates change your database. as with
a dangerous file structure. Just as Elayne's phone number being listed
Elayne's phone number was repeated incorrectly. It also can lead to wasted
unnecessarily in the Help file. a tran space. as is the case with Elayne's
sitive dependency A = > B = > C will phone number being repeated I 00
always invite repetition of values of B times.
paired with values of C for different
Transitive dependencies are a fre
----------------------------~

~
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I

IBM"'

IBM

"' hardware available
upon request; call for current
pricing. Volume discounts are
given.

AT clone, 1 meg Ram,
2 360 K floppies, 192 watt
power supply, keyboard
$1795.
Internal 300 I 1200 baud,
Hayes compatible modem.
$189.
Hard disk, 20 megabyte
sub-system
$469.

Herdon printer letter quality
daisy wheel, 18 cps, warran
tied by Qume for one year.
Regular retail $599, now just
$275.

IBM

"' XT clone 256 K, 360 K
floppy, 135 watt power sup
ply, keyboard
$600.
Add $50 for 640 K.

ABOVE PRICES AT 3'9 CASH DISCOUNT

Call Toll Free 1-800-231-1214
In Florida 904-837-3995

· ·~
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quent cause of structural problems in
the design of files. If you watch out
for them. you are more likely to avoid
the kind of difficulties I have de
scribed above.
WHAT TO DO?
I hope this article motivates you to
look over your database files and
chart the dependencies in them. then
to look for transitive dependencies.
But don't get carried away. Just as
structured programming allows the
use of GOTO statements when ap
propriate. data design theory should
be interpreted as only a set of warn
ings to the designer. As dangerous as
I have claimed the Help file design to
be. several reasons might justify leav
ing it alone. For example. the usual
way to eliminate a transitive depen
dency in a file is to split the file into
two new files Your database system
may not support access to two files
at once. or it may do so only at a great
cost in processing time. Therefore. if
you do find a transitive or embedded
dependency in your files. consider all
the ramifications before changing the
file structure.
At least two important questions re
main: If you find a transitive or
embedded dependency. how do you
correct it? And how do you design
databases from the start so that they
don't contain such dependencies?
The answers involve a deeper under
standing of the "join" operation in
database systems and of the structure
of information as "entities" and "rela
tionships:· A study of the books listed
below should provide you with the
knowledge you'll need to answer
these questions on your own. •
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Date. Chris J. Database: A User's Guide.
Reading .
MA:
Addison-Wesley
(Microcomputer Books). 1983.
DeMarco. Tom. Structured Analysis and
Systems Specification. New York: Yourdon.
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Martin. James An End User's Guide to Data
Base. Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall.
1981.
Page-Jones. Meilir. Tlie Practical Guide to Struc
tured Systems Design. New York: Yourdon.
1980.
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Download Into Filing
Assistant (Option)

•

Easy to Use
Fast and 100%
Error Free

•

Emulation 27801378013740
All Features

•

File Transfer, RJE

•

PC to PC

•

PC to Any Mainframe
(Using above Protocols)

•

Unattended or Attended
Auto Pilot, Remote Startup

•

Call Using Interface with User
Application Program, Basic, Cobol,
Pascal, C, Etc.

•

Uses Standard IBM Hardware
(BSC Board)

•

Changeable Translate
Tables

TO ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-826-7839

I
$149
305/372-9332
Telex 4947306
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The Best c Book
A Powerful c compiler
one Great c Value s39_95

A good C book just isn't complete without a good C
compiler to go with it. That's why we give you both.You get
a comprehensive 450 page book and a full feature standard
K&R C compiler with the Unix V7 Extensions. The Book is
loaded with examples that teach you how to program in C.
And our fast one pass C compiler comes with an equally fast

linker so you don't waste a lot of time watching your disk
drives spin. You also get a Unix compatible function library
that contains more than I 50 functions ( C source code
included). And if all that isn't enough, we offer you a 30 day
money back guarantee. So what are you waiting for? The
exciting world of C is just one free phone call away.

Language Features
• Data Types: char, short,
int, unsigned, long, float,
double
Classes: auto,
• Data
extern, static, register
Typedef, Struct, Union,
• Bit
Fields, Enumerations
Structure Assignment,
• Passing/Returning
Structures

Functions
abs
asm
asmx
atan
atof
atol
atol
bdos
bdosx
bios
biosx
calloc
cell
cfree
chain
character
chdlr
chmod
clearerr
close
clrscrn
cmpstr

conbuf
cone
cos
cpystr
creat
cursblk
curslln

feof
ferror
ftlush
fgets
file no
flletrap
find
floor
fopen
~rintf
uts
ead
free
freopen
fscanf
fseek
ft ell
fwrlte
getc
getch
putch
getchar

curscol
cursrow
cur.;off
curson
delete
drand
exec
execl
execv

exit
exitmsg
exp
fabs
fclose
fdopen

getcseg
getdseg
getd
putd
getdate
gettime
getI
put!
get key
getmode
setmode
gets

~~slz

heaptrap

~~

inp
insert
iofllter
lsalnum
lsalpha

"'3scli
lscntrl
isdlglt
islower
!sprint
ispunct
lsspace
isupper

hoa
keJress

le
len
log
loglO
longjmp
lseek
malloc
alloc
mathtrap
mid$
mkdlr
modf

replace
repmem
rewind
right$
rindex
rmdir
scant
setbuf
setbufslz
setcolor
setdate
settlme
setjmp
setmem
sin
sound
sprlntf
sqrt
srand
sscanf
stackslz

movmem

open
outp
peek
perror
poke
poseurs
pow
prlntf
putc
putchar
puts
putw
rand
read
readattr
reach
writech
readdot
wrltedot
realloc
rename

str$

Streat

strcmp
strcpy
strlen
stmcat
stmcmp
strncpy
strsave

system
tolower
to upper
ungetc

::"~ch
write
writechs
xmembeg
xmemend
xmemget
xmemput
xmovmem

....exit

MIX Editor

ASM Utility

s29.95

s10

When you're programming in a high
level language you need a high power
ed editor. That's why we created a
programmable full/split screen text
processor. It lets you split the screen
horizontally or vertically and edit two
files at once. You can move text back
and forth between two windows. You
can also create your own macro com
mands from an assortment of over

100 predefined commands. The editor
comes configured so that it works just
like Wordstar but you can change it if
you prefer a different keyboard layout.
The editor is a great companion to our
C compiler. Because they work so
well together we want you to have
both. To make sure you do, we're
offering the editor for just S15 when
purchased with the C compiler.

NOT COPY PROTECTED

Editor

(29.95)

c

(39.95)

C & Edi!Or

( 54.95)

ASM Utility

( 10.00)

TX Residents

(6.125% sales tax)

Shipping

(see below)

Total
D Check D Money Order
D MC/Visa"
Exp - - Shipping Charges: (No charge for ASM Utility)
USA: SS/Order
Canada: SIO/Order
Overseas: $10/Edi!Or • $20/C • S30/C & Editor

The ASM utility disk allows you to link
object files created by Microsoft's MASM
or M80 assemblers. Lots of useful assem
bly language functions are included as
examples.
ORDERS ONLY

1-800-523-9520
IN TEXAS

1 ·800-622-4070
Canadian Distributor
Saraguay Software: 416-923-1500

D PCDOS/MSDOS ( 2.0 or later)
D IBM PC Single Side

D
D
D
D

IBM PC Double Side
Tandy2000
8 Inch

Street----------------

Ocher _ _ _ _ __

State----------------

D CPM 80 (2.2 or later)
D 8 Inch
D Kaypro II
D Kaypro 4
D Apple (ZSO)
D Osborne I SD
D Osborne I DD
D Morrow MD II
D Other _ _ _ _ __

City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Zip - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Country---------------
Phone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
2116 E. Arapaho
Suite 363
software Richardson, TX 75081

MDC

(214) 783-6001
Ask about our volume discounts.

Bl

Unix s a trademark of Bell Labs. CPM i sa trademark of Digital Resea rch. MS DOS is at rademark of Microsof t. P COOS isa trademark of 18 M. WORDST AR is a trademark of Micro Pro.
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DRAGON
BY BRUCE

R.

LAND

Recursive drawing of a dragon curve on the Macintosh
THIS PROGRAM uses the OOm~~~~~~~i!E::~~~~~~~~~i you can note in listing I.
this verb must always be
high-resolution Macintosh
1 ~kocuRvE
used in pairs or strange
display and the rapid ex
things will happen
ecution rate of MacFORTH
FORTH is a bottom-up
(Creative Solutions Inc.) to
produce a recursive draw
programming language in
ing of the so-called Harter
which you start with the
High tway Dragon (de
primitive operations and
scribed in reference I). The
build up complex ones.
resulting curve (see figure I)
After defining the RECURS
is interesting to look at
verb. the program defines
because it has features on
four variables to locate a
many different length
"drawing turtle." I used a
scales. from the very ~--------------------'21= turtle-graphic approach
smallest kinks to the major
because the code was
Figure I: A I 6tl1-order dragon drawn
"body" segments.
translated from Apple
blJ tfle FORTH program DRAGON.
The curve is constructed
UCSD Pascal (reference 3).
by successive fragmenta
MacFORTH does not have
tion of line segments into ever-smaller must consider two things. The first is turtle operations. but it is easy to pro
right angles. This construction lends that all local variables of the recursive duce the turtle operations TURN and
itself to implementation by recursion. routine must be on the stack. because MOVE. TURN accepts an angle (in
Recursion is a process by which a when a routine calls itself. FORTH degrees) on the stack and updates the
task is broken up into smaller tasks (unlike Pascal) does not make copies turtle direction. MOVE causes the tur
that are similar except for. perhaps. a of variables for each invocation. The tle to take one step forward in the
count of how many times the smaller second is that FORTH normally direction it is facing.
task has been performed. The unique assumes that no one would ever want
The main work . is done by
feature of recursion is that a recursive to invoke a verb whose definition is DRAGON. which is the recursively
procedure calls itself before it finishes not complete. so a recursive call called routine. Each time you enter
execution. so that intermediate results within a definition is considered an DRAGON it calls itself twice until a
pile up. to be resolved later when an error. This problem is easily handled value on the stack. called "level" in
end condition (for instance a count) by defining a verb called RECURS
(continued\
indicates that the recursion is com (reference 2) in listing I that tem Bruce R. Land. Pl1.D. (Box 73. RD #1.
plete.
porarily tricks the compiler into con Truman sburg. NY 14886 ). is a senior lec
To perform recursion in FORTH you sidering the definition complete. As turer at Cornell Universitlj.
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DRAGON

Listing I: The FORTH blocks for the DRAGON program.

Screen #1
( begin Dragon curve )
CREATE CURVE
( a FORGETable name)
CARTESIAN OFF
: RECURS

SMUDGE

VARIABLE
VARIABLE
VARIABLE
VARIABLE

ANGLE
XCOOD
YCOOD
STEPSIZE

IMMEDIATE

( trick verb for recursion)

2 4 THRU

Screen #2
MOVE ( -- I takes a step in present turtle direction)
STEPSIZE @ DUP
ANGLE @ COS * 10000 / ( r* cos of theta) XCOOD @ +
DUP ( newX) XCOOD ! ( update X)
SWAP
ANGLE @ SIN * 10000 /
( r* sine theta )
YCOOD@ +
DUP ( newY) YCOOD I ( update Y)
DRAW.TO

Screen #3
DRAGON ( sign level-- I )
DUP ( level) 0=
IF ( at bottom of recursion)
DROP ( level) DROP ( sign)
MOVE ( by stepsize)
ELSE
OVER 45 * TURN ( getslgn and turn)
1 ( newsign)
OVER
1( level=level-1)
RECURS DRAGON RECURS
OVER -90 * TURN ( getsign & turn)
-1 ( newsign) ( edit to +1 for diff curve)
OVER 1( level=level-1)
RECURS DRAGON RECURS
DROP ( input level) 45 * TURN ( getsign and turn)
THEN

Screen #4
DCURVE ( level --1
( init pen position)
PAGE
100 XCOOD !
90 YCOOD
360 6 * ANGLE
WHITE PENPAT XCOOD @ YCOOD @ MOVE.TO
PEN.NORMAL
1 STEPSIZE !
1 SWAP ( level) DRAGON
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program, you can
draw a 16th-order
dragon curve
in 4Y2 minutes.

TURN ( deltangle-- I turn sign*delta)
ANGLE +!

WHITE PENPAT

With this MacFORTH

4 10 MOVE.TO

PEN.NORMAL

the commands. reaches zero. At that
point a step is drawn. A I 6th-level
dragon curve (the biggest that will fit
on the screen) results in 2 16 separate
calls to DRAGON.
The final routine DCURVE initializes
the pen position. sets up the stack for
DRAGON. invokes DRAGON. and
finally moves the pen away from the
end of the curve. The program will
draw a I 6th-order dragon curve in 4 V2
minutes.
The program has a few limitations.
The MacFORTH sine and cosine
routines carry only four-place ac
curacy. so the program runs correct
ly only for even orders. An odd order
causes the turtle to wander off the
screen.
To run DRAGON. type N DCURVE,
where N is the order desired. At one
place in the program listing you'll see
a notation that editing will produce an
interesting variant. In particular, note
that a I 6th-order curve will not fit on
the screen unless the STEPSIZE con
stant is unity. •

!Editor's note: The source code fer DRAGON
is available for downloading from BYTEnet
Listings. The number is (617) 861-9764. It
is also available on disk. See page 346 for
details. You will need MacFORTH to run the
program.I
REFERENCES
I. Mandelbrot. B. B. The Fractal Geometr!:I of
Nature. San Francisco: Freeman. 1982.
page 66ff.
2. Smith, A J. ':Another Recursion:· FO!(fH
Dimensions. vol. 3. no. 6. 1982. page 179.
3. Luehrmann. A. and H. Peckham. Apple
Pascal: A Hands-on Approach. New York:
McGraw-Hill. 1981. pages 335-344.

ProDesign II
The Easy to Use CAD System!
·ProDesign II is one ofthe most advanced CAD packages available
.for microc.omputers. We think it's absolutely the easiest to use.
With competitive CAD systems priced at $1500 to $2500, we were
posed with the problem of settJng our price.
ProDesign II works a wide variecy of djgitizers and mouse
devices. It works with nearly any plotter or printer available for
the IBM PC ProDesign II can produce plotter quality drawings
on ordinary dot matrix printers - a feature found excluslvely on
ProDesign IL ProDesign II utilizes a \Tirtua.l screen 4 times the
size of the physical screen to make it practical to produre draw
ings on a normal resolution IBM monitor. ProDesign II is truly
an outstanding CAD package for the IBM PC and compatibles.
The question we had to answer was Even though we had a better
product, should we price it higher than the other CAD systems
on the market?
We did market studies and calculations. We consulted with
experts We drew charts and graphs We used the finest spread
sheet programs money could buy. When it came right down to it,
we st111 didn't know what to sell Pro Design II for. $2995? $2495?
$1995? We even considered $995.
'I'hen, in the great American tradition, we said, "AW ...WHAT
THE HECK! let's see the other guys beat this price!" ProDesign
II costs $299. At that price, you can't go wrong!

B

PRODESIGN I I
TH(

[AS 1 10 \JSE

C: AD SV S TEn

~

ONLY $299

AW ...WHAT THE HECK!

$299.95

SHUTTLE

Why should you get ProDesign II? Four simple reasons:
1. ProDesign II is easy to use. You won'thaveto spend
weeks learning simple functions.
2. ProDesign II works with the hardware YOU own.
ProDesign II supports most printers and plotters
available for the IBM PC, as well as a w1de variety
of digitizers and mouse devices.
3. ProDesign II can produce plotter quality output
on ordinary dot matrix printers. (The Bl Bomber
above was printed on an Epson R.X-80.)
4. ProDesign II is priced 70% to 80% below competitive
products!
Whatdo you need to run ProDesign II? An IBM PC or compatible
with 512K RAM and graphics capability.
How do you get ProDesign II? See your local computer dealer
or contact us.
ProDesi.gn II - The Easy to Use CAD System!
Inquiry 18

How to put thepowerda
Mainframe,Networkand

The Xerox6085
Professional ComputerSystem.

-

XEROX

Mac, IBM PC,Word Processor,
LaserPrinteronyourdesk.
It's the first professional workstation and personal computer and communications terminal-in one.
It's the first workstation ever with an enormous 19 inch bit map screen. With multiple windows
that let you neatly display and process what used to clutter up your desk. Windows that can be
stretched the entire width of the screen so you can see your work. And let you conduct numerous
operations at the same time. Like running PC programs, running
mainframe programs or downloading selected data from host computers.
And, integrating the results. Even
copying or moving host data into PC
spreadsheets, or PC spreadsheets into
Xerox' special ViewPoint Document Edi
tor. 'frue integration. Any window to and
from any window!
You can compose documents made up
of all these elements, with a huge variety of typefonts and sizes,
multiple columns, labels and page numbering. Including data driven
business graphics-and structured and free-hand drawings.
All this in virtually any foreign language. Or mix of languages. With
resolution so refined your work is displayed on the screen precisely as you 
would receive it on a printed page. And the mouse and icons make it easy.
The 6085 Professional Computer System is compatible with industry
· standards including MS-DOS~ IBM 3270~ DEC VTIOO~ and others. And
since the Xerox 6085 is brought to you by the people who invented Lasog
raphy, naturally it connects with local area
"'"'."'"-'"""""~"'"'-~:!!':::::::=
and remote networks, as well as a variety of
laser printers, including the desktop Xerox
Laser Printer, matrix and character printers.
You can also print onjust about any facsimile
machine around the world. Of course the 6085 is part ofTeam Xerox, people, products, software
and services working all together to meet your information needs.
So if what you've read amazes you,
I'm in1crcstcd in lci.irning more about~ Xcro.\ 60K5 J
we've got more. Call us at 1-800-TEAM Ijycs.
Professional Workstation.
I
Send lo: Xerox Corporation. P. 0. Bo.x 24. Rochester. N'Y
XRX, ext. 294, or call your local Xerox
O Please have a sales represen1a1ive contact me.
\
I 0 Please send me more information.
sales office for a demonstration, or fill
I
I
out and send in the coupon.
I
I
I
I
1 ~
s~
I
..
..
I If you can't wail, call 1-800-TEAM-XRX, ext. 294 I
will do remarkable
i
things for your office. For information call Team Xerox, your ~~- _ _ ~s~~:_tJ-~xt. 29~ _ ~ 9 ~~
•
18
AM x x
29
R ' ext. 4.
"~i""'d
1ocal Xerox sal es 0 ffice or: - 00-TE
146 9~

NAME

m!~~~~:~~~shr~~ ~~§-~.ii1~-1~~~~~~il
.r·~
& •• ill
(1-800-832-6979, ext. 294)

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE XEROX

60~5

COMP:\NY

TITLE

ADDRESS

ZIP

PH ONE

XEROXcK' amhhl.' idcnlifyingnaml.'~and numbcr\arc r.:gi,tcrl.'d 1radcmark,of
XEROXCORPORATION. '1S-DOS' ;_,
'"'d'm'"k uf'1i"o'uft Cu•pu
ratiun. IBM 3~70' i ~ a rl.'gislcrl.'d 1raJcmark of the International B u~ in c-,~ ~1achinl.'~
Corp1ration. DEC VTIOO!> isa r.:gistcml 1ra1.kmark of Digital Equipml.'nt Corporn tien.

PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER. CIRCLE 395 ON THE READER SERVICE CARD.

Number
Crunching
A MICRO-BASED SUPERCOMPUTER

by Norman H. Christ and
Anthony E. Terrano . . . . . . . . .

. . 145

COMPUTER APPROXIMATIONS

by Stephen L Moshier ............... 161
THE INVERSION OF LARGE MATRICES

by Thomas E. Phipps Jr. . . . . . . .

. 181

THE RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS

by Benku Thomas .

191

THE ATOMCC TOOLBOX

by Y. F. Chang .. ..

. . .. ....... 215

NUMBER CRUNCHING IS 1D COMPUTING what speaking prose is to talking:
We all do it and tend to take it for granted. So for this theme I wanted articles
that rekindled the sense of amazement we all felt when we ran our first FOR
TRAN Fibonacci sequence program. Unlike that first program. however. these
articles are important and useful But more than that. they make number
crunching seem new and exciting.
We start off with a remarkable hardware piece by Norman H. Christ and
Anthony E. Terrano of Columbia University. They have made a parallel
processing micro monster that is twice as fast as a Cray-I! The muscles of
this beast are 16 (so far) 80286/802 87 /TRW vector-processor nodes slung onto
a Multibus skeleton.
The rest of the theme is devoted to software issues. We lead off the soft
ware discussion with Stephen L. Moshier's discourse on numerical precision
and rates of convergence in computer approximations. Mr. Moshier structures
his discussion around writing an exponential-function routine. but his insights
are applicable to all numerical calculations.
Many of us have written matrix-inverting routines. But how about routines
to invert 50 by 50 or larger matrices? Thomas E. Phipps Jr. shows us the new
Pan and Reif algorithm for inverting matrices as large as your computer can
hold.
Next. Benku Thomas discusses the various flavors of Runge-Kutta algorithms
for approximating solutions to systems of differential equations. Oddly, BYTE
has never had an article on this classic technique. Among the many treasures
in Mr. Thomas·s piece is a FORTRAN routine for determining the machine
epsilon (numerical resolution) of your computer. In the accompanying text
box. David Leo presents a fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine in BASIC for solv
ing spring-mass-damper systems.
Finally. Y. F Chang presents one of the most awesome programs I have ever
seen-a FORTRAN program that writes FORTRAN programs to solve systems
of ordinary differential equations (ODES) using Tuylor series expansion through
the first 30 terms. If you keep in mind that an Nth-order RK approximates the
first N terms of a 1aylor series. and it is almost unheard of to do a Runge
Kutta larger than seventh order. you get some feel for what Mr. Chang is offer
ing. The real virtue of his ODE solver is the ease with which this very-high
order solver dissolves stiffness.
I also want to direct your attention to a couple of related articles in other
sections of the magazine. In the text box to his review of microTSP (page 257) .
Paul Davenport presents a brief introduction to time-series analysis. Time-series
analysis is an alternative to Fourier analysis that is becoming increasingly
popular in scientific as well as economic applications. And on page 57 I review
an excellent new book on the fast Fourier transform.

-Tom Clune. Technical Editor
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Why the Hercules Color Card is
;;lit'' better for your XT than IBM's.
Did you know that there's a color
graphics card specially designed for the
XT"'? It's called the Hercules"' Color Card.We
think that it's better for your XT than the
IBM® Color Graphics Adapter. Here's why.
The XT comes with an empty short slot.
IBM's card is too long to fit in it, so you're
forced to sacrifice a valuable long slot, while
your XT's short slot goes unused.
The Hercules Color Card is designed to
fit in this short slot. It's the smartest way
to maximize the usable slots in an XT and
provide for your future expansion needs.
IBM

Hercules

And we'll do just about anything to
make our products the most reliable you
can buy.

_,

, = ~\.~J,
''9 
Hercules

IBM

Of course, you will have to give up
something when you buy a Hercules Color
Card. You'll have to give up software incom
patibility. With Hercules, there is none.
Every program that runs on the IBM color
card will run on the Hercules Color Card.
You'll have to give up IBM's ninety day
warranty. Ours is two years.
Compare warranties

Notice how much more efficiently
Hercules makes use ofthe XT's slots.

Our efficient use of an XT's slots is not
the only reason to buy a Hercules Color
Card instead of IBM's. We give you a
parallel printer port at no extra cost. (IBM
charges extra and takes up another slot.)
A lot of people wonder how Hercules
can do everything that IBM can in a card
less than half the size. We do it by designing
our own graphics microchips. Just one of our
chips packs the punch of dozens of IBM's,
reducing by more than 50% the number of
components that can fail.

IBM
Hercules

3months,

I• •••••••••

2 years

And you'll have to give up a dollar. The
Hercules Color Card is $245-IBM's is $244.
Look into the Hercules Color Card
for the XT, PC or AT.'" Find out why the
readers of PC World voted the Hercules
Color Card 1985's best color graphics
card-ahead of IBM's. Call 1800 532-0600
Ext.432 for the name of the dealer nearest
you and we'll rush you our free info kit.

Hercules.
Inquiry 153

We're strong on graphics.

Address: 2550 Nint h St., Berkeley, CA 94710 P h: 415 540·6000 1e lex: 754063 Trademarks/Owners: Hercules/Herc ules Computer 1echnology; IBM , XT, AT/IBM.
Limited time offer, subject t o change wit hout notice.

N·U·M·B·E·R

A MICRO~BASED
SUPERCOMPUTER
BY NORMAN H. CHRIST AND ANTHONY E. TERRANO

A unique combination of microcomputer parts

yields supercomputer processing power
IN THIS ARTICLE we will describe a
relatively simple parallel computer
being built in the Physics Department
at Columbia University. Although
each node of the computer is quite
similar to a microcomputer in com
plexity. the combination of many
nodes is capable of speeds compar
able to those obtained on ·today's
fastest mainframe supercomputers.
The device is pictured in photo I.
Microprocessors are used in exper
imental university research for
monitoring and controlling apparatus
and performing data analysis. How
ever. for the large-scale simulations
common in theoretical science. the
power of micros is simply inadequate.
The arrival of Intel's 8087 (and now
80287) arithmetic coprocessors did
not alter this situation. The speed of
100.000 floating-point operations per
second. typical of an 8086/8087
based microcomputer. is still I 000
times slower than a Cray-I supercom
puter.
This state of affairs has been com
pletely transformed by the manufac
ture of special arithmetic chips cap
able of up to IO million floating-point
operations per second (or I 0 mega
flops). It is now extremely attractive
PHOTOGRAPHED BY AARON REZNY

parallel computer.

These blindingly fast floating-point
adders and multipliers are currently
sold by Weitek. TRW. Advanced Micro
Devices. and Analog Devices for
prices in the range of $200 to $ IOOO
each. Of course. these chips by them
selves do not make up a complete
arithmetic coprocessor. First. you
need external storage registers to pro
vide an interface to a standard 16-bit
bus. and second. you must vary a
number of input control signals to
generate the desired sequence of
arithmetic operations. About a dozen
integrated circuits are needed in ad
dition to the floating-point adder and
multiplier chips for a working circuit.
We refer to the resulting arithmetic
unit as a "vector processor" because
of its ability to execute a sequence of
similar operations on a string (or vec
tor) of data elements. Such a vector
processor has the speed and pro
gramming characteristics of a com-

for theoretical scientists (especially
those with limited university comput
ing budgets) to harness these chips to
microprocessors and. exploiting
parallelism. build supercomputer
class machines. The project described
here is an example of this approach.

Norman H. Christ holds BA and Ph.D
degrees in physics from Columbia University.
Anthony E. Terrano holds a BA in mathe
matics from the University of Chicago and a
Ph.D. in physics from Caltech. Both authors
can be reached at the Department of Physics.
Columbia University. New York. NY 10027

Photo I: Columbia University's

1conunued1
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SUPERCOMPUTER

FROM
HOST

TO
HOST

Figure I: Tlie interconnection sclieme for
16 nodes. Tlie squares represent data

memories. and tlie circles represent
processors.

mercial array processor.
This arithmetic unit is not as gen
eral-purpose as an 8087 or 80287 co
processor. Since it is pipelined. full
speed is obtained only when a se
quence of similar operations can be
executed consecutively Also. the
fastest of these chips work with 22-bit
or 32-bit data (single precision). which
is significantly less than the 80-bit
data used internally in the 8087. How
ever. for those applications that can
tolerate these constraints. a single
such unit can be added as a periph
eral to a personal computer to boost
performance as much as a hundred
fold.
To achieve supercomputer speeds.
however. one must join many of these
units together. We interconnected
2 PORTS TO
NEIGHBORS

~
MULTIBUS

ROM

11

lid

I
DISK
CONTROLLER

PROGRAM
MEMORY

,,___.,,
..,___,,

80286
80287

MULTIBUS
MEMORY

MICROCODE
MEMORY

MEMORY
BANI< A
-

MEMORY
BANK B

-c::Jll
l

X BUS

~J LJ
-

w:::'._

-:;

~

...,..___,

VECTOR
PROCESSOR

I

2 PORTS TO
NEIGHBORS

Figure 2: Tlie arcliitecture of a single node .of our macliine Only tlie major elements
of tlie design are slio~vn

these units in a two-dimensional mesh
as shown in figure I. The individual
processors operate with full indepen
dence. They communicate by syn
chronously reading from or writing to
their neigh bar's memory. This sort of
connection is very simple to imple
ment in hardware and very fast It is
well suited to calculations performed
on spatially homogeneous systems
where at each stage the data (forces.
particles. velocities. etc.) need only be
passed between neighboring pro
cessors.
SINGLE-PROCESSOR
ARCHITECTURE

The components of one of our com
puter's nodes are shown in figure 2.
They are arranged on a single 12- by
18-inch board as shown in photo 2.
The combination of the 80286/80287.
the 32K bytes of RAM. and the 16K
bytes of ROM joined to the Intel Multi
bus are typical of a high-end personal
computer. The RAM (16 In mos
IMl400 static memories) and the
ROM (two Intel 2764 EPROMS\ are
connected directly to the data lines on
the 80286 to form a "local" data bus.
They are enabled by standard ad
dress-decoding circuitry (three
74LS139 chips) .
The bidirectional Y bus is the back
bone (and bottleneck) for our system.
Because it has ports connected to the
four neighboring nodes. it can be
used by the 80286 and the vector pro
cessor for off-board communication.
ln addition. it allows access to two
banks of data memory. These banks.
labeled A and Bin figure 2. are each
made of 32 static memory chips of
16K bits each. Again lnmos IMl400
parts are used. with 4 5-nanosecond
access times. This memory appears to
the 80286 as l 28K bytes of additional
fast RAM. However. it can also be ad
dressed by the vector processor and
each bank can supply a 16-bit word
every 12 5 ns during a sequence of
pipelined. vector-processor opera
tions.
The final element appearing in
figure 2 is the "X bus:· which provides
a second. unidirectional path from the
(continued)
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WHENITCOMES DOWNTO THENUMBERS
STEP UP TO BMDPTM
I

From the Simple . ..
• complete descriptive statistics
• frequencies and percents
•chi square
• scatterplots and histograms
• t·tests
• analysis of variance and covariance
• nonparametric statistics
• linear regression
• cluster analysis
• missing value analysis
• planned and post hoc comparisons

\'

You can use BM DP to analyze your data even if you are not a
statistician or a computer expert. The BMDP/PC programs
use logical, easy-to-learn instructions, and thorough
documentation.
With BMDP/PC you can plot and describe data with simple
statistics. Compare groups and contrast cases. Estimate
missing values and explain results. Predict outcomes and
forecast trends.
You can pick and choose any combination of BM DP/PC pro·
grams that suits your needs. Order some now, and others
later, when you are ready to step up to more advanced
analyses.
To the Sophisticated.
• stepwise logistic regression
• nonlinear regression
• all possible subsets regression
• repeated measures ANOVA
• factor analysis
• stepwise discriminant analysis
• log-linear modeling
• canonical correlation
• life tables & survival analysis
.• speQl11al aruil,ysis
• time series (Box-Jenkins)

P.I

BMDP is especially appealing to the experienced data
analyst. Many researchers learned "the old BMD" pr

Iii

..._____,..J

because~B~~~-....,.._~::°'"'"::o~;.:;,..,._..,..,

back in college or graduate school. That's
has been leading the way through the numbers maze since
1961 . Ongoing R&D keeps BMDP ahead with the latest
statistical techniques and convenience features.
The newest generation of BMDP is available for the IBM PC
XT, AT, and compatible hard disk systems. (Mainframes and

D·

1!W

a7n~~U~·~f:x:_ i:b:le~"iill!:~~~;lil
;';;· ~-~-....................,=

"pick
makesite
BMDP/PC
•
mini's,and
too.)choose"
Quantitypolicy
discounts,
licenses,afforda
research budgets.
Whether your data analysis needs are simple or sophis·
ticated, BMDP/PC is the right choice.



For More Information, Contact:

a a.

..........._

~~"!~;;~"ii!!iiifoo;

BMDP
STATISTICAL
SOFTWARE,
INC!:"  ............. .
1964 Westwood
Boulevard,
Suite 202·
Los Angeles, California 90025
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data memory to the vector processor.
By using both buses independently.
the vector processor can access the
data memory at a rate of 32 mega
bytes per second. Both banks of data
memories and the local program
memory are parity-checked. Although
this error checking was included to
identify malfunctioning memory
chips. its major benefit has been to
reveal software bugs and faulty execu
tion in the vector processor.
An Intel 82284 chip generates the
clock and ready signals while an
82288 bus controller produces the
command signals for on-board 80286

reading and writing operations (see
figure 3) The Multibus is controlled
in a multimaster mode by an 82289
with the Multibus commands originat
ing from our board generated by a
second 82288. One set of address
latches (three 74LS373s) provides on
board addresses. a second set (three
8283s) drives the Multibus address
lines. Likewise two 8287 transceivers
isolate the Multibus data lines from
those of the 80286. while a second
set joins this local data bus to the Y
bus shown in figure 2.
We use the local Multibus (there is
a separate. four-slot Multibus card

cage for each node) to provide for
easy expansion of the storage capaci
ty of the machine. At present. two
512 K,byte memory boards are added
to each Multibus card cage. adding a
total of 16 megabytes of memory. As
our calculations proceeded. this large
storage space became inadequate. so
we have attached a disk controller (a
Rimfire 50) and 470-megabyte disk
drive (a Fujitsu Eagle) to the Multibus
of every fourth processor. The disk
managing software then operates in
two steps: First the data is transferred.
bucket-brigade style. to the processor
connected to the disk where it is writ
ten to a reserved area in the Multibus
memory; second. the controller is ac
tivated and copies the data from the
Multibus memory to the disk. Reading
a file from the disk works in the
reverse order. Note that all these
steps are usually carried out in multi
ples of four. with simultaneous opera
tion of all four disk drives. For exam
ple. a data file made up of data stored
in all 16 nodes will be divided into
four parts and written simultaneously
on the four disks.
A very concrete way of understand
ing the arrangement just described is
to examine the memory map of the
system as seen by the 80286 outlined
in table I. Only the Multibus and the
initial startup address lie above the
first megabyte of the 16-megabyte
80286 address space. Thus. the bulk
of our programs operate in the fast.
real-address mode.
PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE

Photo 2: A node of the parallel computer.
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Although each node in our machine
consists of a processor and memory.
it is useful to think of the system as
a two-dimensional array of memories.
with adjacent nodes joined to one an
other by the processing elements
(figure I). For a two-dimensional prob
lem with physical interactions only be
tween points that are nearest neigh
bors. this architecture is clearly ideal:
We simply divide the plane of the
problem into 16 identical regions.
with each region corresponding to a
node of the machine. Calculations in
one region only require data from the
adjacent regions. In each case there

SUPERCOMPUTER

In addition to these identical con
is a unique processor with access to
We run the machine as a peripheral
the two regions 'JYpically. that pro nections to each processor. the con attached to a host VAX-11/780 com
cessor performs the calculation troller is joined by 16-bit data lines to puter. with a I-megabyte data-transfer
directly. with no data-copying opera the Multibus of the first and last pro link to the controller. The host com
tions.
cessors (the double lines to pro puter provides a convenient. multi
For similarly local higher-dimen cessors 1 and 16 in figures 1 and 4). user environment to develop and run
sional problems. an identical strategy The controller contains an 8K-byte the programs for our machine. How
can be used. For example. a three buffer memory that can be accessed
ever. any means of providing support
dimensional system with points by the host computer. In an 1/0 opera for the terminals. editors. and com
labeled by three coordinates x.y.z tion. processor I reads a packet from
pilers. as well as a tape drive for data
would be divided into regions using this buffer memory. The data is storage (such as a microcomputer or
only the two-dimensional x and y passed daisy-chain style between the a slightly enhanced version of one of
coordinates. Points with a given value
processors along a path specified in
our boards) would suffice.
of x and y but any value of z are as
ROM (the heavy lines in figure I). and
With the interconnection scheme
signed to the same memory.
finally processor 16 writes the packet shown in figure I. each processor has
Of course. the edges of the mesh back to the buffer memory
(continued)
should not be left unconnected. We
separately join together the top and
bottom and the right and left of the
mesh shown in figure I to form a
torus. This connection of the edges
allows simple implementation of
"periodic" boundary conditions. In
UJ
:::>
order to avoid the long wires that
I 5
would be necessary to join these dis
:::J
::;:
tant edges. we actually fold the ar
2 8287
rangement in figure I twice. first lay
ing the left half over the right half so
the left and right edges are adjacent.
3 8283
and then folding the top half over the
bottom. The processors are physical
ly arranged in a two-dimensional
IX
0
en
plane with the boards corresponding
UJ
82288
w
en
to the above folds interleaved. This
u
w
en
0
en
er
procedure can be followed for an ar
...J
w
"
0
IX
bitrarily large mesh without increas
0::
0::
0
I80286
0
z
Icf
ing the length of the interconnecting
0
u
u
w
cables (18 inches. in our case).
>
Superimposed on this two-dimen
82288
sional mesh architecture is a "radia l"
cf
Icf
3 74LS373
connection of each processor to a
0
very simple central controller as
shown in figure 4. This controller pro
vides a small amount of global coor
dination between the processors and
all of the communication between the
machine and the outside world. It is
PROGRAM
ROM
built on a single 7- by 14-inch wire
MEMORY
wrap board and is connected to each
processor with a ribbon cable carry
ing eight signals. These include com
mon clock. reset. and interrupt signals_ __ _ ___ ___________________._ _ _ _
that are broadcast to each node. In
the other direction, the controner --.---:------··--.. ·-~··~~--·- ·---·-----::-- - - ----------
_J
(IJ

1----0

receives "f inished:· "error." and "re
quest for synchronization" signals
from each board.

Figure 3: The configuration of the 80286. its program memory. and the Multibus

interface.
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access to the memory at three dif
ferent nodes. This is accomplished by
simply including all three of these
memories in the processor's address
space (see table 1). Each processor
has unrestricted access to a single.
contiguous 384K-byte memory. This
implies that there are three different
processors that have equal rights to
read and write data to a given mem
ory element. Clearly. some provision
has to be made to restrict simulta
neous references to a given memory
element by two or more processors.
The mechanism that we use to avoid
contention rests on the simple obser
vation that contention cannot occur
if all of the processors are executing
the same program in lockstep. Thus.
if the processor at node 8 in figure 1
is using data in node 9. then the pro
cessor at node 9 will be using mem
ory at node 14. and so on.
Such synchronization can be
achieved at the hardware level by
driving all the 82284 clock generators
· with the same external frequency (12
MHz) coming from the central con
troller Likewise. a common 8-MHz
signal provides the clock for the vec-

tor-processor sequencer discussed
below Synchronization of the pro
cessors is accomplished by releasing
the reset line in phase with the
oscillator. All of the clock generators
will start on the same rising edge in
the oscillator signal. and all of the
microprocessors will start in phase.
They will remain precisely synchro
nized for as long as they execute the
same instructions on the same data.
The requirement that the pro
cessors be executing identical pro
grams is obviously too restrictive. ln
order to see how we can relax this
constraint. it is useful to change our
perspective on the global architecture.
Rather than considering the pro
cessors as democratically providing
connections between the memories.
we envision each of the processors as
being more tightly connected to one
of the memories to which it has ac
cess than to the other two. as is sug
gested by the layout of figure 1. This
preferential coupling corresponds to
the fact that each of our circuit boards
contains both a processor and a
memory. as described above. We refer
to this preferred memory as the local

memory and to the remote memories
as the x or y memories. depending on
their direction from the local memory
From this perspective. we see that
only the parts of the program that re
quire nonlocal-memory references
must be identical and synchronous
Those parts of the calculation that in
volve only local-memory references
can be asynchronous. In fact. since
each processor has its own code
memory. these local. asynchronous
parts of the program can be com
pletely different on different pro
cessors. The programmer must sepa
rate each program into a number of
nonlocal. identical. and synchronous
subroutines. and a number of local.
possibly inhomogeneous and asyn
chronous subroutines. Prior to ex
ecuting a synchronous subroutine.
each processor copies the starting ad
dress of the subroutine into a location
that is read by the bootstrap program
and raises its "request for synchroni
zation" line to the controller. When all
of the processors have requested syn
chronization. the controller issues the
synchronous reset signal described
[continued)

Table I: Arrangement of the 80286 address space.
FCOOOO - FFFFFF

EPROM containing the bootstrap and resynchronization
programs.

F40000 - FBFFFF

Multibus address.

FCOOO - FFFFF
EOOOO - FNFFF

Decoded address lines used for control signals.

DOOOO - DFFFF
COOOO - CFFFF

bank B
bank A

Local data memory.
Local data memory

80000 - BFFFF
AOOOO - AFFFF

bank B
bank A

Off-board data memory
in the y direction.

90000 - 9FFFF
80000 - BFFFF

bank B
bank A

Off-board data memory
in the x direction.

66000
64000
62000
60000

Microcode
Microcode
Microcode
Microcode

bits
bits
bits
bits

-

66FFF
65FFF
63FFF
61 FFF

30-37
20-2F
10-1 F
0-F

Microcode
memory.

24000 - 25FFF

Vector processor startup signal and transfer address.

20000 - 23FFF

Decoded address lines used for control signals.

0 - 7FFF
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EPROM containing the bootstrap and resynchronization
programs.
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Microprocessor program memory.

Figure 4: Tf1e radial connection between

the central controller and the parallel
nodes. The doubled lines ·refer to the data
paths between the controller and the first
and last nodes of the 110 bucket brigade
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News about the Microsoft Language Family
Structured Programming in Microsoft•QuickBASIC-Part 2-Modules
Easy modular programming is possible with Microsoft QuickBASIC by using separately compiled
modules.This means that BASIC programs no longer have to be developed as one monolithic
program. They can be written as separate, functionally grouped sets of subroutines that can be
used in other programs. A module consists of an optional "main program" and a set of subroutines
and functions. Data can be passed between modules by using subroutine parameters or named
COMMON blocks. The named COMMON statement allows variables and arrays to be shared
among the various modules in a single program. Additionally, the standard COMMON statement .
can be used to pass information between programs..An example of a common block named GRAF3D
is shown below.
·
DIM TRANSFORM3D(3,3) 'static array passed in COMMON
COMMON/GRAF3D/CURX, CURY, CURZ, TRANSFORM3D()
Subroutines, separate compilation, COMMON blocks, and program CHAINing make Microsoft
QuickBASIC an ideal language for developing large application systems.

Network and Multitasking File Support in Microsoft Languages
All of the Microsoft high-level languages have been extended to support file sharing and record
locking.These features work with both MS-DOS®3.1 networking and XENIX®multitasking systems.
A distributed ISAM for the IBM®PC Network is now shipping with Microsoft COBOL 2.1
for MS-DOS.

List of Third-Party Libraries and Utilities ls Now Available
Microsoft has put together a list of names and addresses of vendors that offer libraries and
utilit~~s . that work with _our languages.There _a~e ma~h, statistics, graphic.s, and ISA_M libraries, as ~ell
as utilities such as profilers and context sensitive editors. If you would hke to receive ·a copy of this
list, please contact Microsoft and ask for the Languages Library List. If you or your company provides
libraries or utilities that work with Microsoft languages, then give us a call to find out about our
Library Vendor Support Program.

Microsoft Has Simplified the Language Runtime License Agreement
Microsoft now offers a new runtime license agreement for our language compilers. We have
simplified or removed many of the restrictions from the old·agreement. The new agreement still
allows you to distribute your programs on a royalty-free basis. If you are interested in receiving a
copy of this agreement, please contact us.

Write to: Microsoft Languages Newsletter

16011 NE 36th Way, Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717 for product update information.
Or phone:

(800) 426-9400. In Washington State and Alaska,
call (206) 882-8088. In Canada, call (800) 387-6616.
Microsoft. MS ·DOS and XENIX are registered trademarks of Microsof1 Corporation.
IBM is il registered trademark of Internacional Business Machines C orparacion.

Latest DOS Versions:

Microsoft C
Microsoft COBOL
Microsoft FORTRAN
Microsoft Macro Assembler
Microsoft Pascal
Microsoft QuickBASIC

3.00
2.10
3.31
4.00
3.31
1.02
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above. and the processors begin ex
ecuting the desired synchronous sub
routine.
The principle virtue of this pro
cedure for avoiding memory conten
tion is its simplicity: No special hard
ware for detecting and arbitrating con
flicting accesses is required. ln addi
tion. since the off-board memory ref
erences occur onl y when the pro
cessors are executing identical pro
grams. the internode buses need
carry only data. Rather than having to
export addresses as well. each pro
cessor can address its own local
memory, with the data being read or
y

written by the appropriate neighbor
ing processor. Furthermore. there is
no communication overhead for near
est-neighbor off-board memory refer
ences; the data is simply accessible
to the processor that needs it. and no
explicit transfer operation is required
Some overhead is incurred if a remote
processor needs the data However.
each interprocessor bus has a band
width of 16 megabytes per second. so
transfer times can be kept small.
THE VECTOR PROCESSOR

The throughput of an arithmetic unit
can be dramatically increased by the
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Figure 5: Tlie con{iquration of adder. multiplier. and latc!ies making up a vector

processor.

use of pipelining. A very high degree
of parallelism can be achieved by
breaking each operation into a
number of stages of equal length and
carrying out each stage in a separate
processor. For example. a unit with 10
stages can work on as many as I 0
operations at one time. calculating I 0
answers in the time that an unpipe
lined processor takes to produce just
one We achieve the full speedup only
if we can start an operation in every
cycle Our programs must be orga
nized to keep the pipeline full as
much as possible.
The vector processor is organized
as a pipelined multiplier/accumulator.
as is shown in figure 5. The float
ing-point adder is the TRW \02 2.
which performs a number of opera
tions-add. subtract. accumulate. nor
malize. and denormalize-on 2 2-bit
floating-point numbers. The integer
multiplier is the TRW I 6MPYH/.
which. combined with the exponent
adder (two 74F 382s). performs 22-bit
floating -point multiplication.
The actual operation of this design
can best be understood by viewing it
as a pipeline with seven stages. each
taking a single 12 5-ns clock cycle to
complete. The first consists of clock
ing a significand into either or both
of the two input latches of the integer
multiplier. In the second stage. the ex
ponents are clocked into the expo
nent adder latch. and the integer
product of the significands from stage
I is clocked out of the multiplier. Dur
ing the third stage. the sum of the ex
ponents of the factors and the signif
icand of the product are clocked into
an intermediate 22-bit latch. while
overflow and underflow are detected.
Since this stage follows the multipli
cat ion. it can be used to detect and
correct the multiplication r·ule - I x
- I = - l resulting from an overflow
of fixed-point multiplication.
In the fourth stage. the correct float
ing-point product is clocked into one
of the parallel 22-bit input latches in
the adder. The adder itself contains
a three-stage pipeline. and the fifth
stage consists of the intermediate
adder stage. The 22-bit sum is clocked
(contin ued)
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How many long unproductive hours
have you spent "in line" for your simula
tion? Well, no more. MICROCAP and
MICROLOGIC can put you on line by
turning your PC into a productive and
cost-effective engineering workstation.
Both of these sophisticated engineering
tools provide you with quick and efficient
solutions to your simulation problems.
And here's how.

MICROCAP:

Your Analog Solution
MICROCAP is an interactive analog
circuit drawing and simulation system.
It allows you to sketch a circuit diagram
right on the CRT screen, then run an AC,
DC, or Transient analysis. While pro
viding you with libraries for defined
models ofbipolar and MOS devices,
Opamps, transformers, diodes, and much
more, MICROCAP also includes features
not even found in SPICE.
MICROCAP II lets you be even more
productive. As an advanced version, it
employs sparse matrix techniques for
faster simulation speed and larger net

"Typical MICROC1P Transient Analysis"

works. In addition, you get even more
advanced device models, worst case capa
bilities, temperature stepping, Fourier
analysis, and macro capability.

MICROLOGIC:

Your Digital Solution
MICROLOGIC provides you with a
similar interactive drawing and analysis
environment for digital work. Using
standard PC hardware, you can create
logic diagrams of up to 9 pages with each
containing up to 200 gates. The system
automatically creates the netlist required
for a timing simulation and will handle
networks ofup to 1800 gates. It provides
you with libraries for 36 user-defined
basic gate types, 36 data channels of256
bits each, 10 user-defined clock wave
forms, and up to 50 macros in each net
work. MICROLOGIC produces
high-resolution timing diagrams showing
selected waveforms and associated
delays, glitches, and spikes-just like the
real thing.

"Tjpical MICROLOGIC Diag ram"

Reviewers Love
These Solutions
Regarding MICROCAP . . . "A highly
recommended analog design program"
(PC Tech Journal 3184). "A valuable tool
for circuit designers" (Personal Software
Magazine 11 /83).
RegardingMICROLOGIC .. . "An effi
cient design system that does what it is
supposed to do at a reasonable price"
(Byte 4184).
MI C ROCAP and MICROLOGI C are
available for the Apple II ( 64k). IBM PC
( 128 k), and HP·l50 c omputers and price d
at S475 and S450 respecrive ly. De mo
versions are available for S75.
MICROCAP II is available for the
Mac intos h, IllM PC (256k), and HP· l50
syste ms and is priced at S895 . Demo
ve rsions are available for SIOO.
Demo pri c es are cre dite d to the
purchase price of the ac tual system.

Now, to get on line, C3ll or write today!

Spectrum Software
1021 S. Wolfe Road, Dept. B
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 738·4387
Inquiry 321
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The pipelined arithmetic
unit requires the
generation of a large
number of properly
timed control signals.
out of the adder in the sixth stage. In
the seventh stage. the significand is
clocked into one of two I6-bit latches
and the exponent into half of another
16-bit latch. The outputs of each of
the latches are connected together
and joined to the bidirectional Y port.
With this procedure. a full 6-byte com
plex number coming out of the adder
can be packed into three 16-bit words
and is ready to be stored in memory.
Since the adder has two stages. it is
possible to accumulate both the real
and imaginary parts of a complex
number at the same time.
Obviously. controlling such a pipe

lined arithmetic unit requires the
generation of a large number of prop
erly timed control signals. The most
flexible way to supply these signals is
through the use of microcode. In a
microcoded processor. each of the
control signals is provided by a single
bit of a word stored in ordinary mem
ory; the output of the memory chip
is directly connected to the appro
priate pin of the component that is to
be controlled. A sequence of opera
tions then corresponds to a particular
sequence of bits stored in the control.
or microcode. memory. The opera
tions can then be performed by
"reading" the appropriate sequence
of microcode words. Our microcode
memory consists of four thousand
56-bit words.
The program sequencer for this
microcode memory is a simple
counter under the control of the
802 86. Vector-processor execution
begins when the 80286 presets this
counter to the beginning address of
that portion of the microcode to be
executed. The counter simply incre-

80286

I

DATA

r - - - -  ------

---------~

ADDRESSES

-------------- --
FLOATING-POINT
PROCESSOR BUSY

•
SWITCH
CONFIGURATION
LATCH

MICROCODE MEMORY
4K X 56-BIT

l

l
BASE
ADDRESS
REGISTER

I
I
I
I

PRESET

14---

COUNTER

CONTROL

FLOATING
POINT
UNIT

ADDRESS
OFFSET

I
I
I
I

I

ADDRESS ADDERS

I

DATA MEMORY
ADDRESS

I
L---------------------------------------~

Figure 6: The arrangement of the control system for the floating-point unit. That
portion inside the dashed box makes up the elementary microcode control that can
operate concurrently with the 80286.
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ments the microcode address at 8
MHz until a microcode stop bit be
comes true. All of the decision mak
ing. looping, and branching are per
formed by the microprocessor. A
single addressing mode is provided;
an 8-bit offset stored in the microcode
program is added to a 16-bit base ad
dress supplied by the 80286. This is
done for both the A and B banks of
the memory. The box enclosed by
dotted lines in figure 6 shows the
elements of the vector-processor
controller.
Before a vector-processor subrou
tine can be started. a memory-proces
sor interconnection configuration
must be specified. Either the local A
or local B memory may be assigned
to the X bus of the processor. If. for
example. the A memory is chosen.
then one of the B memories-local. x.
or y-may be assigned to the Y bus.
Different configurations can be
specified for reading and writing
operations The specified configura
tion remains in force for the entire
time the vector processor is running.
The assignment is made by loading
address bits 16 to 19 into the switch
configuration latch. A complete 20-bit
memory address is then determined
by combining the 16 bits calculated
above with the 4 bits in the switch
configuration latch.
A typical compute-bound program
consists of a large number of floating
point arithmetic operations that are
carried out by the vector processor.
combined with a small number of in
teger and Boolean operations. plus
jumps and subroutine calls. per
formed by the microprocessor. To
keep the vector-processor pipeline
full. we organize our program so that
most of the floating-point operations
are grouped together into subroutines
that can be performed without in
tervention by the 80286.
Each of these subroutines must be
a linear series of multiply/accumu
lates. possibly arising from expanding
the inner DO loops in a program for
a conventional. unpipelined com
puter. These subroutines are con
verted into microcode programs that
(continued)
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machine.
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can be called as needed in the main
program. Once loaded into the vec
tor processor's program memory.
these subroutines effectively become
extensions of the 80286's instruction
set in much the same way that the
80287 adds floating-point operations
to the instructions available.
Rather than having to write the
microcode cycle by cycle. explicitly
specifying each concurrent pipelined
operation. it is possible to design an
assembler that can generate the
microcode needed for this restricted
class of subroutines. The input to the
assembler consists of the specifica
tion of a series of arithmetic opera
tions to be performed. In particular.
since the vector processor is a hard
wired multiplier/accumulator. each op
code specifies a multiplication fol
lowed by an addition.
Having restricted the class of sub
routines that will be micropro
grammed. only a few sequences of

operations to be performed on a pair
of numbers can arise. This makes it
possible to assign a single assembler
instruction to the entire time se
quence of operations. For a given op
code. the assembler generates a tem
plate. specifying the sequence of ad
dress offsets. latch enables. strobes.
and control instructions with the
proper timing relations needed to
perform the desired arithmetic oper
ations. The problem of keeping the
pipeline full is then reduced to that
of fitting together the templates as
closely as possible without actually
overlapping This can be done by
hand. by specifying delays between
the operations. or it can be done
automatically by the assembler. Both
the FORTRAN and assembler ver
sions of a program to calculate the
product of two 2 by 2 complex
matrices are shown in listing I.
·The full functionality of the vector
processor is available for operations

Listing I: A program to multiply two 2 by 2 complex matrices. Versions
written in FORTRAN and in microcode assembly language are shown.
subroutine mtm(ml, m2, ans)
complex m1(2,2), m2(2,2), ans(2,2)
ans(l,1) = m1(1,1)*m2(1,1)+m1(1,2)*m2(2,1)
ans(1,2)
m1(1,1)*m2(1,2)+m1(1,2)*m2(2,2)
ans(2,1)
m1(2,1)*m2(1,1)+m1(2,2)*m2(2,1)
ans(2,2) = m1(2,1)*m2(1,2)+m1(2,2)*m2(2,2)
return
end
var m1

complex a 0

var m2

complex b 0

var ans complex a 0
xp i

ml 0

m2 0

xpf

ml

m2 2

XS

ans 0
ml 0
ml 1
ans 1
ml 0
ml 1
ans 2
m1 0
ml 1
ans 3

xpi
xpf
XS

xpi
xpf
XS

xpi
xpf
XS

m2 0
m2 2
m2 0
m2 2
m2 0
m2 2

end

;declare complex array
; ml, in memory a
;declare complex array
;m2, in memory b
;declare complex array
;ans, in memory a
; initialize pipe and
;multiply m1(0) by m2(0)
;accumulate m1(1)*m2(2)
;·and flush pipe
;store result in ans(0)

on real numbers. Any of the floating
point-adder hardware instructions can
be specified when the output of the
multiplier is clocked into the adder.
For complex numbers. the operations
are restricted to loading the complex
product of two numbers into the
adder or adding the product to a
number previously loaded into the
adder. Either instruction can also
specify that the result is to be stored
in a memory location. In addition. the
complex instructions can be specified
to act on the complex conjugate of
either or both operands.
1Wo data types. REAL*3 and COM
PLEX*6. are provided for. The real
format is determined by the design of
the floating-point adder and consists
of a 16-bit significand. including the
sign bit. coupled with a 6-bit expo- ,
nent. A REAL*3 number is stored in
three consecutive bytes. with the sig
nificand in the first two bytes and the
exponent in the third. The COM
PLEX*6 format combines two real
numbers packed into three words: the
real significand is stored in the first
word. the exponents in the second.
and the imaginar y significand in the
third. The assembler can interpret
both single variables and one-dimen
sional arrays. with all offset calcula
tions being performed automatically.
THE VECTOR-PROCESSOR
INTERFACE

The interconnection between the
microprocessor and the vector pro
cessor is shown outside the dotted
box in figure 6. As was described
above. control is passed from the
microprocessor to the vector pro
cessor by presetting a counter and
loading a number of latches. Since the
entire microprocessor program is
stored in an independent program
memory. the 80286 can run concur
rently with the vector processor. The
interface between the two processing
elements is designed to allow the
80286 to prepare to start the next
microcode program before the one
presently executing has finished and
then start this next routine as quickly
as possible.
(continued)
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Running the machine
at maximum efficiency
requires that
the microcode programs
be organized so that
they contain at least
·200 operations.
Calling ' a microcode subroutine
from the master program is func
tionally identical to a FORTRAN sub
routine call. with the arguments
passed by reference. However. a
special subroutine linkage is needed.
since the microprocessor is handing
off the control of the execution of the
program. The addresses of the
operands are written into the address
latches. located at fixed memory loca
tions rather than copied onto the
stack. Similarly. transferring program
control to the microcode subroutine
requires writing the address of the ini
tial instruction of the subroutine into
,the sequencer rather than saving and
loading the program counter.
The base address registers used by
the ·vector processor allow simulta
neous reading and writing. These
operations' do not interfere with each
other provided different registers are
being accessed. We connect the least
significant bit of the reading address
to that of the writing address through
an inverter and drive the writing· ad
dress bit with· a flip-flop whose state
is toggled with each start of the vec
tor processor. Thus the 802 86 can
directly load the base addresses to be
used during the next cycle without
disturbing the present operation of
the vector processor. This feature can
be overridden if more than two pairs
of base addresses are needed for a
particular microcode routine.
The remaining control information
that must be passed to the vector pro
cessor is organized so that it can be
158
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transferred in the single write opera
tion that starts the microcode execu
tion. A microcode routine is initiated
by writing to a reserved address range
(table 1). The segment portion of that
address is decoded to start the vec
tor processor. The offset is directly
preset into the microcode address
counter. determining the address of
the microcode routine to be started.
The data being written during this
operation determines the intercon
nection configuration to be used by
the microcode routine and is clocked
into the switch configuration latch
shown in figure 6.
The time required to set up the vec
tor-processor control registers
depends on the number of arguments
being passed. For example. the time
required to start the program shown
in listing I is approximately 12 micro
seconds. The vector processor can
carry out nearly 200 operations in this
amount of time. Thus. running the
machine at maximum efficiency re
quires that the microcode programs
be organized so that they each con
tain at least this many operations.
Provision must be made to delay
the next start-up instruction until the
current vector-processor program has
completed. A continuous sequence of
microprocessor wait states is gener
ated if the 80286 writes to a reserved
address (VWAIT) while the vector pro
cessor is busy. Thus. before starting
the next microcode routine. the
80286 writes to VWAIT. This opera
tion is extended indefinitely by wait
states until the microcode execution
has completed. When the current
microcode program finishes. the
80286 is released from the wait state
and executes its next instruction. nor
mally the "write" described above
that restarts the vector processor.
With this technique. only 700 ns need
typically elapse between the end of
one vector-processor operation and
the beginning of the next.
Achieving this speed requires that
the order of the microprocessor's in
structions be adjusted so that the in
struction queue is filled prior to ex
ecuting the write instruction to
VWAIT. By prefetching the instruction

that will restart the vector processor
before entering the wait state. the
microprocessor will be able to
decode the instruction while the vec
tor processor is still running. lypical
ly. this requirement can be met by
performing a register-to-register oper
ation immediately before executing
the wait instruction. freeing the bus
for prefetch use. Listing 2 contains the
80286 assembly language that loads
the required registers and initiates the
multiplication of two matrices by the
vector processor. using the microcode
program in listing I.
The microprocessor programs are
generated using lntel cross-compilers
(FORTRAN and PLIM) and an Intel as
sembler running on the VAX-11/780
host computer. The output from the
microcode assem bier is a standard.
Intel format. relocatable object
module. The microcode is stored in
four initialized arrays corresponding
to the four 16-bit words that make up
an individual microcode instruction.
Each of the arrays is assigned to a
separate segment. The modules con
taining the microcode are then linked
together using the Intel link editor.
and the segments can be assigned the
appropriate addresses in the micro
code memory when the absolute load
' module is produced. In addition. the
initial instruction is declared to be a
public variable. making the starting
address of the microcode subroutine
conveniently available to the micro
processor programs. The microcode
module can then be linked in the
usual fashion with the program
modules produced by the compiler
for the microprocessor.
CONCLUSION

When we set out to build this machine
we had two goals in mind. First. we
hoped that by interconnecting a very
large number of simple processors we
would achieve number-crunching
speeds well beyond those possible on
commercially available supercom
puters. Second. by coupling state-of
the-art VLSI floating-point chips with
very fast microprocessors we believed
we had a design sufficiently simple
(continued)
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that it could be built and programmed
by a group of dedicated amateurs.
thereby reducing construction and
operating costs by at least a factor of
IOO. How have we done?
Let us first address the question of
performance. lable 2 compares an
IBM PC (with an 8087 installed), a
VAX- I I/7 80. and two Cray- I com
puters with our machine. The first col

umn refers to raw speed-the max
imum number of floating-point opera
tions per second (in megaflops) that
can be executed. A more important
comparison uses the speed for a real
application program. In our case this
is a Monte Carlo simulation of the
laws of force obeyed by the "quarks"
making up the neutrons and protons
out of which the atomic nucleus is

Listing 2: The 802 86 assembly-language program that initiates the execution of
the program shown in listing I.
mtm :
mov
mov
mov

si,[bx+2]
ax,lind[si]
ball,ax

mov
mov

ax, [bx+4]
aa 11, ax

mov
mov

ax,[bx+6]
aal3,ax

mov

ax,0d0c0h

add

bx,8

mov

vwait,ax

mov

svp+mumtm,ax

jmp

tab[bx]

; load the pointer to the
;first matrix into ball,
; a base address Iat ch for
;B memory.
; load the pointer to the
;second matrix into
;aall, a base address
; latch for A memory.
; toad the pointer to the
;destination matrix into
;aal3, a base address
; latch for A memory.
; load the intended
;contents of the memory
;control latch into ax.
;set bx to point to the
;next routine.
;wait unt i I the vector
;processor has finished
;the previous operation.
; load the memory control
; latch (at address svp)
;and start the vector
;processor. The lower
;bits of the address
;(mumtm) determine the
;microcode program being
;started.
;jump to the next portion
;of code selected by bx
;which starts up the next
;microcode program.

Table 2: A comparison of both peak speed and execution time for the basic ele

ment of an application program.
Computer
IBM PC
VAX-11/780
Cray-1
Cray XMP-4
16-node
machine
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Peak Speed
(megaflops)

Link-Update Time
(microseconds)

1

200,000
20,000

160

80

0.1

1000

15

256

65

built. In this statistical simulation you
sequentially update the variables as
sociated with the links of a four-di
mensional lattice in space-time It is
this link-update time that is listed in
table 2.
As can be seen from table 2. we
have not yet met our first goal. The
Cray XMP-4 outperforms us by a fac
tor of 4. However. that goal may not
be far away. We are now more than
halfway through the construction of a
64-node machine equal in power to
the Cray XMP-4. This machine should
be operational within the next few
months. A 2 56-node version is under
construction. and it should require
less than a year and a half to
complete.
With regard to economy. the situa
tion is already very clear. We can
fabricate one of our nodes for less
than $3000. The cost of the I6-node
machine-including the disk drives.
controllers. and Multibus memory-is
under$ I 50.000. well below the multi
million dollar price tag for a com
parable supercomputer. The savings
in operating costs are even greater.
The group of facult y and students
who built the machine and wrote the
operating system and application pro
grams can quite easily maintain it. (So
far we have averaged one failure every
three months.) Thus the major oper
ating expense is electricity.
The machine described in this arti
cle is inferior in many respects to a
commercial supercomputer. The con
figuration of the floating-point hard
ware is much less versatile. the arith
metic is less precise. the highly
parallel operation is seriously con
straining. and the programming en
vironment is far from user-friendly
Nevertheless. our efforts demonstrate
that by focusing on a particular class
of applications and forgoing some of
the conveniences associated with a
commercial product. you can build a
flexible and very competitive super
computer-class machine. •
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COMPUTER
APPROXIMATIONS
BY STEPHEN

L.

MOSHIER

Optimizing speed and precision in computations
OFTEN. THE RESULTS of computer
arithmetic are not exact. For example.
we know what Y = 2/3 means. but a
computer that employs base 10 or
base 2 arithmetic has no number that
is exactly equal to 2/3.
In the case of transcendental func
tions. such as Y = exp(2). not even we
humans have a number for Y. We may
remember from a math course that
the exponential (or antilogarithm)
function can be defined as the given
summation of an infinite series of
terms. (See figure I. equation 1. All
equations are in figure 1 and will be
referenced by an equation number
appearing in parentheses to the left
of the equation .) We can get only an
approximate value by adding up a
finite number of the terms in this
series. To obtain a fairly accurate
result. we have to include a large
number of terms. Moreover. each
term must be calculated to a corre
spondingly large number of decimal
places.
Before computers and desk calcu
lators. the preparation of a numerical
table for functions such as logarithms
or exponentials was a major under
taking. Mathematicians therefore
devoted considerable thought to cal

culation methods that are both fast
and accurate. To mention just one ex
am pie. the mathematician Gauss
made use of a fast Fourier transform
algorithm as long ago as the year
1803. A rich legacy of tricks for
manual computation provides us
today with many efficient algorithms
for computer routines.
The objective of computer approx
imation is to calculate the value of a
function to a given accuracy while ex
pending as little computational
energy as possible. Because of the
various tricks that can be brought into
play. this short article cannot present
a cut-and-dried design technique.
However. there is a small set of prob
lems that have to be addressed in
writing any numerical function rou
tine. Each of these problems will be
discussed here in relation to a specific
programming example The main con
necting theme. or plot. will be to
design a program to compute the ex
ponential function We shall see that
this leads us into several interesting
subplots
ROUND-OFF ERROR

Let's review the way in which com
puters represent numbers. In order to

handle a large range of numbers. from
very small to very large. computers
use a "floating-point" representation.
This is exemplified by the so-called
scientific notation for numbers. such
as 0.987654E3. which means 987.654.
Floating-point numbers contain a part
called the "exponent." which in the
above example is the 3. and a "man
tissa." which in the above is 0.987654.
The number of significant figures per
mitted in a computer number is usual
ly fixed; this limits the precision of
arithmetic operations. If. as in the ex
ample. a number can have six signifi
cant decimal figures. then its relative
precision. or resolution. is at best I
part in 999.999 or about IE-6. Al
though some computers (such as poc
ket calculators) operate directly with
decimal arithmetic. typically both the
exponent and the mantissa are rep
resented by binary numbers.
Most of the computers in use today
have one or more of the following for
1continued1
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mats for floating-point numbers:

computed result different from 1.0.
The values shown are approximate.
The relative error of the computer
representation of a given number can
vary from 0 up to the indicated
amount. The term "relative error" is
used in a percentage sense: It refers
to the error divided by the correct
value. 'Absolute error" means simply
the magnitude of the error itself.
"Round-off error" is the difference
between an infinitely precise value
and its representation in the finite
length computer-number format. This

I . Single-precision (32-bit): 8-bit expo
nent. 24-bit mantissa; resolution =
5.96E-8
2. Double-precision (64-bit) IBM/DEC
style: 8-bit exponent. 56-bit mantissa;
resolution = l.38E- l 7.
3. Double-precision (64-bit) IEEE
style: 11 -bit exponent. 53-bit man
tissa: resolution = 1.11 E-16.
The figures given as "resolution" in
dicate the smallest number that. when
added to the number 1.0. yields a

is the irreducible limit to accuracy in
a given computer arithmetic.
In a chain of calculations. the max
imum total relative round-off error is
estimated conservatively by counting
the total number of arithmetic opera
tions and multiplying by the "resolu
tion" figure given above.
This is not the maximum possible
error of the result. because in addi
tion to round-off there are other pure
ly numerical sources of error. In fact.
as we shall see. round-off error is
sometimes the least of our worries.
ALGORITHM SPEED

Listing I: An inefficient power routine.
double power( x, N
double x;
int N;

l

int i;

double y;
y : 1.0;
for( i:0; i<N; i:i+1
y "' Y * x;

return( y );

!

+ x +~+~+
2
6

(1)
(2)

N

=

10,000 = 0010 0111 0001 0000
+ 28 + 2 9 + 2 10 + 2 13

= 24

8

9

(3 )

x ' o. ooo =
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+
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(6 .3)
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+
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. O(xi)

Q(x2)

xi • * xi

= ( 2' •2·
0

* xi

r=

•

e'

+ d = f(x ,)
d = f{xJ

x, + 8, xj + d

+

xi '° . xi"

8, xl -

=

d = f(x.)

=

x, (f(x,) - d)

x, - b, (f(x,) + d) = x, (f(x,) + d)

+ x P(xi)
-

f(x,)

x P(xi)

Figure I : Tlie equations used in tliis article.

The exponential function exp(x) in
volves finding the xth power of a
special number e (2. 7182 8 . .. ). Both
x and e are floating-point numbers. To
warm up to this problem. let's first
design a program called "power(x.N)"
that will find the Nth power of a
number x. N can be any positive 16-bit
integer. while x is a real number rep
resented in floating point.
This looks trivial. We can immediate
ly write down the computer code for
an algorithm that simply multiplies x
by itself N times. (See listing l. All pro
grams are written in C language. but
some of the less obvious C construc
tions are avoided.) This program can
take a relatively long time to execute.
lf N = l 0.000. the for loop will have
to be done l 0.000 times.
There is a much faster algorithm
than this. lt can be understood by
looking at the binary representation
of N. equation 2.
Since adding in the exponent is
equivalent to multiplying in the base.
we can factor the product of l0.000
x's into equation 3. Are these 2-to-the
nth powers of x easy to compute? Yes.
they are. To get them. we just suc
cessively square x. square the square
of x. and so forth. Using this insight.
the program can be revised to look
like listing 2.
On each loop. the next binary bit of
N is tested. If it is a I. then the cur
rent value of z is one of the factors
needed in the expression for the
power. To prepare for the next loop.
z is squared. Also. the next higher bit
(continued)
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of N is shifted down into the ones
position. ready for testing by ANDing
it with the number I.
The revised algorithm reduces the
number of passes through the loop
from 10.000 to only 14. In general the
number of passes is on the order of
log2(N). In addition to being much
faster. the smaller number of opera
tions means that this implementation
is less subject to the effect of round
off error.
Of course. if N is small. then the
original version of the program may
be faster. A complete program might
test the value of N and then choose
one or the other method.
RANGE REDUCTION

Approximating functions often can be
used for only a small range of argu
ment values. For example. you might
have a table of logarithms that covers
arguments from I to I 0. Outside this
range. you must do something that

reduces the argument to the
tabulated range. then do an inverse
something on the tabulated function
value in order to get the desired
answer.
Let's use the trick described in the
previous section to perform range
reduction for the exponential func
tion. Suppose there is available a for
mula for exp(x) for x between 0.0 and
1.0: say we have already written a
function called formula(x) to do this.
We will split x into an integer part N
and a fractional part f in such a way
that x = N + f. with f between 0.0 and
1.0. The program code for this would
be simply N = x: f = x- N: since the
needed integer truncation function is
invoked automatically by the
language compiler. The first expres
sion truncates x to the nearest integer
smaller than x: then the second finds
the fraction by subtracting off the in
teger part. Having split x into the sum
of its integer and fractional parts. we

Listing 2: An efficient way of obtaining powers of x.
double power( x, N
double x;
int N;

l

double y, z;
y.= 1.0;
z == x;

while( N != 0 )

l

i f ( (N & 1 ) ! = 0 )
y = y * z;

z = z * z;
N = N » 1;

l

return( y );

l

Listing 3: A typical program to compute x modulo m.
double mod( x, m )
double x, m;

l

long n;
double f;
f
n

= x/m;
= f;

return( x - n

l

* m );

can write exp(x) = exp(N+n = exp(N)
• expfn. We have the subroutine for
mula( ) (listing 4) for exp(/). so we have
only to find exp(N). But this is merely
the Nth power of the number e =
2.71828 .... or power(e.N). So the
solution is immediate: exp(x) =
power(e.N) • formula(n.
For a frequently used computer rou
tine we would modify power( ) to
avoid having to calculate the squares
of squares of e every time the func
tion is called. Since these numbers are
constants. we could simply write out
a table of the possible values of z in
power( ). There would be one table
entry for each of the possible bits (\6
of them) in an integer. An additional
advantage of incorporating a table is
that the tabulated values would not
be subject to accumulated round-off
error but would have full machine
accuracy.
CANCELLATION ERROR
In the above example. we were lucky

that a computer number can be split
into integer and fractional parts with
out losing accuracy. The fractional
part of x. expressed in more general
terms. is x modulo I. If the modulus
of the modulo function were not I but
a number that cannot be represented
exactly in the computer. then we
would have been in some trouble.
This problem arises in trigonometry
functions such as sines and tangents.
Suppose we have sin(x) tabulated for
x ranging from 0 to 27r (6.28318 . .. ).
To compute sin(IOOO) we simply find
I 000 modulo 27r and look up the
answer directly in the table. However.
this is not as easy as it seems because
of the limited precision of the modulo
function.
A typical program that computes x
modulo m is presented in listing 3.
The program divides x by the
modulus and truncates the quotient
to an integer n. This n is the largest
whole number for which m • n is less
than x. (And so. m • (n+ I) would be
greater than x.) Hence the answer
sought is x-(m • n).
Now to illustrate the problem.
assume the computer uses six-place
(conlinued1
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decimal arithmetic to find the sine of
1000. Then 27r is represented as
6.28319. The computer finds 1000/
628319 = 159.154. son= 159. Hence
mod(!OOO. 271") = 1000-159 • 6.28319
= 0.967611. The correct answer is
0.973 536; the answer produced by
mod( ) is in error by nearly 1 percent.
This is far from six-decimal accuracy!

The problem with the modulo func
tion is an example of "cancellation
error." which is a loss of relative preci
sion on subtracting two floating-point
numbers that are nearly equal This
error can be extremely severe. As the
two numbers approach each other
and become exactly equal so far as
the computer is concerned all relative
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precision in the arithmetic difference
is completely lost.
To improve the situation we could
use extended-precision arithmetic in
the modulo function This can some
times be done without writing a
whole new set of arithmetic routines.
Illustrating again by a numerical
example. let the number 27r
(6.283185307179586 ... ) be repre
sented as the sum of three special
numbers: 271" = pl + p2 + p3
6.28000EO + 3.18000E - 3 +
5.30718 ... E-6. The first two of
these numbers are exactly repre
sented in the (decimal) computer. In
stead of calculating x-n • m. the pro
gram mod( ) will calculate x-n • (pl
+ p2 + p3) working from left to right
in the form x-n • pl-n • p2-n • p3.
In other words. the computer will find
successively 1000-159 • 6.28EO =
1.48. then 1.48-159 • 3.I8E-3 =
0.97438 . and finally 0.97438-159 •
5.307I8E-6 = 0.973536.
Because this is only an incomplete
implementation of a higher-precision
arithmetic. its range is limited. The
computer can multiply pl by any in
teger up to 999.999/628 = I 592 and
the result will be exact. lf x is greater
than 1592 • 271" (this is entirely possi
ble. since the numbers are floating
point). then the trick won't work; we
would have to split 27r in to more
parts. each having fewer significant
figures.
ERROR AMPLIFICATION
In the example of range reduction for
the exponential function. there might
have been significant cancellation
error except for the fact that we were
lucky in choosing a modulus that
preserves full accuracy. A closely
related. though separate. accuracy
problem called "error amplification"
can be illustrated by doing the range
reduction in a slightly different way.
Many commercial library routines
for exp(x) actually compute equation
4. This method theoretically produces
the same result. lt converts the
original argument x into an equivalent
exponent of 2. The program then
splits that exponent into an integer
(continued)
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and fractional part. The number 2
raised to an integer power is com
puted easily by integer arithmetic on
the exponent: this is one reason for
converting x to an exponent of 2.
The problem with this is that the
conversion factor log2e is not exactly
represented in the computer. There
fore the computed exponent of 2 will
be in error by a small relative amount.
Let's see what trouble this leads to by
performing an "error propagation"
analysis. Call the above error
"epsilon" (E). Instead of calculating
exp(x). the routine is really calculating
exp(x • (I + E) ) = exp(x) • exp(x • E )
= exp(x) • (I + x • E + . .. ). The last
expression consists of the first two
terms of the infinite series for exp(x)
given earlier. The analysis shows that
by the time the final result is com
puted the error E. which crept into the
base-conversion step of the computa
tion. will have been amplified by the
factor x. In a typical computer where
E = I .4E- 17 and where x can be as
high as 88 before overflow sets in. this
design tactic increases the relative
error from a few parts in 10' 7 to more
than one part in I 0 15 .
APPROXIMATION FUNCTIONS

We now have all the pieces for an ex
ponential function program except a
formula for exp(xj when x is between
0.0 and I .0. To start with. let's ex
amine the infinite-series expansion

shown in the introduction and at
tempt to use it directly for this
purpose.
Series expansions are very impor
tant. even though they are used only
occasionally in finished library rou
tines. The basic method of express
ing and evaluating transcendental
functions is in terms of infinite series
(sometimes involving sequential
multiplications or divisions as well as
summation) To find an approximate
expression for computation. it is nec
essary to have some accurate values
of the function in order to design and
test the approximation. These accu
rate values are found by reverting to
a series expansion computed in high
precision arithmetic.
Let's now write a program to sum
the infinite series for exp(x). The par
ticular series shown for the exponen
tial function (known as a Taylor series)
contains in its 11th term the 11th power
of x in the numerator and the factorial
of 11 in the denominator. Having ar
rived at a given term in the series. we
will have already calculated both
items in the previous term but with
11 reduced to 11- I. The factorial is
easily calculated by multiplying the
factorial of 11- I. found in the previous
term. by 11. Similarly. the 11th power
of xis just x times the (11- l )th power
of x. also found in the previous term.
For 11 = 0 the factorial is I . The 0th
power of x is also I . Hence the series

Listing 4: A Taylor-series expansion for fi11di11g exp(x).
#define TINY 1.38E-17
double formula(x)
double x;

l

double n, sum, term;
n = 0.0;
sum= 1.0;
term
1.0;
do

= n + 1.0;
term = term * (x / n);
sum = sum + term;

n

!

while( (term / sum) >TINY );
return( sum );

I

expansion can be evaluated by a sim
ple loop (listing 4). The loop may cer
tainly be terminated at the point
where term is so small compared to
sum that adding it in the computer
will not change the value of sum. The
error of the result will usually be
larger than TINY. though. due to
round-off error in accumulating the
sum. In this example cancellation er
ror is not dominant because all the
terms are positive; there is no chance
of subtracting two nearly equal
numbers. Table 1 shows the value of
11 (i.e. the number of items added up)
at termination and the relative error
of the sum for several values of x. For
comparison. the error of a library
routine for exp(x) is also shown. In
this experiment the arithmetic em
ployed IBM/DEC-format numbers.
which have a resolution of I .38E- I 7.
All of the indicated errors are relative
to the output of a high-precision
"check routine" that in this experi
ment was accurate to about 43 deci
mal places . In the interval between 0
and I. the maximum error of our pro
gram formula( ) appears to be about
twice that of the library routine. In
fact. the approximation used in the
library routine requires only about
half as many operations as formula( ).
so it has correspondingly less round
off error.
You must realize that table I shows
only a very few samples of the error.
and the result for some value of x not
shown might have considerably
higher error. A better experimental
test would be to evaluate the error at
a large number of pseudorandom
arguments. This test was carried out
at I 000 arguments for both approxi
mations; the maximum error found
between 0 and I for formula( ) was
9.6E- 17 and for the library routine.
4.0E-17.
Table I illustrates several important
and general points. First. the error of
formula( ) increases as the range of
arguments to be handled becomes
large. Second there is a point (0 in
this case) where convergence is rapid;
however. the amount of computation
time increases as the argument
(continued)
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moves away from that point. These
are good reasons for performing
range reduction on the argument.
Third. the errors are seemingly ran
dom and are within the bounds
predicted by round-off analysis. Both
programs have theoretical error: The
series summation was truncated after
a certain number of terms. and the
algebraic polynomial formula used in
the library routine has an error that
can be computed analytically. In each
· case. the typical actual error is greater
than the theoretical error. due to the
effects of limited arithmetic precision.
In formula( ) we used an exact defin
ing power series for the exponential
function. The library routine employs
an algebraic function that is only an
approximation to the exact analytic
function exp(x). Yet the library routine
is both faster and more accurate 'than
the series-summation method. This
fact supplies the motivation for using
and thinking about special approxi
mating functions in numerical rou
tines.
POLYNOM IAL APPROXIMATIONS

A basic function available for com
puter approximation is the poly
nomial of degree N (where N is the

highest power of the argument x in
the polynomial). If the infinite series
for exp(x) were stopped at. say. the
term in x to the 19th power. the series
would be just a polynomial of degree
19. However. this is not the best
polynomial of degree 19 that we
could use. Our objective will now be
to adjust the N + I coefficients of the
polynomial so as to achieve the best
fit to a given function. If "best" means
that the worst-case deviation is made
as small as possible. then the follow
ing conditions. discovered by
Chebyshev. apply: For a general (con
tinuous) function f(x) in a given range
of x. a particular polynomial of degree
N can be found such that (I) the func
tion and the polynomial agree exact
ly for at least N+ I values of x. (2) it
can be arranged that the graph of the
polynomial oscillates back and forth
over the graph of the function. being
first greater. then less. than the func
tion (there will be at least N + 2 values
of x where the error. or deviation. is
a local maximum). and (3) it can be
arranged that all of the N + 2 locally
maximum deviations have exactly the
same magnitude.
A polynomial having all three of
these characteristics is a "least max-

Tab le I : Exponential-funct ion approximation errors for listing 4 compared to a

library routine's errors.
Exponential Function Appr oximations
x
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
09
1.0
2.0
4.0
8.0
16.0
32.0
64.0

n

11
12
14
15
16
16
17
18
18
19
24
31
43
61
91
143

Series Sum Error

Library Routine Error

O.OE-17
29
0.6
3.6
3.7
0.5
0.7
5.2
0.7
09
4.9
2.4
4.5
4.7
4.5
7.6
15.4

O.O E-17
29
1.6
1.5
19
1.2
2.2
2.8
1.8
1.4
2.9
2.4
29
0.9
19
2.7
2.2

imum" approximation to the function
The worst-case deviation will be as
small as it can possibly be for a poly
nomial of that degree
Such a polynomial can be found by
an iterative procedure that eventual
ly converges to the desired result. The
procedure depends on our being able
to set up and solve a set of equations
that assume that the above three
properties are true.
Equations 5.1 through 5.4 are the
equations for a polynomial of degree
2 that is to approximate the function
f(x). The polynomial has three coeffi
cients. denoted by a with a subscript
ranging from 0 up to the degree 2 of
the polynomial. If we evaluate the
polynomial at some point x. then f(x)
equals the value of the polynomial
plus or minus the deviation (labeled
din the equations). For a polynomial
of degree 2. therearefour(N+2) such
values of x where the deviations are
all equal. so we can set up four of
these equations. In two cases the
deviation is positive. while in the other
two it is negative.
According to the third property
stated above. the deviation at all four
places should be a local maximum.
The equations do not reflect this
property. which is the reason for the
technique being iterative.
Although we don't know where the
extreme deviations will occur. we will
put in four trial guesses for the four
values of x. These should all be in the
interval over which we want the ap
proximation to be accurate. The
unknowns in the equations are then
the polynomial coefficients. labeled a.
and the deviation d. The equations are
linear. since only the first power of the
unknowns occurs. and there are no
cross terms. Therefore. we have a set
of linear simultaneous equations in
four unknowns to solve
I have provided a program to solve
systems of linear equations. [Editor's
note: All programs discussed or listed in this
article are available in C source code on disk

in a variety of formats as explained on page
346. They are also obtainable by downloading
from BYTEnet Listings at (617) 861-9764 I
Limited space prevents a digression
1conlinued1
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into this interesting topic. so let's just
use the program and not worry about
how it works.
Having solved the equations. we
can evaluate the polynomial. using
the coefficients found by the equation
solver. at various values of x in the
range over which we want the approx
imation to be optimum . We should
find that the deviation at the four trial
values of x is equal to d. as returned
by the equation solver.
However. we will find that there are
places where the deviation is greater
than d. This can happen because
there is nothing in the equations to
say that dis the maximum of anything.
Looking at a chart of the deviation. we
find the values of x at which the devia
tion actually is locally maximum.
These values are used as the next trial
guesses for insertion into the set of
equations.
If the initial guesses are sufficiently
close. the procedure will converge in
a very few iterations to a condition in
which the extreme deviations actual
ly do occur at the values of x that we
have guessed. and there are no devia
tions greater than d. The resulting
coefficients a are those of the least
maximum polynomial approximation
to f(x). for a polynomial of the given
degree N. This overall procedure is
known as the second algorithm of
Remes.
There is a way of making initial
guesses that are often extremely

N
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0

-1

0

Figure 2: A graph of exp(x) for x=O to
I. Included is the &est-fitting polynomial
of degree 2.

are very similar in shape. except for
the sign reversal.

terval is at x = sand the width of the
approximation interval is w. then the RATIONAL APPROXIMATIONS
magic values are x, = s + 0.5w We are now in a position to design the
( I -cos( i?r IN+ I ) ) where i takes on most commonly used computer ap
the N + 2 values 0. I. .... N+ l. These proximations. called "rational func
guesses are frequently so good that tions." A rational function is the ratio
"for engineering purposes." as the of two polynomials. For a gi·;en
saying goes. there is little need to con amount of calculation. rational func
tinue with another iteration. The in tions tend to produce closer theoret
dicated values of x are the points at . ical approximations than polynomials.
which the Che&yshev polynomial (see the (Sometimes the theoretical advantage
text box entitled "Chebyshev Approx is lost due to numerical instability.)
imations" on page I 74) of degree N +
If P(x) and O(x) are two polynomials.
I takes on its extreme values. The the equation for approximating f(x) by
error curve for a best-fitting their ratio is P(x)IO(x) = f(x) + d. or P(x)
polynomial of degree N frequently ~ (f (x) + d) O(x) = 0. Again. d is the
looks like the Chebyshev polynomial deviation between f(x) and the ap
of degree N+ I. which is why these proximation P(x)IO(x). Reasoning as
are good values to try.
before. we can form a set of simulta
An interactive program to imple neous equations to be solved for the
ment the Remes algorithm is available coefficients of the two polynomials
as specified above. Using it to approx
The equations when both P(x) and
imate the exponential function with a O(x) are first-degree polynomials are
polynomial of degree 2. we get the shown in equations 6. I to 6. 3. The
results shown in the figures. Figure 2 coefficients of the numerator poly
shows exp(x) for x ranging from 0 to nomial P(x) are labeled a with a
I . Also shown in the same figure is the subscript. The coefficients of the
best-fitting polynomial of degree 2. denominator polynomial O(x) are
The error is less than 0.0 I. so the labeled & with a subscript. Since we
drawing shows at best a slight thicken can multiply both sides of the equa
ing of the line in several places.
tion by a constant without affecting
Figure 3 illustrates the approxima the equality. the leading coefficient of
tion error. greatly magnified for O(x) (i.e.. its coefficient of x to the
visibility. For comparison. figure 4 highest power) may be set equal to I
shows the Chebyshev polynomial of without affecting either d or f(x). This
degree 3. You can see that the curves
(continued)
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close to the optimum trial values of

x. If the start of the approximation in

Figure 3: The approximation error in
figure 2. magnified greatly for visibility.

-1

0

+1

Figure 4: A graph of the Che&yshev
polynomial of degree 3.
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APPROXIMATIONS

CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATIONS

T

hree conditions satisfied by a least
maximum polynomial approxima
tion were stated in the main text on
page I 70. If a polynomial satisfies all
but the third condition. it is called a
"nearly least maximum" approxima
tion. 'JYpically. error leveling carried out
on such a polynomial accomplishes
only a slight improvement in accuracy.
Chebyshev polynomials yield a nearly
least maximum approximation under
most circumstances. Thus they are
useful in such optimization situations
as the design of digital and analog
filters. Chebyshev expansions also tend
to be numerically stable. in the sense
that they do not suffer from cancella
tion-error problems. For this reason
they may be found in actual library
routines in cases where other forms of

(a)

approximation are less stable.
Chebyshev expansions bear a some
what magical relation to Fourier-series
expansions. In fact. to compute the
coefficients of the Chebyshev expan
sion. we will evaluate the Fourier series
of the function f(xJ using values of x that
are not evenly spaced.
The family of Chebyshev polynomials
is defined by equations a. b. and c (all
equations designated by letters appear
in figure A) and the general term can
be found by the recurrence in equation
d. Figures 4 and 7 in the main text
show two of these polynomials The
argument x is considered to range be
tween - I and + I. Other desired inter
vals can be mapped into this range by
a linear transformation of the input
argument x.

To(X)

x

(b)

(c)

T,(x)

(d)

T,,"(x)

(e)

f(x)

2x' - 1

=

2 • T.,(x)  L-,(x)

()0 I

I:

=

ak T.(x)

k=O

(f)

a.

~

=

f;" f(cos( j 7rlN )) cos( j k 7rlN )
J=O

(g)

T.(x)

cos(k j 7rlN)

(h)

T,.(x)

cos( n arccos(x) )

=

(i)

Tn(x)

U)

cos((n

(k)

cos(A

(I)

f(x)

cos(nz)

+ 1)z) = 2 cos(z) cos(nz) - cos((n - 1)z)
+ B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B
M

I:' a,

T,.(x)

k=O

Figure A:
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in

the text box

Each of these polynomials crosses
the x axis n times and has n+ I local
extrema. all of which occur at the same
value of deviation from the x axis.
These are just the conditions for the
error curve of a best approximation of
degree n- I.
Suppose the coefficients of a
Chebyshev polynomial expansion de
crease fairly rapidly with n. so that the
error after n- I terms can be approxi
mated by the nth term (i.e.. ignoring the
contribution of later terms). Then. the
error has close to the least maximum
properties. and the approximation to
n- I terms is close to a least maximum
approximation.
To expand a function fix) in terms of
Chebyshev polynomials. we want to
find the coefficients in the formula
given in equation e. By a shorthand
convention. the prime (') over the sum
mation sign indicates that the first term
is to be divided by 2 (this is done to
make the formulas a little more com
pact). If we stop the summation at k=n.
the result is a polynomial of degree n.
The Chebyshev coefficients of the
function f(x) may be found from the for
mula in equation f. The double prime
("I over the summation sign indicates
that the first and last terms are to be
divided by 2. This formula is the same
as the Fourier cosine transform of the
function fix]. except that f(x) is evaluated
at the points cos( j7r/N ). which are not
evenly spaced.
The "real" Chebyshev coefficients are
obtained by letting N increase to infini
ty in equation f. so that the sum
becomes an integral. This is analogous
to the relation between the discrete
and continuous Fourier transforms. In
our situation. we cannot say that f(xJ is
a spectrally band-limited function. so
the behavior of the function between
the sampled values of x cannot be dis
regarded so readily. For the error to be
negligibly small. N should be consider
ably larger than the desired degree n
of the approximation polynomial.
Since f(coS(i7r/N)) and the Chebyshev
coefficients are a Fourier transform
pair. the expression off (xJ in terms of
Chebyshev polynomials must be the in

APPROXIMATIONS

verse of this Fourier transform. There
fore. it must be true that when x = cosU
7r/N). then equation g. We could then
be tempted to substitute j7r/N = arc
cos(x). As N increases to infinity. the
equation would indeed be valid for any
x. In fact. an alternate definition of the
nth Chebyshev polynomial is equation
h. It is not obvious that this expression
is even a polynomial! However. putting
n=O yields cos(O)= I. and n= I yields
cos(arccos(x)) = x. To see that this
definition is equivalent to the original
one. substitute z = arccos(x). Then we
have equation i. and for the recurrence
formula for the polynomials to be true.
we want equation j to be a trigonomet
ric identity. Using the identity equation
k. you can show that this is correct.
Thus the Fourier series for the

Chebyshev coefficients leads to the ex
pression for f(xl in terms of Chebyshev
polynomials. with the proviso that N
be sufficiently large.
I have provided a C program. as ex
plained in the main text. that will
evaluate the Chebyshev polynomial ex
pansion coefficients for a given func
tion f(x). Once the coefficients have
been found. they may be substituted
into equation I to obtain an approxima
tion for f(xl Summation of the series
stops at the Mth term. where M is
whatever we choose. If all the terms
were rearranged and collected by
powers of x. the result would be a
straightforward polynomial of degree
M. The summation can also be carried
out directly from the expansion coef
ficients by using the listing A program.

Listing A: A subroutine to evaluate a Che&ysnev polynomial expansion up to
the Mth-order term.

/*

This subroutine evaluates a Chebyshev polynomial
expansion up to the Mth-order term, given the
argument "x" and an array "array[M+1]"
containing the Chebyshev expansion coefficients.
To achieve maximum execution speed, the routine
is designed so the coefficients must be stored
in reverse order, with the Mth order coming
first and the 0th order Iast.

*I
double chbev I ( x' array, M )
double x;
double array[];
int M;

I

double b0, b1' b2, *P;
int i.
'
p = array;
b0 = *P++;
b1 = 0.0;
x *= 2.0;
i = M- 1.
do

I

b2
b1
b0

I

b1;
b0;
x * b1 - b2 + *P++;

wh i I e( --i ) ;
return( 0.5*(b0-b2) )

I

;

The number of
equations to be
solved is equal
to N+D+I.
term. multiplied by f(x) + d. has been
moved over to the right side of the
equations since it will be treated as
constant.
Although there are four unknowns
(two a·s. one &. and the deviation d).
only three equations are shown. The
reason is that all of the &·s are multi
plied by a factor that includes d; the
product of & times d is a nonlinear
term. Therefore the equations would
not be linear if we considered d to be
an unknown. So. to make the equa
tions easy to solve. we are going to
have to guess not only the three
values of x. but also a value for d.
Suppose P(r.) is a polynomial of
degree N (for "numerator"). and O(x)
is a polynomial of degree D (for
"denominator"). The number of equa
tions to be solved is equal to N + D+ 1.
In the previous section it was noted
that the error curve for approximation
by a polynomial of degree N is often
similar in appearance to the
Chebyshev polynomial of degree
N + 1. In the present situation we can
again make the job of guessing trial
values easier. this time by making use
of the Chebyshev polynomial of
degree N+D+ l.
While the Chebyshev polynomial
may have the right shape. its extreme
values are just + l or - I. This gives
us no help in guessing the extreme
values of d for our particular deviation
function. However. there is a way out.
We could just as well set d = 0 in the
equations and use for x the points at
which the Chebyshev polynomial is
equal to 01 This will leave the actual
extreme deviation somewhat uncon
trolled. but we will at least have a
starting point for the iterative
procedure.
For this situation the magic values
(continued)
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of x. the "zeros" of the Chebyshev
polynomial of degree N + D + I. are at
x, = s + 0.5w ( I-cos( 2(i- I) 7r I
2(N+D+ I) ) ). where i takes on the
values I. 2..... N+D+ I. The iterative
procedure begins by substituting
these values of x. along with the value
d=O . and solving the set of linear
equations. This gives us the coeffi
cients (the a's and b's) of the
numerator and denominator poly
nomials of the rational approxima

tion. As in the previous situation. the
result is frequently so close to the
final optimum that there is little point
in going on with a second iteration.
If we do decide to continue. there
are two basic strategies for leveling
the error extrema: (I) adjust the points
at which the error is 0 and continue
to set d=O. and (2) use N+D+ I of the
N + D+ 2 points where the error is
locally maximum and. by looking at
the error data. guess a value for the

Rational Approximation by Remes Algorithm
Relative error (y or n) ? y
Degree of numerator polynomial? 4
Degree st denominator polynomial? 4
Start of approximation interval ? - 0.5
Width of approximation interval? 1.0
deviation = O000.0e + 00 ?
x(O] = -4.9240e-01 ?
x[1] = - 4.3301 e - 01 ?
x[2] = - 3.2.139e - 01 ?
x(3] = -1.7101e-01?
x[4] = O.OOOOe + 00 ?
x(5] = 1.7101e-01?
x(6] = 3.2139e - 01 ?
x[7] = 4.3301 e - 01 ?
x(8] = 4.9240e - 01 ?
Numerator coefficients:
1.1897e-02
5.9391e-04
1.0000e+OO 5.0000e-01 1.0713e-01
Denominator coefficients:
-5.0000e -01 1.0713e-01 -1.1897e-02
5.9391e-04
lune
x
approx
error
-5.000e-01
6.065e-01
6.065e-01
3.015e-13
-4.500e-01
6.376e-01
6.376e-01
-1.829e-13
-4.000e-01
6.703e-01
6.703e-01
2.650e-13
-3.500e-01
7.047e-01
7.047e-01
1.924e-13
-3.000e-01
7.408e-01
7.408e-01
-1.417e-13
7.788e-01
-2.500e-01
7.788e-01
-2.998e-13
-2.000e-01
8.187e-01
8.187e-01
-1.597e-13
-1.500e-01
8.607e-01
8.607e-01
1.164e-13
-1.000e-01
9.048e-01
9.048e-01
2.907e-13
-5.000e-02
9.512e-01
9.512e-01
2.347e-13
O.OOOe + 00
1.000e+ 00
1.000e+OO -2.776e-17
5.000e-02
1.051e+OO
1.051e+OO -2.347e-13
1.000e-01
1.105e + 00
1.105e+OO -2.907e-13
1.500e-01
1.162e+ 00
1.162e1+00 -1.164e -13
2 OOOe-01
1.221e+OO
1.597e-13
1.221e+OO
2.500e-01
1.284e+OO
1.284e +OO
2.998e-13
3.000e-01
1.417e-13
1.350e+OO
1.350e+OO
3.500e-01
1.419e + 00
1.419e+ 00 .:..1.924e-13
4.000e-01
1.492e + 00
1.492e+ 00 -2.651e-13
4.500e-01
1.568e+ 00
1.568e+OO
1.829e-13
5000e-01
1.649e+OO
1.649e+OO -3.015e-13
Another iteration (y or n)?

Figure 5: An interactive session witn tne author's Remes program. Tne approximation
is for tne exponential function.

You can sometimes
subtract away
a function's difficult
behavior around
critical values.
maximum error d Each of these
strategies has its adherents.
TAKING ADVANTAGE
OF ANALYTICAL BEHAVIOR

Sometimes it is possible to find a trick
that will reduce the degrees N and D
of the rational approximation that
satisfies a given error condition The
trick may be in the behavior of the
function or in the rational approxima
tion itself.
Many functions are very unpoly
nomial-like near critical values of the
argument such as 0 or infinity This
may make it difficult to achieve a
good rational approximation. In such
cases it is wise to try factoring out or
subtracting away the difficult behavior
by searching for a simple expression
that represents the function's limiting
or asymptotic behavior. For example.
a function f(x) that behaves like a
square root near x=O might be ap
proximated as .JX * P(x) . In that case.
the function that the polynomial P(x)
would be asked to approximate is

f(x)t.Jx.
The exponential function has the in
teresting property that exp(-x) =
I /exp(x). This suggests that some kind
of antisymmetry might appear if we
were to take the interval of approxi
mation to be symmetrical around
x=O. Figure 5 shows in detail what
happens when we make the interval
go from - 0. 5 to + 0 5 and solve for
a rational approximation with N = D
= 4. The coefficients of the numerator
and denominator polynomials
become the same. except for a dif
ference in the signs! A few moments'
study of this situation will show that
(continued)
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PERFORMANCE
In a multi-user system, performance is the most important ingredient.
1l1at's why we build per
formance into every aspect
of our multi-user systems.
1l1e CompuPro 286/40™
offers more performance for
the money than any competing
~ystem; a 1x>werful 8 MHz 80286
processor. 768K of memory, 40
megabyte hare.I disk, 9 serial ports.
floppy and tape backup drives, Concurrent DOS 816™ multi-user, multi-t:Lo.;king operating ~~·stem
and applications including New Wore.I™ and SuperCalc 2™ .

Price? Just 59995. Now that's performance'
Options? How about memory expan
sion to a megab)te, 80 mega
b)te hare.I disks, slave proc
essors. networking, graphics
and more.
To tine.I out how the Com
puPro 286/ 40 (or any of
ruuru
•
our other multi-user ~ystems)
can give your business the
performance it needs. contact a distributor listed below for
the name of your local CompuPro dealer.

PERFORMANCE
ACCELERATORS
NET 100™: Local Area Net
work board features high speed
( 2.5 MBPS) transfers using
standard coax cable. Network
multiple systems (even PCs)
together for resource sharing
and to increase performance
in larger installations. $395.

CompuPro's high perform
ance S-100/IEEE 696 board
products are the heart of our
high performance systems. If
you're looking to boost your
~)'Stem's performance or you're
choosing boards to build new
~ystems, you can't buy better
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M-Drive/H™: RA.\·! disk can
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Figure 6: Tl1e error curve for the
approximation solved in figure 4 .

Figure 7: The ChefJyshev polynomial
of degree 9.

this approximation can be rearranged
to have the form shown in equation
7. where P(x) consists of the terms
originally having minus signs in the
denominator polynomial. and O(x)
comprises the terms that did not
change sign. Instead of evaluating two
fourth-order polynomials. we now
have only to evaluate P(x) of degree
I and O(x) of degree 2. This yields a
s·ubstantial saving in computation for
exactly the same result. This approxi
mation is called a Pade form. Note
that it has just the property we noted
about the exponential function. that
its value at -x is the reciprocal of its
value at +x.
Figure 6 illustrates the error curve
for the approximation solved in figure
4. Again for comparison. Figure 7
shows the Chebyshev polynomial of
degree 9.

tions that might render the answer
meaningless. Alarm exits for these
conditions must be programmed for
the particular system in use.
A final note of warning: To achieve
maximum accuracy. both the expan
sion coefficients and the test values
of a function should be calculated
using arithmetic having greater preci
sion than the arithmetic of the in
tended routine. •

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

[g

0

We have now touched on all the
theoretical design problems of com
puter approximation Some addi
tional problems arise in the environ
ment of practical application. These
are important to a programmer who
is trying to get the function routines
to work. However. since each machine
and each compiler has its own pecu
liarities. there is little advice that can
be offered in the abstract.
Good workmanship demands that
any numerical routine be carefully
tested and checked for possible arith
metic overflow and underflow condi
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N·U·M·B·E·R

THE INVERSION
OF LARGE
MATRICES
BY THOMAS E. PHIPPS JR.

·The Pan and Reif algorithm provides a solution
.,
A NEW METHOD for inverting
matrices was recently discovered by
Victor Pan of the Computer Science
Department of the State University of
New York at Albany and John Reif of
the Aiken Computation Laboratory at
Harvard [see references I and 2) .
Their main concern was with parallel
processing. but the mathematical al
gorithms they propose work perfect
ly well with serial processing; all you
need is time. Whatever computer you
have on your shelf will do very well
for testing the method. Using what
was on my own shelf. I have inverted
several dense [all entries nonzero)
random-number-entry matrices of
maximum dimension 60 by 60 in total
times varying from I 5 to 24 hours.
The matrix size limitation n = 60 is
imposed solely by an artificiality of
the particular BASIC language I use:
My Toshiba T300 computer (8088
processor. 6-MHz clock. no copro
cessor) came from the mail-order dis
counter bundled with a dialect known
as TBASIC that arbitrarily limits me to
about 60K bytes of RAM. even
though the machine was never sold
with less than I 92K bytes and accom

modates 2 56K bytes on the mother
board. If you are lucky enough not to
be "software-bound" or can write
your own assembly- or machine-lan
guage programs. the sky is the limit
on what you can do in this era of
cheap memory chips.
Large-matrix inversion is very RAM
demanding. but nothing fancy in the
way of either hardware or software is
needed to test the present approach.
since the algorithm I shall describe is
numerically stable-that is. "self-heal
ing·:__and works fine in single
precision.
Let's begin at the beginning. A matrix
A is a two-dimensional array of real
or complex numbers. known as its
"elements." A(f.f}: I = 1.2 .... .n; J =
1.2 ... . .n. If a matrix is square [that
is. of dimensions n by n) and non
singular [that is. not in some sense
equivalent to zero). it possesses an in
verse matrix A- 1 such that A- 1A =
AA- 1 = I. where I is then by n ··unit
matrix" having ones on its main [up
per left to lower right) diagonal and
zeros elsewhere. The problem is:
Given A what is K 1? If the dimension
n of A is small. this problem i~ easy.

But if n gets even as large as I 0.
classical methods become very cum
bersome. If n becomes as large as 50
or so. home computers tend to poop

out
The Pan and Reif approach removes
all limits except those set by available
time and RAM. The underlying math
ematical idea of their method involves
iteration: Suppose. given the non
singular n by n matrix A. that we ap
proximate its inverse by a similar
matrix B. A-' """ B. and define an
"error matrix" of the form shown in
figure I. equation I . [All equations not
in the text are in figure I. They will be
identified by equation numbers ap
pearing in parentheses to the left of
the equations.)
By the rules of matrix multiplication
we have the identity shown in equa
tion 2. If E(B) were a number x of
magnitude x < 1. we know by the
binomial theorem that we could write
(continued)

Tfwmas E. Phipps Jr. (908 South Buse!d
Ave.. Urbana. IL 6180 I) is retired from
operations researchls!dstems anal!dsis for the
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equation 3. It happens that a "norm"
q can be defined for a matrix that is
analogous to the magnitude of our
number x (see reference I) . So. if the
matrix B is in some sense a "good
enough" approximation to A- 1 • the

norm q of the error matrix E(BJ will be
less than unity and we can write equa
tion 4 by analogy with equation 3.
Using this device of formal expan
sion as a guide and introducing an
iterative index h (h = 1.2.... ). we

(1)

E(B) = I - BA

(2)

A-·

(3)

(1 - xt'

(4)

A-• = (/ + E + E2 + . .. )B, for q < 1

(5)

E. = I -

(6)

a.

(7)

a. = (I + E.)a._ ,

(8)

t -

=

=

(A-·a-·ia

(BN'B

= -1-1 -x =

=

(I - E(B))" ' B

1 + x + x' + x' + . . . , for x < 1

a._, A

= (I + E. + fl + . . . )a._,

1
(max EIA(l,J)[)(max E IA(l,J)IJ

-

I

I

J

l

(9)

O. = (/ + E. +

(10)

E~ + . . . + EJ;), for integer m

(11)

(12)

0. 11 =

(13)

O.,; =

1

1-E;:;~ 1

+ E.u +

1-E.11

+EL

+ E.u +

+ (1 + (1 + (1 + E.11)E.u)E.11)E.u

Figure I: Equations used in the article.

1. Form the Hermitian transposed matrix AH having elements A'(J.().

2. Evaluate the row sums and the column sums of the magnitudes of the elements
of A. take the product of the largest row sum t, and the largest column sum t,, and
equate the reciprocal of that product to t,

t, = max EIA(l,J)I, t, = max EIA(l,J)I. t = _l_ .
I

J

4. Let E. = I -

I

I

a.-.A.

.5. Newton's iteration: Let

t1f1

h = 1,2....

B. = (/ + E.) B•-• ·

h = 1,2, . ..

6. Cycle iteratively through steps 4 and 5 until all entries of the error matrix E. pass
some criterion of smallness of their magnitudes. When that occurs,
will represent
a satisfactory appro ximation to the desired inverse matrix k' .

a.

Figure 2: An outline of the Pan and Reif method discussed in the article.
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have for iteration h an error matrix
(equation 5) by analogy with equation
I. Since Bo. B1. B2 . . . . is a sequence
of matrices that approximate increas
ingly well (we hope) to K 1 as iteration
proceeds. we can replace A- 1 on the
left side of equation 4 by the refined
approximation Bh. and we can inter
pret the B appearing on the right side
as the less-refined approximation Bh_,.
Thus equation 4 yields equation 6.
Finally. on entering properly into the
spirit of rough approximation. we
note that the higher powers of Eh (for
q < I) . being smaller than the first
power. can be dropped. yielding
equation 7.
This form is known as Newton's itera
tion (gets around. doesn't he?). For 50
years numerical analysts have
shunned it bec;ause. to make it work.
one needs a "good enough" initial ap
proximation matrix B 0 so that q < I
from the start. Otherwise. the iterative
process is prone to diverge. Since no
way was known of evaluating Bo. the
method was of I imited practical value.
The Pan-Reif breakthrough consists
of the discovery of a simple and
reliable way of evaluating Bo. the ini
tial approximation to A- 1 • which can
safely be used for starting Newton's
iteration or variants of it. Readers in
terested in a derivation can consult
the references. I give here merely one
example of the results. Let me denote
the "Hermitian transpose" of A by AH.
That is. if A(IJ) is the element in the
/th row and /th column of the A
matrix. then A*(f,IJ is the element at
the corresponding position in the
matrix AH. Here the star denotes com
plex conjugate (i.e., if an element is x
+ iy, where x and !J are real numbers.
then the complex conjugate of that
element is x - iy) . If. as is the case to
which I have limited all my own cal
culations. the elements of A are all
real. then AH is just the transposed
matrix Ar of A (wherein elements are
interchanged or "reflected" with
respect to the main diagonal).
We now introduce a number t. de
fined by equation 8. In words: We
consider the magnitudes of the various
elements A(l.JJ of the given A matrix
that is to be inverted. (In the case of

INVERTING LARGE MATRICES

a complex element x + i!J, its
magnitude is ~-. In the case of
a real element. it is just its unsigned
or absolute value) We add up the
magnitudes of the elements in a given
row and record the sum. We do the
same for the remaining rows and then
compare the sums thus obtained. The
largest of these row sums-just a
number-is designated max I:IA(/JJl
We do the same for the column sums
and take the product of these two
maxima, designating its reciprocal as
the real number t. Finally, we define
our initial approximate inverse matrix
8 0 as shown in equation 9.
That is, the number t multiplies
every element of the Hermitian trans
pose of the A matrix . Pan and Reif
give alternative forms. but this will do.
And that's all there is to it.
Figure 2 summarizes the algorithm
for inverting a nonsingular square
matrix A having given elements A(I.J) .

The form of the Pan-Reif procedure
presented in figure 2 uses Newton's
iteration. The references cited give
other forms and iterations, but this
one is simple and effective. I found it
worthwhile, however. to experiment a
bit with refinements to step 5 in the
figure 2 iteration. For example, refer
ring back to equation 6 and defining
Oh as in equation IO, we see that an
iteration of greater accuracy might
take a form such as that of equation
I I. For m ~ I in equation 10, this
reduces the number of iterations re
quired for convergence. but because
all the extra matrix multiplication in
creases the time per iteration dis
proportionately, the net result is a
slower inversion algorithm. However.
there is a trick of rough approxima
tion to Oh in equation I 0 that does
give some speed improvement over
the raw Newton's iteration-not a
great deal, but worth exploiting and

easy to program. No doubt the reader
can play with this sort of thing and
discover further improvements.
My refinement rests on the obser
vation that the initial error matrix Eh
defined by equation 5 is typically not
far different from a unit matrix; that
is, it has entries on the main diagonal
that are slightly less than unity and
off-diagonal entries that are quite
small with respect to unity. That be
ing the case, a big improvement in ini
tial convergence rate can be achieved
by treating the off-diagonal elements
of C as zero. in approximating the
matrix Oh . Such approximation is a
relatively quick and easy calculation
because only the n diagonal elements
of Eh and powers of those elements
are involved. Thus, instead of an extra
n by n storage matrix to hold the in
formation in Oh, we need only one n
element array. This need not be ad
(continuedJ
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imation. to diagonalize oh and the
matrices Eh from which it is formed.
This means. if we designate the ith
diagonal element of oh as ohii and of
Eh as Eh••· that we can manipulate
these numbers just as in school
algebra to get equation I 2.
Consequently, the only nonvanish
ing entries of our approximate Oh
matrix are the n numbers given by
equation I 2 for i = I .2 .... ,n. The
0 factor gives enough refinement of
the Newton iteration to speed initial
convergence without significantly

ditional to the basic n by n matrices
A. B E. and X required for Newton's
iteration. (The extra storage matrix X
is needed to hold temporarily the
product on the right side of equation
I I until it can be loaded back into B.
it being generally impermissible in
BASIC to write a matrix equation. B
= E*B. in which the same matrix B
appears on both sides of the equals
sign. Any row or column of the X
matrix will do to store the extra n
pieces of data just mentioned.)
We have thus agreed. as an approx
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penalizing later convergence (when all
elements of the error matrix Eh
become small and of comparable
magnitudes. so that all higher powers
of Eh become comparatively negligi
ble). The choice of m must be handled
with some delicacy. If m is too large
(say, greater than IO). the initial rate
of reduction of the diagonal elements
of the error matrix is excessive. the at
tendant increase of off-diagonal
errors is also too rapid. and the result
ing instability can cause divergence of
the subsequent iterative process Em
pirically. I find values m = 4 or 5
generally give best results. and for
simplicity I have written my present
sample program (listing I) with m =
4. Rewriting equation I 0 for this case
yields equation 13. IEditor's note: The
BASIC program is available on disk as ex
plained on page 34 6 or may be downloaded
from BYTEnet Listings at (617) 861-9764.1
A more versatile program can be writ
ten with man adjustable input param
eter and ohii given by equation 12 .
The Pan-Reif algorithm. with the 0
factor modification just described, as
programmed in Microsoft BASIC. .is
shown in listing I. For convenience of
numerical experimentation and to
avoid having to input great amounts
of made-up data. I have at line 140
generated a random-entr y A matrix .
to be inverted. the entries of which
are real numbers between 0 and l. At
step 150 a randomly chosen algebraic
sign is assigned to each entry, with
equal probability of plus or minus.
(Any real-number matrix can be ex
pressed in this fractional-element
form by dividing all elements by the
magnitude of the largest element.)
The program is readily modified to
allow user input of A-matrix entries.
At lines 190 through 210 the row
and column sums of absolute values
of the A-matrix entries are calculated
and temporarily stored in row
matrices X(l.l) and E(l./). These "lists"
are then sorted for entry size at lines
220 through 230 and the maxima. Tl
and T2. are used at line 240 to
evaluate r-the quantity t in our
above discussion. The initial matrix Bo
is evaluated at line 260. and the main
iteration comprising lines 280 through
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430 is then entered.
The first part of this iteration. lines
290 through 360. updates the error
matrix according to step 4 of our al
gorithm (figure 2) and provides some
tests for escape from the loop. Line
320 prints out to the screen. during
each loop. information regarding (I)
the iteration number. (2) the values of
the error matrix at two arbitrary posi
tions. corresponding to the upper left
and upper right elements. and (3) the
values of the B matrix (approximate
inverse of A) at the same two posi
tions. Thus one can monitor the con
vergence process by arbitary sam
pling of the error and inverse
matrices.
At line 380 the diagonal matrix 0
of equation 13 is expressed as an
"equivalent" (in information content)
row matrix or "list:· X( I .I). (Use of the
X matrix for temporary storage. as we
noted avoids having to dimension an

other large array.) Each entry of this convergence by examining the max
list multiplies all entries of the corre . imum error in BA As an independent
sponding row of the error matrix at check on the approximation of the in
line 390. At the same line a l is added verse. the program calculates the
error in multiplying AB in lines 480
to each diagonal element. in accor
dance with equation I I. and the result through 610.
is loaded back into the E matrix. to
Readers familiar with other BASICs
make maximum use of the available should have no difficulty translating
storage arrays. At the next two lines the Microsoft BASIC dialect of listing
I for use with their own machines.
the matrix product on the right side
of equation 11 is evaluated and load
When I invert a 60 by 60 matrix on
ed into the temporary storage matrix my computer. the working time is the
X. as discussed above. At line 420 the better part of a day. so it is desirable
X matrix information is loaded back to have no other uses planned for the
into the B matrix (representing Bh in computer. Observed times required
equation 11) and the calculation loops by the T300 for inverting random
entry matrices of various sizes by the
back to line 280 to reiterate.
The remaining lines of the program. program of listing l are shown in the
following escape from the loop. turn semilogarithmic plot of figure 3. Of
off the clock and display results. Line course. the time depends somewhat
470 offers the user the option of an on the error criterion (DI value)
additional separately timed iteration selected. but this generally alters the
required number of iterations H by
to confirm the stability of con
(continued)
vergence. The program checks for

.•· ·9 ·. Q..•.·.:-0-: i~x~·. .\ ,
' · ... ,·,: .; "
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Listing I: A BASIC program for tFie modified Pan-Reif matrix-inversion metFiod.

10 REM Real-entry matrix inversion (Pon-Reif method)
20 REM Program by Thomas E. Phipps, Jr.
30 REM Ref= Proc. 17th Annual ACM Sympos. on Theory
40 REM of Computing, Providence, RI, Moy 1985
50 REM Random-entry matrices, single precision
60 REM Quartic modif icotion of Newton's iteration
70 INPUT "Run number = ";RN
80 REM N data is in line 640, D1 data in I ine 660
90 READ N, D1:RANDOMIZE RN:OPTION BASE 1
100 REM Con optionally insert DEFDBL A,B,E,X here
110 REM A is the matrix to invert, B is the
approximate inverse of A, E is the error
matrix for the inverse, and X is a temporary
storage matrix as explained in the article.
120 DIM A(N,N),B(N,N),E(N,N),X(N,N)
130 REM Generate random-entry A matrix. For real
data, replace 140 by on INPUT statement
and input normalized data (each element
of A is divided by the largest element, L).
Delete line 150. Band D1 must be
multiplied by L to find the inverse and error
140 FOR I=1 TO N:FOR J=1 TO N:A(I,J)=RND(1):NEXT:NEXT
150 FOR Is1 TO N:FOR J=1 TO N:IF RND(1)<.5 THEN
A(I , J) =-A (I , J )
160 NEXT :NEXT
170 CLS:TIME$="00"
'Start clock
180 REM Eva I. t by Pon-Reif eq 8 in BYTE article
190 FOR I=1 TO N:R0=0:S0=0:FOR J=1 TO N
200 R0=R0+ABS(A(I,J)):S0=Sa+ABS(A(J,I)):NEXT J
210 X(1,I)=R0:E(1,I)=S0:NEXT I:T1=0:T2=0
220 FOR I=1 TO N:IF X(1,I)>T1 THEN T1=X(1,I)
230 IF E(1,I)>T2 THEN T2=E(1,I)
240 NEXT I:T=1/(T1*T2)
250 REM Evol. initial B-motrix
260 FOR I=1 TO N:FOR J=1 TO N:B(I,J)=T*A(J,I):NEXT:
NEXT :H=0
270 PRINT "ITER."TAB(10);"E(1,1)"TAB(28);"E(1,N)"
TAB(46);"B(1,1)"TAB(64).;"B(1,N)"
280 REM Eva!. error matrix E
290 FOR I=1 TO N:FOR K=1 TO N:Z=0:FOR J=1 TO N
300 Z=Z+B(I,J)*A(J,K):NEXT J:E(I,K)=-Z:NEXT K:
NEXT I
310 FOR I=1 TO N:E(I,I)=1+E(I,I):NEXT I
320 BEEP:PRINT H;TAB(6);E(1,1);TAB(24);E(1,N);
TAB(42);B(1,1);TAB(60);B(1 , N)
330 IF H>50 THEN PRINT "STUCK!":BEEP:BEEP:
GOTO 620
340 REM Test for escape from loop
350 FOR I=1 TO N:FOR J=1 TO N:IF ABS(E(I,J))>D1
THEN 370
360 NEXT :NEXT :GOTO 440
370 H=H+1 'Newton's iteration
(quartic modification)
380 FOR I=1 TO N:
X(1,I)=1+(1+(1+(1+E(I,I))*E(I,I))*E(I,I))*E(I,I):
NEXT
390 FOR I=1 TO N:FOR J=1 TO N:E(I,J)=X(1,I)*E(I,J):
NEXT :E(I,I)=1+E(I,I):NEXT
400 FOR I=1 TO N:FOR K=1 TO N:W=0:FOR J=1 TO N
410 W=W+E(I,J)*B(J.K):NEXT J:X(I,K)=W:NEXT K:NEXT
420 FOR I•1 TO N:FOR J=1 TO N:B(I,J)=X(I,J):NEXT:
NEXT
430 GOTO 280
440 REM output fol lows
(continued)

It is great fun
to watch the process

of inverting a I 0 by I 0
matrix on the screen.
only I or 2. 'fypical values of H for rea
sonable convergence (four to five
figures of accuracy of 8-matrix
elements) are l 0 to l 7 iterations for
small (say. I 0 by l 0) matrices and 2 l
to 27 iterations for matrices of 3 0 by
30 and up. The corresponding clock
times are roughly four minutes and
two hours. The inversion times and
iteration numbers vary. as explained
below. with the "condition" of the
matrix to be inverted.
It is great fun. and instructive. to
watch the process of inverting. say. a
10 by 10 matrix evolve on the video
screen. The calculation prints out
iterations at a pace that is easy to
follow (17-second intervals). 'fypically,
there is a steady decrease of the on
diagonal elements of the error matrix.
as shown by the sample element
£(1.1). starting from around 0.95. as
given by the Pan-Reif procedure for
evaluating Bo . The off-diagonal
elements. as typified by E(I.n). start
small and rise. say. to around 0.1 to
0.3. Then. for iteration numbers
around 5 to 10 or more. there is a
period of "struggle." during which the
error bounds do not decrease very
much. but the 8-matrix values. which
have been small. begin to change fair
ly rapidly in sign and magnitude. As
this phase comes to an end. the next
few iterations produce rapid. sys
tematic changes in the a-matrix en
tries and dramatic decreases in the er
ror bounds both on and off diagonal
as the iteration gets itself sorted out
and homes in on its target.
Finally. if you have set too stringent
an error bound DI (see line 3 50 in
listing I). there will be an ultimate
phase of aimless "hunting" in which
typical error magnitudes are small. of
the order of l 0- 1 . and in which only
(continued)
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~t up to speed

for under
ahundred bucks.
If you're writing in the BASIC that
came with your IBM®PC, now you
can make your programs scream.
Microsoft's new QuickBASIC Com
piler will punch you right into warp
speed, accelerating your programs by
as much as ten times. And all with
hardly any code changes.
You get all this at a price that won't
slow you down, either. Just $99 and
.
you're 1n.
The new QuickBASIC Compiler
was designed to work with the
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CIRCLE, PSET, and COLOR.
So your graphics and music routines
will look and sound as they should.
And when you're ready to move
into structured programming, Quick
BASIC also offers language extensions
for a speedy transition. With optional
alphanumeric labels you can make
your programs more readable. And
compiled subprograms will save
you time.
So get moving. MICR=== =SQfl:
Call us now for The High Performance Software™
more information on the QuickBASIC
Compiler and the name of your
nearest Microsoft dealer. Just ring
(800) 426-9400. In Washington State,
Alaska, Hawaii and Canada, call
(206) 882-8088.
Then go give your programs a
swift kick.

I

_____ J

programs you've already written. It
supports·all BASIC sound and graphic
statements including PLAY, SOUND,
LOCATE, DRAW, GET, PUT, LINE,
Microsoft is a registered trademark and The High Perform;:mce Softwa re is a trademark of Microsoft Corpor:::ition.
IBM is a registered trademark oflmernarional Bus.mess Machines Corporation.
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450 T$=TIME$:BEEP:BEEP:BEEP:PRINT "Run number";RN,
"Duration = ";T$
460 PRINT "No. iter.=";H,"Matrix dim.="N,
"Max. error=";D1
470 INPUT "Another iteration (y,n)";C$:
IF C$="Y" OR C$="y" THEN TIME$="00":GOTO 370
480 PRINT "The maximum error was calculated by
multiplying AA-1*A."
490 PRINT "As a check on the true error in the
approximated inverse matrix"
500 PRINT "the maximum error in A*Aa-1 wil I now
be determined."
510 ERASE X
'recycle the temporary storage
matrix for errors in A*AA-1
520 DIM X(N,N)
530 FOR 1=1 TO N:FOR J~1 TO N:FOR K=1 TO N
540 X(l,K)=X(l,K)+A(l,J)*B(J,K)
550 NEXT :NEXT :NEXT
560 REM You may print out the matrix and its
inverse by placing a PRINT command for
A and B in the fol lowing loop.
570 FOR 1=1 TO N:FOR J=1 TO N
580 TEST.VAL=ABS(X(l,J)):IF I=J THEN
TEST.VAL=ABS(1-TEST.VAL)
590 IF TEST.VAL>MAX.ERROR THEN MAX.ERROR=TEST.VAL
600 NEXT :NEXT
610 PRINT "The max. error found this way is ";
MAX.ERROR
620 END
630 REM Matrix dim. N •
640 DATA 10
650 REM Error criterion D1 =
660 DATA 3E-6

the least significant two or three
decimal places of the B-matrix entries
change. This would go on forever (if
not stopped at 50 iterations by line
330 of the program). so one must
press the Break key and either . try
again with a larger DI value or record
the B-matrix results. which will prob
ably be good to four significant
figures. (The listing I program does
not provide for printing out any of the
matrices. so these remain invisible to
the user. but the user who wants to
see A and B can add a few steps to
the program or command printouts in
the "direct" mode after computation
has stopped.) The calculation never
becomes unstable or divergent but
just "bounces around" continually in
the last decimal places.
The first explanation that comes to
mind for the hunting behavior just
described is that it is due to
cumulative round-off error in the
numerous computations. that is. due
to the finite precision of the calcula 
tions. However. this is not the main
188
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story. since I have tried the same thing
in double precision with no notice
able improvement in the limiting ac
curacy of B-matrix evaluation. Also.
that attainable level of accuracy
seems to be fairly independent of n.
the matrix size. and to depend only
on the particular set of numbers ap
pearing as A-matri x entries. Clearly.
another factor is at work. and this is
what is called the "condition" of the
A matrix. Any matrix sufficiently near
to being singular or zero-like is termed
"ill conditioned." In a sense every
matrix is more or less ill conditioned.
It is a matter of degree.
That is. the bouncing around under
indefinite repetition of Newton's itera
tion. producing an uncertainty affect
ing the Kth and higher places of ac
curacy (significance) of the computed
inverse matrix. will occur for some K
value for any A matrix. Usually K is
greater than 4 or 5 and may be
greater than the number of decimal
places specifying the precision of our
calculation In that case we call the A

a sense every
matrix is more or less
ill conditioned. It is
a matter of degree.

In

matrix "well conditioned" and may
not be able to detect the bouncing
around at all. But occasionally we en
counter a nearly zero-like matrix for
which K is small. the uncertainty of
our answer is great. and the entries
of the inverse matrix become very
sensitive to the precise numerical
values of the entries of the A matrix .
This is the ill-conditioned case.
typified by numerically large entries
of the inverse matrix.
The quantity K. which can be
evaluated from the "long run"
statistics of Newton's iteration. can in
fact be used to quantify the "condi
tion" of a matrix . (The larger K. the
better the condition of the A matrix.)
An ill-conditioned matrix cannot nor
mally be spotted by prior inspection:
so the problem is an insidious one.
But the uncertainty we are speaking
of-a sort of numerical analogue of
the physicist's 'Heisenberg uncertain
ty':..._is just nature's way of penalizing
the attempt to divide by (almost) zero.
Where it arises in practice one
generally finds that an enhanced
spread of uncertainty of the answer
is quite acceptable (for purposes of
physical application). just as uncer
tainty in the value of the tangent func
tion is acceptable near an angle of 90
degrees. In other words. even in the
worst case. Newton's iteration makes
the best of a bad job and does as well
as any method could do. •
REFERENCES
I. Pan. V.. and J. Reif. "Efficient Parallel
Solution of Linear Systems." Providence.
RI: Proceedings of the 17th Annual ACM
S!Jmposium on Theor!J of Computing. May
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Center for Research in Computing Tech
nology Report TR-02-85 . Cambridge. MA:
Aiken Computation Laboratory, 198 5.
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The worlds best selling monochrome
graphics card for the IBM PC.
There are more Hercules'"
Graphics Cards in more IBM'"
PCs, XTs and ATs than any
other monochrome graphics
card in the world.
Over a quarter of a million
demanding users around the
world use a Hercules Graphics
Card to improve the perfor
mance of their software.
The Lotus'" 1-2-3'" Booster.
Consider Lotus 1-2-3.
Hercules gives an off-the-shelf
- j copy of 1-2-3
the highest
resolution
possible
on an IBM
PC, XT or AT. More 1-2-3
users choose the Hercules
Graphics Card to get crisper
text and sharper graphics
than any other monochrome
graphics card.
And we bring the same
performance to other integrat
ed programs like Symphony';
Framework'; and SuperCalc'"3.
But we don't stop there.
The Hercules Graphics Card

improves all kinds of software.
Like Microsoft'" Word, a
word processor that enables
you to display text with subscripts, superscripts and italics.
Or pfs": Graph, an easy-to
use business graphics program
that converts your data into
presentation quality graphs.
Or Microsoft'" Flight Simu
lator, the high flying game for
the overworked executive.
Or our own Graph X'; a
library of graphics sub
routines that eases graphics
programmmg.
Or AutoCAD'; a computer
aided design program that
offers features normally asso
ciated with expensive CAD
systems.
And we supply free soft
ware with each card
to do hi-res graph
ics using the PC's
BASIC interpreter.

parallel printer port. Our
unique static RAM buffer provides sharp 9x14 characters
and flicker-free scrolling. Our
exclusive safety features help
prevent damage
r· to your monitor.
State-of-the-art
custom IC technology
delivers unsurpassed reli
ability. Ordinary graphics cards
use up to 30 ICs to do what one
Hercules IC does. By using
fewer parts, we reduce the pos
sibility of component failure.
Which is one reason we
warranty the Hercules
Graphics Card for two years.
Unbeatable reliability.
Advanced technology. Proven
by over a quarter of a million
users. Why settle for anything
less than Hercules?
Call 1-800-532-0600 Ext 408
for the name of a Hercules
dealer nearest you and we'll
State-Of-The-Art Hardware. rush you our free info kit.
The Hercules Graphics
Card gives you graphics res
Hercules.
We're strong on graphics.
olution of 720h x 348v and a
Inquiry 152

Address: 2550 Ninth St., Berkeley. CA 94710 Ph: 415 540-6000 Telex: 754063. Trademarks/Owners: Hercules, Graph X/Hercules; 1-2-3, Symphony/Lotus; IBM , XT,
AT/IBM; Framework/ Ashton- Tate; SuperCalc/Sorcim-l US; Microsoft/Microsoft; pfs:/Software Pub!; AutoCADIAutoDesk.
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THE

RUNGE~I<UTTA

METHODS
BY BENKU TuOMAS

Approximating solutions to 0 D Es
A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION is the
mathematical relationship between an
unknown function of one or more
variables and one or more of its
derivatives. In solving the differential
equation. we obtain an expression for
the function so that we may predict
its value at any point.
If we are able to obtain an exact ex
pression for the solution to a differen
tial equation. we say we have ob
tained an analytical. or true. solution
to the differential equation. It is pos
sible to obtain analytical solutions to
some differential equations. However.
most of the time the equations are dif
ficult to solve analytically. and some
times they are just plain impossible.
So we resort to numerical solutions
that attempt to give a numerical value
(an approximation) of the unknown
function for any combination of values
of the variables in the function.
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Differential equations may be clas
sified into different types. each requir
ing different numerical methods for
their solution. If the equation involves
derivatives of a function having only

one independent variable [that is.
only derivatives with respect to the
one independent variable are in
volved). then it is an ordinary differential
equation (ODE) . If more than one in
dependent variable is involved. then
we have a partial di[ ferential equation
(PDE). ODEs may be further classified
by the type of additional information
we have about them. If information
(such as the value of the function we
are solving for) is known at a par
ticular value of the independent
variable. the ODE is an initial value prob
lem (IVP). However. if information
about the function or its derivatives
are known at two different values of
the independent variable-the boun
daries of the problem-we have a
boundary value problem (BVP). Differen
tial equations describing changes in
time are almost always IVPs. since in
formation about the problem is
known at zero time (the initial value) .
On the other hand. steady-state hecit
conduction problems are often BVPs.
since information is known at the
boundaries of the space in which con
duction is taking place. The methods
I will discuss in this article will solve

only IVPs. but this subject is sufficient
ly involved that L F. Shampine and
M. K. Gordon have written an entire
book about it (see reference I).
ERROR CONTROL

There are a number of problems with
any numerical technique. but the one
common to all differential equation
solvers is error control. The errors in
the solutions arise from a couple of
sources. First. because all numerical
solutions are necessarily approxima
tions of the true solutions. there is
always an error (however small it may
be) associated with any numerical
answer. This is the global error. and it
is a measure of the difference be
tween the true solution and the nu
merical one. We usually use some sort
of series approximation of the un
known function and make a prediction
of the next value of the function U1+1
based on the value u, that we have
(continued)
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possible. In FORTRAN this means
using double-precision variables for all
real numbers.

already estimated. However. u, is itself
a numerically predicted value. and it
will be in error to some degree when
compared to the true solution. The
error in predicting u.. ,. caused by our
(incorrect) assumption that u, .con
tained no error. is called the local (trun
cation) error in u.. ,. As shown in figure
I. the global error contains two
components-the local error and a
propagation error that results from the
propagation of the global error from
the previous step. The local error. al
though a subset of the global error.
can actually be estimated so it is used
to keep a check on the global error.
Second. any numerical method.
however good. must execute in a ma
chine environment. which means it
must work with finite precision arith
metic. So. in addition to the global
errors. we will also have round-off errors.
A good numerical method must be
able to minimize all errors and inform
the user of the magnitude of error to
be expected. (For an excellent intro
duction to the effects of round-off
errors on numerical solutions. see
chapter one in reference 2.) You can
minimize the effect of round-off error
by working in the highest precision

THEORY
From our definition of the IVP. we can
write a general equation for any IVP
as shown in figure 2.1. Here we use
the notation that y1'' represents the
ith differential of y with respect to x
(i.e.. d1yldx 1). Equation 2. I in figure 2 is
an mth-order equation. since it in
volves an mth differential of y. It would
be difficult to write a numerical solver
that would be able to deal with any
IVP of any order. so we must find a
way of transforming the mth-order IVP
into a series of first-order IVPs. Let's
do this by way of an example from
elementary college physics-simple
harmonic motion. !Editor's note: David
Leo's text box on page 196 presents a BASIC

fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine for solving
this problem with damping. Setting C to 0
yields the undamped problem.I Suppose we
have an undamped spring-mass sys
tem in which a mass of l 0 pounds.
when attached to the end of a steel
spring. causes it to stretch by 2 inches.
We would like to know how the mass
would move if the spring were

(Xj+I• !li+tl

Propagation
error

Global
error

/

/

-

- - __.}

/

(Xj+I· "i+ll

stretched by an additional 2 inches
and then released . The spring con
stant is 60 lb/ft and the weight of the
mass is 10/32 lb/(ft/sec2). The equation
of motion for this system (as pre
sented in reference 3) is: y'' =
-(32/l0)60y (y is distance in feet) with
the initial conditions y(O) = 1/6 ft and
y'(O) = 0 ft/sec.
To transform this second-order dif
ferential equation into a system of
first-order IVPs. let's introduce two
new variables defined as w, = y and
W2 = y'. Then we can write w.' = y' and
wi' = y" = -(32/10)60y. So we now
have a system of two first-order IVPs
with the new initial conditions w,(OJ =
I/6 ft and w2(0) = 0 ft/sec. In this man
ner. we may reduce a general mth
order !VP into a system of m first
order IVPs. In that case we would in
troduce the new set of variables
w, =y. W2=Y' ..... Wm=yim-•>. For con
venience. we can write such a system
of IVPs using standard vector notation
as y1 = f(x. y). with initial conditions
Y(Xo)

=

Yo-

To be completely general. any
method we devise must be capable
of solving a system of initial-value or
dinary differential equations. We state
the general !VP as y'=f(x.y) with
Y(Xo)=Yo- Our numerical solution must
approximate the true solution. so a
good starting point in developing a
method is to assume that we may use
some sort of series approximation
(such as a 'Taylor series) of the true
solution. Suppose we know that the
exact solution at x, is y(x,) and x,., is
a point close to x,. Then a 'Taylor series
expansion for y(x,.,) about x, is as
shown in equation 2 .2 a. If we choose
we ob
a point z. such that < z<
tain the equation 2.2b. But from our
statement of the initial-value problem.
we have an expression for y'. Sub
stituting this into the 'Jaylor expansion
we get equation 2.2c. where we have
defined (x,.. - x,) as h. our step size.
Also. if the limits of the interval over
which we are interested in solving the
problem are A and B, A+Nxh =B .
Suppose the value of ~(x,\ u,. Then.
if we substitute this for y(x,) and trun
cate the series after the second term.

x,

Truncation
error

ei+I

x,.,,

=

Figure l: An illustration of errors in a numerical solution.

(continued)
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RONS 3 TO 6 TIMES FASTER THAN A PC XT HARD DISK

Removable Winchester Hard Disk Drives for PC's Are Here
• HANG 10/20™
• SLOT 10/20™

• SLOT DRIVE 10/20™
• FLEXI-DRIVE 10™

HANG 10/20 - Hang 10 or even 20 megabytes inside your PC. Just plug
it in and hang the drive off the front. That's it! Use standard DOS 2.0/3.0 com·
mands. No switches to set. Will boot up as a "C" drive. You can turn your PC
into an XT and keep your 2 floppies.
COMPLETE SUBSYSTEM

Hang 10 - List Price $ 899
Hang 20 - List Price $ 1199

SLOT 10/20 -

A 10 or 20 megabyte hard disk, completely
self-contained. Installs in any open PC or compatible bus slot,
in less than a minute. No special software required.
COMPLETE SUBSYSTEM

Slot 10 - List Price $ 999
Slot 20 - List Price $1399

SLOT DRIVE 10/20 -

A high speed removable and transportable self·
contained hard disk drive enclosed in a compact case for internal and external
connection to a PC or compatible bus slot. Pop it in and pop it out. Take it
anywhere. Lock it up or send it around the world. It can take a 60g shock if
dropped while not operating. You can put several in a briefcase.
TRANSPORTABLE COMPLETE
SUBSYSTEM

Slot Drive 10 - List Price $1099
Slot Drive 20 - List Price $ 1499

FLEXl-DRIVE - The ultimate Winchester
device. Full 10 megabyte capacity. A true high
hard disk, not just a back-up tape. Just change
cartridge. Fifty second recycle time. Remove it
it - mail it - lock it in the vault.
Flexi-Drive Only - List Price
Removable Disk Cartridge - List Price

storage
speed
the
- store
HI SPEED SMART
CONTROLLER
LIST PRICE $299

$1599
$ 149

DATA BOX 10 -

A 10 megabyte Fie xi-Drive. The perfect add-on
subsystem for the PC/XT and other hard drive compatibles. High speed
backup. True full Winchester operation. Plug in our controller, attach the
drives, and you have a fast, flexible subsystem with unlimited storage capacity.
Ideal add-on for Tandy, Leading Edge, Sperry, AT&T, and ITT. All subsystems
are complete with controller and cables.
Data Box 10 - List Price

DATA BOX 20 -

A dual drive subsystem. The ultimate peripheral
for your computer system. Available with 2 Fie xi-Drives, or 1 Flexi-Drive
with a 10 or 20 megabyte hard disk. Complete with surge protector,
6 accessory outlets, and an 8-switch command center. All subsystems
are complete with controller and cables.
Data Box 20 w/dual Flexi-Drive - List Price $ 3299
Data Box 20 w/Flexi-Drive & 10 mb hard disk - List Price $ 2999
DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

-

OUR PRODUCTS WERE THE HIT OF THE NCC '85 SHOW.
WE NEED QUALITY DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
TO SELL, SERVICE, AND SUPPORT OUR CUSTOMERS.

WE ARE SHIPPING ALL PRODUCTS 
Order Today!
-

GENEROUS DISCOUNT STRUCTURE 

DATA ZONE, Inc.
7136 OWENSMOUTH AVE., CANOGA PARK, CA 91303
Inquiry 107

(818) 704-4955
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1

Exxo n

2
3
4
5
6

General Motors
Mobil

(2.1)

Ford Motor

with the initial conditions:

IBM

y(xo) = Yo
y(l>(xo) = y1,1>

Texaco

7
8
9
10

y<m) = f(x,y,y<•>, y<», .. . ,y<m-1>)

E.1 . du Pont
Standard Oil (Ind .)

y< m-l>(xo) = yJm-1)

Standard Oil of Cal .
General Electric

11
12
13
14
15
16

Gulf Oil
Atlantic Richfield

(2.2a)

Shell Oi l

+ (x,. 1-x,) y'(x,) +

y(x,.1) = y(x.)

+ ... + . (x,.1 - x,)• y<»(x,)

(x,.1- x.) y" (x.)

Occidental Petroleum

2!

k!

U S. Steel
Phillips Petrol eum

27

million
Americans
can't read.
And guess
who pays
the price.
Every year, functional
illiteracy costs American
business billions.
But your company can
fight back ... by joining
your local community's
fight against illiteracy.
Call the Coalition for
Literacy at toll-free
1-800-228-8813 and find
out how.
You may find it's the
greatest cost-saving
measure your company
has ever taken.

Aliterate
America is a
good investment.

(2.2b)

(2 .2c)

y(x,.1) = y(x,)

(2.2d)

u,.1 = u,

+ hf(x,y(x,)) + h' f'(z,y(z))
2!

+ hf(x,, u,)i=0,1,2, .. . ,N-1

q

(2.3)

=

Ui+I

u, +

h

E

B;k;

j=I

x... 1 = x,,+h
where

J-1

k; = t(x, + c;h; u, + h

E

b;..k .. )

m=I

C1=0

!&

=

(2.4b)

u.• 1

=

(2.4c)

u,.1

(2.4d)

a1

(2.4a)

dx

~

+

OX

~ dy
oy dX

I

(f. +

X=X,

h' (f, +
u, + hf, + 2!

f,~,

+ O(h')

u, + a1hf, + a,hf, + a,h'c,(f,), +

+ a,

= 1.0

a,c, = 0.5
a,b" = 0.5
4

n!I

(2.5)

0

~·(:~ C~alition
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=

u, +

h

E

B;k;

j=l

j-1
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,,~.

k; = t(x,+c;h, u, + h

E
m=l

b;,,,k..)

b 2 1 a 2 h 2 (f,~ ,
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(2.6a}

u,.,

=

E

u, + h

j;l

u,., • = u, + h

a}<;

•

E

a}<;

j=l

(2.6b)

e,.,

=h

•

E

e)<;

J=l

(2.7)

y,

= 1000 e-•oolk +
1001

_1_ e-•
1001

Y2

= - 1000 e-100" +

k;

= t(x, + c;h.

1000 e-•
1001

1001

(t=time)

j

(2.a)

u, + h

E

b;mkm)

m=l

Figure 2: Equations used in this article.
we get equation 2.2d with the initial
condition that u0 =!J0 . This is the
Euler method and is the simplest ap
proximation formula. Because of our
truncation of the laylor series after
the second term. we neglected the
second-order term in y"(z). Since this
term contains h2 • we say that the local
truncation error at x,.1 will be e,.1 =
O[h 2 ). where 0() means terms of the
order of. If the exact solution at X1+1
were y(xi+,). the global error C at x,.1
would be C1+1 = !J(X1+1) - U1+1. A
method is pth order (accurate) if e1+1
=

O(h<p+I)).

So. the Euler method is a first-order
method. Since the local truncation
error is proportional to the step size
to power of p+ I. decreasing the step
size will reduce the magnitude of this
error. and the degree of reduction will
be larger the higher the order of the
method we use.
RUNGE-KUTTA ALGORITHMS

Runge-Kutta methods are a class of
algorithms that involve the evaluation
of the differential function at points
between x, and X1+1 . The general form
of the al15orithm is shown in equations
2.3. Notice that we can obtain the Euler

formula from this algorithm simply by
Jetting q= I and a( I)= I. so that k( I)=
hf(x,.u,). The Euler method is therefore
the lowest-order Runge-Kutta method.
For higher-order schemes. the pa
rameters a. b. and c need to be
evaluated. lb do this. we compare the
Runge-Kutta formula with the Tuylor
expansion of equivalent order and
obtain the parameters by comparing
coefficients of like terms. lb show how
this .is done. let's develop a Runge
Kutta method for q= 2. In this case. we
would want to include the second
order term in the laylor expansion. In
addition. if we were to write f '(x,,!J(x,))
as shown in equation 2.4a. then the
Tuylor expansion we require could be
written as shown in equation 2.4b.
where O(h 3 ) are the terms we will trun
cate. Next. we write the expansions
for the k's about x,: k1 = hf(x,.u,) = hf,
and ki = hf(x,+c2h. u,+b21k1) . By using
a mean-value point laylor series ex
pansion in two variables for ki. we get
ki = hf1 + h2 (c2f. + b2ifyh1 . Using these
expressions for the k's in the equation
for U1+1. we obtain equation 2.4c. By
comparing the like powers of h from
this expression and from the Tuylor
expansion. equations 2.4d result.

There arethree equations and four
unknowns. so we are free to choose
one of them. Of course. a different
second-order scheme will result from
each choice of the free parameter. If
we decide to choose the value of C2
to be 0.5 . the Runge-Kutta algorithm
is U1+1 = u, + hf(x,+0.5h . u,+0.5hf,). Or.
if we choose C2 =I. U1+1 = u, +
0.5hlf,+f(x,+h . u,+hf,JI. For both equa
tions. i=O.I. .. .. N- I and uo=!Jo.
In this manner. it is possible to
develop Runge-Kutta methods of any
order by choosing an appropriate
value for q. Tuble I shows the value
for q for the order p that we choose.
Note that from the form of the Runge
Kutta algorithm we will have to
evaluate the differential function q
times. so although we drastically
reduce our error for a given step size
by using a higher-order m"ethod. we
do so at the expense of increased
function evaluations.

RKG-4
The Runge-Kutta-Gill (RKG-4) scheme
is an example of a fourth-order
method. Rather than write out the
equations in full as I did for the sec
o·•d-order methods. it is more conve
n c rit to write out the equations using
a ~ummation" format and put the
constants in a table. This is particularly
useful when coding the algorithm
because the constants may be put in
arrays and the algorithm evaluated in
a loop. The RKG-4 method is shown
in summation format in equations 2.5;
the constants are given in table 2.
Remember that one of the demands
we make on any method we develop
is for it to be able to give us an
estimate of the magnitude of the
error. Even if we intend to obtain a
method that will control the error to
within set limits. we need to have a
method to evaluate the error. Of
course. any scheme based on a
knowledge of the form of the
analytical solution is out of the ques
tion. An estimate of U1+1 using a step
size of h/2 would be more accurate
than one based on a step size of h.
If the estimate based on h/2 is u* 1+1.
then an estimate of the error would
(continued)
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be: e,., = u* •+1-U1+1. This would cer
tainly work but would not be very ef
ficient. Table 3 shows why this is so.
The number of function evaluations
per step is quite high with this
scheme. For example. the RKG-4
method that required only 4 function
evaluations per step now requires 11
to estimate the error.

RKF·4
A more efficient method is the Runge
Kutta-Fehlberg fourth-order (RKF-4)
scheme (see reference 4). which uses
a higher-order formula to estimate
u* ••1 than the one used to compute
u,+1· Using the generalized summation
format. the RKF-4 formulas are writ
ten as shown in equations 2 .6a. with
the usual equation for ki and using the
constants given in table 4. Now we
have two vectors. a and a*. for the
evaluation of u,.1 and u* 1+1. respec
tively. Also. there is an additional vec
tor. e. that contains the constants
used in evaluating the error term and
is the vector resulting from the sub
traction of a from a*. Therefore. u* ;+1
never actually needs to be evaluated;
the error is obtained directly from
equation 2.6b.
The interesting point about this
scheme is that. although five function
evaluations are required for a fourth
order accurate U1+1. only a total of six
function evaluations are required for
u,.1 and the error estimate since the
k's need to be evaluated only once
(unlike in the half-step-size error
estimation method). The Fehlberg
method's forte is the significant reduc
tion in function evaluations required
to estimate the error.
RKV
The Fehlberg technique may be ex
tended to higher-order methods by
suitable choice of parameters in the
Runge-Kutta algorithm. J. H. Verner
(see reference 5) has developed a
number of schemes based on this
technique. Constants for fifth- and
seventh-order methods are given in
tables 5 and 6 (RKV-5 and RKV- 7).
respectively. If you use the Fehlberg
fourth-order method to evaluate a
quadrature. it will fail because the
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error estimate will always be zero. The
Verner methods avoid this problem.
Armed with this theoretical informa
tion. we are now in a position to
develop a working algorithm and
code to solve a system of initial-value
ordinary differential equations.

OF A SYSTEM
TO COMPLEX
DRIVING FORCES
BY DAVID

M. LEO

DEVELOPMENT
OF A WORKING ALGORITHM

!Editor's note: Mr. Thomas has provided
FORTRAN source code for a fourth-order

Fehlberg method and fifth- and seventh-order
Verner method Runge-Kutta subroutines. com
plete with documentation. In addition. he has
provided three applications calling routines:
One solves the radioactivity problem discussed
later. the second involves temperature versus
rate of reaction in achemical reactor. and the
third calculates the orbit of a satellite. All ex
amples are discussed in a text file included on
disk. Not only do the sample calling routines
demonstrate the proper form for such routines.
they are of interest in their own right. The
programs are available on disk as explained
in Disks and Downloads on page 346. for
downloading via modem from BYTEnet List
ings at (617) 861-97 64. or in hard copy by
writing BYTE. POB 3 7 2. Hancock. NH
03449.I
Usually, we will want to obtain nu
merical values for the solution at a
number of (normally equispaced)
values of the independent variable.
For example. if we are interested in
the region from x=O to x= I. we might
want to know intermediate values at
x=O.l. x=0.2. and so on. right up to
x= 1. We could do this by repeated
calls to the solver. Starting at. say.
x=O. we predict a value at x=O.l. then
use this as a new starting point for the
interval from x=O. I tox=0.2. However.
we need to evaluate the constants in
the Runge-Kutta algorithm only once
so long as we do not change the
order of the method we are using.
Therefore. the first thing we do on the
initial call to the solver is evaluate the
constants. This simply involves eval
uating the fractions that are given in
tables 4. 5. or 6 and assigning them
to the appropriate variables. lt is
necessary to prevent reevaluation of
the constants on each sucessive call
to the solver. unless the order of the
(continued)

T

he vibration of a nonlinear spring
mass-damper system is most
often calculated by numerical integra
tion on a digital computer. I originally
wrote the Onebody program (listing A)
to calculate the motion of a linear
spring-mass-damper system due to
complex driving forces. although it may
be used to show the effects of non
linear spring and damper reaction
forces as well. The program is written
in terms of arrays. so it is easy to model
larger systems (more masses) with
relatively minor modifications.
I analyzed the system shown in figure
A with the program. The spring con
stant is nonlinear. as it increases rapidly
beyond a certain displacement. The
Coulomb damping force has constant
magnitude. but always opposes the
velocity The driving force F(t) may be
any function of time that you can
specify in BASIC. Certain discontinuous
forces. however. require experience in
manipulating the integration time step
to avoid numerical instabilities.
To perform the calculation. the pro
gram simulates an analog model of the
system. also shown in figure A. The in
tegrators shown in the model are
simulated on the digital computer by
a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm.
The output is written to a file.
OUT.DAT. in the form: Driving force.
velocity. displacement. driving force.
velocity. displacement. etc. Plotting the
data must be done with a separate rou
tine that would use OUT.OA.T for data.
Figures B and C show the displace
ment. X(2). and the driving force.
FNX(T). as functions of time for two
simple cases. The remark statements
in the program should guide you in
making modifications for other cases
of interest.

David M. Leo (do BYTE. 70 Main St.. Peter
borough. NH 03458) is senior engineer for
a large turbine manufacturer. His area of spe
cialization is vibrations and stress in turbo
machinen:1.

Listing A: The fourth-order Runge-Kutta BASIC program used blj the

F { I)

author to produce the data for figures B and C. With the default
values. the program's run time is about 5 minutes on an IBM PC.
M

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

N • THE NUMBER OF INTEGRATORS
V(I) • INTEGRATOR INPUTS
X(I) • INTEGRATOR OUTPUTS
X(1) • VELOCITY; X(2) • DISPLACEMENT
C • THE DAMPING CONSTANT
M • MASS; K • SPRING CONSTANT
TMIN • TIME AT WHICH PRINTING TO OUTPUT
FILE BEGINS
80 REM TMAX • TIME AT WHICH PRINTOUT ENDS
90 REM OT • TIME STEP SIZE
100 REM ********************************
110 OPEN"OUT.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
120 N•2 :C•1500:M•2:K•100000l
130 DIM X(N),K1(N),K2(N),K3(N),K4(N),DUM(N),V(N)
140 DT•.0001:TMIN•DT:TMAX•500•DT
150 REM FNX(T) IS THE DRIVING FORCE
160 DEF FNX(T)=5000•(SIN(200•T))A5
170 REM NEXT ARE THE INITIAL CONDITIONS ON
VELOCITY,X(1),AND DISPLACEMENT X(2)
180 X(1)•.001:X(2)•.001
190 REM NEXT IS THE EQUATION FOR THE INPUT TO
INTEGRATOR 1/1
200 REM IN THIS CASE, THERE IS COULOMB DAMPING
210 V(1)=(FNX(T)-K•X(2)-C•SGN(X(1)))/M:V(2)•X(1)
220 REM NEXT ARE THE STEPS IN THE INTEGRATION
ACROSS ONE TIME STEP
230 COUNT•COUNT+1:IF COUNT•2 THEN 260:IF COUNT•3
THEN 270:IF COUNT•4 THEN 280
240 FOR I• 1 TO N:K1(I)•DT•V(I) : NEXT I
250 T•T+DT/2:FOR I•1 TO N:DUM(I)•X(I):
X(I)•DUM(I)+K1(I)/2:NEXT l:IF COUNT•1 T~EN 210
260 FOR I• 1 TO N:K2(l)•DT•V(l):
X(l)•DUM(I)+K2(1)/2:NEXT l:IF COUNT•2 THEN 210
270 FOR I•1 TO N:K3(I)•DT•V(I):X(I)•DUM(I)+K3(I):
NEXT I:T•T+DT/2:IF COUNT•3 THEN 210
280 FOR I•1 TO N:K4(l)•DT•V(l):
X(I)=DUM(I)+(K1(I)+K4(I))/6+(K2(I)+K3(I))/3:
NEXT I
290 REM NEXT STEPS APPROXIMATE STATIC/DYNAMIC
FRICTION
300 IF ABS(X(1))>.5 THEN 330
310 C=3000
320 GOTO 340
330 C=1500
340 IF X(2)>1! THEN 440
350 REM FROM RUNNING THIS A FEW TIMES, WE EXPECT
ABS(DISPLACEMENT) < .030
360 REM OVER THIS RANGE, THE NONLINEAR SPRING
RATE CAN BE APPROXIMATED AS FOLLOWS:
370 K=100000!+300000!•(SIN(50•X(2)))A4
380 IF T<TMIN THEN 210
390 PRINT f1,FNX(T):FOR I•1 TO N:PRINT fl1,X(l):
NEXT I
400 IF T>TMAX THEN 420
410 GOTO 210
420 CLOSE
430 GOTO 450
440 PRINT" DIVERGENT OSCILLATION ENCOUNTERED"
450 END

±_
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Figure A : The top of this figure snows a mechanical model of a

damped spring-mass Sljstem. The bottom snows a block diagram of an
analog model equivalent to the mechanical model.
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Figure B: A graph of displacement (X(2)) and driving force (FNX(T))
versus time for the startup of the SljStem with Coulomb damping.
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Figure C: A graph of displacement (X(2)) and driving force (FNX(1))
versus time for a Sljstem with Coulomb damping and nonlinear spring
force.
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our constants. we will set aI=a*(I).
a2=a*(2). and so on: erl=e(l). er2=e(2).
and so on. The matrix B in the tables
have no row I. and to avoid having an
entire row of zeros we store the
elements in our working matrix B of
size j- I by j- I. so that bwo,k(j-l.m) =
b,ob1,(i.m). The matrix B is lower tri
angular. so storage of this in a square
matrix is not space-efficient. However.
the extra space used is not enormous.
and in FORTRAN we do not have
much choice. For a system of NEON
equations. a procedure for predicting
values of U1+1. using the RKF-4
method. given a value for u, at and
a step size h. would look something
like that shown in listing I .
For the Fehlberg method. q equals

method is being changed.
Since the Fehlberg/Verner schemes
use a higher-order method to esti
mate u• •+1 . we can cheat a little and
use the value for u• •+1 in place of u,+1·
This will give us a better estimate and
now e,+1 will represent an upper
bound on the error.
If we examine the vectors a. a•. and
e in tables 4. 5. and 6. we see that
there are a number of zero elements
in them. The number of zeros in
creases for the higher-order methods.
Because of this. the most efficient way
of predicting
is to evaluate the ex
pressions for the k's in a loop and
then evaluate the Runge-Kutta expres
sion for U1+1 as one straight equation
(i.e.. not in a loop). When evaluating

u,.,

x,.

Table I: The minimum value for q in the Runge-Kutta summation equations for
a given order p.

Table 2: The constants for the Runge-Kutta-Gill fourth-order method.
B(j,m)

j\ m

c

1

0

2

1
2

-

-

3

1
2

4

1

-

-

./2

a(j)

3

2

1

4

1
2
- 1
2

./2

2 2

- ./2

0

-

1
6

2 -

2

./2
6

2 + ./2
2
1
6

2 + ./2
6

Table 3: The minumum number of function evaluations per step if/step) required
to obtain an error estimate using the half-step-size strateg!J for a given order p.

6. Since the code for predicting u,+,
using any of the higher-order
methods is the same other than the
expressions for u,., and e,.1. the listing
I code could be modified to include
those expressions. In that case. q
would be passed in as an input pa
rameter as well as an integer. say
!METH. which would select the order.
STEP SIZE

The code also needs some way of
controlling the errors. As we saw
earlier. the error is a function of the
step size. so one way would be to
choose a very small step size for all
problems. This is terribly inefficient.
since some equations would only re
quire a step size larger than any "safe"
lower limit we might specify. Another
problem would be that for a given
step size. the nature of the differen
tial equations would yield different
magnitudes of error. In fact. the step
size requirements for a given differen
tial equation may change over the in
terval we are interested in.
The best strategy tor controlling the
error would be to devise an algorithm
that. given an error-tolerance limit (a
limit on the error we would like to
see). would continuously adjust the
step size so that the error was kept
within that limit. But how do we
decide by how much to adjust the
step size? One way would be to relate
it to the error and keep changing the
step size until we obtain an error
below the tolerance limit.
It is possible to obtain a scheme
based on some semitheoretical argu
ments. Suppose we have just made a
step from (X1.!J1) to (x.• 1.Y1+1)c with a step
size of h. using a pth-order method.
The error at this new point would be:
e,+I = S(hCp+IJ). where 5 =some func
tion of step size.
If we specify an error-tolerance limit
of TOL. there will be some optimum
step size that would give us exactly
this error had we taken a step of this
size from (x,.!J,) to a point (x,.1.!d1+dT
This optimum step size will be a fr ac
tion or a multiple (v) of the actual step
size h that we used. It would be
related to TOL by: TOL = S(vh)Cp+t) =
[continued)
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Runs Existing BASIC Programs
"I write a lot of complicated mathematical models for air pollution control.
I have used FORTRANfor its speed, and BASIC for its text handling and
graphics, but now I use BetterBASICfor all three. Most ofthe programs require
dozens of different parameters, and BetterBASIC's modular structure allows
me to have common routines resident while designing the input forms.
"I have recommended BetterBASIC to my coworkers, and I recommend it to you. "
Phil A. Lawless, Ph.D · Research Triangle Park, NC

ACCESS FULL MEMORY
BetterBASIC accesses the
full memory of the com
puter enabling you to
overcome Microsoft's 64K
barrier.
INTERACTIVE
COMPILER-BetterBASIC
compiles to an intermediate
code giving you five to six
times the speed of tradi
tional BASICs. There is
immediate feedback on
line entry
COMPATIBLE-Version 2 .0
ofBetterBASIC is GW-BASIC,
PC-BASICA compatible
when running on IBM
PCs. BetterBASIC is easy to learn because
the syntax is the same.
STRUCTURE-Create well-organized
programs using procedures and functions
that are easily identified and understood.
NOT COPY PROTECTED-Install
BetterBASIC on your hard disk. BetterBASIC
is licensed to the programmer, so you can
compute at work and at home using the
same copy of BetterBASIC.
· The
USER DEFINED KEYWORDSBetterBASIC language can be extended by
adding your own procedures and functions
to the language as keywords.
RUNTIME SYSTEM-Creates stand-alone
EXE. files . Developers can distribute their
programs written in BetterBASIC without
royalties.
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tutorial, a demo, and allows
you to use an abbreviated
form of BetterBASIC. It also
contains a 60 page on-line
mini manual.
AND MORE-Such as DOS
and BIOS ROM calls,
Chaining, Overlays, Local
and Global Variables,
Recursion-Graphics and
Windows-You can define
up to five windows.
Optional 8087 /80287
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LIBRARIES-Write
reusable code.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Available to all registered users.
BetterBASIC Runs on IBM PC, XT, AT and
all IBM-compatibles. Ask your local dealer
for BetterBASIC or call 1-800-225-5800.
In Canada call 416-469-5244 . Also available for the
Tandy 1000, 1200 and 3000 at Tandy/Radio Shack
stores.
PRICES:
Better BASIC
8087/80287 Math Module
Runtime System
Sample Disk with Tutorial

$ 199
$99
$250
$10
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Table 4: The contstants for the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg fourth-order method.
B(j,m)

i\

c

m

1

4

3

2

1

5

6

0

-

1

2

4

-

1
4

-

9
32

3
8

-

12
13

-1932
-

1

439
2 16

- 8

3680


-

1

-- 8

2

- 3544
2565

1859
4104

-

2197
4104

-- 1

3

-

4

-

3
32

-

-

2197

- 7200
2197

-

7296

2 197

-

5

513

-

6

2

27

- 845
4104

a(j)

-

25
216

0

1408
2565

-

a '(j)

-

16
135

0

-6656
-

--

eU)

1
360

0

-1 
28
-

-

I

12825
4275

28516 1
56430
- 2197
75240

- 11
40
5

--

9
50
1

50

2
55

-

2
55

-

Table 5: The constants for the Runge-Kutta-Verner fi fth-order method.

B(j, m)

i\ m

c

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0
2

1
18

18

3

1
6

-1
12

4

4

2
9

- 2
81

4
27

8
81

5

2
3

40
33

-4

-56

54

11

11

11

- 369
73

72
73

5380
219

-12285
584

2695
1752

- 87 16
891

656
297

39520
891

- 416

52
27

0

--

- 42 19
78

5985
128

- 539
394

0

77

73
700

6
8
9

7

3015
256

8
a{j)

a

·w

eU)
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1

9
4

11

693
3328

3
80

0

4
25

243
1120

160

57
640

0

-1 6
65

1337
2240

121
320

0

891
8320

2
35

33
640

0

-1 32
325

891
2240

-33
320

- 73
700

891
8329

2
35
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= vtp+l>e,+I. From this we
get: v = \TOL/e,.,\< 11 P• 1 >. This equation
is from C. W. Gear (see reference 6).
Using a slightly different argument.
L. W. Johnson (see reference 7) shows
that vis given by: v = JTOL/e,.,J(l'P>.
The factors affecting the choice be
tween these two equations are dis
cussed in the text file called Ex
amples. included on disk. The v is a
step-size adjustment factor that tells
us (after the fact) what would have
been the optimum step size to have
used. If we stick to absolute values on
TOL and
then vis always positive.
If v is greater than I. then we know
that we could have used a larger step
size than the one we just used. so the
error at (x,., ,y,.,)E is less than TOL. On
the next step to (x,.2.!J;+2) we can hope
fully use the larger step size. On the
other hand if v turns out to be less
than I. we know that we should use
a smaller step size. and also that the
error at (x,.1.!J••ilE will be greater than
TOL. We will have to go back to (x,.y,)
and try again with the reduced step
size (vn) . Since the error e,+l is specific
to the point \x,., ,y,.,)£. there is no
guarantee that using this reduced step
size to reach the point (x,., ,y,.,Jr will
result in an error less than TOL. We
can only recalculate v at this new
point and keep repeating the process
until we have made a successful step.
We now have the basis for develop
ing a successful step-size strategy. But
before we actually do so. we have to
place some additional constraints on
the algorithm to prevent a number of
problems that may turn up. Most of
these constraints have been devel
oped over the years by researchers
who have worked in this area of
numerical analysis. and are based on
semitheoretical arguments and a
great deal of trial-and-error analyses.
Remember that we are adjusting
our step size by the magnitude of the
tuncation error. but are attempting to
control the global error. Therefore. the
common practice is to aim for a trun
cation error per unit step of TOL/2 . in
the hope that this will lead to a global
error of the same order of magnitude
as TOL (see reference 8) If we replace
TOL by TOL/2 in the equation for v.

vtp• 1 >S(ntp•l))

e,.,.
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we in effect scale v by (I/2 )(ltp•• >). Then
the best step size to take is actually
sxvxh. where s is the scaling factor on
v. For a fourth-order method. s should
be 0.871. The use of a scaling factor
on v also has the effect of keeping
down the number of rejections in the
choice of step size. If the next step
Size nnew were defined by nnew=Vno1d· it

is likely that hnew would frequently be
too large (since it is based on infor
mation at [X;+1.!1•+il . and this would
mean repredicting the next value of
y. (y,. 2 ) . using a reduced step size. In
this case. the scaling factor is also a
safety margin on how much we allow
the step size to grow. By trial-and
(wntinued)
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error it has been determined that the
best formula for s (if it must also pro
vide this restraint on v) is (i/2)< 11P- 1 >1 .
This gives a value of approximately
0.8 for the fourth-order method.
which is in agreement with the value
suggested by Johnson (see reference
7). The fifth- and seventh-order
methods use values for s based on
this formula of approximately 0.841
and 0.891. respectively
To prevent the step size from swing-

ing wildly from large to small and
back to large. it is recommended (see
reference I) that sxv be constrained
so that it is not less than 0.1 and not
greater than V1.m· This may be likened
to a damping factor on the step-size
adjuster. For a fourth-order method.
V1•m is 3/s ( =3.78) and is more conser
vative than the value of 5 suggested
by Shampine and Gordon in reference
I. Values of 4/s and 5/s were found to
work best for the fifth- and seventh-

order methods. respectively.
In addition. if the step just taken
(ho1d) involved a reduction in the
predicted step size. it is advisable to
restrict the maximum possible size of
the next step h•• w to h ,d This also
helps prevent oscillations in the step
size.
It is clear that we will run into prob
lems if the step size we choose gives
an error of zero. A zero error might
result because it is possible that we
0

Table 6: The constants for the Runge-Kutta-Verner seventh-order method.
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really do not have a truncation error
at this step, or more likely. that the
error is very small. and the machine
sees the error as being zero due to
round-off. This means that there is no
problem with the step that we just
took. but what do we do about the
next step? If we used a value of zero
for the error. we would in theory get
an infinite range of step sizes for the
next step. so an obvious policy to
adopt in this case is to limit v to Vum ·

I

11

12

13

STABILITY CRITERIA

All Runge-Kutta methods (including
the Euler method) have a range of
step sizes beyond which the methods
are unstable: that is. spurious results
would be obtained from the algo
rithm. This becomes a problem with
some types of differential equations
and can be illustrated by solving the
radioactivity problem dN(t)ldt = -kN(t)
with greatly varying values of the
decay constant k.
It is possible to dedimensionalize
the equation. In this case the equa
tion would be written as dN*/dt* =
-kN*. and N* = N(t*)/N 0 .
Now. the dimensionless time. t*.
would vary from 0 to 1. The analytical
solution to this problem, again using
dimensionless variables. would be
N*(t*)

0
0

729
341

19
450
0

243
1760

31
720

-19
450

243
1760

31
720

=

e<-kr°>.

If we try to solve this problem using
the Euler method. we would have to
choose a step size such that 0< =hk
< =2 to solve it correctly. For the
Runge-Kutta-Gill method. the step size
would have to be chosen so that
0< =hk< = 2.8. lables 7 and 8 show
the effect of changing the step size on
the global error in the numerical solu
tion of the problem y'=-5y and
y'=-25y, respectively, using the Euler
and RKG-4 methods.
The cause of this instability is the
propagation error I mentioned earlier.
This error propagates faster if the
slope of the function we are tracking
is changing rapidly. causing the global
error in turn to escalate rapidly.
Reducing the maximum possible step
size has the effect of reducing the
truncation error to a level at which the
propagation-error component in the
global error does not increase
dramatically. From this we conclude
that a higher-order method is prefer
able since the region of stability is in
creased. and also that. for a given
method. reducing the step size suffi
ciently will get the method to operate
within a region of stability. However.
if we were to keep increasing the
value of k. we would eventually reach
a point at which any algorithm would
be taking such small steps that the
method would become unworkable in
practice. Note that the stability con

straints on the step size imply that
neither the Euler nor RKG-4 method
would ever be able to solve a radio
activity problem with a negative value
of k (such a value fork is only mathe
matically possible). Stability criteria
are much more difficult to establish
for Fehlberg and Verner methods. For
the example I have provided for
BYTEnet Listings. none of the three
methods I used has any problems
solving y'= -2 Sy over the interval t =
jO. I j. but the relative error began to
grow as t= I was approached.
STIFFNESS

With a system of equations. one of the
equations may change much more
rapidly than the others. For example.
a system of equations that describe
a certain chemical reaction described
in reference 9 is y', = - I OOOy, + Y2
and y'2 = IOOOy,-2y2. The true solu
tion is given in equations 2.7.
Notice that y, will rapidly decay to
very small values. while Y2 will require
a long time to decay to similar values.
Because of this function. the algo
rithm is forced to choose extremely
small step sizes to keep the errors
within bounds and also to operate
within a region of stability. A system
of differential equations in which one
or more differential equations have
solutions that change so rapidly that
the algorithm is forced to take pro
hibitively small steps to keep the error
within bounds and the system stable
is said to be a "stiff" system.
When we come up against stiffness
in a system or instability in a single
equation. there is very little we can do
with the Runge-Kutta schemes de
scribed here other than to warn the
user that the problem has arisen and
stop the solver. If stiffness is en
countered in a system. the step-size
algorithm will try to meet error
tolerance specifications and maintain
stability by drastically reducing the
step size. If we specify a minimum
possible step size hm•n· then we can
assume the system is stiff if the step
size goes below this value. The hmin
may be set by the program or by the
user. A value of about I0-6 was found
(continued)
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to work reasonably well; however. an
acceptable value of Ii..,," will depend
on the size of the interval and the
degree of stiffness desired.
If the function being tracked is dis
continous over the range of interest.
then our program must signal to the

METHODS

user that all is not well. For example.
the solution to the differential equa
tion y'=!J 2 • where y(O)= I. is
y(x)=l/(1-x). which would have a dis
continuity at x= I. So if we attempted
to solve the equation over the range
x=O to x=2. a drastic reduction in the

step size would result as the algorithm
attempted to track the rapidly vary
ing function at the discontinuity. caus
ing the step size to drop below Ii..,,".
Setting a maximum possible step
size li... is also desirable. or the step
size could grow indefinitely if we are
solving over a large interval. The li...
is set to 0.5 . LO. and 2 0. for the
fourth-. fifth-. and seventh-order
methods. respectively These are just
guideline figures. If these values are
greater than the interval length. then
11 ... ax is set to the interval length. It is
also possible to attempt to control the
stability problem mentioned above.
by imposing an upper limit on the
step size. In this case a small number
is used for 11 ... ax· but since the exact
value is dependent on the nature of
the problem. it is best to let the pro
gram use one of the guideline values
or the interval width. with the ultimate
choice for 11 ... ax left to the user.
0 ,

0 ,

Listing I: Tlie procedure in pseudocode for predicting tlie values of u,.1 in tlie
RKF-4 metliod.

for n = 1 to NEON
K,(n)= h•f.(x,,u ,(n))
{by calling user's subroutine containing equations for y'(n)}
end
for j=2 to q
for n= 1 to NEON
ksum =O
for m = 1 to O- 1)
ksum = ksum + b; -1.m*Km(n)
end.
us(n) = u,(n) + h •ks um
end.
K;(n) = f.(x,+h•c;, us(n)) [n=1, ,NEON!
end.
for n= 1 to NEON
u,.,(n) = u, + h•(a1 •K,(n) + a3 •K,(n) + a4•K,(n) + a5•K,(n) + a6•K,(n))
e,.. (n) = h•(er1 •K,(n) + er3•K,(n)-ter4•K,(n) + er5•Ks+er6•K,(n)) .
end .

Listing 2: A FORTRAN subroutine to determine tlie macliine epsilon.
$NOFLOATCALLS
$NODEBUG
$STORAGE:2
C***********************************************
subroutine coleps
C****
C****
C****
C****
C****
C****
C****

subroutine calculates the machine epsilon
EPS using on olgorithim adopted from
Forsythe et. al. "Computer Methods for
Mathematical Computations," Prentice-Hal I
(1977). The EPS calculated con differ
from the true machine EPS by at most
a factor of 2.
double precision eps
common /epsil/eps

10
c

epsn1.d0
eps•.5d0*eps
if((eps+1.d0).GT.1.d0) goto 10
write(*•*) 'Machine Epsi Ion used•',eps
return
end

IMPLICIT METHODS
If the Runge-Kutta algorithm is writ
ten a little differently. so that the sum
mation for the ks now goes from I to
j (instead of j- I as we had before). we
get a class of algorithms called im
plicit Runge-Kutta methods. The
general summation equation for the
k's will be those shown in equation 2.8.
Now any k. say k... will appear on
both sides of the equation. so that an
iterative scheme is required to solve
for k..,. It is therefore much more
tedious to obtain a value for k... and
make a prediction for !J1+1 using this
scheme. But the advantage of implicit
Runge-Kutta methods is that they are
inherently stable over all ranges of
step sizes for all problems. By using
an implicit method. all the problems
of instability with stiff equations are
overcome. M. L. Michelsen (see refer
ence I0) has developed an algorithm
using a semi-implicit form of the
Runge-Kutta method in which one
ends up with a set of linear equations
for the k's. The parameters for the
method have been chosen so that the
equations for the k's may be solved
by a single matrix inversion. allowing
a standard LU (lower-upper triangular)
(continued)
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decomposition technique to be used
for their solution. This method has
been shown to be stable for any type
of IVP. However. the code for this
method is involved. and a full discus
sion of this method is beyond the
scope of this article.

may be avoided by defining a relative
error tolerance TOLR on y, so that
TOLA = TOLR x y. Some equations
are solved more easily by defining an
absolute error tolerance. so we pro
vide a mixed error tolerance. That is.
TOL = TOLA+ TOLR.

SETTING ERROR TOLERANCE

MACHINE ACCURACY LIMITS
F(x. Y) has to be evaluated at points

If the solutions sometimes come
close to zero. defining an absolute
error tolerance (TOLA) on y as de
scribed previously is difficult because
an extremely small value will be re
quired around y=O and a not-so-small
value away from zero. This situation

such as (x+h/4 .y+hk114). and h must be
large enough so that the numbers x
and x+h/4 are different in machine
arithmetic. The smallest step taken on
xis h/18 in the fifth-order method. so
we need x and x+h/18 to be distin

guishable on the machine (x+h/18

always have h/(18x) be greater than the
smallest positive real number repre
sentable on the machine without an
exponent. This number. usually called
machine epsilon (EPS). is also defined
as the smallest positive number such
that I + EPS > I. EPS is dependent
upon the machine. the compiler. and
even the word length of the real
number representation being used. A
FORTRAN subroutine that determines
EPS to at most a factor of 2 of the
"true" EPS is shown in listing 2.
(continued)

Tuble 7: The propagation of global error on the numerical solution of y'=-5y using the Euler and Runge-Kutta-Gill

methods.
ABSOLUTE GLOBAL ERROR ON y(t•)

t•

Analytical solution

Step size
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

1.000000E + 00
0.367879E + 00
0 .135335E + 00
0.497871 E - 01
0.183156E-01
0.673795E - 02

Total function evaluations

Runge-Kutta-Gill method

Euler method
0.01

0.0002

0.00000
0.02553
0.05042
0.07466
0.09829
0 .12130

0.00000
0.5002E-03
0.1000E-02
0.1500E-02
0.1999E-02
0.2499E-02

100

5000

0.00125

0.01
0.00000
- 0.5430E - 07
- 0. 1086E - 06
-0 .1629E- 06
- 0.2172E -06
- 0.2715E - 06

0.00000
-0.1278E-10
- 0.2555E - 1O
-0.3831 E -10
-0.5107E-10
- 0.6383E - 10

400

3200

Table 8: The propagation of global error on the numerical solution of y'=-25y using the Euler and Runge-Kutta-Gill

methods.

·

ABSOLUTE GLOBAL ERROR ON y(t•)

t•

Analytical solution

Step size
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

1.000000E + 00
0.67379E - 02
0.453999E - 04
0.305902E - 06
0.206115E - 08
0 .138879E-10

Total function evaluations
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Euler method
0.01

0.0002

0.00000
0.5294
0.7785
0.8957
0.9509
0.9769

0.00000
0.01246
0.02477
0.03693
0.04893
0.06078

100

5000

Runge-Kutta-Gill method
0.01
0.00000
-0.2006E-03
- 0.4012E - 03
- 0.6019E - 03
- 0.8026E - 03
- 0.1003E - 02
400

>

x). For this to be the case. we must

0.00125
0.00000
- 0.4079E - 07
- 0.8157E - 07
-0.1224E-06
-0.1631E-06
- 0.2039E - 06
3200
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YOUR LANGUAGE
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and information from
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andaround the world.
Correspondent
Stewart Cheifet and
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CP/M cover today's
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stories behind them.
Find out what is, what
was and what will be,
with the only
computer program
you're ever going
to need. The
Computer
Chronicles,
every week on
a public tele
vision station
near you.
(Check local listings for
time and channel.)

Produced by KCSM, San Mateo, CA and WITF , Harri sburg, PA with funding from AFIPS and McGraw- Hill's

l:J\lfE magazi ne.
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machine epsilon used by the algo
rithm is set to 20x EPS for reasons of
safety.

The machine epsilon is an indicator
of the attainable accuracy in a float
ing-point number system. The higher
the value of EPS. the larger will be the
effects of round-off error. We need
(h/18lxlJ > EPS to prevent severe
round-off error. Following the recom
mendation in reference I, the

SUMMARY OF THE ALGORITHM

Finally. figure 3 summarizes every
thing I have said so far (plus shows a
few extra trivial constraints) in a gen-

Procedure RUNKUT_SOLVER
INPUT: [order p, interval x. to x., initial values Y(x.), first guess on step size h.....
name of function containing differential .equations;Func.]
'

j, •._

I

OUTPUT: (Y(x,), round-off error flag; stiffness/discontinuity flag .]

1. If first call to RUNKUT, evaluate machine epsilon and set EPS to
20•[machine epsilon].
2. If first call to RUN KUT or if p has changed since last call, evaluate constants
2a. Evaluate vectors a*, e, c, and the matrix B.
2b. Set s to (0.5)""''i.
2c. Set Slim to (Sli........is), where s""'·""'k = 3. 4, or 5, for p = 4,5,
or 7, respectively.
2d. Set hm;. to program guideline value or user limit
2e. Set hm...w to 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0, for p = 4, 5, or 7, respectively.
2f. Set q to 6, 8, or 13, for p = ;+,5, or 7, respectively.
3. Set h.,•• to Min.[hm••""

\x. -

x,IJ.

4. Set the current step size h.,. to the first guess h,..,..
5. Call the PREDICTOR subroutine using Y, and
of Y;,, and E ...

h.,. to predict a value

6. Calculate v = Min.{[((TOLA+TOLR•ly(n)l)ie1, 1(n))}P°wcR with POWER= 1/(p+1)
or 1/p, and n= 1, ... ,NEON. If y(n)=O, set y(n) to TOLA. If e,.,(n)=O, use V"m
for that value of n.
7. Seth••• = Max.{h.,.110, Min.[h.1,•s•Min .(11,v,.m).hm••J} .
8. Set round-off flag if (h••J18lx\l< EPS, for Ix\ = 0.
9. If h ••• <hm;• set stiffness/function discontinuity flag, set x, to x;.. and y(x,)
to Y;... then EXIT.
10. If v> 1 then set h.,. to h••• unless there was a reduction of step size
in the last step, in which case keep h.,. unchanged.
11. Repeat steps 5 through 11 until

x + h.,. 2.X ,.

12. Seth.,. to x, - x.
13. Call PREDICTOR subroutine with this value of

h.,. to obtain Y(x,).

14. Set h,..,. to h.,..
15. Return to calling program.

Figure 3: The outline of the algorithm for the author's Runge-Kutta solver

program.

eralized algorithm for an explicit vari
able-step Runge-Kutta method that I
call RUNKUT_SOLVER.
My FORTRAN program (available
on BYTEnet Listings) is based on this
algorithm and has been written to
solve IVPs. The program can solve any
number of coupled equations. the
limitation being the amount of
memory available. The code consists
of three main subroutines: RUNKUT.
which is the solver. RKP. which is the
predictor subroutine. and RKCONST.
which sets all the constants. RUNKUT
is called from the user's program.
which also selects the order of the
method to be used. The code has a
number of refinements over the
rudimentary algorithm outlined in
figure 3. For example. it allows nega
tive step sizes (xb < x.) and it uses a
"workspace" array that frees the user
from having to make a large number
of array declarations in the calling
program. The order of the method be
ing used may be changed while solv
ing a given system of equations.
CONCWSIONS

Runge-Kutta methods are an efficient
and accurate way of solving IVPs. The
advantage of Runge-Kutta methods
over multistep formulas is that chang
ing the step size is not as costly in
terms of time. This allows the step size
to be better adapted to the nature of
the function. Runge-Kutta methods
are also faster for nonstiff problems.
The stability problems of the Runge
Kutta methods may be overcome by
using one of the new semi-implicit
algorithms. These are slower than the
explicit methods-as are all implicit
methods-because they require
matrix inversion. Also. the only way
to estimate the error (so far) is to use
a half-step size for u• 1+1· The ultimate
program would be one that used both
an explicit Runge-Kutta and an implicit
(not necessarily Runge-Kutta) method.
Then the explicit method could be
used for solving the problem in
regions where it is not stiff. As soon
as stiffness was detected the program
would switch over to the implicit
method until the stiffness died away.
(continued)
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CALL TOLL FREE

1•800•528•1054

q.;;....;;\·1;~
er~~H-A. _R_D_W_~_RE~----------__

AlrExpresssbippins

'~"""'"""~

An•de• All Models .
Call
Brother All Models . .
.Call
Cannon Laser Printer.
. 52099
Citizen MSP-10 .................. 5255

~~~:~~

: ~~~~

MSP-25 .. . . . . . . . .... . ....... .... 5485
Datasouth All Prin ter Models ...... Call
Diablo D-25 .
. . 5549
635.
. 51079
Other Printer Models.
.Call

~~IBESTPRICESI / /

;:; ~Charge for Bank CardS]-

Toshiba 321 . . . . .
P351 Parallel & Serial

. .... .

. Call

COMPUTERS

5969

Compaq All Models ......... .Call

DISKETTES

Maxell MD- 2 Plastic Box [Qty 100J .. 5125
sonYMD12{aty 1ooi .

.5120

MONITORS

Amdex All Monitors.
NEC All Monitors . . . . .
Princeton Graphics .
Zenith All Models. .. . . . .. . . .. ..

. .Call
.Call
.Call
.Call

EPSON
All Printer Models ..... . . . . Call
Jukl 6000 .
. 5169
6100.
. 5349
6300 .
. 5679
NEC 2010. 2015. 2050..
. . . .. 5629
3510. 3550 3515 3530 .
.. 57 49
8810,8830. 8850 .. .. .......... . 51079
P2. P3 .
. . .... .. .Call
Elf360 .
. .............. 5399

5389

Elf 370.

OKIDATA
All Printer Models ... • . .... Call
Panasonic 1091 . .. ... . . ... . ... . . 5235
1092 .
.5309
1592
... .. 5429
KXP3151 .
. . 5;199

STAR MICRONICS
All Printer Models . .... . ... Call
Silver Reed
EXP400Parallel .
EXPSOO Parallel or Serial . .

EXP550 Parallel or Serial . .
EXPBOO Parallel or Serial .

I
I

. 5205
.... 5279
. 5389
······ 5619

Gem Collection . .. $109
Gem Desktop __ .. _. $27
Gem Draw .. _. _._ . . Call
TRAINING

529
528
528

Flight Simulator.
Typing Instructor .
Typing Tutor Ill .

VIDEO TERMINALS
. Call
. 5299
. . 5314
Wyse 30.
. 5299
. 5419
50 . ............... .. .. .. . . .
75 .
. 5559
5439
Wyse85 . .
Wyse350.
.. 5859
Zenith z-22
. 5455
Z-29A
. .. . . 5559
Z-49 .. .
.Call

. 5309

Anchor Automation
Anchor Express . .. .. ...... . . .. . . .

I

All Modems

~.AY. E~ . .

5229

. . Call

Prometheus All Models. .
US Robotics Courier2400

I

. .Call
. 5389
. . . .. . . 5180
. . 5389

Password 1200 .
Microli nk 2400 . .

~~.~~o~~:t!ea~~~~r.'l~ln
Microsoft Project .
Super Project

5229
... 5 185
5225

cO'PJiM00NICA'tlONS
CompuServe Starter Kit .
Crosstalk XVI .

PFSAccess

.

517
593
577
593

SAVE Up to 50%
Z-158 All Models . . . .
. . Call
Z -138All Models . . . . . ... . Call
Z-148 All Models . ... ... . . . Call
Z-171 .... . .... . . ... .. . ... Call
Z-200 . . . . . . . . . . .
. .... Call

Enable 1.1

5312
. Call
Call
. .Call

Framework II
Smart Softwa re System .

Symphony. .

A lph a Omega Turbo 10

.. . 5529
. 5529
5729

Turbo 20 . .

Turbo30 .

~~ w.

51M

PCDraw Li ght Pen

. 5102

PC Paint w Mouse
PC Mousew/ Dr . H alo JI .

. 5122

. . 5104
577
530
5134

PFS Graph .
Printmaster .
Sig nm ast er

Inq uiry 86 for M S DOS Products. Inquiry 87 for

all

Five Pak

.. Call
. 5259
. 5119

. .

.

Quad ram
Ouadlink . . . . . . .

. ...... .

Tee Mar Graphics Master .

. 5325
.. 5445
. . 5155

PLOTTERS
. 5749
. .Call

Bernoulli Boxesfor IBM .
. ...... Call
Bernoulli Boxes for'Macintosh . .. . .... Call

Keylronics 5151 .

Paradise Macintosh Hard Disk ....... Call

COPIERS

11-------ti

fit__

Canon·ccc~©>>> Canon PC·10
Canon PC-14
Canon PC-20
Canon PC-25

. . . . . . . .. .. 5509
. .. .. .. . . .. 5649
. .. . . . . .... 571 9
..... • . ... . 5939

XEROX

1020w/Toner . . . . . . . . . 51099

WORD PROCESSORS

577

Word Pertect(Ver.4.1)$199
Wordstar 2000 _.. . _$233
Wordstar 2000 Plus . .$280
UTILITIES
Fastback

1 DIR
Copy II PC .
Norton Utilities 3J
Sidekick .
Sidekick (Unprotected) . .. .
Sideways .
Superkey
Printworks .
Sidekick-Superkey (Bundle)

SANYO

SFT600 .... . .... .. .. .... Call

PREADSHEETS

Lightening
549
Leading Edge Wo rd Processor .
549
Leading Edge W IP with·SpeU & Mail
599
MicrosoftWord 2.01 .
. .5229
Multimate 3.3 .
. .5203

PFS:Write

Microsoft Buss Mouse
w/PC Paintbrush 3 .0 .
. 5107
5120
Microsoft Serial Mouse . .
Char tmas ter . .
. .... .. .... .
5205
Turbo Graphix Tool Box
Ca ll
Diagram Master
.. . 5189
Ener gr aphics.
. . 5160
Energraphics w Plotter Option
. 5205
Microsoft Chart .
. .... .. 5170

Intel
Above Boards. . . . . . . . . . .

Paradise Modular Graph ic06-1

Iomega

Word star w/Tutor. ............. ... 5162
Wordstar Pro Pack ..
. 5233

GRAPHICS

. ...

Graphic Card .

Captain No Memory .

IBM PC and 100% Compatibles
INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE

.. 5389
. 5219
. . .. 5149
. 5299

Hercules Color Card .

SOFTWARE

LANGUAGES

CCompile r (Microsoft). . . ........ 5229
Fortran Compiler (Microsoft) ........ 5203
Macro Assembler. .
587
Pascal Compiler (Micr osoft).
.5 1 7 4
Turbo Pascal3.0.
Call
Laltice C Compiler .
. 5242
Run C Interpreter .
582
Quick Basic .
558
Tu rbo Too l Box
Call

Six Pack Plus .

Products

MODEMS
AT&T

~

BOARDS
AST Advantage

[)ISK DRIVES

IBM 3161 & 3163 Series .
Oume OVTGreen 101
QV TA m ber 101 .

4000 External .

.

zenl"th C OmpUt er

. 588
.. 547
. . . .519
.... 548
.Call
. Call
.535
.Call
. . . 536
Call

Lotus 1-2-3 ..
Mullip lan .
Soread sheet Auditor 2.0 .

Call
.... 5112
582

I Supercalc 3 (Ver.2.1) . -Call I
MONEY MANAGEMENT
All Tax Packages . .
Dollars & Sens~w/ F orcast .

·

Call
. 595

HM'ftl~i!f Ni'INAGE ~FNT
.5245
Call
Call
549
PFS:File .
577
PFS:Report. .
568
Ouickcode .
..... . 5139
OuickReport .
. . . . . 5139
Extended Report Writer
580
Think Tank .
592
Clipper .
... . 5345
Knowledgeman 11.
. ... 5289
.. 5145
Knowledgema n Upgrade Kit.
Call
Ref lex.

Cornerstone .
dBase II .
dBase111 .
Nutshell. ..

I R:Base 5000 - .. - .. $332 I ~
~

Many other titles available.

others.

Order Line: 1-800-528-1054
Order Processing: 602-224-9345
2222 E. Indian School Rd.
Phoenix, Arizona 85016
602-954-6109

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30
.
Saturday 9-1
Order Line Hours: Mon-Fri 7-5:30
Saturday 9-1
Order Processing Hours: Mon-Fri 10·3

Produc t shipped in fac tory cartons w ith manufac turer's warranty. Please add $6 .00 per or de r for UPS gr ound shipping on orders up to 10 lbs. Orde r s 10 lbs .
and unde r you pay for ground ser vice. receive ai r service at no ex tra charge. Available on ord ers 11 -30lbs.S 17 fol ·air service . Prices & availability subject to
c hange withou t not lee. Send cashier's check or money or der... all ot her c hecks will delay shipping two weeks.
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The program I developed solves
systems of !VP ODEs without any
significant problems. The error often
had to be set at about an order of
magnitude lower than what was ac
tually obtained for the global error.
However. for each of several test and
actual problems. all methods met
relative error tolerances of I0- 6 with

out any difficulty. This order of ac
curacy is often enough for most engi
neering problems. It is possible to
vary the accuracy and the speed of
the codes provided by playing about
with some of the parameters in the
step-size adjustment algorithm. There
fore. I urge anyone so inclined to look
at the effects of adjusting those

Subscription
Problems?

We wa·n t to help!
If you have a problem with your BYTE
subscription, write us with the details.
We'll do our best to set it right. But we
must have the name, address, and zip of
the subscription (new and old address, if
it's a change of address). If the problem
involves a payment, be sure to include
copies of the credit card statement, or
front and back of cancelled checks.
Include a "business hours" phone
number if possible.

139,JTE
Subscriber Service
PO. Box 328
Hancock, NH 03449
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values. Remember that the values for
most of those parameters were deter
mined on a trial-and-error basis. and
the best values for a large number of
general problems were selected. It is
possible to optimize those param
eters even further if only a particular
problem (or a class of problems) is be
ing considered.
Finally. these algorithms and codes.
like all other numerical methods. are
not infallible. and can occasionally
give spurious results. So do not treat
them as "black boxes" for solving dif
ferential equations. Often. examining
a trend or a lim iting case will indicate
whether the results may be trusted.
Sometimes. it is worthwhile to change
the magnitude of the error tolerance
(by a factor of say I 0- 2 or more) and
check if th is affects the results
significantly. Also. reducing the max
imum step size possible (hmaxl to very
small values will give solutions that
are closer to the true solution-and a
considerable increase in run times
so this may occasionally be used as
a further check. •
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SOME THINGS CAN
NEVER BE SHARED
OTHERTHINGS
SHOULD BE.

T

he people who make data
base software have some
strange logic. They tell you
information is the most valu
able thing in the world. And then they
design their products for single-user
systems. Which means that every
time different people actually need to
use your data, they have to stand in
line for it.

INTRODUCING
R:BASE"' 5000 MULTI-USER.
At Microrim, we have a much
better idea of the way offices work. So
we've developed a multi-user version
ofR:base 5000. It lets users update their
database while other people analyze it.
It handles an unlimited number of
users. And it's fully compatible with
our single-user version. Which means
any application you develop on the
single-user version today can be run
on our multi-user version tomorrow.
And as you can see from the table
below, it's 100% compatible with every
major LAN.
Available
LAN Hardware LAN Software
IBM PC Network
IBM
Program 1.0
Now
PC Netwo rk
PC DOS 3.1
Novell Advanced
IBM
Now
NetWare™
PC Network
86/PCN 1.02
Novell Advanced
3COM"
Now
EtherSeries.,
Net Ware
86/E 1.02
3COM
3 COM 3 + 1.0 Upon Release
by 3 COM
EtherSeries
UngermannNet-One
Now
Personal
Bass
IConnection" 1.0

At the heart of this new R:base 5000 is
the single-user version that Datapro
Research Corporation called the best
in the business. To that same industry
leading package we added the features
our multi-user customers wanted most:
a locking mechanism, for example, that
lets multiple users work with columns
and rows from the same table. And data
sharing capabilities that make optimum
use of the front end power of the PC.

SEE FOR YOURSELF:
1-800-547-4000.
The list price is $1500, complete
with three sets of documentation. But
if you believe in common sense as
much as we do, you won't make a
decision this big till you get your hands
on a copy and see for yourself. And
that's just what we'd like you to do.
For only $50, we'll send you a copy of
the program that has all the features,
one set CJf documentation, and all the
functionality of the full product, except
for limitation on the numbers of rows,
columns, and tables.
Just call 1-800-547-4000 and
ask for Dept. 907 . From Oregon, or
outside the U.S., call 1-503-684-3000,
Dept. 907 . Or head straight for a lead
ing software store or computer dealer.
And see
how nice it is
to take advan
tage of infor
mation. Instead
of taking turns
at it.

R:BASE 5000

MULTI-USER
FROM MICRORIM

IT ALL COMES DOWN TO COMMON SENSE.
100% compatible wi1h IBM XT. ATandPC protocols. Docs not support IBM 36 . IBM isa tradcmarkoflntcrnational Business Machines. Inc.
Net.One Persona! Connection is a registered trademark ofUngermann-Bass, Inc.
Novell and Netware are trademarks of Novell, Inc.

3COM and EtherSeries are registered trademarks of3COM Corporation.
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DRIVE PLUS
Performance
Reliability
Economy

20 MB Hard Disk
Expansion Card Family
DRIVE PLUS SCSI

SCSI interface. 7.5 Mbit/sec
transfer rate
DRIVE PLUS HI-REL
Automatic head lifters never
allow heads to touch media.
DRIVE PLUS ECONOMY Unbeatable low price for a hard
disk card.

Best Price · Best Performance
401 W. Dyer Road, Santa Ana, CA 92707
Inquiry 61 for End-Users. Inquir y 6 2 for DEALERS ONLY.

(714) 549-9111

N·U·M·B·E·R C:·R·U·N·C:·li·I·N·c:;

THE ATOMCC
TOOLBOX
BY

Y. F.

CHANG

Using Taylor series to solve ODEs
Editor's note: A1DMCC is a FORTRAN
program generator that creates FORTRA"N
source code to solve ordinary differential equa
tions (ODEs). In order to use it. you create
a data file called ODEINP. which specifies
the ODEs of the system. initial conditions.
etc. A1DMCC then creates a program called
A1SPGM. which can be compiled to solve the
problem. A1DMCC.EXE requires MS-DOS
or PC-DOS and so is available only on those
disk formats. The required .OBJ files men
tioned in the article are included on the disk.
as well as a 121K.-byte MANUAL.DOC.
which prints out to a 5 5-page user's manual
that has copious examples of the program's
use.
A1DMCC is available on d1s1~ as explained
on page 346 or may be downloaded (onto
MS-DOS disks. remember) via BYTEnet
Listings at (617) 861-97 64. The sample out
put in listing 2 is available in all formats
Since A1DMCC is an executable file. no hard
copy output is available for it.
IT IS POSSIBLE for an engineer. a
scientist. or a mathematician to solve
very complicated coupled systems of
ordinary differential equations on a
microcomputer using the A10MCC
toolbox. This toolbox has been used
to solve simple student assignments
as well as such involved problems as

the detailed calculations of the orbit
for Halley's comet. The A10MCC tool
box is easy to use. and it automati
cally produces results that have hun
dreds and thousands of times better
accuracy than those from the usual
numerical methods available on main
frame computers.
Other important features of
A1DMCC are the ability to solve most
stiff problems automatically. the abili
ty to stop and restart the solution on
any specified value of any variable or
any derivative of the variable. and the
ability to search out all the singulari
ties in the complex plane of the
solution.
Briefly. stiff problems are those
whose solution functions have a large
negative exponential term. which
causes a great deal of difficulty for all
numerical techniques including
A10MCC. Stiff problems have to be
handled in special ways in their solu
tions. Basically. you locate the large
negative exponential term and factor
it out.
The ability to stop and restart a
problem solution automatically lets
A1DMCC solve very complicated sys
tems of ODEs. where you may wish
to obtain precise information about

the results at some particular con
figuration of the solution. such as the
exact date and time of Halley's
comet's closest approach to Earth or
its closest approach to the sun.
A singularity is the point in a solu
tion of a problem where the result is
catastrophic. In nonlinear problems.
the complex plane of the solution is
full of these singularities. and they
usually form some simple lattice.
However. in the study of nonlinear
dynamics. where some systems may
exhibit chaotic behavior. the singular
ities may form complicated structures
called fractals.
The A1DMCC toolbox has been
used by a number of scientists at
universities and research laboratories
to study these fractal structures of sin
gularities. While this feature of follow
ing a solution into the complex plane
is not available in the usual numerical
techniques on mainframe computers.
(continued)

Y. F. Chang is W. M. Keck professor of ap

plied mathematics and computer science at
Claremont McKenna College (Pitzer Hall.
Claremont. CA 91711). He received his
Ph.D. in applied physics from Harvard
University. He is a leading authority on the
Taylor series.
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the A1DMCC toolbox provides it auto
matically.
THE RUNGE-KUTTA/PREDICTOR
CORRECTOR METHODS

The usual mainframe-computer soft
ware packages used to solve ODEs
are derived using either the Runge
Kutta method or the predictor-cor
rector method. These methods are
based on approximations to the
Taylor series. For example. a 4th-order
Runge-Kutta method uses an approx
imation to a 5-term Taylor series. a
6th-order predictor-corrector method
uses an exact fit to a 7-term 'Iaylor
series. and a 12th-order Runge-Kutta
method uses an approximation to a
13-term Taylor series. Most of these
usual methods for solving ODEs are
relatively low-order methods. such as
4th or 6th orders. Since they are de
rived from rather low-order approxi
mations to the Taylor series. they have
poor accuracy control. Thus. there are
two questions: (I) If these methods
are based on approximations to the
Taylor series. why not use the Taylor
series itself to derive a numerical
method to solve ODEs? (2) Since the
low-order methods have difficulty pro
ducing highly accurate results. why
not use very long Taylor series?
To answer the first question. there
has been a misconception about
Taylor series carried forward from
textbook to textbook over several
decades. We shall put it to rest here.
At least one author has produced a
"proof" that the higher-order deriva
tives of a function near a catastrophic
singularity increase in magnitude
without bound. He therefore con
cluded that one should not work with
Taylor series. since the higher-order
Taylor terms are derived from the cor
responding-order derivatives. This
"proof" is false. but there are two mis
leading facts that combine to make it
seem like a valid proof.
First. the result of the proof is that
the nth derivative of a function near
a singularity is roughly the same size
as the n-factorial. The factorials in
crease very rapidly to very large
values. For example. 12-factorial is
equal to 479.001.600. and 15-factorial
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is about the size of our national debt.
This proof continues by concluding
that the higher-order derivatives in
crease without bound just as the fac
torials increase without bound. This
conclusion is misleading because one
should really look at the ratio:

Ratio

=

_ti
dx"
n!

Note that this ratio is nearly a con
stant according to the proof. There
fore. instead of concluding that the
derivatives increase without bound.
the author should have concluded
that the derivatives increase within
bounds. The bounds are the factorials.
Now. what are the Taylor series terms?
The Taylor series terms are precisely
the ratio given above! Therefore. in
the final analysis. the correct conclu
sion is that the Taylor series terms do
not increase without bound. but
rather they are very well behaved with
values that are nearly constant.
So. what had started out as being
a false proof for showing that it is im
possible to work with Taylor series has
turned out to be a valid proof that
Taylor series are quite nice to use as
a computational tool. Such is the
manner in which a misconception has
been carried over the past several
generations.
Since we now have a proof that
Taylor series are well behaved. there
is no problem in developing a very
high-order method for solving ODEs.
The A1DMCC toolbox uses a 30-term
Taylor series. which produces ex
cellent accuracy control and fast
execution.
SOLVING ODES
BY TAYLOR SERIES

The A'!DMCC toolbox contains an
ODE-solving program generator that
accepts statements of (I) the differen
tial equations. (2) the initial condi
tions. (3) the domain of the problem.
and (4) any method-controlling pa
rameters. These statements are in
standard FORTRAN format. The pro
gram generator produces a source
program. which is in FORTRAN and

is compiled and linked with the
special library of subroutines in the
A'!DMCC toolbox. You do not have to
write any program . The solution is
given to you by A1DMCC automatical
ly. As for the control of accuracy, 1·11
give a brief discussion on this subject
below.
The convergence property of a
short Taylor series cannot be deter
mined by any means. There is insuffi
cient information in the few terms of
a short Taylor series for a reliable
analysis of the truncation error. The
short-series methods such as Runge
Kutta are forced into taking small in
cremental steps. This is because the
short series does not properly ap
proximate the function at the point of
expansion. The many small steps give
rise to the propagation of machine
round-off errors. Thus. on a difficult
problem the short-series methods are
bound to produce results with ac
curacy much poorer than machine ac
curacy. While large steps give rise to
truncation errors. small steps give rise
to round-off errors.
The A1DMCC toolbox maintains
very tight control over the accuracy
of the computations. When the order
of the method is high. say about 30.
it is possible to find the exact posi
tions of those catastrophic singulari
ties in the solution function. It can be
shown that there is a direct relation
ship between the behavior of Taylor
series terms and the locations of sin
gularities. The distance from the solu
tion point to a singularity. defined as
the radius of convergence. is the main
source of the truncation error. When
a computation step taken is larger
than an allowable fraction of the
radius of convergence. there will be
appreciable error.
The accuracy of A'JDMCC is totally
dependent on the convergence
analysis of long Taylor series. Not only
does a long series allow for good
error analysis. it allows for an integra
tion step size much larger than that
for a typical fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method. When the order of the Taylor
series is sufficiently high. it is possi
ble to calculate or estimate the radius
(continued)

be displayed at once. Which is
twice as many as previously
possible on a PC.
And if you wish to use other
characters, or even create your
own alternate character set,
Spectra will support those, too.

More colorful features.
Each Spectra EGA comes fully
equipped with a parallel printer
port, light pen interface and
256K RAM on the single board.
This is especially good news
because a full 2 56K RAM is
needed to run most popular
graphics software effectively.

One thrilling price.

Remember the first time you
upgraded your
color graphics hardware?
The thrill is still the same.
The discovery of color graphics.
As a child, it was a significant
event. As a business person, it
will change the way you use
your personal computer.
Genoa Systems proudly in
troduces a new and colorful
· technology for the PC called
Spectra EGA. The Enhanced
Graphics Adapter that lets you
rediscover the benefits, and the
thrill, of color graphics on your
PC.
An EGA with a better

vision.

software updates in order to
begin enjoying your EGA today.

A lot more than just pretty
pictures.

Perhaps the best news is
Spectra's price.
Upon first glance you may find
that the Spectra EGA and the
IBM EGA seem to be very
closely priced. But look again.
Because the standard IBM EGA
only comes with 64K RAM,
whereas Spectra EGA comes
with a full 256K.
Now, you may purchase the ex
tra memory board you'll need
from IBM at an additional cost
of about 70-80 percent. Or you
can buy Spectra EGA from
Genoa .. . and rediscover the
thrill of a bargain.

The first thing you'll rediscover
with your Spectra
EGA is color. There
is a whole lot more
than ever before.
Sixty-four separate
colors, in fact, from
which any sixteen
can be displayed at
once.
Spectra Enhanced Graphics Adapter
Next, you'll notice
a higher resolution in
both text and graphics modes.

EGA compatibility is an art that
only Spectra has mastered. And,
while other EGA hardware is in
compatible with current in
dustry standards, Spectra EGA
fully supports hardware and
software designed for the IBM
Enhanced Graphics Adapter,
Color Graphics Adapter and
Monochrome Graphics Adapter.
And the Hercules Board.

The real fun comes in putting
the board to work. You'll see
soft scrolling, panning and win
dowing that was never before
possible on a PC. And the
flicker-free display will allow
you to regulate these
movements at any speed, or in
any direction.

This means that you don't
have to wait around for new

There are 512 characters carried
in Spectra's memory that can all

To find out more about
Spectra, or a qualified Genoa
distributor near you, call
408-945-9720. Or write to
Genoa Systems Corporation,
73 E. Trimble Road, San Jose,
CA 95131.
Spectra EGA from Genoa.
Evolution in color graphics.
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With a long Taylor
.
senes you can
calculate or
estimate the radius
of convergence.
of convergence. This information
allows the integration step to be ad
justed to keep the local error below
a specified limit. In the AIDMCC tool
box. solutions of problems are calcu
lated only after obtaining both the cal
culation for the radius of convergence
and adjusting the integration step.
When a singularity is near the solu
tion path. AlDMCC will adjust the in
tegration step to be very small to
meet the accuracy requirements.
The A1DMCC analysis can be ap
plied to linear and nonlinear prob
lems alike. The bases of the ATOMCC
analysis are the recursion relation ob
tainable from the equations of the
problem and Leibnitz's rule. also
called a Cauchy product. The solu
tions to all problems. linear and non
linear. are in the form of laylor series.

Linear problems in ordinary differen
tial equations have simple laylor
series solutions that may be evaluated
without computers.
MAJOR ADVANCEMENTS
IN THIS VERSION

The present version (7.10) of A1DMCC
for microcomputers will solve stiff
problems. This represents a significant
departure from the central premise of
the A1DMCC system. which is precise
error control. For nonstiff problems.
you still have the most accurately con
trolled numerical method ever devel
oped. For many problems. the preci
sion is so good that there is almost
global error control.
For stiff problems. due to the nature
of the "approximating" solution. there
cannot be true error control. There
fore. the controlling parameter for
errors in stiff problems (called
ADJSTF) is only meant to be loosely
referred to as an error control.
Another particularly useful feature
in the current A1DMCC version is that
all the dependent variables are now
placed into a temporary two-dimen
sional array (TMPS) by an EQUIVA
LENCE statement. This allows you to
reference each variable by an index
value. For a system with x. y. and z as
functions of t. the term y(5) can be

also referred to as TMPS(5,2). Similar
ly. z(2 3) = TMPS(23,3).
REQUIREMENTS OF ATOMCC

The A1DMCC toolbox uses Microsoft
FORTRAN-77 (a registered trademark
of Microsoft Corporation) and works
on a microcomputer operating under
MS-DOS. To be able to run A1DMCC
on your MS-DOS microcomputer you
must have the following hardware and
software: an MS-DOS computer with
an 8087 coprocessor. at least 256K
bytes of RAM. two floppy-disk drives
or a hard-disk drive. and Microsoft
FORTRAN-77 version 3.30.
A complete system includes the
AlDMCC system disk files and the
Microsoft FORTRAN-77 disk files.
Of the ATOMCC system files.
ATOMCC.EXE is the compiler that
reads statements of differential equa
tions and generates a FORTRAN pro
gram called ATSPGM. (The name
ATSPGM for the output program file
is fixed. but you may change it after
it has been written by A'IDMCC.) The
other system files are the AlDMCC
subroutine libraries: RDCV.OBJ (the
AIDMCC subroutine library in single
precision). DRDCV.OBJ (double preci
sion). CRDCV.OBJ (complex). and
CDRDCVOBJ (complex double).
(continued)
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program, reducing print logic to a sim
plicity not found with other programming
languages.

MACH 1PAD4th Generation
Productivity ... Under $1000!
(Cincinnati, Ohio) January, Tominy,
Inc. announced the immediate availability
of a single-user version of their Mach I
System Genera ion Facility on the IBM PC.

Professional Applications
Developer on the IBM PC
The Mach I Professional Application
Developer (PAD) provides the micro
computer system developer with an
advanced set of System Generation tools to
develop applications that run on MACH l's
micro, mini and mainframe multi-user
environments.

The MACH I is a menu driven package.
It is simple and easy to use. Full-screen

text editors are included for entering the
LOGIC code, Job control statements, and
Data Base Descriptions.
On-line HELP screens are provided to
guide the developer through the numerous
utilities provided with MACH I. In addition,
the MACH I manuals walk the owner
through designing, developing, testing, pack
aging, and maintaining their Application
System.

This approach to application develop
ment ensures a consistent structure while
.still providing the flexibility required by
the serious application developer.
The LOGIC programs are tested on-line
using the Interactive Program Tester
which steps through the execution of the
LOGIC code and permits immediate
changes to the program statements,
variable values, and the test data base.

At the core of all Tominy systems is a
powerful Data Base Management System,
used worldwide since the 1970's in
business and commercial applications.

And all this is offered with system
security. Security codes will be validated
upon entry to MACH I, and whenever a
program function is executed.

Screen Designer,
Automatic Editing, and
Simplified Print Logic

Logical Data Base,
Program Generator, and
Query/Report Generator

Full Application and
Development Portability
Applications developed using MACH I PAD
run on micro, mini and mainframe multi-user
systems using MACH I. IBM, DEC and Data
General are current MACH I environments.

To facilitate LOGIC program develop
ment, MACH I includes a full screen
designer. Screens for applications and
menus are easily created and maintained
by entering prompts and data entry fields
on the screen itself.

The Logical Data Base Structure of the
Tominy products provide unlimited record
sizes, multiple file keys, data indepen
dence, record locking and free space
management. The Logical Data Base's
flexible design supports Relational, Hier
archical, and Network Data Views.

The MACH I PAD requires-------.
• IBM PC/XT/AT or Compatible
• PC DOS 2. I or up
• 128 KB Memory
• 8 MB on-line storage

MACH I has the capability to automati
cally edit each data entry field for date
format, numeric data, and required field
length. In addition, MACH I will perform
data validation against existing File Keys,
or Table Entries.

Programs to maintain the Data Base can
be completely generated by MACH I. A

MACH I Generated Program allows users to
inquire on the Data Base and add, update,
or delete Data Base information.
Ad hoc data analysis or reports are
addressed by the MACH I Query/Report
Generator. The simple "English-like"
Query statements allow·data to be selected,
sorted, summarized, displayed and printed.

Menus, Help Screens, and
Full System Security

A standardized approach to program
development is ensured using the ''pro
gram framing" concept of the MACH I
products. MACH I "frames" the LOGIC
code by "writing" the complete data
variable section, and including various
LOGIC modules.

Discover the power and performance of
MACH I PAD . Now, just S129.95 (regular
retail S199.95) when you order by April
31, 1986. Save Sl0.00! Mail the coupon or
call Tominy tol.l free at 1-800-543-8628. In
Ohiocall I-800-445-1737.

The Report Design tools of MACH
removes report handling (headings, form
control, and print queues) from the

-----------------------------------------------------------------------~I

SAVE s70 on macHfPaJ·oniy s129.9s

To allow for more complex transaction
processing and reporting, MACH I contains
the fourth-generation procedural language
"LOGIC."

Please send me MACH I PAD, the complete development package for single-user environments .. .

Fourth-Generation
LOGIC Language

D Check Enclosed

D Money Order Enclosed

D MasterCard

D Visa

Account Number

Expires _ _ _ _ _ __

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1 129.9'

Single-user Environment @
_ _ __
Shipping & Handling '5('10 foreign),_ _ __
Sales Tax, Ohio residents: 51 /2 %

I

I~.~.~.~.-->-.
I I I I--'-·---'-·
I I -·'-----'·__,___.___._~_.__._-'----'
I I
I (Olferexpires
Total Amount of Order
April 31. 1986)

I

(PLEASE PRINT)

I

I

I

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - S i g n a t u r e - - - - - - - - - -

The LOGIC language provides the
command structure to manipulate data;
perform data base, screen and print 1/0;
control program flow; manipulate tables
and arrays; log system messages; and
perform mathematical calculations.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - P h o ne _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

City, State, Z i p - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I
I

I
I

Please send me information abou1 the unlimi1ed version of MACH I
for: D Main Frame, D Mini, D Multi User Micro Systems
1

MACH I and MACH I PAD are registered
Trademarks ofTOMINY, Inc.

Send to: TOMINY, Inc. • MACH I PAD Division • P.O. Box 160 • Cincinnati, Ohio 45242

I

I
I

!
I

----------------------------~~----------------------------------------------------------------------~
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Listing I: A sample ODEINP file. used to create listing 2 with A1DMCC.

C FIRST PAINLEVE TRANSCENDENT
DIFF(Y,T,2) = 6.0*Y*Y + T

$

$

C READ INTEGRATION INTERVAL AND INITIAL CONDITIONS.
READ(5,1010) START,END,Y(1),Y(2)
1010 FORMAT(4F10.3)
WRITE(*,1020) START,END,Y(1),Y(2)
1020 FORMAT(' SOLVE THE FIRST PAINLEVE TRANSCENDENT' /
+ ' INTERVAL:
',2F10.3 /
+ ' INITIAL CONDITIONS:' ,2F10.3 /)
$
$

Listing 2: The output file ATSPGM created by A'!DMCC from the listing

file.
C*+*+*+*+*+*
c
This program was produced by the ATOMCC
c
translator version 7.10 Copyright (C) 1985,
c
Y. F. Chang
C*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*
c Portions (c) Copyright, Microsoft Corp., 1981.
c Al I rights reserved.
c This program was written for the fol lowing inputs
c

C FIRST PAINLEVE TRANSCENDENT
C
DIFF(Y,T,2) = 6.0*Y*Y + T

c-------
c-------
COMMON

c no instructions in second input block
/!PASS/ LENSER,LENVAR,MPRINT,MSTIFF,LRUN,
+ KTRDCV,KNTSTP,KTSTIF,KXPNUM,KDIGS,KENDFG,NTERMS,NOPT
A /RPASS/ RADIUS,ERRLIM,ADJSTF,RCREAL,RCIMAG,RDCERR
B /CPASS/ START,END,ORDER
C /DPASS/ H,HNEW,XPRINT,DLTXPT
DIMENSION TMPS( 36, 1)
CHARACTER*6 NAMES
EQUIVALENCE (TMPS(1,1),Y(1))
DIMENSION NAMES(1),Y(36),T(2),TMPAAB(30),TMPAAA(30)
DATA NAMES(1)/'Y ..... '/
Y(33) • 1. 1
10 FORMAT(72H
ATOMCC Ver. 7.10, Copyright (C) 1985,
A Y. F. Chang; Solution results./9H
******)
11 FORMAT(/5X,11HStep number,I6,13H at the point,
A1P1E12.4/1X,9Hvalues of )
12 FORMAT(1X, A6,(1X,1P4E13. 5))
13 FORMAT(5X,21HStepsize adjusted to ,1PE13.5)
14 FORMAT(/5X,35HThe solution stopped normally after,
A I4,24H steps as set by nsteps. )
16 FORMAT(/5X,63HThe adjustment for stepsize seems to
A be in a loop. Please try a /5X,22Hshorter series
A I ength. )
WRITE(*, 10)

c-------
c Initialize
c-------
NSTEPS

variables to default values

• 40
H • 1. E0
ERRLIM • 1.E- 6
LENSER • 30

The Microsoft FORTRAN-77 files are
described in the Microsoft manual.
The relevant files are FOR I.EXE.
PAS2 .EXE. LINK.EXE. and FOR
TRAN .LIB.
To use A'!DMCC. you create a file
called ODEINP (this name is fixed
within ATOMCC). ODEINP contains
four separate blocks. each ending
with a $delimiter (see listing I). The
first block contains the system of
ODEs. written in FORTRAN. These
equations are processed by ATOMCC
to determine the recurrence relations
that are written into ATSPGM to
generate the Taylor series for each
component of the solution. The sec
ond block (empty in listing I) can be
used to insert nonexecutable FOR
TRAN statements (e.g.. SUBROU
TINE. DIMENSION. or COMMON) at
the beginning of ATSPGM. The third
block is used to specify the interval
of integration and the initial condi
tions. In the sample program. these
values will be read from disk. Alter
natively. they may be explicitly de
clared. The fourth block is usually
empty. It may be used to insert state
ments into ATSPGM at the end of
each integration step. The second.
third. and fourth blocks are not pro
cessed syntactically by ATOMCC; they
are copied directly from ODEINP into
ATSPGM.
The output ATSPGM file created by
using the ODEINP file in listing I is
shown in listing 2. ATSPGM is a stan
dard FORTRAN source-code file: You
may edit and modify it like any other
source code.
APPLICABILITY

The ATOMCC method can solve stiff
and nonstiff systems of initial value
problems in ordinary differential
equations in which the highest-order
derivative of each dependent variable
is given explicitly on the left-hand side
of an equation whose right-hand side
has a finite sequence of + . - . *. I.
**. EXP. SIN . COS. TAN . SINH.
COSH. TANH . ALOG. ACOS. ASIN.
ATAN. or any function that is the solu

(continued)

tion to a differential equation.
The known limitations of ATOMCC
(continued)
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MPRINT
NTERMS
KTRDCV
ADJSTF
MSTIFF
DLTXPT

• 4
• 2
• 1
= 1 .E-2
= 0
= 0.E0

c-------
input block
c-------
c READ INTEGRATION INTERVAL AND
c start of third

INITIAL CONDITIONS.
READ(5,1010) START,END,Y(1),Y(2)
1010 FORMAT(4F10.3)
WRITE(*,1020) START,END,Y(1),Y(2)
1020 FORMAT(' SOLVE THE FIRST PAINLEVE TRANSCENDENT' /
+ ' INTERVAL:
',2F10.3 /
+' INITIAL CONDITIONS:' ,2F10.3 /)

c-------
c end of third input block
c-------
c More initializations
c-------
DLTXPT • SIGN(DLTXPT,(END-START))

H = SIGN(H,(END-START))
KDIGS • 6
XPRINT • START + DLTXPT
KXPNUM = 35
LENVAR • 36
LRUN "' 1
KTSTIF • 0
NUMEQS •
1
IF(LENSER.GT . (LENVAR- 6)) LENSER= LENVAR IF(MPRINT.LT.2) GO·To 17
WRITE(*,11) KTSTIF,START
K = Y(33)
WRITE(*,12) NAMES(K),Y(l), Y(2)

c-------
c Loop for

integration steps.
c print the desired output

c-------
17 DO
19

c-------

6

Inside the loop,

27 KI NTS= 1 , NSTEPS
KOUNT = 0
KNTSTP = KINTS
CONTINUE
T(l~ •START
T(2 • H
Y(2 • Y(2)*(H)

c Pre I iminary series calculations

c-------

c-------
c-------

TMPAAA( 1) = 6.E0*Y(1)
TMPAAB(l) ~ TMPAAA(1)*Y(1)
Y(3)"' (TMPAAB(1) + T(1))*(H*H/2.E0)
TMPAAA(2) = 6.E0*Y(2)
TMPAAB(2) = TMPAAA(1)*Y(2) + TMPAAA(2)*Y(1)
Y(4) • (TMPAAB(2) + T(2))*(H*H/6.E0)

c Loop for series calculations

DO 23 K• 5,LENSER
KA • K - 1
KB • K - 2
TMPAAA(KB) = 6.E0*Y(KB)
TMPAAB(KB) = 0.E0
KZ • 1 + KB
DO 30 N-=1, KB
L .. KZ - N

are that the derivatives may be of an
order of. at most. 6 and that there are.
at most. 900 equations in the system.
ATOMCC can also solve (with
manual intervention) solutions that
are polynomials. singular problems
that require the application of
1· Hospital's rule. or problems that
have catastrophic subtractive errors in
series generation.
ATOMCC is most attractive for prob
lems with stringent accuracy require
ments. stiff problems. problems that
must be solved repeatedly (such as
parameter identification) . or quick
and easy problems (students' assign
ments).
The very high order and precise
error control used by ATOMCC have
enabled it to solve many problems
that other methods were unable to
solve.
The ATOMCC toolbox allows for the
solution of ODEs in the complex do
main. This unique capability can be
used to explore the structure of the
singularities in the complex domain
of nonlinear problems. The analytic
information about the location and
order of singularities in the solution
provides insight into the behavior of
the system. This method has been
used to map the first mathematical
natural boundary discovered in the
solution of a nonlinear dynamics
problem.
The complexity and execution time
of ATSPGM depend on the number of
functions and on the number of multi
plications in the ODE system. not on
the number of equations in the ODE
system nor on the order of the deriva
tives involved. There is no penalty for
high-order derivatives.
As with all numerical methods.
there is no substitute for insight into
the structure of the ODE system and
for the application of clever trans
formations.
THE GENERATED PROGRAM.
ATSPGM

(continued)

The ATSPGM program implements
the Tuylor series algorithm for solving
initial value problems in ordinary dif
ferential equations. This Tuylor series
(continued)
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Working to give you the right materials for all applications.
I

Koh-I-Noor works with manu for you. The Koh-I-Noor line of
KOH-I-NOOR! Tell me more about your
facturers of automated drafting plotter materials is available •' Yes,
plotter supplies and seNices. Please send
equipment to develop highest through your Koh-I-Noor plotter , me your free brochure "PLOTTER SUPPLIES
quality plotter supplies for the supply dealer. For additional , - Points. Inks. Accessories."
, D Please send me the names of Koh-I-Noor
best possible hard-copy output. technical or product informa , dealers in my area.
The same quality standards that tion, contact our Plotter Cus
have established Koh-I-Noor tomer Services Department. , Nome
leadership in liquid ink plotting Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc., . ~----------
apply to the new line offiber-tip Bloomsbury, NJ 08804 ( 201 ) 4 79 • Title
products.
4124._
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Now you can select from our
Plotter Make
Model
line of fiber-tip pens, liquid-ink
pens, specially formulated inks,
Address
drafting media and other mate
rials for a system that works best
City
State
Zip

KOH·l·NOOR
RAPIDOGRAPH®
a r@tring company
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ATOMCC TOOLBOX

30

c-------

TMPAAB(KB) = TMPAAB(KB) + TMPAAA(N)*Y(L)
CONTINUE
Y(K) • (TMPAAB(KB))*(H*H/(KB*KA))

c Test and adjust H to avoid over/under flow

c-------

22

23

IF(MSTIFF.GE.20 .ANO. KTSTIF.GT.0) GO TO 23
TMP • ABS(Y(K))
IF(TMP.LE.1.E-35) GO TO 23
IF(TMP.LT.1.E20 .ANO. TMP.GT.1.E-20) GO TO 23
IF(KTSTIF.NE.0 .ANO. TMP.LT.1.0) GO TO 23
KOUNT • KOUNT + 1
IF(KOUNT.LT.9) GO TO 22
WRITE(*, 16)
GO TO 28
CONTINUE
Y(2) • Y(2)/(H)
H • H * _TMP**(0.3/(1-K))
IF(MPRINT.GE.4) WRITE(*,13) H
GO TO 19
LRUN • 1

c-------
c Calculate
c-------
24

radius of convergence and take optimum step

CALL ROCV(TMPS,LENVAR,NUMEQS,NAMES)
CALL RSET(TMPS,LENVAR,NUMEQS,NAMES)

c-------
c-------

c no Instructions In fourth input block

GO TO (26,28~24), KENDFG
H • SIGN(RADIUS,H)
START = START + HNEW
IF(MPRINT.LT.4) GO TO 27
WRITE(*,11) KNTSTP, START
K "" Y(33)
WRITE(*,12) NAMES(K),Y(1), Y(2)
27 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,14) NSTEPS
28 CONTINUE
29 STOP
END

25
26

silgorithm. in outline. is as follows: Ini
tialize method control parameters
that may be modified; assign initial
conditions. the integration interval.
and method control parameters; ini
tialize method control parameters
that may not be modified; and loop
for each integration step. To do this.
initialize the first few series terms;
generate the entire series; call subrou
tine RDCV to determine the optimal
5tep size from (a) the location and
order of the primary singularities. (b)
the series length. and (c) the error
tolerance and then adjust the step
size: and then call subroutine RSET to
perform analytic continuation and to
print the solution.
In ATSPGM. the step size used tc
expand the series is related to the
224
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radius of convergence at each integra
tion step. After a series is generated.
the location and order of the primary
singularity are calculated. Then. the
step size is adjusted to control the
error.
An exception is made in the solu
tion of stiff problems. The step size
is determined in stiff problems by the
length of a polynomial that can ade
quately represent the function. •

The AlDMCC toolbox presented in this ar
ticle is a microcomputer version of the original
mainframe S!Jstem. Institutions interested in
porting AlDMCC to their mainframes should
contact the author for source code and support.
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IN OUR FIRST REVIEW we take a look at one of an intriguing class of trans
portable computers that features a high-speed processor. an integral printer.
and a crisp gas-plasma display. The Panasonic Exec. Partner. according to BYTE
Senior Technical Editor Rich Malloy. has made some strides in presenting
remarkable new examples of technology at a comparatively low price. On the
other hand. he notes that the Exec. Partner is a hefty 28 pounds. That's a
lot of bulky. delicate electronic gear to try hauling home on the bus. Beyond
the screen itself. how well does the machine measure up to other choices
you could make for the same money?
Our next review is of KAMAS. an outline processor and programming lan
guage that. according to reviewer Albert Woodhull. gives you considerable
freedom in document organization and preparation. KAMAS is described as
being "layered like an onion." in which the user discovers successive levels
of capability. Starting from the outer layer and working in. you pass through
an outline editor and a "leaf" editor to get to a deeper level of screen-oriented
layers where you can use all the outline-processing commands from a line
oriented terminal. A still-lower level gets you into programming and lets you
specify commands and their arguments either in command lines or as text
in a file. Finally. two more programming levels constitute "a general-purpose.
extensible. threaded-interpretive language;· similar to FORTH. All the features
and layers have a purpose in helping you organize your writing. and this review
gives you a full explanation of them.
The IBM Professional Debug Facility and the Advanced Fullscreen Debug
are compared and contrasted in our next review. According to Jack Carden·s
analysis. there are considerable areas of similarity between the two. General
ly. they each contain most of the features usually available in standard debug
gers. They have considerable functionality and each constitutes a valuable
tool for the programmer. Nevertheless. the two facilities aren't carbon copies
of each other. and the differences provide an interesting look at the number
of ways you can go about cleaning up your code.
The time-series regression package microTSP is the type favored by
economists and other social scientists. Down-sized from TSP lnternationaJ·s
mainframe-oriented Time Series Processor. microTSP nevertheless reveals a
high level of functionality and ease of use. according to reviewer Paul Daven
port of McGill University. The program runs on the IBM PC and such com
patibles as the Compaq. requires two disk drives. 2 56K bytes of RAM. and
PC-DOS. Professor Davenport reports that. except for the perennial problem
of less-than-sparkling documentation. the program is straightforward. easily
understood. and a tool for statistical manipulations that you can start using
to good advantage with a minimum of preliminaries.
Lastly. we have a comparison of two professional-quality typesetting pro
grams for use on IBM PCs and compatible MS-DOS microcomputers. PCTEX
and MicrdfEX are decendants of the powerful TEX program developed by
Donald Knuth of Stanford University. The software is especially valuable for
setting such "penalty" text as mathematics. tables. foreign languages. and
technical material.
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Release 3.0 has new features at an unbelievably low price. ECO-C88 now has:
• Prototyping (the new type-checking enhancement)
• enum and void data types
• structure passing and assignment
• All operators and data types (except bit fields)
• A standard library with more than 200 functions (many of which are System V
compatible for greater code portability)
• cc and mini-make that all but automates the compile process
• 8087 support (we sense the 8087 at runtime - no dual libraries)
• ASM or OBJ output for use with MSDOS linker
• Tiered error messages - enable-disable lint-like error checking
• Fast compiles and executing code
• Expanded user's manual
• Enhanced CED program editor (limited time offer)
We also offer the following support products for Eco-C88.

CED Program Editor

C Programming Guide

CED now supports on-line function help.
If you've forgotten how to use a standard library function , just type
in the name of the function and CED gives you a brief summary,
including function arguments. CED is a full screen editor with
auto-flagging ofsourcecode errors, multiple windows, macros, and
is fully configurable to suit your needs. You can edit, compile, link,
and execute DOS commands from within the editor. Perfect for use
with Eco-C88. For IBM PC, AT and look alikes.

C Source for Standard Library

C Self-Study Guide

Contains all of the source code for the library
functions that are distributed with Eco-C88, ex
cluding the transcendentals and functions written
in assembler.

if not
with order)
(S2Q

Developer's Library
Contains the source code for all library functions,
including the transcendentals and those written in
assembler. Perfect for the developer that wish to
write their own custom functions or learn how
we implemented the Eco-C88 library.

(SSQ if not
with order)

(Purdum, Leslie, Stegemoller, Que Corp.). This
best seller is an intermediate text designed to teach
you how to write library functions in a generalized
fashion. The book covers many advanced C topics
and contains many useful additions to your library
including a complete ISAM file handler.

( 5 30 if not
with order)

Eco-C88 C compiler requires an IBM PC, XT, or
AT (or compatible) with 256K of memory, 2
disk drives and MSDOS 2.1 or later. Call today:

(Purdum, Que Corp.). Designed
for those learning C on their own. The book is filled
with questions-answers designed to illustrate many
of the tips , traps, and techniques of the C language.
Although written to complement the Guide, it may
be used with any introductory text on C.

C Programmer's
Library

ISAM Library
Contains the code from the C Programmer's
Library in relocatable format (i.e., .OBJ) includ
ing the delete code for the ISAM file handler.

$2 Q

After reading the Ist edition,
Jerry Pournelle (BYTE Magazine) said: "I recom
mend this book ... Read it before trying to tackle
Kernighan and Ritchie." The second editon ex
pands this best seller and walks you through the C
· .,. language in an easy-to-understand manner. Many
of the error messages include references to this
book making it a perfect companion to Eco-C88
for those just starting out with C.

1-800-952-04
1-317-255-64

72(fororders)

or

76(tech. info.)

Ecosoft, Inc.
6413 N. College Ave. • Indianapolis, IN 46220

TRADEMARKS: ECO-C88, ECOSOFT
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e were recently handed the
Datavue 2 5 from Ouadram and
a Z-171 PC from Zenith. which have
upgraded. backlit LCD screens and
contain more memory than previous
flat-screen. sewing-machine-style
carry-a longs.
They are both light. but because of
their upright profiles. neither of these
machines are laptops. The Datavue
2 5's cordless. detachable keyboard
gives you some freedom from the sys
tem unit. but since it transmits key
stroke information by means of in
frared LEDs. you have to maintain a
clear line of sight between yourself
and the front of the computer. You're
going to have a dead keyboard if the
keyboard drops below the edge of a
table or if you turn in your chair to see
who's standing at your office door. For
the most part. when you're pointing
the keyboard in the general direction
of the Datavue 2 5's front panel. you'll
find that transmission is reliable. I
started missing characters occasional
ly when I held the keyboard on my lap
and the system unit was in front of.
and a little lower than. my knees. I
may have been unconsciously trying
to compensate by hitting the keys
harder (and maybe someone who
never used a manual typewriter
wouldn't react at all the way I did). but
after a few hours. I understood why
Ouadram said one of its beta testers
complained of sore fingers.
The new Datavue has a single disk
drive. It also has 640K bytes of RAM.
however. and you can set aside up to
half of that as a RAM disk. You can
get out of a Jot of tedious disk swap
ping by using the RAM disk. as Jong
as you Jog your data to a floppy and
have a relatively reliable electrical
outlet or use the batteries. The Zenith
has two disk drives. You don't have to
set up a RAM disk but. of course. disk·
intensive programs will run slower.

W

Right away people are going to
notice the brighter screens on both
these computers. You can read words
and numbers off these new screens
without squinting at punctuation
marks or decimal points. for example.
A very bright light source at the
wrong angle will still wash out the
LCD. but the light has to be brighter
than it used to and there are fewer
really bad angles.
The Ouadram unit comes with its
own DOS and a diagnostics disk. I
tried booting it with the DOS disk
from my Compaq without success.
The Zenith seemed to boot just fine
on several varieties of MS-DOS. The
Zenith aiso has some useful-looking
built-in programs for keeping track of
appointments. etc.

A

nother upgrade. and one for
which there will also be more
coverage in coming issues. was the
Macintosh Plus. While the new
machine is an upgrade in itself and
can be purchased in its full configura
tion. a good deal of discussion is
focusing on the stepwise upgrades for
current Macintosh owners. The first is
a new ROM and a double-sided
8001<-byte drive. with the second be
ing a megabyte of RAM and a new
back panel designed to take an exter
nal SCSI port. Both of these are sup
posed to be done by Apple dealers.
There is a third upgrade. a new
keyboard with numeric pad and cur
sor keys. but since this doesn't require
anything beyond plugging it in. most
people seem to be viewing it as a new
feature instead of an upgrade.
The memory upgrade for current
Macintosh owners costs $200 more
($799) if your Mac has l 28K bytes of
RAM than if it has 512K. If you had
your l 28K Mac upgraded by some
one other than Apple. you pay $799
as well. People who bought a new

Macintosh between the middle of
November and the middle of January.
or had their l 28K Mac upgraded to
a 512 K version during that time. will
get rebates on upgrade kits.
Lisa and Macintosh XL owners are
being invited to take part in the
upgrade by swapping their old
machines and about $1 500 for a new
Macintosh Plus and a 20-megabyte
hard disk. Apple isn't creating a
schedule of discounts to take into ac
count the different configurations and
original prices of the Lisa and the XLs
they're taking in trade. There is one
price for all.
So far. all the applications that ran
on earlier Macintoshes run on the
Plus. The increase in speed due to
extra memory. memory cache. and
new system software is especially
noticeable when you're moving
around in an application (scrolling
through a large document. for exam
ple) where you'd gotten accustomed
to daydreaming while the Mac poked
along. It's quite a change to have to
pay attention so that you don't wind
up making the machine wait instead
of the other way around. Old single
sided disks continue to work. and pro
grams and languages can be run with
few or no problems. in our experience .
You'll become more appreciative of
the upgraded Macintosh if you've had
some experience fidgeting in front of
the older versions. I'm not sure how
a new user will view the features that
I look at favorably Still. they're the
kind of improvements in Macintosh
that people have been waiting for
Apple to produce for some time.
Others have done it. now Apple has
done it. and those people who
wanted both expanded capability and
an intact warranty will probably be re
assured.

-Glenn Hartwig
Technical Editor. Reviews
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MOST COMPATIBLE -

LEAST EXPENSIVE

XT and AT Compatibles by: AFTON COMPUTER
QUANTUM XT™$799.oo
•
•
•
•

256K Expandable to 640K
2 x 360K Floppy Drive
135W Power Supply
Color or Monochrome Card

•
•
•
•

Hi-Res Monitor
Keyboard
Parallel Port
Socket for 8087 CoProcessor

QUANTUM XT TURBOrM$749.oo
System includes:
• 640K on MB
• 360K Floppy Drive
• Keyboard

•
•

135W Power Supply
Fully Assembled
and Tested

QUANTUM ATrM$199s.oo
(Includes 20MB Hard Disk)

•
•
•
•

MONOCARD
Monochrome
Display Card with
Parallel Port

60 MEG TAPE
STREAMER
I For the AT or XT

512K
1. 2 MB Floppy Drive
Floppy/Hard Controller
200 W Power Supply

STANDARD MFC
•
•
•
•
•

Clock/Calendar
Serial Port
Parallel Port
Game Port
Software

~~

----·
---
 - -
:- :-:.
==::

$110.00

$129.00

STANDARD
AT-MFCw/12BK
Up to 2 .5 MB Memory
Expansion. Serial and
Parallel Port

1/0

Serial & Parallel
Port Card for
IBM PC and AT

COLOR CARD
Color Graphic Card
w/ Parallel Port

$275.00

$99.00

~·
$199.00

FDC
Controls Up To 4
Floppy Disk
Includes
Internal Cables.

pcrM

----
andCompatibles
1 YEAR WARRANTYI

$999. 00

AMERICAN
MADE
300/1200 Baud
Modem - Internal
with software

Keyboard
Socket for 80287
20 MB Hard Drive

MONO MONITOR
TTL or
COMPOSITE

COMPLETE HARD
DISK SYSTEMS!
For The

\ .. •
..... -

'f/J/l!J

••
•

I

• Half
Height
• OS/DD

Half Height
Hard Disk Kits
for the IBM PC™

$99.00

$45.00

TAPE BACKUP
SYSTEM

5150
KEYBOARD

• 10.35 Meg For·
rnat1ed Capacity
• Half Height
• Low Powe r

• Boots from Hard Disk
• Instruction Manual
• Cables and Mounting
Hardware
• Half Heigh! Bezel
• Hard Disk Controller

$99.00

NAME BRAND
FLOPPY DISK
DRIVES

20Me$46s.oo
33MB $849. 00

$450. 00

$89.00

$95.oo

135 WATT
Replacement
Power Supply

$85.00

48 Hour Burn In Period And Testing On Every Machine FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY
CALL for FREE CATALOG and PRICE LIST

AFTON COMPUTER
(714) 259-1127 • TELEX 756731
24825 CALLE EL TORO GRANDE
Prices and availability subject to change without notice. •

IBM '~

*

EL TORO, CALIFORNIA 92630

is a registered trademark ol International Business Machines Corporation.
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The Panasonic Exec. Partner
This new
transportable
features a
gas..plasma
display and
a built..in
thermal..
transfer
printer
BY RICH MALLOY

Rich Malloy is BYTE's New York
editor. He can be reached at
BYTE/McGraw-Hill. 43rd Floor.
12 2 l Avenue of the Americas. New
York. NY 10020.

T

he Panasonic Exec. Partner is a new
transportable IBM PC-compatible
computer that comes with not only
a high-speed processor and an integral
printer. but also a gas-plasma display.
The gas-plasma display is an exciting new
technology. By setting the price of the Exec.
Partner at $2 595. Panasonic has made this
technology affordable. The question is
whether the other elements of the Exec.
Partner are equally exciting.

tor. (See the rear-view photo in the "At a
Glance" box on page 234.) Immediately
above the connectors is the printer access
door.
The rearmost four inches of the machine
is light gray and houses a thermal-transfer
printer. The contrasting color gives the im
pression that the printer portion can be
removed. but unfortunately. this is not the
case.
GAS-PLASMA DISPLAY

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The Exec. Partner looks much thinner and
taller than other transportables. In fact.
because it may fall over when you stand it
on its side. Panasonic recommends that the
machine be left lying flat at all times.
One advantage of this thin design is that
you can carry it close to your side. Unfor
tunately. it weighs 28 pounds and seems
just as heavy as other transportable com
puters. I wouldn't want to carry it home
regularly.
When set up for use. the thin design gives
the machine a low. sleek professional look.
In fact. it looks like a large portable electric
typewriter. but it's a little longer front to
back (21. 7 inches). The housing of the dis
play. which acts almost as a keyboard cover.
· swivels up, revealing the keyboard. the dis
play, and the disk drives. This feature should
offer some protection for the system.
Unfortunately. the top of the display hous
ing has a number of ventilation holes
located above the electronics inside the dis
play. Thus. even with the display closed, the
display electronics are not protected if you
spill liquids on the system .
On the right side of the machine is an
opening for a short expansion board. such
as an internal modem. Adjacent and to the
rear of this opening are the 120/220-volt
power-selector switch. power on/off switch.
and the main power fuse. respectively. On
the rear panel from left to right are the con
nectors for power. the parallel printer port.
the serial port. and an expansion connec

The best feature of the Panasonic Exec.
Partner is its high-contrast gas-plasma dis
play of light-orange characters on a dark
orange background (see photo I). This dis
play is quick and steady, and each dot is
sharp and precise.
In text mode. the display has a fairl y high
resolution (640 by 400 pixels). Each text
character is formed on an 8- by 16-pixel
matrix and is very easy to read. By contrast.
the IBM PC monochrome displa y uses a 9
by 14-pixel matrix for each character. In ad
dition, the display is rather large. 11 inches
diagonally. compared with the 9-inch
diagonal displays on the Compaq and IBM
transportables.
The display is very flat. but reflection on
the display face does not seem to be a
problem. Because cf a unique hinge. the
display can be set at any angle for easy
reading . This is in contrast to other trans
portables whose displays are limited to a
single open position.
As good as the Panasonic display is, it
does have a little trouble being compatible
with the IBM displays. Panasonic has
chosen to emulate the IBM Color Graphics
Adapter (CGAJ. which has the advantage of
allowing the system to display graphics. Un
fortunately. most software that uses the
CGA will attempt to make use of the CG A's
16 text colors. and the Exec. Partner can
not display color. Instead, it represents
these 16 colors by using only four text
styles; normal. bold. italic. and italic bold.
(continued)
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The result is that text that is beautiful
ly highlighted in color may not be
highlighted at all on the gas-plasma
display.
Because of the Exec. Partner's
monochromicity. it is surprising that
Panasonic did not choose to match its
text styles with those of the IBM
Monochrome Adapter (for example.
normal. high-intensity. underlined.
etc.). This might have somewhat
alleviated the problem of handling
multicolored text. Fortunately. how
ever. most software for the IBM PC
lets you alter the text colors the pro
grams use. allowing you to choose the
optimum combination for the Exec.
Partner.
Another problem I noticed is that.
for some reason. Borland's desk
accessory program SideKick changes
the way other programs use the text
modes. I suspect that Panasonic has
used some unusual mapping tech
nique. or SideKick is very sensitive to
some esoteric section of the display
BIOS.
The italic modes of the display are
impressive. but I wish that Panasonic
had made its system more compati
ble with the IBM or the Compaq. I
also wish that Panasonic had adapted

another feature of the Compaq. a
connector for an RGB display.
KEYBOARD

The Panasonic Exec. Partner keyboard
is similar to the IBM PC keyboard ex
cept for three details. The function
keys are aligned horizontally along the
top of the keyboard; certain important
keys such as Return. Shift. and Back
space are oversize for ease of use;
and there is a row of indicator lights
above the numeric keypad that in
dicate functions such as Caps Lock
and Num Lock.
Note that the keyboard has the
same misplaced left Shift key as the
IBM PC. The keyboard seems to have
a good feel. Unlike a detachable key
board however. it cannot easily be
moved around on a desk.
ELECTRONICS

The 8086-2 microprocessor seems to
be increasingly popular in new sys
tems and is put to good use in the
Panasonic machine. The 8086-2 can
run at two clock speeds. In high-speed
mode the processor has a clock
speed of 7.16 MHz. This clock speed.
combined with the wide (16-bit) exter
nal data bus of the 8086. allows the

Panasonic to run at almost twice the
speed of the IBM PC (see the bench
mark results) .
In low-speed mode. the clock speed
reverts to 4.77 MHz. and the pro
cessor runs at nearly the same speed
as the 8088 in the IBM PC. The low
speed mode is important for situa
tions where you might want complete
compatiblity with the IBM PC.
The dual-speed nature of the Exec.
Partner is a handy feature. All you
have to do to change speed is press
Ctrl-Alt-Plus (on the numeric keypad).
An indicator light on the keyboard in
forms you of the speed at which the
machine is running. I found it useful
to compile programs at high speed
and execute them at low speed to find
bugs.
Also. in games such as the sub
marine simulation game Gato. you
can cruise for long distances under
high speed and then slow down to
low speed when situations warrant
it.
MEMORY

The Exec. Partner comes with 2 56K
bytes of memory configured as 32
64K-bit RAM chips. To expand the sys
tem to 640K bytes of memory. you
must remove 16 of the chips from
their sockets and replace them with
2 56K-bit chips. Also. the configuration
of a DIP switch inside the machine
must be changed. This switch bank
has switches for configuring 8087-2
coprocessor and hard disk in addition
to memory expansion. (Access to the
memory chips and DIP switch is via
a removable panel on the underside
of the machine).
Two other handy features of the
Exec. Partner are an internal clock/
calendar that is powered by its own
rechargeable battery. and a socket for
an optional 8087-2 math coprocessor
to speed up mathematical calcula
tions.
DISK STORAGE

Photo I: The Panasonic Exec. Partner gas-plasma display panel.

There are two configurations available
for the Exec. Partner. The first has two
360K-byte floppy-disk drives. The sec
ond. which should be available by the
(continued)
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AT A GLANCE
Name
Panasonic Exec. Partner
Company
Panasonic Industrial Company
One Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
(800) 447-4700
(201) 348-7000
Size
21.7 by 16 by 5.3 inches
28 pounds
Components
Processor: 8086-2, 4.77/
7.16-MHz clock speed
Memory: 256K bytes (optional
640K bytes)
Mass storage: Two 360K-byte
floppy disks
Display: Gas-plasma display;
80-columri by 25-line text;
640- by 200-pixel graphics;
640 by 400 resolution in text
mode
Keyboard: IBM PC-style; 83
keys: function keys arranged
horizontally; four LEDs
Power: 120 or 220 volts AC
Expansion: One short IBM
PC-style expansion slot:
connector for future
expansion box .
Interfaces: One serial
and one parallel port

MEMORY SIZE (K BYTES)
0
200
400
600

BUNDLED

Printer
Internal thermal-transfer
printer; requires special
paper; Epson-compatible

0

800

1000

4

6

1600

2000

PRICE ($1000)

SOFTWARE PACKAGES

2

DISK STORAGE (K BYTES)
0
400
800
1200

8

4

10

6

Software
MS-DOS, version 2.11
Microsoft BASIC
Options
10-megabyte hard-disk drive
(replaces one floppy-disk
drive)
Documentation
MS-DOS manual, BASIC
manual. Quick Reference
Guide
Price
Two floppy-disk drives: $2595
10-megabyte drive, one
floppy-disk drive:
$3795

•

PANASONIC EXEC. PARTNER

The Memory Size graph shows the standard
and optional memory available for the three
computers under comparison. The Disk Stor
age graph show.:: the capacity of the Panasonic
Exec. Partner in comparison with each of the
other computers.
The Bundled Software Packages graph
shows the number of software packages in
cluded with each system. The Price graph

Ftl1sMPc

~APPLE

IIE

shows the list price of a system with two high
capacity floppy-disk drives, a printer port and
serial port, 256K bytes of memory (64K bytes
for 8-bit systems), and a monochrome monitor
(the Exec. Partner has a built-in neon gas
plasma display). Price includes the standard
operating system and BASIC interpreter for
each system. Note that the Exec. Partner can
display monochrome but not color graphics.
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The back of the Exec. Partner showing, from left to right: power plug
receptacle, parallel port, serial port, and expansion connector:

Clockwise f ~om bottom to top: the Exec. Partner's power supply with
cooling fan, ribbon cable to expansion connector, and the mother
board.

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (SEC)

BASIC PERFORMANCE (SEC)

250.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.

250.---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--,

200

150

100

50

50

0

0
WRITE

SIEVE

READ

SYSTEM UTILITIES (SEC)

SPREADSHEET (SEC)

50

25

.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.

CALCULATIONS

30

20

10

5

0

0
40K FORMAT I DISK COPY
-

40K FILE COPY
PANASONIC EXEC. PARTNER

LOAD
(LOW)

PANASONIC EXEC. PARTNER (HIGH)

The Disk.Access in BASIC benchmark writes and reads a 64K-byte
sequential text file to a blank floppy disk. (For program listings, see
June 1984 BYTE, page 327, and October 1984, page 33.) The Sieve
results show how long it takes to run one iteration of the Sieve of
Eratosthenes prime-number benchmark. The Calculations bench
mark times 10,000 multiply and divide operations. The System Utilities
benchmark formats a disk and copies a 40K-byte file to it. The
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RECALCULATE

Fd1BMPC

~APPLE

DE

Spreadsheet benchmark loads and recalculates a 25- by 25-cell
spreadsheet where each cell equals 1.001 times the cell to its left.
The tests for the Exec. Partner used BASIC 2.0. The tests for the Apple
lie used ProDOS. The IBM PC was tested with PC-DOS 2.0 and
BASICA. The Exec. Partner was tested in both high-speed and low
speed mode for comparison to the IBM PC. The Format and File
Copy tests were not affected by the change of processor speed.

REVIEW: PANASONIC EXEC. PARTNER

time you read this. has one 360K-byte
floppy disk and one l 0-megabyte
hard disk.
The system I used was the dual
floppy-disk configuration. The floppy
disk drives on the Exec. Partner are
somewhat noisy. and the disk-drive
doors are a little hard to use. Some
times they are hard to close complete
ly. In addition. when you remove a
disk from the drive. the drive motor
continues spinning for about four
seconds after you open the drive
door.
l was disappointed by the presence
of a warning sticker in the documen
tation stating that you should not put
a disk into the drive before powering
up the system.
INTERFACES

Sometime in the future. perhaps IBM.
Apple. and Compaq may include
serial and parallel ports with their
computers. Until that time. companies
such as Panasonic will continue to
distinguish themselves by including
such ports as standard equipment.
The Exec. Partner's serial port
seems to work well with my 1200-bps
modem. Likewise. the parallel port
works well with my old Star Micronics
Gemini printer. This printer port is ac
tually the second parallel port on the
machine. The first is used by the in
ternal printer. You can alternate be
tween the two simply by pressing Ctrl
Alt-PrtSc.
The Panasonic machine also comes
with an expansion bus connector. At
some point in the future. Panasonic
says it will offer an expansion box that
uses this connector. This expansion
box would presumably have a num
ber of IBM PC-compatible slots . to
allow you to use various expansion
cards.
For internal expansion. the Pana
sonic contains a slot for a short IBM
PC-style expansion card. Note that
this card has to be shorter than 6
inches. The main use for this slot will
probably be an internal modem. Also.
some manufacturers have announced
short cards for RGB color displays.
which may be useful.
All connectors on the Exec. Partner

have attached plastic lids to cover
them when not in use.
PRINTER

The trademark of Panasonic micro
computers seems to be the internal
printer. The older Sr. Partner included
a small thermal printer with a roll of
thermal paper. The new Exec. Partner
appears to go one step further: It in
cludes a thermal-transfer printer.
Although more technologically ad
vanced. this printer lacks some of the
advantages of the older thermal
printer. Like the older printer. the new
thermal-transfer printer can print on
a roll of thermal paper. Unfortunate
ly. you cannot store the roll inside the
computer: you must carry it sepa
rately.
Before printing. you must set up the
roll of paper on a spindle that at
taches to the back of the computer.
The new printer has two modes:

correspondence quality (or thermal
transfer). which prints at a nominal
rate of 30 characters per second; and
draft quality (thermal. 60 characters
per second) . In addition. there is a
switch for light. bold. or dark printing.
Thus. you have a theoretical choice of
six styles. Your practical choice is
much smaller. and though the print
quality is better than that of the Sr.
Partner. you will probably not want to
do much formal printing on this
printer.
The older printer was quiet and very
compatible with the IBM Graphics
Printer. The new one is quiet when
printing a line. but before each line.
the print head snaps loudly against the
paper. And at the end of each line. the
print head snaps loudly again. away
from the paper. As for compatibility,
the printer does seem to respond to
the common Epson commands (e.g..
(continued)

SMD/SCSI And More For

COMPLETE , COMPATIBLE, SMD DISK/TAPE MEMORY SYSTEMS . WITH .. .
SMD/SCSI or Pertee, and 8 inch Winchester technology intelligently adapted to
meet your needs in leading system environments.
Data rates up to 2.4 MB/SEC, access times of 15ms-20ms.
Disk storage/systems of 84MB, 168MB, 335MB, 474MB, 689MB, and up.
Compatible with major networks ... designed for performance .
Industry standard nine-track 1f2 inch, and 1/4 inch tape back up systems.
Multifunction single board controller for PC-AT, PC-RT, Unibus, and 0-Bus.
Tower, desk top and rack mount configurations are optional.
Laser optical disk technology and systems too!
·~

f----SMD/SCSI multifunction
for PC-AT/RT
Twx910J866oos
TELEX 821992 NMs uo
LIVERMORE, CA 94550

Inquiry 23 7

Desk Top/Rack Mount
Disk/Tape Systems

N ational M emory
S ystems
CORPORATION

.::.l!!i

~·

415-443-1669

.
. ,

'

1
·

---WE ARE HERE FOR YOU--
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Inquiry 236

REVIEW: PANASONIC EXEC. PARTNER

GPIB¢=l PC
Hardware Flexibility
• Low cost for instrument
control
-

300K bytes per second
$395 complete with software

• High performance data links
-

MaximumspeedofGPIB
On-board buffering

Software
• Over $1 ,000,000 in software
development
• Easy to use, yet handles any
GPIB application
• Works with Lotus 1-2-3
• UNIX, DOS and over 12
languages

Applications Support
• Applications Library with
sample programs & Tl PS for all
major instruments
• Full staff of Applications
Engineers dedicate.d to sup
port your specific needs

Other IEEE-488 Products
• Interfaces & Software for
-

Multibus VMEbus
DECQ-bus& UNIBUS
STD & S-100 bus

• General GPIB Products
-

GPIB Bus Testers
GPIB Bus Extenders
Stand-Alone.Controllers

y.NATIONAL

r}l ~~~~~~~~~
Austin, TX 78727
1 (800) 531 -GPIB
In Texas (800) IEEE-488
Telex: 756737 NAT INST AUS
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Esc-E for emphasized. Esc-G for
doublestrike). Like many printers. it
has trouble with some of the IBM
graphics characters. specifically the
characters used to produce double
ruled boxes (characters 200-205).
The new printer also prints on
single-sheet paper. but only on
special smooth thermal-transfer
paper. You can print on common
xerographic paper. but this is not
recommended. as the results are
barely legible.
SOFTWARE

The Exec. Partner comes with only the
MS-DOS operating system. version
2.11. and Microsoft BASIC.
Panasonic's version of MS-DOS
seems fairly routine. The only signifi
cant enhancement seems to be the in
clusion of a special driver for the in
ternal clock/calendar. If you include
the name of this driver in a CON
FIG .SYS file on your system disk. the
system will automatically check the
clock/calendar for the date and time.
without your having to enter the date
and time manually.
Similarly. MS-BASIC is also fairl y
routine and is compatible. by and
large, with the BASIC on the IBM PC.
I was hoping that this version might
have some ability to directly access
the 640 by 400 pixels on the display.
but the highest resolution you can ad
dress is the standard 640 by 200
pixels of the IBM Color Graphics
Adapter.
I did have a little trouble running the
communications program PC-Tulk Ill.
which is written in BASIC. Strangely.
the trouble seemed to clear up when
I switched the processor to fast mode.
In terms of speed. the benchmarks
I did showed that the Panasonic
BASIC is approximately as fast as the
IBM PC's. When the Exec. Partner is
in high-speed mode. however. this
BASIC is about twice as fast as that
of the IBM PC.
COMPATIBILITY

With the above partial exception for
PC-Tulk Ill. the Exec. Partner ran every
IBM PC software program I tested.
These included Lotus 1-2-3. Multiplan.

WordStar. XyWrite II. SideKick. and
SuperKey. The only incompatibilities
I noticed were the previously men
tioned problem that the printer had
with certain graphics characters and
a problem that the display had with
certain text styles.
MANUALS

The Exec. Partner comes with two
manuals and a 20-page quick-refer
ence guide. The MS-DOS manual
comes in the usual IBM PC-style
binder and slipcase. In addition to
notes on the operating system. this
manual also includes some notes on
the Panasonic hardware.
The BASIC manual is 6 inches by 9
inches. perfect-bound. The pages are
the same size as those in the MS-DOS
binder. but without the bulky binder.
Unless Panasonic issues updates for
their BASIC the bulky binder won't be
missed.
SUMMARY

All in all. the Panasonic Exec. Partner
is an acceptable computer. Its most
prominent feature is its gas-plasma
display. It is very easy on the eyes. but
it has a slight problem handling multi
color text.
Another good feature is its key
board-selectable dual-speed pro
cessor. whose high speed is about
twice as fast as the IBM PC's
processor.
On the other hand. the printer
seems of limited utility. and in many
cases merely provides extra weight
for the system. Finally, the short ex
pansion slot hampers your ability to
expand the system without the (as yet
unavailable) expansion box.
If I were Panasonic. I would make
some minor changes. First. I would
make the printer optional. Second. I
would make the gas-plasma display
more compatible with the IBM mono
chrome display. And finally. I would
provide an RGB connector and a full
size expansion slot.
Even without these changes. how
ever. the Exec. Partner is a useful
machine. especially for people who
are tired of looking at green-phosphor
screens.•

The drive in question is Hyper
Drive. And it succeeds by following a
time-honored principle of American
business:
It works faster, better and smarter
than its competitors ,
HyperDrive is the first hard disk
that's designed to go inside your
Macintosh (eitherthe 512K Macintosh or
the new Macintosh Plus). Once installed,
it can literally multiply the speed at
which your Mac can work.
That also explains why it works
better-that and the fact that it lets you
keep tabs on huge amounts of informa
tion. In fact, HyperDrive lets you store
the same information that would other

wise occupy up to 50 diskettes. (Put
another way, that's the equivalent of
2200 two-page documents)
Finally, HyperDrive works smarter
because of the sophisticated software
it comes with.
There's a program that protects
your files from unauthorized entry Still
another lets you use your Macintosh for
other jobs even while youre printing out
the one JUSt completed
And since HyperDrive is installed
internally, it expands the Mac's perform
ance without expanding the space it
takes up on desktops With HyperDrive
your Macintosh remains every bit as
compact and portable as before.

So it's not surprising that Info
World described HyperDrive as
"unbeatable in the current world of the
Macintosh:'
To see how this translates into the
current world of business, see your
authorized General Computer dealer Or
call us at (800) 842-9000, Ext 7, or
(800) 843-9090, Ext 7*

1
"

-

/__GENERAL

COMPUTER
The leading edge starts here.

*In Canada. call our distributor a: (800) 565-1267 e1986 General Computer Corp_HyperDnve. The leading edge starts here. and the General Computer Corp. logo are trademarks ci General Computer
Corp. Macintost1 is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc
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It's amazingwhat you
can reveal wlien you strip.
Introducing ashape that's about to tum on an
Simply by plugging the Cauzin Reader into your
entire industry.
serial or cassette port and placing it over the strip.
The Softstrip™ data strip. From Cauzin.
The reader scans the strip, converts it to com
This new technology allows text, graphics, and
puter code, and feeds it into any standard communi
~. cation interface.
data to be
encoded on a
Because strips are so easy to gen
strip of paper,
erate, most of your favorite magazines
then easily
and books will soon be using them in
The Cauzin SoftstripSystem Reademplaces tedious l)'Jling by scanning the strip
entered into
and reading it into your compute[
addition to long lists of program code.
your computer using ascanning device called the
And you'll
Cauzin Softstrip™ System Reader.
be able to enter •
Creating asimple, reliable and cost efficient
programs with
way to distribute and retrieve information.
out typing a
Softstrip data strips, like those you see here, can
single line.
•:.· contain anything that can be put on magnetic disks.
There is
Facts. Figures. Software programs.
also software for
Video games. Product demonstrations.
you to generate
Sheet music.
your own strips. ·-~---------....,......,;
Letting you
Soon everyone will be stripping as data strips appear in
send everypopular magazines, computer books and text books.
. ~
thing from correspondence to business information
using our new technology.
Find out how much you can reveal by
stripping.just take this ad to your computer dealer
for ademonstration of the Cauzin Softstrip
System Reader:
Or for more information and the name of the
The Cauzin Softstrip System !leader is now
compatible with the11\M PC, Apple II and Macintosh.
dealer nearest you, call Cauzin at 1-800-533-7323.
Asingle strip can hold up to 5500 bytes of
In Connecticut, call 573-0150.
encoded data.
It can stand up to wrinkles, scratches, ink
marks, even coffee stains.
And it can be entered into your computer with
Cauzin Systems, Inc.
835 South Main St., Waterbuiy, CT 06706
a higher degree of reliability than most magnetic media.

I
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Apple•' and Macin!Osh® are registered 1rademarks of Apple Computer Inc.. Apple®is a regislered 1rademark of Apple l~ecords. Inc..
Softs1rip® and the Softstrip® System l~eader are trademarks of Cauzin Systems. Inc., IBM ®is a re~istcrcd trademark of IBM. Inc.
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SOME HELP FOR
TODAY'S MANAGER

THE OFFICE ASS ISTANT Series by Knowledgeware is an exciring
collection of business templares that can be used with most wordprocessors.
The series provides an efficient means of gathering data, channeling
productivity, and record keeping; while improving your office organization
by providing the proper form or letter for each situation. THE OFFICE
ASSISTANT lets your PC do the work in paperWORK ... not you!!
Templates cover such topics as: general accounting forms, financial sales
fo rms, purchasing fo rmsand letters, sales letters, credit management letters,
calendar appointment forms, service forms, contracts, and much more.
The data strips on the right contain several business letters and standardized
personnel forms to give you an idea of the time-saving and cost-cutting
features of the Series. All of them are written as generic text files for ease
of use with most word processors. They may be used as is, or customized to
meet the specific needs of the user.

Reprinted with permission of Knowledgeware
Copyright © 1985 by Knowledgeware. All rights reserved.

StripWare Library No. 194

StripWare Library No. 195

StripWare Library #194

StripWare Library #195

•

•

•
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Speed. Compatibility.
Upgradeability. You need all tl~·ee
in a turbo board for your IBM
PC or XT.

And no one but Classic
delivers all tlu-ee.

boards that use cache.
Not Orchid or Phoenix.
Certainly not AST or Quadram,
whose boards use the much slower
8086 prccessor.
And only Classics 286 Speed
Pak can grow with your needs to
turn PCs and XTs into multitasking,
multi user systems.

Not Victor, PCT or Mountain
(the same board, by the wa y.) They're
not as fast, need software patches,
and have to be physically removed
Call 800-392-8324 to order
for certain programs.
or find out more. (In California,
In fact, the Classic 286 Speed call 800-338-0777.)
Pak™ is 20- 303 faster than turbo
Beca use no one else gives

Yt:s

~g

NO

Yrs

RAM

No

YE)

No

• tvJftvlOf<Y [;(PANS/ON l{f'TO /l tvlB
• INCLUDES 1 i\18 Mctvfo(<y
• INCLUDE~ FE<rNTtt<. spooW'-ff/tfvtPfbf<..

• R1LL /{,-BIT
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you everythin g you need in a turbo
board. No one, no way, no hm\~
Classic l echnology Corporation
2090 Concourse Drive, San Jose,
CA 95131.

See us at Comdex/Spring '86
in Atlanta, Booth 2060.

CLASSIC
Everything you always
wanted in an IBM.

lllM is a registere1l tr:11lcmark o f lnlcm :uional llusincss Machi11cs Corporation . CLASSIC and 2H6SPEEO PAI\ arc trad c111;1r ks nf Classic Technology Corpor:uion.
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An outline
processor
and
.
programming
language
BY ALBERTS.
WOODHULL

Albert S. Woodhull is associate
professor of computer studies and
biology at Hampshire College
(School of Natural Science.
Hampshire College. Amherst. MA
01002).

KAMAS
K

AMAS. billed as a "Knowledge and
Mind Amplification System." is one
of a class of programs sometimes
called idea processors or. Jess grandiosely.
outline processors. But for $99.95. KAMAS
also includes a language in which you can
write batch-processing scripts for your word
processor or. using more primitive elements
of the language. programs to handle any
application. IEditor's note: KAMASOFT has pro
duced a version of KAMAS called Out-Think for

people who don't want or need programming lan
guage capabilities (see page 40).l ln the KAMAS
environment there always seems to be a
command that will open up a whole world
of other commands on a lower level.
In KAMAS. text is attached to a tree struc
ture. which you create with an "outline edi
tor." At the outline-editing level. you can
manipulate and move around a document
in a way that corresponds to the logical
organization of the document. You enter
and edit text in a part of KAMAS called a
"leaf editor:· The "leaves" you create are at
tached to the outline.
KAMAS's smartness about the organiza
tion of a document also makes it a power
ful tool for retrieving information. Browsing
through a file with an ordinary word pro
cessor. you can search many times for a
word or phrase before you find the right
part of a large document. With KAMAS. you
can strip away the text and see the outline.
KAMAS is layered like an onion. The leaf
and outline editors are only two layers.
Below these screen-oriented levels is a level
at which all the outline-processing com
mands are available in a form that lets you
use KAMAS from a line-oriented terminal.
From here. one option gives you access to
an even lower level. where you can specify
commands and their arguments either in
command lines or as text in a file-at this
level you are programming. Below this are
two more programming levels that con
stitute a general-purpose. extensible.
threaded interpretive language akin to
FORTH. STOIC. or Magic/L.

My interest in KAMAS is as a writer. I find
it easiest to generate a flow of words when
I write as fast as I can. as if I were talking
about the subject. I may approach different
parts of a topic this way, generating several
large and unconnected blocks of text Or
ganizing the final paper is a major task. as
difficult as generating the text. Word pro
cessors are more important to me (a horri
ble typist) than they are to people I know
who can type fast and flawlessly on a type
writer. For analogous reasons. KAMAS in
terests me as a tool for use in the organiza
tional phase of the writing process.
INSTALLING

KAMAS

The KAMAS documentation package con
tains a 5 5-page booklet of installation in
structions. As you would hope from a prod
uct that is supposed to help you organize
knowledge. this manual is well organized.
and the installation instructions are easy to
follow.
KAMAS requires a Z80 microprocessor
with 64K bytes of RAM. the CP/M operating
system. at least one disk drive with 126K
bytes of storage space. and a total of at least
200K bytes of disk space. The required
I 26K-byte disk capacity is calculated to
make an Apple II with a Z80 card adequate.
I did much of my work with KAMAS using
the more-or-less standard configuration of
an Apple II with a 64Kcbyte RAM. a Micro
soft Softcard running CP/M 2.2. two Apple
Disk II drives. and an 80-column card from
Advanced Logic Systems (ALS). the
Smarterm II. I also used KAMAS with an
ALS CP/M Card and CP/M Plus (CP/M 3 0).
I did not have to reconfigure to use CP/M
Plus: selection of "Apple II (Softcard CP/M)"
in the configuration menu resulted in a
KAMAS setup that worked equally well with
either version of CP/M.
I did encounter problems configuring
KAMAS to take advantage of a Synetix
Flashcard RAM disk and a Taurus 8-inch
floppy-disk drive. The software drivers for
(continued)
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REVIEW: KAMAS

AT A GLANCE
Name
KAMAS
Type
Outline processor and programming
language
Company
KAMASOFT Inc.
(formerly Compusophic Systems)
POB 5549
Aloha, OR 97007
(503) 649-3765
Requirements
CP/M 2.2 or later (ZBO required), 64K-byte
RAM, 48K-byte CP/M TPA (see text), at
least 200K bytes of disk storage, one
floppy-disk drive with at least 126K bytes of
storage, BO-column by 24-row ASCII ter
minal with direct cursor addressing; printer,
1/0-mapped serial modem port
recommended
'Format
51/4- or 8-inch soft-sectored floppy-disk for
mats for most CP/M systems
Language
KAMAS, a proprietary language
Documentation
Three-volume user's guide, more than 600
pages; installation instructions; two
reference cards
Price
KAMAS, $99.95
Utility Disk 1. $10 ($5 if purchased with
KAMAS)

both of these were installed in the
CP/M transient program area (TPA).
The KAMAS documentation claims
that a 48K·byte TPA is adequate. and
I had slightly more than 48K bytes
· available with the RAM disk installed.
but I could not make this configuration
work. A call to KAMASOFT the pub
lisher of KAMAS. brought an admis
sion that more memory is required
than is stated in the documentation.
Fortunately. there is an option to in
stall the RAM-disk driver software in
the J/O configuration area provided
within Microsoft's implementation of
CP/M. I was still unable to use my
8-inch drive with KAMAS under this
version of CP/M. however.
USING

KAMAS

KAMAS uses various terms to de
scribe its database structures. These
terms are "topic." "key." "title." "sub
title." "stem ." "branch:· and "leaf."
The highest level in the structure is
the topic. Each topic corresponds to
a disk file. A topic consists of branches.
and branches are made up of stems.
the basic unit within a topic. Stems
have three parts. one required and
two optional. The required part of a
stem is its key. KAMAS uses these
keys to construct an index for search
ing. A key may have a subtitle. which
clarifies its meaning. but the subtitle
is not used in key searches. The com
bination of a key and a subtitle is
called a title. The other optional part
of a stem is a leaf. which can contain
a moderately long block of text.
A topic has one stem at the top
most level. and any number of addi
tional stems may be subordinate to
this top stem. Subordinate stems are

also called children. and the top stem
is their parent. A child of one stem
may be a parent to still more. From
any particular parent stem. its children
and their children and their children.
to whatever level exists. all constitute
a branch.
It's important to understand that
titles and leaves are separate types of
data that you can and must manipu
late separately. Depending upon
whether you are using the outline
editor or the leaf editor. at any given
moment you see on the screen either
the titles. as in figure I . or a leaf. a
block of text that would accompany
one of these titles.
When you invoke KAMAS from the
CP/M prompt. you are asked to select
an available topic. You then find your
self in the outline editor. with the top
most title and the titles on the next
lower level displayed. Jn the outline
editor the cursor is always on the cur
rent stem. of which onl y the title is
visible. but pressing Return gives you
a display of the associated leaf and
moves you down to the next stem.
You can expand any branch to see
more detail. or you can collapse
branches to hide details. Other com
mands let you move around in the
topic and insert. delete. or change
titles and subtitles. You can also move
stems and branches to different
places and change the hierarchical
relationships between stems. When
you leave the outline editor. you can
enter either the leaf editor or the
ROVE mode.
Within the leaf editor you can ma
nipulate the text of the leaf. and you
can also look at the portions of the
(continued)

TOPIC-a database of text
BRANCH-a part of a topic
STEM-a single item in a topic
TITLE-a part of a stem
KEY-the required part of a title
SUBTITLE-an optional part of a title
LEAF-an optional part of a stem

Figure I: Tfie structure of a KAMAS topic. Tfiis figure was generated by KAMAS.
It includes tfie titles for a number of stems. wit flout tfie leaves of text associated witfi
eacfi title.
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How can one
small board clo
somuch1

The ATl GRAPHICS SOLUTION uses revolutionary
CMOS VLSI Gate Array Technology to achieve extensive
multi-display ability with fewer components, longer life,
lower power consumption and lower price.
The "SMALL WONDER" GRAPHICS SOLUTION,
:imazingly, has all the features below on one small
:>oard that fits in the IBM PC/XT short slot!
What's more, Parallel and Serial/Parallel expansion
modules are available as options.

GRAFIX PARTNER -16
COLORS

16 COLORS HIOH
RESOLUTION

ATl
Gr aphic.
Solution

All Graphics Solution

Herc ules CompaUble Monochrome Graphics

,,v

Runs Cok>r/Graphlu Softwwe on
Monochrome Monitor In 16 shades

Y'

IBM Compallble Monochrome Tut

SYMPHONY HIGH
RESOLUTION

HERCU\.ES COMPATIBLE
MONOCHROME GRAPHICS

132 COLUMNS

Distributors:
F.A." Components 
NY (718) 507·1444, outside NY (800) 847-4148
IN (219) 432-8540, outside IN (800) 331-7567
SC (803) 288-2422, outside SC (800) 845-2747
Ossmann Computer Tech.
IL (800) 942-5215, outside IL (800) 323-2239
OH (BOO) 824-9627, outside OH (800) 824-5934
NJ (800) 221-2514, outside NJ (800) 624-4010
NY (800) 628-4466 outside NY (800) 537-5378
Software America - MD (301) 459-2100
First Source - AZ. (602) 437-9744
R.C. Data - CA (408) 946-3800
Compu-D - TX (800) 772-5340, outside TX (800) 433-5354
Compuserve- CAN. (416) 477-8088
Wells Data -ONT (416) 890-2600
Santronlcs - BC (604) 522-9877
Electronic Marketing Specialists
S.CA (714) 832-9920, (818) 708-2055, (619) 560-5133
N.CA (408) 245-9291 , UT (801) 268-9866
co (303) 745-0745. AZ. (602) 840-8855
Tradema r ~ s : Paradise, Modular Grap1'ocs Card- Paradise Systems Inc.: Hercules Graphics- Hercules Computer
Technology : Gra Fix Partner - Brigh1bill - Rober t s: Symptony - Lotus Development Corporation;
IBM -- International Business Mactiines: Plantronics. Colorplus - PlantronlC9 Enhanced Graphics Corp.

Planh onla

Graphic.

Color Plus

,.
y
1'

. I

•
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Without Pre-Boot Drive 1'1
IBM Compatible Color/Graphics

Y'

High Reaolutlon 320x200 16 color•
Color/Graphics 641lx200 4 colors
640&200 16 colon

~y

132 Columns ln eJlher Color or Monoch.-ome

y

flk.ker- F~

Hercules

y

<:1'108 VLSI Gate A11.. y Technology

COLOR SOFTWARE ON
MONOCHROME MONITOR
IN 16 SHADES
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v

Sc::rollng In AU Modes
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Potdol Pott

Opt•

O pt
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Opt •

Opt
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Ab In Short Slot of IBM PC/JCT
Warninty

2 yrs

Suggested Re ta11 Price

$

299

I yr .
$

395

2 yrs
$

499

I Y'·
$

559

" Serial/Parallel Expansion Modute $79 Parallel Expansion M odule $49

Small Wonder From
450 Esna Park Dr.
Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 1HS
TELEX 06-966640 (CMC - MKHM)
(416) 477-8804 FAX (416) 477-9445

TECHNOLOGIES
INC.

CompetitiY'e information based on manufac turer s published inrormation as o f January I. \ 985.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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outline close to the leaf being edited.
You cannot alter the outline structure
from within the leaf editor. except for
splitting a leaf at the current cursor
position. which creates a new leaf
containing all the text following the
cursor.
The leaf editor can be configured to
look like either an EMACS-style or a
WordStar-style editor. This decision
cannot be changed later except by
configuring anew from a copy of the
distribution disk.
I chose the EMACS-style editor. This
is not a full-function word processor.
The usual single-key commands to
move the cursor up and down by lines
and back and forth by characters are
present. but missing is the ability to
move by words. sentences. and para
graphs. The only way to delete text is
by characters. or by marking blocks:
there are no commands to delete

whole words. The limited ways of
moving the cursor can make marking
text for deleting or moving a tedious
job
One essential feature is available:
The editor holds deleted text in a buf
fer and lets you reinsert it. either in
the same leaf or in a different one.
even in a different file.
The leaf editor does not know about
justification or line lengths less than
the full-screen width. Thus. what you
see on the screen is not necessarily
what you will get on paper.
When you have finished editing a
leaf you have to go back to the outline
editor to do anything else. From here
you can select a new leaf to edit. exit
from KAMAS. or go down a level to
ROVE mode.
ROVE is a command-driven mode.
Entering? at any time brings a list of
options available. All commands have

Listing I: The Sieve of Eratosthenes program in the KAMAS programming

language.
; Sieve of Eratosthenes
LANG SYS
':BARRAY : BUILDS ALLOT TORUN WO+ .
8190 'SIZE :WOCON
SIZE 'FLAGS : BAR RAY
'SIEVE:
" 1 iteration " S10UT
0 FLAGS SIZE 1 MFILL

0
SIZE LOOPS
IWO FLAGS FETB
IFSO
/WO DUPW WO+ 3 WO+ DUPW /WO WO+
LOOP DUPW SIZE WO>
UNTILT 0 OVERW FLAGS STOB OVERW WO+
.LOOP
DROPD W01 +
.IFSO
.LOOPS
WOOUT " primes" STOUT .

Table I : KAMAS compared with other languages in running the Sieve of

Eratosthenes benchmark. Times are in seconds.
FIG-FORTH
Magic/L
KAMAS
MBASIC
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CP/M 2.2 (2-MHz 280)
16.4
22.7
28.6
365.2
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CP/M Plus (6-MHz 280)
6.6
9.2

10.9
211.9

secondary options. some have tertiary
options: the program prompts you for
each. Although most ROVE functions
can also be handled by the outline
editor. the main reason for retaining
this level is to provide a way to in
teract with KAMAS without a fast CRT
terminal-for example. from a remote
terminal with a low data-transmission
rate.
PROGRAMMING WITH

KAMAS

The top level at which you can start
programming is called the Expanded
Topic Environment. Many of the com
mands available at this level are non
interactive forms of ROVE commands.
Arguments are specified in a FORTH
like postfix notation. You can write a
script of such commands. that is to
say. a program . Thus. if a topic is to
be output to a printer with different
portions formatted with different mar
gins. this level allows you to program
it as a batch job. Control structures for
looping and conditional execution are
available at this level.
Below the Expanded Topic Environ
ment. the language looks like a per
verse version of FORTH. with FORTH
commands hiding under different
names. There are important differ
ences from FORTH . however: Control
structures can be tested interactively.
several data types are available. there
is extensive error checking. and the
implementation is different from
FORTH (it uses direct. rather than in
direct. threaded code). None at these
changes justifies creation of a lan
guage of totally unfamiliar appear
ance. Alternatively. the language
could have been designed to make it
look familiar to a user of Pascal or C.
as was done with Magic/L. another
FORTH-derived language. IEditor's note:
See Michael W. Gilbert and Albert S.

Woodhull's review of Magic/L in the
November 1985 BYTE. page 337.J In
stead. KAMAS puts unnecessary
obstacles in the way of the experi
enced programmer.
You may guess that I was not moti
vated to undertake an extensive pro
gramming project in order to evaluate
KAMAS as a language. I tried out
some of the examples in the user's
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guide. and I ran a benchmark test
using the Sieve of Eratosthenes. The
KAMAS program is shown in listing I;
it is a modified version of a sample
program from the user's guide.
Tuble I shows the results of a com
parison of KAMAS with FIG-FORTH
and Magic/L as well as Microsoft
BASIC. KAMAS is definitely in the
FORTH league.

when a paragraph in the bottom half
of the screen is reformed or the end
of a line is deleted. I'd like a status line
to tell me where I am and show the
size of the current leaf. There is also
no way to have more than one win
dow on a leaf being edited.
The worst console-interface prob
lem is that typing can overrun the

editor. This happens when a word that
does not fit on a line is being moved
to the beginning of the next line; a few
characters or even whole words get
lost on every line. If my system had
an interrupt-driven keyboard input.
there would be no problem. but a
hardware solution isn't necessary. The
(continued)

SUPPORT

In addition to The KAM AS Report news
letter and telephone support. KAMA
SOFT provides good documentation
and a vehicle for distribution of up
dates and applications through utility
disks. Volume 0 of the user's manual
is a 50-page guide to the outline and
leaf editors. Volumes I and 2 com
pletely describe the rest of the
system. There are numerous ex
amples as well as reference informa
tion describing all the commands
available to the interactive user and
the programmer. There is an index to
volumes I and 2.
The review copy of KAMAS that I
received included the KAMAS Utility
Disk I . The contents come from users
as we\\ as from KAMASOFT and have
been placed in the public domain.
Thus these contributions can be freely
copied and distributed through bul
letin boards.
Finding what you want on the disk
can be confusing. however. Utilities.
examples. and documentation text
are not always where they are said to
be. For instance. the installation
manual says some programming ex
amples have been moved from SYS
1DPICTOP on the system disk to Util
ity Disk 2. but that disk apparently
hasn't been released. As another ex
ample. Utility Disk I held onl y one
topic file rather than the two that are
described in the READ.ME file on the
disk.

~c,#0$. EVER WISH YOUR PC COULD

o~~~~ - Everq~~f:~~~~ff~o~es~~?ug~~ SUN?
~~

- Ever wish your PC had the same kind of high quality, professional software
development tools (compilers, assemblers. simulators) you'd normally find in VAX,
.. dS
super-mini or super-micro Unix workstations?
~~
- Ever wish you could port a scientific or commercial application to a PC without having to
recode or restructure your software just to accommodate Intel's architecture?
- Ever wish you had a choice of MS-DDS or Unix V on the same system without having to
commit your entire system to one or the other? Ever wish MS-DOS was a virtual demand paged
operating system?...

-o..:i-".

OASYS MS-DOS Co-Processor

... your wish has come true!

TheDS-32 PC Co-Processor Board is aself-contained 32-bit computer system - it operates at super-micro speeds (10MHz
and no wait states), comes with itsown large memory space. full floating point support and highly optimized software
tools (both native and cross). It's fully compatible with your standard PC MS-DOS system - no file conversions or re
training is needed. Installation takes just a few minutes - plug it in and go to work.

Possible Applications:

DS-32 Features:
- Uses Na tionars32032 processor running at 10MHz.
(a 32-bit processor running at super-micro speed;
out-performs a mid-size VAX and mo st 68000 work
stations. Your PC will run 10 to 20 times faster)
- Uses its own on-board memory: 1 or 2MB versions.
4 to 6MB expansion boards coming.
- Choice of Operating Systems:
• MSDOS Standard: You don't have to learn another ·
OS or do any conversion.
• VIRTUAL MS-DOS Option: the first demand paging
version that supports files as big as your disk.
• Unix System V Option.
- Fits any IBM PC. XT, AT or look-alike.
(Compaq. Wyse. etc.). Uses only one slot.
- Provides its own on-board floating point suppor t.
- Based on Definicon Systems technology.
- Suppmts dozens of NATIVE high level, optimizing
languages; C, Pa scal. Fortran. Comes with
As~ embler. Linker. Loader and De bu gger. Exciting
new additions: Ada, APL. Basic, and Al tools
(LISP, Prolog).
- Supports full complement of CROSS development
tools to most 32, 16·, and 8-bit target systems.
Example: 68000/10/20 C, Pascal and Fmtran Cross
Compilers, Assemblers, Simulators, Debuggers, Pro
filers. 8086/186/286 C, Pascal and Fmtran Compilers.

A DIVISION Of Xf.L

KAMAS PROBLEMS
Several things strike me as problems
with KAMAS. To begin with. the con
sole interaction needs improvement.
KAMAS doesn't use cursor position
ing well. The entire screen is often
rewritten unnecessarily. for instance.

we

~

60 Aberdeen Avenue. Cambridge, MA 02138 (617) 491-4180
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- Run large. time consuming CPU -bound applications
on a PC:
• scientific, commercial, avionic. biomedical
• petrochemical, seismic
• microprocessor simulations
• CAO/CAM and graphic designs
• numerical applications
• data reductions. matrix operations
• recursive type programs (e .g.. Al tools)
• .. .the possibilities are limitless
- Provide a kJw cost means of turning your PC into a
high·powered software development workstation.
- Minimize porting time, effmt and support problems;
eliminates having to contend with Intel
8086/88/186/286 architectural differences (e.g..
64KB addressing limits).

OASYS offers a "One-Stop Shopping" service for
software developers.Wesupport, maintain. develop,
enhance. and port over 100 high quality, professional
software and hardware tools running on numerous
hosts(VAX. PC's. Apollo.Sun. Pyramid. etc.) and/or
targeting popular 32. 16-, and 8-bit micros and
operating systems

We Specialize In:
Cross/Na1ive Compile rsC. Pascal. Forlran. Cobol. Basic. APL.
Prolag. lisp , Ada - Asse mble rs/Linke rs - Symbolic
Debuggers - Simulators - Interpreters - Translators
Converters- Profilers - 9A Tools- DesignTools - Comm.
Tools. OS Kernels - Editors - Spreadsheels - Data
Bases - VAX & PC. Attached Processors and more
We Suppgrt:
680u. 80x86. 320xx. 68xx . 80u:. dozens more
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STOP
SOFTWARE
PIRACY . ..
... with one of our
new sophisticated copy
prevention products.

software should give very high priority
to sensing console input. even if it
means letting the display get a little
behind the input at times.
Another problem: Practical work re
quires easier transfer between
KAMAS topic files and CP/M text files.
You can transfer KAMAS data to CP/M
text files but not vice versa. so giving
KAMAS access to data in existing text
files is complicated. A contributed
utility program lets you copy a text file
into a newly created topic file. either
creating leaves with synthesized
unique names or using commands
embedded in the source text file to
create an outline structure. The first
method requires major editing of the
new topic; the second method major
editing of the source text file. I would
prefer a way to use a split-screen
display to view a non-KAMAS text file.
move a cursor around within it. and
snip out little pieces to be inserted
into a leaf being edited on the other
half of the screen. This would be a
powerful addition to KAMAS.

For Hard Disk Protection
• Fixed Disk Locker

For Disk Security
High Level Security
•PADLOCK II DISK
•SAFEGUARD DISKS
•COUPON DISKS
Low Level Security
User Installable Protect ion

• PC-PADLOCK
Whyshould your valuable data
or useful software program
become available in the
Public Domain?
Cal I or write for
more information.

IJ
GLENCO
ENGINEERING INC.
3920 Ridge I Arlington Hts., IL 60004

(312) 392-2492
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STYLE AND LANGUAGE

KAMAS has none of the blandness of
software developed by a corporation;
there is definitely an individual style
detectable here. It is generally not my
style-calling this a "Knowledge and
Mind Amplification System" seems
rather immodest. and .I would never
have titled a chapter in the documen
tation "Zen and the Art of Knowledge
Processing."
In places. the use of language is
more than just a question of taste. For
example. one of the first things you
see on the screen after invoking
KAMAS from the CP/M prompt is the
message that the program is "auto
jexing." Autojexing (automatic job
execution) means interpreting from
text in a leaf. Again. as soon as you
make an error. you find yourself faced
with the word "abend." An abend is
an error (abnormal ending). Jargon
like this is inexcusable. and it will in
timidate users who speak only English.
The documentation is also marred
by outright errors of language. such
as using the plural "criteria" when
meaning the singular "criterion." I

think the audience for this product in
cludes many who are concerned with
precise communication. They will be
turned off by such careless use of
language.
CONCWSION

Outline processing is a very powerful
idea. and KAMAS provides an eco
nomical way for users of CPIM-80
systems to try it. KAMAS is a rarity in
the current market. a new program
released first for use on 8-bit pro
cessors. I used KAMAS to draft this
review. except for final revisions. when
the inability to move easily from leaf
to leaf became a serious obstacle.
KAMAS can also process existing
documents. It incorporates a lan
guage with high-level commands and
operations well suited for such tasks.
and extensions can be programmed.
The KAMAS language is fast and
powerful and provides a good inter
active programming environment.
Learning to use it takes some effort
(in my opinion. more than it should)
even for FORTH users familiar with
stack-oriented languages.
KAMAS has some rough edges. I
encountered no serious bugs. but not
all the parts of the program mesh
smoothly. The documentation is ex
tensive but has not caught up with the
material being shipped on disk. The
leaf editor is better than a line editor.
but it's primitive compared to word
processors like Mince or WordStar.
If you are limited to CP/M-80 and
your job involves organizing informa
tion. you should consider KAMAS. At
the time of this writing. I don't know
of any other programs that compete
with KAMAS in the 8-bit world. As it
comes out of the box. KAMAS is
ready to use as a tool for creating
organized documents; it is also a
useful high-level programming en
vironment for creating other pro
grams to process textual data.
As software packages go. KAMAS
is relatively inexpensive. Outline pro
cessing is the major reason to con
sider buying it. but the presence of a
fast general-purpose programming
language might add to its value for
you.•

Introducing!
Unsurpassed Surge Suppression•••

...only from GTE.

a built-in 15 Amp circuit breaker:
Ultra-fast response time.is assured with
Smooth Line. Even for voltage surges as
short as one nanosecond. And, for maxi
mum protection against EMI, RFI and other
common interference, there's multi-stage
solid-state circuitry.
So relax. Use Smoothline and get
maximum protection from lightning storms,
power fluctuations, power surges or voltage
transients. Your computers and other electronic equipment will be glad you did.
Call GTE sales today at (800) 392-3908
or (207) 642-4535 for your nearest dealer.

Finally. AC power protection that
offers the best technology. And
from GTE ... a name you can trust.
The Smoothliner~ A surge pro
tector with a strong heritage and
known performance. Fully proven
on major telephone installations and
other sophisticated communications
systems around the world.
Flexibility and Convenience? You bet.
Smoothline has a six-foot extension cord
with four grounded and svvitched outlets. Plus,
there's a lighted on/off rocker switch for circuit
status and control. And, for added protection,
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Ask for the SmoothLine at your local computer dealer.
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State of the Smart.
SmarTEAM 2400
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bell 103/212A, CCITT V.22, V.22 bis (V .21 option al)
Auto speed selection {300. 1200 or 2400)
Aut o answer. auto dial (tone or pulse)
Hayes compat ible
Ca ll progress de tection (dial tone, ringing, busy)
Speaker with volume control
• 8 LED status indicators
• 6 self test modes
• 2 YEAR WARRANTY

SmarTEAM 2400B
Shor t card version of SmarTEAM 2400
fo r IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles.
Commu nication software included.

SmarTEAM 1200B
(BELL)

SmarTEAM 1200AT
(BELL)

Full card for IBM PC. XT. AT and
compati bl es . Co mmunication software incl uded:
300 , 1200 full duplex, plus RS232
serial port.

' t 00% compatible with Hayes t 200 plus
full call progress derecrion (dial rone,
ringing, busy). 300, t 200 full duple x.

--------- --- ----

nuality Communication

Products

HEAD OFFICE:

TEAM TECHNOLOGY INC.
IOF , 270. NANKING E. RD., SEC. 3, TA IPEI.
TAIWAN, R. 0 . C.
TLX : 19725 PETRCHEN ATTN TEA M
TEL : (02) 7J1 J270, FAX: (02) 771-2985

300, 1200bps full dup lex
Hayes commands compat ible.

SINGAPORE:

CANADA

MORRISON
& DEMPSEY

PET Computers Service ( S} Pte Ltd.

B UOGETRON INC.

COMMUNICATIONS

RAINBOW COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

U.S SALES & SER VI CE

- -- -- - -

SmarTEAM V.21/22
(CCITT)

19209 Pa rt henia St Ste 0
Northr;dge, CA 91324
TEL: (81 8) 993-0 195
FAX : (818) 993-7209
TIX: 325524 MODEM NTGE

*
*
*

Tel: 5331313
HONG KONG:

Tel: 3-728181 9

1320 Showson Drive

Uni! I

Mississauga, Ontario

Conodo l4W I CJ
TEL: (416)6737800
TL X: 06 ·968080

SOU TH AFR IC A :

SPARTAN MICRO MANAGEMENT
Tel: (011 ) 788 - 5177

Hayes is a registered tradema rk o f Hayes M1 crocompu1er Pr oduc ts . In c
IBM PC . XT. AT are reg1s!ere d tr ademarKs a t ln te rna11 on a1 Bu siness Machin es Corp
MITE is a reg1s1ered tra demark o f MYC ROFT LABS INC.
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Professional Debug
Facility and Advanced
Fullscreen Debug
1\vo more
debuggers
for PC--DOS
BY }ACK

C.

CARDEN

P

C-DOS-compatible debuggers to
day come in all shapes and sizes.
One recent addition is Advanced
Fullscreen Debug (AFD). distributed by Putt
kammer Software and Microcomputertech
nic ·of West Germany. Another is Profes
sional Debug Facility. distributed by IBM
Corporation of Boca Raton. Florida. Profes
sional Debug Facility consists of a Resident
Debug Tool (RDf). a Disk Repair (DR) util
ity. and an NM! (nonmaskable interrupt)
card for use in activating RDr.
The outward similarities of the two debug
ging aids led to this comparative review.
Both packages are software-based debug
gers that operate at the machine-instruction
level and implement breakpoints by replac
ing a byte of memory with an INT 3 instruc
tion. Both present full screen displays con
taining multiple windows of information
about the program under test (see photos
I and 2). Both reroute the NM! 2 to allow
the use of an external push button to gain
control after a runaway software path has
missed all breakpoints. The IBM package
provides an NM! card with an externally
mounted push button. while the AFD user's
manual provides instruction for constructing
an NM! push button. Both also provide
special key sequences to bring up the resi
dent debugger from the background using
a keyboard interrupt.
EXPECTED FEATURES

Jack C. Carden (POB 3440.
Bowling Green. KY 42102-3440)
has a B.S.E.E. from the University
of Louisville. He is a freelance
programmer and consultant to
business and industry. specializing
in the management of computer
system purchases.

Both programs contain most of the features
usually available in off-the-shelf debuggers.
Each permits you to compare two areas of
memory. copy a block of memory to an
other area of memory, or search memory
for a particular series of bytes. Both allow
you to alter the contents of memory or
register by moving the cursor to the correct
spot on the screen and typing over the data
with new data. Each of the debuggers
allows program execution to begin at a
specified address with specified break
points. Most breakpoints are sticky; that is.
the breakpoints remain in place until you

remove them. Any breakpoint can be dis
abled and left in place Each program pro
vides the ability to do byte 110. and both
support the output of information to a
printer. Both programs use the trap flag in
the processor for single-step execution.
Each allows any area of memory to be
treated displayed and modified as instruc
tions or data. either hexadecimal or ASCII.
ROT also supports EBCDIC character inter
pretation. but then that should not come
as a surprise to IBM users.
Both debuggers support the use of a
color and monochrome display at the same
time. and can direct output to a selected
display. leaving the other display free for the
program under test to use Both programs
also allow the use of a screen-save buffer.
which can be useful if you are like me and
don't happen to have two display systems.
ROT requires that during setup you specify
whether the screen-save buffer of 4K bytes
should be reserved.
SURPRISING FEATURES

AFD provides a procedure-step function key
as well as a single-step function key. The
procedure step sets a breakpoint on the in
struction following the CALL or I NT instruc
tion within a routine.
AFD provides two extra registers. called
fixed segment (FS) and help segment (HS).
The FS and HS registers may be automati
cally updated following a compare com
mand for use in displaying the mismatching
areas of memory. The HS register is up
dated following a successful search com
mand. for use in displaying the start of the
located string in window area 2. It may also
be modified to hold a segment address
when AFD is requested to display a fixed
area of memory. These registers may be set
to any desired 16-bit value and used in ex
pressions as any of the machine registers
would be used.
In addition to 18 breakpoint registers per
screen. RDr provides 40 extra 20-bit regis
(continued)
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ters for use in holding values of in
terest to the programmer and can be
used in expressions as desired. One
of these values. IL. represents the in
struction length of the current instruc
tion. Following a search. the FX (find
hexadecimal) register contains the ad

dress of the match or zero if no match
was found. OP represents the instruc
tion parameter address and probably
stands for operand.
ROT also supports the math copro
cessor by displaying the state of the
coprocessor. RDT can optionally han-

die any exception interrupts from the
coprocessor.
AFD supports the additional Intel
80286 instructions by permitting
them to be assembled and disassem
bled. AFD assumes the real-address
mode of operation on IBM PC ATs.
CUSTOMIZATION

Both programs allow customization of
displayed data. but ROT goes a step
further. RDT allows up to nine dif
ferent screen definitions to coexist for
use with different areas of the pro
gram under test. If your program con
sists of seven different modules. you
can set up seven screens to allow ref
erences to depths within a module to
correspond to the listing you are
using. Each screen has separate dis
play parameters to uniquely generate
each line within the bottom portion
of the display and also has up to 18
unique breakpoints or internal vari
ables. Internal variables allow easy ref
erence to labels once the value is as
signed. Theoretically. you can enable
up to 162 breakpoints at one time.
When a breakpoint is reached during
execution. the screen containing the
breakpoint definition. and thus the
other related information. is dis
played

Photo I: The Advanced Fullscreen Debug main screen.
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Photo 2: The Resident Debug Tool memory window display
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1/0

ROT does not provide the ablity to
save all this setup information to a
disk file. In fact. it makes no provision
for disk 1/0 on a file basis. Perhaps this
is due to a philosophy of providing
stand-alone operation as much as
possible Their justification might be
that the NM! push button precludes
the need to save setup information.
since you can pass control to ROT
regardless of the machine state. Per
haps the additional need to support
disk-file 1/0 may be the real reason the
ability to save setup information was
omitted. RDT does provide com
mands to read and write disks using
logical sector numbers. similar to the
PC-DOS interrupt 25 and 26 type in
terfaces. And since PC-DOS is ap
parently not used for 1/0. ROT might
well be used to debug additions to
(continued)

THE
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Multi-User

PC Data Terminal.
Tens of thousanCls of IBM PC owners ·
have chosen ourKT-7/PC data termi
nal. So should you !
Kimtron has the number one terminal
in the world for converting a single-user
PC into a multi-user system.
Our full line of ASCII and ANSI termi
nals feature versatility, multiple emu
lations and most of all, reliability.
Kimtron terminals come with a 14"
green or amber screen.
Kimtron has been a leader in te11T1inal
technology since 1979 and will maintain
and expand its position by pursuing
higher levels of quality and valu~.
Call us today for_your nearest Kiintron
representative. ·
Inquiry 178 for End-Users.
Inquiry )7 9 for DEALERS ONLY. .

'"

1705 Junction Ct., Bldg. #160
San Jose, CA 95112
TWX: 910-338-0237
(408) 436-6550 (In CA)
(800) 828-8899
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AT A GLANCE
Name

Advanced Fullscreen Debug
version 1.00

Professional Debug Facility
version 1.00

Type

IBM PC software debugger

IBM PC software debugger,
plus disk-repair utility

Company

Puttkammer Software and
Microcomputertechnic
Nelkenst1: 4
D7039 Weil-3
West Germany
004917031 -52256

IBM Corporation
POB 132B
Boca Raton, FL 33433
(BOO) 426-246B

Hardware
Required

IBM PC, PC XT, or PC AT in
real-address mode under
PC-DOS 3.0, PC-DOS 2.0 or
above (except PC AT), 12BK
bytes of memory, one disk
drive, BO-column display with
adapter; supports both
monochrome and color
display as well as printer

IBM PC, PC XT, or Portable
PC, 12BK bytes of memory,
one disk drive, BO-column
display with adapter, PC-DOS;
supports both monochrome
and color display, printer,
math coprocessor

Documentation

89-page manual with plastic
comb binding

2BO-page manual in loose
leaf binder with reference
card

Price

$110 plus $5 shipping

$150 including NMI card

the operating system.
AFD. on the other hand. makes no
provision for disk 1/0 without the use
of the PC-DOS file system. The load
and write commands appear similar
to those of the PC-DOS Debug. I
found the commands to save break
points to and restore breakpoints
from a disk file useful. since I usually
require several passes through a pro
gram to complete the debug process
and welcome any relief from having
to enter the same data again and
again. You can also create command
sequences and save them in disk files
for use later.
DISK·FILE COMMAND EXECUTION

AFD comes with a demonstration
batch file to load and execute the in
cluded test program The batch file in
vokes AFD with the command-line op
tion to execute a recorded command
file. This file contains the commands
to load the test program. read the
breakpoint setting file. and start the
test program with an immediate
breakpoint set at offset 44 hexadeci
mal. As the commands from the file
are executed. each is displayed on the
252
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input area of the screen. This elimi
nates the need to type a series of
commands to reach a particular point
in the program where you wish to be
gin testing. In some cases. it would be
easy to simulate missing procedures
by breakpointing at the procedure
call. modifying the appropriate regis
ters or data. and resuming execution
following the procedure call all auto
matically from a command file stored
on disk.
CONDITIONAL BREAKPOINTS

The term "breakpoint" traditionally
has meant a stopping point where the
operator can regain control of the
program under test. AFD extends the
flexibility of breakpoints with the use
of action fields. count fields. and real
time tests of conditions in the ma
chine.
First of all. AFD allows the tradi
tional stop to occur when a break
point is reached. Other options. how
ever. include the ability to count oc
currences of a breakpoint or to reset
the occurrence counter and reactivate
a list of other breakpoints. Alternate
ly. the programmer may choose to

start or stop the trace feature with the
occurrence of a breakpoint.
Each AFD breakpoint has one of
the above actions specified along with
a condition field and count field. The
count field defines how many times
the breakpoint must be met with true
conditions before the action is per
formed. A conqition is either another
gating breakpoint specified by number.
or an equation or relation involving
registers or memory. A gating break
point is true if the occurrence counter
and count field of that breakpoint are
equal. Equations (=) or· relations
(<. >) may specify an optional offset
or mask value to be included in the
test. All conditions are ANDed to
gether to determine whether the
occurrence count for a breakpoint
should be incremented. Then the
count is incremented. and if the oc
currence count is equal to the count
field. the action is taken . The com
bination of all three fields leads to
some powerful options in AFD break~
points.
INSTRUCTION TRACING

The trace feature of AFD is started or
stopped via a breakpoint. The action
field of the breakpoint specifies if
interrupt-handling routines are to be
omitted during the trace. The trace
buffer is cleared automatically when
any GO command is issued. The buf
fer will hold I 00 instructions before
beginning to wrap around and over
write itself. When a stop breakpoint
is reached. the word TRACE appears
on the screen to call attention to the
buffer if data has been collected.
The trace activity of ROT is per
formed while stepping the program
under test. ROT allows careful selec
tion of the type of instruction and
area of memory to be traced. For ex
ample. ROT allows the selection of
only JUMP or CALL instructions
above ROT and below the BIOS. Since
the step count can be adjusted under
ROT to allow many instructions to be
executed. and other options al\ow the
programmer to stop on trace condi
tions. this is a powerful feature of the
ROT program. ROT allows the trace
(continued)
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Sigma Designs Color 400 ~,,~
"The Wtimate in Graphics ·
~·
Resolution and Perfonnance:'••
PC Products June 1985

SR-12 and Color 400. A brilliant com
bination for super-high resolution
graphics and a crisp character ~isplay.
For a brighter, sharper
display with your IBM
PC, XT, or AT, here's a
team that can't be beat.
The SR-12 super-high
resolution RGB monitor
from Princeton Graphic
Systems and Color 400,
the advanced color
graphics adapter card
from Sigma Designs.
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snapping the Color 400 into
your PC. Without any soft
ware modification, text suddenly
becomes readable. Graphics turn
sharper and cleaner. Jagged edges
smooth out, and annoying flicker
fades away. Color 400
automatically doubles
the number of lines on
standard line software.
It allows true high
resolution display of
Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony
charts, graphics from Dr. Halo,
. CadPlan, Lumena 400, and
others. Also, create dazzling
business charts in 16 vibrant
colors with Paintbrush 400,
included with the card. Enjoy fully formed,
monochrome quality characters in text mode. For
word processing, spreadsheet, CAD/CAM, or pro

r

Turn on SR-12 for the impressive
results. The SR-12

l

A Revolution in
Resolution. Begin by

= --

fessional design applications, Color 400 is the
answer to your graphic needs.

displays your Color 400 im
age with unmatched clarity
and brilliant color. Because
the SR-12 combines a
.31 mm dot pitch tube and a
non-glare screen with an
incredible 640 x 400 non
interlaced resolution, you
get a flickerless image
that's as crisp and clean as
a personal computer can
produce.

See how impressive this state
of- the-art image can be on your own
PC system. Visit your local retailer
today and ask about this new color
graphics team. Princeton Graphic
Systems' SR-12 and Sigma Designs'
Color 400. An unmatched, brilliant
combination.

SIGMA

--~DESIGNS

GRAPHIC

SIGMA DESIGNS, INC., 2023 O'Toole Avenue, San Jose. CA 95131
(408) 943-9480 Telex: 171240

SYSTEMS

Princeton Graphic Systems, 601 Ewing Street, Bldg. A, Princeton, N.J. 06540
(609) 663-1660, Telex: 621402 PGS PAIN, (800) 221-1490 Ext. 2204

Graphic Screens courlesy Mouse Syslems, Inc. and Forlhright Systems. Inc.
IBM PC, PC XT, and PC AT are registered trademarks al Intern atio nal Business Machines, Inc.
AutoCAD is a regislered trademark oI AutoDesk Inc .VersaCAD is a registered trademark oIT and WSystems. Inc.
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buffer size to be expanded and execu
tion to optionally stop if the buffer
becomes full. The default buffer size
will hold 32 instructions.
MEMORY REQUIREMENTS

All this power in conditional break
point processing and disk-file com
mand execution is not without a price.
The PC-DOS Debug program requires
about 12 K bytes of main memory.
ROT requires about 40K bytes plus
the optional 4K-byte screen buffer.
AFD requires just over 64K bytes. in
addition to PC-DOS requirements. In
my system. under PC-DOS 2. I. with
the default of two disk buffers. the ob
ject program was loaded starting at
paragraph 112 6 hexadecimal under
ROT (using the screen-save buffer) and
at 162 7 hexadecimal under AFD. For
AFD users. this means that about 90K
bytes have been used prior to loading
any application. so in a l 28K-byte sys
tem. only 38K bytes remain for your
development
MISSING FEATURES

A couple of features that are present
in the Debug program provided with
PC-DOS that are not included in ROT
are the assembly-language input and
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load-file functions. Personally. I have
never used the assemble command
except to patch. and I believe that the
practice of patching programs should
have stopped when instructions
began to have different byte lengths.
Since there is no load command in
ROT. you must either include an INT
3 instruction at the beginning of each
program to be tested or use the NMI
push button or Shift-PrtSc keyboard
combination to pass control to ROT
after initiating the program under test
via normal means. The push-button
and keyboard methods are not usual
ly satisfactory. because they allow an
indeterminate amount of the program
to be executed prior to entering RDf.
and they often interrupt PC-DOS in
the servicing of program requests
rather than the object program. The
placing of an INT 3 at the beginning
of a program is not a problem. unless
the program is written in C or some
other compiled language that does
not have assembly-language instruc
tions. The requirement of having an
INT 3 in the code to pass control to
ROT makes it difficult to look at the
operation of programs for which
source code is not available. The
adoption of a new standard. that of
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Photo 3: The Disk Repair utility's File mode screen.
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placing an INT 3 at the beginning of
initialization code in a high-level
language library, may be necessary to
support the nonloading debugger.
DISK REPAIR UTILITY

The Disk Repair (DR) utility included
with the Professional Debug Facility
may well be worth the purchase price
of the package, if you need to access
disk data by physical or logical sec
tors.
The DR utility is able to operate in
several modes. The simplest to
describe is the File mode wherein the
contents of a file are presented as
stored in the file. On each screen. 256
bytes are presented. both in hexadec
imal and character form. The file size.
offset. cluster. filename. and directory
are constantly displayed at the bot
tom of the screen along with the
function-key definitions as shown in
photo 3.
The Fl key displays the main menu
where one of six different disk-repair
modes. Parameter mode. or Interrupt/
Call mode can be selected. The F2 key
provides an explanation of the
messages and fields when using each
mode. This is the most useful help
facility I have ever seen. If you be
come confused as to what is about to
occur. simply pressing F2 will provide
an intelligent explanation of the mode
you have selected or the implications
of modifying the data under the
cursor.
One of the six disk-repair modes
allows access in BIOS Sector mode.
where drives. cylinders. heads. and
sectors are known to exist. Another
mode is the DOS Sector mode where
only drives and logical sectors exist.
File mode provides controlled access
to an existing file. by name and off
set. Memory mode allows access to
internal memory. File Allocation Table
(FAT) mode displays the data con
tained in the FAT on disk.
Directory mode displays the data in
the directory portion of the disk inter
preted for the user. While in this
mode. you can press F3 to bring up
a selected file in BIOS Sector mode.
F4 to display it in DOS Sector mode.
F5 to examine the file in File mode.
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WALTZ

LISP

or F8 to see the clusters allocated to
the file. Subdirectories are supported
as well.
Parameter mode displays informa
tion concerning the format of the
selected drive. allowing some ex
amination of a non-DOS-formatted
disk. Interrupt/Call mode allows con
trolled use of DOS and BIOS inter
rupts and calls to subroutines already
in memory.
USABILITY

The RDT and DR programs of the Pro
fessional Debug Facility were easy to
learn to use. quick to respond. and.
except for having to remember the
command set. can be operated with
a 5-minute training session. The help
screen of RDT only lists the myriad of
two-letter mnemonics that make up
the command set of RDr. The refer
ence card is a must for the first few
hours with RDr. but DR is so easy to
use that the only reason to read the
manual is for the great examples of
how to restore an erased file.
AFD is a powerful package. To fully
utilize all the capabilities of the con
ditional breakpoint facility would re
quire a rather complicated problem.
The program was solid in general. but
several little items marred my overall
impression of this program. There
were slight inconsistencies in the way
the cursor keys worked. The combina
tion of some function keys and some
cursor keys was confusing even after
using the program quite a bit.
The program would not work prop
erly with my Tecmar Graphics Master
board unless I used a color display.
because the AFD program directly
modifies video RAM. This undesirable
programming practice points out all
too clearly the lack of compatibility
with the IBM monochrome-display
adapter provided by the Tecmar
board. AFD did work better on all
other systems tested. including an
IBM PC AT with color display. IBM PC
XT with color display, IBM PC with
monochrome display. and a Kaypro
16. The only problem I noticed on any
other system was on the IBM PC with
the monochrome system. where the
system status messages and error

messages failed to appear.
The conditional breakpoint field in
AFD allows the use of a mask value
in comparison with a register but
does not accept an immediate
operand for the second operand. This
seems to be an overly restrictive rule.
since it prevents testing individual
bits.
DOCUMENTATION

The AFD user's manual is not espe
cially impressive. It is obviously writ
ten by someone whose natural lan
guage is not English. which makes it
hard to follow at times. For example.
"This function key allows to retrieve
the last entered commands." The lack
of examples makes the learning pro
cess a little intimidating And there is
no index. which makes the manual
even less useful.
The Professional Debug Facility.
however. comes in the standard three
ring loose-leaf binder with the pol
ished look that you expect from IBM.
The manual is nicely laid out. with a
useful index and reference card. and
enough tutorial to allow even the
novice assembly-language program
mer to feel comfortable with what is
about to happen. The completeness
is demonstrated by the inclusion of
the "RDT Messages" section detailing
most. if not literally all. possible
responses from RDf.
CONCWSIONS

I now understand why the word ad
vanced was used in the title of the
West German software distributed as
AFD or Advanced Fullscreen Debug.
I have only begun to appreciate the
power and flexibility after several
weeks of use. With a little more polish
and a more useful manual. AFD can
certainly hold its own in the American
marketplace.
The Professional Debug Facility.
containing the Resident Debug Tool.
Disk Repair. and the NMI card for use
with the Resident Debug Tool. is dis
tributed as a package by IBM. This
package is probably worth the pur
chase price for either of the software
products for people involved in
serious software development. •

The universal, superefficient
LISP for MS-DOS and CP/M.
Waltz Lisp is a very powerful and complete
implementation of Lisp. It is substantially
compatible with established mainframe Lisps
such as Franz (the Lisp running under Unix) ,
Common Lisp, and MacLisp.

ll!ltflffil

In independent tests..Waltz Lisp
- ,,___ was up to twenty(') times faster
than competing microcomputer Lisps.

1$@1!.l@M

Built-in WS-compatible full
- -.. -· - ,._ screen file editor: Full debug
ging and error handling facilities are available at all
times. No debuggers to link or load.

I :tlttij 1fit1 I

Random file access, binary file
- - - - support, and extensive str'1ng
operations make Waltz Lisp suitable for general
programming. Several utilities are included in the
package.

lj!!!O!t.I

Functions of type lambda (expr),
- - · · - nlambda (fexpr), lexpr. macro.
Splicing and non-splicing character macros. Full
suite of mappers, iterators, etc. Long integers (up
to 611 digits). Fast list sorting using user defined
comparison predicates. Built-in prettyprinting and
formatting facilities. Nearly 300 functions in all.

IU!f@t\I

Trans~arent (yet programma~le)
- · - · - handling of undefined function
references allows large programs to reside partially
on disk at run time. Automatic loading of initializa
tion file. Assembly language interface.

Each aspect of
the interpreter is
described in detail. The 300+ page manual
includes an exhaustive index. Hundreds·of illustra
tive examples.

Superbly documented.

. Order Waltz lfsp,,n~w ci'nd receive free our

· PROl.0G Interpreter
Clo.11 PROLOG is a tiny (but very complete)
PRPLOG implementation written entirely in
Walµ lisp. In addition tq the lull source code,
the package includes''"~o page Clog m.anµal.
16-bit versions require DOS 2.x or CP/M-86 and 128K
RAM (more recommended) .
Z-80 version requires CP/M
2.x or 3.x and 48K RAM
minimum. Waltz Lisp runs
on hundreds of different
computer models and is
available in all disk formats.
WALTZ LISP

5169

· ===~e...==\
-

'Manual only $30 (refund
t
able with order). Foreign
orders: add $5 for surface
mail. $20 for airmail. COD add $3. Apple CP/M, hard
sector, and 3" formats add $15. MC/Visa accepted.

For further information or to order call

[D J 1-800-LIP-4000

Dept. 31

CZ1

In Oregon and outside USA call 1-503-684-3000.

15930 SW Colony Pl.
Portland, OR 97224
-INTERNATIONAL
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microTSP
A flexible,
user-friendly
.
regression
package for

the IBM PC
BY PAUL DAVENPORT

T

he program microTSP is a micro
computer version of the very suc
cessful mainframe program Time
Series Processor (TSP. from TSP Interna
tional. Stanford. California). Both programs
specialize in time-series regressions of the
kind done by economists and other social
scientists. (For information on time-series
regressions. see the 'Time Series in
Statistical Analysis" text box on page 262 .)
The microTSP program offers a surprising
degree of both power and ease of use. al
though some of its features require better
documentation than the current manual
provides. Version 4.1 of microTSP. released
in 1984. has a number of improvements
over version 4.0. Version 4 .1 comes with
two disks. one of which drives the 8087
mathematics coprocessor; either disk can
be traded for a second copy of the other.
The program microTSP runs on the IBM
Personal Computer and compatibles; it re
quires two disk drives. 2 56K bytes of RAM.
and PC-DOS. You access microTSP from
DOS simply by typing TSP. The time-series
orientation of the program is immediately
evident. Operations begin with the creation
of a work file. which demands that you
define the periodicity of the data (annual.
quarterly. or monthly) and the start and end
dates; undated data is also an option. The
program is quite flexible. It is easy to
change the start and end dates at any time;
moreover. a series that covers only a part
of the full range has N.A. automatically
assigned to missing data. Data can be
entered by the keyboard and edited with
a special data editor. which lets you move
up and down a time series with ease to
make corrections or add new observations.
STATISTICAL OPERATIONS

Paul Davenport is associate professor
of economics at McGill University
\853 Sherbrooke St. W. Montreal.
Quebec H3A 2T6. Canada). He
received his doctorate from the
University of Toronto.

Once the data is ready, you may fit an or
dinary least-squares LS regression as
follows:
'

SMPL 47 84
LS Inv C i

i( -1)

i( - 2) 0

0( - 1)

The regression covers the years set by the
SMPL command (194 7 to 1984. with annual
data); LS means ordinary least squares. In
vestment (Inv) is the dependent variables;
C is the constant term; the independent
variables are the interest rate (i) and gross
national product (0). with terms for 1- and
2-year lags indicated by negative integers
in parentheses. 1\vo-stage least squares
TSLS has a similar format. with the in
struments placed after @ in the command:
TSLS Inv C i i(-1)
0( - 1) @ MS MS( - 1)

i(-2) 0
X X( - 1)

T

The instruments are money supply MS. ex
ports X. and time T. which are considered
to be exogenous variables that. in part.
determine the explanatory variables i and 0 .
The output that appears on the screen
and is printed includes the sample period
and number of observations; the name.
mean. and standard deviation of the depen
dent variable; a list of independent vari
ables. with coeffecients. standard errors. t
statistics. and 2-tail significance tests of the
t-statistics; and the various regression
statistics: R-squared. adjusted R-squared.
standard error. Durbin-Watson. Log likeli
hood. sum of the squared residuals. and the
F-statistic.
With both LS and TSLS you can request
a first-order Cochrane-Orcutt correction for
serial correlation by adding AR(1) at the end
of the list of dependent variables (before
the@ in TSLS) . Higher orders of serial cor
relation require changing the integer: AR(2),
AR(3). and so on. Output now includes the
rho coefficient (or coefficients) of serial cor
relation. You can specify the maximum
number of iterations (the default is 20) and
the convergence change in rho (the default
is a change in rho of less than .005. at which
point the iteration stops). To correct for a
moving-average error specification. you put
MA(1)-and MA(2). MA(3). etc .. if appropri
ate-at the end of the list of independent
variables.
(continued)
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The above should give you an idea
of the simplicity of microTSP com
mands. The program also includes the
estimation of polynomial distributed
lags; seasonal adjustment and mov
ing-average seasonals; a missing-data
MD option. in which regressions are
run on those observations with data
for all series (if MD is not chosen. any
missing data stops the regression);
and autoregressive and moving-aver
age models. The manual gives inter

Y
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X15
X16
X17
X18

=
=
=
=
=

1.01 '•(1
t
12
.980'•(1
.985'•(1
= .990'•(1
= .9,95'•(1

esting economic and business appli
cations for the various estimators.
SPEED OF COMPUTATIONS

One of the drawbacks of statistical
software for microcomputers is that
the computations generally take more
time than on mainframes. To get an
idea of the differences involved. I de
signed a simple series of computa
tions and regressions that you can
easily replicate. I compared the com-

+ .1 •sin(!)+ .1 •cos(!)+ .1 •sin(t)•cos(t))

+
+
+
+

.1 •sin(.5•!))
.1 •cos(.6•t))
.1 •sin(.7•t))
.1 •cos(.8•t))

= 1.040'•(1 + .1 •sin(1.7•t))
= 1.045'• (1 + .1 •cos(1.8•t))
= (X1 •X2)'·'l
= (X3•X4)' •i

X24 = (X15•X16)1.• 1

Figure I: The equations used for the table 1 benchmarks.

Table I: Comparison of compilation times using microTSP without the 808 7.
microTSP with the 8087. and the PEC mainframe package.
Time Required in Seconds

Number of
Variables

Observations

Calculations

Regressions

Total

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

5
10
25

20
50
200

14
35
211

7
10
141

21
45
352

20
50
200

11
25
98

1
2
25

12
27
123

A. microTSP
1.
2.
3.

B. microTSP 8087
4.
5.
6.

5
10
25

C. Mainframe PEC
7.
8.
9.

5
10
25

20
50
200

4
8
9

Note: See the text for a description of the arithmetic calculations and the
regressions. The total number of calculations is the product of the number of
variables and the number of observations (100, 500, and 5000, for the three cases
shown).

putational speed of microTSP. with
and without the 808 7 processor. to
PEC (Program for Econometric Com
putation. IBM version 7.0). a main
frame statistical package used by
graduate students at McGill Univer
sity. I began by defining a variable t.
where t is I for the first observation.
then 2. 3. and so on. lb compare com
putational speed. I wrote batch pro
grams for microTSP and PEC. which
computed up to 2 5 variables as func
tions of t. sine of t. and cosine of t.
using the equations shown in figure
I. For each of the two microTSP con
figurations (with and without the 8087
processor) three batch programs were
run: the first computed the first 5 vari
ables in the list for 20 observations
(t = I to 20). the second computed
the first I 0 variables for 50 observa
tions. and the third computed all 2 5
variables for 200 observations. The
time in seconds required in each case
is shown in column 3. lines I to 6 of
table I.
Immediately after each batch pro
gram. and while the relevant variables
were still in memory, an ordinary
least-squares regression was com
puted. with Y as the dependent vari
able. The first regression had 4 ex
planatory variables (X1 to X4). the sec
ond had 9 explanatory variables (X1
to X9). and the third had 2 4 ex
planatory variables (X1 to X24). ln
each case the software was instructed
to provide a constant term. The times
required for the regressions are
shown in column 4, lines I to 6. The
sum of the times required for calcula
tions and regressions is shown in col
umn 5. lines 1 to 6.
Column 5. lines 7 to 9. of the table
shows the time required to run a
batch program in PEC. which does
both the calculations and the regres
sions. including the time necessary to
load the program and any "line wait."
which occurs as the mainframe ser
vices many users at once. The main
frame is McGill University's Amdahl
5850 with a 5860 accelerator: the
MVS/SP operating system is used. Ac
tual time for the computations is less
than a second in each case. so that
(continued)
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MICROTSP

AT A GLANCE
Name
microTSP version 4.1

Company
Quantitative Micro Software
4521 Campus Dr.
Suite 336
Irvine, CA 92715
(714) 856-3368

Requirements
IBM PC or compatible, PC-DOS,
two disk drives, 256K bytes RAM

Price
$595

it makes no measurable difference
whether you run the calculations and
regressions separately or in one batch
program.
With regard to accuracy. there were
no significant differences in any coef
ficients or summary statistics for the
regressions between the microcom
puter and mainframes packages. With
5 and 10 variables. microTSP agreed
with the PEC coefficients and sum
mary statistics to 4 or 5 decimal
places; with 2 5 variables. the agree
ment reached to 3 or 4 decimal
p.aces. The microTSP results with the
8087 coprocessor were identical to
those without the coprocessor.

simply with batch commands; you
can leave the machine during the
operations if they take a long time.
The batch programs are similar to
those in PC-DOS: the parameters in
a batch program are indicated by a %
followed by a single digit: a RUN
statement names the program and
then lists values for the batch param
eters. Suppose you have operations
to perform on 20 different manufac
turing industries. Consider the batch
program Regress (see listing 1). To run
the program. call RUN with the name
of the program and values for each
batch parameter (%0. %1. etc.)
RUN REGRESS LS 1 A

BATCH OPERATIONS

ln the Regress program. everywhere

Batch operations on microTSP are the
equivalent of macros on spread
sheets-they both allow you to save
a series of commands. Repetitive
operations can often be done more

%0 appears. LS is substituted. and
likewise for %1 and 1. and %2 and
A The batch parameters %3. %4.
%5, %6, %7, and %8 are blank and
are ignored. The programs set ii. the

MSC·LAT1

ZENET NETWORK through twist pair

~
~

• 6Mhz HD64B1BO (ZBO up.wrd compatible) 512K
byte on board (256K installed, 3B4K RAM DISK)
• LAN:ZENETport BOOK baud CSMA CD twist pair bus
type upto 500 meters ·HDLC
Floppy: 3.5, Sand B inch, dis density, dis sided and
dis track automatic desitylformat checking
•Hard disk: SCSI interface on board
•Video: BO x 24 characters (color) and 640 x 200
pixies color graphic 12BK byte video R/JM character
set i s dow/oaded from disk
• 7imer: batte1y back up calendar

e

KA YPRQ™

users can share the advantage to
LAT1. Just take off your main KAY PRO board and put
LATl-K into your cabinet.
All advantage of LATl is yours now/

•Serial: RS232C X 2 and TTL X 1
• Parallel:centronics type, 16 bit TTL, 7IB
bit keyboard port (32 characters FIFO)
• 0.5.: Turbo Dos, MPIM (multiuser)
banked CP/M plus (single user)
•Size: .10 X 6 inch 4 layered
•Assembled and tested
•BIOS source code available
• Faster than other ZBOSBC

MSC·PCX
B088 expansion card for LAT1 soon available

WORLD SMALLEST COMPUTER

MSC·MTC

•Full personal CP/M system in palm 4mhz ZBO 256K
RAM (12BK R/JM DISK)
•Serial: RS232C x 2 automatic baud rate checking
• Parallel:centronics type printer port
•Floppy: 3.5 inch micro floppy disk drive BOOK byte
(option 5, 35 inch drive dis sided dis track.automatic
density checking)

• 0.5.: CPIM plus bank version
•BIOS source code available
• Faster than other ZBOSBC

Full assembled pcb of MTC
Under $1B9 in OEM quantity

Full featured CP-4+1 plus system

MSC·ICO

G>
( PI M plv s is a reg ister ed trademark of Digital Research Inc.
ZBO is a reg istered tr ademark of li/01 1nc.
Turbo Dos is a re gistered trademark of Softwar e 12000 Inc.
M ountain Side Computer an d ZENET are trademark of Southern Pacific Limired

• ZBO 4mhz 12BK Byte R/JM
Floppy: 3.5, 5 and
B inch dis density, dis sided and dis track upto 4 disk
drives Automatic density/format check
•Serial: RS232C X 2
• Parallel:Centronics type, 16bits110, 7/B bit

•BIOS source code available
•ORI CPIM plus manual $50
•New word word processor program for
MSC-ICO ADD $50
•Faster than other ZBOSBC

keyboard port
• Timer: battery back up calendar
•Video: BOX 24 high speed CRT controller
• 0.5.: CPIM plus bank version included
• Size: 70 x 6 inch 4 layered


MSC
~~·HCS
', • •
Expansion card tor !CO
RAM disk (upto 2M byte) and SCSI hard disk
interface card for !CO with instailation program

Oistributors-------

Manufacturer and International dlstributor- - - - - 

England-Ouanta sys tems 01-253-8423
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03-662020
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interest rate. equal to the historical
value i for the period 194 7 to 1984;
runs an LS regression in which INV1
(investment in sector I) depends on
the economy-wide interest rate and
output in sector I. over the period
1949 to 1984 (the first year in the sam
ple changes from 1947 to 1949 to ac
commodat~ the two lagged values of
the interest rate): sets the interest rate
equal to a constant 8 percent: fore
casts what investment would have
been with the constant interest rate
and names the forecast INVFA1: com
putes the ratio of the forecast variable
to actual investment as IRFA1
INVA1/INV1: and computes the ratio
of forecast investment to output as
IOFA1 = INVFA 1/01.
To use instrumental variables. one
could call

=

RUN REGRESS TSLS 1 B @
MS MS( - 1) X X( - 1) T
The least-squares regression is now
two-stage: the fourth line of the pro
gram executes
TSLS INV1 C ii ii( - 1) ii( - 2)
01 01( - 1) @ MS MS( - 1) X

X(- 1) T
The remainder of the program oper
ates in the same fashion. except that
the forecasts are named INVFB1 .
IRFB1. and IOFB1.
With 20 manufacturing sectors. 40
regressions require as many RUN
commands. Having used a mainframe
statistical package in which such batch
programs were not easily done. I can
testify that the batch facility not only
speeds things up but increases accu
racy-it is far too easy to make a typ
ing mistake that goes undetected
when you have to retype the equa
tions of the Regress program 40
times. Moreover. microTSP allows you
to repeat the last command line by
pressing Control-A; repeating Control
A recalls up to the last I 0 lines. Thus.
in the sequence above. one would
type out RUN REGRESS LS 1 A; wait
for the TSP prompt. then Control-A.
change the I to a 2. press the carriage
return. etc. It is relatively difficult to
make a mistake in such a routine. and
easy to catch when you do.

There are three limitations on the
batch programs that severely restrict
their power. Plots and graphs cannot
be batched: since the printing of
graphs is very slow in microTSP. this
is a real liability. Moreover. batch pro
grams cannot be nested-you cannot
put the 40 RUN REGRESS com
mands above into a batch program to
call the 40 commands in turn. Nor can
you use conditional statements (IF. ..
THEN) or conventional loops (FOR
... NEXT) in the batch programs.
Removing these restrictions in a future
release of microTSP would change
the batch facility from useful to
superb.
INTERFACE WITH
SPREADSHEETS

Version 4. I of microTSP provides for
easy access to the Lotus 1-2-3 and
Symphony spreadsheets. The recom
mended normal storage routine in
microTSP is to save each series as a
separate file with the command
STORE. For communications pur
poses. you use the command WRITE
to write a number of series to a file.
which. as one option. can be defined
as a Lotus .PRN file. Close TSP. load
I-2-3. and use the 1-2-3 command /Fl
to read the file into a spreadsheet To
move back. save the file in 1-2-3 with
a /PF command: microTSP reads the
file with a simple READ command.
The microTSP user thus has quick ac
cess to Symphony's communications
facility for accessing data banks elec
tronically. and to the macro capabili
ties of 1-2-3 and Symphony. which are
much more powerful than the batch

facility in microTSP.
Incidentally. I was initially frightened
away from using multiseries files as a
standard means of storage on micro
TSP by the ominous. unexplained
warning in the manual : "We do not
recommend maintaining data banks
with this type of file:· Having mastered
the use of such files with 1-2-3. I now
employ them for virtually all storage.
with no problems whatever. For exam
ple. the 20 output variables (01, 02,
. . 020) in the example above can all
be stored in one file called Oset: I use
a simple batch program to create
such files. Fewer larger files make it
easier to weed out obsolete files. in
crease disk-access speed. and may
eliminate the need to create a sub
directory. In the next version of the
manual. the warning just cited should
be justified or withdrawn.
DOCUMENTATION AND
USER SUPPORT

The microTSP manual is extremely
well written and takes the user step
by step through the various features
of the program. A separate sample
data disk provides data for hands-on
examples of regression and forecast
ing with several different dependent
variables: telephone demand by
county in California. US. auto sales.
sales revenue for Holiday Inns. the
U.S. Treasury bill rate. and the port
folio of Wells Fargo Bank.
Especially valuable for those begin
ning regression analysis is the man
ner in which the different estimating
techniques are carefully related to the
(wntinued)

Listing · I: The microTSP program Regress.
SMPL 47 84
GENA ii=i
SMPL 49 84
%0 INV%1 C
ii(-1) ii(-2) 0%1
SMPL 47 84
GENA ii=.08
SMPL 49 84
FORCST INVF%2%1
GNER IRF%2%1 = INVF%2%1/INV%1
GENA IOF%2%1 =INVF%2%1/0%1
STORE INVF%2%1 IOF%2%1

0%1(-1) %3 %4 %5 %6 %7 %8
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TIME SERIES IN STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

T

ime-series analysis involves data
in which the different records refer
to different periods of time. generall y
separated by a constant interval. such
as a week or a year. It is distinguished
from cross-section analysis. in which
the records are for different observa
tions at a single point in time.
An alternative to time-series analysis
as practiced by social scientists is the
Fourier analysis used in the physical
sciences. The Fourier series. as a
statistical tool. seems most appropriate
when the researcher is looking for a
steadily repeating pattern (e.g .. of light
waves or electric impulses). as is often
the case in the physical sciences.
In the social sciences. where obser
vations are often drawn from nonre
peatable historical data (e.g .. we can
never "rerun" the economy or politics
of the 19 50s). researchers have tended
to analyze data with time-series rou
tines. in which a dependent variable is
regressed against independent vari
ables. with the different observations
referring to different periods of time.
Time itself often appears as one of the
independent variables. Periodic rela
tions are generally assumed to refer to
specific calendar periods-such as a
month or a quarter (three months)
and are estimated with the coefficients
of particular variables in a multiple
regression.
Consider a regression to explain
quarterly steel production in the U.S.
S. as a function of time I. the rate of
capacity utilization in manufacturing
CU . and three quarterly variables 01. ·
02. 03. where 01 is I in the first
quarter and 0 otherwise. 02 is I in the
second quarter. and so on
log(S,) = bo + b,t + b,t 2 + bJCU, +
b.CLJ,_, + bs01 + b.02 + b,03 +
µ,

The error term in the regression is rep
resented by µ,. This kind of regression
separates the growth (or decline) of
steel production into three parts: a
trend component (estimated with the
b, and b, terms). a cyclical component
(the bl and b. terms). and a seasonal
variation component (the bs. bo. and
b, terms). By writing the log of produc
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tion as the dependent variable. we
know that the trend rate of growth
the time derivative of log(S)-is b, +
2b,t. If b, is 0. then b, shows the an
nual trend rate of growth of production
when the cyclical and seasonal com
ponents are eliminated: if b, > 0 (or
< 0). then trend rate of growth is ac
celerating (or decelerating) during the
period.
The cyclical terms in the equation
above show the response of produc
tion to changes · in overall economic
conditions. measured here with the
rate of capacity utilization in manufac
turing during the last two quarters (the
subscript t - 1 indicates a one-quarter
lag). Finally. seasonal variation is esti
mated with the quarterly variables: If
production is usually significantly above
the trend in the third quarter. we expect
b, to be positive. If the fourth quarter
is generally the best. then the sum of
bs. b•. and b, should be negative.
In ordinary least-squares (OLSJ
regression. the coefficients are esti
mated so as to minimize the sum of the
squares of the error terms. on the
assumption that the error terms are
normally distributed with a mean of
zero. have a constant variance for all
I. and exhibit zero covariance among
different error terms. The OLS pro
cedures are not warranted if these
assumptions about the error term are
violated. which can arise for many
reasons. A very common problem in
time-series regressions is serial correla
tion. which arises when the various
error terms are correlated with one an
other. For example. if we are estimat
ing the equation
Y,

=

bo + b,X, + µ,

and if each error term is a linear func
tion of the previous error term. we
speak of a first-order autoregressive
error process
µ, = pµ,_, + e,
where p is a constant. and e satisfies
the assumptions about the error term
outlined above. An alternative to the
simple OLS estimators in this case is
the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure (con
tained in micro1SP). which combines

previous equations as follows
(Y, - pY,_,)
pX,_,) + e,

=

bo(1 - p) + b,(X, 

The iteration works as follows: The Y,
equation is estimated. and the
residuals are regressed in theµ, equa
tion to get an estimate of p; that value
of p is substituted in the previous
equation (Y, - pY,_,). and the resulting
residuals are again regressed in theµ,
equation to get a new estimate of p.
which is again used in the (Y,- pY,_ 1 )
equation. The procedure continues
until p converges to a constant. This
procedure is perhaps better known
among economists than other social
scientists: most statistical packages on
the market do not include it.
We can generalize theµ, equation to
speak of an autoregressive process of
order n
µ, = p,µ,_, + P2µr-2 + p3µr-J + · · ·
p"µ'_" + e,

An alternative to this is the moving
average error process of order n
µ, = e, + q,e,_, + q,e,_, + qJer-3 +
... qner-n

The Ph and qh (h = I. 2. . . n) are con
stants analogous to the constant p in
the [Y, - pY,_,) equation. The autore
gressive (AR) and moving-average (MA)
processes are combined in ARMA or
ARIMA models. Such models often
seek to forecast a variable. for exam
ple. Y. solely in terms of its previous
values. Generally. the first step in the
forecast is to take differences on the
variable to be explained to remove any
trend. If the trend of Y is a linear func
tion of time. one difference will suffice.
and the regressions will seek to explain
DY= Y, - Y,_,; if Y is a linear function
of time and time squared. then two dif
ferences will be required. and so on.
The models then seek to explain a time
series of the differenced variable with
a regression using a combination of
autoregressive and moving-average
error terms. Forecasting involves add
ing the estimated differences in future
periods to the previous period's value.
beginning with the most recent period
for which the true value is known.

MICROTSP

different economic and business con
texts; the manual shows clearly the
appropriate applications of the
various econometric routines and the
meaning of the statistical output gen
erated by each. At many points
readers are directed to two books. a
general econometrics text by Robert
S. Pindyck and Daniel Rubinfeld

I megabyte of RAM would speed up
computations and allow the estima
tion of simultaneous-equations
regression models.
The program microTSP is largely
successful in its effort to bring main
frame power and convenience to the
microcomputer. It is easy to use and
easy to learn. Researchers doing si

multaneous-equations models and
advanced techniques like ridge
regressions will remain on the main
frame. but those running ordinary and
two-stage least squares now have a
convenient alternative that allows
them to stop paying mainframe
charges and to take their disks home
at night.•

(Econometric Models and Economic Forecasts.
New York: McGraw-Hill. 1980) and the
classic ARIMA study by George E.
Box and Gwilym Jenkins (Time Series
Analysis: Forecasting and Control. Oakland.
CA: Holden-Day. 1976).
My major quibble is that a section
should be added to the manual for
those with no PC-DOS experience. The
use of the DOS DiskCopy. Make Direc
tory, Change Directory, and Directory
commands should be explained as
part of data disk management and
backing up. I also think that the
manual should have several additional
pages illustrating batch programs.
I had a question about subdirec
tories and telephoned Quantitative
Micro Software. The author of the pro
gram called me back within two
hours-you can't beat that for user
support.
CONCWSION

Version 4.1 of microTSP contains a
number of important advances over
4.0: the creation of model and batch
files is greatly improved; the facility
SOLVE will solve a system of many
equations by the iterative Gauss
Seidel method; the PLOT command
now allows many options; the STORE
command for saving data files is bet
ter (it was too easy to lose data with
the old STORE because only the cur
rent sample remained on the disk); in
teraction with Lotus 1-2-3 is improved
through the use of .PRN files.
In my view. the next version of
microTSP should contain a significant
update of the batch facility, to allow
for the use of If ...Then and For. ..
Next conditions and loops in batch
programs. the nesting of batch rou
tines. and the ability to batch graph
ics. The use of 2 56K bytes of RAM.
while reasonable in 1984. is inade
quate in 1986: A version of TSP for

ATRON BUGBUSTERS
GREASE BORLAND LIGHTNING
" If I were starting a software company again, from scratch, Arron's AT PROBE'·" would be among my very first
investments. Without Arron's hardware-assisted, !Dftware debugging technology, the flash of Turbo Lightning"
would be a light-year away'.'
Philippe Kahn, President, Borland

lllW BORLAND
DOES SO MUCH,
SO WELL, SO FAST

HOW BUGBUSTERS KEEP YOU FROM GETTING SLIMED

The AT PROBE is a circuit board that
plugs into your PC/AT. It has an
We asked Borland
umbilical which plugs into
International president
the 80287 socket and
Philippe Kahn to share
monitors all 80286 activity.
Since AT PROBE can
his secrets for rapidly
taking a good idea and
trace program execution in
turning it into rock-solid
real time, and display the
reality. How does the
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' ·-1 last 2048 memory cycles in
Borland team do so
symbolic or source-code
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He begins, "I
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remember when Atron
get here?" and "What are
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those silly interrupts
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Wall Street Journal chart
doing?"
of top-selling software in
It can solve spooJ..y
an ad:' [Note: At that
debugging problems.
time, seven of the top ten
Like finding where
software packages were
your program over
created by Atron cus
writes memory or UO 
tomers; it's now now
impossible with soft
ware debuggers.
nine out of ten.] " Side
You can even do
Kick was number four,
source-level debugging
and I let Atron quote me
in your favorite lan
in saying that there
wouldn't have been a
guage, like C, Pascal or
SideKick without
assem bier. And after
Atron's hardwareyour application is
assisted debuggers.
debugged, the AT
"You might say lightPROBE's performance
ning has literally struck
measurement software
can isolate perfor
again. Turbo Lightning
made number four on
mance bottlenecks.
SoftSe/'s Hotlist within weeks of its introduction! And
Finally, the AT PROBE has its own 1-MByte of mem
again, I say we couldn't have done it without Atron ory. Hidden and write-protected. How else could you
debugging technology.
develop that really large program, where the symbol
" Cleverly written code is, by definition tight, recur- table would 9therwise take up most of memory.
sive, and terribly complex;· he continues. " Without the LOOK AT IT THIS WAY.
ability to externally track the execution of this code,
History shows that non-Atron customers don't stand a
competent debugging becomes very nearly impossible:· very good chance of making the Top Ten list. Lightning
Concludes Philippe, " And afterTurbo Lightning was really does have a way of striking twice!
solid and reliable, Atron tuning software turned our
The PC PROBE'" is $1595 and the AT PROBE is
Probes into performance analyzers. Howdoyouthinkwe $2495. So call Atron today. You can be busting some
greased our lightning?"
really scarey bugs tomorrow. And maybe, just like
Philippe, along with a couple million or so of your Borland, you can also bust some records.
satisfied customers, we say congratulations on yet
~ ..
another best-selling product. We can't wait to see what
awesomely useful technology will come shooting out of
THE DEBUGGER COMPANY
Borland International next.
20665 Fourth Street • Saratoga, CA 95070 • 4081741-5900
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In every specially marked
box of ten 514" 3M disk
ettes you'll find a free head
cleaning diskette sampler
kit that'll clean your disk
drive heads three times.
Plus a coupon good for
a $2.00 rebate from 3M
on your next head cleaning
264
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diskette kit purchase.
Why are we doing this?
We've done everything
but chant and bum incense
to take the worry out of
diskettes by making the
most reliable, worry-free
product possible.
But there's one thing we

can't protect you from.
Yourself.
If you let your recording
heads collect dust and debris
without cleaning them,
you have to be prepared for
the possibility of data loss
or errors.
But not to worry.

•

.,.,,.,....

he world can be even
ore reliable.
So you can worry even
less about the floppy
you didn't have to
worry about anyway.

Our free
head cleaning ,
kit will help
get you in
\
the habit of
cleaning your '\·
heads.

reli~l~~o;;;tin

1
{

· One lessthing to

worryabout
Inquiry 385
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PCTEX and Micr6fEX
Professional
typesetting
on MS-DOS
machines
BY HAL

R. VARIAN

T

EX (pronounced "tech") is a power
ful typesetting package developed
by Donald Knuth of Stanford
University. It gives you unprecedented con
trol over the appearance of typeset output
and is especially valuable for setting "penal
ty" text such as mathematics. tables. foreign
languages. technical material. and so on.
You can get the complex output in figure
I by typing:

$$F(b) - F(a) = \int _a~b f(x) dx $$
$$f'(x) = \lim _ {\delta \rightarrow O}
{f(x +\delta) - f(x) \over \delta }$$
The TEX system was written in Pascal to
be portable. and it has been installed on a
variety of mainframes. primarily at univer
sities and research institutes. (The source
code is available from Knuth at a nominal
cost.) Despite its portability. however. TEX
typically takes some time and effort to in
stall on a new machine due to its size and
complexity. Onl y recentl y has it become
available on a low-cost microcomputer sys
tem. and two very nice TEX systems are
now available for IBM Personal Computers
MS-DOS machines.

How TEX WORKS

Hal R. Varian is a professor of

economics and finance at the
University of Michigan [Dept of
Economics. University of Michigan.
Ann Arbor. Ml 48 109). He has a
B.S. in economics from MIT; he also
fias an M.A. in mathematics and a
Ph.D. in economics. both
from the University of California
at Berkeley.

TEX is a formatter. not a word processor.
You can compose your text using any editor
that produces a straight ASCII file and in
sert commands in the text file to control the
appearance of the final document. Then
you send the ASCII file to the TEX program.
which reads and processes it. TEX writes
a DVI (device-independent) output file that
consists of tightly coded commands to ac
complish. for example. the following: move
to such-and-such location. set character n
from font m.
You run the DVI file through a DVI driver
to actually print the typeset file on an out
put device. These DVI drivers are not part
of the TEX package itself but are developed
independently for each different output
device. The final output looks the same
except for resolution-no matter what

device you use. You can print draft output
at 120 dots per inch on a dot-matrix printer.
then run a'preliminary distribution copy on
a 300-dpi laser printer. and then typeset the
final version on a 1200-dpi phototypesetter.
The TEX system has a powerful macro
processing facility and is virtually a lan
guage unto itself. Large libraries of macros
have been created to handle a variety of
typesetting chores. Such macro packages
can hide the technical details of the par
ticular design from the user while giving the
designer great flexibilit y in creating a
unified document style.
For example. you could create a macro
called \title that skips 20 points. centers the
text that follows it. prints the text in 14-point
boldface roman. and skips another 20
points. If you change your mind about the
style you want in the document. you can
simply change the definition of \title so
that. for instance. it moves to the top of a
new page. prints 16-point small-caps text.
and skips 30 points. You don't need to
change anything else in the document.
TEX can accept such macro packages as
input in two forms: as straight ASCII text
files or in a highly compressed form called
an FMT (formatted) file. The second form
is desirable for packages that you use often
because it is much faster. There are many
standard packages of TEX macros. such as
AMSTEX. LaTEX. and so on. that aid in
document design. These are usuall y pro
vided in ASCII form and then converted to
FMT form at each installation. since the
FMT form has some machine-dependent
features.

PCTEX AND MICROTEX
ON THE IBM PC
Some features are common to both PCTEX
and MicrdfEX. First. they each require a
large system. At a minimum. you need 512K
bytes of memory and a hard disk. If you
want to load all the fonts provided. the
systems can each use up to 6 megabytes
[continued)
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REVIEW:
PCTEX & MICROTEX

AT A GLANCE
Name

MicroTEX

Type

An implementation of the TEX
typesetting package

An implementation of the TEX
typesetting package

Company

Personal TEX Inc.
20 Sunnyvale Ave., Suite H
Mill Valley, CA 94941
(415) 388-8853

Addison-Wesley Publishing
One Jacob Way
Reading, MA 01867
(617) 944-3700

Format

For the IBM PC and other
MS-DOS computers; includes
print driver and fonts; requires
at least 512K bytes of memory
and a hard disk

For the IBM PC and other
MS-DOS computers; includes
print driver and fonts; requires
at least 512K bytes of memory
and a hard disk

Documentation

100-page system description
manual, 150-page LaTEX
manual, The TEXbook, TEX
tutorial

60-page book primarily
describing the print driver;
The TEXbook

Price

$379

$495

of disk space. (If you don't want all the
fonts. you can get by with substantial
ly less disk space-a megabyte or
two-for the programs and a few font
packages.)
Second. both implementations use
exactly the same user interfac~. This
is not surprising. Knuth has copy
righted the TEX name. and a system
can be called TEX only if it adheres
to certain rigid standards. Thus. TEX
looks the same regardless of whether
you run it on a large mainframe. an
IBM PC. or any other machine.
Since portability is built in. each of
these packages should run on any
MS-DOS system without modification.
Both PCTEX and Micrdl'EX provide an
accurate and complete implementa
tion of TEX and produce standard
DVI files. These are not miniatures of
TEX; you get the real thing: a full-scale
professional typesetting system.
The performance of PCTEX and
MicrorEx also turns out to be similar.
The major features distinguishing the
two systems are the documentation.
a few capabilities. and the print
drivers.

and the 150-page LaTEX documenta
tion. LaTEX and the TEX fonts are in
the public domain and can be freely
distributed. The proprietary part of
PCTEX consists of only two programs:
TEX itself and a device driver for the
Epson FX-80 printer called PCDOT.
The rest of the disks consist primari
ly of font definitions for PCDOT.
Despite being stored in compressed
form. these fonts take up a lot of
room.
Lance Carnes. an experienced TEX
nician. ported PCTEX to the MS-DOS
environment using Knuth's original
Pascal source code. The major prob
lems he encountered were modifying
the standard system calls. handling
memory management forTEX's very
large arrays. and manipulating the
32-bit integers that TEX uses in its in
ternal computations.

F(b) - F(a)

=.lb

J'(x) = lim f(x
li-+O

J(x)dx

+ o)

- J(x)

0

PCTEX FROM PERSONAL TEX

PCT EX comes on I 3 disks and has a
I 00-page manual describing the sys
tem. The distribution material in
cludes several disks containing LaTEX
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Figure I: An example of the t!jpe of

technical text that these microcomputer
implementations of TEX can handle.

The documentation for PCT EX is ex
cellent. The official book for the sys
tem is The TEXbook (Addison-Wesley.
1984), and it is an imposing docu
ment. However. beginners often find
it quite difficult reading despite the
fact that it is written in an entertain
ing and instructive manner. PCTEX is
therefore packaged with a tutorial by
Michael Spivak. a well-known and ex
perienced TEX wizard and author of
a number of highly respected mathe
matics books. I know of no better in
troduction to TEX. It will get you up
to speed quickly and let you save The
TEXbook for detailed reading at your
convenience.
PCTEX has the ability to create and
read FMT files. Thus. if you use a lot
of macros (designed either by you or
by someone else). you can create
binary representations of them that
you dump to disk and then load at
high speed each time you run TEX.
PCTEX provides two such macro
packages with the system: the LaTEX
system and a small set of macros de
signed by Spivak called VANILLA.STY
Spivak's package has a few of the
features of AMSTEX. a macro
package that he designed and which
has been adopted by the American
Mathematical Society.
MICROTEX FROM
ADDISON·WESLEY

MicrorEX comes on eight disks. TEX
and the print driver take up three of
them. The rest contain the font
specifications used by the print driver.
The documentation consists of The
TEXbook and a 60-page manual
primarily concerned with the print
driver. The manual is quite clear. but
it is definitely not a TEX tutorial. The
T£Xbook is the definitive reference
manual but. as noted earlier. is often
difficult for beginners.
The program itself was ported to the
IBM PC by David Fuchs. a longtime
member of the TEX project at Stan·
ford. He translated the entire TEX
system into C rather than use the
original Pascal. As far as I can tell. this
translation is totally transparent. and
this implementation of TEX looks like
(continued )

Even the smallest bug is big game.
Eliminate costly delays
in microprocessor
projects.

. .

There are no insignificant bugs.
They're often ferocious ...
and elusive!
That's why we built the
better "bug hunter." The UDL
(Universal Development labora
tory). It's actually an:

• Advanced 48-channel bus
state analyzer
• 8/16 bit in-circuit emulator
• EPROM programmer
• Input stimulus generator
All packed into one, compact
unit for only $2995.
Inquiry 24 7

UDL turns almost any com
puter into a powerful, integrated
workstation for hardware/software
debugging. UDL's unique, real
time emulation lets you track
bugs of 46 different target micro
processor "species," without buy
ing expensive hardware adapters.
Access all four instruments
through the same control pro
gram. Handle single-step de
bugging with the emulator. And
quickly define a complex trigger
spec, so the built-in logic analyzer
can find those nasty, subtle bugs.
When your tested program
is bug-free, plug a PROM into
the socket. And with one com
mand, simply write your program
from emulation memory.

,----------:----1
I Call 800/245·8500 (415/361-8883 I
in California) for a no obligation I
lO·DAY EVALUATION
I
or write for our 8-page brochure. I
I
Name~---------~!
Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

Address
Ciry/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

J
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702 Marshall Street
L_Redwoo~Ci~Califomi~4063_J
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every other one-a highly desirable
feature.
The major difference between
MicrdfEX and PCTEX is in the way
they handle macro packages. Addi
son-Wesley has chosen to preload the
PLAIN format and not to provide the
ability to create your own FMT files.
The first choice means that MicrdfEX
loads more quickly than PCTEX.
which is an advantage. but the second
choice definitely limits your flexibili
ty. The casual TEX user would prob
ably appreciate the faster loading; the
serious TEX user would definitely
miss the facility to create FMT files.

Advertise your
computer products
through
BYTE BITS
(2" x 3" ads)
For more information
call ·Dan Harper at
603-924-6830
BYTE
70 Main St.
Peterborough, NH 03458

THE TEX PROGRAMS

Tuble I contains some benchmarks
for MicroTEX and PCTEX. The test
files were:
• Errata-b: a standard benchmark
package consisting of eight passes
through the Errata file from the first
printing of The T£Xbook
• Volume: a 13-page manuscript with
some mathematics
• Matrix: a 4-page manuscript with
several matrices
• Webman: the manual for WEB. a
program-documentation system pro
vided by Knuth
The best benchmark for these two
systems is the multiple-pass run
through the Errata file. since that file

contains a variety of text and is a stan
dard used to compare other TEX sys
tems. As you can see. the perfor
mance of the two systems is v1rtua\\)I
identical for this document. In fact.
the only serious difference in the
benchmarks is on the Matrix docu
ment. Matrices are hard to set up and
require a lot of calls to various align
ment routines. The performance dif
ference here may be due to the ways
in which these calls were imple
mented.
You should be aware that the times
given in table I are for an IBM PC AT
running at 9 MHz . A standard AT
would take about 30 percent longer.
and a standard PC XT about 200 per
cent longer. As a rough guide. you can
figure that the 9-MHz AT takes about
6 seconds per page. a 6-MHz AT takes
about 8 seconds per page. and a stan
dard XT takes about I 8 seconds per
page for most documents.
THE PRINT DRIVERS

Both Personal TEX and Addison
Wesley provide a device driver for
printers compatible with the Epson
FX-80. They are similar in nature: Both
use the standard TEX fonts. offer
similar performance. and have nearly
the same names. However. there are
some differences. The MicroTEX
driver has several extra bells and
(continued)

Tuble I: TEX benchmark. The columns compare the four different test files run
by each of the packages. (Times are given in minutes:seconds.)
Errata·b

Volume

Matrix

Web man

11:39

1:15

12:00

1:28

1:05
0:37

2:35
2:31

.\
KEYBOARD PROTECTOR

lab le 2: Print-driver benchmark. The columns represent levels of print quality;
Micr6fEX offers five. PCTEX offers two. (Times are given in minutes:seconds.)

Remains in place during keyboard use. Prevents

damage from liquid spills, dust, ashes, etc. Fits
like a second skin, excellent feel. Available for:
IBM-PC, AT, Apple (all), Compaq, Model 100,
NEC 8201, C64, Zenith 150, DEC, Kaypro and
many others, Send $29.95, check, M .0., Visa
& MC include exp. date. Specify computer type.
Dealer inquiries invited. Free brochure avail.

Merritt Computer Products, Inc.

2925 LBJ Fwy. "180 I Dallas, Texas 75234
(214) 942-1142

Inquiry 214

7:13
7:43

2

3

4

5

2:01
2:08

1:59

0:52

0:50

SOLVE PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS
THE WAY YOU THINK.
PURE AND ~BOL.

Introducing the new APL* PLUS®PC System, Release 5.0
The shortest distance between
two points is a straight line. But
unfortunately, that's not the case in
programming.
Most languages require you to go
through an enormous number of
steps before an idea becomes reality.
That's why the APL* PLUS PC
System is such a dramalic and
exciting software tool for serious
PC programmers and application
developers.
Instead of requiring you to
learn-and write-long-winded
and complicated programs, APL is
based on your instinctive ability to
deal in symbols. And once you begin
using APL's quick notations, you'll
find it the ideal programming

environment for all your application
needs.
The incredible shortcuts you get
with APL will let you spend less
time on drudgery and more time
creating. Intricate calculations and
modeling on PC's are a snap.
The Release 5.0 version features:
• multi-window, full-screen editing
• graphics primitives, now with
EGA support
• spreadsheet-like numeric
editing
• fast Assembler library
• built-in terminal mode
• and report formatting.
Plus concise notation for
programs like sorting, matrix
inversions, string searching,

and more. And the complete pack
age price is just $595 with major
credit cards accepted.
Act now, and we'll send you a free
Convincer Kit. Contact your local
dealer, or call 800-592-0050 (in
Maryland, call 301-984-5123) to
order your system, or for more infor
mation about our other APL* PLUS
products-from our UNIX.TM version
to the new streamlined Pocket APL:M
Or write STSC, Inc.,
Software Publishing Group,
2115 East Jefferson St.,
Rockville, MD 20852.
You'll see how symbol
PLUS* WARE products
are to use, the very first
time you use them.

Problem-solvingat the speed of thought.™
STSC
A Contel Company

Inquiry 381

APL *PLUS PC System requires 256K and DOS 2.0 a later. A soft character set can be used for computers with IBM compatible graphics board. A character generator
ROM or software is included for the IBM PC or selected compatibles.
PLUS* WARE and Pocket APL are trademarks of STSC, Inc. APL* PLUS is a registered trademark of STSC, Inc. UN IX is a tra demark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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WE'll MEET
OR BEAT

ANY PRICE!!
HIGH PERFORMANCE
COMPATIBL!S

MEGA-XT SYSTEM
(8088 CPU, 4.77Mhz)
Runs all major IBM software -includes:640K
on board system unit, 360K ftoppy drive,
135W switching - power supply, keyboard. 8
top rated soltwcre packages!
Our Price$700
Optional: MEGA-XT with 20mb hard Disk

$1195
Comes with sol!Ware too.

Both PCTEX and
Micr6f EX are very
slow at producing
high-quality output.

MEGA-AT SYSTEM (60286 CPU)
Includes: system unit 1024K RAM. 1.2MB
Floppy D'ive, Combined Floppy hard disk
controller. AT keyboard, 192W power supply,
serial, parallel port, clock/cal, battery
backup on board.
Our Price $1990

lARGEST SEL!CTION OF
OEM/SELF ASSEMBLY BOARDS
256/640K on Board, 8088 CPU
(same dimension as IBM)

$159
Graphics compatible Monochrome Card
with printer port

$115
Color Graphics Card, 640x200

$95
Multi Disk 1/0 card, handles 4 dr seriel,
parallel , game ports, clck, cal.

$115
51 2K

RA~

Card - ok

~55

384K Multifunction Card with seriel, parallel,
game adpt., ramdisk. spooler, clock/
calendar.

$115
IBM style keyboard

$70
135W switching power supply

$85
IBM sMe case. sliding • flip top

$45
HARD DISKS
Seagate
1OM B internal hH hght . ..... . ..... .. 1290
20MB internal hH hght . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 379
JOMB internal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 695
40MB internal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 795
60MB .... . . . : . . ...... . .. . . ... . . . .. CALL
UPTO 300 MB .. . ................... CALL
CONTACT US FOR LOW PlllCES ON PlllNTERS:
Lcrge stock or Epson. Stor, Cltoh, Okldola

10,000 IBM PC SOFTWARE
WHOLESAli PRICE PLUS 7% ONLY!!

INTERNATIONAL DEALERS WELCOME!!

TELEX 510 601 0960
24 HOUR QUOTE RESPONSE
CORPORATE ACCOUNTS & OEM
DEALERS WELCOME!!

DATA PROD. CORP.
377 RI. 17. Hasbrouck Heights.
New Jersey. USA 07604

PHONE: (201) 288 8629
TELEX 510 601 0960 (Wintech Data)
FAX: 201 288 8579
Visa. MC. Check. No handling charge. No
additional exporl handling charges. Prices 51..t:ljecl
lo change without notice.
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whistles and a somewhat nicer user
interface. It also has a special quick
and-dirty output mode that produces
a low-quality. but quite rapid print
image of the DVI file.
The major problem with both pack
ages is that they are very slow at pro
ducing high-quality output. This is not
a fault of the programs but is due to
the fact that each does a full-page
graphics dump. which is an unavoid
ably slow process on most dot-matrix
printers.
Most serious users of TEX would
probably use these drivers for draft
output only, but the highest-quality
mode looks very good. One user de
scribed it as "a laser printer on a bad
day:· and the description is an ac
curate one. After all, the Epson at 240
dots per inch is not so different from
a Canon-engine laser printer at 300
dots per inch. If you print in a 12-point
font and then reduce that to I 0-point
on a photocopying machine. you can
get very nice looking output indeed.
But you pay a price for this quality:
It can take more than 7 minutes to
print a page in the high-quality mode
(see table 2). MicrdfEX has five quali
ty levels. while PCTEX has two and is
slightly slower at producing similar
quality output.
OTHER PRINT DRIVERS

Other dot-matrix device drivers for
DVI files are available. Personal TEX
sells a print driver for the Epson
L0-1500 and the Toshiba dot-matrix
machines. (Performance on the newer
dot-matrix printers should be better
due to improved hardware.) Personal
TEX also sells laser-printer DVI drivers
for the Corona Laser printer. the OMS
Lasergrafix. and the Apple Laser
Writer. Addison-Wesley plans to sup
port more output devices.

I have had experience only with the
LaserWriter driver. DVILASER/PS. but
I have been very impressed with its
performance. It was written by 'Iextset
Inc. (416 Fourth St.. POB 7993 . Ann
Arbor, Ml 48107) and is sold as an op
tion for both PCTEX and MicroTEX.
DVILASER/PS processes pages at a
rate of about 5 seconds per page on
the AT running at 9 MHz and prints
them out at about 4 to 5 pages a
minute. DVILASER/PS translates
Knuth 's device-independent format
into Postscript commands. which it
then sends to the LaserWriter for
printing.
DVILASER/PS allows you conve
nient access to many Postscript fea
tures such as automatic scaling. rota
tion. graphics. and the LaserWriter's
resident fonts. as well as the standard
Computer Modern fonts designed by
Knuth. The output looks great: Post
script and TEX together are a terrific
combination.
Textset also provides print drivers
for various laser printers and photo
typesetters. as well as other products
relating to TEX. One particularly in
teresting new product is a preview
screen program for the IBM PC family
and the Hercules graphics board: it
allows you to see your manuscript on
the screen before you print it.
CONCWSION

Both of these packages are full and
complete TEX systems. They are each
excellent products. and either should
serve you well. The primary advan
tages of PCTEX are that it produces
FMT files for the rapid loading of
macro packages: it comes with LaTEX.
a well-known macro package; and it
contains an excellent TEX tutorial by
Michael Spivak. The primary advan
tages of Micrdl'EX are that it provides
a quick-and-dirty draft-print mode.
and it is a little faster at producing
quality output. •

!Editor's note: For more information on the
TEX system and digital typography, see the
interview with Donald Knuth entitled "Com
puter Science Considerations" in the February
BYTE, page 169.1

F·E·E·D·B·A·C·K

ADVANTAGE!
I read Tl Byers's review 'Advantage! forthe
AT' (January. page 327) because we were
considering purchasing these boards for
the Computer Resource Lab at MIT The
key feature I found in installing such cards
from scratch is that the AT is only able to
recognize expanded 'memory above l
megabyte starting on a half-megabyte
boundary. This is· not made clear in the
AST documentation. Thus. if you install an
AST card with 384 K bytes. with 512 K bytes
on the motherboard. and a 512-byte ex
pansion card (such as in the Enhanced
AT). you are in effect not able to use the
AST card with split memory addressing.
The 256K bytes left on the AST card after
12 8K bytes have been added to the 512 K
bytes on the motherboard are virtually
unusable. since it would start at l. l mega
bytes. Prior knowledge of key features is
always an advantage!
SIMON LEWIS

Cambridge, MA

• "I chose DBMS to integrate the ... data
base with my text:· The DBMS option on
the top-line menu is not intended as a
means of integrating your data; it provides
a way to look something up in your data
base while writing a word-processing
document.
• "IThe telecommunications module!
stores your desired parameters on the
utility disk. but the operation disk looks
for these parameters on your data disk."
We recommend copying the telecommu
nications setup file to the data disk.
• Enable "locked up irretrievably" when
directed to print on a Star Micronics
Gemini after you configured Enable for an
Epson MX-80. We tell Star Micronics users
to choose the Epson RXc80 configuration.
• "Copying a block of text seems to cause
some paragraph indentation in the block
to be lost:· Enable's block-copy feature
always copies text to the flush-left posi
tion to save you keystrokes when position
ing your cursor.
MIKE FISSELL

ENABLE
The Software Group believes the review
of Enable by Steve King with a text box
by Rich Malloy (January. page 331) was
largely misleading. and we'd like to ad
dress some of its inaccuracies.

• 'All the documentation lis written! as a
tutorial:' This is not true. although portions
include tutorial sequences as reinforce
ment of the text.
• "The MCM !Master Control Module!
doesn't display files that were not created
by.Enable:· Enable not only reads but con
verts files from and to a variety of formats.
• "The menus do not help you learn the
keyboard commands:· Enable's design ac
commodates users who want either a
menu-driven application or a command
driven application.
• "The backspace key sometimes reverts
to its default behavior leven after the pro
file is adjusted1:· Did you specify NO PRO
FILE at the sign-on screen? If so. Enable
reverts to its internal (unchangeable) sys
tem profile.
• "The Enable l .O spreadsheet ... cannot
read files . . . in l-2-3. VisiCalc. and DIF for
mats:· Version l .O can read all these for
mats. without any rekeying.

The Software Group
Ballston Lake, NY
I have been using Enable versions 1.0.
I .0 I. and I .I in a working environment for
over a year. Steve King's review of Enable
was so at odds with my experiences that
I feel I must respond.
Enable's reformatting. as reported by
both Steve King and Rich Malloy. has a few
rough edges. particularly in dropping dou
ble spaces following periods and occa
sionally losing indentation on block
moves. However. dealing with lines longer
than· 78 characters is not one of Enable's
problems: I cannot remember using a
version of Enable that did not allow me
to use lines as long as 160 characters. I
have learned to live with the program's
quirks. which rarely cause me serious
problems.
The database module is almost unus
able without a hard disk. but that is true
of every other micro DBMS I have used.
I am surprised that King felt Enable's
DBMS was the strongest part of the packc
age. I found Enable's DBMS much less
satisfactory than either the word-process
ing or spreadsheet functions. I can agree
with King and Malloy about the relative

weakness of Enable's telecommunications
abilities. They are adequate for TTY
emulation on dial-up lines. but the VTI 00
emulation is too slow. at least on a
9600-bps line.
In a working environment. if I had
limited resources and could afford only
one piece of software for an IBM PC. I
would choose Enable.
SELDEN S. DEEMER

Atlanta. GA
You state, "/have learned to Jive with the
program's quirks." I believe that personal
computer software consumers shouldn't
have to learn to live with the quirks ofany
software costing more than $5 or $6 (that
is. public-domain programs where you
only pay disk costs). If you spend your
hard-earned money on software. you
have a right to bug-free. tested pro15rams.
Furthermore. software should contain a
complete inplementation of all the fea
tures the manufacturer advertises and
implies you're getting. That's the primary
·point of my review-the user interface is
secondary and a matter of preference.
As a reviewer. I also believe that I should
point out what I liked and disliked to
assist readers with their decisions about
software purchases.
I use PC-Write for editing, WordPerfect
for word processing, Paradox for data
management. Reflex instead of a spread
sheet, and PC/JnterComm for communi
cations. None of those programs re
quired me to learn to live with their
quirks. They all perform as expected. can
import/export formatted ASCll files. and
are probably all as fast as Enable.
Because I had read such positive
reviews of Enable in other magazines. I
really looked forward to working with it.
I was both shocked and disappointed at
what I actually found. Since Mr. Malloy
reached similar conclusions about an
even later version. I believe my review ac
curately reports what I found.
- STEVE KING •

REVIEW FEEDBACK is a column

of readers· let
ters. We welcome responses that support or challenge
BYTE reviews. Send letters to Review Feedback.
BYTE Publications. POB 372. Hancock. NH
03449. Name and address must be on all letters.
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You can't
buy time.
Long before
the 16th-century
reign of Queen
Elizabeth I, maff
began his quest
The ITT XTRA XP desktop personal computer.
for a way to hoard
that most precious of commodities.Time.
But man has found he simply can't create more
time fo r more work or fo r more play. He can only
make better use of the few hours he already has.
Hence, the devel
opment of today's
business computers.

The ITT XTRArM
XP. Our crown
ing achievement.
By matching mem
ory to the muscle
of the Intel 80286 microprocessor, we're able to
achieve "no wait states '. '
.
Processing flows uninterrupted, never waiting
for slower memory to catch up.
Making the ITT XTRA XP thirty percent
faster than the IBM AT And fully XT- compatible.
Good news for the business with precious few
moments to waste.

Gain the benefits of 60 years. Today.
ITT has been a telecommunications leader for
over 60 years.
ITr
COMPAQ
IBM
And, being
XTRA xr
286
PC/AT
a corporation
!3sec
! Ssec
made Of many Lotus 1-2-3 !! sec
36scc
52scc
56scc
.businesses,
. we're ct Basc
Jn a unique
FormSort
52scc
J min Sscc l m in l Osec
position to better
understand you -~~~~~~~~~~~::~~!~~ :~r~;;~;t~l~uf>Cr:mon only, user's applica1ion
and your business.
Helping you make optimum use of your time.
Today, as well as tomorrow.
~~~~~~~~~~~~

A moment's investment today can
pay off royally tomorrow.
Call (800) 321-7661. Or in Califo rnia, (800)
368 -7300.
And call quickly. Every
moment wasted is a poten
tially profitable moment
you'll never possess again.
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

ITT

BECAUSE TIME IS THE UITIMATE BOTIDM LINE
!,1 1986, JTf Information Systems
IBM. PC/AT and PCIXT arc registered trademarks of International Business Ma chines. Intel 80286 is
a registered trademark of Intel Corporation. Complq 286 is a registered trademark of Compaq
Computer Corporation. Lotus and l -2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
dBasc is a reg istered trademark of Ashton· late.
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COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR:
JERRY'S BEST OF

1985 AWARDS

by Jerry Pournelle .. . ... . ......... . . 279
CHAOS MANOR MAIL

conducted by Jerry Pournelle . . . . . . . . . . . 3 02
U.K.: XENOPHILIA
by Dick Pountain . . . . .. .. .... ...... 305

BYTE

ACCORDING TO WEBSTER:
CLEARING THE BACKLOG

by Bruce Webster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 315
APPLICATIONS ONLY:
A COUPLE OF WINNERS

by Ezra Shapiro . . .......... .. .. . . . 329
CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK

conducted by Steve Ciarcia ...... ...... 336

This month's Computing at Chaos Manor begins with a report on COMDEX.
Jerry came away convinced that color will soon dominate the micro industry.
Following this are sections on the Amiga versus the Atari 520ST. the informa
tion revolution. a new Modula-2 compiler. and another new product from
Borland International. And it's also award time at Chaos Manor. both the good
and the bad. Many products appeared that Jerry has high praise for. but he
also had several nominees for the Folly of the Year.
Apricot Ltd. recently unveiled its answer to the IBM PC AT-the XEN . which
offers more performance than the PC AT for substantially less money. Dick
Pountain takes a look at this machine. which is also one of the first to be
shipped with Microsoft Windows as its standard operating environment.
In the words of !hara Saikaku. "There is always something to upset the most
careful of human calculations'. ' Bruce Webster certainly subscribes to that.
His column this month was supposed to be the second round of the 68000
wars. However. because of planned announcements of new machines from
Atari and Apple. he postponed it until next month. This month. he looks at
new software for the Macintosh. the Amiga. and the Atari 520ST.
This month. Ezra Shapiro talks about two programs he has begun to use
daily. Mirror is a telecommunications program that is similar to Microstuf's
Crosstalk XVI but costs half as much. Framework II is an improved version
of the original Framework.
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Font:b-y printed all of these.

P

See What You Can Do
With

resentations! Newsletters! Flyers!
Signs! Overhead Foils! lnvita·
tions! Menus! Logos! An 
nouncements! Banners! Layouts!
When you need a goodlooking visual
quicklvyou need FONTA.""Y - superb
typefaces and simple drawing in one
easy-to-use package.
FONTASY gives you a "what-you-see-is
what-you-get" picture, as you tYpe and draw
on the g1 .tphics screen of your IBi\1-PC. You
Gin create a page at a time, see a m111i -p1c
ture of that page, print it, and save it on disk.
Page size is limited only by memory, not by
screen size.

Features
l'roprn1ional space. jusli~·. kern , bold
face. rearrange, magnify, black/ white rever
sal. rotate, mirror image, lines, rectangles,
m ·als, draw, fill -in, undo (and un -undo), on 
line help, 200-page book, and easv control
from key board or mouse . Corporate
licenses available.
Fonts, fonts, and more fontsl \Ve have
m ·er 275 ty pefaces in our growing I ibra1y,
and will be happy to send you free print
samples on request.
\\!hen vou deal dircctlv with the manufac·
lurer (that's us ), you pav mckbonom dis ·
trihutor prices. If you order FQl\ffA'iY now,
we will gi ve you 28 t<mts (a $50 value) al no
extra charge. \Vith so manv features at such a
low price, FONTASY belongs in your soli
ware lihra1y even if you already have a
" t( >n t" program
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I ntroc.luctrny
!'rice until April .10, 1986

,

Fomasv is not copv-protected and has a
30 day mon ey -hack guarantee . So. take
advantage of our breakthrough pric e and
order now TOLi.· FREE:

r-------------------------------,
1-800-824-7888, operator 669 !ORDERS ONLYJ
for further information and same day shipping, c all: (818 l 765 --i-i -l-l

PR~@

7248 lk llaire Ave. , Box 560
No. Hollywood. CA 9160 .~ - 0560

FONTA~~ $49.95
Shipping _ _ _

Total _ _ __
Company _ _ __ _ _ _ _
Tdcphone _ _ _ _ _ __

Name
Address--- - - - - -- - -- - - -- - - 
Ci ty, State, ZIP - - -- - -- - -- -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - 
Visa/MC - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - -- - - Exp. Date _ _ __
Computn
l\lcmory
Primer

l

Terms: MIC. Visa, c.:hc:ck.'t. Plca. 'tcac.kl S!l.00 shipj:ling and handling in l l.S. or
Canada, S20.00 oversca!'i, S2 .00 for C.0.IL and sales tax in Calif.
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C·O·M·P·U·T·I·N·G
A·T C·H·A·O·S M·A·N·O·R

Jerry's Best
of 1985 Awards
COMDEX
NEC
Perma Power
Atari 520ST
Amiga
CD·ROMs
FTL Modula-2
Turbo Editor Toolbox
Jerry's Awards

BY JERRY POURNELLE

Jerry Pournelle fiolds a doctorate in
psychology and is a science-fiction
writer wfio also earns a comfortable
living writing about computers
present and future.

D

ecember is a busy month at Chaos
Manor. Everything happens at
once. I've just returned from COM
DEX. Christmas is coming. I've caught my
customary attack·of the flu. It's time for my
I 98 5 Best of the Year awards; and since this
will go in the April issue. it's also time for
the Folly of the Year. Stand by.
COMDEX was hectic. The United States
Space Foundation's annual meeting was in
Colorado Springs for the first part of the
week. overlapping COMDEX by three days.
I spent an enjoyable afternoon with faculty
and cadets at the Air Force Academy on
Wednesday. but of course my luncheon
speech to the Space Foundation came on
the same day as the Hearst/Pournelle/
Dvorak COMDEX party in Las Vegas. I had
things all planned out. but Colorado's
weather bollixed things. so I found myself
frantically changing planes. Even so. I didn't
get to Las Vegas until about 9 p.m. Thurs~
day evening.
I'd been told that the party was to be in
the shopping mall of the Las Vegas Neiman
Marcus. This seemed unlikely. but there
were no messages at my hotel. so off I went.
When I got to the Fashion Mall. I found
polite but astounded security guards. no
one else. and no pointers to the real loca
tion. I was ready to strangle John Dvorak.
Still. one must cope. So at 10:20 p.m.. hav
ing been escorted out of the Neiman
Marcus plaza. I set out to find the party I
was supposed to cohost. An hour later I got
to it. As I arrived. some people were leav
ing: far more showed Lip than anyone had
expected. and they'd run out of drinks. That
dire situation was soon remedied by Bor
land lnternational's Philippe Kahn. who
ordered champagne and pizza for all.
I'm told it was the best party of COMDEX.
Certainly there were enough interesting
people. including Microsoft's Bill Gates.
Cap'n Crunch. editors in chief. writers and
reporters. hackers. game designers. and
Bixen (inhabitants of BIX) . It was crowded
enough that I never did find Will Hearst. nor

a number of others I wanted to see. but cer
tainly it was The Place to be. I guess we'll
do it again next year. I'd like to think it will
be better organized. but it probably won't.

COMDEX
COMDEX is terribly expensive and getting
more so. Every year there are more exhibits
-or at least more square feet of exhibits.
It's a bit like display advertising in leading
magazines: companies simply can't afford
not to be seen lest they be forgotten. not
only by customers but by dealers.
Most companies don't have anything
really new to show. but they have to be at
COMDEX. The result is booth after booth
distinguished mostly by gimmicks. One out
fit has a yacht. Another has dancing girls.
Yet another has grown people dressed up
as children playing out a mindless skit. It's
hard to find the genuine technological in
novations among the magicians. vaudeville
performers. ventriloquists. silly robots that
whistle the theme from Star Wars. bowls of
bubble gum. jelly beans. chocolate dollars.
coffee cups. buttons. fuzzy animals. stick
ons. plastic back-scratchers. and other
paraphernalia of hype. Still. the search must
be made. Fortunately. there were some
trends to be spotted.
One warning note: show reports describe
what I saw at a show and what I concluded
from things I was told. I don't make full
reports on stuff until it's sitting here in
Chaos Manor.
WONDERFUL WORLD OF COL.OR

One thing stood out clearly: the future com
puter world will definitely be in color. Color
has always been preferable to mono
chrome. but until recently, you couldn't get
monitors and color cards to display text
with enough sharpness and clarity. Now you
can. and the best new text-editor software
can take advantage of color. so that you can
use. say. light-blue letters on a darker-blue
background with yellow highlights. instead
(continued)
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of white on black. or black on amber.
or whatever.
Before this. I hadn't seen any afford
able color display crisp enough that
I could stare at it day after day: but
there were several such systems at
COMDEX. One of the most interest
ing was a neat monitor from NEC. It
can display the output from the nor-

ma! IBM PC color board (not really
good enough for text). the Extended
Graphics Adapter (which is getting
there). or the Professional Graphics
Adapter (which does have the capa
bility).
NEC (1401 Estes Ave.. Elk Grove
Village, IL 60007) also has a new PC
Al:compatible computer with some of

fFJ Programmer

lbdl Essentials

"Offers many capabilities for a reasonable price"

0

W. Hunt, PC Tech Journal

o
0

o

"I highly recommend the~ UTILITY LIBRARY"
D. Deloria, The C Journal

~ESSENTIALS

o
0

0

0

o

°

$1 DD

200 functions: video, strings, keyboard, directories, files, time/date and more.
Source code is 95% C. Comprehensive manual with plenty of examples. Demo
programs on diskette. Upgrade to THE CUTILITY LIBRARY for $95.

THE~UTILITY LIBRARY

$185

ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS

$25D

Thousands in use world wide. 300 functions for serious software developers.
The CESSENTIALS plus "pop-up" windows, business graphics,data entry, DOS
command and program execution, polled async communications, sound and
more.
Fast, powerful , and easy to use. Draw a pie or bar chart with one function.
Animation (GET and PUT), filling (PAINT) and user definable patterns. IBM color,
IBM EGA and Hercules supported (more soon) . NO ROYALTIES. Save $50 when
purchased with above libraries. Available February, 1986.
Compatible with Microsoft Ver. 3, Lattice, Aztec, Mark Williams, Cl-C86,
Desmet, and Wizard CCompilers. IBM PC/XT I AT and true compatibles.
~Compiler Packages: Microsoft c- 319, Lattice or Cl-C86 compilers
-$329. Save $40 - $50 when purchasing compiler and library combinations.
Specify Ccompiler and version number when ordering. Add $4 for UPS or $7 for
UPS 2-day. NJ residents add 6% sales tax. Visa, MC, Checks, PO's.

CC! ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE, INC
-

-;; P.O. Box 1003 Maplewood, NJ 07040 914/762-6605

the best color graphics and color text
I've ever seen. NEC wasn't alone. of
course. In fact. it was hard to find a
part of COMDEX that didn't have spif
fy text-quality color displays: NEC just
happened to be the first one to catch
my eye.
One wonderful little gadget was
unique. one of the most impressive
items in the show. Perma Power Elec
tronics Inc. ( 5615 West Howard Ave..
Chicago. IL 60648). an outfit that you
usually think of as making power
guard supplies. displayed a thin color
control box for less than $300. It sits
between your computer and your
color monitor. Simple controls on the
front let you instantly change the
colors on your monitor to anything
you like. Reds can become blues.
greens become greener. or whatever.
More to the point. you can change the
whole palette from . say. your favorite
word processor: different background
color. different lettering. different
highlight colors. 1 was really im
pressed with it at the show. More
about it after I've had time to work
with it here.
I came away from COMDEX con
vinced that. within two years. color
will dominate the micro industry-and
that includes business people as well
as hobbyists. students. game players.
and home users. Color is just too nice
not to take advantage of.
ATARI

The Atari booth was over in West Hall.
where crowds don't usually go. which
made the ferment around the Atari
booth stand out from a long way off.
The Atari people brought in a bunch
of software developers and set them
up in minibooths reminiscent of the
West Coast Computer Faire. The result
was a bunch of enthusiastic young
people showing what they could
make the Atari 520ST do. You could
get a contact high by just standing
there.
1saw databases. text editors. games.
accounting systems. languages and
compilers. a light-show program. a
music-recording program. and all
kinds of other stuff. Atari wanted to
[continu ed)
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This is draft printing
at 12 characters per inch and
160 characters per second
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...to setif:t NJ:,Q printing for your wordprocess'ing.
You can assign the SO-column Facit 4513 and
132-column Facit 4514 to whatever printing tasks
your application requires.
From wordprocessing NLQ printouts with
automatic sheet feeding to high-speed draft
printing. Select 10, 12 or 17 characters per inch.

IBM is a trademark of Int ernational
Business Mac hines Corp.
Epson is a registered trade mark.
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell labs.

Or proportional printing.
All at the flick of a switch.
The printers incorporate both the IBM/
Epson and Epson FX command sets. And thus
easily make friends with both IBM PC:s and
UNIX supermicros.
Naturally, the printers handle any output
from your graphic software packages - logos,
business graphics, pictures, semi-graphics, etc.
And when it comes to reliability, the
component materials, printhead life and stringent
testing ensure that your Facit 4513/14 printers
will deliver many years of quality printings. Just
like every other printer in the Facit family.
Switch to Facit 4513/14 matrix printers!

FACIT

Inquiry 130

Head Office: Facit AB, S-17291 Sundbyberg. Sweden. Phone: (8) 764 3000.
USA: Facit Inc. P.O. Box 334, Merrimack. NH 03054. Phone: (603) 424-8000

AUSTRALIA: EAi Electronics Associates Pty Ltd., 427-3322. AUSTRIA : Ericsson Information Systems GmbH, 0222-613 641. BELGIUM: Ericsson S.A. , 02-24 38211.
CANADA: Facit Canada Inc .. 416-821-9400. CYPRUS: LBM (Lillytosl Ltd 51646 34. DENMARK: Facit AIS, 02-922400. FINLAND: OY Facit, 90-42021. FRA N CE: Facit
S .A., 1-7807117. GREAT BRITAIN: Facit, 0634-401721. GREECE: Computer Application Co ., Ltd ., 01-6719722. HONGKONG : Gilman & Co. Ltd., 5-7909555.
ICELAND: GisliJ. Johnsen HF, 354-173111. INDIA: Forbes Forbes Campbell & Co. Ltd ., 22-268081. IRELAND : Memory Ireland Computers Ltd., 1-989733. ITALY: Facit
Data Products S .p.A., 039-636331. JAPAN: Electrolux (Japan) Ltd., 03-479-3411. THE NETHERLANDS: Ericsson Information Systems B.V., 03480-70911. NEW
ZEALAND: McLean Information Technology Ltd., 501-801, 501-219. NORWAY: Ericsson Information Systems AIS, 02-35 5820. PORTUGAL: Regisconta Sari, 1-560091.
SINGAPORE: Far East Office Eqpts Pte Ltd., 7458288. SPAIN: Facit. 91-4571111. SWEDEN: Ericsson Information Systems Sverige AB, 08-282860. SWITZERLAND:
Ericsson Information Systems AG, 01-3919711. WEST GERMANY: Ericsson Information Systems GmbH, 0211 -61090.
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(Eastern U.S.)
Aardwolf Microsystems

scotch the rumorthat there's no soft
ware for the 520ST. and. in my view,
they succeeded with a vengeance. I
think that the Atari 520ST is here to
stay.
AMIGA

The Commodore folks were not at
COMDEX. They'd reserved space but
didn't use it; instead, they held a press
conference. The official line was that
Commodore is selling all the Amiga
computers it can make and thus has
all the dealers it needs: it would be
silly to spend all that money just to
tell potential dealers they can't come
aboard.
Atari's comment on that was. "We
sell more Atari 520S'Is than Com
modore sells Amigas. and we sure
want to sign up more dealers." The
rumor in the pressroom was that
Commodore's bankers were signing
its checks and wouldn't advance the
money to pay for COMDEX.
I wouldn't know. What I do know is
that the Commodore Amiga is one
hell of an exciting machine.
AMIGA VERSUS ATARI

520ST

I've had an Atari 520ST and an Amiga
set up side by side for about a week.
One thing is clear: either one of these
machines could eat Apple's lunch.
Both machines have sharp. crisp color
graphics. Neither one has a text editor
good enough that I'd use it to write
books. but that's a software problem:
both the Amiga and the 520ST can
display professional-quality text in
color. It shouldn't be long before
someone writes editors transparent
enough for creative writers. Indeed.
we already have TD! Modula-2/ST up
on the Atari. and it wouldn't take a
heck of a long time to write a good text
editor.
In addition. both the Atari·and the
Amiga have versions of EMACS. the
popular programming editor written
by Richard M. Stallman. I haven't
worked with the current versions. but
real EMACS can be customized to
know what language you're program
ming in. making the programmer's life
much easier.
By the time you read this. both ma
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chines will have Lattice C. Lattice also
has a bunch of software tools. like '!ext
Utilities and MacLibrary. a collection
of C functions compatible with Macin
tosh OuickDraw. Software developers
are enthusiastic about these: they
make it easy to convert Macintosh
software to the Amiga. Meanwhile.
Borland is porting Turbo Pascal to the
Amiga. and. as I've already men
tioned. we have TDl's Modula-2 for
the Atari. The Amiga's Microsoft
BASIC is. as I write this. greatly
superior to the Atari's present BASIC.
but once again things are changing
rapidly. Metacomco. a reliable outfit.
is working with Atari. and its Personal
BASIC ought to be up on the Atari
well before you read this. Moreover.
Metacomco is also working with Lat
tice to bring Lattice C and lbolkit to
the Atari. There won't be any short
age of programming languages for
either machine.
Amiga has one major advantage.
Microsoft is emphatic about having
no plans whatever to port anything to
the Atari: but Microsoft's Excel is still
the best spreadsheet on the market.
and by a lot. The 520ST with Excel
would be a dynamite combination
and would practically guarantee
Atari's penetration into the business
world. Excel is written in C for the
68000-based Macintosh. and both the
Atari and the Amiga are 68000
machines; it wouldn't be that hard to
get Excel onto either one.
The story I get is that Atari was
originally going to run with Microsoft
Windows. but when Microsoft didn't
have Windows running in time for the
520ST's release. Atari went with Digi
tal Research's GEM. which irritated
Microsoft no end. Whatever the story,
you're likely to see Excel on the
Amiga long before it gets to the Atari
520ST. It'll be a good combination.
too. Meanwhile. there's already
powerful business software for the
Atari. including DB Master and Ouick
view's Zoomracks.
In my judgment. the Atari and the
Amiga between them spell big trou
ble for Apple. I haven't seen anything
you can do with a Macintosh that you
(continued)

217 East 85th, Suite 102
New York, NY 10028
212/538-7840

Advanced Information Systems, Inc.
1336 Edna S.E.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49507
616/243-1312

Corporate Micros, Inc.
333 West 52nd St., Suite 1204
New York, NY 10019
212/315-2853

Crest Systems, Inc.
2101 Magnolia Ave., Suite 208
Birmingham, AL 35205
205/328-4882

Fast Forward, Inc.
129 Adams Street
Louisville, KY 40206
502/589-0301

ICS Software
P.O.C. 359015
Brooklyn, NY 11235
718/743-4050

Micro City Computers
110 West 31st Street
New York, NY 10001
212/563-6110

Mitech Corporation
#1 Perimeter Park South, Suite 335-S
Birmingham, AL 35243
205/967-0605

Modular Management Systems, Inc.
.451 Bloomfield Ave.
Caldwell, NJ 07006
2011228-3838

Network Data Systems, Inc.
3419 Pierson Place
Flushing, Ml 48433
313/732-6340

PRISM Computer & Consulting
Services, Inc.
2100 River chase Center, Suite 420
Birmingham, AL 35244
205/988-5111

Southeastern Systems, Inc.
619 East Price Ave., Suite #12
Gastonia, NC 28054
704/866-8048

TRIMARC Systems, Inc.
11716 Parklawn Drive
Rockville, MD 20852
3011231-4991

Upen Computer Systems
4701 N.W. 72nd Avenue
Miami, FL 33166
305/594-2980

THE
SOFTWARE
LINK, INC.

The M:ost Powerful LAN
fits on a Disk.
Network Fbwer. You knew that someday there would be
a powerful LAN that didn't need old-technology network
boards. It would be fast, easy to install, and run 99% of
PC-DOS software. It would be expandable, provide remote
access, password-protection, and enable you to use inex
pensive terminals as workstations in a PC-DOS environment.
Dream no more. because the power is here.
Its name is LANLink~
·
A Software-Driven LAN Powerful Enough To Use RS-232
Ports for Network Communications. In developmentfor
over three years. LANLink™ represents the next generation
of local area networks. All of the logic which has tradition
ally resided on network boards is.on LAN Link's Satellite and
Server Diskettes.
'
.
No additional hardware is required . lnexp.ensive serial
ports replace "Kilobuck" Network Interface Boards making
installation costs one-third that of a board-driven network.
How To Configure a Smart Network ...With Dumb Termi·
nals, But Without Dedicated Servers. Boasting a wide vari
ety of configurations, LANLink™ is most often set up as a
"Star" having up to eight satellites connected to a central.
nondedicated server. Larger networks can have multiple
servers, supporting a total of 7 3 or more network users.
R-LAN™ (Remote-LAN) gives users the ability to interact
with a LANLink™ network in real time via modem. Plus, if
Multllink Advanced™ is run on a Satellite, inexpensive
dumb terminals can be used to access network disks, files,
:::md programs.
THE SOFTWARE LINK, INC./CANADA 400 Esna Park Drive, Suile 18
Toronto (Markham), Ont./L3R 3K2 CALL: 416/4n-54BO
LANLink7"11i1ultilink Advanced™& R-LAN 1"are trademarks of
The Software Link, Inc.
IBM, PC, & PC-DOS are IJademarksoflBM Corp. WordStar 2000,
dBASE Ill, and Lotus 1·2·3 are trademarks of MicroPro; Ashton
Tate, and Lotus Development Corp., respectively.

99% of PC-DOS Applications Run In a Totally
Transparent Network Environment. If you know DOS, you
already know how to use LAN Link~ COPY transfers files
among,users. and a 2-drive PC Satellite boots 1-2-3 from
the Server's hard disk with the entry c:lotus. Each satellite's
access can be limifed to specific disks. printers, and sub
directories. A wide variety of software including Lotus 1-2-3.
dBASE Ill. and WordStar 2000 is fully compatible. LANLink™
has a collision-free data transfer rate which exceeds
115.000 BPS.
Power Up Your PCs Today. For complete details and
the authorized dealer nearest you. call The Software Link
TCDAY. The LANLink1M Starter Kit is $495 and includes mod
ules for both Server and a Satellite. For a limited time,
50 feet of shielded RS-232 cable will be included free of
charge. Additional Satellite Modules are only $195, each.
LANLink™ is immediately available and comes with a
money-back guarantee. VISA. MC, AMEX accepted.
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8601 Dunwoody Place, Suite 632, Atlanta, GA 30338 Telex 4996147 SWLINK

CALL: 404/998-0700
Dealer Inquiries Invited
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BRIEF:
"There is nothing this editor can't do
except make babies and I understand
that's in the next release."
-

David Irwin, Data Based Advisor, 12/85

Tailor Editing to Your Style
•
• A high-level, readable Macro
Programming Language - allows
customization for programming
•
languages . .. Complete, unlimited
•
variables, etc.
• Edit multiple files of unlimited size •
(2 Meg is OK)
• Multiple Windows on screen with
different or same file, fragments, etc.
• A bona-fide UNDO stack (up to 300)
of all operations: deletions, reading
files , search, translate, more.
For PC, AT, compatibles and
Tandy 2000.

Full "regular expression search" 
wild cards, complex patterns
Reconfigurable keyboard
Adjustable line length - up to 512.
Keystroke macros - for common
typing sequences
Suspend BRIEF to execute, exit to
DOS - run another program (like a
compiler, dir, XREF, DIFF, or
DEBUG) then resume BRIEF
session
• Compiler-specific support like auto
indent, syntax check, compile with
in BRIEF

~-

Only $195
Full Refund if not satisfied in 30 days.

CALL 800-821-2492.

335-B. Washington St.. Norwell. MA 02061
617-659-1571

LEARN LISP

Interactively and Write "Realistic" Programs
with TransLISP for Only $75
A "COMMON LISP" compatible Tutorial, Interpreter, Debugging, and
Pretty Printer plus a Fast, Full Screen Editor, Samples and Help
D Start Easily and Quickly:
A complete, modular tutorial helps you
learn LISP at your own pace. An in
tegrated, interactive environment provides
all of the elements needed to enter, modify,
a nalyze and debug programs.
D Natural Language, Expert Systems and
Mailing List:
Na ruraJ Language concepts are illustrated
by a phone number retrieval program.
Choose the best word processing program
for you with the E xpert System. File ha ndl
ing and typical data processing work are
demonstrated by a Mailing Li5t program.

D Write Realistic Programs:
Short examples and substantial programs of
about IO pages in length help you learn by
modifying, stud ying a nd using the key con
cepts needed to write programs of 1000
lines or more.
D The "COMMON LISP" Standard:
Trans LISP includes a 230 + function
subset of the "COMMON LISP" Standard.
Use extras like the MSDOS interface and
graphics. Or use "strict compatibility" to
make programs written in TransLISP,
with no changes, work with other COM
MON LISP systems like VAX LISP,
GC/LISP or LISP Machine LISP .

Use and Modify the Mailing List program
to learn how to handle "normal" programming in LISP.
Runs on any MSDOS or PCDOS Systems: Not copy-protected, TransLISP is available in just
about any 3", 5" or 8" format. PC compatibles can run TransLISP with no installation pro
cedure. 192K memory and I floppy drive are the minimums required.

ONLY

For Beginners and Experienced Programmers

. $75
Full refund if not
satisfied during
first 30 days.

S 0 IUt•IOns

S Ystem

~

TM

335- B Washington St .
Norwell, Mass. 02061
617-659-1571

800-821-2492

can't. at least in theory. do as well with
either of these two machines. Hackers
assure me that it's much easier to
write programs for either than for the
Mac-one chap told me he could get
a fancy program running on both the
Atari and the Amiga quicker than he
could get it going on the Macintosh.
There are powerful languages for both
machines. Both companies have sen
sible policies to encourage software
developers. and both are really work~
ing to be nice to hackers. It shouldn't
be long before the floodgates open
and the software pours out. There will
still be Macintosh loyalists. of course.
and Apple is likely to cut Macintosh
prices; but the Mac's small and color
less screen. inherent speed limita
tions. and lack of disk controller will
count against it.
Both the Atari and the Amiga will.
or at least ought to. do well against
the Apple II and the Macintosh. The
real question is how they'll compete
with each other.
I think it's too early to tell. Each
machine has strengths and weak~
nesses. The Amiga has multitasking.
Its keyboard definitely feels better.
and its color graphics are. I think.
aesthetically nicer. The Amiga is also
easier to set up. The Atari needs a lot
of room. has cables everywhere. and
really requires simple but specialized
furniture to be useful. However. its
color monitor is better than the
Amiga's; to get the best from the
Amiga. you will want a Sony monitor
or something similar. The Atari has
good sound quality. but the Amiga
has even better and in stereo. And so
forth.
I suppose I prefer the Amiga to the
Atari; but how much do I prefer it? The
price difference between the ma
chines is significant. especially when
you consider that the Atari will soon
have a $700 20-megabyte hard disk.
and many of the Amiga's hardware
features can be simulated in the Atari
through clever software. The Amiga is.
on balance. the "better" machine
but the Atari 520ST is certainly good
enough for a lot more than I original
ly bought my first computer for.
(continued)
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Now There's Alaser Printer

That Blasts Through The Price Banier

OMS introduces the KISS.™ The first laser printer at the never-before-heard-of price of SI.995~KISS
keeps it smart and simple. It's the perfect mate to any PC.
It's so sophisticated. you'll want to kiss your old daisywheel and dot matrix printers good-by. KISS is
ten times faster. And it's very quiet. It produces crisp. near typeset-quality output at up to 400 charac
ters per second. And it has its own cut-sheet feeder.
With nine resident fonts. you get quality. style and flair. Mix them all on a page-even on one line.
Imagine all that power on your desk.
Plus. KISS is smarter than your old printer. It works
with WordStar~ Lotus~ and any other software that
<l!l
OSendme
will print to a Diablo 630~ Epson FX 80® and OU ME
more informa
tion about the KISS.
Sprint.® At up to 6ppm. KISS is unmatched in
•
•
.
.
TM D Please contact me to arrange
Pnnt Systems With lmagmatlon.
a demonstration.
efficiency and versatility.
Can you imagine your present printer
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __
performing like that? We can't.
Company
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __
OMS is meeting today's needs with
Address
_
_
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _
proven technology. Like the KISS.
City
_
_
_
_
_
_
_ __ _ State/Zip _ __ _ _
It's inexpensive. Dependable.
Exciting.
Phone(
-rype of system you are now using _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Let us give you a KISS.
Call toll free. 1-800-523-2696
Number of print workstations you are considering _ _
for more information.
Prime application for printer _ __ __

GMS

\\Q.rdStar is a regist'erecl traelernark of Mfcropro
lntematiol')al. L0tus is a r~gistered fraOemark of
Ldtus E>eyelopmem Cor.p;::>ration. Diablo is a
registered mitlenmk of Xe19x G:orp Ep,;on is a
registered trade!l)a[R· of, Ep,;on A()1erica. Inc.
OUME is a regisfeied trademark of QWME Qmp.

• This price good in domestic United States only.
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PO. Box 81 250. Mobile. AL 36689
© 1986 OMS® Inc
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My guess is that the Amiga will
appeal more to serious computer
users-professional artists and writers.
hackers. dedicated hobbyists-while
the Atari will be the machine "for the
rest of us:· meaning the machine that
everyone can afford. I wouldn't be sur
prised to see a significant portion of
U.S. high school students owning Atari

520S1S before the end of this decade.
The machine is that good. and Atari's
policy is ruthlessly to cut costs and
prices.
The nice part is that the Amiga will
keep Atari on its technological toes:
the Atari will force Commodore to
keep prices down: and both will force
Apple and IBM to pay attention to

MAXIT'"

The affordable solution
to the 640K limit
for software like 1-2-3'" lA.
Why spend more than $700 for an
expanded memory board with 256K and
new software versions that may be
incompatible with your current software?
MAXIT is a 256K memory board - with
software - that increases memory for
1-2-3 Release IA- and other memory
intensive software, including Sidekick'."
With MAXlT, you don't have to buy new
software versions like 1-2-3 Release 2.
And MAXIT is priced at an a!ford
able $195.
No matter how much memory your
computer has now - even 512K or 640K
- MAXIT can increase available memory.
It can work above 640K, using memory
that was
reserved for
the
operating
system but
isn't being
used.
MAXIT
software
adds
memory
above640K
to DOS. and
enables 1-2
3 Release
lAor
memoryresident
programs to use it.
And if you already have software that
works with expanded memory,you can
use MAXIT's special driver software.
It emulates costly expanded memory
boards - giving you increased power
at a fraction of the cost.
MAXIT works on the IBM PC, XT. the
Portable PC, and many compatibles. It
requires DOS 2.0 or above.
MAXIT works on the IBM PC AT. too. It
tills out the AT's memory from 512K
to 640K, and even goes beyond that.

MAXIT includes a 256K parity-checked
memory card that uses the latest tech
nology. It's a half-size card, too, so you can
use it in a short XT slot.
Installation is a snap.Just follow the
instructions in the illustrated Owner's
Manual. The menu-driven setup software
also gives you screen prompts. And if you
have questions, our customer service
department will answer them fast.
Once installed, MAXIT loads auto
matically.You don't have to learn a single
new command to use it to its fullest.
Get the affordable solution to your PC's
memory crisis. We've made it easy. Order
MAXIT today by calling our toll-free
number: 1-800-221-8439. (In 1exas, call
1-214-437-7411.)
We accept VISA,
MasterCard, American
Express, and Diners
Club cards.
Or order by writing to:
McGraw-Hill Software,
8111 LBJ Freeway,
Dallas, Texas 75251.
MAXITisjust $195
plus $4.00 shipping
($12.00 outside the US.) .
Texas residents add
$11.94 sales tax.
1
Be sure to include
.
credit card number and
expiration date with
mail orders. Orders paid
by check are subject to delay.
MAXIT- is covered by a 30-day money-back
guarantee and a one-year warranty.

1-800-221-8439

(lnTexas 1-214-437-7411)

~'J~

McGraw-Hill

1tnliil Software

8111 LBJ Freeway, Dallas, 1exas 75251

MAXIT is a trademark of McGraw-Hill Software. IBM is a registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation: 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corporation:
Sidekick is a registered trademark of Borland International, Inc.
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something besides horoscopes and
hype. The rest of us can't lose.
AT LEAST ONE

CPU . ..

I don't believe in multiuser micros.
"One user. at least one CPU" is
Pournelle's motto. If you want multi
ple users. get multiple machines and
network them.
My philosophy seems to be catch·
ing on. IBM introduced the PC AT as
a multiuser machine. but it isn't often
used that way. There probably were
some. but I don't remember seeing
one multiuser PC AT at COMDEX. On
the other hand. I saw a lot of PC AT
clones set up to do multitasking for
single users.
That doesn't surprise me a lot. I've
been using Big Kat the Kaypro 286i.
since last spring, and I would truly
hate to go back to a less powerful
machine. Big Kat is fast and. barring
the hard-disk problem I previously
reported. has never had a glitch.
Big Kat doesn't have enough mem
ory. That is: the machine is full up with
640K bytes. but that's not enough for
everything I want to do. what with
SideKick, SuperKey, the 1\1rbo Light
ning spelling checker. Symantec's
O&A editor and report generator. and
Living Videotext's Ready! outline
processor.
There are solutions. Wayne Holder.
whose Oasis Software brought you
The Word Plus. has developed a new
spelling checker and thesaurus pro
gram that works with O&A. Symantec
continues to work to reduce the pro
gram's memory requirements. Ready!
will currently run on an expanded
memory board. and Gordon Eubanks
assures me that Symantec is working
hard to get O&A to do the same.
Meanwhile. a number of companies
offer expanded-memory boards for
the PC AT and its clones.
There are enough outside sources
of both hardware and software for the
AT to reach a critical mass. Indeed. I
think it has already happened. The AT
and its clones have become the new
"standard" small business computer.
and, from here on. more and more
programs will take advantage of the
(continued)
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helps save time, money and cut frustrations. Compare, evaluate, and find prcxlucts.
ifhMA!i
•
•
•
•
•

Programmrr'sRefrrrall.ist • Dealer's Inquire
Compare Products
• Sewsletter
Help find a Publisher
• Rush Order
Evaluation Literature FREE • Over 700 products
BULLETIS BOARD· 7PM to 7AM 617-SU-4086

Al-Expert System Dev't

Free Literatur.e - Compare Products
Evaluate prcxiuc!s. ~ compe!ilor>. Learn abou! new al!ema
tives . One free call bmigslnfonna!ion on jus! abou! any progra'iiiiiiiilg
need. Ask for any "Packet" or Addon Packet 0 Al 0 ADA. Mcxiula
[]BASIC o ·c" D:OBOL CBli!ors DFORrn []FORTRAN
[]PASCAL GIN!XJPCorOXbuggm. Linker.;

Arity System - incorporate w/C. PC $295
ExpcrtEAS E - Develop by describing
examples of how you decide. MS Call
EX SYS -All RAM . Probability.
Why. Trees, Solid, tiles, popular PC $359
I st Class - by example, interfaces
$250
Insight I - Probabil itics, required
thresholds. menus, fast ($79),
Insight 2 adds backward, forward,
partitions, dB2, lang . , access. MS $399
Others: APES ($359), Advisor($949),
ES Construction ($100), ESP ($845),
Expcrtcach ($399), Expert Choice ($449)

L'O!f"i:J

List Our
GC LISP Interpreter - "Common". rich,
Interactive Tutorial
$495 Call
GC LISP286 Developer- 2 to 15 meg
$I 195 Call
RAM. compiler & lntcrp.
Microsoft MuLisp 85
$250 $199
TLC LISP- "LISP-Machine" - like,
all RAM, classes, compiler. MS $225
TransLISP - Good for learning MS $ 75
WALTZLISP- "FRANZ LISP" 
like, big nums, debug. CPM-80 MS $149
Others: IQ LISP($155). BYS0($125),

IJIQ;M!•td
ARITY Standard - full, 4 Meg
Interpreter - debug, C, ASM
PC $ 350
COMPILER/Interpreter-EXE
PC $ 795
With Exp Sys, Screen - KIT PC $1250
MicroProlog - enhanced
MS $ 229
MProlog - Improved, Faster
PC $ 475
Professional MicroProlog
MS $ 359
MS $ 95
Prolog-86 - Learn Fast
Others: Prolog-1 ($365), Prolog-2 ($1795)

Editors for Programming
BRIEF Programmer 's Editorundo, windows, reconfigure
PC Call
80/86 $ 75
C Screen with source
EMACS by Uni Press - powerful,
Source: $949 $299
multifile, MLISP.
Entry Systems for C
PC $325
PC $169
Epsilon - like EMACS
FirsTimc by Spruce - Improve
productivity. Syntax directed for
Turbo ($69), Pascal ($229), or C ($239)
Kcdit - like X EDIT
PC $I 15
Lattice Screen Editor-multi window,
multitasking
Amiga $I 00 MS $125
PMA TE - power, multi task
80/86 $159
VEDIT - well liked. macros,
buffers, CPM-80-86 .
MS PC $119
XTC - multitasking
PC $ 85

lfhili;lj
Panel Screen Generator - Create screen
w/editor. generates code. Data
validation, windows, no royalties .
Specify Lat .. MSC. C86, MS Fortran
or Pascal
MS $239
Inquiry 273

RECENT DISCOVERY
Dan Bricldin ' s Demo Prn!!ram 
Prntotype quiekly. with ~ealism.
Use r feedback without programming.
All :'.50 ASC characters plus
attributes. Subseting . building
blocks . macros . thorough . PC $ 75

C Support-Systems

C Language-Compilers

Basic C Library by C Source
$139
C Debug - Source debuggers - by
Complete Soft ($269), MSD ($149) .
C Sharp - we! I supported, Source,
realtime, tasks
$600
$135
C ToolSet - DIFF. xref, source
$I 05
Lattice Text Utilities
The HAMMER by OES Systems
$179
SECURITYLIB - add encrypt to MSC.
C86 programs. Source $250 PC $125

BDS C - solid value, fast CPM80
C86 by CI - 8087, reliable
MS
Consulair Mac C w/toolkit
MAC
ECO C/88
MS
Lattice C - from Lifeboat
MS
MS
Lattice C · from Lattice
Mark Williams - w/ debugger MS
Mega max - tight full
AT ARI/ST
Microsoft C 3.0 - new
MS
Q!C 88 by Code Works - Compiler
source, decent code, cross/native MS
Wizard C - Lattice C compatible,
full sys. Ill, lint, fast .
MS

Fortran & Supporting
Forlib + by Alpha - graph, comm. $ 59
Fortran>> C- FORTRIX Ccreates
$5495
maintainable translations.
MACFortran by Microsoft- full ·77 $229
MS Fortran
$219
No Limit - Fortran Scientific
$129
PolyFortran - xref, pp, screen
$149
$390
Prospero - '66 , reentrant
RM Fortran - enhanced "IBM Ftn" $399
Scientific Subroutines - Matrix
$149
$269
Statistician by Alpha
Strings and Things - registers, shell $ 59

Multi Language Support
BTRIEVE ISAM
MS $199
CODESIFTER - Execution PRO
FILER. Spot bottlenecks.
Symbolic . automatic.
MS $109
MultiHALOGraphics- Multiple video
boards, printer, ri_ch . Animation,
engineering, business.
Any MS language, Lattice, C86 PC $189
PLINK 86- a program-independent
overlay linker to 32 levels for all MS
languages, C86 and Lattice.
MS $299
Pfinish Performance Analyzer
by Phoenix
MS $299
MS $ 99
Profiler by DWB Associates
PS MAKE by UniPress
PC $129
Screen Sculptor- slick, thorough,
PC $109
fast, BASIC, PASCAL.
ZAPCommunications -VT 100,
TEK4010emulation,fullxfer. PC$ 85

ATARI ST & AMIGA
Wecarryfull linesofManx, Lattice,
Metacompo and Prospero.

Call for a catalog, literature, and solid value

800-421-8006
THE PROGRAMMER'S SHOP'"
128- B Rockland Strttl. Hanom. MA 02339
Mass: 800-442-8070or 617-826-7531 286

$125
$299
$299
$ 60
$289
$339
$399

$179
$259
$125
$379

C Language-Interpreters
C-terp by Gimpel - full K & R,
.OBJ and ASM, large progs. MS $249
H.E .L.P . - innovate cnv .
MS $ 90
INST ANT C - Source debug,
MS $399
Edit to Run-3 seconds
lntcractivcC by IMPACC Associates .
Interpreter. editor. source, debug, PC $225
Introducing C - learn C
fast, self paced tutorial
PC $109
Professional Run/C - Run/C plus
create add-in libraries ,
load/unload them.
MS $199
Run/C - improved
MS $109

C Libraries-General
Application Programming Toolkit MS $375
Blaise C Tools I ($109), C Tools 2 $ 89
C Food by Lattice-ask for source MS $119
C Power Windows by Entelekon
$I 19
C Utilities by Essential· Comprehensive
screen graphics, strings. Source. PC $139
Entelekon C Function Library
PC $I 19
Entelekon Supcrfonts for C
PC $ 45
Greenleaf Functions - portable, ASM $139
Polytron - for Lattice, ASM source $ 85
Software Horizons - Pack I
PC $129

C Libraries-Communications
Asynch by Blaise
Greenleaf - full. fast
Software Horizons - pack 3

$149
$139
$I 19

C Libraries-Files
FILES: C Index by Trio- full B +
Tree, vary length field , multi compiler
/File is object only
$ 89
/Pro is partial source
$ 179
/Plus is full source
$349
CTree
$349
dbV IST A - full indexing, plus optional
record types, pointers , Network .
Object only. MS C, LAT, C86 $179
Source - Single user
MS $459
Source - Multiuser
MS $929
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Instant-CT:
The Fastest
Interpreter for C

CHAOS MANOR

it. Many haven't been announced yet.
but Phillips is aware of them. Mean
while. software to access these data
Runs your programs 50
bases is either in preparation or. like
to 500 times faster than
Kildall's. already available.
any other C language
CD-ROM disks can be manufactured
for about $ 5 each in quantity and con
interpreter.
tain all the text information in the En
cyclopaedia
Britannica. A single CD-ROM
,lny C interpreter can save you compile
disk
can
contain
more text than the
1'.and link time when developing your
industrial-quality
line printer will
best
programs. But only lnstant-C saves
print over its useful lifetime. A set of
your time by running your program at
20 of those disks would make an en
compiled-code speed.
cyclopedia like nothing that ever
power of the AT's 80286 chip.
Fastest Development. A program
It can't happen too soon for me. existed: illustrations could include
that runs in one second when compiled
Eventually. I suppose. the 80386 will motion pictures and stereo. The arti
with an optimizing compiler runs in
become the "new standard:· butthat's cle on space could include shots of
two or three seconds with lnstant-C.
going to take a while. Maybe not as Apollo 11 taking off. and so forth.
Other interpreters will run the same
It can't be long before this tech
long as I thought: developers are
program in two minutes. Or even ten
reporting that the first batch of 3 86s nology changes the way we look at
minutes. Don't trade slow compiling
are excellent. Meanwhile. the 286 has and use information. Couple a CD
and linking for slow testing and debug
its day.
ROM disk drive to an Atari. and you
ging. Onl)' lnstant-C Wt'llletyou edit,
have the potential for a powerful edu
test, and debug at the fastest possible
THE INFORMATION REVOLUTION
cational system: the greatest teachers
speeds.
We've seen it coming for a long time.
and lecturers in the world complete
Fastest Testing. lnstant-C immedi
but now the CD-ROM is here. CD
with every demonstration tool they
ately executes any C expression, state
ROM is the name agreed on for using ever wanted . Want to explain the solar
ment, or function call, and display the
compact disks as read-only storage system? You can be a talking head for
results. I.earn C, or test your programs
for computer information. The CD
a while. then switch to color animated
faster than ever before.
ROM disk drive is about the size and models. first of the planets in their or
price of a good floppy-disk drive. Each bits. with speedup at perigee and
Fastest Debugging. lnstant-C gives
CD-ROM disk can hold hundreds of slowdown at apogee: color bars to
you the best source-level debugger for
megabytes of information: programs.
show that the planets sweep out equal
C. Single-step by source statement, or
data.
text
files.
music
and
speech.
ani
in equal times: and actual
areas
set any number of conditional break
mation and motion pictures-all can
Voyager photographs of the planets
points throughout your program. Errors
be put onto the disk and accessed.
themselves. Moreover. a section on in
always show the source statements
Phillips has CD-ROM drives for sale.
tegral calculus could use the planetary
involved. Once you find the problem,
and
there
are
already
a
number
of
orbital animation to illustrate just
test the correction in seconds.
commercially available CD-ROM disks.
what an integral is.
Fastest Programming. /nstant-C
along with software to access the
Now. true. the educational lobby will
can directly generate executable files,
data. Activenture. Gary Kildall's new try its best to hang on to "creden
supports full K & R standard C, comes
company. has Grolier's Academic Amer
tialism" and will continue to insist that
with complete library source, and works
ican Encyclopedia with a really neat in
no fundamental changes be made in
under PC-DOS, MS-DOS, or CP/M-86.
dexing system; in a few seconds to our present educational system. But
lnstant-C givesyou worki.ng, well
tens of seconds. you can search
no matter how hard educators drag
testedprogramsfaster than any other
through the whole encyclopedia. It
their feet. this new technology can't
programming tool. Satisfaction guar
took less than a minute to find all the
be. stopped. Not only the Library of
anteed, or your money back in first
references to science fiction (about a the Month Club but the College
31 days. lnstant-C is S495.
dozen) and all references to science
Course of the Month Club have just
fiction with the name Pournelle in the
become realities.
same article (alas. none).
CD-ROMs will change the whole
The Phillips people tell me there are nature of scholarship. Even after all
about 40 databases on CD-ROMs. these years. only a handful of scholars
These
include back issues of news
have had access to the original text
P.O. Box 480
papers. stock-market histories. all · of the Dead Sea Scrolls: now. every
Natick, MA 01760
kinds of financial data. technical
thing known about them. including
(617) 653-6194
(continued)
manuals. math handbooks. you name

It can't be long

before CD.-ROM
technology changes
the way we look at .
and use information.

Rational

Systems, Inc.
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Frustration Insurance
Computer Books from Osborne/McGraw-Hill.

• Using Turbo Pascal"'
• CMade Easy
• Forrest Mims's Computer Projects
• The CLibrary
Mims
Wood
Jamsa
Schildt
$18.95
Order #881178-3 $14.95
Order #881193-7
$19.95
Order #881148-1
$18.95
Order#88lll0-4
Forrest Mims Ill, noted author, has
Maximize your advanced programming
Experienced Cprogrammers will find
Learn Cprogramming in no time at all
with this easy-to-use tutorial which
amassed acollection of computer
skills with this thorough volume which
over 125 routines ranging from macros
projects which include computerized
covers Turbo Pascal, including version
introduces generalconcepts, functions,
to actual UNIX'" utilities.There are
3.0 for the experienced programmer.
libraries, disk input/output and awide
security alarms, psychological testing,
tools for string manipulation, pointers.
range of other facts about the Cpro
experimenting with computer art and
input/output, array manipulation,
how to use your computer as astorage
gramming environment and UNIX
recursion and more'
operating system.
oscilloscope.

• The MBASIC Handbook
• AUser Guide to the UNIX '" System
• Advanced Programmer's Guide to
• Steve Ciarcia's ASK BVTE
(2nd Edition)
Ettl in
UNIX'" System V
Ciarcia
$18.95
Order #881102-3
Thomas and Yates
Thomas, Rogers, and Yates
$14.95
Order #881200-3
Order# 881109-0
$21.95
Order #881211-9 $18.95
Gain abetter understanding of pro
Steve Ciarcia provides insightful solu
gramming while you learn to develop
Now the best-selling User Guide to the
Cprogrammers who already know
tions to your exasperating hardware
UNIXTh' System has been revised and
and customize programs with this
UNIX fundamentals can use this
and software problems including how
fundamental guide to Microsoft" BASIC.
expanded to cover applications of
guide to write more effeclive programs
to throubleshoot difficulties that affect
the UNIX operating system for Bell
with the software tools in UNIX
your peripherals, accessories, and
Laboratories New System Vand
SystemV
operating systems
Berkeley UNIX.

Osborne/McGraw-Hill books are available at bookstores and computer
stores everywhere.To order any of these titles by mail,complete
the coupon and mail to McGraw-Hill, P. 0. Box 400, Hightstown, NJ
08520. All orders must be prepaid. Checks, money orders, VISA and
MasterCard are acceptable for payment. No postage or handling charges
are required, but please include appropriate tax if applicable in your
shipping area .All books will be shipped via UPS. Allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery Books will not be delivered to post office boxes. This offer
is valid only in the Continental United States and is subject to change
without notice.

Osborne McGra"•+lill
Inquiry 248
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video copies of not only the scrolls
themselves but every word of com
mentary ever written about them, can
be put onto a single CD-ROM disk and
still have room for·everything known
about say. the archaeology of Jericho.
CD-ROMs don't become profitable
until you can sell thousands of copies;
but there's so much room on them
that you can keep adding topics until
the customer pool is large enough. It
costs no more to manufacture a full
CD-ROM disk than a partially full one.
It shouldn't be long before even the
smallest university can give its
scholars access to primary sources
previously available only in a few
places
As I was writing this. Dr. Paul Bohan
nan. dean of social sciences at use
came over. It took him about 30 sec
onds to imagine new uses for CD
ROMs. Ethnographic data on cultures
takes up enormous space. Much of it

is irreplaceable. but it is also too ex
pensive to be published in journals.
The new computer memory-storage
technology will change all that. and
soon.
A few years ago. I said that by the
year 2000. anyone in a Western nation
who seriously wanted to would be
able to get the answer to any answer
able question. I'm now more than
confident that I was right-except that
it may happen much sooner than I
thought.

Z80 Modula-2 what l11rbo Pascal is to
every other Pascal. FTL Modula-2 is
fast; compiles to tight. fast-running
code; and has an integral text editor.
There are installation procedures for
putting it onto every terminal Dave
and Barry could get hold of; they even
set it up to run on Zeke with his mem
ory-mapped VDM board. They also
have it running on the big CompuPro
286/Z80. and I am amazed to find that
FTL Modula-2 on the Z80 compiles
about as fast as Logitech Modula-2 on
the 286.
·
FASTER THAN LIGHT
FTL Modula-2 is reasonably priced;
The best software item I discovered is not copy-protected; has a simple
at COMDEX wasn't in a booth Barry and sane licensing agreement; comes
Workman had his Australian friend. with good. clearly written. well
Dave Moore. in tow. Both were eager indexed documentation; and works. It
to tell me about Moore's new wouldn't hurt to have a couple of
Modula-2 compiler.
other books. but you certainly can
When we got back to Los Angeles. begin to write Modula-2 programs
I understood why. They're calling it with nothing but the compiler and its
FTL Modula-2, and it's to every other documents; there are all kinds of
----------------------------~ source-code examples included.
FTL Modula-2 should do for the
Modula-2 language what ll.!rbo Pascal
did for Pascal. If you have a Z80
machine and you're at all interested
in languages. get FTL Modula-2. You
won't regret it. Meanwhile. Dave
Moore went back to Australia to write
code generators to get FTL Modula-2
running on 68000, 8088. and 80286
machines. Watch for new develop
ments.
TURBO!

\

.

"
~
~
...-.....
'"'
and@arc trademarks of Motorola, Inc. Codex is a registered trademark of Codex Corporatio n.
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Borland's Philippe Kahn has done it
· again. The new Turbo Editor Toolbox
is the 11.irbo Pascal source code to just
about anything you ever wanted a
PCompatible text editor to do. along
with a really excellent book of instruc
tions on what text editors are and
how to use the Toolbox to build a
custom text editor.
This is the best deal for hackers
since 11Jrbo Pascal (which you must
have to make the ll.!rbo Editor Tool
box useful). If you're tired of text
editors that don't do what you want;
if you want features you can't get in
a commercial editor; if you're at all
curious about text editors. pull-down
commands. and the like; you can't af
(continuedJ
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- - - - - j HARDWARE
BOARDS

~~!a~:;~~1age

PRINTERS
Anodex A ll Model~
Brother All Models

Connon Loser
Citit.en MSP· 10

Printer

MSP- 15 or MSP-20
MSP-20
MSP-25

D o t osout h All Printer Models

Di o blo D-25
63S
Other Printer Models
Epson A\I Printer Models

J uki 6000
6100
6300

NEC 2010. 20Js.2oso
3510, 3550 3515 3530
8810, 8830. 8850
P2, P3

. $ave
Save

. $2099
$255
$349
$319
$485
Save

$549
. $1079
Save
Save

$169
$349
$679
$629
$749
$1079
$ave

$399
$389

E!f360

Ell 370

Okido to All Pri nter Models
Pa n a sonic 1091
1092
1592
KXP3151
Star M icronics
A ll Printer Modeh
Silv e r Reed
EXP400 PoroUel
EXP500 Parallel or Serial
EXP550 Parallel or Serial
EXP800 Parallel or Serial

$ave

$205
$279
. $389
$619

$

•

Abo•c Boo•d>
Poro dise ModulorG.•ophic061

~"'~ 0~~om
Ouodlink
Tee Mor Graphics Moster
Captain No Memory

Z ·l38 All Models
Z-148 All Models
Z-171
Z-200

IB M 3161 &3163Se1ies
Qume QVT Green 101
OVT Amber 101
W yse 30

50
75
Wyse 85
Wyse350
Zenit h Z-22
Z 29A
Z-49

:$1 1~2805 ~l~

Sony MD/2(Q!y 100)

PLOTTERS
Ent er Sweel-P600
Epson Hi-80

. $325
$445
$155

A l pha Ome ga Turbo 10
Turbo 20
Turbo 30
Iome ga
Bernoulli Boxes for IBM
Bernoulli Boxes for Macintosh
Paradise Macintosh Hord Disk

AT&T
4000 Exlernol
An c h o r Au tomation
Anchor Express
Mork XII
Hayes Smortmodem 300 Baud
Smorlmodem 1200 Baud
Smortmodem 1200B{1BM)
Smorlmodem 2400 Baud
Micromodem llE rApple)
Prometh e u s All Models
US Rob o t i cs Courier 2400
Password 1200
M1crolink 2400

.;$~0..\.<0.:>~0~
(>
~

....
,

'9

~ <§!

,.

n.

~

~~ {)~
V

$ave

_ __

J

SOFTWARE

I, _ __

IBM PC and 100% Com11atibles
Save
$ave
Save
Save
Save
Save

Save

$299
$314
$299
$419
$559
$439
$859
$455
$559
Save

$529
$529
$729
$ave
$ave
. Save

$309
$229
$229

Save
Save
Save
Save
$ave
Save

$389
$180
$389

WORD PROCESSORS
lightenino
leading Edge Word Pmcessor
Leading Edge W/P with Spell & Moil
Microsolt Word 2.01
Multimote 3 .3
PFS-Write
Wordstor w/Tutor
Wnrdstor Pi o Pock .

MONEY MANAGEMENT
$49
$49
$99
$229
$203
$77

$162
5233

Word Perfect (Ver.4 .1).. $199
Word$tar 2000 .
. $233
Wordstar 2000 Plus
. $280
GRAPHICS

$159

$ave

All Tax Packages
Dollars & Sense w/Forco~•
Tobros Mooogin,g Your Mon ey

$95
$95

Gem Collection
Gem Desktop ..
Gem Draw.

$109
.. $27
. . Save

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
$262
$229
$185
$225

Harvard To tal Pro1ccl Manager
M1crasoh Pro1ec1
Super Projccl
Timelinc 2.0

COMMUNICATIONS

Microsoft BussMouse
w/PC Paintbrush 3.0
Microsoft Serial Mouse
Chort moster

$107
$120
$205
$ave

Turbo Grophix Tcol Box
Diagram Mosler
Energrophics
Energrophks w Plotter Option
Microsoft Chor!
PC Drow .
PC Drow Lighl Pen
PC Poinl w Mouse .
PC Mouse w/ Dr. Halo II
PFSGroph
Printmosler
Signmosler

$189
$160
$205
. $170
$199
$102
$122
$104
$77

$30
. $134

$17
$93

LompuScrve Starter Kil
Crossta lk XVI
PF$ACCC!SS
Remote

$77

$93

INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE
Enable 1.1
Framework II .
Smart Software Sys!em
Symphony

SPREADSHEETS
Lotus 1-2-~
Multiplon
Spreodsheel Auditor 2.0

$312
$ave
$ave
$ave
. $ave

.. $112
$82

ITupercalc 3 (Ver.2.1) .. SAVE]
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT

LANGUAGES
C Compiler (Microsoft)
Fortran Compiler (Microsoft)
Macro Assembler
Pascal Compiler(Microsoft)
Turbo Pascal 3.0 .
Lattice C Compiler
Run( Interpreter
Quick Basic
Turbo Tool Box .

$229
$203
$87
. $174
.. $ave

$242
$82
$58
$ave

UTILITIES
$88
$47
$19
$48

Fos!bock
I DtR
Copy II PC
Norton Ulilil ies 3.1
Sidekick
Sidekick (Unprotected )
Sideways

Cornerstone
dBose II
dBose 11 1
Nutshell
PFS:File .
PFS:Reporl
Quickcode
OvickRcport
Extended Reper! Writer
Think Tonk
Clipper
Knowledgemon II
Knowledgcmon Upgrade Kit
Powerbose
( New Ver. Rcb. 320K)
Refl ex

Save ~~~~~~~~~$ave

$35 i..;;;;.==..:....;;.;;...;;_;;.;..;..;;_;;.;;;,

Superkey
Pri ntworks
Sidekick - Supcrkey (Bundle)

$ave

$36
$ave

TRAINING

KEYBOARDS

Inq uiry 299 for MS DOS Products. Inq uir y 300 for all others.

-

1 ~ ;r

:;_;~'~1 ~~~~:~nt~c,:~~6~1v iooi

$a ..

DISK DRIVES

Kcytroni c s 515 1

$29
$28
$28

FlightSimulotar
Typing lnslructor
Typing Tutor Ill

~I
I V/S4 I"''"''""
~--

EXJ!RES

Pric es re fle ct 3% to 5% cash discount . Product shipped in factory cartons with manufacturer's warranty. Pleme odd $10.00 per order
for UPS shipping . Prices & availability subject to change without notice . Send cashier's check or money order .. . all other checks will delay
shipping two weeks.

-

DISKETTES

$$259
19

VIDEO TERMINALS

SAVE

$ave
Save
Save
. Save

-

29

COMPUTERS
Comp a q A ll Models
Zenit h
Z-158 All Models

MODEMS

MONITORS

-

Intel

$AVE

341 Parallel .
.$829
341 Serial & Parallel . $879
351 Serial & Parallel . $985

Amdex All Monitors
NEC All Monitors
Princeton Gr a ohics
Z e n it h All Models

:~ ~

$1

$ave

$235
$309
$429
. $399

TOSHIBA
PRINTERS
SPECIAL
321 Parallel .
321 Serial .

H ercules ColorCord
Graphic Co rd

c9~~ 4-~~·

1

1

$245
Save
$ave

$49
$77
$68
$139
$139
$80
$92
$345
$289
$145

Inquiry 355
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Borland International
is a public benefactor.

Copying diskettes will never be easier
than pushing one button.
While your computer is
busy doing other things,
your Victory Duplicator can
be making as many as eigh t
copies of a diskette at once
-producing up to 360 copies
in an hour. Dua!Master '·"
models can even make
multiple copies oft wo different
diskettes simultaneously.
Just insert the diskettes
and press one button.
Copy different formats,
flawlessl y.
An automatic format analysis
program makes it possible
for the Victory Duplicator to

The company continues

copy virtually any 51/1, 31/2
or 8-inchdiskette. The system
tests for quality and accuracy
at every stage of the process.

copy protection, a commu
nications port, a four-month
waffanty and much more
all for one low price.

It practically services
itself.
Each drive has a separate
controller to maximize up
time. Simple diagnostics to
verify drive alignment and
industry standard drives
allow you to maintain your
system without waiting for
outside service.
All at an attractive price.
Victory Duplicators offer
fast copying, serialization,

Call 1-800-421-0103.
Call today for more
information. On Texas,
call 512-450-0801.)

vicro'Y
ENTERPRISES
Tec hnology. Inc.
8~10

liesearch Blvd , Suite B<
Austin. Texas 78758

{:;· 1986 Viclt11)' Entcrpliscs 'ICchnokJbry, Inc.

:. .A .small price to pay for a full-duple~ 2400 bps dial modem
f:rnm~the comp~rty preferred by more communications managers

than any other. .
The Codex 2233 dial modem. Find out
about i~. Call 1;800-426-1212. Ext. 230.

coonv
®

~

MoroRoL.A

~fotorola and® arc uadem~rks of ~fornrol a, lnc. Codex is a rcg:i!'.tcred tr;:idernark of Codex Corporation.
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to pour out good, welf..
documented products
at reasonable prices.
ford to be without this.
Do note that this is a product for
programmers. I'm tempted to say ad
vanced programmers. but that
wouldn't be true. You do need to
know Pascal in general and 11Jrbo
Pascal in particular. but. given interest
and study. beginners can start with
11Jrbo Pascal and the Turbo llltor and
work through the lllrbo Editor Tool
box: at which point. they'll be ad
vanced programmers.
Incidentally. Borland has a boxed
set of 11Jrbo tools that includes 111rbo
Pascal. 111rbo 11Jtor. DataBase Tool
box. Editor Toolbox. Graphix Toolbox.
and GameWorks. All together. this is
the perfect present for the hacker in
your life. and you don't need to wait
until graduation.
The 11Jrbo boxed set is useful for
Modula-2 programmers. too. With
Richard Gleaves's book Modula-2 for
Pascal Programmers (Springer-Verlag.
1984). you can rather quickly translate
much of the Borland source code into
Logitech Modula-2 modules that run
quite nicely on PCompatibles.
I've said this before. but I want to
nail it down: Borland International is
a public benefactor. The company
continues to pour out good. well
documented products at reasonable
prices. Philippe Kahn has proved that
giving customers a better deal is not
only fun. it's good business. I wish the
rest of the industry would catch on.
Of course. Workman did catch on:
the source code to the FTL Modula-2
compiler editor is included with FTL
Modula-2. doing for CP/M what 111rbo
(continued)
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.You would think when IBM needs
EPROM Programmers they would choose
the best and the most expensive.
They don't. They only choose the best.
GTEK.

MODEL 7956 (w/RS-232 option) ..... $1099
MODEL 7956 (stand alone) ... .... ... $ 979
GTEK"s outstanding Gang Programmer with
intelligent algorithm can copy 8 EPROMS at a
time' Use the 7956 in a production environ
ment when you need to program a large num
ber of chips . Programs all popular chips through
the 27512 EPROMS; supports CMOS EPROMS
through the 27C256; supports EEPROMS
through the X2864A; supports Intel's 2764A &
27128A chips. The 7956 will also program
single chip processors.

MODEL 7228 .................. . ... $ 599
GTEK"s 7228 has all the features of the
7128, plus Intelligent Programming Algorithms!
It supports the newest devices available through
512K bits. The 7228 programs 6 times as fast
as standard algorithms. It programs the 2764 in
one minute' Supports CMOS EPROMS through
the 27C256; supports EEPROMS through the
X2864A; supports Intel's 2764A & 27128A chips.
Supports Tektronics, Intel, Motorola and other
formats.

MODEL 7324 ................ . .. . .. $1499
MODEL 7128 ..... . ............ . ... $ 429
The 7324 has a built-in compiler. It programs
The 7128 has the highest performance-to
all MMI , National and Tl 20 & 24 pin PALS. It
cost-ralio of any unit. It supports the newest
has non-volatile memory and operates stand
devices available through 256Kbits.
alone or via RS-232.
MODEL 7322 .... . . ... . ..... .. .. . . ... . .... . ..................... . ... . . ........ $1249
Same as Model 7324 but operates only via RS-232 .
MODEL 7316 ..................................................... . . ... . . .... $ 749
This PAL PROGRAMMER programs Series 20 PALs. It has a built-in PALASM compiler.
MODEL 705 ... . . . ... . ..... . ..................................... .. ... . . ..... . $ 299
68705V3, U3, P3 PROGRAMMER.
EPROM, PROM & PAL

UTILITY PACKAGES
GTEK"s PGX Utility Packages will allow you to specify a range of .addresses to send to the
programmer, verify erasure and/or set the EPROM type. The PGX Utility Package includes
GHEX, a utility used to generate an Intel HEX file.
PALX Utility Package-for use with GTEK's Pal Programmers-allows transfer of PALASM "
source file or ASCII HEX object code file.
Both utility packages are available for CPM ?' MS-DOS ~ · PC-DOS; · ISIS'"' and TRSDOS'"
operating systems. Call for pricing.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
These assemblers are available to handle the 8748. 8751, ZS, 6502. 68X and other microprocessors
They are available for CPM and MS-DOS computers. When ordering , please specify processor
and computer types.

ACCESSORIES
Erasers

(OEM Quantity) $259.
. ... .. .... $329.
Model 7128-24
.. .. .. $200.
Cross Assemblers C PM-80
MSDOS; CPM 86 ... $250.
PGX Utilities
. Call for pricing
PALX .
. . . .... Call for pricing

If you are a CPM
user who wanted to
convert to MS-DOS
or PC-DOS but
didn't because
you wouldn't
abandon or
rewrite your CPM
programs, now you
can convert without
losing or rewriting a single CPM program!
GTEK's CPEmulator emulates Z-80 code and
Televideo or Lear-Seigler terminals. The CPEmulator
copies to and from 54 CPM disks and the serial port.
Now all the work you accomplished in CPM is
still as valuable with your change to MS-DOS or
PC-DOS. And you won't see any difference when
you run your CPM programs on your IBM or IBM
compatible!
GTEK's incredible CPEmulator is just $199!
JUST RELEASED!!! Need more speed? With
GTEK's SPEED KIT you can run your CPM pro
grams much faster. The Speed Kit includes NEC
V20 or V30 processors. With your CPEmulator,
just $99.00!

Call GTEK's CPM Hotline ...
1-601-467-9019
NEW PRODUCT FROM GTEK!
MODEL 8014 PROGRAMMABLE
PARALLEL PRINTER SWITCH
~·

PROGRAMMERS
- These features are standard from GTEK 
Compatible with all RS-232 serial interface ports • Auto select baud rate • With or without
hand-shaking• Bidirectional Xon/Xoff • CTS/DTR supported • Read pin compatible ROMS • No
personality modules• Intel, Motorola, MCS86 Hex formats• Split facility for 16 bit data paths•
Read program, formatted list commands • Interrupt driven-program and verify real time while
sending data • Program single byte block or whole EPROM • Intelligent diagnostics discern bad
and/or unerased EPROM • Verify erasure and compare commands • Busy light • Complete with
Textool zero insertion force socket and integral 120 VAC power (240 VAC/50Hz available)•

Model 7128-L 1, L2, L2A

RUN CPM
SOFTWARE ON
YOUR IBM OR
IBM COMPATIBLE

... DE4 $80; PE14T $129
C25 $349; C50 $599
U/V Eraser DE-4 . . .
. . $ 80.
Cables: Serial or Parallel
... .. . $ 30.
8751 Adapter
.......... .... . . . $174.
8755 Adapter
. ... $135.
. . ..... . . . $ 98.
48 Family Adapter

I"'" ·:,.
. •

....: .\
.Finally, for everyone
/~
\
usmg multiple parallel
'\
printers, GTEK makes avail

~-<~"<··

\_.

able a reliable and afford
able programmable parallel
~printer switch: With it's pro
_.:'._\;
~ grammable printer port, you
,,
can connect your IBM PC
or other computer with a
single parallel port, to from one to four printers
at one time.
Each port is selectable by sending GTEK's 8014
a simple escape sequence. The 8014's microprocessor
allows Epson-type graphics codes to pass unchanged.
By cascading 8014s, you can access as many printers
as you need!
The 8014 will prove invaluable to you . . . use
one computer to print invoices, serial number
labels, disk labels, and plain paper ... without
changing the form each time. There are hundreds
of applications for GTEK's 8014 Programmable
Parallel Printer Switch.
And with the Model 8014-32k or 8014-128k, you
can spool and switch your printer output.
Model 8014 (switch only) $279.00; Model
8014-32k (32k buffer) $339.00; Model 8014-128k
( 128k buffer) $399.00.

·'.>:~.-···

•..-. \

, ,_.. . .Ji

Development Hardware/Software
P.O. Box 289, Waveland, MS 39576
601 /467-8048; telex 315-814 (GTEK UD)
, INC.
GTEK, PALASM, CPM, MS-DOS, PC-DOS, ISIS, TRSDOS, & CPEmulator are registered trademarks.
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Inquiry 332

Turbo Pascal Programmers:

CHAOS MANOR

Turbo-Task allows any 1urbo Pascal Program to
run in Foreground or Background
Turbo-Task will make your program resident in memory just like Sidekick. but with one big difference: your program can also
operate in background! Turbo-Task is simple to use and complete in its operation. You only add two lines to your source code.
Turbo-Task takes responsibility for all multitasking duties. You specify the invoke key that will bring the program to the
foreground (it will pop up just lik e Sidekick) and you specify a time-slice we ight the program will have when operating in
background. A non-zero weight will allow the program to continue operation if the user moves it to the background. It will still
have full access to disk and printer. When it completes its job, (i.e. processing data on disk and printing a report), it has the option
to reset its weight to zero, thus remaining dormant until the user presses its invoke key and brings it to the foreground again.
Meanwhile, the user has been running other software undisturbed by this background task. Up to 16 programs can use
Turbo· Task at the same time, each with it s own invoke key, independent foreground window, and time-slice weight. You do not
need to under stan d multitasking theory to use Turbo-Task. All the work is done for you. Turbo-Task does not interfe.r e w ith
SIDEKICK. Works with TURBO EDITOR and GAMEWORKS.

Ram-Page provides a Virtual
Screen of any Size

1urbo-Linker breaks the 64k
Code Segment Barrier

Ram-Page takes heap space to create up to 16 pages that can
be used as virtual screens. The dimensions you se lect are only
limited by system memory. 256k of heap could be allocated to
a single Page with 80 chars by 1600 lines! All of Turbo's text
handling routines will operate on the Pages. Write. Writeln,
ClrSo. ClrEol, lnsline, Delline, Win dow. and Gotoxy will be
redirected to work on the Page you specify. View-Page allows
you to display any portion of a Page on the screen. Th is "view
window" is automatically updated as writes are made to the
Page. These windows can appear; disappea~ ; move, and overlap.
Text written to a hidden window will be there when the
overlapping window disappears. Text can be moved between
pages. Foreground and background attributes are maintained
separately for each Page. Ram-Page also provides two new
routine s: lnsColu.nn and DelColumn.

Turbo-linker performs two important functions: it allows your
program to grow beyond 64k. and it eliminates the need to
continually recompile debugged routines. Turbo -Linker w ill
conver1 a set of your procedures into a module that can be
loaded into the heap at run time. These procedures will operate
in the heap thus freeing space in the code segment for the
main program. In effect. it is usin g the heap for overlays,
except these "overlay" module can be shared by any number
of programs. Once you cr eate a module, you never .have to
recompile it. You can maintain a library of modules of your
frequently used procedures. There is no limit on the numbe r
of module s that can be lo aded or the number of routines in
any module. A loaded module can be "disposed" and a new
module loaded in its place. Handles global var iables. Allows
calls between modules.

....angenl re~hno~og~e~
All these utilities - ONl.Y $70
~

~

~

~

180 North Wack er Drive • Suite 350 • Chicago, IL 60606 • (312) 263-0024
MC/VISA
Supports version 3.0 for PC-DOS and MS-DOS
Turbo Pascal, Turbo Editor, Gameworks and SideKick are trademarks of Borland Intl.

Microsoft's Excel
is easy to learn and
sets new standards
in business software.
Editor Toolbox does for IBM PC
systems.
BEST OF 1985
Everyone else gives out Product of
the Year awards. so l thought I'd do
it too. The ground rule is that no mat
ter how long it has been around. it's
· the year I started using it that counts.
As to how I choose them: it's pure
ly subjective. Generally. my Products
of the Year have to be useful to me
in something l do; but I also look for
products that look as if they'll greatly
and beneficially influence the micro
computer revolution. I also tend to
have lots of ties. rather than try to
choose just one from a list of excellent
products.
SOFTWARE

A small price to pay for a full-duplex 2400 bps dial modem
that gives you better performance, better features, and better
support than anything else available.
The Codex 2233 dial modem. Find out
~
about it. Call 1-800-426-1212. Ext. 230-.
@ MoroRou

codnv

(continued)

Mororola :ind@arc trademarks of Mororola, Inc. Codex is a registered crademark of Codt·x Corporarion.
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The business software of I 98 5 has to
be Microsoft's Excel. The program is
so darned nice that it overcomes
much of my dislike of the Macintosh.
Excel is easy to learn. but better. it's
also easy to use. Best of all. you can
easily get at Excel's powerful macro
capability. Excel is what a spreadsheet
ought to be and sets new standards
in business software. Now if Microsoft
will just get it onto machines with
screens big enough to see .. .
In the word-processing category.
there's a three-way tie and an honor
able mention. Tied for best of 198 5
are Symantec's O&A. Borland's 11Jrbo
Lightning. and Living Videotext's
Ready! idea processor. It's impossible
to choose among these; they're all
useful. Tu.to are memory-resident. I
suppose that one day the trend to
memory-resident software will be
halted by a really excellent multitask
ing operating system. Maybe this
year?

Inquiry 65

'The C86

Compiler
Great...

When Dale Hillman
decided to create the most
exciting football simulation
game ever, he knew he
needed good language
support. The portability and
maintainability of C made it
a natural choice. Which
C compiler to choose was
another matter entirely.
"Of the many C compilers
available, choosing the best
one for the job was not easy.
Comparing benchmarks, most
compilers were strong in
one or two categories, yet
decidedly weak in others.

Computer Innovations' C86
was the exception. I found
the C86 Compiler con
sistently strong in all
categories.
"C86 had a reputation for
being a solid, reliable, high
performance compiler. 8087
math support, source level
debugging - it had it all.
BEST of all was Computer
Innovations' incredible
technical support. Their
highly knowledgeable
support team was always
available. Their assistance
helped cut development

Behind Innovative ~s Computer Innovations
Inquiry 80

time substantially. And since
NFL CHALLENGE took 12 112
man-years to create 
every little bit helped . It was
a service you just can't
place a dollar value on ..."
If you're working on the
next great program , call
Computer Innovations. We'll
show you why you'll never
have to look any further
than C86.

For Further Details
Call Toll-Free:

800-922-0169

COMPUTER
INNOVATIONS, INC.
980 Shrewsbury Avenue,
TlnfOl'I Faus, NJ 07724 USA (201) 542-5920
EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR
Boston Micro, Inc., TELEX: 6712477 BMI USA
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All three of these programs are
evolving. As I write this. I have on my
desk Wayne Holder's newest spelling
checker and thesaurus program that
mates with Symantec's O&A. and I
hear persistent rumors that Symantec
is adding an outline-processor capa
bility as well. O&A has enormous
promise. By integrating the text editor
and database. Symantec has greatly

simplified life for new computer users.
Symantec's chairman. Gordon Eu
banks. has been in the microcomputer
movement from the beginning and
has a real feel for what we can and
ought to do with micros. Of course.
he's not alone: Living Videotext has
Dave Winer. and Borland's Philippe
Kahn has made his mark on this in
dustry. too. Borland has already prom-

JERRY'S BEST
OF

198 5

Business Software:
EXCEL .. .. . . . .. .... . . .. .. $395
Microsoft
10700 Northup Way
POB 97200
Bellevue. WA 98009
(800) 426-9400

Word-Processing Software:
O&A . . . ... .. . .. . . . ... . ... $299
Symantec
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino. CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
READY! ... . ..... .. ...... $99.95
Living Videotext Inc.
2 4 3 2 Charleston Rd.
Mountain View. CA 9404 3
(415) 964-6300
TuRBO LIGHTNING ... . ..... $99.95
Borland International
4 585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley. CA 95066
(408) 4 38-8400
Honorable Mention:
BEYOND COMPARE ........... $30
General 1ransformation Company
POB 10083
Berkeley. CA 94 709
(415) 644-0702

Languages and
Programming Tools:
FTL MODULA-2 ........... $49.95
with source code ....... $79.95
Workman and Associates
112 Marion Ave.
Pasadena. CA 91106
(818) 796-4401

AWARDS
TuRBO EDITOR TOOLBOX .... $69.95
Borland International

Most Useful Computer:
KAYPRO 2 86i ...... starts at $2995
Kaypro Corporation
53 3 Stevens Ave.
Solana Beach. CA 9207 5
(619) 481-4 300

Accessories:
TuRNER-HALL CARD ....... $99.95
2 561<-byte memory board
with PC clock
Symantec
HARDCARD ............. . . $1095
Plus Development Corporation
1778 McCarthy Blvd
Milpitas. CA 9 503 5-9990
(408) 946-3700
0MNITEL 1200-BAUD INTERNAL
MODEM ................ $399
OmniTel
3090 Oakmead Village Dr.
Santa Clara. CA 95051
(408) 986-8236

Games:
ANCIENT ART OF WAR ..... $44.95
Bri;!Jderbund Software
17 Paul Dr.
San Rafael. CA 94903
(415) 479-1170
WIZARDRY I. .... . ... .. ... $49.95
SirTech
POB 245
323 Washington St.
Ogdensburg. NY 13669
(315) 393-6633

ised new database additions to Turbo
Lightning.
The honorable mention is General
Transformation Company's Beyond
Compare. a file-comparison program.
At $30. it's hard to beat for value. A
file comparator is something you
don't need every day. but when you
need one. you need a good one-and
you need it bad. I've long had one for
CP/M. Beyond Compare is for PC
DOS. and it's excellent.
My final software category is lan
guages and programming tools. Once
again. there's a tie: Borland's Turbo
Editor Toolbox and Workman's FTL
Modula-2 compiler. I should also
mention Logitech's Modula-2 com- .
piler for the PC: it wasn't new in 1985.
but the dramatic drop in price made
it very nearly a new product Good
Modula-2 compilers at reasonable
prices will get more people interested
in the language. and since Modula-2
is logical and easy to learn. that will
get more people involved in program
ming. which will do great things for
the micro field. In their classic work
The Elements of Programming Style. Ker
nighan and Plauger say repeatedly
that the best way to learn good pro
gramming habits is to study good
code. Both FTL Modula-2 and the
T\Jrbo Editor Toolbox give the pro
grammer well-tested and useful
source code. That's a giant step in the
right direction.
HARDWARE

There's no competition for most
useful computer to arrive here in
I 9 8 5: the Kaypro 286i PC AT clone
has been in constant use. So far. we
haven't found any PC programs it
won't run. Certainly nothing else I've
acquired this year has helped me as
much. Rather than ignore the Atari
520ST and the Amiga. which are like
ly to have an enormous impact on this
field. I've decided to rule them ineligi
ble: after all. I've had them only a
week.
As to accessories. there are so
many! Symantec has a 2 56K-byte PC
clock and memory board that's so
cheap they practically give it away
(continued)
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Doors Open When
YouKnow C

The growth of the C language is nothing short
of phenomenal. Over the past five years, it has
emerged as the language of choice for most
major PC applications. Why? Speed, portability,
· and compactness of code are a few of the
reasons. But more important, its structured
approach vastly reduces the time involved in
ANY programming task. It's a big step
beyond BASIC.
Now, Computer Innovations makes learning C
fast and easy with Introducing C. A unique,
interactive learning system, Introducing C
combines a thorough, self-paced manual with a
C INTERPRETER for fast results. Introducing C
provides a solid background in standard C
functions, operators, and data types including
structures, unions, arrays, and pointers. Plus the
©i986 COMPU TER IN NOVAT IONS. INC.

Inquiry 8 1

package includes a screen text editor, extensive
error diagnostics, and sample programs.

'' ...one of the best C training
systems I have seen... '' 1NFowoRLo. 91ss
Introducing C is so effective, many
corporations have made it their standard C
training system . Make it your personal one!

Introducing C, The Key To Your Future

ONLY s12s Not Copy Protected

CALL 800-922-0169

D

COMPUTER
INNOVATIONS, INC.

980 Shrewsbury Avenue, Tinton Falls, NJ 07724 (201) 542-5920
EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR
Boston Micro, Inc ., TELEX : 671-2477 BMI USA
Prices And Spe c ifica 1ions Are Sub ject ToC hange W itho ut Notice.
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CHAOS MANOR

OUR PLUG-II CARD
GIVES YOU PLUG-II
CONTROL.

with O&A. Plus Development has
Hardcard for the PC; open the ma
chine. drop it in. and have a IO-mega
byte hard disk. I've been running my
OmniTel Hayes-compatible 1200-baud
internal modem in the Kaypro 286i.
and. given my addiction to BIX. that
modem is probably the equipment
we use most here. Finall y, there are
two different boards that make the
Zenith Z-100 about 98 percent PCom
patible. making the Z-100 one of the
most useful machines you can buy. I
can't choose among all those. so l
won't try. They're all great.

PC\.10488 allows your IBM
PC/XTIAT or compatible
to control IEEE-488
instruments.
41
With PC\.10 488, you can:
D Plug-in to BASIC, C,
FORTRAN, or Turbo
Pascal'.M
D Emulate hp controllers,
D Use TekStandardCodes
and Formats,
D Run IBM's IEEE 488 software,and much more.
Just $395 for the complete hardware and software interface.

GAMES

(("~ Capital Equipment Corporation
A
10 Evergreen Avenue
Burlington, MA01803
Call today(617) 273-1 818
Turbo Pascal isatrademark of BorlandInternational

Your waiting is over with the Universal Data Buffer seconds while it handles the printing of your file.

it frees your computer in

And the Universal Data
Buffer from HanZon is
smarter than the average
buffer. For one thing it has
two input&-one serial and
one parallel, and two out
put&-one serial and one
parallel. Since all the ports

are active, it means the Universal Data Buffer can interface between serial and
parallel devices - even at different speeds and protocols. All that is a bonus to
its standard function - as a 64K buffer
expandable to 256K. The buffer also
has operator controls for
selecting additional copies,
and pausing.

·~·

'

IN.~

l1l!>'

'

a!H•

-·
!!I

Call HanZon today for
your nearest dealer:
(206) 487-1717.

Suggested Retail Price: $385 - 64K Buffer
$59 - 64K Expansion Module

HANZON DATA INC. • 18732 142nd Ave NE• Woodinville. WA 98072
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Inquiry 149

The most intellectually impressive
game to come out this year was
Br¢derbund's Ancient Art of War. I've
still to win a game against a difficult
opponent-the game allows the com
puter to simulate six different
generals. ranging from Crazy Ivan.
who has no sense of strategy at all.
to Sun-tzu . who never makes a
mistake-but the game is interesting
enough that I keep trying.
However. for sh eer time wasted.
SirTech's Wizardry I wins hands down.
I do not know what the fascination is.
but the darned game keeps attracting
me to one more expedition.
FOLLY OF THE YEAR

I had a lot of nominees for this one:
• IBM's new ROMs that make sure
you're not running the AT too fast
• MacCharlie. a box that takes the
marginally adequate Macintosh and
tries to make a marginally adequate
PC!one out of it
• IBM's media blitz to sell the PCjr
after announcing its demise last
spring
However. the winner stands out by a
mile.
Some years ago. a summer-hire pro
grammer em bedded a warning mes
sage into Microsoft's shell. The
message was supposed to appear
when the program detected an at
tempt to copy one of Microsoft'\
copy-protected programs. It said.
"The tree of evil bears bitter fruit.
Now trashing program disk."

CHAOS MANOR

Needless to say. there was no code
that would actually harm the disk or
do anything other than display that
message. which eventually found its
way into every copy-protected pro
gram Microsoft sells. Of course. it was
inevitable: a user got a disk error
while running a perfectly legitimate
copy of a Microsoft program. The
message appeared-and the user
found garbage in his disk directory.
In Microsoft's favor. I have to say
that once they knew. they scrubbed
that message. and in fact they are now
dropping copy protection entirely; but
meanwhile. Folly of the Year goes to
Microsoft. who didn't even know that
silly message was in their products.
WINDING DOWN

As usual. I'm out of space long be
fore getting to more than a fraction
of the wonderful things people keep
sending me. There seems to be ab
solutely no solution to the software
overload problem.
The book of the month is The Mind's
New Science: A History of the Cognitive
Revolution by Howard Gardner (Basic
Books. 1985). I've become very much
interested in the new cognitive
sciences. which draw on the fields of
philosophy. anthropology, mathe
matics. computer science. physiology.

ITEMS
DISCUSSED
AMIGA.......
. . starts at $1295
Commodore Business Machines Inc.
1200 Wilson Dr.
West Chester. PA 19380
(215) 431-9100
ATARI 5 20ST . . . . ' ... starts at $799
Atari Corp
POB 61657
Sunnyvale. CA 94089
(408) 745-2000
MODULA-2/IBM PC ... . . . . . ... $89
Logitech Inc.
805 Veterans Blvd.
Redwood City. CA 94063
(415) 365-9852

and psychology. This book is an ex
cellent summary of what's been done
and gives some indications of where
the field is going. Don't expect too
much: a great deal of what's past has
been clearing out the sterile dead
wood of behaviorism.
Gardner isn't alone in concluding
that the "science of mind" is ready for

its Galileo or Newton. My own view
is that the task may be too big for any
one scholar. and. as it happens. I have
been working with a university dean.
several professors. hackers. writers.
students. and volunteers to use BIX
to set up a new organization to inte
grate some of what's known and focus
new research. In my judgment. the
new communications tools and tech
nologies are going to revolutionize
the way we do science and will be at
least as important in changing the
world as the computer itself. More on
this another time.
As I predicted. software for con
ferencing is beginning to pour in. I
already have preliminary versions of
programs that will call in. log on. cap
ture my BIX mail and conference mes
sages. log off. and then. while off line.
sort and index them-all unattended.
More are promised. It won't be long.
Aren't little computers wonder
ful?•

Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers· comments
and opinions. Send a self-addressed. stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle. do BYTE Publica
tions. POB 372. Hancock. NH 03449.
Please put your address on the letter as well
as on the envelope. Due to the high volume
of letters. Jerry cannot guarantee a personal
reply.

TURBO PROFESSIONAL 2 .0 is available now!!!
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Safe, resident programs
Virtual windows
Service interrupts (no assembly)
DOS program execution
Change file modes
Directory searches
Read & write disk sectors
Access hidden files
DOS memory allocation
Read strings from screen
Background printing (DOS3)
Keyboard macro processor
Many example programs
Source code included
Royalty free applications

Expertly crafted Pascal and Assembler, TURBO PROFESSIONAL will take your pro
grams to new heights. Optimized for speed and minimum code size, these routines
offer capabilities previously not available. Ever tried writing safe, resident applica
tions which can actually use DOS? Will they work with Sidekick, DOS's PRINT,
mouse software, and a RAM disk? They will if you write them with TURBO PRO
FESSIONAL. In fact, we believe that TURBO PROFESSIONAL offers the most advanc
ed systems level routines available for any language. So, while the other guys are
playing catchup, we're not playing at all.
S69.95 + 5.00 Shipping and Handling, VISA and Mastercard welcome.~

ORDER LINE

(206) 367-0650
lkquin:s Turho

1 or 5 for l·omp:uihks. DOS 2 .0 - .-\. I

Si<lcki(:k & Turho Pascal tr:u.k m:trk Borland Intl.

Inquiry 328

Sunny Hill

Software
13732 Midvale North Suite 206
Seattle. Washington 98133
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.- THE BEST PRICES!
.- Nextdayshipping on all in stock
items.
.- Free easy access order inquiry.
.- Orders from outside
Pennsylvania save state sales
tax.
.- Free technicial support with our
factory trained technical stalf.
"" There is no limit and no.deposit
on C.O.D. orders.
.- There's no extra charge for using
your MasterCard or Visa. Your
card is not charged until we ship.
.- No waiting period for cashiers
checks.
.- We accept purchase orders from
qualified corporations. Subject to
approval.
.- Educational discounts available
to qualilied institutions.
.- FREE CATALOG MEMBERSHIP.

APPLE lie
APPLE lie ....
MaclNTOSH .
lie LCD Display ..

......... CALL
... CALL
............. .. ... CALL
...... CALL

ATARI
65XE (64K)......................... CALL
130XE (128K).......................CALL
520ST (512K).......................CALL
SOOXL 64K ......... ........ ....... ......... CALL
1010 Recorder
.... ..... $49.99
1050 Disk Drive...
. ......... CALL
1020 Printer ...
.... ........... .. ... $29.99
1027 Letter Quality Printer ..... .$129.00
1030 Direct Connect Modem.... $59.99
. .. $89.99
Comrex 220 Atari. .

COMMODORE
C128 Computer.................. .. ......... $269.00
C1571 (Disk Drive for C128)...........S249.00
C1902 (RGB 13"' Monitor for C128......CALL
C1670 (Modem for C128)............... S179.00
C64 Computer.. ...
. ........... CALL
. ..... CALL
C1541 Disk Drive..
C1530 Datasette .. . ................ .. . $39.99
.. CALL
C1802 Color Monitor....
C 1660 Auto Modem ... ...............$59.99
.......... $339.00

1-800-221-4283
CUSTOMER SERVICE
& TECH SUPPORT

1-717-327-1450
DEPT.A104

477 East Third Street
Williamsport, PA 17701

f~

L- .. - ·-·-·-

:'= IEBI

.....$17.99
. ..... ... $19.99

ATARI
ROMS FOR ATARI ONLY
8036 Atari Writer ... .... ..... ... ....... $24.99
Star Raiders...
... ...$4.99
. .......... $4.99
Missile Commarid ..
... ... $4.99
Defender ...
.. .. . $4.99
Galaxian ..
Asteroids.. ..
.... $4 .99
Centipede .. . ......... .... ............ $4.99
BRODERBUND
Print Shop (All)
........ $29.99
Graphics Library I, II, Ill (All) .. ...$17.99
Bank Street Writer (64, AT) .... ...$34.99
Bank Street Writer (lie/lie) ... ..... $44.99
BATTERIES INCLUDED
Paperclip (AT. 641128). ....... ...... $37.99
Paperclip (lie/lie)
....... $44.99
Homepack (64/AT)
..$29.99
D.E.G.A.S. (All) ..
......... $27.99
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
Home Accountant (All)... .
...$44.99
.... ... $44.99
Tax Advantage (All) ..
Home Acct./Tax Bundle (All) ..... $59.99
MICROPROSE
Kennedy Approach (All) ....... .. .. .$24.99
Acrojet (All)
..$24.99
Silent Service (All)...
....$24.99

Educatlonal Institutions
Call Toll-Free

Computer Mail Order
DEPT.A104

Bridger 4.0 (All) ..
Strip Poker (All) ..

Diamond SP·1 .... ...................... .$32.99
Emerald SP-2 .................. ..... ... $39.99
Sapphire SPF·1..
.... .. $52.99
Ruby SPF·2
.. ..... .... .......... .$59 .99
Safe Strip SP·3..
....... $19.99
KENSINGTON
MasterPiece...... .
.... .$99.99
MasterPiece Plus ...... ..... .. ....... $119.00

Volksmodem
.... $59.99
Volksmodem 30011200 ... ........ $189.99
Signalman Express ...... .........$259.00
Lightning 2400 Bau d ............. ..$399.00
Expressi
...... $189.00
6470 (641128) 30011200 Baud ..$139.00
DIGITAL DEVICES
AT300 · 300 Baud (Atari) .. ........ $99.99

ffiHayes
Smartmodem 300 .. .. ...... ..... ..... $139.00
Smartmodem 1200. ....
...... .$389.00
Smartmodem 1200B
..$359.00
. ...... $599.00
Smartmodem 2400 ..
..... $149.00
Micromodem lie...
..$89.99
Smart Com II. ..
Chronograph ..
.$199.00
......... $309.00
Transet 1000 ..

ASr
Reach 1200 Baud Half Card . .. $399.00

ll:JI

SUPRA

MPP-1064 AD/AA (C·64) .. .. .......$69.99

ilNovation!IS

PFS
File (64) ... .. ... ............ .
.... ..$39.99
File, Report, Graph (lie/lie) .. ... ..$79.99
Write w/Proof (lie/lie) ................ $79.99

Smart Cat Plus
....$299.00
J-Cat...
...$99.99
Novation 2400 ..... ................. $549.00
Apple Cat II...
...... .... .... $229.00
212 Apple Cat II..
... .. $379.00
Apple Cat 212 Upgrade ..... ... ..$229.00
Macmodem ..... .... ... ....... ...... .. $279.00

SPRINGBOARD
Newsroom (64) ... ................. . ... $34.99
Clip Arts (64). ..
...$22.99
Newsroom (Apple)
..... ..... $39.99
Clip Arts (Apple) ..
... ... $22.99

300/1200
.............. $339.00
3001120012400 . ..................... . $499.00

SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator (All).
Jet (64) ... .... ......... .... .

...$37.99
..... $37.99

Ouadmode~fi

EVEREX
1200 Baud Internal (IBM/PC) ..$179.00

MEMeEA DIRECT MARKETING ASSOCIATICN

CREDIT CARDS
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.SHIPPING _.sew•

Add 3%, minimum $7.00 shipping
and handling on all orders. Larger
shipments may require additional
charges.
All items subject to availability and
price change.

PORTABLE COMPUTERS
r//JI HEWLETT
111.'.r.Jll

PACKARD

41CV
.. .... .$139.00
41CX ..
. ...... $199.00
.. .. $49 .99
HP 11C ....
..$75.99
HP 12C ..
. ...... $75.99
HP 15C.. .
HP 16C ... . .......... ........ ..... ..... .. ~8999
HPIL Module ........ .. ................... $98.99
HPIL Cassette or Printer ...... ...$359.99
Card Reader.
...$143.99
Extended Func tio n Module ....... $63.99
Time Module .. .......................... $63.99
We stock the full fine of
HP calculator products

NEC
1-800-268-4559
Other Provinces

1-416-828-0866
In Toronto

PC-8401 LS ........... ..................... CALL
PC-8201 Portable Computer ... $319.00
PC-8231 Disk Drive
.. .$599.00
PC-8221A Thermal Printers ..... $149.00
PC·8281A Data Recorder. . . .... $99.99
PC-8201·06 SK RAM .. ....... ... .. ...$79.99

TELEX: 06-218960

SHARP

2505 Dunwin Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario
Canada L5L 1T1

PC-1350 ..
. ....... $149.00
PC -12 61.. ......
.... $149.00
PC -1500A .. ... ........ ..... ............ $169.00
PC-1250A . .
. ........ $89.99
CE-125 Printer/Cassette ........... $129.00
CE -150 Color Printer Cassette.$ 149.00
CE -161 16K RAM
.... ...$129.00

All prices shown are for U.S.A.
orders.
Call The Canadian Office for
Canadian prices.

DISKETTES

DRIVES
HARD

maxE!ll
31/2'
3'/z"
5'/' '
5'/o''
5'1•'
31/2'

SS/DD (10)
.. ...... .. .. $18.99
DSIDD (10).
..$29.99
MD-1 w/Hardcases (10) .... $11.99
MD-2 w/Hardcases (10) .. ..$16.99
MD-2·HD for AT (10) .. .... .. $32.99
5 pack SS/DD/Case.......$12.99

1Tj Verbatim.
5'14'' SS/DD.. ...... ............ .........$12.99
5%" DSIDD.. ................... ... .... $24.99
Disk Analyzer..
...$24.99

•·:J.!.!fi.i.i
Elephant
Elephant
Elephant
Elephant
Elephant

5v•· SS/SD. .
... .... $13.99
5V•" SS/DD..
. .. $14.99
5'/•" DSIDD ............... $16.99
Premium DSIDD(50)... $79.99
3•12" SS/DD. .
. .. $29.99

5'14' DSIDD floppy disks
(Box of 10).. .. .... .... ................$26.99

[-~t:G/I."
A 11 OH Single 10 ........ ...... ... . ... CALL
........ .CALL
A210H 10 + 10....
A 120H Surge 20...
. .. ..... CALL
..CALL
A220H 20 + 20...
Save on 10 & 20 Carts
... CALL

IJ

TALLGRASS

TICHNOLOGllS
COMMITlfO IO M!MOt•

25, 35, 50, 80 meg (PC)
... .. from $1299.00
IRWIN
Tape Backup... ....

.......... .CALL

_ .. =tFVEREJf
50 Meg Internal Backup System$799.00
CORE
... .. CALL
AT20·AT72MB .. .
PRIAM
40. 60 MB (PC, XT, AT)... . ...... CALL
KITS
10 Meg with controller
...$379.00
20 Meg with controller ...... ...... $499.00

FLOPPY

DISK HOLDERS

iNous·

INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS
Flip'n File 10......... .
. ...$2 .99
Flip'n File 50.... .
..$14.99
Flip'n File 50 w/lock ........ .. .... ... .$19.99
Flip'n File 100..... ..
...... $19.99
Flip'n File Data Case
.... $9.99

Atari GT.
...$199.00
C·64 1128 GT .......................... $199.00

A/l.ARAY

320K 5V•" (PC) .................. ..... $119.00

50 Disk Tub 5 '1• " ...

=u=v•

SD1 C·64 Single
..... $219.00
SD2 C·64 Dual ......... .... ... .... ... $469.00

. landan

. ... $9.99
TEAC

Canon

Video 300 Green .. . ....... ...... ... .$119.00
Video 300A Amber. ..... ..
..$129.00
Video 310A Amber TIL.
..$159.00
Color 600 Hi-Res. RGB .. .... ..... $399.00
.. .$439.00
Color 710 Ultra Hi-Res
Color 722 Dual Mode ... . .. ....$529.00

MAGNAVOX
8562 RGB/Composite ...

... .$279 .00

NEC
JB1205A..
..... . ... .. ....... $79.99
...(ea.) $99.99
JB1270G/1275A.. .. .
. . ..... ..... ...$129.00
JB1280G TTL .. .
JB1285A TTL ..... ...... .... .... ... ..$129.00
JC1460 RGB ..... ... .. ..... ..... ... ....$229.00
JC1225 Composite..
.$179.00
JC1401 Multi Sync RGB ........ .$549.00

MAX-12E Amber ..
..... .$179.00
HX-9 9" RGB .... ..... .. ...... .... ... .$469.00
HX-9E Enhanced ...
...$519.00
HX-12 12" RGB ................... .. $469.00
HX-12E Enhanced .
..$559.00
SR-12 Hi-Res .. ...
..... $599.00
... ...$699.00
SR-1 2P Professional. .

EPSON

~~

Quadchrome I.. . ........ .$499.00
Quadchrome II ... .... ... .... .$339.00
Amberchrome. .
. . .. ...$ 179.00
Quad Screen ...
...$1449.00

ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM

1220 Amber
... ...... $99.99
1230 Green ....
.. ..$99.99
1240 IBM Amber ........ ....$149.00
135 RGB....
. ....... .. ....$459.00
..$459.00
1330 RGB . ... .. ..
..CALL
1360 RGB
1380 E G Comp ............ .. .. .CALL

1

INTERFACES
ASr
Multi 1/0 (Apple II) ..... ..... ... ... ... $149.00

Graphcard
Seriall Card ..
Microbuffer II+ .
Microbuffer 32K ..

....$79.99
....$99.99
.... .$169.00
... ....$189.00

~-

Microfazer.. . ... .. .... .......from $139.00
Efazer (Epson) ... .. .. .... ..from $79.99

~
mkro
sOmnge
Grappler CD (C64).. .. .
... .. .$89.99
Grapp/er Pius (lie, lie)
....... .. $89.99
Grappler C (llc) ... ...... .... ..... ...... ..$89.99
Grappler 16K (lie, II+) .. ... . ...... $149.00

DIGITAL DEVICES
Ape Face (Atari) ..... ..
.... ...$4 ~ .99
U-Print A (Atari) ... ... ... .... ..... .... ..$54.99
U-A16/Buffer (Atari)
.$74.99
U-Call Interface (Atari)
.. ..$39.99
U-Print C (C64)
.. .... .... . $49.99
P-16 Print Buffer...
..$74.99
• U-Print 16 apple lie
... .... ..$89.99

IBM PC SYSTEMS

Configured to your specifications.

Call for Best Price!
IBM·PC, IBM-XT, IBM·AT

~

PC-138 Series, PC -148 Series, PC-158
Series. PC-160 Series. PC-171 Series.
AT-200 Series ...... .......... .... ..... ...CALL
@SANYO
MBC 550-2, MBC 555-2. MBC 675 Por
table, MBC775. MBC 880 DesktopCALL

.AM

Safari (7300) .. ....... ... ... ...
6300 ..

corona·

PPC400 Dual Portable .. .
PPCXT 10 meg Portable
PC40022 Dual Desktop
PC400-HD2 10 meg ..

ITT

ITT X-TRA
256K. 2 Drive System ........ ... ...CALL
256K,10 meg Hard Drive System CALL
XPS, 20 meg.... .
.... ..CALL

d$isvwriter

12" Green
..... $119.00
12" Amber..
...$129.00
TTL Green..
... .. ..$139.00
TTL Amber.
..$149.00
510x200 RGB..
. ........ ..$NEW
640x200 RGB..
. ...... $NEW
640x200 RGB .. .. .. ...... ... .... .. $NEW
720x400 RGB..
... ...$NEW

8400
8410
8420
8500

Paradox

corona

PBINCETON

115
116
121
122
610
620
630
640

ANSA SOFTWARE
... . $549.00
ASHTON-TATE
Framework II. .
... .. .$389.00
dBase Ill Plus. .. .
.$389.00
~CITIZEN
BORLAND
MSP-10 (80 col.)...
. . ..$279.00
Lightening ..
..$59.99
MSP-15 ( 132 col.)
... $389.00
Sidekick (unprotected) ...... .... .$52.99
MSP-20 (80 col.) ..... ......... ....... $349.00
Reflex .. .. .... .. ......... ..... .. .. .......... $59.99
MSP-25 (132 col.).. ..
... ..$509.00
Newspack..
... . .... $59.99
CENTRAL POINT
C:.rTCJH
Prowriter 7500
$169.00
Copy 11 PC-Backup ..
..$29.99
Prowriter 1550P
..... $349.00
DECISION RESOURCES
Starwriter 1 0-30
.... ..... ....... $399.00
Chartmaster
..... ..... ..... $229.00
... .$1499.00
3500 Tri Printer
Signmaster..
. ..... .... ....$169.00
I Diagram Master
... $219.00
. .. $2799.00
Lazer LP-300 ..
FIFTH GENERATION
Fast Back.
..... .. ... 99.99
FOX AND GELLER
620 Daisywheel
........ .. .... $299.00
Quickcode Ill.
...... $169 .00
....... .. ... .$549 .00
D25 Daisywheel
FUNK SOFTWARE
635 Daisywheel. .
.... ..$1099.00
Sideways ... ...... ... .. ... ...... . .. .. .. .. $44.99
D801F Daisywheel..
.. CALL
HARVARD SOFTWARE INC.
Tota: Project Manager
.. .$269.00
INFOCOM
2000
$699.00
.... .. .... $279.00
Cornerstone
LIFETREE
Homewriter 10 , LX-80.... . ..... ..CALL
Volkswriter Ill
........ $159.00
FX-85, FX-286, RX-100, JX-80 ... .CALL
LIVING VIDEOTEXT
DX-10, DX-20, DX-35
.CALL
Think Tank .. ... .... ...... .... .. .. .. ..$109.00
SQ-2000, Hi-80, HS-80, AP-80 .. ..CALL
...... $64.99
Ready .. ... ... ...... .. ... ... .
LQ-800, LQ-1000, LQ-1500 . ... ..... CALL
LOTUS
Symphony
1-2-3
JUKI"
MECA SOFTWARE
6000 Letter Quality
........... .. .. .CALL
Managing Your Money 2.0 . ..... .$99.99
6100 Letter Quality.
...... CALL
MICROPRO
6200 Letter Quality
........ ....... CALL
Easy. ...
.... $94.99
3300 Letter Quality
.... .....CALL
WordSlar 2000 ........ ... ...... ... ... .$219.00
5510 Dot Matrix
..............CALL
... . .. ..... .$289.00
WordStar 2000 + ..
WordStar Professional ... .... .....$189.00
LEGEND
MICRORIM SOFTWARE
808 Dot Matrix 100 cps . .... ... ...$179.00
R:Base 4000 ........... ......... .. ... .$249.00
1080 Dot Matrix 100 cps ......... $259.00
R:Base 5000 ... ..... .. ... ... ... .... ... 0 $389.00
1380 Dot Matrix 130 cps....... .$289.00
Clout 2.0 .... . ... ....... ... ... .. ........$129.00
1385 Dot Matrix 165 cps ...... ..$339.00
MICROSOFT
Flight Simulator.
. .... ... ..$34.99
MultiPlan ... ................. .... ........ $129.00
3000 Series ..
... .... ... $779.00
Word ..
.. ... .... .... $249.00
..$1099.00
8000 Series ... .
Mou se .
... $139.00
ELF 360 ..... .
... ..$399.00
MICROSTUF
Pinwriter 560
..$999.00
Crosstalk XVI ..
... ... ....... $89.99
Crosstalk Mark IV
...$149.00
Remote ... ... ..................... .: .. ...... $89.99
MULTIMATE
182, 183, 192, 193, 2410, 84.. .. ..CALL
Multi Mate Word Proc .... ...... .$219.00
Okimate 10 (Specify C64/Atari)$189.00
Advantage
... .$289.00
Okimate 20 (IBM)..... ...
CALL
On File .. ............................ ..... $89.99
Just Write.
.. .$89.99
Panasonic
NOUNEMON
KX1080 .....
... .. .. ... NEW
Intuit... ................... .
.. .... $69.99
..... ... .......... . $259.00
KX1091 .
NORTON
.... $389.00
KX1092 ...
Norton Utilities 3.1.. ........... ..... ..$59.99
KX1592
....................... $469.00
ONE STEP
KX1595 ... ....................
... .. $659.00
Golf's Best .... .. .. ...... ..... ... ... ...... .$37.99
PFS: IBM
Proof.. ..
.... ... $59.99
Quadjet..
... .. $399.00
File/Graph ... .... ...... .. ....... .. .. (ea).$79.99
Quad Laser
... . ...... CALL
Report .. ...... .... .. .. ....... .. ..... ... .... .$74.99
~ Si~ER-REEO
Write/Proof Combo ........ ..... ......$79.99
500 Letter Quality ...................$279.00
PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
$4 19.00
550 Letter Quality
Write-N-Spell..
...... .... ... $89.99
800 Letter Quality
.... $699.00
THE SOFTWARE GROUP
R~r
. ... . $329.00
SG-10 A (A tari).. ..
. ......... .CALL Enable ..
SATELLITE SYSTEMS
..CALL
SG -1 0C (C64 Interface) .. ..
.... $219 .00
.... .CALL Word Perfect 4.1.
SB/SD/SG/SR Series ...
SORCIMllUS
Powerlype Letter Quality ............ .CALL
Accounting
AP/AR/GU/NV/OE. . .. ...(ea.) $299.00
........
$529.00
Tl850
SuperCalc 111. .... ..
...... $199.00
..
$639.00
Tl855 ..
Easy Writer II System
..... ..$239.00
...
$799.00
Tl865
Super Project .................... .. .... $199.00
.CALL
...CALL

A40,A50,A55
LBP-8A1 Laser.

NEC

Of(lo.\TA

~-

lexas Instruments

TOSHIBA

SPI SOFTWARE
Open Access ..... .
. .... .. $379.00
SUBLOGIC

~~SPE~Y
Sperry-AT .... . ......... as low as $1749 .00
Sperry-IT........ ........ as low as $2699.00
Call for Specific Configuration!
All Models
.. ........ .... CALL

RamVantage ... .... ... .... ..... .... .... $349.00
Rampage-PC. .
..... ... ... $379.00
Rampage-AT ..
.... ..... ... ..CALL
Six Pack Plus
... ... ..... .$229.00
.$139.00
1/0 Plus II. ..................
Advantage-AT.. .
. .............. $399.00
Preview Mono.. .
....$299.00
PC Net Cards
... .....$379.00
5251/11 On-line ... ................. ... $669.00
5251/12 Remote.. ..
..$579.00

c!ce1

IRMA 3270 .... ... ... .... .. ...... .. .
IRMA Print... ..
IRMA Smart Alec

_

§'.EVERE>E-

Edge Card ... ... .
Graphics Edge ..
Magic Card II ...
Magic Card I..

HERCl JLt::-;

Graphics ... ..
Color

IDEA 5251...

ifitlss00a11:5
MYLEX

The Chairman ...

PARADISE

Color/Mono Card
Modular Graphics Card
Multi Display Card
Five Pack C. S

PERSVST
Bob Board ...
ri~l<r..-,7, r~•~"T:;=--!

Captain - 64 ............................ $199.00
Graphics Master.. .... .... ............ $469 .00

~e

Quadport-AT ....... ..... .... ..... .... ... $119.00
Liberty-AT (128K)..
. . ..$349.00
The Gold Quadboard .. ... ......$449.00
The Silver Quadboard ........... .. .$239.00
Expanded Quadboard
.$199.00
liberty...... ... ..
... ... ... ..$309.00
..$499.00
QuadSprinl. . ..
Quadlink . . . .. ... .. .. ..•..
..... $399.00
QuadColor ..... ..
. $199 .00
... CALL
Quadboard -AT .. .
INTEL
PCNC8087 SMHz .. ... ..
PCNC8087-2 8 MHz
PCNC80287 6 MHz
1010 PC-Above Board
1110 PS-Above Board ..
2010 AT -Above Board

C·H·A·O·S

GAVILAN INFORMATION. ANYONE?
Dear Jerry.
I am one of the few purchasers of a
Gavilan computer and have recently run
into a hardware problem that requires at
tention. Unfortunately. most repairmen I
have talked to indicate that it would be
almost impossible to properly service the
machine without a schematic or technical
manual that could serve as a guide to the
internal circuitry. Since Gavilan has filed
for Chapter 11 and is in effect no longer
in existence. I am unable to call them for
help on this matter. Do you have an idea
where I might find a set of schematics?
JESSE MARTINEZ

POB 11284
Reno. NV 89510

M·A·N·O·R M·A·I-L

It has made great changes in my life. con
verting a calm. quiet technocrat into a rag
ing. wild. frustrated maniac1
Why? When Valdocs 2 works. it provides
the most efficient. free-flowing creative
writing outlet I've ever experienced. It
adds incentive to writing. But I have never
yet completed an intense period of usage
without a disastrous data lossi
I'm not alone. Earlier this evening. a well
known journalist spent two and a half
hours crying on my shou lder via tele
phone for the exact same reason. The con
trasting good and bad aspects are mad
dening. Writers with great seniority have
quoted identical figures to me While
Valdocs works. they produce three times
as much finished copy per unit of time as
they did previously. But the psychological
devastation of never knowingwhich story
will be the next sacrifice on the altar of
Valdocs is becoming too much for many
of these writers. lypewriters. and even
pencil and paper. are the writing instru
ments of their future.

Alexander Woo/lcott is said to have
answered a Jetter by writing. "My dear
sir. Oh my very dear sir. Sincerely. . _
and I must admit I am tempted to do
something similar here. I do know that
David Ramsey df Corvus was somehow
MILTON MANN
involved in the sales of some Gavilan
machines after the company went west:
Evanston. IL
but I think he never had the schematics
So what can I say? I agree with every
either.
word: Va/docs when it's working is great.
I expect. unless a BYTE reader can
help. that you are doomed. You might if you don't mind that it's a bit slow.
also try BIX or another electronic com
My best advice is to try WRITE for your
munications system.
Z80; WRITE was designed by people
Owners of Otrona machines. inciden fanatic on not losing text-Jerry
tally. are not in a similar pickle. Spin and
Pop (POB 6458. Denver CO 80206) . 70108 MICROPROCESSOR
managed to get spare parts and sche Dear Jerry.
matics for the Otrona machines and can
I stumbled over an interesting develop
both service them and do the upgrades.
ment in microprocessors that I feel is the
Wishing you we/l.-Jerry
start of a significant trend.
The October 198 5 issue of R.adio
Electronics carried an ad by JDR Micro
VALDOCS 2
devices. Among the specials was a $20.95
Dear Jerry.
microprocessor by NEC. designated the
I'm a physicist and journalist who has
µPD70108. What caught my eye was the
dealt with computers since 1955. For
statement that it was 8088 pin-compatible
several years. I have been giving non
and used a superset of the 8088 instruc
technical seminars worldwide on how to
tion set. I ordered one and contacted the
choose and use computers_ I was an early
NEC technical representative for the user's
Valdocs booster. I read all you've had to
guide. When both arrived. I found that I
say about it and usually agree but still had
had more than I bargained for:
great hopes for it. A quick survey in
dicated that a majority of my seminar at
I The 70108 is a high-speed CMOS
tendees who purchased computers device. drawing less than half the current
bought Epson.
of an HMOS 8088. It also has a standby
I am now giving Valdocs 2 heavy usage.
mode that draws almost no .current.
302
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2 _The 70108 has two internal data buses.
which operate together to speed up some
calculations. My normal AUTOEXEC.BAT
file takes 34 seconds to load using an
8088 but only 32 seconds using a 70108
operating from the same 5-MHz crystal
And the 70108 wi ll operate at 8 MHz.
3. In addition to being 8088 pin- and
function-compatible. the 70108 has 8080
emulation-mode commands. which seems
to mean that this chip wi ll run 8-bit CP/M
software as well as 16-bit (once someone
figures out how to switch modes).
4. I don't know enough about assembly
language to evaluate the additional in
struction set. but it's there.
I installed the 70108 in place of the 8088
in my Heath H-100 three days ago and
have fourid no reason to remove it. As far
as I can tell. the 70108 can be installed
anywhere a 5- or 8-MHz 8088 is used and
will speed everything up by a few percent
age points. I don't know about micros with
8087 math chips installed.
I consider this unusually significant for
two reasons. First. it is a pin-compatible
upgrade. which doesn't require the pur
chase of either a new microcomputer or
board. and can be installed by anyone
who can read static-electricity warnings
and use a screwdriver. I expect that to
become a trend. Second. this chip is of
Japanese origin. and I expect that to be
a trend as well.
If you decide to drop 70108s into your
machines. I'd like to hear about it.
MICHAEL A. SCHULSINGER
Springfield. OH
We have indeed used 70/08s in both
IBM PCs and Zenith PC/ones. with results
similar to yours. We got the chips at a
Heath/Zenith User Group meeting. but
there are a number ofsources. I haven't
myselfmade any use ofthe 8080 emula
tion mode. but /'ve seen user group ar
ticles about doing that. Mostly. though.
the decreased power consumption and
heat in the computer is itself worth the
modest cost of the chip.
Some hackers are making use of the
70!08's ability to run with faster crystals.
but I haven't tried that yet.
I expect you're right about the trends.
-Jerry•

PRINTER SHARING
AND PRINT BUFFERING
ALL IN ONE VERSATILE UNIT
Print Master from BayTech
is an intelligent printer
controller that connects
between your computers and
printers. It allows you to share
one printer automatically,
contend for multiple printers
automatically, or switch
between several printers by
sending a simple code. Plus,
Print Master's built-in buffer
spools data until your printer
can receive it.
A VERY FLEXIBLE
PRINTER SHARER

You configure Print Master's
ports for any combination of
printers and computers by
answering questions from the
easy-to-follow menus. For
example, with the ten-port
Print Master, nine computers
can share one printer, eight
computers can share two
printers, seven computers
can share three printers, and
so on, to one computer which
can share nine printers. You
can also menu-select these
features: the baud rate, word
size, stop bits, parity, and
XON/OFF handshaking; the
disconnect time-out; and form
feeds. Ports may be
configured individually to
translate for printers and
computers using different
configurations. All
changes you make are
saved in non
volatile memory.

/

PRINT MASTER'S BUFFER
KEEPS YOU WORKING

Since Print Master can
accept data faster than your
printer, you can dump a print
job into Print Master's 512K
buffer and then go on to
another project. All connected
users can send data to this
common pool buffer, and
they can be doing it at the
same time, even if no printer
is available. Data is stored in
the buffer until it can be sent
on a first-in-first
out basis to

the selected printer. If you
need more memory, Print
Master is optionally available
with one megabyte buffer.
CONTROL PRINT OUTPUT
FROM YOUR COMPUTER

If several users are sharing
one printer, printer sharing is
completely automatic. There
are no codes to send . You
simply perform your normal
print operation. If you are
sharing several identical
printers, connection
is also

-

automatic. Again, you perform
your normal print operation
and are connected to the
next available printer on a
first-come-first-serve basis.
Print Master will send data to
all printers simultaneously to
keep your printers running at
full capacity.
If you are sharing several
different printers, such as a
letter printer, a laser-jet and a
plotter, you do your normal
print routine but insert a short
printer select code (which
you can define yourself) as .
the first characters of your
data. The data is then routed
to the selected printer. It's
that easy.
CHOOSE SERIAL
OR PARALLEL MODELS

Print Master comes in six,
eight and ten port models
that feature serial, parallel, or
combination serial/parallel
ports. And BayTech provides
technical support and service
on all models if you ever
have a problem.
Want more details? Call or
write BayTech at P.O. Box
387, Bay Saint Louis, MS
39520. Telex 910-333-1618.
Phone 601-467-8231 or

800-523-2702 .
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Xenophilia
A

pricot Ltd. is the U.K:s largest in
digenous manufacturer of busi
ness microcomputers. The Apricot
story has been one of almost unblemished
success since the design and manufacture
of the first 8086-based Apricot computer
in 1982.
Flying in the face of conventional wisdom.
Apricot achieved a respectable share of the
European market with a range of 16-bit ma
chines that are !BM PC-compatible at the
lowest possible level; they provide minimal
generic MS-DOS support. That means they
are scarcely compatible at all. Apricot's suc
cess-and consequent corporate wealth
has enabled it to pay some leading U.S. soft
BY DICK POUNTAIN
ware companies to port their top-selling
programs onto its machines. Hence. Apricot
users can now run Lotus 1-2-3 and Sym
phony. albeit a couple of years later than
IBM users. (You can contact the company
at Apricot Ltd.. Shenstone House. Dudley
Rd.. Halesowen. West Midlands B63 3NT in
the U.K. and at Apricot Inc.. 47173 Benicia
St.. Fremont. CA 94538 in the U.S.)
During the grim trade recession of 198 5.
it seemed at first as if Apricot was immune
to the prevailing commercial distress. In the
last quarter. however. Apricot suddenly an
nounced a trading Joss for the first time. due
to poor sales of its portable computer and
of its low-end (under£ I 000) machines with
which the company had hoped to gain en
try into the educational market. Announc
ing a change of tack back toward the high
end of the business market. Apricot recent
ly unveiled its answer to the IBM PC AT
the XEN (see photo l) .
In common with earlier Apricot machines.
the XEN offers more performance than the
PC AT does for substantially Jess money. A
basic twin-floppy machine costs £209 5 and
a 20-megabyte Winchester machine costs
£3095. to which you need to add at least
Dick Pountain is a tecfmical author
£39 5 for a monitor (more for the fancier op
and software consultant living in
tions).
It is also one of the first machines
l.nndon. England. He can be
to
be
shipped
with Microsoft Windows as
contacted do BYTE. POB 372 .
its standard operating environment. In ad
Hancock. NH 03 449.

The high..
performance,
inexpensive
XEN uses
Microsoft
Windows and
SoftClone

dition. Apricot has announced that it will
support Digital Research's GEM and XENIX
for up to 16 users on the XEN. but not un
til later in 1986.
However. to the great surprise of the U.K
computer press. the XEN is still not ar
chitecturally compatible with the PC AT.
despite its using the same 80286 processor.
Most people had expected that in today's
harsher market. Apricot would have sym
bolically "bent the knee" and modified the
machine to run standard IBM programs. but
it has not.
THE HARDWARE
Apricot has always been very strong on in
dustrial design. and the XEN is without
doubt the finest-looking machine to come
out of the Birmingham laboratories. It has
an angular "high-tech" look reminiscent of
expensive artificial intelligence workstations.
This impression is reinforced when the op
tional paper-white phosphor high-resolution
monitor is used to give a display quality not
far from that of a Sun or Apollo worksta
tion. Despite its large memory and mass
storage configurations. the XEN has a much
smaller footprint than an IBM PC. never
mind the gargantuan PC AT.
To achieve its small size. the XEN's de
signers left the power suppl y outside the
main box; it sits on the floor near the wall
socket. like those used on home computers.
The unit is rated at 13 5 watts and is smart
enough to adjust itself to supply voltage.
provided this is either between 90 and 13 0
volts (as in the U.S.) or 180 and 260 V (as
in the U.K.). It's housed in a louvered box
about a foot Jong and has two sockets to
supply 5- or 12-V direct current to the sys
tem unit and 12 0- or 250-V alternating cur
rent to a monitor.
Inside the system unit is a single-board
80286 microprocessor clocked at a brisk
7.5 megahertz. Combined with the zero
wait-state memory system. this permits per
formance over 60 percent better than the
(continu ed)
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IBM PC AT (for processor-bound
tasks). The XEN supports four chan
nels of OMA with three more avail
able as options; you can also fit an
80287 floating-point coprocessor as
an option. An RS-2 32C and a Cen
tronics parallel port are built onto the
motherboard. The system unit is
cooled by a fan that is about as loud
as that in an IBM PC.
The machine I tested was the larger
of the two standard configurations of
fered. having I megabyte of RAM on
the motherboard. a single 720K-byte
3Yi-inch floppy-disk drive. and an in
ternal 20-megabyte Winchester disk
(of the latest 3Yi-inch type). The
smaller configuration comes with
5I 2K bytes of RAM and dual floppy
disk drives. All the memory is sup
plied in 2 56K-byte RAM chips.
You can expand the system in
several ways. The hard-disk machine
can accept a second internal hard
disk drive. making 40 megabytes in
all. while the smaller machine can be

field-upgraded to the hard-disk speci
fication. The motherboard contains
six expansion slots. and they accept
small Apricot format cards. Four of
these are available to expand the
memory up to 5 megabytes (using
four I-megabyte cards) or to add an
on-board modem; the other two are
reserved for video cards. You can gain
access to these slots by opening a
small hatch cover (like a miniature
Apple II), rather than by dismantling
the whole case. and you can open it
without even displacing the monitor.
On the right side of the system unit
is a bus extension to which you can
attach an optional card cage that ac
cepts two IBM PC or AT cards. Since
the XEN makes no pretense of
emulating the IBM hardware. this unit
is really designed only to hold some
of the more exotic communications
cards for a micro-to-mainframe con
nection. IBM display cards will not
work in it because the XEN has a
totally different display architecture.

Photo I: The new Apricot XEN 802 86-based business microcomputer. It is
shown with a 360K-byte 5!.4-inch floppy-disk unit and an expansion box. which
can house up to two IBM expansion cards; these units provide some compatibility
with the IBM PC and the PC AT The optional combination trackball/mouse and
telephone are also shown. The XEN is seen running Microsoft Windows. which is
its standard operating environment.

The XEN supports a variety of dis
play resolutions. Monochrome resolu
tion is 800 by 400 pixels. which pro
duces superb text quality and permits
numerous "soft" text fonts to be dis
played. Three monochrome monitors
are offered-a choice of a 9- or
12-inch green screen. or the superb
12-inch paper-white unit I received.
(Frankly. the paper-white unit is well
worth the extra £ 150 it costs.)
There are two options for color. The
higher resolution is 640 by 3 50 pixels
in 16 colors (from a palette of 64).
which is more or less equivalent to
the IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter.
However. the XEN video card for this
subsystem contains graphics-pro
cessing hardware (implemented by
gate arrays) that performs fast vector
and arc drawing and area fills. It ap
pears to offer a much higher perfor
mance than the IBM system; I wasn't
able to run any benchmarks to con
firm this. but the demo program looks
as blindingly fast as an Amiga.
The lower resolution for color is the
old faithful 640 by 200 pixels in 4 of
16 colors and is not supported by any
fancy hardware. Different 12-inch
monitors must be used for these two
different-resolution color modes.
Apricot machines have always been
well built. except for the keyboards.
which I have found rather dead in feel
and cluttered in layout. The keyboard
problem has been remedied on the
XEN; it has one of the best keyboards
I have ever used. The feel is excellent:
it has both a light touch and a positive
click-a hard combination to achieve.
All the keys are in sensible places. and
truly massive Shift. Return. and Con
trol keys make touch-typing a
pleasure The layout is different from
previous Apricot designs: It has a
separate pad for cursor-control and
numeric keys. provides all the IBM
editing keys like PgUp and PgDn. and
it also has separate cursor keys (no
Num Lock required) . Scroll Lock and
Caps Locks have red LED indicators.
Apricot has revived the microscreen
for the XEN keyboard. a single-line
LCD built into the keyboard that
shows the date and time by default.
[continued)
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$89.00
MS-DOS
VERSION

ALPHA
AUTHOR:
MARC J. ROCHKIND

"ALPHA IS a new
programming language
which 1designed speclflcally
for programming database and business
appllcatlons. Think of It as a successor
to Cobol mixed with the database power of dBASE."

ALPHA Specifications
With ALPHA you can write programs that handle today's
most common business problems: accounting, MRP, in
ventory, customer databasing, order processing, etc. Be
cause ALPHA is a top - down structured language, pro
gramming is fast and orderly. Because ALPHA comes
with an excellent 430 page manual (with extensive index
and examples), programming is a breeze.
Some of ALPHA 's features include:
• a fast b-tree data structure
• access dBase II and Ill .DBF files directly
• on-screen forms generator
• error trapping
• date and day arithmetic
• its own compiler
• dollar and cents arithmetic
• multi-dimensional arrays
• mathematical and trigonometric functions
• transportable between MS-DOS, Unix & Xenix
• its own editor (complete with source)
• import Lotus and Framework data files
• access comma delimited ASCII files directly
• 118 built-in functions
ALPHA works on the IBM-PC series
and compatibles. It is also avail
able for UNIX and Xenix (call for
specific systems), and PC/IX.

Maximum field size
Maximum fields I record
Maximum records I file
Maximum file size
Field length
Supports color
Logical operators
Comparison operators

255 bytes
Unlimited
Unlimited
32 Mbytes
Dynamic
Yes
and, or, not
Yes: 6

DATA TYPES
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Integer (32 bits)
Dollar (39 bits)
Float (32 bits)
String (0 · 255 characters)
Field of record
@ERR (error flag)
Array
Hash table
Record

OPERATORS
>=
+ add
subtract
I
I
%

!=
<
<=
>

multiply
divide
modulo
equal
not equal
less
less or equal
greater

&

$

++

.
[)

greater or equal
or
and
not
assign
concatenate
increment by one
decrement by one
select field from record
array, table, string element

Call 800-922-3001 today, in
Colorado 303-444-1542 .

SOPHCO, INC.
PO Box 7430
Boulder, Colorado 80306
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ANNOlJNGING
SPSSIPC:h GRAPHICs··
·FEATURING
MICROSCDFT®CHART"
w
.
j
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Two software industry leaders
-SPSS and Microsoft - have
team~d up to provide the ultimate
graphics option for SPSS/PC+™.
SPSS/PC+, th·e leading data ·
analysis package, includes fully
integrated report writing, plotting,
file management and mainframe
communications capabilities.
Now, y ou can add presentation
quality graphics with Mic(osoft
Chart.

t&#J

Volumes of unmanageable
.. ., . a ata can bi:i analyzed and
displayed ~ith a few key
strokes. Th'e combination of
powerful data management
. .and data ar:ialysis with
~PSS / PC+ Graphics pro
duces an Ll nbeatable team.

~
Expand your analytical
power with the
~PSS/PC+ family.

Analyze your data and
bring it into focus.

The SPSSt PC+ basE;l system
, is a powerful . k.QnJpre
~ ensive statistical package.
You can add the SPSS/PC+
Advanced Statistics'" and
SPSS/PC+ Tables™options
to 'forther enhance the
system 's p.ower. And
now, with the addition of
~PSS/PC+ Graphics, you
can give your statistical
presentations all the graphic
impact they deserve.

Choose from a gallery of 45
[)re-designed formats
including bar, line, scatter and
pie. Introduce custom
elements into your charts.
Combine or overlay images.
Move and size chart com
ponents. Instantly switch
among alternatives to see
which communicates your
rpessage most effectively.

Produce top-quality
output and send it to a
variety of devices.
SPSS/ PC+ Graphics works
with over 14 plotters, more ·
than.30 laser and dot-matrix
as slide
printers, as
making devices and video
display units. Make great
looking printouts, slides and
transparencies.

Move between data and
graphs instantaneously.

SFSSinc.

well

To order, contact our
Sales Department at

.444 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago. IL 60611
, In EurpPfl.:. .
SPSS Europe B. V.
' 4200 AC Gorinchem
The Netherlands,
Phone: +31183036711
TWX: 21019

312/329-3500.

SPSS inc.
SPSS/PC~

P.roductivity Raised To The Highest Power™
""-• • •••m<(•••~'" •

• • ••"'""'"~""",

and its <;>Ptions n.J1 _on th I BM ~/XT/~T with ~d disk. Contact SPSS Inc. for compalible microcomPulers. IBM PC/XT and PC/AT are
of lnternahonal Business Machines Corporation. Microsoft 1s a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

tra~emarks

SPSS/PC+ . SPSS/PC+ Graphics. SPSS/PC+ Advanced Stat istics. and SPSS/PC+ Tables are trademarks of SPSS Inc. lor its oroprieta1y computer software.
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Unlike previous Apricot versions. the
microscreen is now backlit by a blue
electroluminescent panel so that you
can read it under all lighting condi
tions. Beneath the microscreen are six
function keys with red LED indicators;
conscientious application vendors
can program these to display their as
signments on the LCD. In addition.
there are 10 IBM PC-style function
keys along the top of the keyboard.
which have legends such as Help.
Repeat. Print. Cale. and Undo sten
ciled below tbem. This is not such a
good idea. since they don't perform
their labeled functions at the Micro
soft Windows executive level. and in
Windows Write they support functions
different from the labels. Some ap
plications do support the labeled
keys. though. WordStar 2000 supports
most of them-the Cale key. for exam
ple. turns the microscreen into a desk
calculator complete with memory
functions.
I also received an Apricot track
ball/mouse. which connects to the
keyboard unit by a thin fiber-optic
cable. Although you can use it as a
mouse by tilting it forward until the
large ball contacts the table top. it is
more usually used as a trackball by
directly manipulating the ball. which
saves a lot of desk space. I found it
easy enough to use but less conve
nient than a conventional mouse.
since it tends to tire your forefinger.
I tested Apricot's speed claims for
the XEN by running the Sieve of
Eratosthenes and Disk benchmark
tests in interpreted CW-BASIC. The
results are shown in table I. (The AT
benchmarks appear in Alan Finger's
review "IBM PC AT' May 1985 BYTE.
page 270.) The XEN figures are very

fast the Sieve runs 72 percent faster
than on a PC AT (the higher clock rate
can only account for part of this).
while the floppy-disk access is 48 per
cent faster.
WINDOWS

The XEN offered me a first opportu
nity to use the released version of
Microsoft Windows. XEN comes
bundled with Windows (complete
with clock. notepad. calendar. calcu
lator. card file. asynchronous-terminal
program. and one game). the Win
dows applications Write and Paint.
and CW-BASIC. You also get a soft
ware IBM ROM BIOS emulator that
will run completely well-behaved IBM
PC programs rather slowly I was not
able to test this latter feature since the
optional. external. 5 Yi-inch floppy-disk
drive was not available at this writing.
I think Windows was well worth the
two-year wait and is the nicest en
vironment I've used so far. It is fast
and easy to navigate around. When
you want a new window. it comes up
in a flash-none of that annoying
Genie-out-of-the-bottle stuff that hap
pens on Macintosh and GEM-and on
a hard-disk XEN. the little hourglass
isn't on the screen long enough for
you to get sick of it.
Purists may scoff at the tiling system
that Microsoft adopted instead of full
overlapping windows. but it does
precisely what you want it to do. and
quickly. After all. who cares about the
hidden part of an overlapped win
dow? It's what you can see that's im
portant. To me. overlapping windows
only make sense if they can be sum
moned and dismissed instantly as in
SideKick. Windows always lets you
(conlinued)

Number One
in Performance

68010/68000
Coprocessor for
IBM/AT/XT/PC~
8/10/12.Srnz No tNalt States

s 129soo Cly. 1
FEATURES
• 1-2 MB RAM (1MB Standard)
• 16K-64K EPROM
•2-8 Serial Ports
Async/Sync/Bisync Communications
•Battery-backed Real Time Clock
•Battery-backed 2K -8K RAM
• 2 Parallel Ports
• 68881 Math Coprocessor
•Memory-mapped Dual-port BUS
• 3-9 Users Per Board (3 Standard)
•Up To 16 Boards Per AT/XT/PC
•Can Operate As Standalone Processor
SOFTWARE

• OS9 (Powerful UNIX-like Multi-user OS)
• CPM/68K
•Software selectable OS including concurrent
PC OOS/OS-9 or CPM/68K operation
•Support Module for IBM Graphics
•High-speed Local/Global Disk Caching
•Basic. Pascal. Fortran. C. and COBOL

Table I : The XE N's speed-test results (in secondsJ

Write a 64K-byte sequential file to floppy disk
Read a 64K-byte sequential file from floppy disk
Write a 64K-byte sequential file to hard disk
Read a 64K-byte sequential file from hard disk
One iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes

XEN

IBM PC AT

17.5
16.5

26
24

10
9
46.5

80

SY-stems
West: 4704 W. Jennifer. Suite 105, Fresno. CA 93711, 209/276·2345
East: 67 Grandview. Pleasantville. NY 10570. 9141747-1450
Distributor: Telemarketing Services. Inc.
1897 Garden A>.e.. Eugene, OR 97403. 503/345-7395
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XT

•

$3895
(LIST PRICE)

PLUS THESE FEATURES:
•
•
•
•

6 Expansion Slots • 360 K Floppy Drive
Full 640K on Mother Board
8/16 bit 8088 Microprocessor
20MB Hard Drive Included (monitor not included)

•
•
•
•

6 Expansion Slots • 360 K Floppy Drive
256K on Mother Board
8/16 Bit 8088 Microprocessor
IOMB Hard Drive (monitor not included)

AND THE DIFFERENCE ••• A $2800 SAVING!
ROBYTE PC ~~~1;1 i!!~f~rd $775 ROBYTE AT h:~~~T~~g~~e $ 2295
2

IBM Compatible

IBM Compatible

and keyboard

NEW!

RO BYTE

POWER SURGE
PROTECTOR

Super Quality Boards,
Multi-Ply & Socketed
One year guarantee
MULTIFUNCTION CARD

Serial and parallel ports. 384 K
expandable.clock/calendar. game
OPTION PORT
$139.00
SERIAL CARO
$59 .00
PARALLEL CARD
$39.00
CO LOR GRAPHICS
CARD
$74 DO
MONO GRAPHICS
CARD
$99 DO
1/0 MULTIFUNCTION
CARD
$119.00
AT MULT IFUNCTIO N
CARO, EXPANDABLE TO
3M. includes
piggyback
$349.00

RO BYTE
COLOR
MONITOR

IBM SPECIAL

640 x 200 res.

IBM, 1-320K OS, DD Disk
Drive 10 Meg. Hard Drive,
Amber or Green Monitor,
256 K, Par Port PFS. Write
and File

$395

$2350.00

with Monitor Swivel
Attached
6 outlets
A $175

VALUE

special prices
on all variety CABLES.
50% and more off!

COM PAO
"286"

WESTERN
ELECTRIC

$4395

Reg. Use Also

Desktop
Model "2"
full configuration

sonwu1

MOllTOIS

WDID PROCESSING

PRllCETDI GRAPHICS

WOROSTAR 2000
PLUS
WORDSTAR EASY
WORDPERFECT
W/SPELLER
MICROSOF T WORD

$315 .00
$99.00
$250 .00
$240 00

SPREADSHEETS I DATABASES
LOTUS 1-2-3
SYMPHONY
OBASE Ill PLUS
FRAMEWORK II
SUPERCALC
MULTIPLAN

$327 .00
$459.00
$4 17.00
$417.00
$211 .00
$117.00
$89 .00
$108 00

MODEMS

HAYES
$145 .00
$399 .00
$655.00

ORDER LINE 1·800-334-8989 IN CALIF. CALL 1·818-341-9193
OPEN 6 DAYS/WEEK. MDN.·SAT. 6 AM - 6 PM P1c111c std. TI.,•

$42.95
$19.95
$21 .95

Inquiry 378

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Co.
Shipping & handling charges. 3%. Cal. residents only, 6.5% tax. All prices and availability subject to
change without notice. Forfast delivery, send cashiefscheck. cer1ified che ck or money order. MC and
I Visa at discount prices above. American Express add4%. Defective merchandise replaced with same
item only. Returns require authorization number. Allow 3 weeks for personal or company checks to
clear. Government quasi-government or educational institutions on Net 15 terms. Refused
shipments subject lo 25% charge ($50 minimum). No returns on software.

$29

EPSDI

HX-1 2 HI RES
SR- 12 W/OOUBLER

$545.00
$714 .00

FX-286
FX -85
L0-1500

HDH
COLOR 300 RGB
COLOR 600
COLOR 710 Hl·RES

$359.00
$439 .00
$499.00

SG 1O
so 10
SR !O

IBM
PROF.
GRAPHICS MON
ENHANCED
GRAPHICS MON

S559.00
$372.00
$967.00

STAR MICRDlllCS

$969.00
$649.00

$206.00
$279.00
$394.00

BROTHER

HR-25
HR-35
TWINWR ITER 5

$554 .00
$79600
$973.00

MEWi.ITT PACKARD
LASERJET
6-PEN PLOTTER
THINKJET

$2316.00
$1466.00
$349.95

LASEUET PLUS

$3089.95

DISI HIVES

SEAGATE
SEAGATE 20 MG
W/CON T.
SEAGATE 30 MG
W/ CON T.
SEAGATE 42 MG
W/ 0 CONT
137 MSl

GHPNICS CHDS

$895.00
$1250.00

GRAPHIC CARDS
COLOR CARO

$289.00
$145.00

PARADISE
GRAPHICS CARO
MULTI DISPLAY CO

S272.00
$197.00

ZOOM MODEM FOR HE $90.00

AST
SIX PACK PLUS
AT ADV ANT AGE CARO

HERCULES

$595.00

NHDWHI

DISIS
MAXELL HI-DEN
MAXELL OS-OD
VERBA TIM DS-00

Touch-Tone
Modem
Telephones

P1111n1s

FllAICIAL SOFTWARE
HOME ACCOUNTANT
MONOGRAM DOLLARS
& SENSE

SMART MOOE M 300
SMARTMOOEM
· - - - - - - - - - - , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - 12008
SMARTMOOEM 2400
Call for
Call for

special prices
on limited supply
of T. I. closeouts

$89

with keyboard

$242.00
$381.00

DIABLO
RIBBON
CARTR IDGES

$2 95
I

Qrice-Line~

Computers.,Inc.
9710 Topanga Canyon Place, Chatsworth, CA 91311
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choose between the keyboard and
the mouse for control. and if you are
already familiar with MS-DOS. you
can use your knowledge to its full
effect.
The multitasking aspect of Windows
is excellent. You can switch from one
application to another in the time it
usually takes to move the cursor two
inches-faster than Macintosh. even
with Switcher.
Windows Write looks great on the
high-resolution paper-white monitor
and seems to be a plain but likable
word processor. It's basically a cut
down version of Microsoft Word, with
out virtual memory and fancy format
ting features like the style sheets.
Nevertheless. I was able to get 47
pages of text into the XEN's hefty
memory. more than enough for many
people.
Windows has an unusual way with
fonts. When you tell Windows what
printer you are using, it automatically
loads the fonts that printer supports;
if you select a different printer halfway
through writing a document. the
whole text may change to a new font.
For most printers you have a choice
of Courier. Helvetica. or Times Roman
print in various sizes. but the large
sizes are just blown-up versions of the
smaller ones (rather than separate bit
maps). and they can look somewhat
clunky.
Windows Paint is another MacPaint
clone. although it has a few extra fea
tures. and it too looks terrific on the
paper-white screen. Cutting from a
drawing into the clipboard allows you
to transfer pictures into documents.
just like the Mac. Unlike the Mac.
though. Windows lets you run Paint
and Write in two adjacent windows ·
and move a drawing right across from
one to the other.

IBM

PC COMPATIBILITY

Despite its obvious virtues. the XEN
will probably succeed or fail on the
issue of IBM PC compatibility. This is
not necessarily just. but it is reality.
Apricot has previously paid lip service
to PC compatibility, providing either
the minimal level of generic MS-DOS
support or grossly inefficient software

emulation. This could have been seen
as a reasonable expression of com
mercial and national pride in 1982 ;
now it seems like hubris.
With the XEN . Apricot is going fur
ther than ever before toward the IBM
standard. In December 1985. the U.K .
trade press was humming with rumors
that Apricot intended to buy an IBM
like ROM BIOS from Phoenix Soft
ware. suppliers to the IBM-clone in
dustry. If this were true. it would en
tail extensive modifications to the
XEN motherboard. which in turn
would involve either a recall or at least
a relaunch.
I'm assured by the highest-level
sources inside Apricot that this is not
going to happen. Instead Apricot will
rely upon a novel software solution to
compatibility called SoftClone. This
program is produced by the Califor
nia software house Control-C Inc .. and
it is rather more than the usual kind
of software emulator.

Hard Disk
Intelligent

SOFTCLONE

VCR Backup

SoftClone actually modifies the code of
IBM PC and PC AT programs. Specifi
cally, it traps badly behaved direct
memory accesses in such programs
and patches the code with calls to the
equivalent addresses in the XEN. Pro
grams like SideKick that write direct
ly to the IBM video buffer are
modified to write into the XEN buf
fer. and so on. Well-behaved pro
grams that only use legal BIOS calls
and software interrupts are dealt with
by a soft ROM BIOS emulator. which
redirects the calls to their equivalents
in Apricot's own BIOS 3. In searching
for a descriptive label for SoftClone.
the best I can manage is cross-disas
sembler-assembler. As an adjunct to
SoftClone. Apricot plans to produce
an external 5 V<i-inch floppy-disk drive
that will read all the various IBM disk
formats; I have seen a prototype
working.
When does this code modification
occur? Every time you run a program.
To run an IBM PC program. say Word
Star. on the XEN, you invoke it with
the command line IBM WS at the A>
prompt. IBM.EXE is the SoftClone
(continu ed)

Number One
In Performance

for AT/XT/PC
FEATURES

•High speed microprocessor
controlled backup (68000)
•Two channel interface
•Built in LAN channel
•Software control of most VCR
functions including Fast Forward,
Rewind , and auto backup using VCR
timer capabilities
•Economical VHS or Beta formats

Systems

West: 4704 W. Jennifer. Suite 105, Fresno. CA 93711. 2091276·2345
East: 67 Grandview, Pleasantville. NY 10570. 9141747·1450
Distributor: Telemarketing Services, Inc.
1897 Garden Ave. Eugene, OR 97403. 5031345·7395
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Get the Picture with

PHOTOBASE

-

PC-EYE is a high speed,
high resolution video
digitizer board that lets
you capture anything you
can see.

PHOTOBASE is a soft
ware package that works
with data base manage
ment systems such as:
dbase II*, R:Base 4000*
and the IBM Filing
Assistant*.

Now you can open up a whole
new dimension in data base
applications by merging real-life
color pictures with popular data
base management systems.
Pictures of people, products,
diagrams, maps, company logos 
whatever you want to photograph
- can be integrated with your
data base. Consider these typical
applications:

Customers, distributors and sales
personnel can quickly search data
and view the resulting product/
picture information on one screen.
Files can be updated easily,
quickly.

It's Easy
With a simple keystroke, pop-out of
your data base system and into the
PHOTOBASE menu .. Capture
images of text, photos, artwork and
3-dimensional objects with an
ordinary video camera and our
high resolution PC-EYE™ video
digitizer. Pop back into your data
base system and add the picture
name to your data base like you
would any other piece of
information. The full functionality of
the data base system is preserved,
but the resulting display is text and
picture information on one screen.

Security - verify those employees
who have authorized clearance to
limited access areas. A data base
containing employee pictures and
personnel records can be searched
and displayed for visual verification.

Pictures are displayed in the upper
right quadrant of the screen or at a
full screen resolution of 320 x 200
with 256 optimized colors. Screen
display can alter.nate with text,
images, pr both simultaneously
viewed.
Call or write and we will send you
information on PHOIOBASE,
PC-EYJ::, compatible earner.as and
other imaging equipment in the
Chorus Family of products.
(603) 424-2900 or
1-800-0CHORUS.

Real Estate - add pictures of
houses to on-line real estate listings
for faster property identification and
improved sales presentations.
Electronic Cataloging - pictures
of products can be combined with a
data base system containing
product specifications, .pricing,
availa~ility and much more.

'

~M PHdTOEiASE.~nd PC-EYE ~re traclermirks at " .
CHORUS Data Systems.
;i
*d8ase II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate; A-Base
4000 is a trademark of Mlcrorim, Inc~ IBM Filing
Assistant Is a trademark ol lnternational'Business
Machines Gorporation.
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program that loads. patches. re
locates. and runs WordStar. delayed
onl y as long as it takes to display
Control-C's fleeting copyright mes
sage. SoftClone only modifies the
memory image of WordStar: the code
on the disk remains unaltered. The
changes shouldn't compromise the
program's performance at all and showed any performance degrada
should. in fact enhance it wherever tion. and that was mainly in the speed
the XEN executes more quickly than of updating the 25th screen line (the
the IBM does.
menu line). I suspect that the SK.AD
To accomplish the patching. Soft
file was redirecting this through a DOS
output call rather than through direct
Clone requires a short file for each ap
plication called. for example. WS.AD
video. and it suggests that the proper
(WordStar Application Descriptor).
implementation of AD files could
which contains details of all the poor
have a critical effect on SoftClone's
ly behaved parts of the program. Ini
success.
tially. Apricot and Control-C will
Overall. I was convinced that the
prepare these AD files for various SoftClone concept works and with a
popular packages. but eventually they minimal degree of inconvenience to
hope to persuade application vendors the user. There are still some un
to produce AD files for new releases answered questions: Can it be inte
as a matter of course. The effort in
grated into Windows (I only tried it
volved in producing an AD file is quite directly from DOS). and what happens
small for an application's author. who
with copy-protected programs?
SoftClone may breach some forms
is familiar with the source code. much
less than performing a full port from of copy protection. but that depends
one system to the other. However. the on whether or not you can save the
effort that would be required of a user patched memory image and use it. I
is out of the question. even for one couldn't find a way to do so. but a
with programming experience.
serious hacker might.
Apricot bravely loaned me a very
early preproduction version of Soft
CONCWSIONS
Clone for this report. along with IBM  I liked the XEN. It's compact. pretty.
versions of SideKick. WordStar. Lotus fast. a pleasure to use. and keenl y
priced. With the optional paper-white
1-2-3. and MultiMate. and their corre
sponding AD files. WordStar and monitor. it's like having a cross be
MultiMate worked perfectly without tween a Macintosh and a· PC AT. but
any apparent speed degradation. it's faster than either one. The high
Lotus 1-2-3 worked properly, although resolution color-graphics version
the display attributes on the paper
should do wonders for packages like
white monitor were rather odd. (Solid
AutoCAD.
Whether or not SoftClone proves to
color blocks. including the cursor. ap
peared as thin black underlines.)
be a full answer to IBM software com
The SideKick AD file was clearly not patibility remains to be seen. I found
the signs encouraging. as it seems to
finished. as several of SideKick's func
tions (e.g.. moving and contracting work technically. A potential problem
windows) didn't work. All the acces
lies with the backlog of IBM software:
although the top 20 programs are
sories could be summoned from in
side the other IBM programs. but not sure to be catered to. it's unlikely that
from within Windows applications. some of the older and more obscure
Even so. this was the most impressive ones ever will be. The ultimate ques
demonstration: you wonder how it tion is. How badly do you want to run
can be done at all. since SideKick is lots of old IBM programs? For first
about as IBM-specific as you can get. time buyers. however. this shouldn't
It was also the only program that be much of an obstacle. •

SoftClone modifies

only the memory image,
not the disk file.

Number One
in Performance

IBM/AT/XT/PC- Smz
No Wrlit States
FEATURES
• 64K-256K RAM
• 2K-8K EPROM/Static Ram
• 2Serial Ports
Async/ Sync/Bisync Communications
• Real Time Clock
•Memory-mapped Dual-port BUS
•On-board/Remote Reset NMI capability
•Up To 32 Boards Per AT /XT /PC
•Can Operate As Standalone Processor
•Less Than Fu ll Size Board
(will fit other compatables)

SOFTWARE
• ZP/M tm CP/M Emulation Software
(Supports Most CP/M Software)
•Multiuser Capability If Used As A
Slave Processor
11\Mo ~ r•~1~1 ...,1 T•A<lem.<•~ Il l ••lrrl'!.thC"•ll ll"~'"~" M.•r"··~'
(PM 1BO •\ ,, 1t'Qolle.e< I h.tll '"'~'~ cl 01q11,11 Rt!.r~t~ h Cu·~

SY-stems
West 4704 W. Jennifer, Suite 105, Fresno. CA 93711, 2091276·2345
East: 67 Grandview, Pleasantville, NY 10570, 9141747·1450
Distributor: Telemarketing Services, Inc.
1897 Garden Ave. , Eugene, OR 97403, 503/345·7395
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ENERGRAPHICS™
2.0
WE SIMPLY MADE IT BETTER!
It's here! The newest release of
ENERGRAPHICS. The graphics package once

labeled "A Step Ahead of the Rest'; has now
jumped even further ahead with its Version 2.0.
In one package we have combined more types
of graphics with more capability employing the
latest in ease-of-use methods than any PC
package available today. To say it simply.
Enertronics has made ENERGRAPHICS 2.0 the
easiest to use and the best there is!

Some Highlights of ENERGRAPHICS 2.0
New Capabilities:
• 2 and 3 Dimensional
Pie, Bar, Line .Charts
• Paint/Fill
•New Fonts
• Merge up to 4
Graphs on a Screen
• Entirely New
Documentation
- - - - - - - - - -- • Conversion of 2D
Symbols into 3D
Symbols
• User Defined Curve
Fitting

New Ease-of.Use
Features:
• Mouse/Digitizer
{Optional)
• He/ p Screens
• On-Screen Graphics
Editing
• Drawing Commands
On-Screen

• a.pt. em omc• Leunut:
FUf"nU:ur• c.onfll)Uf'•Urm

"tflll•I

Of course we can't list all
the 2.0 enhancements but
we know this is the program for you. And, for
those who only want the charting capability of
ENERGRAPHICS 2.0, we've packaged it into a
separate product called ENERCHARTS. So whether
you want the total graphics solution offered by
ENERGRAPHICS or just charting with ENERCHARTS,
you'll have the best in PC graphics available to you.

New Interfaces:
• Lotus· 1-2-3™
• Wordstar™/Multiplan'
• Video Show™
•EGA Board
• Polaroid' Palette

ENERGRAPHICS 2.0-For your every graphics need!
ENERCHARTS-For only your charting graphics need!

Update Information:
ENERGRAPHICS 2.0-Send $75.00 and #1 diskette from ENERGRAPHICS 1.3.
ENERCHARTS-For a current ENERGRAPHICS user, send $195.00 and your #2
diskette from ENERGRAPHICS 1.3.
Ordering Information: All orders require a check/money order or Visa/
Fi:st Softwar~, lntec-1, (United .
Kingdom) Tel. 0256 463344 Telex.
Mastercard plus a shipping and handling charge.
3
ENERGRAPHICS 2.0-$595.00 Retail
ENERCHARTS-$395.00 Retail ~7~~ goftware Benelux (Belgium)
Or, call our toll free number for a dealer in your area IBOOJ 325·0174.
Tel: 32(16) 202512 Telex.'. 26202
vector B

ENERTFOJ/CS

Enertronics Research, Inc.

•
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#5 Station Plaza

•

SEEING IS BELIEVING
1910 Pine Street

•

St. Louis, MO 63103

•

(314) 421-2771
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Clearing the Backlog
TML Pascal
Mac C
M-Disk
Soft Spool
Mich Tron Utilities
Mudpies
Flip Side
Mirage
DEGAS
Deluxe Paint

0

kay. okay. so I lied. Yes. last month
I said that this column would have
lots of tables with specs and
benchmarks comparing the Macintosh. the
Atari 520ST. and the Amiga. However. the
planned announcements of the Atari
1040ST and the Macintosh Plus in January
(it's late December as I write this) convinced
me to put things off a month. in hopes of
having specs and-just possibly-bench
marks for both. Nothing worse than out
dated information. eh?
So what am I going to write about this
month? If you could see the pile of software
that has been accruing for the past few
months. you wouldn't have to ask. However.
time and volume are going to keep me from
doing too comprehensive a job right now.

BY BRUCE WEBSTER
PRODUCT OF THE MONTH:
TML PASCAL

Bruce Webster is a consulting
editor for BYTE. He can be
contacted c/o BYTE. POB 1910.
Orem. UT 8405 7. or on BI X as
bwebster.

Hallelujah! Tom Leonard has done in six
months what Apple couldn't do in more
than two years: produced and shipped a
native-code Pascal compiler for the Macin
tosh that allows full access to the Toolbox
and OS routines (including Applelalk and
MacinTalk). Tom's success is further evi
dence convincing me that Apple's failure
was a deliberate marketing decision to en
courage sales of the now-defunct Lisa/Mac
XL. Unfortunately, all it encouraged was the
de facto standardization of C as "the" pro
gramming language on the Mac. While I
have nothing personal against C-why, some
of my best friends use it-the Macintosh (in
the form of the Toolbox. OS. and Inside
Macintosli) assumes Pascal as the standard
development language. and working out the
differences between the two causes head
aches for both compiler writers and pro
grammers using C. Believe me. I know.
Anyway. Tom has developed and is now
shipping the MacLanguage Series Pascal
compiler through TML Systems. I received
version 1.0 a few weeks back. and a new ver
sion (with a number of enhancements) is be
ing prepared The package comes with a

120-page manual. which contains both the
user's guide and a reference manual. and
two disks. The first disk-Pascal I-contains
stripped-down system files (in other words.
it's bootable). the Pascal compiler. an editor
(Bill Duvall's). a linker (the same one found
in the Macintosh 68000 Developmc. :it Sys
tem f MDSIJ. and the RMaker and Font/DA
Mover programs. The second disk-Pascal
2-has the necessary library and include
files. as well as 11 example programs. some
of which are direct adaptations of the Lisa
Pascal examples that Apple has been dis
tributing for so long. The entire package
sells for $99.95. is not copy-protected. and
has no licensing fees.
To use TML Pascal. your Mac must have
at least 512 K bytes of RAM-if it doesn't.
you shouldn't be trying to do program de
. velopment on it. Also. an external disk drive
is highly recommended. that is. essential.
for any serious work. If you have a new
Macintosh Plus with its 800J<...byte drive. you
could get by with just one. (I personally
recommend a 2-megabyte Mac with a hard
disk. but then again. I'm spoiled.)
Use of TML Pascal is straightforward and
quite familiar to anyone who has used the
MDS assembler. Consulair C. etc. With the
editor. you create your program text. The
Transfer menu then lets you compile your
program without having to exit to the desk
top. The compiler itself is fast. running at
about 1200 lines per minute off a hard disk
(MacBottom). Errors. if any. are displayed
on the screen and also directed to a
separate text file; you then use the 1ransfer
menu to get back to the editor. Once your
program compiles correctly. you use
1ransfer to go to the linker. which is also
relatively speedy. If your program links cor
rectly, it will then appear on the Transfer
menu. and you can execute it.
The Pascal implementation is fairly good
although a little restricted in places. For ex
ample. version 1.0 allows sets to have only
up to 32 elements. Leonard has gotten a lot
(continued)
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DATA

THE

PAGES

"THE DATA PAGES" is a new NATION wide business directory.

We are building a computerized data base of businesses in most
major cities throughout the United States.
"THE DATA PAGES" has such information as business name,

address, phone numbers, zip code and type of business, as
well as, additional categories further describing the business.
With your personal computer look up businesses by Name,
Street Address, Phone Number, or Type of Business. Not sure
of a name, the computer will also search generically. You may
limit searching by either City, State, Area Code or a Global
search that covers the entire data base.
Many businesses listed in "THE DATA PAGES" list additional
information about their business, products or services. All this
is available to you. Businesses listed in " THE DATA PAGES"
have the ability to change their information at any time . This
means you, the subscriber, has up-to-date information at all
times.
OUR RATES ARE REASONABLE!

12 MONTH SUBSCRIPTION:
COMMERCIAL SUBSCRIBERS
INDIVIDUAL SUBSCRIBERS

$39.95 per year.
$29.95 per year.

This subscription fee gives you access to the data base and
one hour free time each month. You pay only for the phone call.
ADDITIONAL TIME :
COMMERCIAL SUBSCRIBERS
INDIVIDUAL SUBSCRIBERS

$12 .00 per hour.
$ 3.60 per hour.

The additional time charges are the same regardless of the
speed of your modem; 300, 1200 or 2400 BAUD.
Try the "THE DATA PAGES" you'll like how ii works'
Send check or money order with coupon below and deduct
$5.00 from the subscription price.

+

LMW Enterprises, Inc.
14031 Quarles
San Antonio, TX 78247
(512) 494-0263

Please send application and information. Enclosed is the sub
scription fee less the $5.00 discount D.
Make check payable to LMW Enterprises, Inc.
Send application and information and bill me 0.
Type of account: COMMERCIAL D
INDIVIDUAL D
N a m e : _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _
City :_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
State :_ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _Zip: _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: a/c _ _ #_ __ _ _ __
Please charge services to my credit card.

D MasterCard

Card #._ _ __ _ _ _ __

D Visa

Exp. date _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Signature:_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __

of flak about this from programmers (like me) who use
set of Char heavily. and he promises that it will be fixed
for the version 2.0 release. Likewise. the current implemen
tation doesn't let you pass functions or procedures as
parameters. though you can use the " @ " operator to get
the address of the entry point of a procedure or function.
Beyond those restrictions. TML Pascal looks a lot like Lisa
Pascal; Leonard's goal is to make it as much like Lisa Pascal
as he can.
The extensions-none too extensive-tend to follow Lisa
Pascal. which in turn follows UCSO Pascal. UCSO-type
strings are implemented. with the standard procedures
and functions. The lnline procedures and functions from ·
MacPascal are also implemented. which allows easy con
version of routines. Following Turbo Pascal's lead. Read
and Write can be used on files of records; unlike l l irbo.
the standard Get and Put routines are also implemented
and can be used instead. For memory management. New.
Dispose. and MemAvail are used: the HeapResult func
tion lets you get the resulting code from the memory
manager. just as the IOResult function lets you monitor
the results of 110 operations.
TML Pascal offers a plain-vanilla mode for programmers
inexperienced with the Macintosh. If you put (lnput,Out
put) in your program statement. TML Pascal will automat
ically set up a window for you: will handle all calls to Read.
Read In . Write. and Writeln ; and will give you access to the
OuickOraw routines as well. Be warned. though. that the
Write and Writeln routines are fairly slow compared to the
regular Mac text routines.
The compiler produces two types of output files: .ASM
and .REL. The .ASM files are 68000 assembly-language
source code and are compatible with the Apple MOS as
sembler. The .REL files are relocatable object-code files
used by the linker to produce the final executable code.
The compatibility with MOS. together with EXTERNAL
declaration of procedures and functions and the $U com
piler option to specify library files. lets you easily write
assembly-language subroutines for your Pascal program.
assuming you have MOS. And. if you do. you can use the
.ASM files to hand-optimize the code the compiler
produces.
As a test of TML Pascal. I decided to convert the Star
Map program that I originally wrote using MacAdvantage.
a UCSO Pascal derivative (see "New Perspectives on Near
by Stars." July 198 5 BYTE. page I 06 j. The conversion was
surprisingly easy and consisted mostly of removing some
of the work-arounds that MacAdvantage uses to interface
with the Mac (the Locate function. etc.j. There is a definite
speed improvement. though it's not dramatic. since the
program tends to be either waiting for user 1/0 or calling
Toolbox routines. Also. it's become much easierto define
application and document icons in the resource file. some
thing I never could get MacAdvantage to do.
TML Pascal is by no means a finished product. Some
bugs undoubtedly do exist. though I've found only one
(continued)
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Betcha our compiler can
beat up your compiler.
Or your money back.
If you program in BASIC,

Knock Out Bugs $79.95.

Pascal, Fortran or C,
you're using yesterday's
technology. We know this state

Announcing M2DEBUG. Asymbolic,
compact (only 20K RAM) interactive
run-time debugger with features
most requested by software pro
-grammers and system developers .
It comes with a Virtual Resource
Overlay Operating Manager (VROOM)
that speeds up compile time 50%.

ment will start a brawl, but it's true.
.So, before you start a fight you can't
win, take a closer look at the Modula-2
language and the Modula-2 Software
Development System (M2SDS) from
Interface Technologies. Just compare
the features and performance of
M2SDS to your system. You'll find a
new language and a programming
environment that's more flexible,
much faster and works on any IBM®
PC or 100% compatible with 256 K
memory or more.
M2SDS
COMPILE SPEED (MIN.SEC)
30l/NES
0:15.58
300UNES
0:25.48
EXECUTION SPEED (MIN:SEC)
0:13.92
SIEVE
FIBONACCI
0:53.49
0:08.84 .
30X30 MATRIX (8087)
FP OPERATIONS ,
0:27.56
FP OPERATIONS (8087)
0.01.97
StNTAX CHECKING ED/1'0R
YES
MUJJ'IPLE WINDOW EDITING
YES
EDl7VR FILESIZE UMIT
MEMORY SIZE
COMPILE ERROR CALLS EDITOR
YES
UNKER
YES
YES
PRODUCES EXE FILES
EXECUTABLE CODE SIZE UMIT DISK SPACE
DOS ACCESS FROM EDITOR
YES
YES
DOS ACCESS FROM PROGRAMS
8087SUPPORTSTANDARD
YES
COPY-PROTECTED DISK
NO
$50.88/$80.88
COSTWITH 8087 SUPPORT
Sourte: Software Resources, Inc. Sieve program from BITE,
January 1983. Fibonacci program from Or. Oobb's Journal,
February 1985. Matrix program from BYTE, October, 1982. FP
Operations program from BYTE, May 1985. M2SOS with or without
8087 uses8-byteaccuracy. Programs compiled with all checking
options on. All tests conducted on a standard IBM-PC/XTwith 512K
of memory and an 8087 math coprocessor.
'Original or back-up diskette may be sent for trade-in. Diskette will
be destroyed immediately upon receipt so that your current compiler
license agreement is not violated.
IBM is a registered trademark or International Business Machines
Corporation.

Calling All Compilers. So now
that you're wise to the limitations of
your system, why not trade it in. You'll
soon see that it was smarter to switch
than fight. And a pretty safe bet.
Trade In and Trade Up. Just
to prove that we're not all brag _. .
we'll send you M2SDS for just $50.88
if you mail us your present compiler
or interpreter diskette.* That's $30.00
off the regular price. If within 30
days you're not programming faster
than ever, just return the diskette and
we'll send you your money back.

Heavyweight Champion
SDS-XP. If you're ready to move
into light-speed, you need SDS-XP.
It has everything M2SDS has with a

little "punch" added. Like Extended
Libraries, M2MAKE and a Foreign
Object Module Importer. SDS-XP
offers buyers a stout discount when
compared with the cost of buying
M2SDS and the additional compo
nents as add-ons. For a limited time
only, SDS-XP is available for $99.00
with compiler trade-in. That's $150.00
off the advertised price of $249.00.

~ ~INTERFACE
~TECHNOLOGIES
3336 Richmond, Suite 200, Houston, TX 77098

1-800-922-9049
(In Texas, cafl 7131523-8422) Telex: 322127
In Europe call ITC at:Switzedand 41 (I) 700-3037;
Netherlands 31 (20) 106922; U.K. 44 (I) 656-7333

1.---------,
Here's my diskette. Rush me:
D M2SDS for $50.88 each, plus $7 shipping
and handling.
D SDS-XP for $99.00 each, plus $7 shipping
and handling.

I

Or, send me:
D M2SDS for $80.88 each, plus $7 shipping
and handling.
D SDS-XP for $249.00 each, plus $7 ship
ping and handling.

D M2DEBUG for $79.95
D My check is enclosed.
D Apply charges to credit card indicated
below:
VISA/MasterCard/American Express
(circle one).
Credit Card# _ __ __ _ __

Expiration Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Name _ _ __ _ _ __ __
(please print)

Shipping Address _ _ _ _ __ _
City _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
State/Zip _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Day Phone _ _ _ __ __ __
Texas residents add 6.125% Sales Tax.
International orders add $3() for shipping/handling.
If paying by check, check or draft must be in
US dollars drawn on a U.S. bank.

INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

I

L _________ _J
3336 Richmond, Suite 200, Houston, Texas 77098
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minor one so far. Also. Tom is planning on lots of improve
ments and extensions. TML Pascal has now become my
standard development language on the Mac and will prob
ably remain so for the foreseeable future.

The Computer Museum is a lot more than a collection of
the most famous machines in the history of information
processing, it's also a lot of fun.
For more information, or to become a Museum Member,
write The Computer Museum, or call (617) 423-6758.

The ComputerMuseum
B

0

S

T

0

N

There's something in it for everyone.
300 Congress Street, Boston, MA 02210

IBM® PC/XT COMPATIBLE

•IBM"' PC/XLCompatible Motherboard
•W/256K RAM & BIOS on 640K
Motherboard (8088 16-Bit 4.77 MHZ)
•Floppy Disk Controller Card, up to 2 drives
•One 360K OS/DD Slim Drive
•Easy Assembly - No Soldering

MODEL
640

•135 W Power Supply
•Keyboard .. .Similar to Keytronics 5150
•Flip-Top Case
•90 Days Warranty on Parts & Labor
•134-Page Computer Instruction Manual
•Monitor Optional

OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA

1-213-329·3384 •

1-800-231-6491 .P. MORE® Computer

NO COD - Only Prepaid or Credit Card Orders
Add 10% Shipping & $1.50 Handling F.ee.
Credit applied if freight is less than 10%
California Residents Add 6'12% Sales Tax

ASK FOR OUR 24-PAGE CATALOG
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DEPT. BYTE/MAG • P.O. BOX 2320
GARDENA, CALIF. 90247-0320
OPEN: 8:30 - 5:00 Monday - Friday

Sorry. No Walk-In Orders - Strictly Mail Order Only.
IBMi!i is a registered trademar1< of lnt'I Bus. Machines Corp.

Inquiry 22 8

CON THE MAC
This. of course. doesn·t mean l"ve given up on C. It's just
too pervasive a language to ignore. Besides. version 4 01
of Mac C from Consulair Corporation (aka Bill and Ann
Duvall) just showed up. easing the pain of learning C. The
development environment is similar to that of TML Pascal
(editor. compiler. linker. RMaker). with a few notable ex
ceptions. First. the lransfer functions are more intelligent.
If I edit a file named BENCH.C. the Transfer menu will give
me "C Bench C' as one of the options. So I can compile
it without having to specify the filename. If I want to com
pile some other file. I simply close BENCH.C. and the Trans
fer menu gives me just "C' as an option. Second. the Exec
program lets me do simple batch processing. which is
useful for linking a number of .REL files. Third. the lransfer
menu has "compile and go'" and '" link and go'" options.
which help cut down the number of steps during the
compile-link-run cycle.
Mac C maintains a certain amount of compatibility with
the Apple MOS assembler. You can use the Mac C linker
to link in .REL files produced by MOS. but you can't use
the MOS linker to link in .REL files produced by Mac C.
However. since Mac C contains its own assembler (for both
in-line and separately assembled routines). and since the
Mac C linker is an " intelligent" linker (copying in only the
code needed instead of the entire library). you don't really
need MOS at all.
Mac C comes with four disks. three manuals. some up
date sheets. and a hefty price tag of $42 5. However. of
all the C compilers on the Mac that l"ve used (including
Megamax. Aztec. and Hippo). I prefer Mac C. It's what
rll be using from now on . . .when I'm not using TML
Pascal.
To help me along with Mac C. a close friend of mine
Frank Boosman-gave me a book for Christmas: Using the
Macintosh Toolbox with C. It's written by Jim lakatsuka. Fred
Huxham. and David Burnard and published by Sybex at
$22 .95. The book is thick (more than 500 pages). has lots
of sample code. and. from what I can tell. does not require
that you own Inside Macintosn . Best of all (for my purposes.
anyway). all the examples are written using Mac (Consulair)
C. though the authors say they tried to make the code
as compiler-independent as possible. The book has al
ready solved one problem that was plaguing me in a
benchmark program and. I suspect. will make life much
easier for me. If you're going to program in Con the Mac.
this book is probably worth owning.
ATARI 520ST SOFTWARE
Many programs for the 520ST have shown up in the past
few weeks. In terms of sheer numbers. Michlron Inc. seems
Icontinued)

ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTER
ACCORDING TO WEBSTER

Half the Size
Four Times the Memory
We've designed a smart EGA graphics card! It
packs in all the features of IBM adapter cards. Thats
right, the MegaGraph® is fully compatible with the
IBM® Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA), IBM®
Color Graphics Adapter (CGA), IBM® Monochrome
Display Adapter (MDA).
We can do every graphics mode that IBM® can in a
;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;~it card less than half-size, which
makes the card fit in any
slot of the IBM® PC, XT, or
AT as well as compatibles or
portables.
Of course, the software
programs that run on the IBM
EGA®card will run on the MegaGraph. Examples
include AutoCAD™; IBM Drawing Assistant®; Gem
DrawTM; Microsoft Windowsrn, Word and Chart; Lotus
1-2-3® and SymphonyTM and many more.
IBM ® Drawing Assista nt

There's no need to pay extra
for a piggyback memory card
which is optional on the IBM
EGA®. MegaGraph includes
256K byte of display memory. It
works with both monochrome GEM"'
and R.G.B. monitors; simply switch between color or
monochrome displays. Our warranty is one year.
The price is only $499.00.
Call (408) 943-6629 for the dealer near you and for
more information about ATronics AT compatible
system boards.

8

ATRONICS INTERNATIONAL INC.
491 Valley Way, Milpitas, CA
(408) 943-6629

i\.li noso r1 regi s1tored tr adt·mark o r l\ Iirrosoft C:or p o ra1i o 11. !Bivl n ·gis tnnl trademark of
lm c rnational Business i\lac hin cs Co rp. L o tu s a nd 1-2-3 reg istered trmlr marks and
Sym p l1 0 11y 1rademar k of Lo t LIS Dt·\·<·lopm cn1 C o rp . GE M tr ad e ma rk so f Oig iral RcsccuTll
Inc Au ioC AD ir ademark o f r\ur o d es k.
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to be the winner. Five packages have shown up so far. The
three most important are all system utilities written by
Timothy Purvis. M-Disk t a RAM-disk package for the ST
which I haven't bothered to use yet since I still don't have
1DS/GEM in ROM (and so have only about 256K bytes
of RAM free). It should be great on a I -megabyte ST,
though. Soft Spool is a printer spooler to let you quickly
complete a printing job and get back to work while the
document is still printing. It uses a RAM buffer. so again
this would work best with an ST with TOS/GEM in ROM.
MichTron Utilities has two programs: a disk editor. which
lets you view and change any byte on a disk. and a disk
copy program. The last two, Mudpies and Flip Side. are
games: Mudpies is a cute but uncomplicated arcade game,
while Flip Side is an ST implementation of Reversi. (In
cidentally, Flip Side works with both color and mono
chrome monitors. while Mudpies works only with color.)
Mirage Concepts Inc. has two products out under its
Holmes & Duckworth product line: Forth and Toolbox. I
freely admit that I have used the Forth only briefly-I've
had too much else to worry about the past few weeks to
wrench my mind back into the RPN (reverse Polish nota
tion) mindset-but the documents (55K bytes, distributed
on the disk) give me the feeling that this was written by
the programmers to satisfy themselves and so is prob
ably a decent implementation. I've played around a little
more with Toolbox, which has five programs in it a disk
editor (file or track/sector): a memory editor: a deleted
file-recovery program: a format-and-copy-disk program:
and a directory-print program (seems there's no easy way
to get a complete directory listing on the computer from
GEM). In short. these are five very useful programs for
anyone digging into the guts of the ST. All programs work
with both monochrome and color monitors.
The best of the ST software so far is DEGAS, which
stands for Design and Entertainment Graphic Arts System.
Briefly put. it's painting software. Written by Tom Hudson
and published by Batteries Included. DEGAS is the perfect
"What does it do?" program for the 520ST The user in
terface is simply a screen full of labeled buttons. so you
don't have to do any icon decryption. The left button on
the mouse lets you select buttons or perform actions: the
right button switches you instantly between the buttons
and your drawing.
DEGAS is full of features: points, lines, shapes (frames
and solids), brushes, fill patterns, shadows and mirrors.
and a lot of "design your own" power (including a separate
font editor). Response time is fast. the manual is well writ
ten (but largely unnecessary-a tribute to the program's
user interface). and it's just a great program. Best of all,
it works on both color (16 colors from a palette of 512)
and monochrome monitors. which a lot of ST software (in
cluding the public-domain painting program NeoChrome)
won't.
The easiest way to put it is this: If you own an ST, you
should buy DEGAS. And please fJul,! it. The folks at Bat
(continued)
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TRIAL EXAMINATION ORDER FORM
YES' I would like lo learn how lo make any computer do exactly what I wan I ii lo do
and would like to examine the firs I module in the Series absolutely free. If I decide to
keep ii, I will pay just $24.95 plus $2.25 shipping and handling. I will then receive
future modules automatically, one every 4 lo 6 weeks . Each of lhe 1Omodules in lhe
Series is $24.95 plus $2.25 shipping and handling and comes on the same 15-day
Trial Examination basis. There is no minimum number of modules thal I mus! buy
and I may cancel at any lime simply by notifying you.
If I do nol choose to keep !he firs! module, I will return all materials in good condition
and pay nothing. Future modules will be canceled and I will be under no further
obligation.

Stree ~-------------------------

City / State /ZIP_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-----------Phone Number (
The interactive disks included with this series will run only on IBM·PC 01 IBM·PC compatible computers.
All 01de1s sub1ect to approval and payable in U.S. funds only. Available in U.S and Canada only.

2500-046

' •

:j

Ten modules leach you how
lo write your own programs
or modlty existing software
lo Ill your needs:
• Getting Started in
Programming & Software
Design
• Attacking the Problem
• How to Design the Solution
and Arrange It Logically
• Coding the Program: High
Level Languages
• Coding the Program:
Assembly Language
• Testing and Debugging
Made Easy
• Creating Meaningful
Documentation
• Modifying & Updating
Existing Programs
• Tools & Tricks for Program
Design
• Writing Advanced Programs

Post Office
Will Not
Deliver Without
First Class
Stamp

~,,~

1tni ~
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20016-2876

1•• 1.111 ••• 11,,,,,,11.11 •••• 1.11 •• 1.1 ••• 1.11 •• 1•• 1.1

rom Writing Your Own Programs to
Modifying Existing Software, Here's the New,
Easy, and Low Cost Way to Unlock the Secrets
of Your Computer

any one language or machine. Why? Because 95% of the pro
gramming process is carried out using design techniques that
are independent of a specific language or machine. Nevertheless,
we include enough training in BASIC and machine language to
get you started. You'll find that the whole process of learning new
languages will be greatly accelerated once you complete the Series.

Whether you use computers for business, for personal
applications, or for fun, off-the-shelf programs
will never do everything you want them to do
for you. That's because they were written by
programmers to satisfy what they perceived as
the needs of the greatest number of potential
users--0ften missing some or many of
your specific needs.
That's why McGraw-Hill's new Contemporary
Programming and Software Design Series
teaches you how to create your own software . . . either from
scratch or by making key modifications to existing programs.
There is nothing magical about it. You learn the process of
building a computer program step-by-step with McGraw-Hill
Concept Modules sent to you one at a time, once a month.
Each of the ten modules in the Series takes you through an
important step in the development of the structure and
detailed logic of a program, including testing, debugging, and documentation.

Create a Complete, Customized
Family Financial Package As You Learn
The sample programs you work with throughout the
Series are excellent learning tools. But they're more
than that. By combining the sample programs onto one
master disk, you11 create your own family financial
package that will help you balance your budget, figure
loan amortization, and much more. And - of course 
you'll be able to further modify your financial
package to fit your own specific needs!

15-Day No-Risk Trial
To order your first module without risk, send
the postage-paid card today. Examine the first
module for 15 days and see how the Series will
help you
make any
1 computer do
exactly what
you want it
to do!

Unique Interactive Hands-On Instruction
Each module includes an easy-to-understand guide PWS a SW' floppy disk
containing typical programs and interactive instruction that you can run on any
IBM or IBM-compatible computer for hands-on experience.
In the first Module, for example, when your
sample program (Declining Interest Loans)
appears on your screen, you11 find errors on
certain program lines. You11 also see that the
program is only three-quarters completed.
Now comes the fun part. You11 discover how
this program is built, and in the process you11
learn how to identify and correct errors. And
by the end of Module I, you11 actually have
completed this program yourself.
But there's more. Special graphics on your screen work in conjunction with
the accompanying guide to amplify, illustrate, and deepen your understanding of
software design principles.

Learn the Foundation of All Computer Languages
Although the Series teaches you programming procedures, it is not aimed at

11111111111111111
If someone has beaten you to the card, write to us
for ordering information about the Contemporary
Programming and Software Design Series.

McGraw-Hill
Continuing Education Center
3939 Wis consin Avenue
Washing to n, DC 2001 6
IBM 1 s a registered tr ademark o f International Business Machines. Inc.
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Type Font Cartridges tor

Type Font Disks (Downloadable)

Toshiba P351, P341 and P321 Printers
T/FCD11 $69
Bold
Lett e r
- T/FCD12 $69
E-lit ;-----c;ot-hic

T/ FCD13 $69
Greek/Math/Apl

T/FCD15 $69
0RATOR1 Orator2
T/FCD16 $69
Outlin• s--c.i..t.pt
T/FCD17 $69
Theme

Litat ic

Ribbon tor 3-in-One Printers
T/R DD1

$12: Ribbon fits Toshiba dot matrix printers.

G/FO D51

GI FD D53
TI FD D16
T/ FD D11
TI FD D14
T/FD 015

Start-Up Kit
T/SK S99: Accessory sample kil contains Type Fon!
Carlridge (Bold Face, Le lier Golhic). Type Fon! Disk
(Extended Word Processing), Printer Ribbon, Dala
Disk, Enhancement Ca1alog, Type Fon! Catalog and
much, much more.

T/FD D13
T/FD D21

P351 Dual Emulation Kit
T/DE 351 $99: Upgrade your early model P351
10 add IBM Graphics Printer emulation. Complete
instructions included.

User's & Technical Reference Manuals
Complete line of manua ls lo support Toshiba
Printers; P1340, P351, P341, P32 I. Wrile for
complete catalog_

FI FD DOI
FI FD DD2
FI FD DD4

S5D: Designed especially for scientific
applications; 4 fonts.
$30: Maxiset (oversized characters
for headlines); I font
$69: Extended word processing
package. Ideal for desktop
publishing; 5 fonts.
$49: Slandard word processing
packaging; 3 fonts.
S49: Presentation size type font s;
2 Orators & 1 Oulline.
$49: Correspondence quality type
fonts; 1 Roman, I Script &
1 llalic.
$69: Math and Scientific fonts;
2 Math; I Application &
I Scientific.
$49: Quality Pack; 1 Regular and
1 Bold Italic & 1 Gothic.
$95: 2 Micro (I 0 & 20 cpi), Copper.
Reg. Italic. Bold Italic. Zip &
Science.
$95: Demi Gothic, Gothic (15 cpi).
Boss. Serif Italic, Gothic Italic,
Fathead, Greek.
$95: Roman. Elile llalic. OCR A & B.
Pres.Pica.Greek, Micro (15 cpi).

A minimum shipping and handling charge o! $4.75 will be added to each order. 6% sales tax will be added 10 California orders.

PRINTER
ACCESSORIES

WRITE FOR A COMPLETE CATALOG

DIRECT INC.I PO BOX 19608-341. IRl/INE. CA 92713

teries Included were trusting enough not to copy-protect
DEGAS and sensible enough to sell it for a fair price
($39.95). Please don't abuse that trust by getting it from
a friend or letting a friend pirate your copy. And. no. I have
no connections whatsoever with Batteries Included or lorn
Hudson; I would just hate to see them both get ripped
off by a bunch of thieves.
AMIGA SOFTWARE

As mentioned last month. Amiga software has just started
to hit the shelves. In the past week. I've received about
a dozen programs. all coming from just two publishers:
Electronic Arts and Lattice.
As with the ST. the best Amiga program so far is a paint
ing program: Deluxe Paint. written by Daniel Silva and pub
lished by Electronic Arts. Deluxe Paint is reminiscent of
MacPaint-a menu bar across the top. icons along one
side-but there's a big difference: color. And lots of it.
What really makes Deluxe Paint stand out are its fea
tures. Let's start with the color palette. In low-resolution
mode (320 by 200 pixels). you can have 32 different colors
(out of a possible 4096). Like DEGAS. you can individual
ly adjust each color. But the palette's functions don't stop
there. You can select any two colors on the palette and
·have it automatically generate a set of intervening colors.
For example. if color #5 is pure red and color# 15 is pure
green. the spread function will turn colors 6-14 to shades
that go from red to green-in this case. passing through
orange and yellow along the way. I was able to easily
generate a "rainbow" palette by creating the classic rain
bow colors (red. orange. yellow. green. blue. indigo. violet)
at regular intervals. then using the spread function to
create intervening shades. Like DEGAS. you can set up
a range of colors to cycle through; unlike DEGAS. you can
define up to three different cycle ranges. each with its own
speed.
As for painting. you have most of the tools found in Mac
Paint and DEGAS-like lines. filled and framed shapes.
etc.-and quite a few found in neither. like the ability to
do smearing. shading. or blending of the colors. You can
grab any rectangular portion of the screen and use it as
a brush. You can save and load brushes. which gives you
an effective "clipboard" for saving chunks of pictures.
Comparing DEGAS (on the ST) and Deluxe Paint (on the
Amiga) isn't easy. if simply because they are on two dif
ferent computers. I prefer the two-screen user interface
of DEGAS: it's easier to learn and a bit less cryptic. Deluxe
Paint. on the other hand. has significantly more capabilities
and options. Just about everything that DEGAS lets you
do. Deluxe Paint lets you do in more ways and with more
options. though there are a few things that DEGAS does
better (or that Deluxe Paint just doesn't do)_ And like
DEGAS and the ST. Deluxe Paint is a program you should
buy if you own an Amiga.
Three of the remaining EA programs are games: Seven
Cities of Gold. One on One. and Archon. Unfortunately.
(wntinued)
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Built to take it. Priced to take it with you.
The Proprinter from IBM.
There's just one thing that's
as remarkable as the rugged reli
ability of our most versatile per
sonal printer-and that's its
price. Under $550.
The Proprinter is built by
IBM to last. And simplicity of
design is what makes it so reliable.
Yet the lBM Proprinter is a
full-featured machine. It has
three printing speeds to give you
everything from fast first drafts
to sharp, near-letter-quality cor
respondence. It takes perforated

computer paper for long jobs and
-without removing the paper
will easily print on a sheet of sta
tionery or an envelope, thanks to
a handy slot in front.
With its all-points-addressable
graphics and its comprehensive
character set, the IBM Proprinter
supports most popular software.
The Proprinter attaches to
every IBM PC and to other lead
ing personal computers. And it's
just part of our growing family
of personal printers. All are

designed to serve a single purpose:
To give everything you do the
finishing touch.
For the authorized IBM dealer
or the IBM Product Center
nearest you-or for free literature
-call 1800 IBM-2468, Ext.104/
LH. Or contact your IBM market
ing representative.

- --- --
 -
--------·
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IBM Personal Printers...The Finishing Touch
Inquiry 159
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BREAKS THE
PRICE/PERFORMANCE
BARRIER

ACCORDING TO WEBSTER

I didn't say much last month

about COMDEX, mostly
because there wasn't much to say.
The industry seems to be
a little healthy, if dull.
WESTERN COMPUTER AT TURBO
STANDARD FEATURES:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IBM PC/AT. Compatible with 512K RAM
Switch Selectable 6 or 8 MHz operation
Up to 2 Megabytes of RAM on Main board
One Parallel Port & Clock/Calendar on Main
bo'ard
Enhanced PC/AT style keyboard
Various mass storage and video display options
available
One Year Warranty

WESTERN COMPUTER PC/XT TURBO
STANDARD FEATURES:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IBM PC/XT Compatible with 256K RAM
Switch Selectable 4.77 or 8 MHz operation
Up to 1 Megabyte of RAM on Main board
Two 360K Floppy disk drives and controller
750 x 350 Monochrome graphics controller or
IBM CGA compatible controller
Amber or green display monochrome monitor
Enhanced IBM PC style keyboard
Various mass storage, 1/0, and Video display
option available
One Year Warranty

¥:= testern

=~=omputer

1381 WARNER AVE.
WARNER CORPORATE PARK #B, TUSIN, CA 92680

(714) 259-7755
EUROPEAN HEAD OFFICE
BELECTRONIC SA, RUE CENTRALE 43
CH-1880-BEX, SWITZERLAND
PHONE (025) 631250

i~b~bi¥1lr1b6G8A a~~~d~~~~£~ ~BE~~~PH ·
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Inquiry 361 for End-Users.
Inquiry 362 for DEALERS ONLY

all three require a joystick. or at least work a heck of a
lot better with one. More on these once I can scrounge
up a joystick. The remaining EA program. Financial Cook
book. will probably get covered in a later column; I have
an aversion to financial software that I must overcome first.
The software from Lattice is all geared toward develop
ment (i.e.. a C compiler, a "Mac Library.'' and so on) I'll
report more on this next column. since I'll probably con
vert all my benchmarks over to it.
NOTES AND COMMENTS

I didn't say much last month about COMDEX. mostly
because there wasn't a whole lot to say. The industry
seems to be a little healthy, if dull The three most inter
esting things I saw were Atari's booth. which was crowded
with third-party software displays; Commodore's booth.
which was noteworthy in that it didn't exist and the Levco
2-megabyte Monster Mac upgrade being shown in (of all
places) the Apple booth. The latter was remarkable. given
Apple's past attitude toward third-party memory upgrades;
it also gives me hope for Apple.
The Mac Plus and the Atari 1040ST should both have
been announced by now. The two machines are remark
ably similar: 1 megabyte of RAM; a built-in double-sided
3Vi-inch disk drive; high-resolution monochrome monitor;
a large ROM (12 8K bytes for the Mac Plus. 192 K bytes for
the I 040ST); 68000 processor; mouse; large keyboard with
cursor keys and numeric keypad. The big difference is
price: $2495 for the Mac Plus, $995 for the 1040ST And.
of course. the 1040ST has built-in color graphics and a
faster clock speed Some of you may be asking yourselves.
"Why does the Mac Plus cost so much more than the
I040ST?" Good question Wish I knew the answer.
Speaking of the ST. .. Atari says that with the introduc
tion of the 1040ST the 520ST will be unbundled and sold
through the mass market (K Mart etc.) for $299 Of course.
since it's nearly impossible to hook up anything but an
Atari monitor to it. and since the machine is basically
useless without a disk drive, the cost for a working system
(monochrome) will be about $700. You're probably bet
ter off spending the extra bucks and just getting the
1040ST. Also. my memory may be playing tricks on me,
but didn't Jack ·n-amiel spend most of 1985 swearing up
and down that he was not going to sell the ST through the
(continued)
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The Corporate Database Standard.
DATAEASE DATAEASE DATAEASE
# 1 with Corporate users.
#1 with Reviewers
#1 in Corporate sales.

Thousands of businesses, both
large and small, use DATAEASE
to solve their needs. Because
DATAEASE, with its ideal combi
nation ot power and ease-of-use,
allows you to gather, link, calcu
late and report information key
to decision making  all without
programming skills.
"We chose DATAEASE over
dBASEll™ and Lotus 1-2-3 ™
because most of the program
ming was already done."
JoeDane,HumanResources Director
MCI Telecommunications Corporation

"Office staff members with little
to no computer experience are
actively using DATAEASE to
improve productivity in handling
large amounts of information."
Louis M. Brigando, Senior VP,
MetPath, Inc.

"We switched from a $2SO,OOO
mini system to a $1S,OOO sys
tem of IBM PC's and DATAEASE.
Now orders, inventory, sales ...
everything is easier. All without
the help of a programmer."

"/ was very impressed with its
overall performance and features."
Bill Jacobson
BYTE, October 1984

'DATAEASE is a true winner."

According to several recent best
seller lists, D"ATAEASE is now the
industry standard for corporate
users who want a database that
doesn't require programming:
DATAEASE tops dBASEll, R:BASE™
in Corporate Software sales.

Business Computer Systems
April 1984

DATAEASE was rated good or
excellent in performance, docu
mentation, ease-of-use, error
handling, support... in all areas.
lnfoWorld
March 25, 1985

"DATAEASE is perhaps the most
effective blend of ease-of-use
and performance available for
PC users to date."
Data Decisions
January 1985
For information or the dealer nearest you call :

800-243-5123

lnfosystems, March 1985
Corporate Best Seller List

DATAEASE outsold all other
database management systems 
ahead of dBASElll™, Symphony™
Framework™ and R:BASE 4000.
MIS, Inc., September 1984
A leading supplier to Corporate
America

DATAEASE ranked #3 on best
sellers list, outselling
Lotus 1-2-3 ™, R:BASE and
Powerbase™
Software News, March 1985
Corporate Best Sellers List

Why settle for less? Contact
Software Solutions, Inc. for more
information on DATAEASE, the
# 1 choice of Corporate America.

Software Solutions, Inc.
305 Bic Drive, Milford, CT 06460
203-877-9268
Telex: 703972

J.A.fulmer
Robinson
Foundry, Inc.

© 198S Software Solutions. Inc.

Scandanavia
WestSoftNS, Alesund, Norway; (4 7) 71-41141

South Africa
Dataflex, Craighill; 11724-6353

United Kingdom
5apphire Systems. Essex; Ol-S54 -0582

Inquiry 312

Switzerland, France
Softsource. S&A 1222 Vesenaz. Switzerland; 022 - 3518 - 55

West Germany, Austria
M&T Software Verlag. Munich; 089-4613 -0
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Second Annual

ACCORDING TO WEBSTER

Interactive Videodisc West

APPLICATIONS IN
DISTRIBUTED EDUCATION AND
POINT OF PURCHASE
MARKETING
May 14-16, 1986
Los Angeles Airport Hilton
Los Angeles, California

Presentations will cover
Interactive Videodisc applications in:
Employee information and training
New marketing strategies
Market enhancement through
electronic shopping
Public information stations
Increased advertising effectiveness

... and more
This conference is focused on the use of new electronic
technologies to increase sales, reduce costs, and provide
distributed product, service, and training information. It
is designed for executives, administrators, and senior
professionals responsible for the introduction of
effective media to accomplish sales, marketing or
training objectives.
Exhibits of representative technology will be available
to conference participants. Optional pre-conference
tutorials will be offered on May 13 .
For furt/1er information contact:

SALT
Society for Applied Learning Technology
50 Culpeper Street, Dept. B.
Warrenton, VA 22186 (703) 347-0055
Toll Free 1-800-457-6812

ITEMS DISCUSSED
DEGAS ............... . .
Batteries Included
17875 Sky Park North. Suite P
Irvine. CA 92714
(416) 881-9816

DELUXE PAINT . . .
. .....••. .... ... ... $79.95
FINANCIAL COOKBOOK . . . . . . .... • .. . . .. . . . . ... $49.95

Macintosh tm Development Package
Runs on both128K and 512K Macintosh
Full K&R Compiler- IEEE Floating Point
>450 Function Macintosh ROM Library
Assembler, Linker & Librarian
> 120 Function STDIO Library
Machine Code Debugger
Source Code Editor
"Shell" interface
300 Page manual
RAM Disk

Published and sold direct to the end-user by:

C Ware Corporation
P.O. Box C, Sunnyvale, CA 94087

.

$39.95
SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD . .. .. . ..• . .. .. . ... . .. .. $39.95
ARCHON . . . . . ... . ..... . . .. . • •. , .. ... . ... .. . $39.95
Electronic Arts
2 7 55 Campus Dr.
San Mateo. CA 94403
(415) 572-2787

ONE ON ONE . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . ... . ....

HOLMES & DUCKWORTH FORTH . . .... . . . . . . . . . ..
HOLMES & DUCKWORTH TOOLBOX VOL. I ... .. . . ..

$49.95
$ 39.9 5

Mirage Concepts Inc.
4055 West Shaw. #108
Fresno. CA 93 7 11
(209) 227-8369
MAC

DESMET C $150'

. .. . .......... $39.95

c .... . .... ... ..... . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .... $425

Consulair Corporation
140 Campo Dr.
Portola Valley. CA 9402 5
(415) 851-3272
MACLANGUAGE SERIES PASCAL .. ... .... . . . . ....

$99.95

TML Systems
POB 361626
Melbourne. FL 32936
(305) 242-1873
M-DISK ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . $39.95
SOFT SPOOL. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..• .. . $39.95
MICHI'RON UTILITIES . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . • . .. ...

$59.95

MUDPIES .... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .... . ... $39.95
FLIP SIDE . . ... . . . . . . . . . ..... . . ..• • ... . .. . ..

$39 .95

Mich'Tron Inc.
576 South Telegraph
Pontiac. Ml 48053
(313) 334-5700

mass market? I wonder how dealers are going to react to
all this.

(408) 720-9696

COMING ATTRACTIONS
·price includes domestic shipping. Canada $5. Europe/Asia
add $20. Call to charge by VISA, MC or AMEX. Street
address: 505 W. Olive, #767, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.
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Okay. Next month for sure. the benchmarks on the Mac.
the Amiga. and the 520ST. . . and, if I can. on the Mac Plus
and the 1040ST as well. Maybe some more software
reviews-I've got a stack of Mac and IBM software l haven't
touched yet. And whatever else comes this way. Until then.
see you on the bit stream. •

A fresh breeze

across the Pacific.

The airline that serves more top
business centers in the United States
now serves more top business centers
across the wide Pacific with more
nonstops than any other airline.
Convenient service to thirteen
cities in all, with all the advantages
that come with one airline service.
One airline to handle
ticketing, seat assignments,

,
I

- .........
-

11

'

•· ~1 "'l_lJ:_ I~

Ji - •..

boarding passes, and baggage for your
whole trip.
And, of course, United's incom
parable Mileage Plus, offering a whole
world of exciting travel awards.
You'll enjoy United's famous
Royal Pacific Service, the best of the

friendly skies in First Class, Business
Class, and Economy.
Best of all, you'll be flying with·a
friend. United Airlines. Now the
friendly skies covers the wide Pacific.
Call United or your Travel Agent.

You'renot just flying
you'reflying thefrie1idly skies.
Inquiry 352

Conquest:
TYIO CarClsfor the
PriceofOne

One Card, One Slot, One Choice
Introducing Orchid's
Conquest, the first PC
multifunction card with
2 megabytes of the new
Lotus EMS Expanded
Memory. It's like having
a multifunction card and
an EMS card in one slot,
but it costs less than you'd
expect to pay for either.

Multifunction Card
Conquest is a multifunction
card with seriaVparallel
ports, clock/calendar, and
DOS Memory. And Orchid's
Switchless Installation gets you
up and running in minutes.

Expanded Memory Card
Conquest breaks the 640K
DOS memory limit with 2
megabytes of Lotus EMS
Expanded Memory. Orchid's
Productivity Software lets you
use this memory for RAM
Disk and Caching, so you take
advantage of it with your
existing software.
Whether you're buying the
first expansion card for your
PC or an add-on for Lotus EMS
Expanded Memory, Conquest
is your choice:
• First Card Buyers: Conquest
is a multifunction card with
EMS.
• Multifunction Card Owners:
Conquest is an EMS card
with ports.

Features:
2 megabytes of RAM
DOS & EMS Memory
1 Serial, 1 Parallel Port
Clock/Calendar
Productivity Software:
RAM Disk
Disk Caching
Print Spooling
Alarm & clock display
Optional PCnet connection
/' \.

~
6;;;\..

47790Westinghouse Dr.
,..
Fremont, CA 94536
~--""...--- -=-7 415/490-8586
Tix: 709289

-----=

OR.CHIO
The Innovative Leaders

Conquest and PC net are tradema rks of Orchid Technology. All othe r product names are trad emarks o f their man u fi1cturers.
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A Couple of Winners
Mirror and
Framework II

BY EZRA SHAPIRO

I

feel a little embarrassed this month.
I wanted to find some awful program
to expose. some dire warning to issue.
Instead I'm staring at a mass of complimen
tary adjectives. But these two programs are
the first I've encountered in a while that I've
actually begun using in my day-to-day rou
tine. I suppose I'll have to wait until next
month to develop my reputation as a hard
nosed trasher of software.

SUPERCLONE
For 50 bucks you can buy Mirror (SoftKlone
Distributing Corp .. $49.95. 1210 East Park
Ave.. lallahassee. FL 32301. (904) 878-8564).
a telecommunications program for MS-DOS
machines that looks like Microstuf's Cross
talk XVI. acts like Crosstalk XVI. and uses
preexisting Crosstalk XVI parameter and
script files. IEditor's note: Microstuf has filed suit

against SoftKlone on charges of copyright infringe
ment for damages in excess of $I million. I Since

Ezra Shapiro is BYTE's We:J. Coast
Bureau Chief. Contact him at
BYTE/McGraw-Hill. 425 Battery
St .. San Francisco. CA 94111.

Crosstalk costs more than twice as much
even when discounted. this is good news
if you were about to plunk down your cash
for a copy of Crosstalk. But what if you
already own a telecommunications
package? This is all a big yawn. right?
No. wait. There's more to it than that! I've
deleted my Crosstalk files and plugged in
Mirror. and I'm not the sort of person who
throws out trusted software without good
cause. I've got to have proof. and here it is.
File-transfer protocols: Crosstalk supports
only ASCII (text) transfer. XMODEM (with
checksum error detection). and Crosstalk's
own batch transfer. Mirror does all that and
adds Kermit. MITE/Framework batch
XMODEM. Hayes Smartcom. and a choice
of either checksum or cyclic redundancy
error checking.
Fast access to a text editor while on line:
Mirror has a decent one built in: Crosstalk
· doesn't (although both programs will accept
a DOS path to let you get to your own
editor).
Security: You can use Crosstalk as a call
in system. but it lets you establish only one

password for the entire system. Beyond
that. you can pick one of four levels of file
manipulation clearance: but even at the
most restrictive level. any caller who figures
out the password and a one-character trig
ger command can move through your direc
tories and view the contents of your files.
You can configure Mirror to do the same
thing if you like. but it can also ask for
callers' names and individual passwords. Fur
ther. you can restrict or grant access to
specific system commands on a caller-by
caller basis. Finally. you can have Mirror ex
ecute command scripts written for each
caller. In short. although Mirror lacks a
messaging system. you can turn it into a fair
ly complete upload/download bulletin board.
And now. here's the kicker: Mirror will per
form protocol file transfers as a background
operation. You initiate a transfer and press
both shift keys. and Mirror becomes a con
current memory-resident utility. The other
night I downloaded a binary file (using
XMODEM/CRC) to my C drive while simulta
neously doing a DISKCOPY from A to B and
spooling a file to my printer with the DOS
Print utility. That's three memory-intensive
disk-intensive operations at once. All went
smoothly. with no noticeable degradation
in performance. I then installed a new copy
of Framework II in the C drive (talk about
constant disk access!). did some mainte
nance. and typed a page of text. No prob
lems.
According to Bruce Justham. who wrote
the program with Don Waldo. the trick is
simple. Mirror uses an internal 4K-byte buf
fer. At 1200 bps. it only has to flush the buf
fer to disk at half-minute intervals. so con
tention is infrequent.
Mirror is just small enough so that if you
aren't running lots of pop-up programs. you
can even load a big guy like Reflex or
Framework while Mirror chugs along in the
background. I've been experimenting with
different software combinations. and I
haven't experienced any major hassles. This
[continued)
APRIL 1986 • BYTE
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means I might never again have to
twiddle my thumbs while sending
files. That fact alone makes Mirror
worth the price.
Now it's only fair to point out that
Crosstalk provides you with a much
nicer manual in a nifty plastic slipcase:
Mirror gives you a badly printed
paperback book. And Mirror has
some of the most garish screen dis
plays (when it loads and exits) that I've
ever seen. But I'm not complaining: I'll
just grit my teeth and use the product.
FRAMEWORK REVISITED

When the original Framework was in
troduced. it took three of us (Rik
Jadrnicek. John Markoff. and me) nine
magazine pages to present a preview
that barely scratched the surface of
the program's operation (see "Frame
work." August 1984 BYTE. page 121) .
We were dazzled by the demonstra
tions we saw-windows appearing and

disappearing like lightning. linked strokes. manufacture complex com
spreadsheets and databases recalcu putational formulas. incorporate ex
lated at the touch of a key. massive ternal programs. and even develop
menu-driven specialized applications.
programming capacity.
Those earlier Frameworks lacked a
Yet. for the next year. every time I
sat down and really tried to use the lot of the amenities one normally ex
product. I'd find myself hesitantly tap pects in business software. For exam
ping a few keys. scratching my head. ple. if you needed to change the out
and muttering. "How did they do put settings for a text document. you
that?" I'd decide it was too much had to write a FRED program to do
it. or you were stuck with the default
bother. and I'd give up.
In some ways. I think Framework values. If you wanted to learn to use
suffered because of the visionary . the product well. you had to be will
nature of the product. In all its incar ing to commit a lot of time to it. some
nations. it's been very much a toolbox thing that I. at least. looked at with a
for manipulating data. In Framework sense of doom.
Enter Framework II (Ashton;late.
1.0 and 1. 1. the basic building blocks
word processor. spreadsheet. data $695. 20101 Hamilton Ave.. Torrance.
base. etc.-all seemed somewhat CA 90502. (213) 329-8000: environ
limited. The real power of the pro ment: MS-DOS)-older. wiser. and a
gram lay in FRED. Framework's macro lot more in tune with the real world.
language. With FRED. you could do It's still the same product with the
amazing things: link data items. same philosophy. but it's now useful
(continued)
replicate long sequences of key

Princeton Graphic
Systems-the choice in
PC monitors.
High resolution.
Sharp, crisp text.
Bright, vibrant colors .
Full PC compatibility .
Rugged dependability.
We design our
monitors to meet your
most demanding com
puter needs.
From sophisticated
business graphics to
basic word process
ing, we make sure
there's a Princeton
monitor for you.

For the second year in a
row, you've voted our high
resolution HX-12 RGB color
monitor the number one
color monitor in the world.•
Thank you for your vote of
confidence ..
• Results ot PC World's "World Class
PC Contest" !or 1984 and 1985.
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right out of the box rather than
months later. Some of the improve
ments have been functional. some
merely cosmetic. but they add up to
a far less frustrating piece of software.
Here are some high points.
Most formatting is now controlled
by menus; you no longer have to learn
FRED to put headers and footers on
your printouts.
Framework II incorporates a decent
spelling checker that you can use on
spreadsheets or databases as well as
text files.
Spreadsheets can now be as large
as memory allows. up to 32.000 cells
square. Framework II uses sparse
matrix algorithms and swaps out to
"extended memory." which can be
EMS or Lotus/Intel/Microsoft boards.
RAM disk. or even hard disk. With
FRED's large collection of numeric
functions. the spreadsheet portion of
Framework II is arguably as good as

any spreadsheet on the market.
The telecommunications interface
has been completely redesigned and
integrated into Framework II. In earlier
versions. MITE. a stand-alone product
from another company. was simpl y
grafted onto Framework. Now. tele
communications sessions are treated
like any other text; you can edit them
or massage them with FRED pro
grams. You could build an automated
stock-tracking program that pulls
quotes from an on-line service. feeds
them into a spreadsheet or database.
and hands you printed graphs. Note
that this can be done as a background
task. while you do other work.
Convenience functions have been
added to most menus. You can per
form word counts. insert soft hyphens
and page breaks. execute mail merge
or label printing. import and export
files in foreign formats. and "goto"
named locations directly rather than

use the cursor. All this was possible
before. but you had to load and run
FRED programs; you couldn't just
select menu items.
Now you can create macro com
mands by recording keystrokes as you
enter them. Prior versions had no
record/playback capability. And a
library of macros loads automatical
ly when you bring up the program;
you no longer have to search for them
on disk at the start of every session.
You can now change default con
figuration settings by means of a
setup utility. It's not a great program.
but it sure beats the old method that
required you to edit a very program
merish text file that looked like the
"equates" section of an assembly-lan
guage listing.
The documentation has been com
pletely rewritten.
And the list goes on from there.
(continued)

Princeton monitors
set the pace.
To become aleader, you've
got to keep ahead of the
crowd. At Princeton, we set
the pace. We delivered a color
monitor for the IBM PC before
IBM. And continue with a full
line of state-of-the-art quality
monitors. Monitors that deliver
the features you demand.

High resolution.
Sharp, crisp characters.
Bright, colorful graphics.
Take aclose look at a
Princeton monitor. You' II see
the sharp, crisp characters
and fully formed graphics
that make our monitors stand
out against the competition.

Dependability.

Easy to use.

.r
·.•

You can count
on P~inceton
monitors when
~~_,--. .::-,
11
you need_them .
?1
They' re n~or \.)".
ously engineered
and manufac~.
tured under the ~
highest quality control stan
dards. Backed by a full oneyear wa~ranty . ~upported by a
nat1onw1de service network.
The result: monitors you can
. . depend on.

Our monitors are compatible
with the leading •
.
brands of per.,,f . c--~ .
sonal computers. '' I _
IBM '", Compaq'"
and more. But
~
we go one step -·~·\;
further. By paying
close attention to ergonomic
detail, we make monitors
compatible with you .

Bringing you the future.
Princeton continues to set the
industry pace with products
like our HX-12E, the first IBMcompatible high resolution
RGB color monitor with a
.28mm dot pitch to support
IBM's Enhanced Graphics
Adapter. And our SR-12P, the
first IBM-compatible analog
color monitor, with a . 26mm
dot pitch to support IBM's
Professional Graphics Contrailer.. .

Princeton 's
HX-12Egives
you brilliant
64-color
displays and
extra sharp
text.
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What it adds up to is this: The com
ponent parts of Framework II now
look and act a lot like stand-alone
competitive products. The spread
sheet. database. word-processor. and
communications sections are much
less threatening I've found that I have
something familiar to hang on to; I'm
no longer thrust unwillingly into the
alien territory of frames and levels
and macros and FRED. As a result.
\'ve been able to produce useful work
while slowly learning about all the nif
ty features that have always been part
of Framework.
The program is still an integrator's
toolbox; you design macro functions
as you need them. I wrote my first
FRED program a week after I began
playing with Framework II. and it
wasn't so bad after all. I figure it
should take me a total of about two
months of daily use before I can really
tap the product's power.

That power makes Framework II a
spectacular software-development en
vironment. Because you've got both
a solid programming language and
full-blown applications. developing
becomes a process of building
bridges rather than starting from
scratch. Framework has always been
a nice front end for those other
Ashton:rate products. dBASE II and Ill.
And as Framework can also digest
files-with only sporadic belches
from Lotus 1-2-3 (including most for
mulas). IBM DCA. WordStar. Multi
Mate. and an y program that generates
either DIF or ASCII formats. the pos
sibilities for integration extend far
beyond the Framework desktop.
There is some irony here. Now that
I'm feeling good about Framework II.
I went back and looked at Framework
I .I again. and it wasn't nearly as tough
as I remembered. The convenience
features of Framework II. coupled

with good documentation and exten
sive help screens. have propelled me
gently into the world of Framework.
I'm now as excited as I was when I saw
those first demonstrations.
Don't get me wrong; I'm not saying
Framework II is for everyone. If you
spend most of your time working with
one kind of data. be it words or
numbers. you might be better off
sticking with your current software;
Framework is necessarily more gen
eralized. However. if you regularly
move between two or more types of
software or need tighter integration.
Framework II is a good bet.
Just remember that Framework II is
a big. powerful program that (like
every other program in its category)
has its idiosyncrasies. It pushes you
toward macro programming. and it
demands commitment.
But making that commitment is now
quite a bit easier. •

Princeton
outJ?erforms the
industry.
Only Princeton delivers the
outstanding price/perfor
mance value you've come to
expect from an international
monitor company.
When we set out to design a
Princeton Graphic Systems
monitor we do it right. We
combine ad
vanced
technology
(like a fine
dot pitch)
with

modern ergonomics (like a
nonglare screen) for a superior
performance monitor.
We build them with quality
components to work day in
and day out, even in the
toughest conditions.

We' re looking better and
better.
Your support during 1985
enabled Princeton to grow
three times faster than the
personal computer industry as
a whole. Our installed base of
high resolution monitors in this
segment alone grew beyond a
quarter of a million ...
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Conducted blJ Steve Ciarcia
LIS'NER 1000
Dear Steve.
I read with interest your November 1984
article. "The Lis'ner I 000." I have a custom
application in mind based on the ideas
behind the Lis'ner 1000. using a dedicated
Z80A Your design in figure 8 (pages 118
119) looks straightforward for almost any
microprocessor. However. how would you
connect the SPIOOO pins CSI. IRO. RESET.
and R/W to a Z80? Also. can you tell me
what kind of software considerations I
should keep in mind?
Finally. your 300-bps modem project
using the TMS99532 was great ("Build the
ECM-103 . an Originate/Answer Modem."
March 1983). I noticed thatthe Micromint
offers a direct-connect transformer for it.
and I would like to know how it connects
to the modem board and the telephone
line.
ANDY PICKETT

Indianapolis. IN
Interfacing the SP/000 to the Z80
microprocessor is not difficult. ifyou have
sufficient experience. Much of the inter
facing is concerned with how the SPlOOO
will be addressed (i.e.. which memory
locations will be allocated for the chip).
You must decide whether or not the
SP/000 will be memory-mapped or 110
mapped. If you don't understand these
terms, refer to any book about micropro
cessor-circuit design.
You will have to determine how to con
nect the CS/ pin (pin 6), depending on
the configuration you choose.. The /RO
pin (pin 28) can be connected to pin 16
oftheZ80. As forthe RIW pin (pin 5), two
separate signals for these operations are
on the Z80. One way is to connect just
the Write pin (pin 22) of the Z80 to pin
5 of the SPlOOO. This means that the
SPlOOO will output data on the data bus
whenever Z80 is not writing and Chip
Select is active. When a write operation
occurs, data is placed on the bus by the
Z80 and is written into the SP/000 when
Chip Select is active and the Write pin of
the SPlOOO is active. The RESET pin con
nection depends on your application. It
can be hooked up to a system reset of
some sort or a power-on reset (or a com
bination of both). Another alternative
336
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would be to Jet the microprocessor ac
cess a unique address that is set aside
as a reset command to the SPlOOO. In
this case. when the microprocessor ac
cesses that memory location. the SPlOOO
would be reset. Again. this depends on
your application and exactly how you
want the system to work.
While the Lis'ner /000 was designed
for the Apple II and Commodore 64.
there is no reason why you can't design
a working system around the Z80. If this
is going to be a dedicated microproces
sor. you will probably be writing the en
tire software package in assembly lan
guage. This is not a difficult task. Follow
the flowchart in figure 11 on page 122 of
the November 1984 issue for general
guidelines. The following books about the
Z80 and designing a working computer
around it will help you: Build Your Own
Z-80 Computer by me (BYTE Books,
1980) and The Z-80 Microcomputer
Handbook by William Barden Jr. (Howard
W Sams. 1978).
Regarding your question about the
direct-connect transformer for the
ECM-103, the information is included
when you buy the transformer. The
ECM-103 is not FCC-approved for direct
connection to the telephone lines, which
means that you should also use an ap
proved and authorized interface between
the modem and the telephone lines.
-Steve

SB 180 ADAPTATION
Dear Steve.
I read with great interest your SB 180 ar
ticle beginning in the .September 1985
BYTE. Bravo!
I have been accumulating materials and
ideas for the last year with the prospect
in mind of building a Z80-based S-100
system. I was full y reconciled to living with
the shortcomings of CP/M and looking for
ward to a system running at 6 MHz. You
can imagine how happy I felt when I read
your comparative description of the z
System and CP/M 2.2.
You mentioned that the SB 180 was the
29-chip equivalent of a large S-100 system.
Is there any way for me to get some help
in adapting the SBl80 to my S-100 project?
I have the technical capability to produce

my own printed-circuit layout for the
board. However. if there is hardware
already available. I'd sure like to know
about it.
WILLIAM BROOKS

Vista, CA
Thank yqu for your kind words. Far be
it from me fo discourage you from build
ing an S-100 64180-based system, but I
really don't know of anyone doing that
at this time. One of my engineer friends
claims to have seen a small ad for such
a beast but can't remember where. If it
is speed you are after, get in touch with
a company known as Earth Computers
(POB 8067, Fountain Valley, CA 97278,
(714) 964-5784). This company has an
8-MHz Z80H S-100 board that is about
twice as fast as an I BM PC and comes
close to AT performance (at least on the
BYTE Sieve of Eratosthenes benchmark).
Echelon Inc. (IOI First St.. #427, Los
Altos, CA 94022. (415) 948-3820) has
both a manual-install and an automatic
install version ofZCPR3 for CPIM 2.2. Of
course, you won't have the memory ad
dress space of the 64180. but there are
few commercial programs available that
make use of the 64180 anyway,
I hope that you have good luck with
your project.-Steve •
Due to an overwhelming response and
increased production rate for the
SBI80. as described in the September
and October 198 5 Circuit Cellars. the
assembled and tested SBl80-l-20
"BYTE readers· special" price of $499
has been extended indefinitely by
Micromint.

Over the years I nave prese11ted ma11y dif
fere11t projects i11 BYTE. 1 k11ow ma11y of you
have built them a11d are maki11g use of them
i11 ma11y ways.
I am i11terested i11 heari11g from a11y of you
telli11g me what you've do11e with these projects
or now !JOU may nave bee11 i11f/ue11ced b1,1 the
basic ideas. Write me at Circuit Cellar Feed
back. POB 582. Glasto11bury. CT 06033.
a11d fill me i11 011 your applicatio11s. All letters
a11d photographs become the property of Steve
Ciarcia a11d ca1111ot be returned.

COPYRIGHT © 1986 STEVEN A . CI A RCIA. A LL RIGHTS RESERVED.

When you' re looking for a personal
computer monitor, look at
Princeton Graphic Systems. Our
. gro)Virig family of high quality
personal computer
monitors delivers
compatibility,
brilliant colors,
high resolution,
and dependability.
Whether you' re
designing sophisti

• HX·12E. Our EGA
compaliblemonit'Or gives .
you 64 vivid cOIOrs. Extra
sharp teirt and graphic
displays. The finest dot
pitch (.28mm) of any IBM
. compati
· hanced
monitor.
I
fBefl,
Fuifyco
with
IBM's'" nhanced Graphics
Adapter (or equivalents) .

SR·1ZP. ~op·ol·the:iine ·
analog color-n\onitbr · ·
·features ultra high·resolution
(640 x480): 4,096 colors
lor superb graphics. The
finest dot pitcli (.26mm) of
. ' any P\;C-~o.mpalible
·· 'monitor: Laminat.ed nongiare
panel.
· ..

cated business graphics or
number-crunching a financial
spreadsheet. That's why Princeton
is number one in the minds of more

· HX-12. High resolution RGB
·' color mdnitonvith .31 mm
dot pitch gives you better
graphics, better text than
IBM 's Color Monitor (5153).
Nonglare screen . Voted
· "Best in th'e World" .two
xears running in PC World's
" World Class PC Contest' '.

..·

, · ·, '-.

·

~R-12. Super tiighresolu·
·lion RGB monitor with a
.31mm dot pitch. Compati
ble with Sigma Designs Col·
or 400 board and others
Gives you 400 lines of
'
resolution. Nonglare screen.

All monitors come with free data and power cabies

Visit yoG:~ local co~puter store\o'dayand ask abouto\Jr full
line of high resolution color and monochrome monitors .
Monitors that live up to the Princeton Graphic Systems
tradl'tiQn Of qual'1ty ·p·erformance and Value
· .'' <"' ·

and more personal computer
owners every year.
For the very best in PC monitors ,
the choice is clear: Pick the company that's at the
top. Princeton
Graphic
Systems.

MAX,1,2. High resolution
amber monitor. When used
with an IBM-compatible
monochrome adapter
delivers 720 x 350 resoiu
!ion. With an IBM·
compatible color adapter,
640 x 200 resolution with 15
shades of amber Tile
monitor automatically ad
justs to either card.

Princeton Graphic Systems, 601 Ewing Street; Bldg. A,
Princeton, NJ 08540; (609) 683-1660; TLX
821402PGSPRIN; (800) 221-1490, ext. 104.

ON®

· ---=·~· · ~~-~
· · · ...
•.......,.,
·...,·....P
~~
I·N·c. C"TI
L..-.· I ~

IBM is a trademark Ol lnternalional Business Machines. Inc. Color 400 is atr d~marl<

of
Sigma Designs.
Inc.Computer
OuadEGA+
trademark
of Compaq
Corpis .a trademark of.Quadram Corp. Compaq' is·.a

--·-- - ------ ----- - ---------""""'- ------------ - GRAPHIC
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HX·9/HX-9E. Compact nine·
inch high reso lution RGB
monitor. Perteet for worksta
tions where space is at a
premium . Both feature a .28
dot pitch and an etched dark
glass screen. Ergo·
nomic features like a built
in tilt/swivel base. non
glare screen, and a builtin green/amber switch. HX-9E
is compatible with IBM 's EGA
(or equivalents) .

SYSTEMS

INTELLIOENT SYSTEMS

___ ___
...,......

--.

....~-...
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BYTE Invites You

to Join EIX

BYTE is the world's leading high~tech microcomputer magazine. I ts readers
collectively possess more information about personal computers and
related topics than any other group in the world. BIX is BYTE's brand~new
electronic information exchange, a computer conferencing system that
puts you in touch with BYTE readers and other computer enthusiasts
on a daily basis.

You AND BIX

BIX goes far beyond .electronic bulletin boards to
give you all the advanced features of true com
puter conferencing. It's the first major system
dedicated to microcomputer information. Check
these features:
• You can join ongoing discussions about your
favorite computers. programming languages. op
erating systems. and applications programs. ex
change information. ask questions, and offer
opinions.
• You can read what others have already entered
add your own thoughts. and download information.
• You can participate when it's convenient for you.
from home or office or while you're traveling.
• You also get electronic mail with BIX. putting you
in direct. private contact with BYTE editors and BIX
users everywhere.
CUSTOMIZE BIX TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

As a BIX user. you select only the conferences and
topics that are of real interest to you. You may join
a new conference or leave an old one anytime you
want. Each time you log on to BIX, you're im
mediately notified of any electronic mail messages
waiting for you. and you see which of the con
ferences you've joined have had new activity since
the last time you logged on. BIX keeps track of
your interests.
With BIX. you're an active participant in a giant
microcomputer information exchange.

BIX HOURLY USAGE FEES (All times are local):
Off Peak (6 p.m.- 7 a.m. plus weekends
and holidays) . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . ... . .. . $9
Peak (7 a.m.-6 p.m. weekdays) ........ . .. $12
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CHARGES:
BIX is available via 'fymnet from anywhere in the
United States.
TYMNET (Continental U.S.):
Off Peak .. . .. . . $2/hr.
Peak . . . .... $6/hr.
PAYMENT
BIX and 'fymnet charges are billed through either
VISA or MasterCard. No cash. checks, or money
orders.
START USING BIX NOW!

With our easy on-line registration, you can start
using BIX in the next few minutes. No lengthy
waiting for your registration to be processed by
mail. (Step-by-step instructions on how to log on
to BIX follow. Reading this material before you
log on will speed you through the registration
process.)
LOG-ON INSTRUCTIONS
AND REGISTRATION INFORMATION

BEFORE YOU CALL BIX:
Having your credit card handy (VISA/MasterCard)
before you log on will speed you through BIX
registration. You will not be billed for tne time you spend
on line registering for BIX. If at any time during tne on-line
process you decide not to register for BIX. just nang up.

WHAT BIX COSTS . .. How You PAY

ONE.'.fIME REGISTRATION FEE:
BYTE Subscriber .. . ................... $2 5
Nonsubscriber .... . .............. . .. . $39
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HOW TO LOG ON TO SIX:
Step I: Set your computer's telecommunications
program for full duplex using 8-bit words. no parity.

and 1 stop bit. or 7-bit words. even parity, and 1
stop bit. You may call at either 300 or 1200 baud.
Step 2: To reach BIX via 11ymnet.*
* BIX is accessible from anywhere in the country through

local TVmnet numbers. If you don't know the TVmnet
numbers for your area. contact the BIX Customer Ser
vice Line (see below). At other times. numbers can be ob
tained by calling 'fYmnet at 800-336-0149.
•Call your local 11ymnet number and log on.
• Depending on your baud rate. 11ymnet will re
spond with "garble" or request a terminal iden
tifier. Enter the letter "a". (Ignore quotation marks
in this and succeeding entries.)
• 11ymnet will ask you to log on. Enter "byteneti"
and a carriage return (CR).
• 'fymnet will ask you for a password. Enter "mgh"
and (CR). You will then be at the door to the BIX
computer.
Step 3: (If there is no prompt requesting a login
at this point. hit a (CR) which should produce it.)
When you see a phrase ending in "login:". enter
"bix". (Echoing of this response is normal.)
You should now see the BIX logo scroll onto the
screen and a prompt asking you to enter your
name. Since this will be your first time on the
system. enter "new" and a carriage return. This will

take you to a special section where you enter the
information we need to register you as a BIX user.
Follow the on-line prompts and supply the infor
mation requested. BIX lets you re-enter data if you
make a mistake.
When you've completed your registration. BIX will
automatically take you to a special "Learn" con
ference where you 'll get a quick tutorial on how
to use the system. (11yping "help" or "?" at any
prompt while you are on BIX will give you an im
mediate review of available commands.)
ACCESSING

BIX

FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES

To reach BIX from other countries. you need an
account with your local Postal Telephone &
Telegraph (PTT) company. From your PTT. enter
3106001 57 878. Then follow instructions starting at
Step 3. A list of PTT addresses and contacts for
most foreign countries is available by calling or
writing BIX.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

If you follow these instructions but still are unable
to log on to BIX. call the BIX Customer Service
Line for assistance at 800-227-2983. 8:30 a.m.
11 p.m. eastern time weekdays. In New Hampshire
and outside the U.S .. call (603) 924-7681.

We'll Send You a SIX User's
Manual and Subscriber Agreement
As Soon As We've Processed
Your Registration

BYTE INFORMATION EXCHANGE
70 MAIN STREET
PETERBOROUGH, NH 03458

(603) 924-9281
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, (continued from page 32)

Systems Inc. of Ann Arbor. Michigan: (2)
CONFER II resides on mainframe com
puters at the University of Michigan. the
University of Alberta. Canada. and at Hew
lett-Packard. as well as Wayne State Uni
versity in Detroit. and it is accessible from
anywhere in the U.S. through public data
networks such as Telenet: (3) the Army's
thinktank uses of CONFER II. although ini

tiated through the Delta 1ask Force. are
now in the hands of the Army Forum. who
have expanded productivity throughout
the Army: and (4) although there are simi
larities in "information mapping" to the
CONFER II structure. it is actually the CON
FER II documentation that is based on the
principles of "information mapping."
BYTE Associate Editor Donna Osgood
was really on target in her comments in

the theme introduction (page 166) Com
puter conferencing can provide the means
for letting creativity and dialogue. the
cornerstones of an effective organization.
take place: it can help participants work
together at their convenience but within
the constraints of imposed deadlines and
geographic separation. Through computer
conferencing. the possibilities are prac
tically limitless for the sharing of ideas and
the exchange of information to speed
decision making and improve overall pro
ductivity.
ROBERT PARNES, PRESIDENT

Adverte/ Communication Systems Inc.
Ann Arbor: MI

Brock Meeks's December article includes
mention of GENIE. an integrated system
marketed by Data Dynamics Inc. Some in
formation was omitted from the article
that may be of interest to readers.
Data Dynamics is an information-man
agement software company. Its product.
GENIE. is a comprehensive. unified. ex
pandable. and fully integrated information
system that meets key needs of managers
and professionals. GENIE has been in
stalled at over 50 sites worldwide.
Customers use GENIE to expedite com
munications among managers and profes
sionals by keeping track of schedules·. in
creasing meeting effectiveness: automat
ically documenting meetings: helping pro
duce memos or documents more efficient
ly than secretaries can: and facilitating a
variety of professional tasks including in
formation retrieval. collaborative writing.
publishing. design walk-throughs. project
management. decision support. network
ing with colleagues. and managing dis
persed task groups. California State
University at Sacramento is using GENIE
to create an "Electronic Campus."
GENlE has the following capabilities:
electronic mail. conferencing. bulletin
boards. screen editing. formatting and
publishing. filing and retrieval. calendar
management. and system administration.
GENIE is easy to learn and use since it has
a uniform command set. a training level
with automatic instruction. and simplified
on-line help.
Data Dynamics· Decision Support Sys
tem product operates with GENIE to
enable discussion. final approval. and
automatic documentation of modeling
assumptions or budget items via com
puter conferencing and then to expedite
final distribution of resulting models or
spreadsheets and associated graphics via
electronic mail.
(continued)
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Now You c:an lfade-In Your

USJ~D IBM* PC/XT* or AT* Keyboard!

--

Easy to Read
Regular Key
Legends Rather
than Symbols.

Easy to Edit
Separate Cursor
and
Editing Keys.

Easy to Identify
Status Lights
are o n
"Lock" Keys.

Easy for
Numbers
Separate
Numer ic
Keys.

Easy to Use .....Jf--T---".!~'!!!l~lll~!IF.:J.:i~.L:.;~L..i~...,o::l.....:::L.,..;-~~~~"""~-,ior..LtOilml!ll!llli!
"Shift"&
"Return"
Keys are in
familiar
Typewriter
locations.

!:--''--+-.....

,.,..+----Easy to Enter
Convenient
Enter
Key.

Buy a Key Thmic KB 5151 and Receive $25.
Buy a Key Tronic KB 5151, send in your new or USED
IBM* PC, XT* or AT* keyboard and Key T ronic will send you
$25. It's that simple!
Type on the KB 5151 keyboard and feel the difference for
yourself. It's the Key Tronic touch!
Look at the layout of the KB 5151. It was designed to
increase operator speed and comfort. No wonder it's the choice
of professionals.
Ask a Key Tronic customer about our products. You will
learn about our reputation for manufacturing durable
professional products.
Key Tronic is the world's largest independent manufacturer
of full travel keyboards and offers a complete line of integrated
input devices.
See your local dealer or
call 1-800-262-6006 for
more information. (7 am 
3 pm Pacific Time) In
The Resf2_onsive Input Company
Washington State call
(509) 928-8000.
P. 0. Box 14687 • Spokane, WA 99214 • USA

"<;]eelthe Key 1irmif!Ouch "

keytronic®

The Key Tronic KB 5150 and KB 5151 keyboards are also eligible for trade-in under the terms <.1 f th is rebate program
Trade·in offer also applies to purchases of other Key T ronk keybo,ud producb.
•tBM. XT and AT are registered trademarks of IBM Corporation
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To the best of my kn owledge the below
information is correct and the enclosed key
board is .rn IBM PC, XT or AT keyboard, or
Key Troni c 5150 or 5151 keyboard. I am aware t hat the condi
ti ons for receiving a $25.00 personal rebate check for the key
board include: replacing each such keyboard wit h a Key T ronic
keyboard and includin g a copy of the sales receipt showing the
purchase of the ne w eligible Key Tronic keyboard after Januar y
1, 1986 , w hen mailing the ke yboard to Key Tronic. I under
stand that cred it will only be given for IBM PC. XT or AT
keyboards cr Key Tron ic 5150 er 5151 keyboards
Make check payable to:
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Name _ _ _ _ __ _ _
~

Key Tronic Corporation
ATTN: Rebate Program
Building 14
Spokane Industrial Park
Spokane, WA 99216

A d d r e s s - - - - - - -
Ci ty/S tate/Zip _ _ _ _ __
Phone
Contact Name _ _ _ _ __

LETTERS

GENIE's publishing capability can be
used to lay out and print near-typeset
quality camera-ready copy of completed
spreadsheets. reports. or papers on a vari
ety of laser printers.
STEPHEN A. HEITMANN. PRESIDENT
Data Dynamics Inc.
Portland. OR
For more information on the availability
of the conferencing systems covered in
Brock N. Meeks's article. see this month's
Fixes and Updates on page 33.

For your readers' information. my com
pany's CO NEXUS and MIST+ software
package has been acknowledged as the
first conferencing package for the IBM PC
family Since its introduction in May of
1984. our software has been installed in
over five hundred Fortune 1000. univer
sity. association. and small-business loca
tions. It has been proved to be an easy
to-manage product for private electronic
mail. unlimited topic-specific computer
conferencing. and keyword retrieval of
bulletin-board items.
CONEXUS was written by Peter and Judy
Johnson-Lenz. who were on the design
team that resulted in the Electronic Infor
mation Exchange System (EIESJ They
authored lDP!CS. an EIES application that
later was transformed into PARTI. and they
authored MIST in 1982 and MIST+ in
198 3. MIST has been acclaimed as the first
integrated communication application lan
guage for personal computers.
CONEXUS. although a complete appli
cation. was written using MIST+. which
means that more experienced users can
add their own features as well as take ad
vantage of MIST+ ·s integrated text-ori
ented database-management system. We
know of no other package that has the
track record. power. tailorability. and
sophistication of CONEXUS and MIST+ .
BILL SPENCER

28 Enterprises
1252 Columbia Rd NW
Washington. DC 20009
(202) 234-2117

RATIONAL PASCAL
I thought your readers would be interested
in learning about our work on the lan
guage that will be the successor to
Modula-2. Your readership is so diverse
and wide-ranging. particularly within the
computer-languages community. that I
would deem it a privilege to make my first
formal announcement of this effort in the
pages of your publication. If I may. I would
also like to discuss briefly the philosophy
342
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behind our project.
A few years ago. efforts were made to
salvage FORTRAN by implementing "Ra
tional FORTRAN." or RATFOR. We are bor
rowing a leaf from the same philosophical
book. so to speak. by implementing "Ra
tional Pascal:' which we are puckishly call
ing "Rascal:· We believe that Rascal may
fairl y lay claim to being the ultimate com
puter programming language by virtue of
its extreme elegance. power. and simplici
ty. Let me cite a few examples.
In Rascal. recursion is mandatory. Every
Rascal routine. once invoked. must im
mediately do one of two things: It must
either call itself. or it must call some other
routine that. in turn. immediately calls
itself. Any additional code (e.g.. that which
tests to see whether it is appropriate. or
even permissible. to execute a return) must
follow this initial recursive call. Thus. the
language enforces the elegant simplicity
of a unary tree.
Rascal recognizes only one data type:
the record. Every Rascal variable and con
stant must be defined as a record. even
if that record has only one member. This
requirement yields the inestimable benefit
of completely eliminating machine de
pendencies. It is of absolutely no conse
quence whether a machine integer con
sists of 16. 32. or 78 bits. because the very
idea of an "integer" is alien to Rascal. In
stead. all data objects must be records.
and their elements. naturally enough. must
also be records. The most primitive rec
ord. from which all others must be con
structed. is a single Boolean value.
Because Rascal has no machine depend
encies whatsoever (and because-of
course-it is written in itself). we have
decided that a preliminary release of the
source code should be made available to
any individual willing to serve as a beta
test site. This release is scheduled for April
I. 1986. Interested persons are asked to
contact me directly. at the address that
follows.
GERHARD WERTHER VON WIRTH

Technisches lrrenhaus
Zurich. Switzerland
PRAISE FOR AVSIM
I am writing to report on a product that
will interest those of your readers who
teach microcomputer architecture or as
sembly-language programming at a col
lege or university level. At Ryerson Poly
technical Institute we have been using
Avocet System's AVSIM family of simula
tor/debuggers for the past year and a half
for our instrumentation course and thesis
(continued)
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projects with dramatic improvements in
both quality and speed of learning.
Tu describe AVSIM briefly-it is an inter
active. screen-oriented. symbolic simulator
for microprocessors that is hosted by any
MS-DOS computer. After cross-assem
bling a program. the student loads the ob
ject file and symbol table into the memory
space of the simulated target machine and
runs the program on the visual CPU.
watching what happens to registers. flags.
memory areas. etc.. as each op code is ex
ecuted. Besides the usual single-step. run.
and breakpoint features that every debug·
ger has. AVSIM also has an invaluable
Undo key that lets the student step the
CPU backward through the execution
history. even backing into interrupt
routines. By alternately single-stepping
and using Undo on an instruction. the stu
dent can see exactly what effect the in
struction has on the system. The environ
ment presented by AVSIM is not only
friendl y but also robust: It hasn't been crashed

b1,1 an!J student's program yet!
I spend less than five minutes teaching
the basics of AVSIM: how to load object
code. reset the target CPU. and use the
function keys that control the simulation.
Changing memory. register. or 1/0 pin
values is intuitive: Position the cursor over
the current value and edit it-like a text
editor. There are function keys defined to
increment. decrement. or toggle the bit.
nybble. or byte under the cursor. On
screen editing is possible even while the
student's program is running. so that i/O
pins or interrupts can be toggled interac
tively to exercise the program.
My experience with AVSIM has been
very gratifying. With 120 thesis projects
to coordinate. I must ensure that we can
provide development tools for the various
CPUs used by students. Now we support
seven different CPUs on the same hard
ware. There are no costly emulators to
break down or become out of date every
few years Students can do their debug
ging after hours. using one of the micro·
computers in the college library [or their
own. if they have one) and fix the vast ma
jority of bugs by themselves.
Based on this success. we are purchas·
ing 22 IBM PCs for our third-year lab to
integrate AVSIM into our existing MC6800/
MC6809 software/hardware course. By
using AVSIM to teach assembly-language
programming before providing hands-on
experience with the 6800 hardware. I an
ticipate similar improvements in student
performance and lab efficiency.
MIKE KASSAM

Toronto. Ontario. Canada •

MAKE THE CONNECTION
Our Connection systems will solve your problem
of trying to read and write diskettes or tapes from
almost any computer system using your PC.
The Diskette Connection is a hardware system
that enables the IBM PC or compatible to read and
write most 8 inch, 5Y4 inch, or 3 112 inch diskettes.
With our File Connection software programs you
can transfer data files between most computer
systems, including CP/M, DEC, Honeywell, Univac,
IBM 3740, S/l, S/3, S/23, S/32, S/34, S/36, and S/38.
Our Word and Typesetting Connection programs
use IBM standard Document Content Architecture
(DCA-RFT) to transfer document files between
most word processing and typesetting systems,
including Compugraphic MCS, CPT, Displaywriter,
OS/6, Multiset, NBI, Quadex, Xerox, and Wang.
Inquiry I 3 2 for End-Users.
Inquiry 133 for DEALERS ONLY.

• • •

Our Tape Connection system will read and
write IBM or ANSI standard 112 inch 1600 BPI
magnetic tape. A full size 2400 foot tape can
store a 45 MByte file and be written in 6 minutes.
Since 1982, we have supplied thousands of
systems to customers around the world, including
IBM, NASA, AT&T, Kodak, and General Motors.
Our specialty is conversion systems and we can
provide a solution to your problem. Call us today
to discuss your requirements.
This ad is one of a series featuring NASA missions.
For a free poster, send us your written request.

Box 1970 Flagstaff, AZ 86002
(602) 774-5187 Telex 705609

... FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING

D·I·S·K·S A·N·D D·O·W· N ·L·O·A· D·S

ORDERING DISKS OF BYTE LISTINGS

Source-code listings in the form of text files
of programs that accompany BYTE articles are now
available from BYTE on disk. To order a disk
of these listings for noncommercial purposes.
indicate the issue (the first available is December
1985) and the kind of disk on the form below.
Enclose a check or money order in the correct
amount made out to BYTE Listings. All prices
include postage. Send requests to BYTE Listings.
70 Main St.. Peterborough. NH 034 58.
BYTE issue:
COMMON 5 v.1-!NCH FORMATS
(all cost $5 per disk in North America. $6 in
Europe and South America. $7 in Asia. Africa. and
Australia)
0 Apple 11 5!4-inch DOS 3.3
0 Apple 11 5!4-inch Pro DOS
0 Atari
0 Commodore 64
0 Hewlett-Packard 12 5
DIBM PC
0 Kaypro 2 CP/M
0 Texas Instruments Professional
0 TRS-80 Model Ill
0 TRS-80 Model 4
0 Zenith Z-100

OTHER FORMATS
(all cost $6 per disk in North America. $ 7 in
Europe and South America. $8 in Asia. Africa. and
Australia)
Size
Machine
0 8-inch

0 5!4-inch
0 3Vi-inch
SEND DISK TO:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State or Province _ __
Postal Code

Country _ _ _ _ _ __

Check or money order enclosed for $_ _ _ __
BULLETIN BOARDS IN CANADA

Listed below are some computer bulletin boards
that carry program listings from BYTE. Programs
are for noncommercial use in connection with
BYTE articles only. Some BBSs may charge an
annual maintenance fee. and you must pay your
own telephone charges.
Western Canadian Distribution Center (I 0 I 11112
IOlst St.. Edmonton. Alberta T5G 2A2) will be sup
plying listings to its member bulletin-board systems.
Edmonton. Alberta. (403) 454-6093
Meadowlark, Alberta. (403) 435-6579

COMMON 3 V2-INCH FORMATS
(all cost $6 per disk in North America. $7 in
Europe and South America. $8 in Asia. Africa. and
Australia)
D Apple Macintosh
0 Atari 520ST
0 Commodore Amiga
0 Data General/One
0 Hewlett-Packard 150
CP/M STANDARD 8-!NCH FORMAT
($6 per disk in North America. $7 in Europe and
South America. $8 in Asia. Africa. and Australia)
0 Single-sided single-density
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Montreal, Quebec. PComm Systems.
(514) 989-9450
Prince George, British Columbia. (604) 562-9519
Regina, Saskatchewan. (306) 586-5 585
Toronto, Ontario. Epson Club of Toronto (EPCOT).
. (416) 635-9600
Winnipeg. Manitoba. (204) 452-5529
In addition. arrangements for BYTEnet Listings have
been made with one or more system operators in
the following nations: Australia. Denmark. Italy.
Japan. The Netherlands. Norway. Singapore.
Sweden. Switzerland. and United Kingdom. Contact
us at (603) 924-9281 for an up-to-date list•

GO WITH THE BEST
~::i:..~~i. LOW COST 8-BIT ~~:~t~~~yd~s~~

support with many
·
· morefeaturesthanyou'dexpect
to find in a low cost developmentsystem. Emulation is
non-stop, transparent and real
time. A content-selectable
1024-line bus trace buffer simplifies prototype evaluationwhile your program. runs without
1nterrupt1ng execution.
Tek's eight years of emulation
experience brings the user
unmatched reliability in this lowcost system. Every feature of
TekMate helps keep you on
schedule, within budget, and in
control. For instance, you can
select any of 16 break points
for specific address values
and ranges. Rapidly detect
errors with the aid of full symbolic debug that lets you use
an unlimited number of symbols-even define new ones.
Versatile and flexible,
TekMate provides software
analysis and debug at every

SUPPORI

tools, plus source
editing, C, Pascal, assembler
and debug tools.
•
To save you time, Tek's own
Colorkey+ softkey userinterface packages give you sim
stage from initial concept to final
integration.
pie, single keystroke access to
Remarkably easy to use,
the entire command set
TekMate supports Z80, 8085 and
TekMate-the most powerful
6809-plus the 68HC11 microemulation system in its price
controller. Host computers include range-is an integral compoIBM PC, VAX/VMS,™ MicroVAX'"
nent of Tek's Computer Aided
and Tek 8560 - and TekMate is
Software Engineering (CASE)
integrated via emulation control
program. This growing toolset
software and
cluster from Tek's Software Devel
language
opment Products Division demonsupport tools, strates Tek's commitment to
such as struc- software technology. For product
or ordering information,
please contact your Tek
representative
Or call today:
1-800-342-5548.
1

"

CASE: From con
cept to code, Tek's
tools take you all
the way.

Te.ktronix

0

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
VAX. VMS and MicroVAX are tradema rks al Digita l E11uipment Corp
Copyright ©1986 by Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved MIA511 · 1

Inquiry 34 1

What do ONX and UNIX have to do with
architectural design?

the BO's and will be a driving force of the I 990's. Over

The design determines the environment in which you
and your applications must survive. If the shear weight
of the UNIX operating system brings the PC to its knees,
all applications running under it w ill suffer. Unix was
conceived more than a decade and a half ago and t he
product today is the result of modifications. additions
and patches by hundreds of programmers. The result is a
large and convoluted piece of software which needs the
resources of an AT or more.

Quantum strongly believes that there are good reasons for
buying QNX, DOS and Unix. If you want more than DOS
and a working alternative to PC Unix, give us a call and we
will discuss your needs.
End-Users. VAR's, OEM's and software developers are
invited to take the QNX challenge.

QNX's superb performance and compact size is the result of
one dedicated 'design team with a common purpose. and
complete understanding of both the software and the
environment in which it must run. It runs quickly and
efficiently on PC's and soars on an AT. Unlike Unix, QNX is
capable of real t ime performance and is the undisputed
choice for real time process control, and office systems. You
can buy an OS that offers you a I to 3 user dead end on
an AT, OR, you can consider QNX which allows you
anywhere from I to I 0 users on both PC's and A T's. And
we don't stop there. Unlike other Unix-type systems for
PC's, QNX is also a networked operating system . Not a
patch-on network, but a fully integrated networking system
for up to 255 micros. QNX allows you to start w ith a
single machine and grow if and as required. There are no
dedicated file servers and you can attach terminals (usersj
to any machine. To choose a solution which ignores
networking, is closing the door on your future.
Everyone is talking about Unix like systems, but no one
wants to abandon the tremendous amount of DOS
software available. QNX does not force you to make that
decision. You can run either PC DOS 2.1 or 3.1 ™as one of
QNX's mariy tasks. fDOS File compatibil ity and DOS
development toc;>ls are also availablej . Don't misunderstand .
us. We at Quantum have a great d'eal of respect for Unix. It
was a major force in moving operating systems out of the
I 960's and _into t he_70's. QNX however, was desig_ned in

20,000 systems have been sold since 1982.

•MULTI-USER:
•MULTI-TASKING:
• NETWORKING:

•REAL TIME:
•MESSAGE PASSING:

•MEMORY:
•PC DOS:
• C Compiler:
• Flexlblllty:

•Support:

•COST:
• HARDWARE SUPPORT:

-10 serlal termlnals per P~. AT.
-40 tasks per PC, AT.
-255 machines.
-up to 10,000 tasks and 2000
users/network.
-2.5 Megabit token ring.
-2800 task switches/sec (AT).
-Intertask communication between
any of 1000's of tasks on any
machine.
- BBK to .11 OK for ONX.
-Executes as a task under ONX.
-Standard Kernighan and Ritchie.
-Single machine or networked.
One to thousands of users. Full
resource sharing of disks and
devices on all machines.
-Online update system allows
downloading of new releases
over the phone.
-Technlcal support hot line.
-From US S450
-Call for runtime prices.
-IBM PC, XT. AT™ (both real
& protected) and compatibles.

lliiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiir.:~L-::tr-.

.Moodie Drive HiTech Park 215 Stafford Rd, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. K2H 9CI Phone (613) 726-1893
IBMPC. AT. XT .6NO

rc-oos ARE

REG. TM OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.

UNIX IS A·REG. TM OF AT&T BELL LABS

Inquiry 282

AMIGA
The April Amiga conference highlights include an in-depth look at
specifications for Amiga-compatible monitors, a number of ways to
create C and CLI work disks, and more information about upgrading
your Amiga to a 68020 CPU. Charlie Heath compares smart refresh
versus simple refresh and provokes discussion of various communica
tions protocols including XMODEM files for BIX. This Best of BIX sec
tion concludes with instructions for adapting 5V4-inch floppy-disk drives,
Bernoulli disks, and different ways of preserving the Preferences from
your Amiga Workbench.
MORE ABOUT MONITORS

Editor's note: The following messages should put an end to the con
troversial rumors that Amigas can use only Amiga monitors. This is ab
solutely untrue.
amigaltech.talk #258, from aim [Andrew Mclaughlin]
Screen Resolution
I'm a little confused (can anybody help me?). I've been looking for an
alternate monitor for the Amiga and I haven't seen any that are exactly
640 by 400 pixels. The closest I've seen has been 720 by 480 pixels.
Questions are: Can I use this monitor? If I do use this monitor, will I
end up with an extra 80 pixels on the side and bottom of the screen
image? Or will the 640 by 400 image be averaged into the 720 by 480
screen?
When the manufacturer says "720 by 480 pixels" I'm assuming that
the shadow mask is a matrix of 720 by 480 holes, right? Should I worry
about the 640 by 400 interlace from the Amiga? (Do I need a special
monitor or will any RGB monitor do the interlace stuff?)
I understand that using RGB analog I can get all 4096 colors but
with RGB digital only a select few colors are available. Is this true? Why
offer two different RGB modes when the analog mode is obviously
more desirable? Or is there an unmentioned trade-off?
Those are all that I can remember (yeah, sure). Hopefully, I'll be able
to get the story straight. Thanks in advance for any help.
amiga/tech.talk #259, from jsan [Jez San, Argonaut Software]:
a comment to 258
Go buy your 720 by 480 monitor. The extra pixels are probably
overscan, which is quite normal; it's the border around the displayable
portion of your Amiga screen. RGB digital output is for IBM PC
compatible monitors, but naturally, RGB analogue (analog for yanks!) is
best if you are given the choice!
amiga/tech.talk #260, from atm:
a comment to 259

Does that mean that the Amiga monitor is 720 by 480?
amigaltech.talk #261, from jdow [Joanne Dow]:
a comment to 260
Make sure the monitor uses 15742-and-change hertz for the horizontal
scan and 59.94 or so·hertz frame rate interlaced. Otherwise it might not
run. The KV1311CR and the XBR series will give you full Amiga resolu
tion. The quoted 640 by 200 lines is for noninterlaced sweep. The ver
tical resolution in the Amiga interlaced mode is easily sufficient to do
anything the Amiga needs.

amigaltech.talk #263, from atm:
a comment to 261
"Make sure the monitor is '15742-and·change' hertz for the horizontal." I
don't understand what you're trying to say here. Please explain.
amigaltech.talk #264, from hvanderbilt [Henry Vanderbilt]:
a comment to 263
That's a 15-kilohertz horizontal sweep rate that you want in your monitor,
give or take a bit. That is pretty much the standard for color TV and
composite monitors and for RGB monitors that aren't designed to work
with some specific nonstandard format. With 60 fields a second and
262 lines a field (only 200 on screen), you get 15,000 + lines displayed
per second. The horizontal sweep circuits in most monitors will sync up
to anything reasonably close to the right rate, so the exact number isn't
vital.
amigaltech.talk #266, from jdow:
a comment to 264
I waxed a bit technical to say you want a monitor designed to work
with NTSC standard sweep rates. Many higher-definition monitors are
designed for higher sweep rates on both horizontal and vertical. These
will not work very well with an Amiga designed for NTSC sweep rates
that are nominally 15750 Hz and 60 Hz, respectively. Actually, they are
about 15734.27 Hz and 59.94006 Hz. This latter defines why that noise
bar from the leaky line transformer or insulator outside your bedroom
window slowly moves down your TV screen. Or is it up (haven't seen
one since cable days)?
amigaltech.talk #267, from duck [Dale Luck, Commodore-Amiga]
Monitor Resolution and Your Amiga
The 6401720 horizontal resolution is actually nearly the same. The 720
monitor puts those dots on a longer line; therefore, the video band
width is actually the same.
For those of you rolling your own graphics and not using Intuition,
the Amiga is capable of outputting a display of around 700 by 220
pixels. The amount of information you actually see is dependent upon
your monitor. The graphics library supports just about any odd/large
viewport size as long as it can fit it in the bandwidth of the memory
without running into the horizontal sync. Higher resolutions may kill off
some of your sprites, though. Just thought you might like to know.

XLISP 1.6 FOR AMIGA
amigalmain #984, from jdow:
a comment to 983
XLISP 1.6 for Amiga-Being a software collector I'd be interested so I
can pass data on to interested friends. We have a couple LISPians at
work who would probably find some interest in the PC version as well.
[Editor's note: XL/SP 1.6 1$ now available on BIX in the Amiga section
of the Ustings conference.]
CREATING C WORK DISKS

amigalmain #987, from dbetz [David Betz]
Minimal Disk
Can anyone suggest what a minimal set of files for a bootable disk
would be? I'd like to free up as much space as possible on my working
'Workbench" disk, but I can't find a list of "required" files anywhere. I'm
using the Lattice C compiler and the CLI for development, so I don't
really need to run anything from the Workbench except for the CLI (for
that matter: is it possible to get the machine to come up in the CU in
the first place?).
(continued)
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~IX

Real-Time Multitasking Executive
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To make a CLI disk, edit your start-up file on the Workbench, e.g. , Edit
s/startup-sequence.
Remove the offending line that says "LoadWb." That's the command
that tells Workbench to execute. Leaving this line out of your start-up
sequence will make you boot up into CLI! Have fun!

No royalties
Source code included
Faultfree operation
Ideal for process control
Timing control provided
Low interrupt overhead
Inter-task messages

amiga/main #990, from greggw [Gregg Williams, Senior Technical
Editor, BYTE]:
a comment to 987

Options:
• Resource Manager
• Buffer Manager
• Integer Math Library
• Language Interfaces :
Pascal
C
PUM Fortran
• DOS File Access :
CP/M-80
IBM PC DOS

AMX is TM of KADAK Products ltd
CP/M -80 ls TM of Digital Research Corp.
IBM, PC DOS are TM of IBM Corp.

AMX for 8080
$ 800 US
8086
950
6809
950
68000
1600
Manual (specify processor) 75

Jll::: KADAK Products Ltd.
~F

(604J 734-2796
Telex: 04-55670
206-1847 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6J1Y5

Little Board™ ••••
The World's Least Expensive

$149
a

/M Engine

CP/M 2.2
INCLUDED

• 4MHz ZBOACPU, 64K RAM, ZBOA CTC,
4·32K EPROM

• Mini/ ~icro Fl?PPY Controller

.

(1-4 Dnves, Smgle/OouOle Density,

1-2 sided 40/80 track)

• 2 RS232C Serial Ports {75-9600 baud &
75-38, 400 baud), 1 Centronics Printer Port
• Power Requirement: +SVDC at .75A;
+ 12\IDC at .OSA I On board -1Wconverter
• Only 5.75 x 7.75 inches, mounts directly to

a 5-1/4"diskdrive
• Comprehensive Software Included:
• Enhanced CP/M 2.2operating system

with ZCPR3

amiga/main #989, from jsan:
a comment to 987

o

• Read/write/format dozens of floppy
formats (IBM PC·OOS, KAYPRO, OSBORNE,
MORROW ... )
• Menu-based system customization
• Operator-friendly MENU shell
OPTIONS,
• Source Code
• TurboOOS
• ZROOS
• Hard disk expansion to 60 megabytes
• SCSI/PLUS"• mutti·master 1/0
expansion bus
• Local Area Network
• STD Bus Adapter

IBM.l!i, IBM Corp,; Z80A ®, Zilo9, Inc.;
CP/Mt!J, Digital Research; ZCPR3'~ & ZRDOS"',
Echelon, Inc.; Turbo DOS®, Soft:.vare 2000, Inc.

COMPUTERS. INCORPORATED

6 7 East Evelyn Ave .• Mountain View, CA 94041 • ( 415 ) 962-0230. TELEX 4940302

I, too, would like to see the definition of a minimal C disk. As for
bypassing the.Workbench, you can take out those lines (I remember
taking out two lines) from s/startup-sequence or hit Control-D as soon
as you see the first text message. Using this method, you have a disk
that's either a Workbench or a CLI diskl
amiga/main #992, from sdb [Scott Ballantyne]:
a comment to 987
Just remove the LoadWb and the EndCLI > nil: lines from the
s/startup-sequence file. Seems to me you can get along with the C
directory (some commands can be deleted maybe-edit. for example, if
you never use it). Yoo will need the libs, you will need the devs, but
you will probably only need one printer driver. Preferences might be
worth keeping. That's about it. Anything you leave on the boot disk can
be removed from the disk with the "includes" on it. Leaves lots of room
for source.
amiga/main #1000, from cscheppner [Carolyn Scheppner,
Commodore Business Machines]:
a comment to 990
s·ome suggestions for minimal

c disk:

1. Back up Workbench and boot with the backup.
2. Make sure your Preferences are set the way you want them.
3. Edit the file s/startup-sequence: Remove the LoadWb and the End
CLI lines; add a line: Stack 10000
4. Delete all .info files.
5. Delete all demos, Notepad, Clocktool.
6. Delete system directory and contents (Workbench stuff).
7. If you don't plan to use disk fonts, delete all of them
8. In devs/printers/ . . . delete all printers you don't need.
9. In the c directory, you can delete anything you'll never use (for exam·
pie, edit, LoadWb). Remember, many commands such as "if," "lab," and
"abort" are used in script files for compiling. Don't delete commands
used in your make script.
10. Delete Preferences. If you ever need to change them, you can do it
on another disk; then copy the devs/system-configuration/ .. . to this
disk.
11. Note Do not delete anything in the "I" directory! These items are
needed for system management.
12. Copy contents of the C "c" directory to this disk's c directory.
13. Copy contents of the C "s" directory to this disk's s directory.
14. Make a "lib" directory on this disk and copy contents of C "lib"
di rectory to it.

Now you should have everything you need, except for the includes,
on a bootable C system disk. Make a backup of the original C disk,
delete the c, s, lib, and example directories and contents, and add your
own directories for your source. Change your make script so it looks for
the includes in di I:include.
(continued)
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Inquiry 19

MEGASRAM is the highest density static RAM board available for the
SlOO bus today. A full MEGABYTE of high speed, I owpower Sl'ATIC
RAM on a single height SlOO board without a daughter board.
MEGASRAM offers the power and density requixed by today's
high speed 16 bit microprocessors. With this board and our 8Mhz
80286 you can run WITHOUT WAlTSTATES. NO ONE can Offer any
better performance on the SIOO bus. In addition to the high speed
MEGASRAM can be provided with an optional battery backup op
tion to provide non-volatile operation. The standardMEGASRAM Of
fers ISONs operation, fast enough to mn with an 8Mhz 80286 with no
waitstates. Faster versions are available at extm cost providing as fast
as lOONs maximum access times. All our access times are quoted as
board access times, not chip access times.

IBM COMPATIBLE SIOO
BUS COLOR GRAPHICS
LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS presents COLOR
MAGIC, the most complete compatibility solu
tion for SIOO bus computer products. COLOR
MAGIC includes three major hardware sub
functionswhichallowit to emulate the IBM-PC:
An entirely compatible video function, an IBM
PC keyboard interface and an IBM-PC compat
ible timer interface including IBM-PC sound
compatibility. HOW COMPATIBLE IS IT? Cur
rently we are running MICROSOIT's FLIGHT
SIMULATOR recognized as one of the severest
tests of compatibility. We can also directly boot
PC-DOS for the IBM-PC with no alterations.
Other programs which have been tested and
function without problems are: LOTUS 1-2-3,
DBASE Ill, WORDSTAR and VOLKSWRITER.
COLORMJ\GIC (16K byte version) .. $595.00
• THUNDER 166 single board computer pro
vides a high performance 16 bit computer all on
one board. It is an ideal companion to the
COLOR MAGIC to provide a low cost, high per
formance IBM-PC compatible system. The
8Mhz 80186 offers IOMhz 8086 performance.
THUNDER 186 provides all the components
necessa1y to form a complete system includ
ing: 256K bytes of no wait-state RAM, 2 serial
ports, a parallel printer port, high performance
floppy disk controller controls both 51/4'' and
8" drives simultaneously, full IEEE 696 (SIOO)
bus for system expansion. The COLOR MAGIC

Dealer inquiries invited.

and THUNDER 186 combine to provide perfor
mance you won't find in other compatibles. The
price includes the powerful Concurrent DOS
operating system. THUNDER 166 .... $1195.00
• NV- DISK is a solid state memory with soft
ware to emulate a disk drive under MS-DOS,
Concurrent DOS, and CP/M-86. NV-DISK is en
tirely COMPUPRO software compatible allow
ing COMPUPRO users to take advantage of the
lower cost and battery protection support of
fered by NV-DISK. It offers the advantage of
high speed access and no moving pa1ts. It can
be battery protected to allow data to stay even
while powered down. The board is available in
either 512K or 2 Megabyte configurations and
multiple boards may be used to create disk
drives with up to 16 Megabytes of storage.
NV-DISK 512K, $495.00
2 MBYTE, $995.00
• MEGAR.!\M is a high density, high perfor
mance dynamic RAM board with up to two
Megabytes of storage. Megaram offers no wait
state performance in 8086 systems with up to 10
Mhz processors at a fraction of the cost of com
parable performance static RAM.
MEGARAM ............ l/4 MBYTE, $475.00
11z MBYTE, $595.00 . , . , ... 1 MBYTE, $795.00
2 MBYTE, $1095.00

IBM-PC COMPATIBLE
SIOO-BUS SYSTEM

ceedinr that available from IBM. You can pur
chase systems offering performance of an eight
Mhz 8086 or up the performance of an 8Mhz
80286. Each system is capable of supporting
8Mhz math coprocessors. Our 8Mhz 80286 sys
tem offers IBM-PC compatibility while offering
up to 2 times the performance of the IBM-PC
AT. For applications where PC compatibility
is desirable but higher performance is a ben
efit or requirement LOP offers the only viable
solution.

WHO IS LOMAS DATA
PRODUCTS . . .
LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS has been shipping
16 bit microprocessor SlOO bus products for five
years. We have earned a strong reputation for
reliability and performance over these five
years. We were running MS-DOS (SCP-DOS/
PC-DOS) before IBM knew the operating sys
tem existed. We offer a wide range of 16 bit
operating systems including MS-DOS, CP/M
86, CONCURRENT CP/M-86 and CONCUR
RENT DOS. All our products are backed by a
one year guarantee. We offer no 8 bit products
and concentrate entirely on high peformance
16 bit systems. If you are looking for the highest
performance posib/e on the S/00 bus, you can
be sure WMAS DATA PRODUCTS offers it.

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS offers IBM-PC
compatible systems with performance far ex-

MS-OOS. trademark of Microsoft
PC-OOS. trademark of IBM
Concurrent CPI M-86. concurrent OOS. trademark of 01g1tal Research

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS, INC.
182 CEDAR HILL STREET, MARLBORO, MASSACHUSETTS 01752 D TELEPHONE: (617) 460-0333 D TELEX: 4996272

For orders outside the U.S., contact our exclusive dealers: 0 Australia - LAMRON PTY. LTD., (02) 808-3666 0 Mala ysia - EXA
COMPUTER (m) SENDIRIAN BERHAD, 795284 rJ England - RATIONAL SYSTEMS, 0908-613209 or 0908-611349; SHARPBORN
LTD., 018764559.
Inqu iry 196
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Inquiry 386 for End-Users.
Inquiry 387 for DEALERS ONLY.

SAVE MONEY ON
EPROM PROGRAMMER
Do

YOUR OWN

68020

UPGRADE

amiga/tech.talk #270, from jdow

A SIMPLE, INEXPENSIVE SOLUTION
TO PROGRAMMING EPROMS
Why spend hundreds more for a programmer when you
can buy the APROTEK-1000 for only $265.7
The APROTEK 1000 can program 5 volt, 25XX series, 27XX
series and 68XXX series devices plus CMOS versions of the above
types. Included with each programmer is a personality module of your
choice. You may require future modules at only $1 5.00.
Please specify modules by EPROM Type.
APROTEK 1000 comes complete with a menu driven program
which allows READ, WRITE, COPY and VERIFY with Checksum. Easy
to use with IBM, Apple, Kaypro and CPM microcomputers with a
RS-232 port. Interface is a simple 3-wire RS-232C with a female
DB-25 connector. A handshake character is sent by the programmer
after programming each byte. The interface is switch selectable at 6
baud rates & between 300 and 1 9. 2 k baud.
The APROTEK 1000 is truly universal. It comes standard at
117 VAC 50/60 HZ and may be internally jumpered for 220-240
VAC 50/60 AZ. FCC verification (CLASS Bl has been obtained.
APROTEK 1000 is covered by a 1 year parts and labor warranty
_
TECHNICAL INFO: 1-(805) 987-2454
CALL OUR TOLL FREE ORDER LINES TODAY:
1-(800) 962-5800 US or 1-(800) 962-3800 CA
1071-A Avenida Acaso. Camarillo. CA 93010

APRQTEI(

HARMONY COMPUTERS
2357CONEYISLANDAVE.. BROOKLYN. NY 11223
800·VIDE084 OR 800·441-1144 OR 718·627·1000

~

?1

Brolher HA15 XL
Brother HA35
Citizen MSP 10
Epson LXSO
Epson LO 1500
Epson L0800
Epson L01000
FX85
Epson286
HP LaserJet
JBM Proprinter
Juk i6 100
NEC2050
NEC 3550

$238.95

STARSG10

IBM P.C . NO DR IV ES
$1099.95

$196.95
319
674
234
194
837
569
699
Call

499
2288

394
335
593
714

" PRINTER SPECIALS"
NEC8850
Okidala 192
Okidala2410
Okidal 193
Okidala 182
Panasonic KXP 1091
Panasonic KXP 1092
Panasonic KXP3151
Panasonic KXP 1080
Panasonic KXP3131
Panasonic KXP 1592
StarSG10
S!arSG15

1029
323
1639
439
208
222
292
369
184
244
409
197
331

Star SO 10
StarSD 15
Star SR 10
Star SR 15
Star SB 10
Silver Reed E)(p 550
Silver Reed Exp 500
Silver Reed E)(p 800
Silver Reed E)(p 400
Toshiba 1340
Toshlba341
Toshiba351

2912
3796
224
1099
1584
519
99
394
198
2392
172
139
277
109
109
239
182
109
202
172
146
411
148
122
1589
3120
379
699

20 Meg Drive wlconl.
8087 Chip
80287 Chip
AST Advanlages
Everex Graphics Pacer
Everex Graphics Edge
Everex Edge

449
99
158
304
259
226
226

ATARI
130 XE
1027 Printer
1050Drive
Indus. Drive
Graoh ic Printer
520ST Color
520STB.W.

119
104
129
189
109
759
639

MODEMS
Hayes 1200
Hayes l200B w/Smarlcom
Hayes 300
Hayes 2400
Hayes 2400B w/Smarlcom
Mlcromodern 2E
Prometheus 1200

Amdek 300 Green
Amdek 300 Amber
310Amber
Color 300
Color 600
Color 722
Princ ton HX12
Pincton HX12E
Princton Ma)( 12E
SR12

4399
2599
2319

Portable
Deskprol

APPLE
689

2E

SIMPLE REFRESH VERSUS SMART REFRESH

amiga/main #1419, from cheath [Charlie Heath, MicroSmiths]
Simple Refresh versus Smart Refresh-A Request for Opinions
The purpose of this message is to ask about a trade-off of display
memory versus a bit of display roughness. This is particularly relevant
for applications that are intended to run in the Workbench screen (be
they invoked from CLI or icons) and that are useful in multitasking.
Thus, in particular. this is relevant to text editors and communications
programs. Here are the two options:
1. If a program uses SMART_REFRESH windows, Intuition will main
tain the display, and when windows are moved around or depth
arranged, SMART_REF windows will be updated very quickly, with a
minimal ammount of display hashing, etc. But this is at a significant
cost in display memory, to the tune of 32K bytes of display RAM for
each full-screen SMART_REFRESH window.
2. If a program uses SIMPLE_REFRESH windows, Intuition does not
save the various windows, and when windows are moved or depth
arranged, the program must redraw the windows; the result is that the
display is not very pretty during these transitions. A good text display
will need about a half second to render a full screen. But this buys a
big savings in display memory, and as a result, multitasking is much
more practical.

My guess is that most people will perceive the programs that use
SMART_REFRESH as being superior because the display is cleaner,
and that such programs will be more commercially successful as a
result, even though they are less useful. Anybody care to defend either
choice? Thanks.
amiga/main #1420, from michaelmounier [Michael Mounier]:
a comment to 1419
The only program I know of that uses simple refresh is Amiga BASIC,
and it is painfully slow w~en it comes to refreshing windows. I would
rather they just used a little more memory and smart refresh rather than
have to sit there waiting for the window to refresh.

COMMODORE
349
323
123
549
489
123
259

800-441-1144
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104
109
132
148
364
452
390
459
142
519

COMPAQ
286

Commodore64
1541 Disk Drive
1802 Monitor
1902 Monitor
Comre)( Printer
Indus . Drive
Commodore 128
Mon itor
1571 Drive

Items reflect 4% cash or check discount. For your pro!eclion we check for stolen credi1 cards
m.c . visa welcome. Personal checks cause 4 week delay. Shipping charge e~lra
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291
390
406
510
494
338
199
619
189
385
699
977

IBM

IBM
AT Unenhanced
AT Enchanced
IBM Monilor
IBM PC No drives
PCXT
PCXTClone
IBM Drive.J60K
IBM Pro Printer
ASTSixPack64K
Tal\Grass25Meg
Quad Board
Hercules Color
Hercules Monochrome
Color Card
Mullilunction Card
Paradise Graphics
Para•lise Multi Dis .
l·•aradise 5 Pack
STB Graphics + 2
STB R10 + 2
STB Mono Board
Tecmar Graphics
TecmarCap1ian
Persyst Monocard
Bernouli Box
Tallgrass35 Meg
10 Meg Dr. w/controller
30 Meg. Drive

PANASONIC 1091
$221.95

Commodore 128

68020 Conversion Data
Visit your nearest Jan 9. 1986, copy of EON either in your mailbox or
local technical library. In the Design Ideas section. pages 216, 218, and
219 have a schematic for a plug-in board to install a 68020 into your
68000 sockets. The Design Idea is titled "68020 Adapter Upgrades
68000 Systems." It has 1/3 page of description and two pages of
schematic.
However. gang, if you harken back to the June 20, 1985, copy of
EON you will find an article titled "Hardware and Software Strategies for
tre 68020." It hides on pages 89-98 (minus a page or two of ads). On
page 90 there is a schematic showing how a 68020 and a couple of
logic gates can be hooked up to provide a plug-in for the 68000. This
second one is a whale of a lot simpler and I don't know how well it will
work. In fact I do not know (yet) whether either of them will work.
Anyway, that's where you find the data for a do-it-yourself 68020 con
version for your Amigas. Good luck, and if you try it, let us all know
how it works.

144
in
177

284
109
195
239
244
208

amiga/main #1422, from duck:
a comment to 1419
In a smart refresh window, the extra memory is only needed if the bits
are obscured by another window The significant cost in display
(continued)

Train for the Fastest Growing Job SkLll in Amen·ca

Only NRI teaches you to service and
repair all computers as you build
yoµr own 16-bit IBM-compatible

micro

Now that computers are firmly
established in offices-and in homes,
too-the demand for trained com
puter service technicians surges for
ward. The Department of Labor
estimates that computer ser
vice jobs will actually double
in the next ten years-a
faster growth rate than
any other occupation.

Total systems
training
No computer stands
alone ... it's part of a
total system. And if
you want to learn to
service and repair com
puters, you have to under
stand computer systems. Only NRI
includes a powerful computer system
as part of your training, centered
around the IBM-compatible Sanyo
550 Series computer.
As part of your training, you'll
build this highly rated, 16-bit IBM
compatible computer system,
assemble Sanyo's "intelligent"
keyboard, install the power supply
and disk drive, interface the high-'
resolution monitor and dot matrix
printer, even expand the memory
from 128K to 256K RAM. It's
confidence-building, real-world
experience that includes training in
programming, circuit design, and
peripheral maintenance.

No experience necessary
NRI builds it in
Even if you've never had any previous
training in electronics, you can
succeed with NRI training. You'll start
with the basics, then rapidly build on
them to master such concepts as
digital logic, microprocessor design,
and computer memory. You'll build
and test advanced electronic circuits
using the exclusive NRI Discovery
Lab®, professional digital multimeter,
and logic probe. Like your computer
system, they're all yours to keep as
part of your training. You even get
over $1,000 worth of software,
including the popular WordStar
and CalcStar.

...

·1

i; '

Your NRI total systems training includes all of this • NRI Discovel} Lab® to design
and modify circuits• Four-function digital multimeter with audio cassette training
• Digital logic probe for visual examination of computer circuits • Sanyo 550 Series computer with "intelligent"
keyboard and 360K double-density, double-sided disk drive• High-resolution monochrome monitor• RAM expansion
module to give you powerful 256K memmy • 120 CPS dot matrix printer with near-letter-quality mode• EasyWriter I,
WordStar, CalcStar bundled software• Reference manuals, schematics, and bite-sized lessons.

Send for
100-page
free catalog
Send the post-paid
reply card today for
NRJ's 100-page full
color catalog, with
all the facts about
computer training.
Read detailed
descriptions of each
lesson, each experiment you
perform. See each piece of
hands-on equipment you'll
work with and keep. And
check out NRI training in other
high-tech fields such as Robotics,
Data Communications, TV I
Audio/Video Servicing, and more.
Mail the postage-paid card today,
and see how NRI can prepare you for
advancement and new careers in the
exciting world of electronics. If the
card has been used, write to NRI
Schools, 3939 Wisconsin Ave.,
Washington, D.C. 20016.

NRI is the only home study
school that trains you as
you assemble a top-brand
microcomputer. Alter
building your own logic
probe, you'll assemble the
"intelligent" keyboard . ..
. .. then install
the computer
power supply,
checking all
the circuits
and connec·
lions with
NRl's Digital
Multimeter.
From there,
you'll move on
to install the
disk drive and
monitor.

~~~CHOOLS
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20016

We'll Give You Tomorrow.

• r~
~!

I. M~

IBM is a Regist ered Trademark of Intern ationa l
Business Mach ine Corporation.
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Inquiry 183

FORTRAN PROGRAMMERS
Downloading from mainframes or developing
on the PC the choice is FnL.
"Lahey's FnL FORTRAN is the compiler of choice ...
FnL compiled the five files in a total of 12 minutes which
was 4 times as fast as MS FORTRAN and an astounding
6 times as fast as Pro FORTRAN."
PC Magazine
"The manual that comes with this compiler is well put
together. The messages are clearly explained, the com
piler's unique features are well documented . .. All in
all, FnL is a fine, well supported product that we think
will do very well in the marketplace."
Computer Language

VERSION 2.0 NOW AVAILABLE -

$477

Full ANSI FORTRAN-77
Source On-Line Debugger
Common/Array greater than 64K
Lattice C and other 3rd Party Compatibility

To order or for more information

(213) 541-1200
Lahey Computer Systems, Inc.
31244 Palos Verdes Drive West, Suite #243
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274
Requ ires MS-DOS and 8087
MS-DOS an d MS FORTRAN are tradema rk s o! Microsolt Corporation
Pro FORTRAN is a trademar k of International B usines s Mac hines

amiga/main #1423, from duck:
a comment to 1420

IBM PC AT performance!
PCjr price!
*

AMPRO Little Board/186
• 8Mhz 16 Bit 80186 CPU
• 512K RAM-No Wait-States
• 2 Serial Ports 50-38.4K Baud
• Parallel Printer Port
• 4 Drive Mini/Micro
Floppy Controller
• SCSI Bus Hard Disk Interface
DOS Compatible ROM-BIOS
• Boots PC DOS 2.x, 3.x
• Computer Board Assembled and Tested with
Tech Manual and DOS utilities . . .$499
ORI Concurrent DOS 4.1 Multi-User 0/S .. . $395
Expansion Board for 512K (1 Mb total) 8087-2 Socket,
Real-Time Clock, 8530 SCC 2 Channel RS232/422, Buffered
Expansion Bus and more ... from $295
AMPRO Little Board (Z80) Same as 80186 board but
Z80A CPU, 64K RAM, 16K EPROM, CP/M 2.2 & ZCPR3 and
manuals . .. $239 ($279 w/SCSI)
Enclosures w/Power Supply ... from $99
.. Floppy Drives . .. call for current price
Xebec Owl SCSI Drive-Low p0wer 1./ 2 Ht Drive w/built-in
Controller 10/20Mb . .. $499/$649
Terminals WYSE, OUME, KIMTRON .. . from $395
Power supplies, cables, connectors in stock

*
*
*

Complete technic al support. Assembled systems avail able. Write or call for
free catalog. Most orders shipp ed same day.
VIS A. MasterCard, Money Ord er. C.O.D. Checks allow two weeks.
Purchase orders and bids wel come. Pri ces FO.B. Prairie View. IL.
IBM PC Al PCjr. PC DOS are trademar ks of lnterna!ional Bus rness Ma ch ines Corporalion
Concurrent DOS rs a !ratlemark al Oigilal Research. Inc. Xebec e wl is a tra demark al Xebec. Inc.
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memory you mention is less than 10 percent of the total 512K bytes of
memory. Maybe a different adjective would be more appropriate.
For ·~ext-only" displays, the difference is probably very close to 32K
in a full NTSC screen. (Note PAL has an extra 56 lines per screen.)
Since text can be efficiently stored in a text array, or just strings of text,
the cost to save the text at most is 1K.
For graphics displays, you must also now build a "display list" that
must be redrawn each time the user pops it up front. The display list
itself can become rather large in size. I think the answer depends on
your application and what you think the relative mix of user window
ops (wops?) will be.
The SMART_REFRESH does not buy you much if the user is doing
a lot of sizing. The bits are not saved when he sizes down. When he
subsequently sizes up you must redraw to restore those bits. If he is
going to do pops and pushes primarily, then SMART may be smart.
Maybe a little prototyping and experimenting is called for. You can
design your application using SMART_REFRESH first and then add
the refresh stuff later if you need the extra memory.
Note that memory usage is global. Even though yoo write your pro·
gram to be a good citizen and use minute quantities of memory and
sacrifice a little in display speed does not mean other applications will
follow suit. Maybe applications could be written to orierate in both man·
ners and let the user customize them. If he has lots of memory he can
set all the FAT bits in his applications. If he has very little memory or is
running thousands of applications at once he turns off the FAT bits.

15945 West Pope Bl vd.
Pr airie Vi ew, IL 60069
INC (312) 537-7888

Inquiry 113

The drawers in your Workbench are SIMPLE_REFRESH The CLI is
SMART_REFRESH
PROTOCOL PROBLEMS

amiga/main #985, from cheath
Problem with XMODEM and Amiga
I uploaded a file to the Listings conference, a demo version of our text
editor TxEd, and it has now been posted. Got a note from jdow, saying
she couldn't get it to run. So I downloaded it, and indeed there is a
problem. And the problem is that the Amiga binary file loader can't
deal with garbage at the end of an executable file. Well , any good
XMODEM hacker knows that XMODEM sends blocks of 128 bytes. So,
you cant use XMOOEM to transfer executable files m Amiga.
For the adventurous among you, I managed to get TxEd working
after downloading it by truncating it (using, of course, TxEd) and mak
ing sure the size is exactly correct. The correct size of TxEd is 19,896
bytes. The version of TxEd that you will get by downloading is 20,096
bytes. So, figure out a way to chop off those extra 200 bytes, and
you're in business.
PS.: I'm posting a C file in the amigaltech conference that will allow
you to get TxEd running.
amiga/main #1284, from langeveld [Willem Langeveld]:
a comment to 1270
The Amiga BASIC program to cut the last 200 bytes off TxEd after
XMODEMing it down is
OPEN "TXED" FOR INPUT AS 1
a$= INPUT$(LOF(1)- 200,1)
CLOSE 1
OPEN "TXED2" FOR OUTPUT AS 1
PRINT# 1,a$
CLOSE 1
END
(continued)

Uplifting news.
Nowwe've gotapplication
software to supwrtour
data acquisition hardware
forthe IBM PC:
Hold up a minute!
Now you can get all your analog 110 application software at the same
place you get your IBM PC compatible hardware. Data Translation.'"
We've got four application software packages that cover a broad range
of capabilities, all compatible with the DT2801 series of seven analog
1/0 boards. So you'll never have to write a line of code again.
Take a look at these:

··~-~:::~~
·~
:::
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.·

"

....._......,._,..
"

Graph Using Curve-Fit

:1
"\ 1~"~
....;...:· . j
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DT/NOTEBOOK
For the non-programmer. An easy
to-use menu-driven package for
real-time data acquisition, process
control, and data analysis that automatically
interfaces to spreadsheet packages. Its menudriven interface is ideal for users who aren't very
familiar with computers.

ASYST

Analysis Functions with
Multiple Window Display

For the advanced use1: A command-driven package for
real-time data acquisition and control, advanced data
analysis, and graphics display. For the user who requires
more sophisticated graphics and analysis capabilities.

~filjJ

For the chromatography scientist. A menu-driven, scien·
tific software package for chromatography and spectros
copy applications. For users who need to do real-time
data collection/display, peak detection/integration, and
report generation.
,. ·

t•

I .~
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Peak Detection and
Integration

CHROMLAB

DT/ILS-PC 1
For the signal processing scientist. Command-driven soft
ware for digital signal processing that supports data
acquisition, waveform manipulation, design and use of
digital filters, and spectral analysis. For users who need
advanced analysis tools in both time and frequency
domains.

3-D Spectral Display

*

*

*

\
1
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See our new 646 pg.
catalog/handbook or
see us in Gold Book
1986. Or call for your
personal copy today.

Call us today. We'll help you choose the right package
to give your data acquisition the boost it needs.

World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc ., 100 Locke Dr. , Mar lboro, MA 01752 (6171481 -3700 Tix 95 1 646
European Headquarters: Data Translation, Lid., 13 The Business Centr e, Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham Berks, RGI 12QZ, England Tix 851849862 (# DI
International Sales Offices: Australia (6112-6635289: Belgium (321 2 -7352135: Canada 14161625-1907: Chile 1212-253689: China (4081727-8222,186187214017: Denmark 1021 187188:
England 14 410734-793838: Finland 13581 0-372-144; Fran ce 1331 146306839: Greece 1301 03 1-527039, (301 13·614300: Hong Kong (8521 3-324563: India (911 2-231040: Israel 19721 3
324298: Italy 139) 2349751: Japan 18113-502 -5550,18113-348-8301.1811 3-355- ll l l : Korea 1821 753-3101: Malaysia 160) 3-36299: Morocco 1211 9-30-6949: Netherlands 1311 70996360:
Ne w Zealand 1611 2-663-5289: Norway 14711021 559050: Peru 1511114131 -8060: Philippines 8 18-0103, 818-3073, 818 -4230: Portug al (3511 15453 13: Singapore 1651 271 -3163: South Africa
1271 12469221: Spain 1341 14558 11 2: Sweden 1461 87617820: Switzerland (411 17231410. 141122360830: Taiwan (861 2-721 -7864, 1861 2-531-2434: Wes! Germany 149189809020.
DT/ NOTEBOOK © 1984, Labora tory Technology Corp. ASYST © 1984 Macmillan Software Co. CHROMLAB © 1984, University of Southern California.
DT /ILS-PC 1 © 1984, Signal Technology Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Co rp. Data Transla ti on is a regis tered trademark al Data Tra nslation, Inc.
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Inquiry 92

•

PC/XT/AT
IN TURBO
TOP OF THE LINE IBM PC
COMPATIBLE COMPUTER

MOTHERBOARD

NOVA'S AT 286
DUAL SPEED (6 MHZ/8 MHZ}

NOVA'S PC/XT
TURBO ON BOARD
UP TO

using gate array chips count only 36 l.C. (other AT com·
patible chip count 100 l.C.) 4 serlal/1 parallel on board
optional memory expandable up to 1MB fully compati
ble Bios (BASIC Input-Output System) Is d9Y81oped In the
United States, fully pl'O'lided all compatiblllty restrictions,
systems Set-Up programs diskette pl'O'lided. $595.00 (in
large OEM quantity)

640K DUAL SPEED (4.77
MHZ/8 MHZ) keyboard soft·
ware selectable, 8 slots, ex
ternal reset $125.00 (in
large OEM quantity)

NOVAS • 1000 Enhanced color Graphic Adaptor (E.G.A.) . . . . . . . . . . . ... $375.00
640 x 350 enhanced color mode, 16 color in 640 x 200 resolution
720 x 350 in monochrome mode. total of 256K bytes of memory
Plus Printer Port (can select LPT1 to LPT3)

SYSTEM

. . .for those of us who haven't decided what C to buy.
PS.: Now where are those executables in the Listings area with a lit·
tie note saying how long they should be?
amiga/main #1009, from crunch [John Draper, Cap'n Software]:
a comment to 985
I was wondering about that, whether XMODEM would work on BIX. I
also wonder about Kermit. I plan on posting another program on BIX
and was considering XMODEM. Most of my Amiga programs are
stored on the Mac. I find there are better modem programs; besides. I
don't have a cable that can connect to the modem. Anyway, back to
checking things out in preparation to the major uploading I'm planning
soon.

GENIUS PC/XT TURBO
COMPUTER •..$895.

MONO SYSTEM
ONLY ...$1,495.

Forcomple!emonochromeSjSlem includes640KRAM 13flN po.wr,
8sloo, turbo speed, 2 ciiws, serial, parallel, cloc~ game port, mooo
graphic, AMDEK ~ monitor.

256K, 2 1h TEAC DR, 20 MB H.D./w OTC
controller monographic card/w prinlerporl,

amiga/main #1215, from dbetz

serial port, monitor.

Binary Uploads
Has anyone developed a file format like BinHex on the Macintosh for
transmitting Amiga binary files through phone lines? I remember that
there was a problem with the file size being rounded to a multiple of
128 with cheath's TxEd editor. Has anyone come I.fl with a general
solution to this problem? It seems like it should be fairly easy to come
up with a format for a file that could contain both the executable ver
sion of a program and the .info file that contains the icon and Intuition
information. Has this been done yet?

NOVAS AT 286
BARE BONE

NOVAS AT 286
ENHANCED MODEL

1 MB RAM memory, 1.2 M drive, key
board, 195W power supply, case, HO/FD
controller $1,895.00

1 MB RAM memory, 1.2 M drive, 20 MB
hard disk, 195W power supply, HD/FD
controller, S/P card $2,495.00

OEM, WHOLESALER, RETAILER, END USER ARE WELCOME
• 1eM IS TRADEM ARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.

COMPUTRADE COMPANY
780 Trimble Road, Suite 605, San Jose, CA 95131
Tel: (408) 435-2662
Fax: 171605

New OEM SBC

$250•

Base model
Only

5" x 11 "

OEM Discounts Avai/able

Includes:
• 6 MHz Z80" Processor
• 64KDRAM
• Provision for 128K of EPROM
or E2PROM
• 3 Parallel Paris
• Boot PROM to boot off EPROM,
floppy disk or hard d isk
• Full Z80 Interrupt Support
• 110 Expansion via either Peripheral
Expansion Bus or iSBX"' connector

Optional features to choose from:
•Floppy Disk Controller 8", 5.25" and 3.5" • ST-506
Winchester Hard Disk Controller• 128K or 256K DRAM
• Monochrome or Color CRT Video Controller (Alpha
numerics and Graphics) • Up to 4 additional Serial Ports
• Up to 2 additional parallel ports with counter-timers
• Buffered Peripheral Expansion Interface • 50 or 60 Hz
operation• Time-of Day Clock with Battery Back-up
The Megatel Quork'/400 is a single baord c omputer whi c h allows
OEM designers the flexibility of choos ing only the features re quired.
Development ond system software include a full y conf igured CPM· 2.2
operating system - BASIC and C All Megatel software includes utilities.
drivers and source code. To order or enquire. call us today.
Me gatel Compute r Technologi es 150 Turbine Drive, Weston. Ontario
M9L 2S2(416) 745·7214 U.S. Address 1051 Clinton St.. Buffalo. N.V. 14206
Distributors: NCS Elec tronics - Varese, Italy • SES El ectronics - Nordlingen,
Germany• Perdi x Mic rotroni c s - Biggin Hill. U.K. • Microcomputing 
Ghent. Bel gium.
Qu o 1k•~ o 1 eg1 ,te 1ed h ode m or ko1

Ff. K MFG CO LIO

ZB Oi ~o

1e 9 1, te rl!dl1od e mo1ko ! Zo•o g! nc CP M1'0 1egurereo

""'.m"""°''""""."""'"c'" "megaiecl-------··
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Inquiry 213

amiga/main #1220, from jdow:
a comment to 1215
MaxiComm supports an extended XMODEM transfer that includes in
the header information the exact file length. Then the receiving com
puter can read the header and dutifully truncate the file to exactly the
right length. They did that one right, it looks like.
amiga/main #1222, from jsan:
a comment to 1220
Trouble with MaxiComm is that files uploaded with it are probably not
downloadable by other XMODEM downloaders except MaxiComm!
What my terminal does to get around this is to put a LONGWORD
length at the END of the file, together with a WORD ftag of $1234 after
it, to make it valid. When the file is downloaded by a normal XMODEM
handler, you are going to truncate it anyway, so those extra bytes
tagged onto the end don't matter, but if you download it using a smart
downloader that knows about the length at the end, then it will auto
matically save only the correct length of the file, transparently to the
user!
I feel my answer to the length problem is better than MaxiComm's,
which effectively renders the file incompatible with other XMODEM
downloaders, unless I'm much mistaken
amiga/main #1223, from jdow:
a comment to 1222
The method MaxiComm uses is very similar to the extended XMODEM
used in many modern implementations. The recent C-language one in
OOJ for June had this. One full record (128 bytes) is so allocated. It is
predictable and removable by a similar smart file diddler as yours and
a good deal more robust method for detecting it is there.
amiga/main #1224, from jsan:
a comment to 1223
Yes, the protocol for adding a 128-byte block is based on MacBinary's
!continued)

MICROWAY'S 8087 RUNS 1-2-3™!
MicroWay is the worlcfs leading retail
er of 8087s and high performance PC
upgrades. We stock a complete selec
tion of8087sthatrun at5 and8mhz.All
ofourcoprocessorsareshippedwith a
diagnostic disk and the best warranty
in the business - one year! We also
offer daughterboards for socketless
computers (NEC PC) and 287Turbo
which increases the clock speed ofthe
80287 from 4 to8 mhz. Our NUMBER
SMASHER'" includes 640K ram. It will
run the IBM PC at clock speeds up to
1Omhz and achieves a throughput of .1
mega flops with 87BASIC/IN LI NE, Intel

Fortran, or Microsoft Fortran. Software
reviewers consistently cite MicroWay
software and 8087 expertise as the
best in the industry! Our customers fre
quently write to thank us for recom
mending the correct software and
hardware to meet their specific needs.
They also thank us for our same day
shipping! In addition to our own pro
ducts which support the 8087 and
80287, we stock the largest supply of
specialized software available. For in
formation call us at

617-746-7341

FASTBREAK'" employsthe8087 to in
crease the speed of Lotus 1-2-3'" Ver
sion 1A or 1A* by up to 36 to 1 $79
FASTPAK'" includesFASTBREAKsoft
ware and a 5mhz 8087 ........ $179
87SFL'" MicroWay's Scientific Func
tion Library contains 170 scientific and
engineering functions. Callable from
most 8087 compatible compilers. First
Language $250; Additional $1 OCl
A2D·160'" MicroWay's Data Acquisi
tion Board performs 160,000 12 bit
Analog to Digital conversions per
second! Includes software drivers. The
fastest 12 bit A to D board available.
For the IBM PC or XT......... $1295

Micro

Way®
SPEED UP YOUR AT
OR AT COMPATIBLE
WITH 287TURBO~ - Smhz

8087Support
For the IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT and Compatibles.

NUMBER SMASHER'" The Worlds Fast
est Accelerator Card for the IBM PC, XT, and Com
patibles! Includes an 8086 and 8087 pair tested
to 1 Omhz, and 640K bytes of high speed ram.
Compatible with all software, operatin!;J systems
and hardware! Your program speed is increased
by a factor of 2.5 to 4.0. Floating point programs
run up to 2.8 times faster on the PC than on an
80287 equipped PC AT. One of the few accelera
tors on the market which is compatible with all
EMS cards. Includes FASTBREAK .... ... $1099
87/88Tll'bo,. is a stubby card which includes
a clock calendar and a speed controller which
changes the speed ofyour motherboard from 4 .77
to 7.4mhz. Its use requires your PC to have a soc
keted 8224. Typical speed increase is 1.6. Some
programs run up to 2.5 times faster. The card over
comes the problem of slow hardware by slowing
up only when slow devices are accessed and
running at full speed otherwise. It includes an
8087-2 . ............... ...... . ...... ...... $350

286TurboCache'" This new MicroWay ac
celerator uses 8 K of cache memory and 80286/
80287 processors to provide an average speed
increase of 3 to 1 for most programs. Call for
specifications, benchmarks and price.

MATRIXPAK'" manages a MEGABYTE!
Written in assembly language, our runtime pac
kage accurately manipulates large matrices at
very fast speeds. Includes matrix inversion and
the solution of simultaneous linear equations.
Callable from RM orMS Fortran, MS Assembler, or
87BASIC/INLINE.. ... . . ... ......... . . each $99
87FFT'" Written in assembly language, per
forms Forward and nverse FFTs on real and com
plex arrays which occupy up to 512K bytes of
RAM. Also does convolutions, auto correlations,
hamming, complex vector multiplication, and com·
plex to radial conversions. Callable from most
8087 compatible compilers . .. .. . . ... .. ... $200
87FFT-2'"

performs two-dimensional FFTs.
Ideal for image processing Requires 87FFT $100

.
MICrD
VVa'\I
,
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P.O. Box 79
Kingston. Mass.
02364 USA

(617) 746-7341

MegaPage'" Our lnte~Lotus specification
memory card. The only EMS board which comes
with two megabytes of coo~running, low power
drain CMOS ram installed Includes ram disk, print
spooler, disk cache, and EMS drivers. For the IBM
PC, XT, AT and compatibles ........ ... .. . $549

All MicroWay 8087 s include a one year warranty,
complete MicroWay Test Prog-am and accurate
Installation Instructions.

DFixer'" Our disk utility which thoroughly
checks PC or AT hard disks for bad sectors and
updates the MS DOS file alloca lion table accord·
ingly. Solves the AT hard disk problem! . . . $149

8087·2 8mhz .............. $149

DOptimizer'"

Optimizes the way your hard
disk or floppy stores its files. Speeds up accesses
by recombining fragmented files. ...... ..... $49

DCache'" Our disk caching software speeds
up your 1/0 by storing repetitively used tracks in
memory. The amount of memory used can be
selected in 64K byte banks .... ......... ... $49
87Verify'" Foruserswhohavetobeabsolutely
sure of their results! This background task periodic
allyperformsan 8087 accuracy and stress tesl$49

87MACRO/DEBUG'"

Contains au the
pieces needed forwriting 8087/80287 assembly
code including 8087 macros, object libraries for
commonly used functions, including transcen·
dentals, trigonometries, conversions and MicroWays debugger- 87DEBUG . .. ... .. . .. .. $199

OBJ ->ASM'" Amultipassobject module trans
lator and disassembler. Produces assembly lan
guage listings which include public symbols, ex
ternal symbols and labels commented with cross
references. Ideal for patching object modules for
which source is not available ..... . ........ $200

87 BASIC'" includes patches to the IBM Basic
or MS Quick Basic Compiler for USER TRANS
PARENT 8087 support Provides super fast per
formance for au numeric operations including trig
onometries, transcendentals, addition, subtrac
tion, multiplication, and division ...... each $150

87BASIC/ IN LINE'" converts the output of
the IBM Basic Compiler into optimized 8087
inline code which executes up to seven times fas·
ter than 87 BASIC. Supports separately compiled
inline subroutines which are located in their own
segments and can contain up to 64K bytes of
code. This allows programs greater than 128K!
Requires the IBM Basic Compiler Version 1 and
Macro Assembler. Includes 87BASIC . . ... $200

MIC ROWAV UDI runs RTOS or RMX com
pilers under DOS ......................... $300

8087 UPGRADES
8087 Smhz............... ... $109
For the IBM PC, XT and compatibles.

For Wang, AT&T, DeskPro, NEC, Leading Edge.

80287·3 Smhz............ $179
For the IBM PC, AT and 286 compatibles.

80287·8 8mhz........... $295

For the Tandy 3000 and ITT-XP.

287Turbo"' 8mhz lfyouownanAT,

Deskpro 286 or AT compatible, this is the card you
need to get reasonable numeric performance. It
plugs into your 80287 socket and includes a spe
cially driven 8mhz 80287. The card comes in three
configurations. The IBM AT version includes a
hardware RESET button .. ... . . ... ........ $395

NEC V20, V30 .......... ........... . CAU.
64K RAM Set 150ns....... ..... .... $10
256K RAM Set 150ns..... ... ... ... $34
128K RAM Set PC AT. ............. $49
JRAM, ASTklNTEL ...... ..... ... . CAU.
DCache plus 64 ABOVE BOARD PS. . . ... 3 75
DCache plus 128KATABOVE BOARD.. . . . 475
Microsoft Fortran Version 3.31 . . . ...... . . . . 209
IBM Professional Fortran . . . ........ .. ...... 565
Ryan-McFarland Fortran Version 2.0 ....... 399
FORLIB+ or STRINGS and THINGS......... 65
Grafmatic for Fortran or Pascal ... .. . . .. . . . . 125
Plotmatic.. ... ...... .. . . .. . .. .. ............. 125
NAG Fortran Library.... .. ........ .. .. . .... . 300
Lattice C ..... . .. .. ... .... ...... .. . .... . .. . . 269
Microsoft C or QuickBasic . .. ... .. . ... .. .. CAU.
IBM Basic Compiler Version 2.0 .. ..... ..... 465
Summit BetterBASICN .... . .. . .... . ....... CAU.
IBM Assembler w/Librarian Version 2.0 ..... 155
Microsoft Assembler Version 3.01 ...... . .... 99
Microsoft Pascal Version 3 .31 . .. .... ... ... . 199
STSC APL* PLUS/PC...... ... ...... ..... . . 450
Phoenix Plink86 or Cosmos Revelation ... CAU.
SPSS/PC+................. . . .. .. . . ....... . 595
EPSILON Text Editor. . . ... . ..... ... .. . .... . 195
LABTECH NOTEBOOK ...... . ....... .. . ... 745
MultiHalo (one language) . . . .. . ... .. ... ... . . 189
Fifth Generation FASTBACK ... ... ... . .... . 150
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efforts. It's known as ABTF (Atari Binary Transfer Format) on the Atari
SIG and will be similarly defined on the Amiga SIG on CompuServe.
However, if a 128-byte block is added to the beginning of a file, it's
·not automatically removed by terminal programs that don't know of its
existence. The point about adding file information to the end rather than
beginning of the file is that it's more useful because a normal
XMODEM downloader can successfully download the file, whereas,
when you add things to the beginning, you restrict the downloading of
the file to packages that know about the extra 128-byte block tagged
onto the start!
amiga/main #1225, from dbetz:
a comment to 1220
How do we make use of that format on BIX? Does it look like a normal
XMODEM transfer until it hits the Amiga? In other words, is the header
part of the protocol part of the packet or part of the first data packet?
amiga/main #1226, from dbetz:
a comment to 1222
I still think it would be nice to have a file packer that would allow the
executable file and the .info file to be transmitted as a single file and
split at the destination.
amiga/main #1228, from jsan:
a comment to 1225

Charge Through Your Number Crunching

with MATHPAK 87™
MATHPAK 87 is an ideal tool for anyone doing scientific or engineering
computation. MATHPAK 87 contains 120 assembler coded routines for
virtually all common mathematical operations. Theseroutinesarespecifi
cally designed to extract the utmost performance from your 8087180287
coprocessor and run up to 20 times faster than equivalent high level
language routines. A 1K complex FFT takes 1.85s; a 1K real FFT takes 1s.
The Fortran versions support single, double and mixed precision arith
metic. MATHPAK 87routines are easy to use -you simply call them from
your programs. A detailed, 130 page manual (full of examples) gets you
started in minutes.
MATHPAK 87 has routines for:
• real & complex vector/
• FFT's - complex, real, 20, etc.
matrix/scalar operations
• solution of linear equations
• matrix eigenvalues/vectors
• solution of differential equations
• matrix decomposition
• spectral analysis, windowing
• matrix factoring
• Kalman filtering
• convolution
• numerical integration
• statistical operations
• data fitting
To make full use of your 8087180287 chip order MATHPAK 87 today.

$69.95 (US) for Turbo Pascal, $109.95 (US) for Microsoft/IBM Pascal,
Microsoft/IBM Fortran or IBM Professional Fortran versions.
MasterCard, checks, money orders and company purchase orders ac
cepted. Specify compiler. Please add $5 for shipping and handling.
Precision Plus Software, 4095 Kingston Road, Box 172B,
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1E 2M3. Telephone (416) 761-5309.
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The ABTF protocol, as used by MacTerm and (I believe) MaxiComm,
has the initial block (block 1) containing header information that in
cludes filename (as stored on disk), real length, type of system to run
on, and other useful information. It can be downloaded by any
XMODEM downloader, but the file must be doctored at the receiving
end to utilize the header information. Alternatively, a suitably equipped
downloader can download and make use of the header in one big job ,
which is what I assume MaxiComm does.
My point is that although ABTF protocol is nice (and I shall be adopt
ing it, too), it is not the all-singing wonderful gift to downloaders,
because we have many existing XMODEM downloaders who will be
able to download ABTF files and won't use them because they won't
know how to doctor the file upon receipt.
Whereas, if the file info block was attached to the end of the file
(rather than the beginning), then the file can be downloaded by
'tJumb" XMODEM downloaders, and the normal procedure of simply
chopping the file to the correct length (as already practiced in the
Amiga community) will work fine, and no garbage will prevent the file
being used as soon as it's downloaded because all the garbage is at
the end of the file, rather than the beginning. Naturally, a suitably
equipped downloader that knew about the info block at the end would
utilize the information contained therein and would save the file auto
matically with the correct length.
I want to confirm that both protocols (ABTF and the other one) are
able to send and retrieve XMODEM files onto normal systems, like BIX,
CompuServe, etc The only difference being extra "data" added to help
the host computer determine the correct length of the file, since
XMODEM always rounds the length up to the next nearest 128-byte
multiple.
ABTF contains other goodies, too, all 128 bytes' worth. In fact, 124
bytes' worth, because the last word of ABTF contains a checksum of
the first 124 bytes, allowing it to safely determine whether a file is ABTF
or not! Hmmm, I begin to wonder, actually!
If the first sector of a file was all zeros, then the checksum of all
zeros is indeed zero ; thus, when ABTF downloader looks for its
(continued)
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a manager. you know the
key to a successful project is good
planning. You can't afford to overlook
critical costs and deadlines.

COMPREHENSIVE
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The Profect Scheduler Network will
help you meet deadlines and beat cost
targets using effective project scheduling,
resource planning. costing, and status
tracking.
Advanced screen graphics. Produce
Network diagrams. Gantt charts. and
color graphs to provide the concise
information you need for timely decision
making,.
Work Breakdown Structure tWBS).
Organize project' activities to produce
summary level schedules and reports.
Multiple projects can be integrated to
present project level schedules and total
resource utilization.
Baseline schedules. Save them to
compare with current schedules for
schedule tracking. Actual. ofiginal plan.
and current plan costs can be graphically
compared tor cost tracking.

Comprehensive report generator.
Simplify communications with manage
ment by synthesizing project information
into presentation-quality hardcopy
reports and graphs.
SCHEDULE WITH THE
CLICK OF A BUTTON
The Project Scheduler Network provides
the most advanced software technology
available. Start with our mouse
controlled menus to select spreadsheet
style input templates to enter your
project data.
Graphically build your dependency
Network with only a "click of a button."
Zoom to view the Network at selectable
resolution levels. Now use the mouse to
edit the Network to your satisfaction.
Select a Gantt chart and obtain sched
ules at any WBS level with a single click.
Window resource graphs with the sched
ule to analyze resource allocations. And
finally. select our integrated graphics to
view color histograms. bar charts, and
line plots of project resources and costs.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Critical Path Method
Network Analysis
Gantt Chart
Work Breakdown Structure (subtasks)
Multiple Pro ject Integration
TI·acking with Baseline Schedule and
Complete Status
• -Resource Scheduling
• Financial Planning and 'Tracking
• Presentation-quality Graphics
REQUIREMENTS
• IBM® PC. XT. AT or Tl-PRO. WANG PC
•PC-DOS 2.0. 2.1. or 3.0
• Monitor plus IBM graphics adaptor
• IBM or Epson graphics printer
• 320K RAM {minimum)
• Mouse (Microsoft compatible)
• Two disk drives {one double-sided)
• IBM or HP plotter optional
•f>roject Scheduler Network is a trademark of Scitor
Corporation.

-IBM is a registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corporation.

(415) 570-7700

250 Lincoln Centre Drive. Foster City, CA 94404
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The REAL-TIME CLOCK-CALENDAR for IBM PCs and COMPATIBLES

. add-~ns.
The space savmg design
of dClock allows a full complement
of expansion cards to be used without
compromising dependable time-date
system functions.
·
dClock is easily installed and provides PC users with a convenient way
to have automatic date and time
functions without paying for expen
sive or unnecessary expansion cards.
dClock comes with installation software, a Limited Warranty and com
plete documemat ion (including how
to upgrade your XT or COMPAQ' '
Portab!e to 640K easily and without
using any expansion slots).

microcoml'uters.

:ble \\•ith ail BO 88
dClocl< is compall .
dClock
is a user-installable, real1ime clock-calendar for IBM® Personal Computers and selected compatibles. dClock aUlomatically enters
the date and time into the user's computer system each time the computer
boots. Through use of an internal
battery, dClock maintains precise
time and date function when the
system is shut down.
dClock fits directly onto the sys
tem's motherboard in the 8088
socket. It does not occupy an expan
sion slot, nor does it take space from
multi-function cards or memory

Available from MICROSYNC for just

$59.95

(Please add J1 /or shipping and handling.)

MICROSYNC" i.~ a compurer peripherals produu 11w1w.ft1uurer specir11i:i11g 111
microcomputer board-le~·e/ ac<"t'.u ories and e11hm1n•memJ.

MICRJ(
Compulcr Produc1s Ocparlmcnl •P.O. Box 116302 • Carrolllon, Texas 75011 • 214-492-5265
dClud:. and ,\lfCROSl'NC a1c Tradt>moirh or MKROS \"NC Jn~".
IBMi.' a Rt> ~i,ll'rtd Troi1kmark or lnlt>rnational 61.1., inc") :'o1adtinc' l"mfl.

CO.WPAQ

i~

a ltcgh 1crcd Troidc mark

checksum and validates it, then it may mistakenly think a file is ABTF
when it was really supposed to be all zeros!
Hmmm, food for thought. I'll ask Russ Wetmore what he makes of
that and see if he has a nice way of working around it.
amiga/main #1247, from jdow
Here's an example of a MaxiComm extended XMODEM information
block. Here is the information block as examined on a CP/M system by
ZSID after crossloading from an Amiga via MaxiComm extended
XMODEM transfer protocol. It seems this is a rather robust and
unlikely-to-be-spoofed format.
d100 17f
0100:455854454E44454458404F4445401 F37
0110:6466303A666F6E74732F6761726E6574
0120:2F31360A333032380AOAOAOOOOOOOOOO
0130:00000000000000000000000000000000
0140:000000000000000000000000000000QO
0150:00000000000000000000000000000000
0160:000000000000000000000QOOOQOOOOOO
0170:00000000000000000000000000000000

EXTE NDEDXMODEM. 7
dfO:fonts/garnet
/16.3028 ... .
......... .
...... .......... .
.. . . .. . . .... . ... . .

amiga/main #1278, from jdow:
a comment to 1247
Extended XMODEM Protocol per MaxiComm
The extended transfer protocol for XMODEM embodied in the Maxi
Comm extended XMODEM protocol is currently capable of single file
transfers bundling a file and its associated .info file together if the .info
file s present. The MaxiCorp manual (which seems pretty good to me)
has an error in its description of the format.
The format includes a relatively unambiguous header block to iden
tify extended XMODEM protocol. It takes 16 bytes, of which the first 14
are EXTENDEDXMODEM. The remaining 2 bytes are in order, send 1F
and 37 (hexadecimal). This is at odds with the manual, which accuses
these bytes of being OFF and 0 (hexadecimal), respectively.
Following this are up to four strings defining the filenames in the
sending computer and the exact file lengths as existing on the sending
computer. These are sent in sequence as follows, with each string ter
minated by a single linefeed, < LF > :

or C:OMP/\Q Computer Corp.

FileName< L F>
FileLength < LF >
lnfoFileName< LF>
InfoFileLength < LF>

Automated Manufacturing
Exhibition and Conference

Texllle Hall Convention Center
Greenville, South Carollna, USA
Nawember :HI, 1986

The future starts November
3. 1986. Be there as an ex
hibitor as one of the South·
east's most comprehensive
automated manufacturing ex
hibitions/ conferences unfolds.
AM86 will highlight an Up·tO
date, all encompassing array
of state-of-the-art technology
available to key management,
R & D, engineering, purchas
ing and the all-important users
from industry and business.
Exhibits by as many as 300

companies will be comple
mented by over 40 tech
nical sessions presented by
leaders from industry and
academia.
Exhibits, as well as
technical sessions, will feature
robotics, metal working,
materials handling, CAD/CAM.
process control instrumenta
tion, CNC, lasers, micropro·
cessing, fiber optics and many
other related fields.
Call today for complete
details.
(803) 239-2967
P.O. Box 5616
Greenvllle, SC 29606

Produced by The Consortium for Automated Manufacturing
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The lengths are sent as ASCII strings representing the decimal number
of bytes in the file as present in the sending computer: The remainder
of the first block is padded with ASCII <NULL> characters to fill out
the 128-character block. The .info file data is only present if there is an
.info file included in the transfer: The last block of the file sent is padded
with ASCII <NULL> bytes to fill out the last 128-byte block. Following
this, the .info file blocks are sent similarly padded in the last block.
Another ZSID dump of the header block for sending the Amiga clock
program and its .info file via MaxiComm follows:
d100 171
0100:455854454E44454458404F4445401 F37
0110:6466303A636C6F636BOA31373038380A
0120:6466303A636C6F636B2E696E666FOA34
0130:33340AOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
0140:00000000000000000000000000000000
0150:00000000000000000000000000000000

EXTENDEDXMODEM.7
dfO:clock.17088.
d!O:clock.info.4
34 . . ... .
........ . .. . ..... .
......... .
!continued)
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SAVE
1091 .

. . $228

ON THESE
IN STOCK

JUKI

CARDCO
32K BUFFER. .(C-64)

59

Juk1 6100................. .... 344
RS232 Serial Board .. . . 55
6100 Traclor..... ......
119
6 100 Sheet Feeder ........ 209
Juki 6300 ..
. . 757

CITIZEN
MSP-tO
MSP-15
MSP 20
MSP-25

255
355
337
495

LEGEND

CORONA
OKIDATA
Prowriter 8 510 sp+
15505 sp +
Printmaster

Call
Cal
Call

TOSHIBA
P1340 .

. . .469

P351 +

1149

P341P ..
P341S. . ..... ... .. .

. 969
... 999

3 5 i Sheet Feeder .

.529

\/'!

Ok1ma1e 10
Ok1ma1e 20

EPSON
LX80
FX85 .
JX80 . . . . . . . .
Homewriter 10 .
DX10 .
D X20
DX35 ..
AP-80 .
Hl-80 . .
HS-80 . . . . . . . .
FX-286 \N E W! .
L0-800 NEW\
L0-1000 (NEW)

880 .

' 188

1385
808.

. .... . 289
. .. 148

\g~g

LP300 L<lser Pr1ntur
7686
200361 Toner C.ir lritlge
89

C. ITOH

CALL
214
.348
563
'" 645

182
192
193
84P ..

. 209
. 333
.
Call
. ... 193
. . . 207
. . 297
. .... 597
. .. 244
. ... 355
. . 298
489
. 529
.
659

DIGIT AL DEVICES
'.6K BUFFER..
. ... 75
32K BUFFER. .......... .. ... ... 89
64K BUFFER ............ .. 125

.. .. ... 359
..... .. 359
., .. ...839
......839
' .. ... 949
... 189

"'""'" . ... 549
' '" 1599
1759
2395
699
.. 17 49
.999
CALL
CALL

95
135

JB ·l260 Green
JB· 1201 Green
JC 1215 Color

Smartmodem
Smartmodem
Smartmodem
Smart modern
Micromodem

300 .
1200 .
12006
2400 .
llE .

375
265

JC 1216 RGB
JC 1460 Color

SG
SA
SG
SA
SC

SAKATA

1000 i 2.. Green
1000 12" Amber .
1500 12 .. Green TTL
1500 12" Amber TTL.
100 13 .. Color Comp

SC 200 13" RGB

99
109
113
129
209

MAX -1 2 Amber

1i:;,$

·iX-12 RGB
SR-12 RGB

4tl5

IBFvi 300/1200 MS·OOS ext. . 3 19
IBM 30011200 CPM86 eX1 . 319
IBM 300/1200/2400 e X1 . . . . 529

IBM 3001120012400 MS-DOS .579
, , . 325
IBM MS DOS 1n1
IBM CPM86 inl
. 325
Macmodem 300/1200 .
.315

TEKNIKA
MJ-22 RGB

. 195
209

TANDON
ZV M
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM

118

128
155
234
369
397

122A Amber
123G Green
124 Ambe1 IBM
131 Color

ZVM 133 RGB
ZVM 135 Composite
ZVM 136 H1 Res Color

ZVM 1220
ZVM 1230
ZVM 1240

495

569

. 55

186

MSD

INDUS
Indus GT Atari . .
GT Commodore .

179
255

'320 K aa

ZENITH

AMDEK
300 Green
300 Ambe r
310 Amber IBM
Color 300 Audio
Color 500 Composile
Co lor 600
Color 700
Coior 7t0

ANCHOR
Volksmodem
Volksmodeni 12

DRIVES

595

MJ - t O Composite

29

. . 205
219
. .... 367
. .. 319
. .. 438
. . 469
. 578
. . . 589
. 297

TELE LEARNING

38~

STS 1 Till Stand

... 399

.. , ' .. 749

NOVATION

. 133
.. 377
' . 347
' 598
135

(C-64)
. 29.95
AP-250 (300 Baud Apple) . 69.95
IB-250 (300 Baud IBM) . 69.95

PRINCETON GRAPHICS

235

. ............ 249
...... ... .. 295

SG-10 . .
SG-10C
SG- 15.
SD-10 ..
SD· 15 .
S R-10 ..
SR-15 .
SB-10 . . .
Powertype . .

To!al Telecommunicauons

NEC

' 228
. 264
325
. 409
. 209
439

SILVER REED
EXP 400 .....
EXP500 ..
EXP550 .
EXP770 .

HAYES

DT13000 13.. RG81Compos11e ... 247
OTM\40 14" RGB1Compos1te . ..329
DTH103 10 nGB HI Res
395
OTS101 10 Composite
175
166
OT1000G 10" RGB .
,. 4 19
TXt2H3P 12"' Color .. ,.
TR120M1PA 12" Green
'109
TR120M8PA 12" Amber .... ... 109
TA122M9P 12 ·Green IBM . . 148
TR122MYP 12" Amber lBM . 148

CALL
CALL
12112 G1een TTL
135
122 12· Atnber TT L
145
220 ,~ Co101 Compos;te
259
410 12· RGB H1 Res IBM
. 329
420 12' RGB Super Hi IBM
403
4.:Q 12 RGB Ultra H1 Res
555
Till Stand
35

PANASONIC
109 ......
3131 (NEW) .
1092 ' .
' .
3151 .. . . . . .
1080 (NEW) .
1592 (NEW)

MODEMS

PANASONIC

TAXAN

SG-10 .... $205

STAR MICRONICS

DIABLO
D25
630 API
630 ECS
0 80 lF
P32C01
p 38
c 150
DX-35 INEW)
AP -80

BROTHER
HR-15XL-P ..
HR-15XL-S ..
HR-35P .
HR-3 5S
2024L-P ...
M 1009-P

~g~

MONITORS
11512 " Greeen Composite
116 12 Amber Compos11e

~

PRINTERS

1J "

Drive

75

115

SD1 Drive (C-64) ............. 229
SD2 Drive (C-64) .......... .469

\mD-tiJO .T:

TY MAC
App 1 ~

Qr,\e &:.OK

289

DISKETTES

75

129
275
389
449
589
95
95

DENNISON
cLEPHANT 5'," SSSO
ELEPHANT 5 ' ' .. SSOO
ELEPHANT 5'o " OSDO
PREMIUM 51 ' .. SSOO
PREMIUM 5 ' , ·· OSOO

148

11 99

12.99
14 !A
13.99
15 . ~

51_,
51,

VERBA T IM
SSDO

osoo

13 99
1999

BONUS

5·,

"

ssoo

OSQO

8 99
1299

IBM-PC COMPATIBLE
*QUADRAM

Quad Jr . Exp. Chassis .... 519.00
Quad Jr . Exp . Memory.... 209.00
Quad Memorv Jr .. .. .... 209.00

MICROPROSE (IBM)

*LOTUS

F·15 Slrtke Eilgte

Lotus 1-2-3 . ..... .. ... ... ... 309.00
Symphony.
.. ..... 439.00

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-233-8760
In

PA 717 -494-1030

or send order to

Lyco Co mput er
P.O . Bo x 5088
J ersey Shore, PA

17740
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.20 75

Solo Fllghl

20 75

Hellcat Ace
Spitlire Ace

20 i'J
18 75

*LEADING EDGE

Nutshell ...... .. ................. 69 .95
LEWP Basic ....... .. .. .... 1.65.00
LEWP Merge Print ........ 99.00
LE Spell Correction .. ... 169.00

h slock 1temssh1p11ed wilhin 24 hours al order No deposit on C 0 0 o rd ers Free
shipping on prepaid cash orde rs w1 1h1n !he con!rnental US Volume discounts
ava ilable PA residenls add sa le s 1ax . APO FPO and 1n!erna t1o na l orders add
$5 00 plus 3% !or prior11y m<11I se rvi ce . Adver11sf!d prices show 4°'o discounl !or
cash. <1dd 4°/o !or MasterCard or Visa Per sonal checks require 4 weeks· clea rance
before shipping Ask aboul UPS Blue and Red la be l shipping All merchan~1se
camed under manufacturer 's wa rra nty Fr ee catalog with order All i1ems sub1ec1
In c: h ;m\w w11t1oul no11c:e
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Inquiry 301

131X

THE PROVEN
MICRO FAMILY
for -all the

INDUSTRY
APPLICATIONS

SLICER®

SLICER S.B.C. W 80186 CPU, 256K Ram, 32K Eprom, 2-RS232 Ports, SASI
& Floppy Ports.
A&T . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . _ . . $695.00
128K Ram . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 595.00
No Ram . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 495.00
• 1 MEG Memory/Port Exp. Board, up to 1 MEG additional Ram, 4 additional
Serial Ports, Real Time Clock with Batt. Backup. A&T . . . . . . . $495.00
PC Exp. Board, Monochrome Video & Keyboard Port, Spec. Graphics &
Card Slots available, 8 pages of Video Memory. A&T . . . . . . . . $495.00
8087 Math Co-Processor Board (without 8087 & C-Step CPU). A&T . 300.00
1OMB Hard Disk Y,H 5Y." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 550.00
WD 1 002SHD Controller Board . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 200.00
• SLICER Enclosure, 135W Power Supply, Floppy & Hard Disk Drives &
• Misc. Support Hdwe . . . _ .. . . . . . . . . . _ . . . .. _ .. ... . . . . Call
• CP/M-86 (Digital Research Inc.) . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 85.00
• CCP/M (Digital Research Inc.) . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250.00
• MS DOS (Micro-Soft Corp.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175.00
NEWll M.A .C. & P.l.C. 80186 Boards ... Used as Stand Alone or with SLICER
for Motien & Programmable l/D Control. M.A .C. is Multi-Axis Control Board
whicti controls up to 4 Analog Outputs and 4 Incremental Encoder
Inputs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Call
• P.l.C. Programmable Interface Control Board, 32 Inputs and 24 Outputs,
32KB Eprom, 4K Static Ram . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. Call

SLICER COMPUTERS INC.
2543 Marshall Street N.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55418

(612) 788-9481
BBS (612) 788-5909

0160:00000000000000000000000000000000
0170:00000000000000000000000000000000
I hope this helps all you who wish to use it. There may be a good
reason as I am shortly aiter this uploading the SO.C, USO.C sources in
normal format for a CP/M upload to BIX. The SO and USO binary files
will be sent binary to BIX in the MaxiComm extended format. Enjoy!
FL.OPPY-DISK HACK

amiga/tech.talk #272, from fgentges [Frank Gentges]
Amiga 5V4-inch Drives
The Amiga uses a 3112-inch double-sided disk drive as its internal drive.
It is an NEC FD1035. The electrical interface is the same as a 5114-inch
drive. The disk format is 80 tracks per side. A 5114-inch quad-density
drive can support an identical format; thus, if substituted for a 3V2-inch
external drive, the Amiga and software should not be able to discern
the difference.
Problem #1. The connector is a DB-23 rather than a DB-25. This can
be solved by using a metal shell DB-25 and cutting and bending the
shell and cutting off pins 13 and 25. Pins 14-24 now renumber to pins
13-23. I built it and it works.
Problem #2. There are two Amiga signals that don't match up with a
standard drive:
Amiga pin 10 designated DRESB*
Amiga pin 11 designated CHNG*
Can anyone shed any light on what these pins do and what kind of
signals the drive should accept a generate? DRESB* appears to be an
Amiga output and CHNG* appears to be an Amiga input. I think I
have all the other pins worked out and will be glad to share the info.

Computers For

The Blind
Thlking computers give blind and visually
impaired people access to electronic infor
. mation. The question is how and how
much?
The answers can be found in "The Second
Beginner's Guide to Personal Computers for
the Blind and Visually Impaired" published
by the National Braille Press. This compre
hensive book contains a Buyer's Guide to
talking microcomputers and large print dis
play processors. More importantly it in
cludes reviews, written by biind users, of
software that works with speech.
Send orders to:

National Braille Press hie.,
88 St. Stephen Street, Boston, MA 02115
(617) 266-6160
NBP is a nonprofit braille printing and publishing house.
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amiga/tech.talk #273, from jmeyer [James Meyer]:
a comment to 272
Amiga pin 10 clears a latched motor; pin 11 indicates that a disk has
been ejected. If you leave pin 11 unconnected and change disks, the
Amiga will tell you that you have a corrupt disk_
amiga/tech.talk #278, from ripley [Mike Riley]
Disk-Drive Connector
Could someone in the know please post the pin-out of the disk-drive
connector? I copied a couple of pages from the hardware manual, but
all the pins were listed by letters. I would like to whip up a cable this
weekend to add some 5114-inch drives. Any help would be appreciated.
amiga/tech.talk #279, from jmeyer:
a comment to 278
Pin 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

ready
read data
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
motor (signal should latch!)
drive select c
motor clear
disk change (indicates ejected disk)
+5volts
side select
write protect
(continued)

B
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Programming.
You'll learn to whip every element of your programming into shape with the
latest information and guidance by America's foremost technical experts.
Just call toll-free or use the coupon below to order today.

JetDne R. CoBi and William F. His
1. Take your programs to the next step.. .
data Input/output and manipulation. Learn
about data storage and access and create

~~~~~~~ ~~~~a:~o~,~~: ~,a:~~C~·s11.9s

5. A definitive reference text tor advanced
programmers. You'll find over 150 discus
sions of common hardware-control tasks (In
BASIC, Pascal, or C) as well as assembler
overlays, drivers, and real-time operators.
$22.95

2. Includes a listing for the remarkable
QUICK CODE code generator which auto
matically writes Input, locate, and print
statements. Also unleashes high memory
access and makes screen design a cinch.
$19.95

3. learn the techniques used tor creating
assembly language utilities. Includes 10 of

6. Probes the Inner workings of the 8086
(used by the AT&T6300)and8088 (IBM PC)

~o~~r~~s:uf.o~r'c,~~I~':; o~:~;J. ~~~a~ced

PCALC calculator and notepad and five
others. $21.95 (Disk available)

8. A breakthrough explanation to the tech
nical operations of DOS for programmers.
programming concepts.'1 tutorial In format Shows how to use the 1/0 services with dis
that uses BASIC for examples, It covers
cussions of: character and non-character
techniques such as: linked data structures; functions; directory and file management
recursion : filpellnln1 ; and dynamic storage routines; and memory management.
Includes BIOS functions and into on IBM
~~l~t~~~~-n$ ~~16Ts~s~~~~ ~~~~)25 sub"compatibles:" $16.95

f~~~~j;;;~~ed1~~1c~~t;:'."b~~c~\l~ht:~~~~ues

designs while programming In assembrer.
$18.95

2

Now at your book or computer store.
Or order toll-free today:

4. Includes code llslin~s for three working
debuggers including single-stepping, cross
referencing , and mapping utllltles. $19.95
(Disk available)

~~A~~~ei~~'.a~~gl~tLi"r~~~N"e° ~:~

1

800 624 0023
-

-

In New Jersey:
800-624-0024

~R:Y~o:u:c~ONS ~M:N-;IN~ - A : ;_ _- __-__-__- __-_-__-__-__- _ Exp. date _ _ _--,
I c/o
Prentice Hall,
Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
p_Q_ Box 512, W. Nyack, NY 10994
Name __________________________ I
I Circle the numbers of the titles you want below.
I (Payment must be enclosed; cr, use your charge Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
card .) Add $1.50 for postage and handling.
City
.
. State _ __ _ Zip
is check for$ ___ or charge to
I
I 0Enclosed
MasterCard 0 VISA.
Dep t 3
GR-PTEC-AW(3)
I
1 (0 -89303-528-9)
2 (0-89303 -784-2)
3 (0-89303-584-X)
4 (0-89303-587-4)
I
(New Jersey residen ts. please add applicable sates tax .)

5 (0-89303-787-7)

6 (0-89303-424-X)

7 (0-89303-481-9)

- -

-----

8 (0-8359-5655-5)

L ______ - - - - - - - - - - -----~
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Brady
Inquiry 402
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: BEST OF
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BIX
~·;
.

631 S. Main Street, Plymouth, Ml 48170- 313-451-0665

Compupro®, LOMAS, EARTH, TELETEK
S-100 CIRCUIT BOARDS
$671. Lomas2668MHZ

CompuPro 28i:i CPU
CompuProSPU Z"'SMHZ
CompuPro 8085/88 ..

CompuPro Disk 1A"'
CompuPro Disk 3 '"

296 .
263.
371.,
446.

Lomas 8086
LomasOctaport"' 8Setial
Lomas LOP'" 72
Lomas 256K Oram

CompuPro Ram 22 '"
CompuProRam 23"

446. Lomas512K Dram

CompuPro Ram23 128
CompuPro CPU Z'"

263.
189.
300.
263.
375.
495.

188. Lomas Ram 67 ·•

CompuProCCP / M 11 616~

System Support One••
TeletekHO/

Teletek Systemaster®

LomasHazilall '"
Thunder 186'"
LomasCCPIM~86'"

CompuProt/04
Systemaster II*

$821.
420.
320.
206.
358.
448.
599.
244 .
895.
280.
263.
795.

ColorMagic32K
Lomas 1OMHz 6086
Lomas4serial
LomasColorMagic'" 16K
Lomas MSDOS '" 2. 11
CompuPro MDrive H®512K
CompuProt/038porl
TelelekSBC 16MHz128
Turbodos®forTelelek
Lomas2 Megabyte
Ram -(2048K) jusl
EarthTurbomasler
1.T. 1024)(1024 Brd

$556.
520.
200.
476.
200.
446.
371.
375.
650.
$821.
$795.
S995.

Illuminated Technology 1024x1024 Board for Auto cad'' $995.

Earth Computer TURBO SLAVE I SM Hz 128K $395.
Turbo Slave I runs with Teletek, North Star Horizon, Advanced Digital and Others under

Turbodos'~.

SYSTEMS

CompuPro 85/88.256K,CDOS, SS1.llO 4.2·96TPI DRS. 15 Slol
CompuPro 85/88,256K,CDOS, SS1.llO 4.1-96TPl.20MB. 15 Slol
CompuPro 286. SPUZ, 40MB, SS!. Ii 3, COOS, 15 Slol, 30 amp PIS
286, 1024K, 20MB, AutoCad 2 System - Ready to Run
Lomas 286, 1024K,20MB HD, 1-s~.coos, 6 SERIAL. 2 Par. 15 Slol
Lomas Thunder 186, 256K, 20 MB HD, 1-s ~ . COOS. 4 Slot
Teletek 8MHz Masler, 4-8MHz 128K SLVS , 1-5~, 20 MB HD, TDOS
AT CLONE 286. FAST 20 MB HD. enhanced 512K
AT CLONE, 10MHz 286, 1024K, FAST ZOMB, mono card

$3095
$4295
$6995
$8395
$4995
$2895
$4995
$2995
$3695.

VELOCITY 286-10 10 MHz 80286
$3695 -

LARGER HARD DISKS AVAILABLE

AT COMPATIBLE WITH FAST 30 MB HARD DISK, 256K EGA CARD
1024K, EXPANDABLE TO 4096K ON MOTHERBOARD & 12 5MHz
Xenix", Full Development System Five $995.00

XT COMPATIBLES START AT $895
Corporate Users Cut Your Programming ·
Time with Our Fast (10MHz 286) AT Compatible
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND STOCK ON HAND
CompuPro is a Registered Trademark ol Viasyn, CPU z. DiSk 1A, Disk 3. tnte1iacer 3, ln1e1lecer 4,. CPU 286, CPU 6065'88,
Sys!em Supporl 1. MORJVE:H, Aam 22, Ram 23 are ttedemerks or registered trademarks ol Viasyn. CP IM 2.2. CCPIM, are
regislered tradema1ks of Digital Research lnc. MSOOS Is a regislered trademark of Microsoll. Syslemas1er & Systemaster II are
registered trademarks of Teletel< Enterpr ises. Turboclos Is a registered trademark ol SoHware 2000. Hercules ls a lrademark ol
Hercules. IBM & AT are l!ademarks or registered lrademarks or lnlema!lona1 Business Machines. AutoCad 2 Is a registered
1radema1kol AutoOesk. Inc. Xenix 11 a t rademark ol MlcroSoll.

a message to
our subscribers
From time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list
available to other companies who wish to send our
subscribers material about their products. We take great
care to screen these companies. choosing only those
who are reputable. and whose products. services. or
information we feel would be of interest to you. Direct
mail is an efficient medium for presenting the latest
personal computer goods and services to our
subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use
of our mailing list. and look forward to finding
information of interest to them in the mail. Used are
our subscribers· names and addresses only (no other
information we may have is ever given).
While we believe the distribution of this information
is of benefit to our subscribers. we firmly respect the
wishes of any subscriber who does not want to receive
such promotional literature. Should you wish to restrict
the use of your name. simply send your request to the
following address.
BYTE Publications Inc.
Attn: Circulation Department,
70 Main St., Peterborough, NH 03458
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

track zero
write gate
write data
step
direction select
drive select d
drive select b
index
+ 12 volts (only enough for one 5114-inch drive)

Thanks to Jay over on CompuServe for this info.
BERNOULLI DISK DRIVE

amiga/main #986, from mposehn [Mike Posehn]:
a comment to 975
20 megabytes isn't much m a graphics machine like the Amiga. I'm
going to wait for 40 megabytes.
amiga/main #991, from skipcave [Ellis "Skip" Cave]:
a comment to 975
I would suggest that yw take a look at the dual 20-megabyte
removable cartridge drive from Iomega (New Bernoulli Box). This box
gives you 40 megabytes on line with 35-ms access times, fully
removable media, and a 3-4 minute backup from one cartridge to the
other (20 megabytes). The box has a standard SCSI parallel port and I
have driver sources for the 68000 on various machines with SCSI
ports. You can turn most any 8-bit port with some handshake lines into
an SCSI port without too much sweat.
I have 15 or so programmers developing with the dual 10-megabyte
versions of this box, and the easy backup is a developer's dream. (I
don't know how often you've blown up the OS on a new machine and
lost hours of work, but the instant backup feature of these things is in·
valuable.) The box is a bit pricey ($2000 and up) but nothing beats it
for developers.
amiga/main #1017, from ripley:
a comment to 975
What I want is an SCSI host adapter that allows rre to use several
hard-disk controllers and tape backup units through the same interface.
The OMA would be on the host adapter and the software should allow
you to configure for any size Winchester including a mixture on a
single controller. Even the controller ID could be specified.
Don't forget, one of the things a lot of companies at COMDEX were
showing were hard disks (including 360·megabyte 5V4·inch drive) with
the SCSI interface built into the drive. So allowing for several controllers
might not be a bad idea, as each of these drives uses a separate
controller.
Besides, I have an ulterior motive. I picked up several of my com
pany's used Winchesters and controllers with cabinets for $40-$45 for
5-megabyte and 15-megabyte drives. I would like to add these to my
system, along with the Tandberg streamer I can get through the com·
pany at cost. Also, the CD-ROM drives should be controllable using
SCSI controllers, I believe. By using this interface I don't see how you
can go too far wrong. With a single host adapter you can add a
myriad of different mass-storage devices using controllers designed by
companies that specialize in that field (I recommend OMTI and
Emulex) and can produce the controller cheaply by selling to a \aiger
market than a single computei: Also, once the adapter is purchased
you don't waste slots in a chassis and other SCSI peripherals should be
cheaper to add.
(continued)

Amazing New Advance 
ments for an 01~ Friend.
'

ZBasic is an incredibly advanced and
powerful BAS1c.:..but-it's still the old BASIC
you're used to. Instead of spending 6 months of
ywr life learning another complicated language, let
ZBasic put ywr progams into light·speed. now!
(If you know BASIC, you know ZBasic.)

Customized for YOUR Computer:
MSDOS ™ and Compatibles: Including PC, XT, AT,
jr., Tandy ™ 500-1200-2000-3000 and all Compaqs™.
Creates fast stand·alone .COM files . Supports a mouse,
hi hlights ke ords and lots more.
Macintosh™: Complete Toolbox ROM calls support,
creates 68000 Native Code, Macintalk and Appletalk
support, program size to 4 megabyte, math accuracy
from B to 240 digits. Incredible program speedsl

How Fast is ZBasic?
Lightening fast Four years of inten§e
development have produced the ultimate BASIC.
ZBaslc Is "Compiled BASIC,'':and generates stand
alone apprications that make any other BASIC
completely obsolete. Just look at these speed
comparisons.

Apple™ lie, lie: Mouse support for both the lie and lie,
Super Hi-Res graphics support (560x192 and 280x192
and lo-RES support tool). Advanced Graphics com·
mands like CIRCLE, BOX, FILL etc. and you can Mix
Graphics and Text on the screen like a PC . DOS 3.3
support (PRODOS coming this summer) Requ ires Apple
lie or /le with 12BK but programs created with ZBasic ™
will run on a 64K A le If+ .
ZBO ™ Machines: CP/M ™·BO 2.0 +, TRS-80 ™ model 1,
3 or 4 and a special graphic version for Kaypro CP/M.

Sieve Benchmark on Different PC's
Apple lie, lie

Macintosh TM

ZBasicTM
Mbasicn..
IBM~

7.4 sec.
684 sec.

PC teoaai

ZBasic ™
BASICA™

13.7 sec.
2,190 sec.

ZBasic TM
A lesottrM

486 sec.
5.401 sec.

Z·SO (CPIM™-80, TRS·BOTMI
ZBasic TM
30 sec.
MbasicTM
2,520 sec.

10 tteralion& QI Iha Sieve from Byte, Januaiy, 1983

Compiler Speed/Interpreter Ease.
Like a BASIC interpreter, ZBasic allows you
to write and execute your programs immedatelyl No
messy"Linkers," "Loaders," cir clumsy "Subroutlnl!
Packages" like most other compilers. To compile
and edit, simply type "RUN." Debugging works the
same as the interpreter, too. Just type "BREAK" or
"CTRL C" to get back to the editor.

Lightning-Fast Compilation.
,,, Computer Language Magazine says.
"Compilation is amazingly fast..." After typing
"RUN," ZBaslc compiles your program at blinding
speed-40 lines per second.

Works the Same on All
Computers.
If you're tired of throwing away your old
programs everytime you switch to a new computer,
ZBasic is for you. Source code is portable from one
computer to another, and since ZBasic uses Device
lndepend~nt Graphics and Disk File commands,
your programs automatically "Adapt" to any other
computer. And the ZBASIC editor is the same
on all versions-regardless of the computer.

ZBasic

Users~:
"Awesome! It's about timef.Greatl
Unbelievable! "

J.R. CPA
Seymour, MO
" ....fast, generates stand alone programs,
requires only modest amounts of memory, has
outstanding compilation speeds and...wasbug
free and felt solid. And the price is very
attractive. "
Bruce W. Tonkin
COMPUTER LANGUAGE

ONLY ZBASIC GIVES YOU
THESE FEATURES: . . ·_•
• Hlghllghturrors•••m•keadebugglng ••YI
• Not Copy Protected "'"·
• Never anY- Royaltlea or Runllme tee1 tor
programe you tlell.
• Direct commands (Speeds logic !eating llke 1n
Interpreter)
•·
• Super Slngl•Step debugi •
• CHAIN with vsrleble passing. (Share all or some
Vll,tl•blee)
.
. ·
. : ii
•ereate lr•n•portable aubrouUnea end functions
• Mulll·llne LONG IF. Mu~~:llne LONG FNe
•
(1rgumenl passing)
• Declmel, HEX, OCTll or BINar~ euppott.
•.
• Devlce-lndependentGraphlc:9and Fiie 110. I'\\·

"ZBasic is a powerful offering for BASIC
programmers. It provides the flexibility of Turbo
Pascal and the speed of compiled BASIC, all at a
price that can't be matched. Kudos to Zedcor and to
al' users who make wise·decisionsto use ZBasic to
the fulest. "
Garry Ray
PC.WEEK
"The best lhaveeverseen.1 loveill You should
be proud of this product. "
R. R. Manager
Mesa, AZ

• Never does Siring "Garbage Collection"
•
• Coin•• with "Quid:" .net ''Shell" -.i eourc~
· code
·
· •
• Bullt In "HELP" acreen.lete you get answers -.
faat.
•
,
• Long varlable name (15 Characters)
• Lo0pti:WHILE·WEND,DO-UNTIL, FOR-NEXT
STEP

"Mlnd·blowerl Easily the bestBASIC l'veever ·
seen! "
·
J, D.
Baltlmo~e, MD

Versions shipping now!

i ' Serial Port 11nd Modem:Support •

Einstein Math.
:"

' ZBaslcoffers programmers a math
. package th;!! surpasses anything else in the
industry! (Yes, ZBasic is even better than
FORTRAN, PASCAL, MODULA·2 or any other
, language available!) You will have up to 54
digits of user-selectable accuracy at your power.
Name

"Superb Documentation!"
"The 387page ZBasic manual is a model .
of clarity and organization. The documentation is
superb, solidifying our impression that someone
worked incredibly hard to make ZBasic a
benchmark for all other BASIC Compilers."
PC WEEK, "!ov. 12, 1~85

Easy Structure-If You Want It.
ZBasic helps you "Structure"iy_our
programs in away that's easy and simple ...you
may use GOSUB orGOTO with names or line
num~rs. Supports multi-line LONG IFs and
·~LONG FNs, LIST progr~ms with.:.....Or without-line, .
r' numbersl ZBasic automatically indents loops and
structures in LISTings, too.

Inquiry 371 for End·Users. Inquiry 372 for DEALERS ONLY.

Card Expiration Date: - - - - -
My computer is.,____ _ _ _ __

MAIL TO: ZEDCOR, INC.
4500 E. Speedway, # 93

APT.#

Address

City

State

Lp

Day Phone
Arizona Residents add 5% Sates
Tax. In U.S. add SS.00 shipping
C.0 .D. add SS.00 per onSer.
Outside U.S. and Canada. add
$20.00 per shipment for postage

~-~~~IT~a~"i~·~ PC. Foman,

Pascal. MODULA CO SOL are
tr adamarka ol their respective

PRESERVING PREFERENCES

amiga/main #1173, from mbutler [Michael Butler]
Am I missing something, or is there really no standard place in RAM to
squirrel away the color table?
I'm particularly interested in being able to tidy up the first four palette
entries (i.e., the Workbench colors) when my code is finished running.
The hardware manual says that the actual registers are write-only, and I
believe that, but is there no stock way of recovering the stuff done in
Preferences?
Are the contents of the disk file updated by Preferences laid out in
such a way that mere mortals may view them? Are there standard sym
bolic names in some #include, or some such? RJ? Pariseau? Anybody?
Also, I too would really appreciate more documentation on device
drivers and printer interfaces. There are some nifty serial chips that are
crying out for a side-board.
amiga/main #1174, from duck:
a comment to 1173
Try GetRGB4 where:
(vp,index)
vp = viewport of the Workbench screen
i = 0-3 for Workbench

amiga/main #1179, from rjmical [R. J. Mica/, Commodore-Amiga]:
a comment to 1177
If you aren't opening a window in the Workbench screen, you have no
way of getting at the screen's viewport. But there's an easier way to get
the default Workbench colors:
Call GetPrefsQ, the Intuition function that returns a block of data con
taining the current system preferences. The data structure is named
Preferences (surprise! could you guess? simplicity!) and can be found
in the file intuition.h. The GetPrefsQ function can be found in the Intui
tion manual.
amiga/main #1183, from duck:
a comment to 1179
The GetPrefs function only returns the user's preferences, it does
nothing to return the current Workbench screen colors if someone else
has dickered with them. The GetPrefs only works for Workbench and is
not able to handle any screen that you may want to restore colors to
after you have changed them.

ATARI ST

Returns 12-bit value.

Far out. Thanks! Could you tell me which include file that's in? Thanks
again.

This month the ST discussions concern switching resolutions, ex
perience with different versions of C and assemblers, installing TOS in
ROM, using the VT52 on the desktop, 1/0 on the joystick port, printers,
alternative disk formats, and the limitations of ST windows. Enthusiasts
of Star Raiders will appreciate Jerry's closing fervor:

amiga/main #1177, from duck:
a comment to 1174

atari/tech.st #143, from cheath [Charlie Heath, MicroSmiths]

I made a mistake, I think GetRGB4 takes a color map. You can get that
from viewport- > ColorMap. If you can find the Workbench screen you'll
notice a viewport in there. GetRGB4 is a graphics.library function.

Is it really impossible to change from low to medium resolution on the
color monitor without rebooting? It is possible to toggle the hardware,
but the VD/ routines will not work. We spoke to Atari and ORI and that

amiga/main #1175, from mbutler:
a comment to 1174
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SWITCHING RESOWTIONS

was the conclusion. This means it is impossible for a program to switch
between a 16-color low-res graphics display and an 80-column text
display. We are shocked, as our current contract job requires the
switch.
atari/tech.st #144, from jtittsler [Jim Tittsler, Atari Corp.]:
a comment to 143
You might try doing a close physical workstation call after you have
toggled the hardware (with the extended BIOS function call). Then
reopen a physical workstation, and theory says VOi will catch on to the
new resolution. (This should work within your application, but exiting to
the desktop atter doing this may be a problem.)

atari/tech.st #145, from jtittsler:
a comment to 50
Yes, the ST can do some operations during disk 1/0 operations. This is
due, at least in part, to the way the OMA chip buffers the data arriving
from the disk (either through the internal floppy controller or the exter
nal OMA port). It will request the 68000 bus only when it needs to
empty its internal FIFO, leaving the 68000 largely unencumbered even
during OMA

Cs

AND ASSEMBLERS

atari/tech.st #205, from alovejoy [Alan Lovejoy]
I would like to know what compilers are available and about their
quality.

atari/tech.st #146, from jsan [Jez San, Argonaut Software]:
a comment to 143
It's perfectly possible for a program to change between low-res and
hi-res quickly and easily. All that is required is a quick mode change
on the system register "shiftmd" (Video Shift Mode type).
This is perfect for a hardware point of view, and we use it in our
game. The problem comes when you want to use GEM, which was not
designed to work in multimode environments! I'm sure someone will
figure out a "naughty" (dirty) way of poking GEM's variables to fool it
into changing modes, but in the meantime, I know of no legit way of
doing it.
atari/tech.st #150, from cheath:
a comment to 148
Re: Switching resolution. We tried the "Close workstation; set hardware
to other mode; Open workstation," and it doesn't work with the VOi
routines.

1/0 OPERATIONS
atari/tech.st #50, from skrenek [Steve Krenek]
Can the ST do anything during an 1/0 operation {like the Amiga) or
does it wait until the 1/0 is complete to proceed (like the Atari 800)?

atari/tech.st #208, from neilharris [Neil Harris, Atari Corp.]:
a comment to 205
C compilers: Alcyon C, sold directly by Atari as part of developer's
package.
Hippo C, from Haba Systems.
Lattice C, coming soon from Metacomco and sold by
Antic in the U.S.
Megamax C, almost out.
Modula-2: TOI Systems, Dallas, TX (written in England).
BASIC: FAST/BASIC, coming soon from Philon.
Pascal: Personal Pascal from OSS, native-code compiler.
atari/tech.st #149, from wbaker [Bill Baker]
I have given up on Hippo C. Bugs, fairly slow, and almost no docu
mentation. Just received an early copy of Megamax C. So far it looks
very good
Programs written for ORI C work perfectly. Compiles are fast. Comes
with a graphical shell. (Although the linker will not work under the shell
if you are using double-sided drives.) Am looking forward to the final
release.
(continued)
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atari/tech.st #204, from dmenconi [Dave Menconil

atari/tech.st #151, from qpro [Christina Willrich and Richard Mani

TITLE Micro C Shell
For you UNIX fans out there, there is a relatively new product out
called Micro C Shell. It is a C shell that sits on top of TOS and
pretends it is UNIX. I have talked to the people at Beckemeyer, and it
sounds like it is well worth the $50 they want for it. It does pipes, script
files, redirection, and aliasing and has about 25 of the standard UNIX
commands as well as a partial library of C utilities.
The $50 product doesn't do multitasking, but they are coming out
with a multitasking add-on for extra money ($100?-only approximate)
that will.
If you are interested, you should contact

In Analog, Tom Hudson did an article on the Mandelbrot set. His ORI
C program produced a low-res picture in 20-45 minutes. My back-of
envelope calculation shows that an average picture takes 20-60 million
floating-point operations. A friend has written a Mandelbrot program in
Amiga BASIC that takes 3.5 hours to do a picture. Since this is a
calculation-intensive program, the difference between interpreter and
compiler should not be that great. Also, my friend is using the fast
floating pointer in his Amiga. What gives?

Beckemeyer Development Tools
592 Jean St., #304
Oakland, CA 94610
(415) 658-5318
atari/tech.st #170, from cheath:
I thought the Lattice Amiga compiler had problems, but now we're try
ing to port stuff from Amiga to Atari, and the Atari compiler generates
pseudorandom structure addresses! We're having to convert all struc
ture references into explicit offsets. This is an exercise in high produc
tivity. (It's a good thing the Amiga isn't using this compiler; with all the
wonderful Amiga data structures, it would take years to figure out what
was wrong!)
atari/tech.st #171, from jsan:
a comment to 170
Metacomco have finished their Lattice C for the Atari ST, which is cur
rently in beta testing at this very moment. If you want compatibility be
tween your Amiga and Atari programs, then you could do worse than
use the same C compiler-Lattice.
atari/tech.st #211, from jsan:
a comment to 206
I have used the Metacomco assembler. And it's very slow, but very
good and full-featured.
I then went on to use the Kuma Seka assembler, on sale from Antic
in the U.S. It's very, very fast at assembling but lacks most of the
features of Metacomco's. However, it does have an integral Debugger
and Environment (Shell!?) that makes it useful!
Assembly times of my program (back in the days when it was only
100K bytes of source code) were 30 minutes for DR assemble1~ 20
minutes for Metacomco assembler, and 6 seconds for Seka! Yes, 6
seconds! It accomplishes this because the file is loaded into RAM
before assembly. All editing and other functions are done with the file
intact. Also, Seka needs no stupid RELMOD program; its output is run
nable immediately.
On a 512K-byte machine, it's unlikely you will manage to fill memory
with your source file.
There is one further assembler out, which I consider the best of the
lot! It's HISOFT's DEVPAC! Phone them in Dunstable, England; number
(582) 696421.
It's as fast as Seka but has fewer disadvantages. First, it runs prop
erly with GEM and has a nice decent editor. Next, it allows include
files, so you are no longer limited by memory size.
There is also a GST assembler coming out, which, knowing their
reputation, will also be pretty good.
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atari/tech.st #152, from dmenconi:
a comment to 151
It is true that, once the interpreter figures out what the calculation is,
the actual calculation-will take roughly the same time whether the pro
gram is BASIC or C. However, the overhead involved in setting up for
each calculation is not trivial. Also, there is the looping and the condi
tion testing, not to mention storing and retrieving data. Given all this I
am not much surprised at a 7 to 1 improvement of C over BASIC. In
fact, I would expect more. Either the Amiga BASIC is very good or, as
you suggest, the type of problem is slightly better suited to BASIC.
Since the two processors are the same and the machines are not
doing graphics in real time (I assume), the difference in the two com
puters would be the language and the clock speeds (I think the ST is a
smidge fastec isn't it?) and, of course, how the two programs are writ
ten. I would say that there are too many variables to use this as a com
parison between the two machines.
atari/tech.st #154, from cheath:
a comment to 153
I'd expect the Atari to be about 5 percent faster if they use the same
floating-point routines, on this nongraphic-intensive application. If there
are moving images on the screen, the Amiga is 2 to 5 times faster,
from our limited experience.
atari/tech.st #155, from skrenek:
a comment to 154
I was surprised that the Amiga came out faster than the ST on this tim
ing. The pixel drawing to fill the screen should be such a small part as
to be unimportant. I also would expect the ST to be faster on the pure
math. There were some slight differences because of the way the
libraries are accessed. In fact, now that I think about it, Tom may have
said that the square root function is double precision on the ST
atari/tech.st #156, from jsan:
a comment to 155
In some ways, even without hardware assistance, it is easier to draw a
pixel on the Amiga than it is on the Atari. The Amiga has the most
logical video bit-plane logic of all-pure contiguous memory.
The Atari utilizes interleaved bit planes, which, although useful on oc
casion, make it slightly slower when doing raw graphical functions, like
line drawing or pixel plotting.
The Amiga clock speed is 7.2 MHz, whereas Atari's is 8.0 MHz. Hav
ing said that, Lattice C, the standard on the Amiga, may be producing
tighter code.
A better benchmark would be using the Green Hills C that Amiga
themselves use. I've been told that it produces real quality code, which
runs much faster than Lattice or any of the others.
Incidentally, I would be interested in someone writing exactly the
same program on both the Atari and Amiga machines-and even
using the same compiler. This is now possible because Lattice C has

been written on the Atari ST by Metacomco. It's at the beta-testing
stage but should be released shortly.
I think the bottom line is that anything involving graphics will be in·
evitably faster on the Amiga due to hardware graphics support and
more logical screen memory, but that in raw processing, the Atari will
be very slightly faster than the Amiga.
Having said that, in the real world, no program does raw processing
without some screen interaction. All programs have text or graphics
routines in abundance, which is, of course, where the Amiga excels.
Real world is what counts, and so it's likely that most real-world applica
tion programs will apparently run faster on the Amiga.

TOSIN ROM
atari/non.tech.st #125, from dmenconi:
a comment to 124
I have heard (and would like to verify) that the users groups will get the
ROMs (EPROMs, if you want to be picky) soon now with the under
standing that they should copy them as needed.

atari/tech.st #165, from jtittsler:
a comment to 164
On the back of your 'colour" monitor there is an adjustment that will
permit you to center the display to your liking. When TOS was put into
ROMs for the European market, the decision was made to accom
modate 50-Hz PAL displays, and so it will appear shifted on your
monitor as it was set up. The monitor has plenty of lock range,
however, so it should be easy for you to get it centered
atari/tech.st #167, from jsan
TITLE: U.K. ROM TOS Patch for Early Machines
Jim Tittsler-Many thanks for the help you (and Shiraz) gave me just
now on the phone. The solution was to modify the 50160-Hz flag back
to 60 Hz on boot-up. The following code performs that task, as I'm sure
others will be interested in a patch, too. (Although quite how many Brits
there are on BIX is not the issue, hehe!)
;Patch to fix UK ROM TOS from having shifted display!
(c)1985, Argonaut Software Ltd., UK.
By Jez San.

atari/non.tech.st #127, from neilharris:
a comment to 125
Users groups who bought STs directly from Atari will get one set of
ROMs (not EPROMs) per machine purchased, when available (prob·
ably January). I believe that we will allow people to copy them on
EPROM for members. Otherwise, dealers can install the ROMs. The
suggested price is $25.
atari/non.tech.st #141, from jsan:
a comment to 139
Developers can send blank EPROMs to Atari Tech Support and have
them returned with ROM TOS on them. If in England, they can contact
Computer Concepts, who are Atari's agents for distribution of the
EPROM TOS.
atari/tech.st #164, from jsan
I've just received my TOS on ROM (well, EPROM, actually). It's great,
being able to power up and use the machine instantly Especially
useful for development of my game because every time it crashes I
have to reset. At least now I don't wait 30 seconds each time.
One thing I noticed. Colour mode has its display shifted right by a
large amount. It's almost off screen compared to TOS on disk. What
can I do about that?

; Assemble this program, and save it as "FIXIT PRG" inside
; the 'AUTO" foldei on your drive 0 disk. When UK ROM TOS
; boots up, it will execute this program, which resets the
; 50/60-Hz flag back to 60 Hz, which puts the display back in
; the centre of the screen for us early ST users. People
; lucky enough to have the recent version of the Glue chip
; will not have this problem (so I'm toldl).
move.I #stack,sp ; TOS doesn't allow us to use its own stack, snit!
cir.I -(sp) ; Set Supervisor mode (ho hum ... I)
move.w #$20, -(sp)
trap #1
addq.I #6,sp ; Reset the stack
move.b #$fc,$ffff820a ; Change the flag back to 60 Hz
clr.w - (sp) ; Exit gracefully back to TOSIDesktop
trap #1 ; (Did I say Gracefully!? Surely Not!)
; That's it, possibly the smallest program I have ever written!
; [Also, the first program I wrote that worked first time!]
de.I 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 ; Call this a "Stack!'?
stack:
end
(continued )
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VT52
atari/tech.st #185, from mofi [Ric Young)
Has anyone had a problem with the VT on the desktop? It seems to
lock up for no apparent reason at all.
atari/tech.st #186, from jsan:
a comment to 185
The reason for the lockup is that the dumb ST will occasionally receive
an XOFF character. This tells it to stop sending any more characters
down the serial port, and hence until you receive an XON character, it
will lock upi
The problem arises when the XOFF wasn't sent intentionally and was
either sent via line noise or was in fact output by the ST but was in
advertently echoed back into the ST due to a Hayes-compatible
modem that echoes its command line.
Quite simply, you're stuck!

1/0

ON THE JOYSTICK PORT

atari/tech.st #212, from al [Alastair J. W. Mayer, author of BIX's CoSy
software)
A question/assumption: Is the pin-out on the ST joystick port the same
9-pin pin-out as the original Atari joystick port (and the VIC-20 and
C-64)?
If so, is whatever peripheral chip the port attaches to capable of both
reading and writing the joystick button ports? (Obviously can't write the
analog paddle ports.)
I have a Sequential Circuits plug-in music keyboard designed for the
C-64. It plugs into the joystick port-it takes power from the 64 and is
read by using two pins as output to clock out the key-press data in
serial form through one input pin.
Can I program the ST to do the same? Or is the ST game port input
only?
atari/tech.st #216, from neilharris:
a comment to 212
It is the same pin-out as far as the digital signals are concerned. There
are no analog inputs. Data from the joystick/mouse ports is fed into a
6301 single-chip processor, which sends data through a 6850 ACIA to
the main system. More info is available in the Atari developer's kit or, at
lower cost, in the book Nari ST Internals from Abacus Software, (616)
241-5510.
atari/tech.st #220, from jtittsler:
a comment to 212
(In addition to Neil's comments.) The ST joystick ports are the same
pin-out as the older Atari 8-bit line, but they are input-only. They are
sampled by the keyboard microcontroller, and packets of information
concerning state change can be sent to the 68000 or the microcon
troller can be interrogated about the current state depending upon
what is appropriate for the application. There is also one special mode
that repeatedly samples the "fire button" input of joystick 2 and packs 8
samples/byte for reporting to the 68K (this was included for a couple of
potential applications that required an easy way to sample 1 bit).
atari/tech.st #225, from al:
a comment to 220
That was the impression I got from Neil's comment. The pins are read
only. Fine for joysticks and the like, but darn, I really like the ability to
use those pins as outputs too (On the C-64 they're wired to a 6526 in
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terface adapter, on a VIC-20 to a 6522 [you should know that, Neil!];
thus they can be set for I or 0 by setting the data direction register on
the chip.) I've put together a couple of different gizmos that use that
ability, and the Sequential Circuits keyboard is another one.
Are there any programmable output ports on the ST? (Other than,
obviously, the predefined MIDI and RS-232C serial ports and disk
ports.) If not, how about a 6522 cartridge for the "ROM" port? (Will that
work?)
Or can the keyboard microcontroller be reprogrammed? (I suspect
the answer to the latter is that it would be far more trouble than it was
worth, if I have to burn a new ROM for it or something.)
atari/tech.st #227, from neilharris:
a comment to 225
You can't even make a new ROM for the keyboard controller, since it is
part of the single-chip microprocessor: Why not use the parallel printer
port, which happens to be bidirectional?
atari/tech.st #230, from jtittsler:
a comment to 225
Yes, as Neil suggests, the bidirectional parallel printer port would be a
good candidate. There are also a couple of other parallel output bits
available that might serve. One bit is available on the video output con
nector; we intend that to be used to switch from one monitor to another,
but obviously you can use it for other purposes. Another bit is available
on the output port of the sound chip that is not even brought out to
any connector in the current machine, so you could use it by "blue
wiring" it to the place of your dreams (only with a little bit of peril, since
future machines might take advantage of that bit). You could likewise
get outputs by using the 6850 modem control lines if you don't mind
hacking up your ST
atari/tech.st #231, from neilharris:
a comment to 230
Keep in mind that these suggestions violate the protocol for keeping
compatible with the future. If for one person's application for one
machine, fine. Definitely not a good idea for anything commercial!

PRINTERS

atari/non.tech.st #179, from dmenconi
What sorts of printers go well with the ST? Is the Atari printer the best
bet or are there better ones?
atari/non.tech.st #181, from neilharris:
a comment to 179
We recommend anything compatible with the Epson Graftrax protocol.
atari/non.tech.st #180, from mofi:
a comment to 179
Well, I use my Epson RX-80 FIT+ with my ST I went out to Radio
Shake (Shack) and got the standard cable and everything works just
fine. FirsLWord has the drivers for the Epsons, ro printing s simple.
prefer Epson for dot-matrix printing to Atari printers (talking from past
experience only, not present new ST printers).
atari/non.tech.st #182, from skrenek:
a comment to 179
I think my Star SG-10 looks great with the ST (For those of us still in the

Oark Age of black-and-white print, that is!) You may still have to make
your own cable, though.
atari/non.tech.st #187, from jtittsler:
a comment to 179
The pin-out of the D connector on the back of the ST was designed so
that a typical PC printer cable with a DB-25P on one end and a Cen
tronics connector on the other end would work.
atari/non.tech.st #183, from dmenconi:
a comment to 182
Is there enough documentation to figure out how to make a cable?
atari/non.tech.st #184, from skrenek:
a comment to 183
Apparently there is enough info with the developer's package. I don't
know what info comes with the consumer version regarding printer port
pin connections. Any consumers out there?
atari/non.tech.st #188, from bwebster [Bruce Webster, Consulting
Editor, BYTE]:
a comment to 184
The 520ST owner's manual has pin-outs for all the ports in the back;
see page 76 for the printer port.
DISK FORMATS

atari/news.st #218, from jsan
We are using a disk format on the ST that gives us 409K of storage in
an SF354 disk drive!
We did this by using 1K-byte sectors, instead of the ubiquitous
512-byte sectors that everyone else uses!
I don't see why Atari uses 512-byte sectors, because the cluster size
is two, which makes DOS use 1K-byte blocks anyway, so you might as
well have used sectors of 1K byte, and a cluster size of one!
The extra 50-odd K that we get using 1K-byte sectors makes it very
worthwhile.
atari/news.st #219, from jtittsler:
a comment to 218
Yes, there are also some folks using 10 sectors per track instead of 9.
We wanted 512-byte sectors for a variety of reasons, including com
patibility with some future products. But as you have obviously found
out, it is not difficult to support a variety of media formats.
ST WINDOWS

atari/non.tech.st #129, from dmenconi
Is it true that the ST does not let you arbitrarily position your icons?
atari/non.tech.st #130, from neilharris:
a comment to 129
You can put your icons where you like on the desktop, but not in the
windows.
atari/non.tech.st #131, from dbetz [David Betz]:
a comment to 130
I think that it is really important to be able to arrange the icons in a
disk window the way you want to. One of the things that makes the
Macintosh so easy for new users to understand is that documents

seem to behave as real objects. When you move a document, it stays
where you put it. You can arrange your documents n a convenient
order on your desk (in windows) and they remain in place from session
to session. If you take away that ability, you are left with something that
is no different from a traditional file system with pictures as file
extensions.
STAR RAIDERS

atari/non.tech.st #156, from tom_thompson [Tom Thompson,
Technical Editor, BYTE]
Truth to the "Star Raiders II" rumor?
atari/non.tech.st #163, from neilharris:
a comment to 156
It is under development by one .of our best in-house programmers. He
has many of the early routines done, but it will probably be 3-4
months more work for him. Looks awesome-thanks to the ST's better
resolution; the different displays from the 8-bit version are combined on
one main screen. So the galactic map is displayed as a hex map in
the lower part of the screen.
atari/non.tech.st #166, from tom_thompson:
a comment to 163
Thanks for the info, and keep us posted. Please don't cramp the big
display too much-a lot of Star Raider's appeal came from getting in·
valved in the big screen display. I'd like to see more sophisticated
graphics {shouldn't be too hard with the ST, right?), particularly realism
on the attack vessels, and more elaborate attack algorithms from the
enemy ships.
atari/non.tech.st #175, from jerryp [Jerry Pournelle, Consulting Editor,
BYTE]
I want Star Raiders for the ST I want Star Raiders for the ST I want Star
Raiders for the ST I want .

IBM
This month's selection of activity in the IBM conference features a con
tinuation of the discussion about the NEC V20N30 CPUs, questions
and answers on how extended memory and memory overlays work,
more comments on methods to speed up the PC AT, and a suggestion
on how to extend the environment space on a PC.

V20/V30

PERFORMANCE

ibm.pc/pc.hardware #370, from \confer [Les Confer]
8088 Speedup
Does anyone know if it's possible to speed up the PC by swapping to
an 8-MHz 8088 or V20 and timing crystal? How do the ·~u r bo
compatibles" accomplish switching between 4.77 and 8 MHz? Is it
possible to implement the same type of scheme in the PC?
ibm.pc/pc.hardware #372, from cjackson [Craig Jackson]:
a comment to 370
There's been some talk of this here and in the cpus/v20v30 conference.
I don't think anybody here has actually done it. You can buy kits to per
form this conversion; back of PC Week and back of lnfoWorld have
(continued)
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them. I expect back of BYTE will have them soon, too. There has also
been some discussion on ARPANET about this, with mixed results.
ibm.pclpc.hardware #374, from rsimonsen [Redmond Simonsen]:
a comment to 372
There is a good article on V20N30 user installation and performance
benchmarks in a recent issue of PC Magazine (December 24 cover
date) called "Turbocharging Your PC with the V-Series." The improve
ment is only about 10 to 20 percent overall (better on pure computa
tional stuff). The PC article tells one a pretty complete story.
ibm.pc/pc.hardware #412, from dbetts [David Betts]
Still More on the NEC Devices
Here is some data that I generated testing the NEC 70108 (V20) and
the 70116 (V30) on various computers. This data was prepared for an
article written for the San Francisco IBM .PC newsletter "Bluenotes"
(published November 1985).
Three tests were performed: (1) an assembly-language program run
ning one million pure integer ADDs and one million integer MUL in
structions; (2) recalculation of a 160K Lotus spreadsheet; and (3) time
to replace all the "e"s with "x"s in a 10-page document.
The times in table 1 were the result of running an assembly-language
"benchmark" that performed 1 x 106 ADD instructions and 1 x 106
MUL instructions. One of each kind of possible addressing modes was
used for each instruction, and the base group of instructions were
duplicated 100 times in the .ASM source (using my editor) to reduce
overhead.

Table 3: Instruction comparison for Intel and NEC devices.

Device
NEC
Intel
70108
8086

Intel
8088

NEC
70116

Clock Cycles

Instruction
24
23
36
170
71
14
26
126
20

ADD mem16, reg
CALL near proc
CALL far proc
DIV (unsigned 16, integer)
INT(<> 3)
MOV ace, mem16
MOVS (single operation, word)
MUL (unsigned 16, integer)
RET (no POP)

24
20
29
25
50
14
19
30
19

16
19
28
162
50
10
18
118
16

16
16
21
25
38

10
11
3
15

Table 4 is the results for replacing all the "e"s with "x"s in a 10-page
document. Microsoft Word was used for this, and to keep things as fair
as possible, I ran the program and dbcument out of a RAM disk on all
engines tested, so disk access (very fast on the AT) would not affect
the test results.
Table 4: Process time for a 10-page document.

Computer

Processor

Process
(sec)

Speedup
(%of PC)

8088
70108
8086
70116
80286

103.51
94.86
50.65
40.82
32.87

0.0
8.4
51.1
60.6
68.2

PC
PC
Compaq Deskpro
Compaq Deskpro
PC AT

Table 1. Execution times for assembly-language benchmark.

Computer

Processor

PCjr
8088
PC
8088
PC
70108
Compaq Deskpro 8086
Compaq Deskpro 70116
PC AT
80286

ADD
(sec)

Speedup
(%of PC)

MUL
(sec)

Speedup
(%of PC)

13.06
5.70
5.62
2.80
2.69
2.44

-129
0.0
3.5
50.9
52.8
57.2

22.92
21.23
7.69
14 .13
4.85
3.29

-8.0
0.0
63.8
33.4
77.2
84.5

Times are averages of multiple runs, and the percentages are
speedup relative to a straight PC. Also, I should point out the Compaq
was run in its "Turbo" mode of 788 MHz, which "jes' natchrally" makes
it faster. Finally, for comparison, I have also included times for the same
benchmarks on an IBM AT and a PCjr (both unmodified).
Table 2 is the results for the recalculation of the Lotus spreadsheet.

Table 2. Calculation time for Lotus spreadsheet.

Computer

Processor

Speedup
(%of PC)

8088
70108
8086
70116
80286

32.01
28.82
17.15
14.14
11.17

0.0
10.0
46.4
55.8
65.1

Again, all times are averages, etc. Table 3 is a comparison of the
clocks to execute several "popular" microinstructions.
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ibm.pc/pc.hardware #413, from johnf [John Fistere]:
a comment to 412
Your benchmarks are very interesting, but I have a different idea on
how the speedup should be calculated. If the faster processor com
pletes the task in one-third the time, it is running at 300 percent speed
for a 200 percent speedup, right?
Here is how I would calculate the speedups:
Table 1." Execution times for assembly-language benchmark.

Calculate
(sec)

PC
PC
Compaq Deskpro
Compaq Deskpro
PC AT

In all cases but the assembly program test, timing was done by stop
watch. For the first test, DOS calls to the time'o'day were used.
One final word in conclusion. A scrutiny of the test results will reveal
a more substantial increase for the Compaq (and/or the 8086),
presumably due to the fact that the bind in speed in a PC (or other
8088-based machine) is not due to the processor but rather the speed
at which memory is accessed.
I hope this is some help. 10-4, ovr'n'out.

Computer
PCjr
PC
PC
Compaq Deskpro
Compaq Deskpro
PC AT

Processor

ADD
(sec)

8088
8088
70108
8086
70116
80286

13.06
5.70
5.62
2.80
2.69
2.44

Speedup
(%of PC)
-56.3
0.0
1.4
103.6
111 .9
133.6

What do you think about those numbers?

MUL
(sec)

Speedup
(%of PC)

22.92
21.23
7.69
14.13
4.85
3.29

-7.3
0.0
176.1
50.2
337.7
545.3

ibm.pc/pc.hardware #418, from jdow [Joanne Dow]:
a comment to 413
Why not calculate percent of PC speed?
ibm.pc/pc.hardware #426, from john!:
a comment to 418
I have no problem with that. It would mean adding 100 to the speedup
numbers I posted.

Orchid stuff does, which is very well once you get it installed, and in
stallation is easy once you catch on to what they're doing.
Alas, the Conquest doesn't exactly work with the Orchid Turbo-186 in
that programs being run under the Turbo mode can't access the ex
panded memory.
This whole thing confuses me; I am sure that it has been explained
many times and in many places, but, unfortunately, I have only limited
time to read everything, sigh. Help would be appreciated.
ibm.pc/pc.hardware #556, from conniek [Conrad Kageyama]:
a comment to 546

ibm.pc/pc.hardware #430, from naro [Richard Naro]:
a comment to 412
I would like to comment on both #412 and #413 to correct some incor·
rect interpretations. First, I must agree with johnf (#413); the perfor
mance increases are as he computed them. Since I have considerable
knowledge about the V20N30, let's make some comments on the
validity of this set. First oi all, the focus of the assembly-language
benchmarks is very narrow-they do point out that certain instructions
such as multiply/divide are significantly faster than on the 8086/8088.
Use the Lotus/Word benchmarks to see some typical application
performance.
The final paragraph is the most serious misstatement. The speed dif
ference between the V20/8088 or V30/8086 is due solely to internal
V20N30 enhancements.
All external timing remains identical; i.e., the CPU clock speed has
not been changed and there is no change in memory access time.
The performance increase of the V30 over the 8086 compared with the
increased speed of the V20 or 8088 is due to the bus bandwidth. Let
me use the Lotus example (recomputed to use the correct percentage
increases) to demonstrate.
Computer

CPU

Time

% Increase

PC
PC
Deskpro
Deskpro

8088
70108 (V20)
8086
70116 (V30)

32.01
28.82
17.15
14 .14

0.0
11.0
0.0
21.3

By virtue of the 8-bit external bus width, the V20/8088 must perform
nearly twice as many bus cycles as the V30/8086 to satisfy instruction
fetching. These bus cycles (performed by the bus interface unit [BIU])
tend to dominate in the V20/8088 and mask the performance increases
of the execution unit (EU). The V30/8086, by virtue of a 16-bit external
data bus, are much less constrained by instruction fetch bus cycles
thus, running the same code, the V30 was 21 percent faster than the
8086 while the V20 was only 11 percent faster than the 8088.
One last note-for interested parties, there is a conference
(cpus.v20v30) devoted solely to the NEC V-Series.
EXTENDED MEMORY

ibm.pc/pc.hardware #546, from jerryp [Jerry Pournelle, Consulting
Editor, BYTE}
Extended versus Expanded Memory
I would greatly welcome a good summary of the differences between
'extended" and 'expanded" memory, the advantages/disadvantages of
each, and what software is doing what with which. Since this may well
have been done here already, I guess I am really asking for a favor:
Perhaps it would be better done by mail? Or put into the tojerry/chaos
conference so that the PC conference old hands won't be bored by it?
I really know little about it. We have an Orchid Conquest board that
is "expanded" memory and seems to have several major software
houses supporting the EMS "standard"; this thing works the way most

Let me try, Jerry, but what I say is not gospel. The expanded/extended
thing is sort of messy. Extended memory is what the PC AT has, and
your Kaypro 286-memory addresses exceeding 640K up to 3
megabytes. If you were to visualize a column of addresses (like a
memory map), then extended memory would just continue as an exten
sion of the top of memory on up through the ceiling. This is where
VDISK resides in a PC AT Expanded memory, on the other hand, is
parallel memory, so to speak. In your picture, it would be a second col
umn of memory addresses.
A little clarification here. The normal PC actually has 1 megabyte of
addresses, but everything from 640K to 1 megabyte is reserved for
other uses (video, etc.). So now you have these two columns (memory
maps). While extended memory is a continuation of the first column,
expanded memory is a parallel column, and the EMS standard
physically swaps pieces of the first column with those of the second
column; i.e., you load a program in the lower 640K, then swap it out
with another chunk of memory from expanded memory to load another
program. Clear as mud? It may be a travesty to say so here, but not
long ago, PC Magazine had a nice picture of the way it was done,
discussing the virtues of the various systems, the LIM EMS and the
AST superset EEMS.
DEBUG FILE-SIZE LIMIT

ibm.pc/pc.software #489, from jms [Joseph Subitowski]
Can anyone tell me if there is a file-size limit when using PC-DOS
Debug? I was attempting to debug a 12-megabyte database index file
today and kept getting a divide overflow. All other files I tried worked
fine but not this monster. I assume there is a file-size limit then, ro?
ibm.pc/pc.software #490, from jrobie [Jonathan Robie]:
a comment to 489
Debug is a .COM file, so it is limited to 64K data and 64K code unless
it uses overlays.
ibm.pc/pc.software #491, from barryn [Barry Nance]:
a comment to 489
Yep. The maximum number of sectors that can be loaded with a single
Load command is 128 (hexadecimal 80).
ibm.pc/pc.software #494, from rschnapp [Russell Schnapp]:
a comment to 490
I doubt that .COM limitations are the problem. I've loaded some pretty
large files with Debug, 300K and more. Sorry, jms, I've never even
seen a 12-megabyte file, much less played with one. That's a whopperl
ibm.pc/pc.software #495, from cjackson:
a comment to 489
Debug is trying to load the entire file into memory, so you won't be
(continued)
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able to use it for a 12-megabyte file. There may be a limit short of the
size of memory; many early programs had problems at 512K because
the value of a segment register at that point goes negative if you incor·
rectly treat it as a signed number. But I wouldn't expect Debug to have
that problem.
MEMORY OVERLA VS

ibm.pc/pc.software #504, from jhchan (John Chan]:
a comment to 490
I've heard a lot about memory "overlays." Would someone tell this
neophyte what it is, and where I can find more info and learn about it?
ibm.pc/pc.software #505, from bbrown (Bob Brown]:
a comment to 504
What's an Overlay?
The overlay concept is a memory-management technique that lets a
programmer write programs larger than the memory space he has
available. That's how huge programs can run on 128K PCs. It works
like this: The programmer divides his code into 'chunks" or "segments"
that will be used at ditterent times during the execution of the program.
For example, he might have an initialization chunk, a processing chunk,
and a termination chunk, which together would be too big to fit into
memory. He also writes (or the language he's working in supplies for
him) an overlay handler routine.
When you run his program, what you actually execute is the overlay
handler. The overlay handler loads the initialization segment and ex·
ecutes it. When initialization is finished, control is transferred back to
the overlay handler, which loads the processing segment on top of the
initialization segment, which is no longer needed. (That's where "over
lay" comes from.) When processing is finished, the termination seg
ment is overlaid on top of the processing code. Therefore, the amount
of memory needed for this program is enough for the overlay handler
and the largest program segment, rather than enough for all the
routines at once. Simple, huh?
Actually, I've oversimplified a little. The area where the overlay
handler lives is generally called the "root segment," and it may (usually
does) contain things other than the overlay handler code itself. For ex
ample, the data structures used throughout the program live there, as
do frequently used subroutines. If the programmer is writing in a
higher-level language, the language's run-time library often lives in the
root segment, too. Even so, this technique can let you pack a pretty big
program into a pretty small space.
If you've worked with mainframes or super-minicomputers, you've
probably encountered "virtual memory." This is similar in concept, ex·
cept that the management of what code is read in from the disk
("paged in') is left to the operating system rather than each individual
program. There are other; more technical differences, too. But the prin·
ciple remains the same Hope this helped.
ibm.pc/pc.software #511, from bbrown:
a comment to 504
More Info on Overlays
John, I put your answer here in case others are interested. The han
dling of overlays is very much implementation-dependent. The concept
is the same, but the details are quite different from machine to machine
and language to language. Turbo Pascal has overlay features; look on
page 149 of the 3.0 manual or Addendum page 2 (back of book) in
the 2.0 manual. Also, read about the CHAIN and EXECUTE functions
in either Turbo manual. I'm not familiar with the overlay facilities of MS
Pascal, but I'll bet some BIX'un is. Watch this space for an answer.
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AT SPEEDUP AND HARD

DISKS

ibm.aUat.hardware #116, from star (Spencer Star]
8-MHz Crystal and Sargon Ill
I recently put a faster crystal in my AT so that it now runs at 8 MHz.
The only game I have that runs on the AT, Sargon Ill Chess, no longer
loads. Decathlon never worked on the AT I'm not a game fanatic, but I
would like to have chess and maybe a few others. Too questions for
my friends with business machines. Does Sargon Ill work on anyone
else's speeded-up AT? Does anyone have some recommendations for
games that are good and that work on an 8-MHz AT?
ibm.at/at.hardware #119, from jhchan
AT Fixed-Disk Bad Sectors
I just got four AT units at work, and after using CHKDSK, all four units
have bad sectors that range from 30K, ?OK, 90K, to 260K. The one
that has 260K of bad sectors concerns me. Would someone comment
on this?
ibm.aUat.hardware #120, from star:
a comment to 119
Core, a company that makes hard disks with a good reputation, states
that they keep bad sectors to less than one half of one percenl of total
disk space. On a 20-megabyte, that comes to 100K. I have a Core
40-megabyte that has about 250K of bad sectors, thus exceeding their
specification I think the key is that the number of bad sectors remains
stable. On disks by CMI, every couple of weeks some new bad sectors
can show up.
ibm.aUat.hardware #121, from jhchan:
a comment to 120
Star; thanks for your comment. Before these four units, I also have been
using an AT with a CMI drive with 30K of bad sectors. It has been over
two months, and no increase in bad sectors. One of the new ATs in this
batch does not have a CMI drive, but some other might. I could not
see any label on the outside at all. Is there a good way to exercise that
drive to check it out?
ibm.at/at.hardware #122, from mellon (Ted Lemon]:
a comment to 121
The IBM AT Advanced Diagnostics provides a way of checking your
disk for physically bad sectors (as opposed to sectors that MS·DOS
thinks are bad). Of course, be sure to back the disk up first, since all
data is erased.
ibm.aUat.hardware #124, from asantic (Alexander Santic]:
a comment to 123
I've heard several mentions of the IBM Advanced Diagnostics disk. Is
this sold through the Product Centers, or what? I haven't encountered it
ibm.aUat.hardware #125, from star:
a comment to 124
My Computerland service center has the Advanced Diagnostics disk. I
believe it comes with one of the maintenance manuals, but I'm not
sure. I seem to remember trying to order it and being refused, bu:
maybe I decided not to place the order because the price was too high.
ibm.aUat.hardware #126, from jhchan:
a comment to 125
I have an Advanced Diagnostics disk for the XT, but I don't know if it

wi\\ work on the AT. They're available at the IBM Product Center for
about $300 U.S. As long as it is not from my own pocket, I think I'll get
it. But it is annoying to have over 200K of bad sectors.
ibm.at/at.hardware #128, from dona [Donald Osgood]:
a comment to 126
The AT Advanced Diagnostics disk is different from the PC XT disk. I
tried to use the PC XT disk on the AT, but it didn't help with hard-disk
formatting and checkout.
ibm.at/at.hardware #129, from jhchan:
a comment to 128
I spent $295 at the IBM Product Center for the AT maintenance and
service manual. After half an hour, the number of bad sectors did not
go down a bit. Well, at least I didn't cut anything or screw up the disk
controller. I should have listened to the earlier comments and left it
alone.
ibm.at/at.hardware #134, from barryn:
a comment to 133
Which BIOS service routine or interrupt contains the nasty timing loop
in question? Maybe it would be possible to write a new routine, sans
the stinky code, and replace the interrupt vector to point to the new
routine. II the old routine isn't exercised at boot time, maybe the new
routine could "sneak into place" via the AUTOEXEC.BAT file and the
now-faster 80286 would never know the difference.
ibm.at/at.hardware #139, from star
How about some information on this 80286-8 CPU? What is it, who
sells it, what is involved in putting it in an AT, what happens to disk ac
cesses, chip temperatures, etc? I know there is no such thing as a free
lunch. What's the downside of this miracle chip?
ibm.at/at.hardware #141, from rpluzak [Richard Pluzak]:
a comment to 139
No miracle-just a faster CPU chip guaranteed by Intel to run at the
stamped speed (i.e., 6 MHz, or 8 MHz, etc.). However, Intel rates con
servatively (by as much as 50 percent), which means the part should
run 30 percent laster with no problem. Therefore, a 6-MHz part may
run as high as 9 MHz if thermal runaway doesn't occur (might need
better heat sinking). The 80286-8 could probably be pushed beyond
10 MHz, maybe as high as 11 MHz, but I doubt 12 MHz.
.At these speeds, however; the RAM access time becomes too long,
even with one wait state inserted, forcing RAM chip swaps (to 100-120
ns). Also, other motherboard and bus !actors come into play, but the
board may do 12-MHz system clocking (24-MHz crystal).
I'll have to try this soon, unless someone else has.
ibm.at/at.hardware #144, from leroy [Leroy Casterline]
Some software protection schemes are sensitive to the AT speedups. If
you have to run protected software, invest in one of the many crystal
switches on the market. Allows operation at old 6-MHz rate at the flip of
a switch. I think these products are generally much overpriced, but if
they solve a problem ...
I've been running my AT at 9 MHz (18-MHz crystal) with the original
80286-6 for over a year with no problems at all. Some complain of
problems with the floppy disk at this speed, however (intermittent
"abort, retry, ignore" messages; no damage). I use my AT for software
development and !ind the extra speed well worthwhile. If you don't
replace the 286, the investment is $50- $100 !or the switching scheme.

The laster crystal itself is available at electronics stores (in Fort Collins,
Colorado, at least) for $2.50 and can be replaced with no tools/solder
ing in about 30 seconds once the cover is removed. Just plugs right
in. Save the old crystal to swap back in case warranty service is
needed.
ibm.at/at.hardware #146, from star
Adam-Orian Industries, 18045 Cocklebur Place, Suite A, Rowland
Heights, CA 91748, (818) 810-8443, offers an AT Turbo card that holds
three crystals with a manual switch on back of the AT (Turbo I) or
through the keyboard (Turbo II). Prices are $74.95 for Turbo I and
$124.95 for Turbo II. I'm thinking of getting one. Seems like the best
solution.
ibm.at/at.hardware #152, from mhaas [Mark Haas]:
a comment to 151
Many people don't realize that the OMA channel on an AT (stock
crystal) is slower than the OMA channel on a stock PC. I believe the
AT's is 3 MHz while the PC's is the same as the CPU- 4.77 MHz.
ibm.at/at.hardware #153, from rpluzak:
a comment to 152
However, the AT OMA channel is word-wide (i.e., 16 bits) A 3-MHz
16-bit channel is equivalent to a 6-MHz 8-bit channel. Therefore, the
data rate (number of bits/second) is the same.
ENVIRONMENT SPACE

ibm.pc/other #38, from dmiller [Dan Miller]
Expand Environment Space?
Is there a way to expand the environment space? After loading all my
DOS utility software (fansi console, util, PC-Write definition files) I get an
environment full message. I have lots of RAM. Anyone got a driver utili
ty that will expand the environment space?
ibm.pc/other #45, from conniek:
a comment to 38
Depending on your version of DOS, and I highly recommend DOS 3.1
for its added functions as well as bug fixes, your environment can be
fixed in a couple of different ways. There is a file called DOS31 .PAT
(and a later version called DOS31A PAT that gives a patch to COM
MAND.COM) that will correct the problem Another way, in DOS 3.x, is
an undocumented feature using the SHELL statement in your CON
FIG.SYS: SHELL= C: \COMMAND.COM /P /Exxxx. The /E:xxxx is the
undocumented feature where the xxxx is the number of paragraphs of
RAM that you want to preserve for your environment.
The most positive method of fixing your environment is to patch
COMMAND.COM, as this allows loading of a secondary command pro
cessor and reloading of COMMAND.COM without losing your environ
ment space. Patching COMMAND.COM, though, is always a risky ven
ture at best, so you must weigh the need. Using the /E switch in the
SHELL statement is much safer and works fine so long as you don't
overwrite the transient portion of COMMAND.COM in your daily work.
One other technique, with which I am not familiar, is to load up your
environment from the CONFIG.SYS (the environment is open-ended
until you load a file, and executing your AUTOEXEC closes the environ
ment), and then in your AUTOEXEC, unload it, thus leaving environ
ment space. As I said, though, I know it's been done this way, but I
don't know how to do it.
(continued)
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IJIX
keeps increasing until the Error = - 36 appearJ,
Does anybody know what - 36 is? Bomb ID ;,, 26?

This month in the Macintosh conference a number of technical prob
lems were encountered and solved on BIX. A warning about using
Rascal with a HyperDrive was posted, along with a code fragment for
the rapid handling of dialog boxes. A debate over what constitutes a
game started in the Soapbox topic, and assistance was given to a user
encountering problems downloading from BIX.
MAC TO PC CONNECTION

macintosh/hardware #40, from joeleben [Joe Leben]
TITLE Connecting Mac to PC
This is a strange one. I connected my Mac to my PC via the modem
port on the Mac and the COM2 async port on ttw PC. All went well. I
transferred files back and forth with no problems. But then I shut the
machines off. If I turn on the PC first and then attempt to turn on. the
Mac, the Mac won't power on. No beep, no Mac face, no nothing. But
if I then pull out the plug from the modem port that is connecting the
Mac to the PC, the Mac magically powers on. This dbesn't happen if
the plug is plugged in and the PC is powered off. What's happening
here? I can't believe that some condition at a serial port will cause a
computer to refuse to power on! Is this just me? Even if I've got the
cable wired wrong, this shouldn't happen. Any suggestions?
macintosh/hardware #41, from jeffjacobs [Jeff Jacobs]:
a comment to 40
It is possible that noise generated by the serial port is such that there
is a constant stream of interrupts, or an interrupt that generates a hard
loop such that the system is "frozen"; i.e., the Mac is powered on but
can't get to the code that gets everything started.
The above is just speculation, but you might check to see that the
cable is grounded properly.
macintosh/hardware #42, from bvanahtwerp [Bill Vanantwerp]:
a comment to 40
Check the cable to make sure that pin 4 on the PC side is tied high. I
had similar trouble when trying to make the Mac drive an HP Plotter. A
check with a breakout box showed that the Mac constantly monitored
pin 4 and, if low, would not power on.
macintosh/hardware #43, from joeleben:
a comment to 41
Could be the ground; I'll check. I had a short cable and spliced in an
extension between the two connectors. Chances are I didn't get the
ground connected right. But a computer that won't turn on because
something is weird on a serial port? That's a new one on me.
HARD-DISK PROBLEM .

macintosh/hardware #49, from jelfjacdbs
TITLE: MacBottom20 Problems .
,
I just got a MacBottom20 and am.having problems; after it has been
on for a while, I start getting disk errors ( - 36) and Bombs (ID = 26,
which I believe is Seg Load Failure). If I power off, the problems seem
to go away; the longer it's off, the longer it runs okay when powered
back on (temperature problem?).
When it first powers up, I can examine blocks with FEdit with no
error, but after a while, errors start showing up, usually starting around
sector 986 and "spreading" in both directions; the number of rereads
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macintosh/hardware #51, from lloeb [Larry Loeb]:
a comment to 49
ID 26 is failure to launch. The disk error is wiping necessary segments.
I discussed this with the guy that wrote the MacBottom software, and
he and I both feel your drive is mechanically bad. But! Try this before
shipping it back. Boot on a good floppy Finder as startup. Get the disk
going and recover any files you may need with data. Then wipe the
disk by throwing away all volumes and. files on the disk. Try to throw it
all away. Then reinstall the volumes ahd files you want on the disk and
see what happens. This is a workaround to reformat that the software
won't let the user near. Try this to see if the install that you did was bad
(for some reason). If errors still appear, you have a bad Rodime drive.
macintosh/hardware #52, from jeffjacobs:
a comment to 51
The problems are intermittent. There is apparently an area on the disk
that gets "bad" as the temperature increases. If I power off and power
back on, all the errors go fJNay. But alter operating for a while, they
reappear. That is, I can launch all the programs and examine the disk
sectors with no errors after power-up, but they come back after a few
minutes of being powered up.
I'd sure like to know what ERROR = - 36 really is. FEdit says
"Unspecified 1/0 Error."
It certainly seems like a bad (marginal) area on the disk. I am going
to exchange it. I am very impressed with it; if I could reformat the disk,
I probably wouldn't even exchange it.
There was a message on another system where the guy said that an
early version of Switcher trashed application files. However, I assume
that the files would be permanerdly trashed. If you get a chance to talk
with your contact, ask him if he is aware of any possibility that this
might be a Switcher problem (I was running 3.5), although it's very
hard to see how software could cause this kind of problem.
macintosh/news #196, from jelfjacobs
TITLE: MacBottom Update
I tried the suggested technique of essentially recreating the volume, ie.,
copied all files to a new volume, deleted the originals, and then copied
back. Seems to have worked; I haven't been able to generate any
errors out of the "bad" area. I still have those sectors 'tied up," so that
they don't get allocated.
I doubt if I'll exchange it, unless I have more problems.
THE MAC AND A UDS MODEM

macintosh/hardware #53, from cecpate [Chuck Pate]
TITLE Help With a UDS 212A/D
I have a problem that maybe one of you all can help me with. I've got
this 1200-baud modem from work to use, but the catch is we don't
have documentation for them (we have two). Now is there anyone out
there in MacLand who can help me get this puppy working? Can this
modem work With anything but an IBM?
If not, what is a good modem that would also be compatible with
most other computers? I need to get up with the rest of the world . I
have been using an old A/J acoustic for seven years now.
macintosh/hardware #54, from tom_thompson [Tom Thompson,
Technical Editor, BYTE]:
a comment to 53
The UDS 212 modem is a smart modem like the Hayes, and as you

might have guessed, its command sequences are different from the
Hayes. Here's a quick rundown on the commands that perform roughly
the same \unctions:
UDS 212

Hayes

macintosh/prod.discussn #252, from jrobie [Jonathan Robie]:
a comment 'to 251
I'm sending a copy of message 251 to Scott Gillespie of Metaresearch.
II he resp.ands I'll also post his response here.

COMPLETE CONNECT - response when carrier detected
D(digits)
ATDT (digits) - dial the numbers in string (digits).

macintosh/prod.discussn #275, from jrobie:
a cqmmerit to 251

If you have script or auto-pilot files set up for a Hayes modem, altering
the two commands as shown should help. I've had to modify a Hayes
script file to play with a UDS modem, and I suggest the following addi
tions to your script 1.iles:

Message 251 suggests that there is a bug in Rascal that results in the
loss of directory information when certain programs are run on a Mac
with a HyperDrive. This is Scott Gillespie's response

1. Start out by issuing a OGDEN (Opal-Green-Zero-Edna-Nancy) to the
UDS. This initializes the UDS and places it in the command-ready state.
Look for a prompt ( : ) from the UDS indicating rr's prepared to accept
commands. Do not pass go ii you don't get this prompt.
2. I don't remember if there was a hang-up command like " + ++ " with
a Hayes, so any hang-up sequences will have to be eliminated or
modified.

macintosh/hardware #55, from cecpate
You hit it right on the bit and put a lire under my Mac. I'm at 1200
baud. Now I can let my boss know what to do with his UDS and Mac
MACPLOT SOFTWARE

macintosh/prod.discussn #248, from bvanantwerp
TITLE: MacPlot
I just received a copy of MacPlot. Quite nice in many regards. The pro
gram can turn MacDraw and MacDraft documents into plots on a wide
variety of plotters including the HP series, HP emulators, and many
others. The program is quite good at using the Mac interlace and also
produces a variety of types of line and solid shadings on a variety of
drawings. Now if it only did Excel graphs or did some curve fitting.
macintosh/prod.discussn #249, from kerskine [Keith Erskine]:
a comment to 248
Can MacPlot work with Calcomp plotters?
macintosh/prod.discussn #250, from bvanantwerp:
a comment to 249
Plotter Support
The version of MacPlot that I have will run a Calcomp 81 plotter. The
professional version will su9port the 104x series Calcomp plotters, as
well as ~ome of the larger CAD plotters.
·
RASCAL LANGUAGE AND HARDWARE

macintosh/prod.discussn #251, from mwelch [Mark Welch]
Re: Rascal and the HyperDrive 20
I noticed a few messages on MacOueue of great importance to people
with HyperDrives According to Leo LaPorte, sysop of MacOueue, any
program written in Rascal that uses sound will destroy directory infor
mation on the HyperDrive 20. One person lost an entire hard disk this
way. I don't know what version of Rascal this pertains to, but there are
apparently several programs (one called Billiards) released as public
domain that were written in Rascal and use sound, so if you have a
HyderDrive 20 you should be very, very careful when running new
public-domain software.
·
This is not a '1rojan horse''.-it appears to be a very obscure but quite
consistently destructive bug.

As many of you know, the Rascal Billiard Parlour (an application writ
ten at REled College with the Rascal Development System) has been
wreaking havoc with HyperDrive 20s. I am a coauthor of Billiard
Parlour, and of ·Rascal itseli, and I would like to clarify and explain the
source of the crashes.
·
Clarification:
1. There is no inherent problem with Rascal itself. Period.
2. The root of the Billiard Parlour crash is a bug in the HyperDrive 20
system software.
3. Any program (it doesn't matter what development system created the
prograni) that uses the free·lorm synthesizer mode of the Sound Driver
is a potential HyperDrive 20 crasher.
Rascal provides a turnkey sound library, which makes using the free
form sythesizer very simplEl; hEjnce, we have written anumber of pro
grams using complex sound (such as Billiard Parlour).
The Bug:
The HyperDrive people wrote their own version of the Macintosh Trap
Manager in order to allow a larger system heap, thereby allowing more
drawers open at any one time. In one of the rewritten Trap Manager
calls (either GetTrapAddress or SetTrapAddress, I can't remember
which), register A2 is not restored to its original value upon completion
of the rouline.
And the Consequences:
It turns out that not very much code is affected by this bug, but the
Macintosh Sound Driver is affected during the execution of free-form
synthesizer mode calls. The Sound Driver, apparently, contains code
that depends on the value of A2 not changing. It is not clear why there
can be such terrible consequences (such as ruined directories on the
HyperDrive); nevertheless, there are.
Verification:
This analysis is verified in part by the fact that Billiard Parlour (and
other programs that make free-form synthesizer calls) run perfectly well
on HyperDrlve 20s with new (as-yet-unreleased) HyperDrive software.
Solution:
The only total solution to the problem is to wait for the next official
release of HyperDrive software-Billiard Parlour and other programs
that use the free-form synthesizer will work fine on a HyperDrive with
the new software installed.
You can, of course, boot your HyperDrive Mac from a floppy and
then run Billiard Parlour without problems Oust don't let the HyperDrive
system take over).
I sincerely regret the loss of anyone's HyperDrive files as a result of
running Billiard Parlour or any other free-form sound driver programs
(we, too, have lost entire HyperDrive 20 systems to both Billiard Parlour
and a non-Rascal synthesizer program).
(continued)
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EIX
I also regret, however, that proper use of the Sound Driver in our pro
grams for the creation of interesting and complex sounds has resulted
in Rascal, and Billiard Parlour in particular, receiving bad press.
Thanks go to Jay Roth from General Computer for being so helpful
in describing the bug and for letting me test Billiard Parlour with an
early version of the new HyperDrive Trap Manager.
-Scott Gillespie, Reed College
DIALOG

Box

HINT

macintosh/softw.devlpmt #97, from robertwoodhead [Robert
Woodhead]
TITLE A Nice Bit'o
Here is a little fragment of code that came in real handy and that might
be of use to you. The idea is this: Many times, Mac programs put up a
dialog box that does something and then goes away, triggering a
bunch of update events that the program laboriously processes to
repaint the screen. It occurred to me that if a dialog didn't change
other parts of the screen, it would be possible to save the screen, enter
the dialog, and restore the screen when disposing of the dialog. Of
course, this works only on Macs with 512K or so, but it does speed up
programs considerably (especially mine, which uses dialogs to run
special areas of the program). I wrote two procedures, SaveScreen and
LoadScreen, that do this properly. You call SaveScreen just before you
allocate a dialog or window, and LoadScreen just before you dispose of
said object The procedures are in the responses to this note.
{ SaveScreen saves a Mac or Lisa screen in a handle and returns
{ the handle. Call this routine before allocating the window whose
{ presence you want to mask.

{ littleMac global true if <512K}

L: =ScreenBits.rowBytes•(ScreenBits.bounds.bottom -ScreenBits.bounds.
top-20);
H: = NewHandle(L);
IF H=Nil THEN Exit(SaveScreen);
HideCursor;
BlockMove(Ptr(Ord4(ScreenBits. baseAddr) +Screen Bits. row Bytes• 20),
Ptr(W),L);
ShowCursor;
SaveScreen: = H
END.
{ Note that SaveScreen does not save the title bar.

}

{
{
{
{

}
}
}
}

PROCEDURE LoadScreen(H:Handle; WWindowPeek);
VAR R:RgnHandle; L,LUonglnt;
BEGIN
IF littleMac OR (H =Nil) THEN Exit(LoadScreen);
L: =ScreenBits. rowBytes •(ScreenBits. bounds. bottom - ScreenBits.
bounds.top - 20);
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{ Now we make a copy of the offending window's structure region,
{ zero the window's various regions so that when it goes away, it
{ won't trigger any updates, refresh the other window's visRgns,
{ and, as a final touch, diddle the topmost window's highlighted
{ Boolean so it doesn1 get repainted.
R = NewRgn; CopyRgn(W' .strucRgn,R);
SetEmptyRgn(W' .port.VisRgn); { Some of these may not be needed
SetEmptyRgn(W' .strucRgn); { but I'm too lazy to find out which,
SetEmptyRgn(W' .contRgn);
{ when Wiz takes half an hour to
SetEmptyRgn(W' .updateRgn); { compile! If it works don't fix it mode!

}
}
}
}

IF W< >Nil THEN
BEGIN
CalcVisBehind(W, R);
W' .Hilited: =True; { valid only if W is top window, most likely! }
END;
DisposeRgn(R)
END;
macintosh/tech.talk #119, from jba [Jonathan Amsterdam, Contributing
Editor, BYTE]

VAR H:Handle; L:Longlnt;

LoadScreen restores the screen pointed to by Handle H and fixes
up the Window list W is a WindowPeek to the window or dialog
about to go away. LoadScreen fixes everything so no updates have
to be done.

DisposHandle(H);

TEXT PROBLEM

FUNCTION SaveScreen: Handle;
BEGIN
SaveScreen: =Nil;
IF littleMac THEN Exit(SaveScreen);

HideCursor;
L1: =TickCount; WHILE L1= TickCount DO; { sync to the screen refresh }
BlockMove(Ptr(H '),Ptr(Ord4(ScreenBits.baseAddr) +ScreenBits.rowBytes
20),L);
ShowCursor;

TITLE: Overwriting Text
I'm having some trouble doing something very simple, and I thought
someone could help me.
I'm using MacModula-2 to write a program that needs to move the
cursor around the screen and write things. Sometimes it will write over
something else, and I want the thing underneath to be erased. So I did
a TextMode(srcCopy) (a Modula-2 function that does the obvious thing)
before writing. I also called lnitViewPort, a Modula-2 function that the
manual says I should call after changing anything.
Now, writing a character over something does erase-but it erases
way too much. Say I write "YabbaDabbaDoo," then go back to where
the "Y" is.and write "x." I'll get something that looks like "x
ab
baDoo" except you can still see the rightmost part of the "D" from
"Dabba." Can anyone explain this?
Additional notes: I am using Monaco 12, which is a fixed-width font I
checked the character widths and got 7 (except for the space. which
was 8). I set the "spaceExtra" field to 0 as an experiment; it didn't
make any difference.
macintosh/tech.talk #121, from rschnapp [Russell Schnapp]:
a comment to 119
This isn't a MacModula-2 bug. You're pretty much calling the ROM
directly. You've actually hit a bug in OuickDraw When you use SrcCopy
mode, OuickDraw erases far past the end of the string.
If you must really overwrite existing text, I'd suggest using SrcOr
mode, after PaintRect'ing with the White pattern.
macintosh/tech.talk #124, from jba:
a comment to 121
Thanks! That did the trick.
(continued)

The SB180 Computer
Reasserts 8-Bit Computing
In A 16-Bit World
ou're one of the few heroes left. The stalwart CP/M user who's held the fort despite all
the odds against you - a slow, bulky system that can't seem to compete against
today's 16-bit computers. Well, help has finally arrived.
IT'S THE SB 180 COMPUTER.

The SB 180 is a true single
board computer: A CMOS
CPU, 256K Ram, BK ROM .
Monitor, disk controller for .,,.,
up to four 3 1/2", 5 1/4"
1
and/ or B1 drives, console
serial port, modem port
parallel printer port ...
ALL ON ONE BOARD
High Speed And Small Enough
To Fit In A Lunchbox
You can run standard BOBO/BOB5
and Z-BO software at up to
twice the speed of a 4MHz Z-BO.
And the entire SB 180 package
is only 4" x 7 1/2".

The SBl BO's Z-System is an en
hanced B-bit operating system.
It is a complete replacement
for CP/M 2.2 from Digital Re
search, yet provides functions
and facilities similar to
MS-DOS and UNIX.

Reduced System Cost And
Low Power Operation
The SB 180 uses the most po wer
ful of the new generation B-bit
CPU's- the Hitachi HD641 BO.

Software Compatibility With
The World
Any of the thousands of appli
cation programs, languages or
utilities which run under CP/M
will also run on the SB 180.

The chip is based on a micro
coded execution unit and
advanced CMOS manufacturing
technology.
System costs are reduced because
many key functions have been
included on-chip: Memory Man
agement Unit, Direct Memory
Access Controller, wait state
generator, dynamic RAM refresh,

Asynchronous
Serial Communications
Interface, Clocked Serial
I/O port, 16-bit Programmable
Reload Timer and a 1 2 source
interrupt controller. The expanded
instruction set includes hardware
multiply and a sleep instruction
for low power
standby

The entire SB180 computer
with 256K bytes RAM and the BK
ROM monitor is only $369.00.
If you want ZCPR3, ZRDOS, ROM
and BIOS sources, the whole package
comes to $499.00.
Quantity discounts are also
available. Dial toll free
1-800-635-335 5 to order the
SB 180. For technical infor
mation write us at 25 Terrace
Drive, Vernon, CT 06066 or call
1-203-871-6170. (Telex: 643331)
So call now, and say you're
a CP/M user who's ready
for reinforcements.
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REGION PROBLEM

macintosh/tech.talk #122, from tengel [Tone Engel]
TITLE: Region Question
I'm trying to create a region that is the union of the outlines of a
number of icons. I've run into the following stumbling blocks:

1. To create a region in the shape of an icon I expected to find some
kind of function for turning arbitrary bit maps into regions. No such
luck. So I wrote a little function to scan the icon and draw a pixel for
each pixel. This much seems to work but is awkward. Typical region
size is around 200. Does anyone have a detailed description for the for
mat of the region data? s there an easier way to do this?
2. So now I try and union the corresponding icon regions together to
get one big region, which, you guessed it, I want to pass to Drag
GrayRgn. My real difficulty is that this seems to work fine sometimes,
and other times it crashes the system. No neat dialog, just a screen full
of garbage and then a hang. This is on a 512K Mac. I've checked the
heap space, 300K or so. The overall region size grows to about 640
before it dies.
Are there any limitations on the size of a region? Other than the im
plied limit arising from the size field being only 16 bits.
Does anyone have a clue what might be going on?
I'm doing all this in Megamax C (V2.3, I believe).
macintosh/tech.talk #123, from robertwoodhead:
a comment to 122
There is a bug in OuickDraw that crashes if a region has more than 20
or so rectangular areas on a single scan line (QuickDraw stores regions
as a bounds reel that surrounds the region and y-sorted rectangles that
comprise the region; thus your icons, with lots of little dots and white
space, are represented by a lot of rectangles). This bug is fixed in the
new ROMs. Suggestion: If you are going to be needing the regions of
icons, what you really want to do this to is the icon Mask, which, being
usually solid chunks of bits, will have fewer transitions and thus not be
as likely to smash.
WHAT

Is A

GAME?

macintosh/soapbox #316, from dsharp [Doug Sharp]
Chris, I'm intrigued by the distinction you made (in July) about Chip
Wits' status as an educational product rather than a game. I have seen
some ChipWits fanatics really play the thing. What would have made it
a game? Why is Balance of Power a game?
macintosh/soapbox #318, from stike [Jim Stikeleather]:
a comment to 316
In the wild (nature), games and playing are very serious activities. They
are nature's way of preparing (especially mammals with their extended
juvenile and adolescent periods) for adulthood by developing skills
(predominantly hunting and hiding) needed to survive. I think a good
"human" game should do the same thing.
A good game should be educational (maybe developmental would
be a better word if you want to include all the hand-eye coordination
we are building in the next generation). Maybe the better the game, the
more educational it appears, and the better educational systems ap
pear more like games. Comments?
macintosh/soapbox #319, from ccrawfor [Chris Crawford]:
a comment to 316
It's been a long time since I used ChipWits, but the factor that most
sticks in my mind as "ungamey" is its lack of true interaction between
380
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player and sentient opponent. It is more puzzle-like than game-like. This
is not meant as a criticism-a puzzle can be every bit as worthwhile
and entertaining as a game. I try to use the sharpest meanings of
words that I can, and most people use the word "game" in a very
broad fashion.
macintosh/soapbox #320, from ccrawfor:
a comment to 318
I agree that most good games are quite educational and have' gone so
far as to say that games are the original educational technology,
predating schools by several million years. I would not say, though, that
any good educational effort is necessarily a game.
macintosh/soapbox #322, from dbetz [David Betz]:
a comment to 319
Is the card game "solitaire" a game or a puzzle? It certainly doesn't in
volve a sentient opponent. I think your definition of the word "game" is
too limited. Are arcade games really puzzles? They present rather sim
ple opponents. Certainly not a sentient opponent.
macintosh/soapbox #326, from ccrawfor:
a comment to 322
Solitaire is most definitely a puzzle (in my book). Most arcade games,
in my book, are also puzzles. Indeed, a great many things that other
people call games I call puzzles. Now, you may well conclude from this
that I have drawn my definition of the word "game" too narrowly. In
defense of this strict constructionist view of games, I will point out two
items: First, specialists in any field refine the language applicable to
their work; note the old anecdote about the Eskimos having 7 (12? 20?)
different words for ice. Two: I devoted an entire chapter of my book, Art
of Computer Game Design, to the problem of defining the word
'game." Even after an entire chapter, I did not have a solid definition,
just a useful characterization.
macintosh/soapbox #327, from brian [Brian Holt]:
a comment to 326
Yes, specialists do refine the language applicable to their work. When
one converses with nonspecialists, it is customary not to allow redefini
tions to get in the way of the conversation (i.e., who cares whether it is
a puzzle or a game?). Also, the Eskimo do not have 7, 12, or 20 dif
ferent words for snow. It is only an anecdote based on some unknow
ing anthropologists who didn't understand how word endings were be
ing used in the language. Third, concepts such as 'game" are usually
not definable. Useful characterization (i.e., what everyone generally ac
cepts) is usually the limit. Finally, ChipWits fits all of my criteria for a
game, but then again, so does MacPaint.
macintosh/soapbox #329, from dsharp:
a comment to 319
The distinction you make between game and puzzle is that a game re
quires more than one sentient player (whether human/human or
human/computer) and that the players must be opponents. ChipWits
falls into the puzzle category because the computer is not an
opponent.
In my usage, puzzles are a subset of games. The word "puzzles"
also implies a correct solution, which doesn't fit ChipWits.
I've been calling it an educational game since I wrote it, and the only
one who objected to the term was the publisher, who considered
"games" too low-class to publish.
Thanks for expanding on your usage of 'game." •

UNIVERSAL
EPROM PROGRAMMER

This sturdy steel arm swivels
360° at its base and its monitor
tray swivels and tilts. It provides a
comfortable, glare free viewing
angle , while saving valuable desk
space. Retails $89.95

Lit1R3kllllll I1

P.O. Box 8056
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508
(616) 241-4040

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LOW COST UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMER
KITS

NO PERSONALITY MODULES REQUIRED
ON LINE HELP AND MENU SELECTION
ON BOARD JJ0/220V POWER SUPPLY
FAST PROGRAMMING MODE AT 6V VCC
BUILT IN EPROM ERASER W/TIMER
GANG PORT FOR FUTURE EXP ANSION
SOFTWARE DRIVERS FOR MOST PCs
SUPPORTS ALL 5V EPROMS. EEPROMS
AND INTEL MIC ROCO MPUTERS
1409C-33 $545 1409C-34 $695
DRIVERS
$35 SHIPPING
$6
VI SA & MA STER CARD ACCEPTED

B&C

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NO PERSONALITY MODULES REQUIRED
ON LINE HELP AND MENU SELECTION
ON BOARD ll0/220V POWER SUPPLY
FAST PROGRAMMING MODE AT 6V VCC
BUILT IN MONITOR FOR 1/0 DEBUG
CAD PCB. SILKSCREEN & SCHEMATIC
SOFTWARE DRIVERS FOR MOST PCs
SUPPORTS ALL 5V EPROMS. EEPROMS
AND INTEL MICROCOMPUTERS
KITS FROM $125 ASSEMBLED $295
DRIVERS
$35 SHIPPING
$4
VI SA & MASTER CARD ACCEPTED
S&C MICROSYSTEMS
6322 MOJAVE DR . SAN JOSE CA 95 120
PHONE (408)997-7685 TELE X 4995363

MICROSYSTEMS

6322 MOJA VE DR . SAN JOSE CA 95120
PHONE (408)997-7685 TELEX 4995363
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fij' ROSE DATA SWITCHES
~:1' ELEC?! RONICS
SHARE comput ers, printers,

f"l•••ll.''"::J ~~rM~~~~~ ~~b~:r~~:;;i~~
1

lNEXPENSIVEway to network
COMPATIBLE with
all computers.
Businesses, Schools, Homes

DATA ACQUISITION TO GO
ltmafACE FOR ANY COMPUTER

FREE IBM SOFTWARE
EPROM OR RAM DISK AND
DISK DRIVE EMULATORS

WE ALSO OFFER:
Data Buffers, Lin e Dr ivers,
Modems, Protocol Converters,
Parallel - Serial Converters,
Cables, Computers, Printers.
Disk Drives, and more.

IBM Pc·. COMPATIBLES AND APPLE lie•
• Oiskless control and communications system
• Autoboot applications for dedicated workstations
and improved producrivity
• Cuscomized high speed. smart terminals
• Solid st<lte speed. reliability and performance
• Self contained control and EPROM program circuit1y
• PC and MS D OS* compatible
• ROMDISK and RAMDISK are 1/0 mapped
• RAM disk - wrth battery back-up
• Plug compatible EPROM and RAM

AUTOMATIC - CARETAKER is ideal for a business or
school to share a printer or modem among many computers.
Operation is fu lly automatic with no softwa re required.
Parallel or Serial 4 channels - S295 8 channels - $395
MANUAL - HARDSWITCH is operated with the flip of a
swi tch. 2:2 and 2:4 models allow simultaneous commun
icat ion.

~~~~:.,

n:m

;::~1~~ g::1~i ~::m~

LED andspike protection on serial models add $20.
CODE ACTIVATED - PORTER connects one computer to
mult ip le peripherals. A software code selects the peripheral.
Parallel or Serial 4 channels· $295 8 channels - $395
Buffer option 64K - $100
256K - $250
REMOTE - TELEPATH connects mu11iple computers to
multiple peripherals. A selector at each computer or terminal
chooses up to 4 peripherals and displays busy status.
4:4 - $495 4:8 - $795 selector- $39.

====~4;<!..,,. -~ ====

ROSE ELECTRONICS

Connects via RS-232. Fully IBM com
patible. Built-in BASIC. Stand alone
capability. Expandable . Battery
Option. Basic system: 16 ch. 12 bit
A/D, 2 ch. DIA, 32 bit Digital 1/0.
Expansion boards available. Direct
Bus units for many computers.
(201) 299-1615
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As 1Nai!able only! Very limited quantity.
To fix voursetl,
or f or parts.
Complete, but
known not
working.

S79

$79

$139

Main Board Exec,

$159

$139

$299

Battery Pack, 40 Watt

-

-

5" CRT (Grn /W hite)

$9.95

$19

$29

7" CAT (Amber)

$19

$49

$99

$49

Double Density Kit • •
$79
•• Includes board , cable, documentation & disk

SAFEWARE® Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased softwa re. As little as $39/yr. covers:
• Fire • Theft • Power Surges
• Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident
For information or immediate coverage call:

-

$85

$9.95

$29

$59

$19

$25

$59

Power Supply

$4.95

$24

$29

1-800-848-3469

Keyboard (No enclos.)

$9.95

-

$99

/11 Ohio wll I-614-262-0559

Drive Mechanism

=

~~)

Shipping charged on all orders

Computer Parts Mart 415.493.5930
3200 Park Blvd * Palo Alto * CA 94306
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64K•12BK•256K

DRAMS

Guaranteed for 30
days. May be new
or •efurb., depe n·
ding on avail.
Exch/
Outright
Repair

Main Board OS-1

Drive A nalog Card

St. Paul, MN 55110 612/484-5064
"IBM PC ,Yld f"'S DOS 1:; <1 reg111('1ed tr;u:lrm;irk or IOMCorpm<111on MSOOS
1S, l re9•11<"red trMlt'H\lr k ol MJCroso! ' Corporilt1on Apple/ /er\ .1 re911ttred
cr.ldem.'lrk o f Applr Computr1 Corpori1!1ori

ELEXOR

Osborne

15" CRT , no case

CURTIS, INC. 22 Red Fox Road

P.O. Box 246, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Inquiry 123

Important:
Always call to
check a11aila
bilitv before
ordering.

re

(713) 933·7673

P.O. BOX 74257 1
MC & VISA Accepted
Dealer Inquiries lnviled
HOUSTON, TX 77274
CALL US FOR ALL YOUR INTERFACE NEEDS

Inquiry

modules
ROMDISK PC·I (180K) 5495
ROM DISK
·2 i360KI 5S9S
RAMDISK PC-D i360KI 5595
ROMDISK A FOR //E ll44K) 5349

SAFE\\'ARE, /he !11.mr1111ce A!il'llCI' /11c.
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80287-8. 80287-3
8087-3. 8087-2
8087-1
BITTNER

3E:
ELECTRONICS

899 SOUTH COAST HIGHWAY
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651

(714) 497-6200
CALL NOW FOR FREE CATALOG
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data processing environments.
About twenty-five years ago something with a totally unique dual personality.
Because Xerox is already planning
happened that changed the world of
For one thing, it's a sophisticated laser
ways to apply Lasography toward an even
information forever.
printer. It can print up to ten pages a
wider selection of products.
Xerox introduced the first plain paper minute. Which is ten times faster than
All of which will put your office exactly
copier, an achievement that brought
standard office printers.
xerography into almost
- - And while other desktop where it belongs.
Light years ahead.
every office.
~ printers serve primarily one
Call 1-800-TEAM-XRX, ext 179 for
Since then, for more than
workstation at a time,
a decade, Xerox has been
... . . .. ... _. .. . - the Xerox 4045 Laser CP is information and product demonstration.
applying the power of laser technology designed to accommodate four.
Please send me more information on Xerox Lasography.
in high speed computer printing systems.
All at the same time.
D The 4045 Laser CP.
Systems that produce superb documents
Not only that, but with the Laser CP's D The complete line of Lasographic printers.
Send this coupon to:
of unsurpassed quality. Quickly, quietly graphics capabilities you can merge all
Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 24, Rochester, NY 14692
and cost effectively.
the forms, logos, texts and signatures you
NAME
TITLE
Now, through this process which
want printed and produce documents
we've named Lasography, Xerox has
that anyone would be proud of
COMPANY
come up with a revolutionary product
But as we said before, the Laser CP
ADDRESS
CITY
that lets smaller offices and work groups has a dual personality. It doubles as a high STATE
ZIP
PHO NE
enpy these benefits, too.
quality convenience copier.
If you can't wait. call:
Introducing the Xerox 4045 Laser
The Xerox 4045 Laser CP is only
1-800-TEAM-XRX,
ext. 179
Copier Printer.
one example of what Lasography has to
(1-800-832-6979, ext. 179)
179
192 4/86
It's the desktop copier/laser printer
offer your office, remote or distributed
XEROX® and the number names are trademarks of XEROX CORPORAT!ON.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON XEROX LASOGRAPHIC PRINTERS.
CIRCLE 396 ON THE READER SERVICE CARD.
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WHAT'S NEW

he EP (Entry Processor)
Series of personal com
puters from Honeywell in
cludes three models based
on an 8088-2 micropro
cessor running at 4. 77 or
8 MHz. All models are
equipped with 2 56K bytes
of RAM that can be ex
panded to 640K bytes on
the system board. a parallel
printer port. a high
resolution monochrome
monitor pprt with Hercules
graphics emulation. four full
length expansion slots. and
a socket for an 8087-2 math
coprocessor. An RS-232C
serial port is optional.
The computers are com
patible with the IBM PC and
are bundled with MS-DOS
2. I. CW-BASIC. the Honey
well Menu Manager. and
disk-based tutorials. When
equipped with a serial port
Honeywell's multifunction
communications adapter.
and microSystem VIP emula
tion software. the computers
can emulate a Honeywell
synchronous or asyn
chronous terminal.
The base model in the EP
series comes with a single
360K-byte floppy-disk drive
and costs $14 50. A two
floppy-disk model is S15 50.
and a single floppy-disk and
JO-megabyte hard-disk
model costs $2650.
Keyboards and monitors
are not included. All three
models can use PC-compati
ble keyboards. monitors. and
printers or can be equipped
with the Honeywell Micro
Switch keyboard ($120) and
Honeywell monitors and
printers. 1\vo monochrome
monitors are available. with
resolutions of 640 by 200
pixels ($175) and 720 by
350 pixels ($2 75) A I 5-color
RGB monitor with a resolu
tion of 640 by 200 pixels
costs $595 .

tional ports were not
available at press time.
Contact Frank Hogg
Laboratory lnc. 770 James
St.. Syracuse. NY l 3203.
(315) 474-7856.

T
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Inquiry 567.

Motorola VMEbus
Computers
he Microsystems divi
sion at Motorola has in
troduced two VMEbus
microcomputers that the
firm claims rival VAX-11/780
performance. The System
1121 employs a 16-bit 68010
microprocessor; the System
1131 uses a 32-bit 68020.
Both have hard- and floppy
disk storage. DRAM.
RS-2 32C serial ports. and ex
pansion slots (five for the
1121 and four for the 1131) .
The System 11 2 I can handle
three users. System \ l '3 \ can
handle four. and you can
beef up either system with
more serial ports and RAM
to handle as many as eight
users.
Both computers run
Motorola's System V/68
operating system. which the
firm claims is derived from
and functionally identical to
AT&Ts UNIX System V.
System l 12 I with the OS.
I megabyte of DRAM. a
40-megabyte hard disk. and
a 6 55K-byte floppy disk
costs $12.495. System 1131
with the OS. 2 megabytes of
DRAM. a 70-megabyte hard
disk. and a 655K-byte
floppy-disk drive costs
Sl 4. 99 5. A cache accelerator
and a high-speed SMD con
troller for these systems
should be available by the
time you read this. Contact
Motorola. MOS Integrated
Circuits Group/Microsystems.
2900 South Diablo Way.
Tempe. AZ 85282. (602)
438-3000.

T

Ho11e11we/l EP Series personal computer

Contact Honeywell Inc ..
Small Computer and Office
Systems Group. 300 Con
cord Rd .. Billerica. MA
01821. (617) 671-2517.
Inquiry 566.

Low-Cost Multiuser
Computers
he ar series of multi
tasking. multiuser com
puters supports from 4 to
20 users at prices ranging
from $2095 to $8795. Nine
models are currently avail
able. All models run the
OS9/68K operating system
with BASIC. utilities. word
processing. and spreadsheet
programs. All have a built-in
hard-disk interface and take
up less than I square foot
of desk space.
The basic ar model.
which supports four users
and two printers. comes
with I 28K bytes of RAM
and an 8-MHz 68008
microprocessor. The com
puter sells for $2095 wjth

T

one floppy-disk drive.
Upgraded to 512 K bytes of
RAM and with a 20-mega
byte hard-disk drive. the
system costs S359 5.
The ar Plus model has a
10-MHz 68000 micropro
cessor and 512 K bytes of
RAM. It supports four users
and two printers in its
lowest configuration With a
single floppy-disk drive. the
ar Plus is priced at $2695:
with an added 20-megabyte
hard-disk drive. the system
sells for $3995. The ar Plus
can be upgraded with an
additional 512 K bytes of
RAM ($395) and eight serial
ports.
The ar 20 model comes
with a 12.5-MHz 68020
microprocessor and 2
megabytes of RAM and sup
ports a minimum of four
users and one printer. A ar
20 with a 20-megabyte hard
disk drive sells for $8795.
The system can be expand
ed with a 16.67-MHz 68020
and additional serial ports
to support 20 users. Prices
for the 16.67-MHz
microprocessors and addi

Inquiry 568.
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WHAT'S NEW

icron 1echnology has
introduced the ldetix.
a digitizing camera that
works with the IBM PC. XT.
AT. and compatibles The
camera features the Op
ticRAM image sensor that
offers a resolution of 2 56 by
256 or 512 by 512 pixels.
Other features of the
camera include adjustable
frame size. adjustable resolu
tion. high-speed data
transfer via OMA. and up to
I 00 feet of cable for remote
transmission. According to
the company. the camera
operates seven times faster
than the Micron Eye digitiz
ing camera. The company
says the Idetix is intended
for use in robotics. factory
inspection. process control.
image processing. and
manufacturing automation.
The ldetix comes with a
demonstration program ·and
an assembly-language driver
library with image enhance
ment routines. The list price
is $695. For more informa
tion. contact Micron 1ech
nology Inc.. Vision Systems
Group. 2805 East Columbia
Rd.. Boise. ID 83706. (208)
386-3800.

Drive comes with menu
driven software that includes
formatting and diagnostic
utilities. The drive connects
to the computer's standard
floppy-disk interface and
works with the Model II. 12.
16. and 6000 computers.
Contact Radio Ranch Inc..
Dept. 16 .. 11658 West Jud
son Rd .. Polo. IL 61064.
(815) 946-2371.

M

Inquiry 569.

PROM Gang
Programmer
vel Electronics' EP-4 is
a PROM gang program
mer that works with the IBM
PC. XT. AT. and compatible
computers. The device can
program a variety of PROM
types and supports 8- and
16-bit programming modes.
It has four 28-pin sockets
and accepts Intel MCS-86.
Motorola S-record. ASCII
block. and binary input files.
The EP-4 comes wi th soft
ware that lets you transfer
files into consecutive
PROMs or consecutive

A

Inquiry 572.

Ave/ Electronics' EP-4 PROM gang programmer.
pages of multipage PROMS.
check blanks. and verify the
contents of PROMs with
compare or overlay options.
The software also has a full
screen RAM editor for dis
playing and editing RAM
contents. You can use DOS
commands and run applica
tion software from within
the program.
When not in use as a
PROM programmer. the
device can serve as an extra
disk drive that supports up
to 256K bytes of removable
PROM media. The EP-4 sells
for $595. which includes the
programmer. a 30-bit paral
lel control board. a set of
personality cards for
popular PROMs. a cable
with two 36-pin connectors.
software. and a manual. For
more information. contact
Avel Electronics. 34 50 M ur
doch Ct.. Palo Alto. CA
94306. (415) 856-6504.
Inquiry 570.

Dot-Matrix Printer
oshiba's P321 is a 24
pin printer that offers
draft. near-letter-quality. and
graphics printing. The
80-column printer operates
at a speed of 216 or 180
cps in draft mode and 72 or
60 cps in near-letter-quality
mode.
The P3 2 I comes with a

T

parallel interface. Oume
Sprint 11 daisy-wheel emula
tion. and three resident
typefaces: additional fonts
are available on plug-in font
cartridges. Graphics resolu
tion is 180 by 180 or 180 by
360 dots per inch. and IBM
graphics emulation is op
tional. Other options include
a parallel/serial interface.
tractor feed. and automatic
sheet feed.
Suggested list price for the
printer is $699. With a
parallel/serial interface. the
P32 I costs $749. A down
loadable font kit sells for
$99. and the IBM Graphics
Printer emulation kit costs
$49. For more information.
contact Toshiba America
Inc.. Information Systems
Division. 2441 Michelle Dr..
111stin. CA 92680. (714)
730-5000.
Inquiry 571.

Tupe Backup
for Tundy
XENIX Computers
he X-Drive is a stream
ing-tape backup system
for Tundy/Radio Shack com
puters that run XENIX ver
sions 1.0 through 3. I. The
drive backs up data at a
rate of 2 megabytes per
minute and uses standard
t-4-inch tape cartridges that
store up to 2 5 megabytes
[formatted) of data.

T

1\vo Printers
from C. Itoh
he C-310 dot-matrix and
D l 0-40 daisy-wheel
printers have been an
nounced by C. ltoh. The
C-310 model prints at
speeds of up to 300 charac
ters per second in draft
mode. The printer also pro
duces near-letter-quality text
at 50 cps and 28 cps. Other
features of the 80-column
printer are a parallel port.
graphics resolution of 240
by 144 dots. resident charac
ter fonts. and a semiauto
matic paper loader for
handling fanfold. roll. and
single-sheet paper. Sug
gested retail price for the
C-310 is $599.
The 136-column 010-40
daisy-wheel printer operates
at a speed of 40 cps. Its
features include three char
acter pitches. Diablo 630
compatibility. a parallel and
a serial interface. and an 8K
byte buffer. Automatic sheet
and tractor feed are op
tional. Suggested retail price
for the D 10-40 is $949. Con
tact C. Itoh Digital Products
Inc .. 19750 South Vermont
Ave.. Suite 220. Torrance. CA
90502. (213) 327-2110 or
(800) 4 23-0300.

T

Inquiry 573.
(continued)
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Data Acquisition
for Apple lls
calibur's XADS is a
multifunction data
acquisition board for Apple
II and compatible com
puters. The board includes
32 single-ended channels of
12-bit AID conversion. either
current loop or voltage in
put. The analog inputs may
be configured for differential
input with gain. XADS also
provides 24 channels of
digital 1/0 and a real-time
clock/calendar with battery
backup.
The board includes a
feature called Autoscan. an
interrupt-driven routine in
ROM that automatically
scans all channels and the
real-time clock and then
writes the values into the
computer's RAM. Scanning
is done at a rate of more
than 100 channels per
second.
XADS sells for SS49.
which includes a demonstra
tion disk and manual. For
more information. contact
Xcalibur Computers Ltd ..
Spencer House. 3 Spencer
Parade. Northampton. NN I
SAB England. telephone:
0 I l-44-604-210S I.

X

Inquiry 57 4.

STD Bus and
IEEE-488 Interface
omputer Dynamics·
CD/-488 board provides
an interface from an STD
bus to the IEEE-488 GPIB.
The board is intended for
laboratory automation and
applications using equip
ment with I EEE-488 pro
tocols.
The CDl-488 can be either
polled or interrupt driven.
Other features include soft
ware-readable GPIB address
switches and eight GPIB
status indicators. The max
imum data-transfer rate is I

C
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Xcalibur's XADS data-acquisition board.
megabyte per second: 2 SOK
to SOOK bytes per second is
typical. according to the
company.
The price for the CDl-488
is $300. Contact Computer
Dynamics Inc .. !OS South
Main St.. Greer. SC 296SI.
(803) 877-74 71.
Inquiry 5 75.

More Memory
for Ataris
ersistent RAM car
tridges from Intra-Tech
Computer Products are de
signed to expand the mem
ory of Atari computers
Available in 16K- and 32K
byte versions. the cartridges
use low-power RAM with
backup power provided by a
lithium cell.
Version I. the 16K-byte
model. can be used in a
!6K- or BK-byte mode. Ver
sion II. the 32K-byte model.
has two switch-selectable
!6K-byte blocks. Each model
has a switch that lets you
change from read/write to
read-only. Both can be used
to make boot cartridges for
most I SK-byte or smaller
binary programs.
Version I costs $49.9S. and
Version II is $69.9S. They
run on the Atari 400. 800.
600XL. 800XL. 6SXE. and
I 30XE computers with one
disk drive. Contact Intra-Tech
Computer Products. 2288

P

Portage Ave .. Coquitlam.
British Columbia V3K 223.
Canada. (604) 942-7049.
Inquiry 576.

EPROM Writer
for IBM PCs
he Addonics EPROM
Writer is an add-in card
for IBM PCs and compatible
computers that lets you pro
gram a wide variety of
EPROM. EEPROM. and
single-chip microcomputers.
The EPROM Writer provides
normal and high-speed pro
gramming modes and per
forms byte programming.
memory fill. block move.
RAM editing. check sum.
and other functions.
The board comes with
software drivers for com
puters running MS-DOS or
Concurrent CP/M. Slight
modification of the drivers ·
enables you to program
newly developed EPROMs.
The EPROM Writer sells
for $4 SO. For more informa
tion. contact Multitech Elec
tronics Inc.. 1008 Stewart
Dr.. Sunnyvale. CA 94086.
(408) 773-8400.

T

Inquiry 577.

MaynStream Tape
Drive
he MaynStream PCi 20
from Maynard Elec
tronics is an internal
streaming-tape backup sys
tem for the IBM PC and
compatibles. It can back up

T

a IO-megabyte drive file by
file in 3 minutes and uses
Ji-inch data cassettes. which
hold up to 20 megabytes of
data each.
The MaynStream drive
performs read-after-write
checks to ensure the ac
curacy of backed-up data. It
also has file-splitting
capability. which lets you
continue backup on a new
cassette when the other is
full.
The PCi 20 costs $1299
and comes with a controller
card or module. one
20-megabyte cassette. soft
ware. and a manual. Contact
Maynard Electronics. 460
East Semoran Blvd .. Cassel
berry. FL 32707. (30S)
331-6402.
Inquiry 578.

No-Wait-State
Memory for
the IBM PC AT
he Cheetah Card is a
2. S-megabyte expansion
board with no-wait-state
memory for the I BM PC AT.
The board uses I 00-nano
second memory that. the
company says. enables the
AT to operate at higher
speeds without the need to
change its normal 6-MHz
clock speed
More than one Cheetah
board can be installed. Each
S12 Kcbyte bank of memory
is switch selectable within
the IBM PC AT's IS-mega
byte range. The 2. S-mega
byte Cheetah Card costs
$94S. and the company
claims the board is compati
ble with all AT software.
Contact Cheetah Interna
tional Inc.. 107 Community
Blvd.. Suite S. Longview. TX
7S606. (800) 243-3824: in
Texas. (214) 7 S7-300 l.

T

Inquiry 579.

WHAT'S NEW

Faster High
Resolution Graphics
he EOgraph is an add
in board for IBM PCs
and compatibles that's de
signed to speed up printing
of high-resolution graphics.
The board performs vector
to-raster conversion. area
fills. and font generation and
has a large-capacity print
spooler to optimize
throughput.
The board can be con
figured to drive mono
chrome and color dot-matrix
printers and works with
Lotus's 1-2- 3. AutoCAD. and
similar software. It can do
multipage plots on fanfold
paper and accepts graphics
files from software that sup
ports the Houston Instru

T

Eotron's EOgraph graphics board.
ments DMP-29 or DMP-41
plotter format.
Suggested list price is
$495 for the 128K·byte ver
sion and $595 for the 5121<
byte version. For more infor
mation. contact Eotron
Corp. 121 Westpark Rd ..
Dayton. OH 45459. (513)
439-5158.
Inquiry 580.

Practical
Modem 1200
he Practical Modem
1200 is an internal
1200-bps modem for the
IBM PC. XT. AT. and com
patible computers. The
modem is Hayes-compatible
and meets Bell 212A and
103 standards. It offers auto

T

dial and auto-answer capa
bilities. full- and half-duplex
operation. and pulse or
Touch-Tone dialing.
The 4- by 5\/i-inch card fits
into either a long or short
expansion slot in the com
puter. The modem is
bundled with communica
tions software. including the
Practical Terminal Package.
which supports the
XMODEM protocol. and
Pop-Up Telecomm. a com
plete communications
program from Popular
Programs.
Suggested retail price for
the modem is $199. For fur
ther details. contact Practical
Peripherals Inc .. 312 4 5 La
Baya Dr.. Westlake Village.
CA 91362. (818) 991-8200.
Inquiry 581.
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C Cross-Compiler
icrotec·s High C is a C
cross-compiler for pro
ducing embedded applica
tions for Intel 8086 micro
processors. High C contains
an ANSI-standard compiler.
run-time libraries for produc
ing an executable program.
a set of source-code header
files for accessing a I ibrary
of standard run-time utilities.
and a cross-reference
feature that works on
several program modules at
once. A set of UNIX-like
utilities is also included.
Features of the C compiler
include nested functions
with up-level references. a
set of memory models.
three integer ranges. and
three IEEE real precisions.
The compiler also provides
common subexpression
elimination. retention and
reuse of register contents.
dead-code elimination. and
other functions.
High C is bundled with

M

Microtec·s ASMI86L cross
assembler. linker/loader. ob
ject module librarian. and
Microtec-format run-time
libraries for embedded ap
plications. The complete
package costs $I 550 and
runs on the IBM PC and
compatibles. Contact
Microtec Research. 3930
Freedom Circle. Santa Clara.
CA 95054. (800) 551-5554:
in California. (408) 733-2919.
Inquiry 582.

Beginner's Pascal
lice: The Personal
Pascal. from Software
Channels. is designed for
beginning Pascal program
mers. The program is based
on a syntax-directed editor
that catches syntax and
other types of errors when
you type them in. The pack
age provides templates that
let you build and edit Pascal
programs by filling in the

A

blanks and offers more than
500 screens of on-line help.
Alice's Pascal interpreter lets
you view programs on
screen while you run and
debug them.
Programs you write with
Alice can be compiled with
other Pascal compilers The
program runs on the IBM
PC. XT: AT. and compatible
computers and costs $9 5.
Contact Software Channels
Inc.. 4 Kingwood Place.
Kingwood. TX 77339. (713)
359-1024.
Inquiry 583.

GCLISP Developer
CUSP 286 Developer
from Gold Hill Com
puters is a LISP develop
ment package for the IBM
PC AT and compatible com
puters. The package includes
an interpreter and compiler.
editor. tutorial. and on-line
help system. It supports lex
ical scoping. packages. and
transcendental functions and
runs in the 80286's pro

G

tected mode.
Priced at $199 5. the
GCLISP 286 Developer
comes with the second edi
tion of LISP by Patrick H.
Winston and Berthold K.
Horn. the Common LISP Refer
ence Manual by Guy Steele.
and a developer's manual. It
requires a PC AT with at
least 2 megabytes of mem
ory. PC-DOS 3.0 or higher.
one double-sided double
density or quad-density disk
drive. and a hard disk. The
company recommends 3
megabytes of memory. a
Mouse Systems mouse. an
enhanced graphics adapter.
and color monitor.
Contact Gold Hill Com
puters Inc.. 16 3 Harvard
Ave.. Cambridge. MA 02139.
(617) 492-2071.
Inquiry 584.

EPROM Programming

T

he PROMDisk program
is aimed at program
(continuedJ
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mers developing code for
EPROM-based IBM PC-compatible systems. The program lets you create an
image of any file. including
MS-DOS. which you can
then load into EPROM.
When the EPROM-based
system is booted up. the file
is copied from EPROM into
RAM for execution. This
system enables you to put
MS-DOS in EPROM to support function calls made by
compilers such as C. 11.Jrbo
Pascal. and BASIC.
The program can create
one to four RAM drives in
EPROM. usually I 6K to 32K
bytes in size. PROMDisk
costs $1995. For more information. contact I-Bus
Systems. 92 3 5 Chesapeake
Dr. San Diego. CA 92123.
(619) 569-0646.
Inquiry 585.

6809 Debugger

A

vocet Systems·
AVSIM09 is designed
for debugging object code
for a 6809 microprocessor
on an IBM PC or compatible. The program uses a fullscreen symbolic debugger
to display the 6809 and its
components. including registers. flags. programs. and
memory.
The program has standard
symbolic debugger features
such as memory and register manipulation. code entry
and display in assembly Ianguage. breakpoint setting.
and single-stepping by instructions or by subroutines.
An undo command lets you
back up through recently executed instructions to determine where problems occurred.

AVSIM09 also simulates
peripheral devices connected to the 6809 and can
handle interrupts and 1/0.
The program sells for $299.
Contact Avocet Systems Inc..
120 Union St.. POB 490.
Rockport. ME 04856. (800)
448-8 500; in Maine. (207)
236-9055.
Inquiry 586.

Library of
C Functions

c

SL (C Scientific Library)
is a collection of scientific functions for the C programming language. The collection is divided into
several sublibraries. One
group contains advanced algorithms for a variety of applications. including matrix
decomposition and factoriza-

tion. Another group offers
single- and multistep
methods for solving systems
of differential equations of
any order.
Other groups contain func
tions for time-valued transactions. graphics and data
conditioning. complex discrete and fast Fourier
transforms. real and complex polynomials. random
numbers. least squares. re
gression. and probabilities.
CSL runs on a Zenith
Z-100 or IBM PC or close
compatible. with an 8087
coprocessor. Computer Innovations· C compiler. and ·
MS-DOS version 2.0 or later.
The program costs $24 5.
For more information. contact Eigenware Technologies.
13090 La Vista Dr.. Saratoga.
CA 95070. (408) 867-1184.
Inquiry 587.

lNE E iRING

Utility for Digitizing
Tablets

v

isual Numerics· Vishnu
is a utility program for
use with digitizing tablets
that reduces graphical data
to numeric tabular form. You
place a graph. chart. map.
blueprint. or other types of
graphics on the tablet. By
pointing with the digitizing
stylus or puck. you can perform numerical differentiation. integration. and line integration to yield coor
dinates. angles. areas. and
distances. By saving the data
in an ASCII file. you can
transfer it to spreadsheet
and database programs or
analyze it with FORTRAN.
BASIC. or Pascal programs.
Vishnu supports Hitachi.
Scriptel. GTCO. and compati
ble digitizing tables ranging
in size from 11 by 11 to 36
by 48 inches. The program
runs on the IBM PC. XT. AT.
and compatibles and costs

388
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$2 50. Contact Visual
Numerics Inc .. POB 1726.
Novato. CA 94948 . (415)
892-2 713.
Inquiry 588.

and on CP/M-based com
puters. Contact International
Microsystems Inc.. 11 554 C
Ave.. Auburn. CA 95603 .
(800) 32 5-6028; in California.
(916) 885-7262.
Inquiry 589.

Schematics
for AutoCAD

J

cebox is a shape librarian
for engineers who want to
create schematics with
AutoCAD. The program has
a design and shape library
for integrated circuits. as
well as an editor for creating
and editing IC shapes It
also includes a set of commonly used symbols such as
ground. capacitors. and
transistors.
The program comes with a
predefined TTL library
Predefined Micro (Motorola/
Intel) and Memory libraries
are also available.
Icebox sells for $295; ad
ditional libraries cost $50
each. The program runs on
the IBM PC and compatibles

Circuit-Analysis
Software

8

loom Associates has
released EDAC lnc.·s set
of circuit-analysis programs
that model control loops of
four common switching regulators. The series of programs includes EDACl-Buck
(for buck regulators). EDAC2
TBuck (for transformer
coupled buck regulators ).
EDAC3-Flyback (for flyback
regulators). and EDAC4
Boost (for boost regulators).
Each program displays a
standard circuit model for
its specific regulator. You fil l
in the component values on

the schematic and can edit
the values as needed. The
program finds the DC oper
ating point and determines
if the operating mode is
continuous or discontinuous.
It then plots open- and
closed-loop transfer func
tions. while accounting for
the inductor current operat
ing mode. You can print out
the completed schematic.
The programs run on the
IBM PC. XT. AT. and com
patibles with 2 56K bytes of
RAM. a graphics card. and a
360K-byte floppy-disk drive.
Each program costs $295; a
set of all four costs $995.
Contact Bloom Associates Inc..
115 Duran Dr.. San Rafael. CA
94903. (415) 492-8443 .
Inquiry 590.

Ready-to-Run
Software

A

systant Ready-to-Run
Scientific Software from
Macmillan Software is a

WHAT'S NEW

menu-driven program for ad
vanced scientific applica
tions. The package includes
data-reduction. analysis. and
presentation graphics-capa
bilities. A second version
of the program. called
Asystant +. can also perform
data-acquisition functions.
Asystant's data-reduction
features include fast Fourier
transform. smoothing. inte
gration and differentiation.
and data set averaging. It
can perform such data
analysis functions as curve
fitting with automatic display
of raw data. fitted curve.
and residuals: statistics: dif
ferential equations: matrix
operations: and polynomial
operations.
The program also supports
high-resolution color graph
ics and includes a variety of
graphics features. Among

Macmillan Software's Asystant scientific package.
these are line. scatter. polar.
and log and semilog plots:
axonometric and contour
plotting: labeling: and plot
ter support.

Asystant + offers the same
capabilities as Asystant.
along with data-acquisition
functions. The company says
that these functions simulate

traditional laboratory in
struments such as strip-chart
recorders. transient re
corders. and XY recorders.
Features include real-time
data display. automatic ther
mocouple linearization. cold
junction compensation. a
two-channel function genera
tor. a graphics-based wave
form editor. and operator
control of AID gain. data
rate. digital output. and DIA
range in offset.
Both programs run on IBM
PC and compatible com
puters and require an 8087
coprocessor. Asystant sells
for $495: Asystant+ is $895.
For more information. con
tact Macmillan Software Co..
630 Third Ave.. 8th Floor.
New York. NY 10017. (8001
348-0033: in New York. (212)
702-324 l.
Inquiry 591.

SOFTWARE• BUSINESS AND OTHER

Grammar Checker
ensible Software has
followed up its Sensible
Speller with Sensible Gram
mar. a grammar-checking
program for Apple ProDOS.
The package uses its library
of more than 1000 common
ly misused English phrases
to identify bad writing. The
company says the program
will catch "pompous. infor
mal. vague. wordy. repetitive.
jorl sexist" prose. The soft
ware also traps punctuation.
capitalization. and other
typographical errors: shows
errors in context and sug
gests replacement wordings.
Sensible Grammar pro
vides pull-down menus.
scroll bars. and dialog
boxes. It works with the
AppleMouse but comes with
a set of keyboard com
mands for mouseless Apple
II users. The program runs
on an Apple Ile or lie with
80-column display and
works with most word pro-

S

cessors for Apple ProDOS.
Retail price is $99. 95. Con
tact Sensible Software Inc ..
210 South Woodward. Suite
229. Birmingham. Ml 4801 l.
(313) 2 58-5566.
Inquiry 592 .

Disk. Diagnostics
Utility
ybil is Sophco's set of
utilities that can recover
accidentally formatted hard
disks. unerase files. edit sec
tors. and modify file and

S

directory attributes. The
software can also handle
diagnostics functions. such
as testing system boards.
memory. keyboard. ports.
and video. Other programs
in the package provide a
print spooler. a RAM disk.
and a graphics editor.
Sybil works on the IBM
PC family and close com
patibles. The price is $49 95.
Contact Sophco Inc .. POB
7430. Boulder. CO 80306.
(800) 922-3001: in Colorado.
(303) 444-1542.
Inquiry 593.

WHERE DO NEW PRODUCT ITEMS COME FROM?

Tlie new products listed in tliis sectim1 of BYTE are cliosen from tlie tliousands
of press releases. letters. ai1d teleplione calls we receive eacli montli fram
manufacturers. distributors. designers. and readers. Tlie basic criteria for selection
for publication are: (a) does a product matcli our readers· interests? and (b)
is it new or is it simply a reintroduction of an old item? Because of tlie volume
of submissions we must sort tlirougli every month tlie items we publisli are
based on vendors· statements and are not individually verified. If you want
your product to be considered for publication (at no cliarge). send full infor
mation about it. including its price and an address and teleplione number
wliere a reader can get furtlier information. to New Products Editor. BYTE.
70 Main St .. Peterborougli. NH 034 58.

DOS Directory
Utilities
uperPATH. a collection
of RAM-resident DOS
directory utilities for the
IBM PC. lets you run any
program from any directory.
regardless of where it's
stored: sort files by name.
extension. date. time. or size
(double sorts are allowed):
build batch commands by
merging filenames with
other DOS commands: and
choose from three display
formats (five-column full
screen. long. or single
column short).
SuperPATH occupies 40K
bytes of memory. It costs
$39.95. is not copy
protected. and comes with a
30-day money-back
guarantee. For more infor
mation. contact Martin Scot
Development Corp .. 4515
Purdue NE. Seattle. WA
98105. (206) 527-9605 .

S

Inquiry 594.
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A Directory of Products and Services

THE BUYER'S MART is amonthly advertising section which enables readers
to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each
BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested
readers in requesting information from participating advertisers.
RATES: 1x-$375 3x-$350 6x-$325
Prepayment must accompany each insertion.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must

5y,• SSDD $.49, DSDD $.59, High Density$1.79.
3'h" SSDD $1.55, DSDD $1.99.
• Lifetime warranty
• Includes tyvek sleeves
• 100% error free
• Reinforced hub ring
• Finest quality
• Labels & write P'Olect tabs
Free LPS shipping. Minimum '()() disketles.
Send check or call. CA residents add 6 1h% sales tax.

Data Bureau Inc.

1633 Westwood Blvd., Ste. 120

Los Angeles, CA 90024

DEADLINE: Ad copy is due 2 months prior to issue date. For example: June
issue closes on April 1. Send your copy and payment to THE BUYER'S MART,
BYTE magazine, 70 Main Street, Peterborough, NH 03458. For more informa
tion call Karen Burgess at BYTE 603-924-9281.

BAR CODE

ACCESSORIES
LOWEST PRICES ON DISKETTES

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum),
descriptive text (250 characters maximum), plus company name, address and
telephone number. Do not send logos or camera-ready artwork.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BAR CODE READERS/PRINTING

VIDEO STORES

Programs $49·$299. Readers-$325 up. PRINT Bar
Codes on PC and Epson/Okida!a or IBM Proprinter
· Code 39, I 2of5, UPC, MSI, DOD·LOGMARS,
AIAG. Graphics chs up to 1• Labels, Catalogs from
files. Subroutines for BASIC, Cobol, Clipper. Turbo.
Pascal, C, dBASE Ill Plus.

We need ambitious dealers in all U .S . states
and Canada to market a powerful system to
computerize video tape rental stores.

130 Crespi Court, Santa Cruz,

CA 95060

3301-Executive Drive., #204, Raleigh, N.C. 27609

(919} 872-0995

(408) 458·9938

213-4 79-0345
Inquiry 679.

lnqui1y 676.

WINCHESTER DATA
PRODUCTS INC.

Worthington Data Solutions

Inquiry 756.

BIORHYTHM
FREE CATALOG

Print out/sell BIO charts.

Outstanding prices on computer accessories for
your computer and workstation. Our catalog
features a wide selection of quality products to
meet all your accessory needs. Call or write today
to receive your free catalog.

Sophisticated program plots physical. emotional &
intellectual cycles for indiv. & compatibility chart for
mate. BIOrhythm theory used in sports/sales. One·
time entry file. Create birthday lists. TIPC, IBM PC
compatible. DOS 1.0 or greater. $39.95.
VISA/MC/COD.

LINTEK COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

C-Level Software Development Inc.

POB 8056, Grand Rapids, Ml 49508

P.O. Box 128, Cypress,

TX

77429

(713) 469-0861

(616) 241-4040
Inquiry 663.

Inquiry 707.

Do you know businesses or people that buy IBM
hardware. software. accessories and supplies? If so,
you cot1d make commissions just for recommending
our national firm. Full or part·time positions available.
We discount most major brand name products
20·50%, which makes our prices most appealing.
Plus you gel$ for the sale. Call or writeformore info.

WGGB
316 North Dwan Street

Mount Prospect, IL 60056

312-392-2621
Inquiry 755.

BOOKS I DISKS I VIDEOS
SOFTWARE PACKAGING, DISKS
Cloth binders& slips like IBM's. Vinyl binders, boxea and
faders-many sizeS- Disk pages, envelopes. & labels. loo
qty. imprinting. Bulk & branded disks. Much More! Low
prices. Fast service. Call or wr~e for FREE CATALOG .

Anthropomorphic Systems Limited
376-B East St. Charles Road
Lombard, IL 60148

1-800-DEAL-NOW

ATTENTION PROGRAMMERSll
Programmers' Handbook of
Computer Printer Commands - Vol. I
Codes for iDO' s of Printers.

* 43 Manufa. of Daisy & DMP
* 272 pgs. in Table Form
* Code, Hex/Dec. Equiv.• and Oscrpt.
* $37.95 + $2 srh + $2 COD v;saJMC
ORDERS CALL: 1·800·628·2828 ex!. #534 OR WAITE:

CARDINAL POINT INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 596, Elfettsvfl/9, IN 47429

(312) 629·5160

Inquiry 653.

HIGH PROFIT MARGINS
VRBase Professional Video Rental S IW for IBM
PC/MS DOS. Features: POS, Inventory, Member·
ships, Barcode. Accounting, On-Line Help.
Multiuser, Video Tutorial. Send $15 for Dealer Kit
(Includes VRBase SN/). Refundable 30 days or
Apply to Order. Circle Inquiry Card or Call. Free

COMPUVIDEO
S&H.
1549 West 146th St. Suite 3, Gardena, CA 90247
(213) 515-7325

(812) 876-7811(M·F9-5)
lnQuiry 670.

Inquiry 665.

CADD/CAM
DATA SWITCHES
Stop recabling forever, with our Serial or Parallel AB
or X Data Switches. Tv.o printers can share one com·
puter or two computers can share one printer or plot·
ter, or modem. or monitor. or etc. Prices start as low
as $42.00. Send for our catalog or see our ads in
Jan./Mac/May issues. To increase your systems pro·
ductivity today, call: 602-623-5716

* HARD DISK MADE EASY *
Every Hard Disk Owner Needs

EASYBRIEF FOR COMPUTERS WITH
A HARD DISK
A How-To Book
$10 Post Pd. Send Ck or MO.
CA Orders add 60<1: sales ta x.
To: The EASYKEY Co.
Bx. 1758, Murphys, CA 95247

Via West, Inc.
534 N. Stone Ave., Tucson, AZ 85705
lnqui1y 686

Inquiry 752.

Self-Inking Printer Ribbon
For users of Okldata and other open spool ribbon
printers. Controlled Printout Devices are a new kind of
printing ribbon that re-Ink themselves, and will last 15
rimes longer than the ribbon you are now using. For
further information please can or write.

CONTROLLED PRINlOUT DEVICES, INC.
POB 869, Baldwin Rd., Arden, NC 28704
(704) 684-9044
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LS TIL Ubrary .......... . .... .$295
ZSO & NSCSOO Family Lib..
. .$195
Schematic Library ... $295 Memory Library ... $95

TKF Systems

(301) 730-3542

5478·A3 Harpers Farm Ad., Coiumb;a, MD 21044
AutoCAO is a registered trademark of Autodesk, Inc.
Inquiry 749.

* •WORDSTAR USERS•*
TRY THE NEW, DIFFERENT: UNIQUE APPROACH
TO LEARNING WORDSTAR.
Introducing an instruction book that skips the
unnecessary and gets on with the substance o f how
to use your program! A superior primer and a con·
cise reference in one manageable text!

CHEATBOOK FOR WORDSTAR
$10 Post Paid. Send check or M.O.. to:
The EASYKEY Company, Bx 1758
CA orders add 60< sales tax
Murphys, CA 95247
lnQuiry 687.

Inquiry 672.

AutoCAD IC LIBRARIES
Integrated circuil symbol libraries allow rapid capture al elec·
Ironic schematics 'Nilh AutoCAD 2.X. Symbols can be inserted,
scaled uDldown. rotated, copied. moved, dragged, put on new
layers. erased. made into blocks. andusedwi!h data attributes.

CADO for $99.95
FEATURES: Drawing layers• User Defined Fonts
• Component Libraries • Video & Digitizer Menus
• Color Graphics.
AutocadN file conversion · $24.95
Dot Matrix Printer/plotter option · $24.95
MC. VISA. COD. add $3.00 for shipping
60 day money back guarantee.

GENERIC SOFTWARE
13250 N.E. 40!h St., Bellevue, WA 98005
1-800-228-3601
Inquiry 695.

- - - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T - - - - 
COMMUNICATIONS
SMART ANSWERING MACHINE
SAM transforms your IBM PC into an intelligent phone
answering & real-voice messaging center. FEATURES:
999 personal messages, call screening, message for
warding, timed or g-ouped message delivery, sortable
phonebook/autodialer, time/date log, voice prompted
remote access, AND MORE!! All hardware & software
included. Reta~ $295. VISA/MC.

DUPLICATING SERVICES
WESTERN TRANSDATA, INC.

EPFJOM/EEPROM PROG. $250

Why risk dup ~ caling your imporlanl programs on your com·
puler, when our equipment is de!igned solely to duplicate disks
&verify their perfection 10Q<lAJ? Over 600 formats. 3Y2", 5y,"
& 8" Plus serializalion, copy protection, labeling. packaging,
shrink-wrapping and fast, personalized service.

WESTERN TRANSDATA, INC.

Programs 2716-27512, 25xx and 68764/66 eproms
via RS·232. Also 874x micros and 28xxA & 52Bxx
EEPROMs. Automatic baud rate select, built in help
menus, no personality modules!
16 BIT 1/0 MODULE $75
Low cost control via RS-232. Expands to 512'

1701 E. Edinger Ave. A-4
Santa Ana, CA 92705

P.O. Box 3263, Tustin, CA 92680

DIALECTRON, INC.
2035 California St., Ste #17, Mountain View, CA 94040
(415) 960-3040
Inquiry 764.

HARDWARE

I NTELLITRONICS
(714) 669-0614

7141547-3383 (collect)
Inquiry 754

Inquiry 703

CONTRACTS
FOR ENTREPRENEURS

DUPLICATION SOLUTIONS

legal conlracls for hardware/soflware developers. Employee

We have the answer lo your duplication needs,
no matter what the volume. We supply auto·
loaders. disks, and technical support. We pro
vide copy protection, serialization, package
assembly, and distributive shipping.

agreemenl, non·disc\osure lorm. contracts /or sale (hardware
andlor software), consulting, developmen\ hard~are & softv.are
maintenance, non-competition. project delivery & more.

550 . Waters Publlshlng
550
8235 Douglas
Suite 1000
Dallas, TX 75225
800-628-2828

APPLE fl+ as low as $275.00
APPLE lie - CALL
Motherboards & accessories - call
We buy, sell, & horsetrade -

Apple, IBM, & CBM.

MegaSoft

SHREVE SYSTEMS

P.O. Box 1143, Freehold, NJ 07728
1-800-222-0490
201-462-7628 (in NJ)

318-865-6743 4-9 p.m. C.S.T. VISA/MC

Inquiry 710

Inquiry 753.

USED APPLES & IBM's

845 Lark Ave ., Shreveport, LA 71105

Inquiry 733

DISK CONVERSION
DISK AND TAPE CONVERSIONS

BLANKET SERVICES

High quality conversion services for Dedicated Wrxd
Processors, Mini and Microcomputers. Over 600 3112n,

Diskette duplication •Packaging• Stocking/Drop
shipping • 48 hour delivery • SUPERLoK copy pro
tection • No mastering fee • No charge for stan
dard labels • Place a blanket order with releases
as you need them for any quantity at a fixed price.

SW', and B" formats. Also B00-1600BPI tape. Includ
ed: Wang, NBI, CPT. DEC, Videx, Lanier, OS/6, Xerox,
IBM Sys/34/3613815520, Mac, Victor, TRS, Apple.
NSrAR, IBM PCIAT; HP. and most of the other microcom

Star-Byte, Inc.

puters. We can convert directly into word processing

software such as: DW3, WP. MS/WAD, WS, Samna, MM,
PFS, and many others.

DATA FORMATS, INC.

(408) 9n-183o

2564 Industry Lane, Norristown, PA 19403
215-539-4300
800-243-1515
Inquiry 741.

Inquiry 770.

68000 COMPUTERS
Single board computers, 128K to 1M RAM. 4 serial.
2 parallel ports (expandable to 22 ports tolal), floppy
controller for 2 to 4 drives, SAS! interface for Win
chester addition, timer/clock, real time multi-tasking
multi-user operating system, assembler, line editor,
2 screen editors, spreadsheet. From $995.00

AAA Chicago Computer Center
120 Chestnut Lane • Wheeling, IL 60090
(312) 459-0450
Inquiry 650.

ENTERTAINMENT
INCOMPATIBLE WORD PROCESSORS?

BIBLE ADVENTURE GAME

IAM ... In-Circuit Emulators

We convert to and from: XEROX, DEC, IBM,
LANIER, WANG, PC-DOS, CONVERGENT
TECHNOLOGY, WORDSTAR. MULTIMATE,
SAMNA ASCII, MICOM.

Real time full function In-Circuit Emulators for Design
Engineers. Load Hex Files, Assemble/Disassemble.

LONEST PRICES

"Keys of the Kingdom" is an exciting Bible
adventure game in which you acquire the ar
mor of God. confront the devil, meet
characters from the Bible, and solve mazes
and puzzles using the Bible. Runs on MS
DOS computers. Price: $25.00

DATA CONVERSION INC.

Peterson Computer Co.

Edit Memory, Set Constants, with Break and Print
Points. Stand alone operation or turns your Personal
Computer into a Development System. And at an
incredibly low Price ... $498. Models Available Z80,
8085, 8088 and NSC800. For immediate response
Call (916) 961-8082

6310 Caballero Blvd. • Buena Park, CA 90620
(714) 522-7762
(800) 824-4851 In CA.

PO. Box 40067
Bellevue, WA 98004

P.O . Box 2545, FalrOaks, CA 95628

Also most CP/M systems.

Inquiry 722.

Inquiry 677.

IAM
Inquiry 701

HARDWARE

CONVERSION SERVICES
Convert any 9 track magnetic tape to or from over
500 formats including 3Y2 '. 51/•'. 8" dsk formats &
word processors. Disk to disl< conversions also
avaiable. Call for more info.
(312) 459-6010

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
165 Arlington Hgts. Rd. #B
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

DON'T LET POWER PROBLEMS
DESTROY YOUR FILES.
GET UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER
SUPPLIES FOR YOUR PC'S. CALL FOR
BEST PRICINGS.
Everett/Charles® Marketing Services
6101 Cherry Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335

800-443-1860

Calif. 800-821-0589

Inquiry 691.

Inquiry 723

Tandy 1000 Hardware
TanPak
Memory
TanPak
Memory
1O Meg
20 Meg

Multifunction Cards . ........... $329
to 512K, RS232, Clock. DMA
Secondary .
. . . $249
to 256K. RS232, Clock
Hard Drive with Controller. .
. $549
Hard Drive with Controller.
. $749

Hard Drive Specialist
1-800-231-6671
or
1-713·480·6000
16208 Hickory Knoll. Houston. Texas 77059
Inquiry 696

DOCUMENTATION
COMPUTER ASSEMBLY MANUALS
BIG BLUE SEED for IBM" BUILDERS: parts list. place
ment diagrams, instructions for assembling Over 65 IBM
compatible bare cards - $14.95.

APPLE SEED II for APPLE" BUILDERS: intructions for
assembing 77 Apple·cornpatible bare cards including fhe
II+ and le motherboards · $12.95.

$79 MONO/GRAPHIC/PRINTER BOARD
• Hercules compatible
• 720 x 348 pixel
• Lotus 1-2-3 compatible • 80 x 25 text
• Printer, Monitor port
'" 1 year warranty
• Light pen port
• In stock delivery
2-9 $89
10 • $79
1 . $99

SUGAR INTERNATIONAL

POWERLINE GREMLINS??
POWER FAILURES??
The MEIRICK STANDBY POWER SYSTEM
is the TOTAL SOLUTION to your
powerline problems.
240 wall system - $365: 400 ~tl system - $495;
800 watl syslem - $795

OVER 40 DIFFERENT BARE C~RDS IN S70CK
FOR THE HOBBYIST

420-85th Pl., S.W. #L205, Everetl, WA 98204

NuScope Associates

MEIRICK Inc., POWER SYSTEMS DIV.

(206) 353-2574 Carl, Mo-Sa, 10-7

Box 298, Frisco, CO 80443 303-668-3251

PO. Box 790 • Lewiston NY • 14092
Inquiry 729.

Inquiry 744

In quiry 711 .
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"

HARDWARE
"HELLO REAL WORLD"
8 ch. AID to AS232

+++

8 - 10 bits! Prag. gain! 8 TIL out!
BSA out! 6 cu.in! 8 TIL in! $99-$1991
BUT W41TI - THERE'S MOREii/
circle or write for info
NORTH COAST PERIPHERALS
Box 199, Vermilion, OH 44089
(216) 967-4070
Inquiry 728.

.

HARDWARE ADD-ONS
HEATH/ZENITH UP TO 640K
Dolen's $89.95 G-2 user-Installed option 'upgrades
2960 memory board to full 64-0K for model 150 or
160. G-3 factory-Installed memory expansion is
only $139.95. No additional board required. Prices
include shipping. Call (203) 222·1174 to order.

Dolen Computer Corporation
10 Bay Street, Westport, CT 06880

SOFTWARE/BUSIN ESS
LP88-LINEAR PROGRAMMING
A powertul menu·driven system for solving linear programs wl
cp to 510 constraints & 2510 variables. Features include in
teractive &batch operation, spreadsheet·slyte input &editing,
storage ol pioblems & bases. Simplex Algorilhm restart. repat
generat0<. senStvity analysis. Req. IBM PC, 192K. $99 wlf!JJII/
support. users guide. VISNMC. ·
EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INC.
P.O. Box.15328, Alexandria, VA 22309
. (703) 549-5469
Inquiry 685.

Inquiry 682.

INFORMATION SERVICES
IBM • AT CARDS

TURBO S.l.X.

128K + RS·232C SERIAL + PARALLEL - $249
128K CARD $199
AT COMPATIBLE RS-232C + PARALLEL - $149
Piggyback option for additional 512K
Volume discounts - Dealer inquiries welcome
Designed and Manufactured by:

The Turbo Pascal Software Information eXchange
offers its members megabytes of Turbo Pascal
code for only $8 per diskette. · Also a ·.monthly
newsletter. Send $1.95 for the TURBO S.l.X.
catalog. Deductible from the $19:95 me(nbership
fee when you join. MCNisa.
.
•

Zubalr Interfaces, Inc.
2319 Centre St., Wes1 Roxbury, MA 02132
(617) 325-0278
Inquiry 758

TURBO S.l.X.
2012 Lake Air, Dept. B2, Waco, Texas 76710

(817) 753.2192

(817) n6-a1oa

TPR088 - ROUTE FINDER
A powerful interactive system for finding routes on
transportation networks wlup ta 512 nodes and 16K links.
TPR088 can find the shortest path between two nodes,
sequence up to 50 stops, compute minimum spanning
trees and times/distances between aM points, Req. IBM
PC. 192K. graphics adapter. $99wl8087 suppon, user's
guide. sample U.S. Highway network. VISA/MC.
EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC.
POB 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309
(703) 549-5469
Inquiry 684.

Inquiry 743

MMZB BUS/HARDWARE
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS

BCC 52 AND MMZB BUS COMPATIBLE

'Ne feature a series of single board computers bas
ed on the 8051, 68008. 8096. and 68HC11. Available
as bare boards or assembled and tested. Optional
EPROM resident monitors and BASIC available.
Cross Assemblers also available.

16 channel, 12 bit plus sign and overrange bit, A/D con
verter board Is designed to Interface to the MMZ8 Bus.
Input voltage ranges include Ov to + 10v, .'-10v to
+ 10v, end -Sv to +Sv. Custom calibration is
available. Software and documentation Included. Price
$160 plus S4 shipping and handling.
·

ALLEN SYSTEMS

SMR DESIGN AND PROGRAMMING CO.

2151 Fairfax Road, Columbus, OH 43221

17509 Mapleboro Ave., Maple Hts., Ohio 44137

614-488-7122

(216) 663-7809

•

Inquiry 734.

Inquiry 652.

PC·Wrlte'" Shareware
Fast, friendly, flexible word processor and text
editor for IBM PC. Easy to use. Advanced features
like macros, split screen, footnotes, mailmerge.
Many good reviews, thousands sold. All software,
manual on disk $10. OK to copy! Register for full
manual, support, source $75.

Qulckaoft

(208) 282-0452
Visa/MC
219 First N. #224J, Seattle, WA 98109

Inquiry 725.

SOFTWARE BUSINESS
TANDY-EPSON
Our 10th year of DISCOUNTS
Ed or Joe McManus
Fgt. Prepaid. Save Tax
Toll Free 800-231-3680

MARYMAC INDUSTRIES, INC.

ButtonWare, Inc.

"

22511 Katy Fwy., Katy (Houston), TX 77450

P.O. Box 5786, Bellevue, WA 98006

1-713-392-0747 Telex: n4132

1-800-J-BUTTON

Inquiry 709

PC-Type'"

Bullet-286 8-MHz 80286 XT Motherboard

SM ROM BASK:)
• Up

to 1 MB onboard RAM with no wait states

• 10·minules. screwctiver-only lnslallation

Marchand International
1240 N. van Buren, Unit 108, Anaheim, CA 92807
(714) 630·3382
Inquiry 10a

.

Fast, compact, capable & easy! Helppanels. hands
on tutorial, macros, multiple·line headings & footings,
DOS path support, print spooling, block operations.
etc. ASCII files. Install program allows customization.
$59.95 + $5 s/h. For 128K IBM PC.

• One-year warranty

A business Inventory program written in
modifiable dBASE source code. The menu-driven
program lets you locate items by inventory name
or number. It keeps track of reorder points, ven
dors, average cost, and other info. Requires
dBASE II or Ill. PC-DOS/CPM $150.

Feller Associates
550 CR PPA. Route 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849
(906) 406-6024
Inquiry 694.

Inquiry 659.

• Faster and more compatible than turbo expansion cards
• 9 times faster than XT. 65% faster than AT
•Completely XT hardware and software compatible (except

dFELLER Inventory

PC-Cale'" Version 3 '··
64 columns x 256 rows. math and stat. functions.
horizontal bar graphs. title locking, individl!ally ad
justable column widths, IF...THEN, link to other
spreadsheets or PC-File databases, much more. Re·
quires 256K IBM PC. $59.95 + $5 slh. _

ButtonWare, Inc.

Programmers:
We guarantee our products to be sdid, bugfree.
. • CorrectForth - Very professional.
• CorrecLDatamizer - 50:1 data compression
guaranteed.
• SafeModem - Hackerproof.
$80. 75 per program MCNISNMO/Check. Specify
computer.

P.O. Box 5786, Bellevue, WA 98006

Correct Software, Inc.

1-800-J-BUTTON

RR1 Box 140, Black Hawk, SD 57718
(605) 787-5904

Inquiry 660.

Inquiry 673.

HARDWARE ADD-ONS
APPLE & IBM PERIPHERALS/

MY WORD!® is just $35.00

TAX-PREP '86

FACTORY DIRECT! lie 64Kl80 Column Bd. $39.
II +Ille Cooling Fan $24.95. II +Ille Mouse w/SFWR
$49.95. Joystick Ill wlfire on stick Apple or IBM
$24.95. 10 Ft IBM Parallel Cable $12.95. RAM SeV9
PC-$5 XT-$7. Add $3 Shipping. Write for complete list.

Complete word processing plus sort. add rows & COi·
umns, mergeprinl, quickprint, macros, _math, micro·
justify, use all 256 char. Source: add $35. 150,page
printed manual. 30-day money-back ·guarantee .
IBM PC or compatible, 128K, one drive, any printer.

MAKES TAXES EASIER

NEXO DISTRIBUTION

T.N.T. SOFTWARE, INC.
34069 Hainesville Road. Round Lake, IL 60073
(312) 223-8595
•.
.

8824 Golf Drive - Spring Valley, CA 92W7
(619) 589-7928
Inquiry 726.
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Multiplan, 1-2·3 or Excel users, easily
prepare totally professional tax returns. 22
linked schedules, IRS approved printout.
IBM, Apple, TRS-BO. CP/M $129.95; MAC
$99.95. Call now for full information.

EZWare Corporation
(215) 667-4064
Inquiry 692 .

1
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SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
PC-File Ill"' Version 4
Search, sort, browse. global changes, macros, mailing
labels, format reports with selection & calculations, sub·
totals, totals, averages, encryption. Exchange data with
1·2·3, WORD. WordStar. Over 190,000 users. $59.95 +
$5 s/h. For IBM PC.

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
MoneyCounts"'

quirY.Jevels, special repor1s, tutorial and on·line help screens.
Great.lor home or small business. FREE BROCHURE. ISM &

1-800-J-BUTTON
Inquiry 661.

PARSONS TECHNOLOGY
6925 Surrey Dr. NE., Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
(319) 373·0197
CHECKNISA/MC
Inquiry 719.

PC-File/A'"

TAXPAK™-86 Eases Tax Hassle
: Fast, friendly, fuli·feattxed tax program in its 4th year.
Menu driven. Unique status line shows wealth of info.
What·if ft.oction explores tax options. Corrplete recalclAa·
lion iri only 1 second. Pririts in 115 format $39.95 for 18 M
• PC, Apple II, CPM-80. Try-Hirst disk only $3.

ButtonWare, Inc.

PEOPLEWARE

1-800-J-BUTTON
lriquiry 662.

f

0762 Twin Spruce, Golden, CO 80403
VISA/MC
(800) 621-8385 ext. 669
l~quiry

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM
Heads·down data entry with two·pass verification for
the PC/XT/AT & compatibles. Loaded with features
like: Auto dup & skip, verify bypass. range checks,
& table lookups. Fully menu driven only $395.
Call for free 30 day trial period.

720.

. Software Ideology
··'\ ·

718·236-3876

Datasmith, Inc.
Box 8036, Shawnee Mission, KS 66208

(913) 381·9118
Inquiry 678.

INEXPENSIVE PC SOFTWARE
111 Loan Amortization and Interest Calculations
Business Costs and Breakeven Analysis
Prolog Interpreter - Excellent teaching tool!
Polynomial Roots - N degree rea1Jcomplex!
Curve Fitting - Ten dillerent tests!

112
#3
114
115

Add $1.50 S&H. Va residents add 4% tax.
P.O. Box 6566, Richmond, VA 23230

804-745-5012 10 to 6 EST

TIME & BILLING $99
JOB COST Option $50
30 Day Money-back Trial
Virtually unlimited direct labor, direct cost and overhead
categories. Very llexib\e. Prints your statements, many
reports, and more! MS-DOS/IBM-PC & compatibles.

VISNMC/COD

1148-5 Executive Circle, Cary, NC 27511

(919) 467-3428
Inquiry 707.

Compatible with IBM PC & Apple It
MICRO-BJ•
NUAMETRICS"

• Box.Jenkins ARIMA
• ldentity,·est!mate, forecast

$295.00
$195.00

•

• Econometrics package
$195.00

PROFESSIONALS CHOICE

XTRAPOLATOR'"
•Automatic forecasting

·

$50
$50
$65
$45
$45

VIRGINIA INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.

* FORECASTING * MODELING * PLANNING *

CUSTOM PAYROLL

source code.

140 East Commonwealth Ave. #208
Fullerton, CA 92632
In CA. 1·800·331-5088
714-525·7118

Accounting Systems

P..O. Box 305, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11204

Inquiry TJl: ;

All systems have multiple pay categories, calcula
tion of all taxes, user defined deductions, 401 (k)
handling, many reports, paychecks, W-2 forms, and
much more. Custom.features are available. Prices
start at $695 for system, manual, and PC Basic

$49.95

Unique Computer Systems

WORD IMAGE

(206) 776·6443
Inquiry 668.

Individual Federal Income Tax Software
Computes all forms and schedules
Prints all forms
IBM-PC, XT, AT & compatibles

Inquiry 763.

Edit
large files. undo, key macros. malh,
•search/replace in ranges, all printers, help, on-screen
attribuies. sub-directories. command driven, batch,
' manual w/index & tutorial, fast, MORE!!! Needs
320K8, PC DOS 2.0 +. Intro: $50.00, 30.0ay trial.

COMPUTER KEYES
6519 193 SW. Lynnwood, WA 98036

•
•
•
•

Inquiry 768.

All the power of PC-File Ill plus: Relational link to
other databases, integrated letter writing & mail
merge, context sensitive pop·up help windows. New
binary search retrieves datahundredsof times faster.
$149.95 + $5 s/h.
P.O. Box 5786, Bellevue, WA 98006

ALL FORMS TAX SOFTWARE

COMPATIBLES with 192K & DOS 2.0 or later.

ButtonWare, Inc.
P.O. Box 5786, Bellevue, WA 98006

Only $29.95

A complete money management system that provides: check·
ing, savings and credit card management, budgeting, linan·
cial statements. graphics, financial database wilh multiple in·

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

•Link to Lotus, Vislcalc
Multiple order discount•

50% ott Apple II orders

STRATIX
P.O. Box 4413 • Burlingame, CA 94011

(415) 697·0573

FREE SOFTWARE
Send for a sample copy of Timekeeper, our
home or oflice schedule software. For IBM
and most MSDOS compulers. Please
enclose $5.00 shipping and handling along
with your compuler lype.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT GROUP
P.O. Box 245, Hingham, Massachusetts 02043

MCNISA

(617) 749-8327
Inquiry 736.

Inqui ry 742.

SOFTWARE/CHURCH
ACCOUTING SYSTEMS
$49.95 + $2.50 S&H
·Construction
- General Systems

- Equipment Rental
- Manufacturing

• Medical Billing
• Professional
• Retail Sales
·. Wholesale
Menu-Driven - Full File Maintenance
Each includes GL, AR, AP. INVENTORY, PAYROLL & m0<,;

INCOME TAX SOFTWARE

Membership·61 fields plus alternate address ; labels,

marks 3id year of production. 240 programs sold last

pledge; statements; post to 255 x/year. Finance·G/L with
budget: up to 500 sub-totals & 99 depts: month & YTD
reports anytime for any month. Size 2000 peoplelllop

'season. free phone support. For IBM, MS-DOS,
CPM-80. Federal $400. California $100. Demo $25.

TAXWORKS@
881 Alma Real Dr., Suite T-2
· Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

HIGH TECHNOLOGY, INC.
9312 W. 92nd Ave ., Westminster, CO 80020
(303) 431·7596 VISA and MASTERCARD Accepted!
Inquiry 697.

MINUTE·a·DAY MANAGER~
TAX SURVIVAL SPECIAL
New Shadow Writing"' feature adds the power of Al to

your record keeping. 256K MS/PC-DOS package In·
eludes FREE Custom Calendar Kit PLUS:
• CHECKBOOK/CREDIT CARD MANAGER
• COMPUTER LOGGER • AUTO LOGGER
Visa/MC (May be tax-deductible.) $59.95 + $3 s&h

Multl·Data Management Associates
1·800-255-2255 ext. 3300
Inquiry 717.

ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMS'"

TAXWORKS@ software to enter, calculate, and print
Federal Form 1040 and 17 supporting schedules. 1985

leners, reports any field(s). Offering-256 lunds: optional

py: 25000/10 meg. Ad too shor1' Write!

Romar Church Systems, Attn: BMB
P.O. Box 4211, Elkhart, IN 46514
(219) 262·2188

(213) 459-2746, In Calif. (BOO) 232·"1040"
Inquiry 730.

Inquiry 698.

ABACUS

Church Package

ONLY FROM SUNSOFT ... Complete Accounting System
for $49.95 plus S&H. SOURCE CODE only $20 extra!ll Com 
plete documentation. Runs on CP/M & PC-DOS systems.
2-sv." DSDD min.

Parishioner Time, Talent and Treasure System pro
gram is written in modifiable dBASE source code.
• Contributions • Disbursements • Ledger
• Names with mailing labels
• Personal information database.
Requires dBASE It or Ill. PC-DOS/CPM-80 $200.

• completely menu driven
•full file maintenance
' GIL. A/P, AIR, P/R, CIA

.

SUNSOFT Inc.

P.O. 1168, Marquette, Ml 49855
For orders: 1-800-624-7008
For info.: (906) 226·3370
Inquiry 745_.

Feller Associates
550 CR PPA, Route 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849

(906) 486-6024
Inquiry 693.
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- - - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T - - - - 
SOFTWARE/EDUCATION

SOFTWARE/GENERAL

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

,XENIX TUTOR AT LASTlll

Per1on1I tu: P\1nner, $75.00 a lotus template f<r 1·2·3 or symphony
One lite indudes the 13 most commonly used federal lorms. which
can be combined with one state file (all states w~h income tax & sales
tax are available). AH forms lederal and state are interactive.
Micro-One-Write, $95.00 a checkbook accounting system
This unique sing!e entry system is last, accurate. and very !lexible.
Unique lea!ures include windowing instant viewing of active account
or department codes and running balance o1 money accounts. Ex·
port results to lotus or dBase.

Now you can cal 2-0 and 3-D graphics routines
within your FORTRAN program.
GRAFMATIC: 75 callable routines for
screen output. $135.
PLOTMATIC: Pen plotter driv er. $135.
For the IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles. We sup
port a variety of compilers, graphics boards and
plotters.

A 6 hr. training program on effective use of XENIX
(UNIX) operating system. Ideal for non pros wanting
grasp of multi-user/multi-tasking systems. Runs under
PC-DOS on IBM PC, PC/XT, PC/AT & compatibles: Re
quires 128K
+ graphics board. $350.
COONISA/MC/AE.

Hurricane Software
19415 S. Dixie Hwy., Miami, FL 33157
800-238-2389
FL 305-238-4800

MICROCOMPA TIBLES

PERMAR & ASSOCIATES

301 Prelude Drive, Dept. B
Silver Spring, MO 20901
(301) 593-0683

800·538·8157 ext. 955 In CA. 80~72-3470 ext. 955
1125 Sunnyhills Ad., Oakland, CA 94610
Include $3.00 s&h. CA residents add 6.5% sales tax.

Inquiry 721

Inquiry 699

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER?

Inquiry 712.

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES
Decision -

War or Peace:
Making In a Nuclear Age

Stimulates discussion on the role of nudear weapons
in nalional security. Players choose U.S. or Soviet
side. High school or home use. both teacher and
student manuals included. IBM or Apple. $49.95
MCNISA/AMEX. For info. call: 207-775 -1330. For
orders call: 1-800-628-2828 ext. 649.

~

SOFTWARE FOR PENNIES ..,.

OVER 100 SUBROUTINES ANO FUNCTIONS for Use
with MicroSoft QUICK BASIC or IBM BASIC Compiler
2. D. Full Documentation Package with Examples. 30 Day
Money-Back Guarantee. VISA/MC FINALL YI is only
$99.00 + $4.00 S&H

Box 395, Montville, NJ 07045
(201) 575-5880

851 Parkview Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15215
( 412) 782-0384

MULTIPATH, INC.

. Bright Ideas, Inc.
52 Exeter St., Portland, Maine 04102-2839
Inquiry 718.

ln~~~ry 657.

FINALLY!
A Subroutine Library for Compiled BASIC

GET BEST ANO LATEST PC·DOS, CP/M·80 ANO
CP/M·86 PUBLIC DOMAIN PROGRAMS FOR
BUSINESS, PERSONAL, EDUCATION, SOFIWARE
DEVELOPMENT, MODEMING, SCIENCE, ANO MORE,
AT LOW COST OFCOPYING.3·'12. 5-V• ANO 8" DISK
FORMATS ARE SUPPORTED. SEND $6.00 FOR
CATALOG.

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.

Inquiry 705.

SOFTWARE/GENERAL

THE MAGIC KEYBOARD $46.50

Print Letters from3/32" to 100', or Sideways to 12" .
10 fonts. Print one line at a timeorfrom text file. Store
signs. posters, overheads, large labels, etc. Okidata
92,3, 192-3, Epson FX, Star Micronics, Proprinter.
MS·DOS & Kaypro ®

WOODSMITH SOFTWARE
Rt. 3 Box 550A, Nashville, IN 4744B
(812) 988-2137

Al for the IBM PC
TOPSI is a full version of OPS5 which runs under MS
OOS, Unix or CP/M. A fas!, etticienl expert system
development tool.

Prototyping: $125
Production; $250
Professional: $375
C version, add $20
Shipping, add $5
DYNAMIC MASTER SYSTEMS
POB 566456, Atlanta. GA 30356
(404) 565-0771
Inquiry 766.

APPLE II USERS:
3780 RJE WORKSTATION EMULATION
-3270 TERMINAL EMULATION
No special software or protocol converter is re
quired in the mainframe. Interfaces to all major IBM
9perating systems. Fast, error-free bisynchronous
transmission, easy to use. APPLE-BISYNC by
Urgeo Software, Inc.

Call us collect at: (509) 838-6058

editable Bach songbook, Keyboard, Bass. and Orum
disks. Patch libraries available for Yamaha and Casio syn·

thesizers. Reviewed in Jan. '85 COMPUTE.
66 Louise Rd., Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

tESCRIBE EN ESPANOL?

K&R standard C COMPILER
with extensions
Assembler, Overlay Linker, Librarian. Unix -like Shell
w/hierarchical directories, Library source for Shell and
ProOos interface, allows production of stand·alone pro
grams. COOS version w/complete o/s source $49.95.
ProOos versions: Entry: $49.95, Professional $99.95.
Macintosh version $199.95. No license fee.

P.O. Box 3455, Trenton, NJ 08619

1161 N. Eldorado Place, #241, Tucson, AZ 85715

lbersoft Inc.

CALL NOW.

609-890-1496

WSM GROUP INC.

MC/VISA

(602) 298-7910
Inquiry 757.

TIME & EXPENSES
Tracks/Bills time & expenses on 1000 accounts,
1 million enlries each. Easy lo use, fasl!
PC/XT/AT/JR and compatibles. Only $49.95
plus $5 shipping. MIC, VISA, Check, Money
Order.

RUN FAST, LOOK BEAUTIFUL
If this is what people expect from your BASIC programs.

then you need YES MASTER!: a DOS-resident develop·
ment aid that includes a screen painter, an ISAM file
manager. a window manager, a printer generator and
more. All in one package. $245. No royalty.

SOFTWAV, INC.

Baker Business Systems

500 Sutter St., Suite 222 BC
San Francisco, CA 94102

2802 Highway 90 West. Seguin, TX 78155

(617) 244-6954

(512) 372-3949
Inquiry 655.

Inquiry 683.

519-254-4472

Escribi8n is the only Spanish·language spelling checil.er for IBM
PC and compatibles. Versions for Wmdperfect, Multimate and
Wordslar-ASCll files. Features as in best English·language
checkers but designed fat Spanish, includeson·line verb con·
jugation. Full version $129.95, demo is $14.95 and includes
full documentation. Call for more delails or to order. If you know
someone that wriles in Spanish, tell them about it. They'll love
you for it.

Dr. T's MUSIC SOFTWARE
IF YOU CAN USE A WORD PROCESSOR
YOU CAN MAKE MUSICI
MIDI music-composition software for Commodore and
Apple computers. Also. algorithmic composition pro
grams for computer generation of sequences. Fully

APPLIED COMPUTING
3368 Westchester Rd ., Bloomfield Hills, Ml 48013

Inquiry 654.

Inquiry 700.

Inquiry 751

WINDOW & SCREEN Mang't
For Modula 2, C, Pascal, IBM/compatibles. Atari
520ST. Create overlap, pop·up menu/screen/win·
dows without touch program, beat 64K limit. Save.
move, zoom/shrink swap/delete, color, border,
header. cursor control. $59.00 VISA/MC.

(415) 397-4666
Inquiry 738.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
POWERFUL FILE MANAGEMENT

THE DGI TYPE SHOP

LO.T.' S FileManagerS for people serious about their
systems. No kid stuff-only powerful managing tools.
File sort. copy, move, delete, search & change attributes.
Undelete and clear files.
EDLIN enhancer & batch mode clean up and more.
Menu driven.
$34.95 (about 'I.! Norton's)
MCNISA

Turn your IBM or APPLE computer and HEWLETT·
PACKARD plotter into a desktop publishing system. THE
DGI TYPE SHOP offers a quick and economical alter
native to typesetting - PLOTSETTING. Price $175. Ten
optional fonts that range from a very formal script to Greek
· Scientilic are available.

INTEGRATED DATA TECHNOLOGY, INC.

DECISION GRAPHICS, INC.

4n5 Bunchberry Lane, Colorado Springs, CO 80917
ORDERS: 303·488-2583

Phone (303) 796-0341
Inquiry 680.

Inquiry 702 .
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P.O. Box 2776·B, Littleton, Colorado 80161
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Tools for CB80 & CB86
BOOS, DOS, and BIOS calls from CBBO and CBB6t
CBC Tools includes functions for directory access,
string ops, a debugger. radix conversion. command
line parsing, quicksorts. bit and byte ops, and more
for CP/M·80, CP/M-86, and PC-DOS. $180.00. Ask
about our Pascal MT+ products.

Minnow Bear Computers
POB 2233 Sta. A. Champaign, IL 61820-8233
(217) 398-6883
Inquiry 716.

- - - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T - - - - 
SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES
CROSS ASSEMBLERS with
"UNIVERSAL" LINKER and
POWERFUL LIBRARIANS
for IBM PC MS-DOS
Full featured for most microprocessors

ENERTEC, INC.
BOX 1312, Lansdale, PA 19446
MCNISA
215·362·0966
Inquiry 689.

SOFTWAR8LANGUAGES

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

SNOBOL4

Affordable Engineering Software

Minnesota
Language
Powertul string &data handling facilities. Interpreter com
patible with mainframe SNOBOL4. 32K strings, 32 bit In
tegers, 8087 for float & large memory model. Sample pgms
include ELIZA. For > 128K IBM PC & D Sor equivarenl.
g~\~~tiv:~~~e~n~~~ood~s~~t~iswold available'. .. 544 _95
Guide + diskette + "green" book . . . . . . ... $59.95
"Green" book only .... .. ............ .. ..... $24.95
Postpaid in USA. In NY adj tax. VISAIMC (914) 271-5855
BERSTIS INTERNATIONAL
POB 441, Millwood, NY 10520
lnquiry 656.

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
Circuit Analysis • Root Locus • Thermal
Analysis • Matrix Manipulation • Signal Pro
cessing • Filter Design • Graphics • Text
Proofreader

BV Engineering
2200 Business Way Suite 207, Riverside. CA 92501
VISNMC
(714) 781-0252
Inquiry 759.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

Symbolic Debugger for Turbo Pascal"

SYSTEM DESIGNER

Develop microprocessor programs on your IBM PC
or MS DOS computer.

• Set breakpoints at line numbers or procedures
- Display and modily variables symbolically
- Fully integrated into Turbo Pascal environment
Requires Turbo 2.0 or 3.0, IBM PC version.
Only $49 plus $2 S&H.

SO is a tool for the design o I hierarchical systems and
processes, representable by trees. SO breaks a task of
designing a large system into a great number of small,
easy tasks while keeping track of all pieces. SO plots a
graph of a tree representing the proposed system . The

• Macros • Conditional Assembly • Editor· •
Complete support lor most 8 bit microprocessors
Linker and EPROM Programmer Driver

Microcomputer Tools Co.
1255C Kenwal Rd., Concord, CA 94521
(415) 825-4200
Inquiry 713.

price is $399.

KYDOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
812 S. Sherman St., Richardson, Texas 75081

(214) 669-1888

CUSTOM SYSTEMS
23 Crestwood Ct., Lansdale, PA 19446
(215) 468-7773
Inquiry 674.

Inquiry 706

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
SIMULATION LANGUAGE
TurboSim allows large discrete event simulati:ons i.e .. manufac
turing systems, health-care systems, etc. to be run on a micro.
II featLJes a comprehensive 1111al repo1t, histograms. plots and
multiple simulation runs in an unattended mode. Source code
is written in Turbo Pascal and isinduded. Borland lnternational's
Turbo Pascal and an IBMfPC with 64K are required. $49.95.

Micro Simulation
37 William J . Heights, Framingham, MA 01701

(617) 875-6098
Inquiry 765.

MATRIX CALCULATOR
Programmable calculator with 70 + matrix opns,
statistics, system of lin & nonlin & dill eq'ns, numer.
integral, 1-d optm. User program'd lune. $49.95
includes S&H, 100 + pg manual, 1 yr. support.
Same for 8087 ver. Visa, MC accepted.

SoftTech Inc.

* INSTANT EDT/ASEM $50 PPD *

Microsoft's. Syntax and file compatible. Runs like 'Turbo
Pascal.' Write, assemble and run programs in seconds,
in memory! 'WordStar' like editor built in. Supports full

Intel 16-bil family. PC DOS-MS DOS compatible. Money
back guarantee!

Computer Solutions
P .0. Box 354, Mason, Michigan 48854
1·800-874-9375
VISA/MC 1-517-628-2943
Catalog with 300 items sent with order.
Inquiry 669.

...

SCIENTIFIC HANDBOOK

Cathedral Software
999C Edgewater Blvd., Suite 311 F
Foster City, CA 94404
·

PC TECHNICAL GRAPHICS
TEKMAR is a graphics library for the Tecmar
Graphics Master. Similar to PLOT -10, includes
WINDOW, VIEWPORT, AXIS. Support for HP, HI
plotters. Curve fitting, complete plotting program.
Log, semi-log, multi-axis, 3·D, contours. Demo
disk, literature available.

Semantic Microsystems

Advanced Systems Consultants
21115 Devonshire SI., Suite329, Chatsworth, CA 91311

Highest power per dollar. Highest power per K of
memory. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Electronic Circuit Analysis
. .. $450.
Logic Simulation System ............ ... $395.

TATUM LABS

Eclipse Systems

sea

8087 supper! $125; compiler supper! $250. ($4 shipp
ing & handling. CA res. add sales tax).

STANFORD BUSINESS SOFTWARE, INC.
4151 Middlefield Rd., Suite 215, Palo Alto, CA 94303
To Order Call (415) 424-9499

CMX MATRIX CALCULATOR
Evaluate complicated matrix expressions as easily as
arithmetic m a calculator. Over a dozen useful
operatC>'s invoked by a single keystroke. Fully prompt
ng learning mode plus a rapid entry silent mode.
MS/PC-DOS CP/M68K (Sage/Stride) versions. $55.

°"

Estanco, Inc.
444 So. Cotner Blvd., Lincoln, Nebraska 68510

phone ( 402) 489-6435
Inquiry 690

ENGINEERING SOFTWARE WRITTEN
BY ENGINEERS FOR ENGINEERS

FORTRAN SOURCE CODE
PROFESSIONAL SIGNAL PROCESSING &
MA TRIX ANALYSIS UTILITIES
34 PROGRAMS WfTUTORfAL & EXAMPLES
Spectral Analysis, Digital Filters. Singular Value Decamp,
Conj. Gradient, Roal Finder, Graphics, More. Disk/Hard·
copy. Documented. Rsrch Bibliography. Send for info.

$99.

33 Main St.. Newtown, CT 06470
(203) 426-2184

P.O. Box 237, Merion Station, PA 19066
(215) 664-2419
Inquiry

MATRIX 100
Powerful Matrix operations with single statements in IBM
PC BASIC. Perform multiple regression , solve
simultaneous equations, inve1t matrices. etc. MA lRIX 100
commands are fast, reliable and easy to use. Price $80.

(818) 407-1059
Inquiry 651.

T-List Data Base Manager

SYLCA CORPORATION
33-47 14 Street, Dept B, Long Island City, NY 11106
718-278-4604

Inquiry 740.

LISP for the MACINTOSHS

Designed lor the Apple II & ProDOS, T -List uses
file caching and balanced b·trees to advance
beyond ordinary data base managers. Features
compact variable length records, multiple fields per
key, unlimited records and keys. $75 with partial
source.

Apple II series of computers or IBM PC. PCjr and

.._

Chemists. Physicists. Engineers:
Fas\ accurate unit conversions IC>' all common units
(over 100). Also physical constants, periodic table.
calculator. Don't reach for the bookshelf' With Hand
book PLUS on your PC they're at your finger lips.
$35 PCIMS·DOS computers.

MacScheme@ implements the Scheme dialect of
LISP. It leatures a fast byte code interpreter. debug
ger. editor that understands USP syntax, multiple
windows, and Quickdraw graphics. University site
licenses available. $125. ( + $1 O overseas).
MCNISA. To order. call or write:

Inquiry 731.

Inquiry 748.

n beams. Price: $50.00.

Inquiry 746

Inquiry 666.

4470 S.W. Hall St., Ste. 340, Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 643-4539

Beam analysis program calculates shear. moments, reac·

Helical spring design program tor compression. exten·
sion and torsion springs. Price: $75.00.
Both packages include disk and documentation. For
compatibles.

Suite 104, 18505 W. 8 Mile, Detroit, Ml 48219
(For Credit Card Orders) 1-800-835-2246 ext. 60
313-534-4933
Inquiry 735.

Full Macro Assembler. An !he features ol IBM's &

BEAM ANALY. & SPRING DESIGN
lions, slopes and defleclions

CLAREN SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 5333 •MESA, AZ. 85201

Inquiry 67t.
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- - - - - T H E BUYER'S M A R T - - - - 
SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
Digital Logic Design on the Macintosh"'
The LogicWorks~ series allows you to create, test
and document digital circuitry on your Macintosh .
Full simulation capability lets you catch design errors
before committing your circuit to hardware. From
$79.95 (US). Demo pkg. $10. Visa/MC Accsptod.

Capllano Computing Systems Ltd.
Box 86971 , N. Vancouver, B.C., Canada, V7L 4P6

(604) 669-6343

SOFTWARE/SYSTEMS

UTILITIES

pcSHARE MULTl-USER O/S

"USER-FRIENDLY" REDEFINED
Don'! laugh. Now if your P.C.'s aren't friendly, it's your
own lault. Meet TheEMCEE, your application manager.

pcSHARE allows yoo: IBM·XTIAT or compatible to sup·
port up to 5 users running 1·2·3, dBASE, WordS!ar, etc.
on inexpensive serial CRTs. For software developers,
pcSHARE efficiently runs compiled Basic. Pasca & C pro
grams with full DOS 3.0 compatible record locking.
DIGITROL COMPUTERS INC.
440 Phillip Street
Waterloo. Ontario, CAN. N2L 5R9
(519) 884·4541

TURBO CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
Generates matrix·equation source code for AC, DC
and Transient Analysis. Source code for Worst Case,
Plots, etc. Requires MS·DOS, Bl·Turbo Pascal or
FORTRAN. Both ME and EE useful.
Circuit Analysis Programming System
$155
CVY, Inc.
1709 N. West Ave. #131, Jackson, Ml 49202

(517) 782-2297

grams, balch files and menus. 99 levels of password pro
tection. Fast. friendly inter1ace for users. powe1tul access

and control for systems managers. Only $49.95. What
could be friendlier than that?
COMMAND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, INC.

1-800-423-9147 or 1-818-707-7100
Inquiry 667.

Inquiry 681 .

Inquiry 664.

Replaces DOS prompt with cuslom menus. Runs pro·

COPVWRITE

BACKBONE~

The Easy DOS·lnterface for IBM PC/XT/AT and Com·
patibles. Cuslomize linked menus wilh the MENU

PROCESSOR". Then, any program, batch process.
submenu, even DOS, may be accessed by a keystroke.
A perfect hard disk organizer, ideal for LAN'S. Provides
speed, convenience, simplicity. Only $39.95 + $4 p&h

Guaranteed! And Well Supported!
SYNCHRONY SYSTEMS
4191 San Juan Ave., Jacksonville, FL 32210

Onlers: 1~237-6360 x314

In Fl 1~282·1152 x314

CopyWrite backs up hundreds of the most popular pro·
grams for !he IBM PC. CopyWrite is revised monthly to
keep up with the latest in copy protection, and comes
wrth a trade·in offer. II needs an IBM AT, XT, or PC, 128K
and one disk drive. but can use more memory or another
drive. $50 US. Check/Credit Cards.

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 182
(416) 961-8243

Inquiry 747.

Inquiry 675.

STATISTICS

RATS!

forMathS text-formatter
•
•
•
•
•

Equations, matrices, ratios, integrals, diagrams
Macros. fonls. Greek/math symbols
Hyphenation, secnleqn/ref numbering
Indexes. table of contenls, footnotes
Dot·matn·x, daisywheel, laser printers, all monitors
$400. $50 for demo
SHANTHA SOFTWARE INC.
50 West 97th St. Room 11 N, New York City 10025
(212) 222-SNIP
Touchlone toll free: 950-1088-walt-FORMATH

RATS is a fast. accurate & complete regression pack
age with unsurpassed POWER. Has both time.series
& cross section analysis. Includes Box·Jenkins, legit
& probit. Spectral analysis & graphics also available.
Requires 256K RAM. IBM PC or compatible. $200.
MCNisa.

VAR Econometrics

P.O. Box 19334, Minneapolis, MN 55419

(612) 822-9690
Inquiry 760.

Inquiry 732.

SOURCE CODE UBRARIAN &
REVISION CONTROL SYSTEM
TLIB" keeps ALL versions of your program n ONE
compact library file, even with hundreds of revisions.
• 5 times faster than PC/IX (Unix) SCCS
• LAN·shared libraries with PC Network
MS/PC-DOS 2.x & 3.x. $99.95 + $3 S&H. VISA/MC
BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
POB 4156, Cary, NC 27511

(919) 469-3068
Inquiry 658.

SOFTWARE/SYSTEMS
CPM-80 LIVES on your PC
CP/Mulator puts a 4mhz 8 bn CP/M emulator in your IBM·
PC for $99. ($3 s + h).
- A great 8 bit development system
- Saves expensive CPM·80 applications
- Increases PC speed 10% for 8088 programs
- Priced less than most software only products
- Uses no valuable board slots

Source Information
P.O. Box 2974, Warminster, PA 18974
VISA
Phone (215) 628·4719
MIC

(800) 451-3030

(818) 993-8536 (CA)

Inquiry 761.

Inquiry 739.

Multl-Terminal
Disk Operating Systems
GASS·General Accounting Scientific Switching
system. Multitasking. Can handle 12 terminals off
IBM PC. Used in mini's since 1976. Dealers wanted.
Lisi Price $95.
Maxey Systems, Inc.
5910 Youree Dr. Suile D, Shreveport, LA 71105
(318) 868·5422

LASER TYPOGRAPHY $495.
Typographic composition software to drive the Cor
ona L300 Laser Printer as a typesetter. H & J 24
proportional space fonts. widths for 78 fonts
available. Mix face & point size on any line.
multicolumn capability.

Micro Prlnt-X, Inc.
P.O . Box 581, Ballinger, TX 76821
(915) 365·2343
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
Inquiry 714.

The Statistician
Includes: Multiple Regression (Stepwise. ridge, all
subsets, backward elimination)
• Time series analysis • descriptive statistics
• transformations • su1vey research • nonparametrlcs
• X-Yp/01s • ANOVA •random samples• date base
• data editor • search & sort • hypothesis tests

For IBM, MS.DOS, XENIX, CPM, TRS·DOS.
Please cell TOLL FREE 1°800-334-0854 (Ext. 814)

QUANT SYSTEMS

HOT
STUFFll

UTILITY DISK

$10,

FOR
IBM-PC

EXPECT A MIRACLE!

MICRO TOOLS INC.
POB 357 N. Chili, NY 14514 (716) 594-1088
Circle the Inquiry #715 .. . We'll do the rest

DOS PATHING EXTENSION
Give your software t/Je full PATH/NG capabilities that
are missing from the 2xx and 3xx versions of MS·
DOS and PCDOS. FULLPATH object license:
$19.95, source license: $399.95, ( +$5 S&H + 6%
in MN). VISIVMCIPOICHK 30 day money back

guarantee.

P.R. GLASSEL and ASSOCIATES, INC.
30255 Fir Trail, Stacy, MN 55079
812·482·1337

Box 628, Charleston, SC 29402
803·571·2825
Inquiry 762.

STATISTIX™

MEDIA MASTER PLUS

$75 · Satisfaction guaranteed

READ, WRITE, and FORMAT over 60CP/M disks and
run most CP/M-80 programs on your IBM PC! Two pro
gram package includes ZPIEM, a CPIMBO emulator pro
gram that transforms your IBM PC into a 1·2 MHZ CP/M
2.2 computer. $59.95 + $3.00 S/H (CA e>Ai)
INTERSECTING CONCEPTS, INC.
4573 Healherglen Ct .. Ste. 10
Moorpark, CA 93021
(805) 529·5073

A comprehensive, powerful, yet easy·to·use
statistical analysis system for IBM PC/XT/AT's, Apple
ll's, and MS DOS machines. Clear 200p manual.
Write for information.

NH

ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE

801 West Iowa Ave.. St. Paul, MN 55117
(612) 488·4436
Inquiry 727.

BYTE • APRI L 1986

PACKED

Inquiry 715.

Inquiry 724.

Inquiry 769.

396

STATISTICS CATALOG!
If you need statistics for IBM PC or Apple II, call
us and let our technical advisors help you find the
statistics programs you need.
Wrile or call now to get a FREE catalog of statistics
and quality control software.
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9010 Reseda Blvd., Ste. 222
Norlhridge, CA 91324

Inquiry 704.

Supports all 20 Hayes Commands
and all 6 responses
• Tone & Pulse dialing • Built-in speaker
• Auto dial/auto answer • 8 status lights
• Auto speed selection • Self-test

1200 bps Standalone
Bell 103 and Bell 212A
Compatlble

2400 bps Standalone
CCITT V22, V22BIS, Bell 212A,
and Bell 103 Compatlble

1200 bps IDM PC
Compatlble Card w/MITE
CommunlcaOons Software

$199

$399

$199

VIDEO MONITORS

EXPANSION CHIPS

IDM-PC- COMPAllDLE MOHITOl\S

64 K Expansion Contains

PGS MAX-12 Amber 12" 251bs.
BDPGXMAX12
PGS HX-12 RGB 12" 371bs.
BDPGXHX12
AMDEK 310A Amber 12" 261bs.
BDADK310A
GENERAL PURPOSE
AMDEK300 Green Comp.12"251bsBDADK300
AMDEK 300AAmberComp 12"251bsBDADK300A

$179
$479
$169
$129
$139

IBM COMPATIBLE BOARDS

256K Expansion Contains

36 64K x 1 1SOnS RAMs
256K Expansion Contains

9 256K x 1 150nS RAMs
MEG Expansion Contains
36 256K x 1 1SOnS RAMs

AST
Si xPacPlus 64K
BDAST6PACK64
RAM Page! 256K
BDASTRP256
MegaPlus II 64K
BDASTMP2
MegaPak 128K for above
BDASTPAC4
Preview!
BDASTPRVW
ColorGraph Plus
BDASTCGP
QUADRAM
EXPANDED QUADBRD zero K BDQDRQDBRDXPO
QUADBOARD II zero K
BDQDRQDBRDllO
GOLD QUADBOARD zero K
BDQDRGO
SILVER QUADBOARD zero K
BDQDRSO
LIBERTY BOARD 128K
BDQDRLIB
BDQDR512
QUAD 512+ 64K
Quad EGA+
BDQDREGA
QUADCOLOR II
BDQDRQDCll
HERCULES
MONO GRAPHICS CARD
BDHECGC
COLOR graphics card
BDHECCC
ORCHID
CONQUEST zeroK
BDORCCQ
CRAMRAM Half BO 186
BDORCT86
BDORCT8650
Serial daughter board for above

$259
$399
$349
$179
$279
$199

$329
$179
$369
$829
$129

PARADIS£
5 PACK zero K
BDPARSPACK
$149
5PACKw/384Kincldedyou install BCPAR5PACK384 $199

sm

Improved PC type Slbs
KB5151 with touch pad Slbs

BDKEYKB5151
BDKEYKB5153

$189
$379

POWER SUPPLIES FOP. IBM PC'"
17 Owatt replacement ?lbs

BDTEATP409B
BDTEATP412

$159
$ 99

BDWYSSO

WYSE 30 321bs
QUME 101 Amber 321bs
QUME 101 Green 321bs

$499
$479
2 or more
$359
BDWYS30
BDQMEQVT101 AM $359
BDQMEQVT101GR $359

HARD DISK PC SUBSYSTEMS
21 Mbyte
33Mbyte
40Mbyte
72Mbyte

IHlERHAL (Include $6 shipping)
'h high
BDPRIPCSUB21 I $549
full high
BDPRIPCSUB331 $899
full high
BDPRIPCSUB401$1399
full high
BDPRIPCSUB721$1999
£XT£11NAL (Include $10 shipping)

HAYES
2400bps Sm••tmodem 4 lbs.
BDDCH2400
1200bps Sma•1modem 4 lbs.
BDDCH 1200
1200bps PC Smartmodem 4 lbs. BDDCH 12008
Pl\ACTICAL P£111PH£RALS
1200bps '12 card w/software
BDPRPPM 12

21 Mbyte
33Mbyte
42Mbyte
72Mbyte

subsystm
subsystm
subsystm
subsystm

BDPRIPCSUB21X $749
BDPRIPCSUB33X$1099
BDPRIPCSUB42X$1599
BDPRIPCSUB72X$2199

"AT' Subsystems - Drive, Cables 6 ROM
30 Mbyte Subsystem
40 Mbyte Subsystem

MODEMS

Surge Suppressor &
Noise Filter

$299
$349
$129
$ 79
$ 99
$349
$279

Drives mounted in a IBM PC styled enclosure

TERMINALS
WYSE 50 321bs

Pl\Olt\£TH£US
Pro Modem 1200 Standalone 41bs BDPRMPM1 200
ProModem 1200 for MAC 4lbs BDPRMPM1200M
Communications buffer 1 lb.
BDPRMOPTS
Alpha/num for ProModem 11b.
BDPRMDISPLAY
512K ProModem upgrade 11b.
BDPRMX512
ProModm 1200Apple lie card 4 lbsBCPRMPM1200A
ProModm 1200 PC crd/sftwr41bs BCPRMPM1200B

Systems include drive, control & data cables & 1/2 card contrllr

KEYTP.ONICS KEYBOARDS

130watt replacement 61bs

$239
$199
$449
$269
$499
$259
$449
$349

PDBIBMMEM9
812.00
PDBIBMMEM36
839.00
PDB256MEM9
839.00
PDB256MEM36
8149.00

9 64K x 1 1SOnS RAMs

$599
$399
$379
$199

$29.95

BDWBRD6115S List: $49.95
(Shipping Weight 2 lbs.)

BDPRIATSUB301 $899
BDPRIATSUB40I $1499

HARD DISK DRIVES !Sh. wt. s lbs.J
Tandon TM252 13Mbyte
Seagate ST225 25Mbyte
CMI 6640 40Mbyte
CDC 94155-086 86Mbyte
Ma xtor XT1140 143Mbyte

BDTND252
BDSEAST225
BDCM16640
BDCDC86
BDMXTXT1140

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES !Sh wt. 3 lbs.1
TAN DON 55·2 5'/•" DS.40T,'h hi
BDTND552
MPI 52S SW' DS,40T,full hi
BDMPl52S
Tandon TM100·2 5'1•" DS,40T full hiBDTNDTM1 002

$329
$ 449
$ 699
$1895
$3295
$ 99
$ 69

$ 129

PRIORITY
ELECTR0N1cr~
sAN JosE
..=..
I~
W.
21622 Plummer St., Chatsworth, CA 91311-9970
San
CA
ONE ·

18241 McDurmott,
Irvine, CA 92714

(714)660-1411

inquiry 210

Mail Your Order To:

RETAIL: (818)709-5464 INDUSTRIAL: (818)709-5111

542

Trimble Rd.,
Jose,
95131

(408)405-7000

MINIMUM PREPAID ORDER $25.00. Terms U.S. VISA. MC, BAC,Check. Money Order, U.S.

insurance. Orders over 70 lbs. sent freight collect. Just in case, include your phone number.

Funds ONLY. CA residents add 6%, 6112%, or 7% Sales Tax, depending on your local rates.

Prices sub ject to change without notice. We will do our best to maintain prices through April

Include MINIMUM SHIPPING & HANDLING of $3.00 for the first 3 lbs., plus 50¢ for each
1986. Credit card orders will be charged appropriate freight. We are not responsible for
typographical errors.
additional pound (25¢ if within Calif.) Plus 25¢ per $100.00 value of your order for
PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS and PRIORITY 1 ELECTRONICS are registered se•vice marks of the Heath Group, Ltd. Zipper 212A, Zipper 2400, Zipper 12008 and Zipper Modem are
trademarks of the Heath Group, Ltd.

Inquiry IOI

CCT-4

SYSTEM
SERIES

The latest CCT implementation of the new
generation Intel 16-Bit Processor technology.
This means extreme speed, unequaled power,
and the ultimate in reliability, and of course, the
innovators at CCT behind it.

This series in the CCT line exploits the speed and power of the Intel 80286 and Zilog Z-80H (8MHz), on the 286Z CPU
board. This combination, along with CompuPro OMA controllers and 110 boards, yields a dramatic improvement in system
throughput speeds, from basic CP/M operation, up to large powerful multi-user/multi-tasking machines. The CCT-4
represents the most advanced hardware presently available in a microcomputer to run the thousands of CP/M type
software programs on the market, and with CONCURRENT DOS 8-16 and the CompuPro PC Graphics board (when
available), all software written for the IBM PC machines. This series is for the serious business/scientific user.

CCT-4A

State-of-the-art power in it's basic form. Consists of CCT-286Z CPU board and CCT-M256 (256K), along with Com
puPro: Enclosure 2 Desk (21 slot MF), Disk 1A, System Support 1, Interfacer 4, the CCT-2.4 floppy drive system , and
CP/M 8-16, and with SF-200 surge suppressor system. . .................................. $5,269.00

CCT-48

Single-user/hard disk power. As the 4A, except priced without the CCT-2.4, to add in your choice of CCT hard/floppy
combination drive subsystem, at the published pricing ... ... . .. .... .... .. . ... .. . .. . . ..... . $4,149.00

(Example: CCT-48 Mainframe with CCT-1011

= $6, 198.00)

Plus cost of selected drive subsystem

CCT-4C

0 Multi-user/hard disk power. As the 48, with the CCT-M512 (512K static RAM board) instead of M256; Interfacer 3 in
..L~°' stead of Interfacer 4; SF-400 instead of SF-200, plus Concur. DOS 8-16 O.S. (4 to 6 user system) . ... $4,999.00

~~~·

~A~

.....~~~~'

v· ~"

(Example: CCT-4C Mainframe with CCT-4011 = $8,048.00)

Plus cost of selected drive subsyslem

Limited Time Offer - FREE 80287 Math Chip with any CCT-4!

The above systems include all necessary cabling, assembly, testing, minimum 20 hour burn-in,
and the CCT unconditional 12 month direct warranty.

CCT-M512

CCT-M256

,b~ It(/~

~l'~C ~

ll~

WORLD'S TOP SELLING CCT STATIC RAM. IEEE Standard 12MHz. 512K in one slot!  Special Price: $799
256K version of M512 upgradeable to full 512K. Perfect 256K RAM board for any CompuPro system . . . . . $439

CUSTOM COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY I BOX 4160 I SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340
TOLL FREE ORDERING: 800-222-8686 / For technical support I service: 602-282-6299

HOW CAN YOU REFUSE
THIS OFFER, IF YOU ARE
SHOPPING FOR IBM CLONE!

e

Special Sale for I BM PC/XT
Compatible Computer System

@pinecom··
e
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OPTIONALADDON:
A. For 5151 100 keys keyboard add $40.00
B. For 3way RGB color monitor 13" add $285.00
C. For 10 MGB internal hard disk with controller
add $499.00
D. For 22 MGB internal hard disk with controller
add $599.00
E. For Monochrome graphic adapter with printer
port and TTL Monochrome 12" Hi-RES monitor
add $60.00
SHIPPING CHARGES : 5% for C.0.D., 2% for prepaid
orders inside Continental LJ_ S. No Perso nal Checks

Accepted.
Inquiry 407
DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED.
e IBM la ragial9rad trada mark of IBM Corp.

•
•
•
•
•

Fully IBM PC/XT compatible
640K on board memories
8 IBM PC/XT standard 1/0 slots
808 7 coprocessor ready socket
Standard 4 . 77 MHz clock speed
Flip-top type metal cabinet
83 key full function key board
(enlarged return key and led indicators)
Color graphic adapter w ith composit out
(RES. 640 x 320)
One parallel port for printer
One RS-232 serial port
One game port for joystick
Real time clock with calendar
(5 years battery back up on board)
135 watts hard disk ready power supply
2 half height 360K floppy drives
12"monochrome monitor included
Fully assembled and tested
6 months parts and labor warranty

SPECIAL 0 FFER:

$949

PINE COMPUTER INC.
1455 MONTEREY PASS RD.. SUITE 103
MONTEREY PARK. CA 91754

PHONE: (213) 269-1103

PC/XT 640K MOTHER BOARD,
LOADED W/ BIOS
e COLOR GRAPHIC CARD W/RGB &
COM POSIT VIDEO OUT PUT (640x
400 RES)
e MONOCHROME GRAPHIC CARD
W/ PRINTER PORT (720x348 RES)
e FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER CARD
W/CABLE
e 0 / 384K MULTIFUNCl\ON CARD
W/PARALLEL PORT; SERIAL PORT:
GAME PORT; CALANDER, CLOCK
(BATTERY BACK UP) AND 384K RAM
SLOTS
e DISK l'/ 0 CARD W/ PARALLEL PORT;
SERIAL PORT; GAME PORT;
CALANDER. CLOCK (BATTERY BACK
UP) AND FLOPPY DISK CONTROL
LER W/ CABLES
e PARALLEL PRINTER CARD
e SERIAL PRINTER CARD (RS-232)
e DUAL SERIAL CARD (RS-232)
(COM·1, COM-2)
e 0/512K RAM EXPANSION CARD
e MOUSE SYSTEM (MICRO·SOFT
COMPATIBLE) (3 BUTTONS)
e EXTERNAL MODEM 300/1200 BULD
(HAYS COMPATIBLE)
e 135WATTPOWER SUPPLY 110/ 220V
SIDE SWITCH
e KEYBOARD : PC/XT LOOK ALIKE 84
KEY (5150)
e KEYBOARD : SELECTIC·ll LOOK
ALIKE. LARGE RT KEY
e KEYBOARD : ADVANCE 100 KEY
MODEL : 5151
e KEYBOARD : AT LOOK ALIKE, LARGE
RT KEY
e PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE (6 FT.)
e SERIAL PRINTER CABLE (6 FT.)
e JOY STICK (SELF CENTERING W/2
FIRE BUTTON)
e 360K HALF HEIGHT DISK DRIVE
(PANASONIC OR TEAL)
e SURGE SUP RE SS ED POWER STRIP (6
OUTLETS)

1J

TOLL-FREE
ORDERING:

800-222-8686
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT/
SERVICE / IN ARIZONA:
602-282-6299

CUSTOM COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY
c~~~~~
1 CCT PLAZA- P.O. BOX 4160-SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340

Cc'

®

Purchase your Hardware and Software directly from an OEM I Systems Integrator. Take advantage of our buying power! We stock
afull line of Board Level Components,Software and Peripherals.Call for your needs.We'll give you the Lowest Prices,and the Technical
Support and Know-How we are quickly becoming well-known for. Satisfied Customers Nationwide. The Nation'sCustom Systems
House for Business, Education and Science. Call for asystem quote. CCT Implements Tomorrow's Technology Today!rM

• FOREMOST QUALITY • ADVANCED SUPPORT • REASONABLE COST •
(GmpuPr~
80286NOW!
D CCT-286Z is our model designation
for the Ml-286 dual processor board
from Macrotech. It features the super
high speed combination of Z-80H and
80286, with provision for the 80287
math chip. Directly replaces 8085/88
and8086CPUsrunning CP/M, MP/M
Concurrent DOS, and MS-DOS, at
throughput increases of 3X to 5X!
SPECIAL PRICE • $795
80287 Option  Installed · $250
SEE THE CCT-4 SERIES
USING THIS BOARD
DETAILED ON THE FACING PAGE

NOW!
BATTERY BACi<-UP
ON
CCT RAM BOARDS!
VOLATILE PRICES
CALL FOR QUOTE
LIBERTY TERMINALS
• Superior Reliability •
200-14" AMBER ... . ..... .. ....... $489
OKIDATA PRINTERS • Top Quality
182 - 80 Col .. CALL 183  132 Col .. CALL
192 - 80 Col .. CALL 193  132 Col .. CALL
84 -132 Col/200cps-Top of the Line .. .CALL
For Serial Interfaces . ... .. . . . . .... .CALL
ZENITH SYSTEMS
Z138 Portable .... ... . .. . . ...... . .$1439
Z148 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.... . .. .... $1299
Z158 . . ... .. .. . .. . .. •. . .• . ... . .. $2019
Z171 fully featured . . . .. .. . ... .. . . . $2619
WE HAVE ALL SOFTWARE-CALL

J

$ACROSS THE BOARD PRICE REDUCTIONS$
INDUSTRIALGRADE
SUPERIOR QUALITY

CCT DISK DRIVE SYSTEMS

ROLLSRO'ftESOF
THE INDUSTRV

S-100 HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS
Professionally engineered ST-506type systemsforthe business market S-100 Computer user. Includes
industry top quality drives,CompuPro Disk 3 OMA controller, all cabling, A&T, formatted, burned-in. Pro
visions for up to two hard disks in each system. We include operating system update. CP/M 80, CP/M
86, CP/M 8-16, CCP/M 8-16, CP/M 68K. (/1 Systems are CCT innovated hard/floppy combinations, with
Mitsubishi DSDD 8" drive.) 12 month warranty.
CCT-10 (11 + MEG) . . . . . . . . . . . ... $1399 CCT-10/1 .. . . . ... .. .. . . . .... . . $1999
CCT-20 (22 +MEG) . . . ..... . ..... $1549 CCT-20/1 ... . ... . . . . . . . .. . ... . $2149
CCT-40 (36 + MEG) ... . .... .. .. .. $2579 CCT-40/1 ... . . ..... . .... . . . .. . $3179
CCT-75 (75 +MEG) .... . .. .. .. ... $3349 CCT-75/1 .................. ... $3949
CCT-90 (87 +MEG) . .. .. .. . . . . . . . $4799 CCT-90/1 ....... . . .... . . . . .. . . $5399
CCT-125(123+MEG) ........ .. .. $6099 CCT-125/1 . .. ... .. . .... . .... . . $6699

HOT NEW PRINTERFACER 1™ - Print buffer 1/0 Board. Up to 1 Meg. RAM on board. Looks as/works with
CCT
Interfacer 3/4. Single or Multiuser/Interrupt driven or polled. Super-slick design handles one serial, one parallel,
BOARD software switchable. Also for Zenith and Alpha. Intro Price - $349 Incl. Cable Set.
CCT-2.4 •Dual 8" DSDD

FLOPPY SYSTEMS

CCT-5 •SW' DSDD

Mitusbishi 2.4 Megabyte in Extra Heavy horizontal enclosure, IBM Compatible Mitsubishi 360K. Extra Heavy Cabinet
removeable filter air system, all cabling, A&T, Burned in. The accommodates two drives, hard or floppy.All cabling, A&T,
fastest system available: .
. . . .. .... .. ... .. . . $1429 Burned-in. Perfect for our Concurrent DOS Package . $349
CCT-8/5 • FULL IBM COMPATIBILITY
One Mitsubishi 8" DSDD (1 .2 Meg)/One 5-%" DSDD (360K) IBM Drive
ForConcurren) DOS and PC DOS . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .... . . .. .. . ...... . .. $11129

* SUPERPRICES *COMPUPROCOMPONENlS* INSTOCK *

CPU-Z - $159 • Disk 1A -$399 • Disk 1A w/CP/M -$578 • CPU 8086/10 - $359 • SPUZ/256K -$319
CPU 8085/88 · $229
•
CPU 286 · $849
•
CPU 68K - 10Mhz - $359
Disk 3 -$519
•
RAM 22 (256K) -$489
•
RAM 23/64K - $199/128K - $289
Concurrent DOS 8-16 CCT Enhanced -$669
•
SUPER SALE - M-Drive/H - 512K- $399 I 2Meg -$899
Enclosure 2Desk- $699/Rack -$749 • Interfacer 3-$469 • Interfacer 4 -$349 • System Support 1 - $299
Concurrent DOS 8-16 -$599
•
CP/M 80 (CCfHMX) - $125
•
CP/M 86 (CCTTMX) - $175
CP/M 8-16 (CCTTMX)-$279 • CP/M 68K(CCTCX)·$329 • Operating System Updates/Remakes- $30

I 16 Bit Upgrade Kit: CP/M 86, RAM 23, System Support 1, Cable $649 D CP/M 8-16 - Kit - $673 I
CCT-1 - ENTRY LEVEL S-100 BUSINESS SYSTEM

• Enclosure 2-Desk-21 Slot Mainframe •
• CCT-2.4-Dual 8" Mitsubishi
• CPU-Z- 6MhzZ-80 CPU Board•
DSDD Drive System· 2.4 Megabytes•
SPECIAL PRICE
• Disk 1A • OMA Floppy Disk Controller • • CP/M 80 · 2.2 HMX · CCT Modified •
• RAM 23 • 64K Static RAM • 12Mhz •
• All Cabling, Complete CCT Assembly,
• Interfacer 4- 3Serial/2 Parallel 1/0 •
Testing, and Minimum 20 Hour Bum-in •
RUNS ALL STANDARD 8" CP/M SOFTWARE - INCLUDES OUR EXCLUSIVE 12 MONTH DIRECT WARRANTY

$3,350

Prices & availability subject to change. All products new, and carry full manufacturer's warranties.Call for catalog. Free technical help to anyone.All products we sell are CCT individually tested
and set up for your system· Plug-In & Go! Arizona residents add sales tax CCT© Trademark - Custom Computer Technology; MS-DOS© Trademark - Microsoft; IBM© Trademark
International Business Machines; CompuPro© Trademark-W.J. Godbout; CP/M © MP/M© Trademarks - Digital Research HERCULES™Trademark - Hercules Computer Technology
Inquiry 102
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Inquiry 72

MONITORS
AT&T 6300/1 FOrive/Mono Monit. 1675
Corona PPC·400 Porl/2 FOrives ... 1145
Sperry IT/1 FDrlve/1 40M HDrive. 2995
Wyse 1100-PC/2 FOrives. . .
. . 995
Zenith 171-PC Porl/2 FDrives..... 1745
.. CALL

Princeton HX9. . .435 Amdek310A 143
Princeton HX12E. 529 Amdek 600.389
PrincetonMAX12E.165 Amdek 722. 499
Taxan 115.. .. . 115 Taxan 620 .. 399
Taxan 121/TTL... 132 Taxan 640 .. 519
Casper Mono/TTL.119 Wyse 500.. 169
Zenith 122..... . 75 Zenith 1330.465
Lica/12" /RGB & Mono/640x240.. 335
Roland/12" /RGB/640x240 ....... 325
Thomson/14" /RGB/Comp/560x240 299
Hitachi/Sharp/Taturig/Tecmar ... CALL
Cables/Video Interfaces/Stands .. CALL

BOARDS
AST Advantage/128K ... .
AST Six Pack Plus/64K... .
AST Six Pack Clone/Game/384K... 185
.Cardo G-Whiz (Commodore) ........ 55
Hercules Color Card ....
Hercules Color Card Clone....... . . 99
Orange Grappler + (Apple).
. . 70
Orchid Conquest/OK. .
Paradise Modular Graphics. .. .
PC Mono. Graphics (Par Port)....... 99
PC RAM Board/DK. . ..... . ..... . . 69
Persyst Bob Board... .
Quad ram EGA+ .... .. .
Sigma 400 High Res Card.
STB Graphics Plus II.
Taxan 555 High Res Card .. , ...
Tecmar Maestro AT . .. .
ABM/Micro Sci/Microtek/PGS..

DISK DRIVES
Apple Compatible Floppy Drives..
IBM Compatible Floppy Drives ...
Seagate 20M Kil/IBM Compal.
IOMEGA 10M Half-Height Drive.

I

MODEMS

1

AST Reach Half-Card /Soft. ..... 355
Anchor Volksmodem. . . . . . . . . . . . 55
Anchor Express Halt-Card W/Sott.. 185
Anchor Lightning 2400. . . . .... . 375
Hayes Micromodem llE W/Soft. ... 132
Hayes Smartmodem 1200... ...... 365
· Hayes Smartmodem 1200B W/Soft. 345
Prometheus Promodem 1200. .
285
PrometheusPromodem1200B WI Soft.235
Rascal-Vadic 1200PC W/Soft. ..... 215
Racal-Vadic 2400PC W/Soft..... .. 399
Ven-Tel PC Modem Half-Card.
. . 355
Novation/Rixon/UOS/Zoom .... .. CALL

PRINTERS
Citizen MSP10 .. 250 Abati L020... 299
Citizen Prem 35. 409 Canon A40 . . . 255
Corona LP300. 2599 Toshiba 321 .. 495
Diablo D34LO.. 1045 Juki 6100.
345
Epson JX80.... 289 NEC Elf.
. 389
Epson LX90 .... 255 NEC P5 . .. . .. 975
Epson FX -286 .. 519 Star SG-10... 209
Data So. 180.. 1075 Tally MT86 .. . 425
Panasonic 1080. 205 Tl 865 ... .. : 725
Panasonic 1091. 239 Cables 6' ..... 15
Anadex/C. ltoh/Fujitsu/Legend .. CALL
Okidata/OTC/Qume/Tele video . . CALL
Bullers/Sheet Feeders/Tractors . . CALL
Stands/Switches/Ribbons ... 25% OFF
Enter Sweet-P 100 Plotter....... . . 245
Roland OXY 880 Plotter........... 975
Houston And Dther Digitizers ..... CALL
Houston And Other Plotters .... . . CALL

lmll

DTHER FLOPPY AND HARD DRIVES
ALPHA OMEGA • CDC • CORVUS
MAYNARD• MICRO SCI• MITSUBISHI
PRIAM • SHUGART • TANDON • TEAC
TECMAR • WESTERN DIGITAL

•llillMili
Altos IV..
. 385
Televideo 955.. 455
Wyse 30 .... . . 293
Wyse 85..... . 438

Ampex 210 .. 375
Ampex 219.. 495
Oume 101G .. 293
Visual 65. . . 425
Adds/CIE/IBM/Liberty/Z~nith ... CALL

* ~ *·1 ~ "'"* ~-****************·******·************ ~ ~ *j ~ *"" *
*
113M XT & 4 T coffip'atiole svstems'.
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MONITOR ADAPTORS

t:;:

11-i-..,,-.i1;:;:,:,:1

Monow/opnnrerpM ...... $69
ColarGraphic.<w/app ...... $69 - - Monow/printerparr ....... $11S
Colar Graphic.< w/p. part ... $11S
Mono Graphics w/p. pair ... $1:1S
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AT
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I

1.2 Meg Floppy drive
192WPowerSupply. & Keyboard

I I I

I I

:::::::::::::

$

SOLUTION

1-1-1-+1',;' :; :;: :; ' " • 1024K l\AM on rhe Morher Doord

STllChauffer... . . .... .... $299

::::::::: ::ms

:/ :

I I I I I I I I

I I

; /

It ,_ ,...,_

1895

I VIT1t.
A..£ .&.T
~
If')

compatible

,___

Misc. ITEMS
Floppy controller ........ ... $S9
Harddiskcontroller ........ $17S

TUR1'20

FlappyDrives ............. . Call

}
·.·.·.
})
:::;::::

7 7 5 :·:; ::

:J60 Floppy. 640K. 1:lS watt power supply. 6 slots. Keybaard
Turbo
Systems
are equipped
with
8088·2
processor with dual speed 4 .77 & 7 MHZ . 40% Faster
than IBM XT

--- :; : :
~ -~

:::\:(}'}(')

;}(:(:\)():::::::(}\

PC SOLUTION XT .... $

__ ,__

::,: ;:;;::

649

360K Floppy. 256K MM. expandable ra 640K. 1J5W Power
Supply. enhanced Keyboard

mo ;::::::::::: '] Complete System ....... $995
,_,_,_

t

AT sryfe for XT ............ . "105

:}}
•....·

,__.,_ _

J

1-1- _

; :;:

Moiyiond & D.C. l\e~denrs Include 5% Sales Tox.

I I I I I I I

I

Everex12000 ............ $19S
MONITORS

Jiii"

-

NECffi ............. . .. $160
ArT'dek 310A. . . . .. . . . . . $189
PG5 MAX-12...... • . .... $18S

::::
::::

~

1-

f-1-~*

,_ _,_

:=,_ -

:::::::

:;:;:;: ,_,_

i-

1-1

_
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:

Epson 1000 .... • • ..... . . .. Call

1-1-

Epson 286 . ... , . •. .... .... Coll

1-

NEC PS.·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $99S

*
*
f-**
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~, ,1 ~~1 J ,!?~,4~~~9R
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Epson 600......... . ....... Call

:;:;:;; ,_ _,_

I I

-L

1-

PRINTERS
,
StarSG-10................•249
Citizen:lSLQ ..... • ..... $469
CitizenMSP-10 .....•.. . ... $269
Citizen MSP- 1S. . ... . , .... . $:1 99 .

Prices subject to change. ond limited ro srock on hond. We
ieserve the righr ro limit quantities.

110524DetnckAve.• Kens1ngton.MD208951

...
::::

:::

Advertised prices for moll orderonly, P.etall prices slightly higher.

I I I I

~

Hayes1200 ............. $:199
Hayes12000 ............. $:1SS

Xrronm ..... ....... . .. ,125

All rerurru require PMA No. and subject ro 15% restocking charge.

** iii ; ,~~ ~, ~,~ ,,~~,~P,~ters ~ t:lec~r()nics
IJ~~ .. u~muo"'O~l""'I

·-

i--~

f:/:: ,_

.... \ )
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;=,...;:::
[';::: ,_~ ,_

Two J60K Floppies. 256K l\am. 1J5W Power Supply. 8 Slors.
Keyboard. Monogrophlcs adaptor. ffi Monhor. prinrer pon.
Call for SUPER XT & Hard disk Configurations

*·
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*
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-

PG5 HX-12 .... . . . . ..... $450
NEC Color. .. . ..... . .... ~95
Taxon640 . ... . . . . ..... $550

i- - 

f-1-

S1S1 style Keyboard ..... $1SS

_

) ,_ - ,:,:: ,_ __
·:,:·:
::;;::
))

[))

1:lS W Power Supply........ $6S
1SOW Switching PS. . . . . . . . 1:is
XTMotherOdOK ... . . ....
Turbo MotherOdOK ....... $:ISO
Chassis
$69
·············· ·· ···
S1SO style Keyboard ....... $99

MODEMS

r-~

$299

ASTSixPak64K ... .. . .... $26S
$
4
64K Generic 6-pack · · · · · · · 1 5 ... __

·

20Meglniemal. .. . .. . .... $47S

li~j
f~~~:~~
; ::~:~
:?~
\~::§tiiJJEZJJEZJ§i]§ii!\!i~~
1--e- f) ,.,.,
: ;:: :: : ::;::: {} ,___
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Genoa Spectrum .......... •:11 S
U
$
MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS i--~ I
SOLUTION
l :.:.:.:..:':':1t-i--r--ri

EverexEOGE
TaxanSSS .::



Hard Disks & Controllers

i:::::::;:1t--t-t-H 00Meglntemal. ..... . .... $69S
,:,: ,_,_,_
20Megcard........... . .. $99S
20 M
t
$72S
}: ,_ ,_,_
eg s reamer........ .
1
4
·.·.·. ,_ - ,_
0 Meg Reel rape......... $S S

• Clod<Calendor
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BYTE • APRIL 1986
Inquiry 156

--- = • --- .-.....,,
--..---- --- ------ ... - Ill
-~

HIGH SPEED 12 MHz OPERATION
· FULL IBM PC-AT* COMPATIBILITY!
·FOOR MEGA-BYTE RAM CAPACITY ON MOTHERBOARD!
USING 1MEGA-BIT DRAMS.

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR
QUALIFIED DEALER, OEM, UNIVERSITY
AND CORPORATE ACCOUNTS.

Eight Compatible 1/0
Interface Connectors

Software Selectable for
6,8, 10, and 12 MHZ!

HIGH SPEED INDUSTRIAL
GRADE COMPUTER POR:
· Scientific
• Engineering
• Industrial
·Medical
· University/Education
· Artificial Intelligence
· Etc., Etc., Etc.
On Board Battery

(Same as PC-AT)

Standard Power Connector

(Same as PC-AT)

80287 Math Processor
(Same as PC-AT)

Extended ROM Capability
(Operates on all compatible BIOS ROMS)

Runs Intel 80286 at
6,8,10&12 MHZ!
(Software selectable)

Extended Memory Capacity!
Full Four Mega-Byte
Capacity on Motherboard!
(Uses 256k or NEW 1 Mega-Bil Drams)

D
D
D
D
D

ATTAK-286'" FULLY ASSEMBLED (LESS ICS) .......$499.95
AT CASE 100% COMPATIBLE .. ... . . .. . ... .........$129.95
AT POWER SUPPLY 192W . . . . .
. .. _....$129.95
ATTAK-2B6N TECHNICAL REFERENCE MANUAL ....$ 29.95
TURBO-SCOPEN AID BOARD ..... . . . ........ ... ... $ 99.95

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
10 [}l\y MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF
NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED!

Inquiry 6

Peripheral Support Circuits
(Same as PC-AT)

Board Size: Standard IBM-AT"
Dimensions: 12 inch x 13.8 inch
with 6 mounting holes to fit all
AT compatible cases.
ATTAK-286™ evaluation board kit
highest quality multi-layer PC
board with full assembly
instructions and parts lists!

APRIL 1986 • BYTE

401

Inquiry 329

SUN-ST COMPUTER SYSTEM

.,;E_

$g9500

8 MHz HIGH-SPEED

SUNTRONICS CO., INC.

1-w
_____,_2s_o;_.J_c_...

_nsh_•_w_BN_d._._H•_wth_ome_,_CA_so_2_s_o_---I

SUN-ST Computer System is an IBM Compatible
System. It works with the same software used
on the IBM; Laius 1-2-3, Symphony, DBASE II
& Ill , Framework, AutoC.A.D., Wordstar, Multi
Plan, etc.
The basic system is fully operational. All
you need to do is insert your DOS disk and

: b40K Memory
: bMHz System Clock
:::i Built-in Real·time Clock
!Battery Back-up optional)
~ Dimensions & Expansion
same as IBM·AT lb·lb bi1,
l-8 bill
:.: Expand Multi·User Many
Megabyte with XENIX
: Fully IBM1PC Compatible
: With BIOS
$89900

$165 00

application software. (Does not run

SUN -ST CPU
fu\lv IBM PC:XT Compatible·
Run 8MHz using 8088-1
wi!h 808i-2 Oplional.
Same Dimension as IBM PCXT
hpandable 10 MOK
s24500

o Modifiable to an external switch to allow

at 4.77 MHz.
HARDWARE INCLUDES:

o 8 MHz CPU Board with 640K, 70% Faster
Speed

o Floppy Disk Controller
c 12" Green High-Resolution Monilor IHLI
c: Monochrome Graphic Card (720x348)
with Parrallel Printer Port
o Fully Assembled and Tested
c Meets FCC Class "A" Reg. for Industry
& Business Use .

System 1

c Full Function Keyboard
c No Disk Drive
c No Graphic Card
$
_
45500
o No Monitor
Assembled

(for Qty. S·upl

c SUN·XT CPU
c b40K RAM
System
o 1l5 WP.S
c FDC with Cable
o Computer Cabinet
c Full Function Keyboard

1-----------1
PC/XT

2

o 1 Disk Drive

Power Supply
s8900
135Watt

c Mono G Card or Color G Card

s10900

150Watt

1

c FDC WICable
o Compuler Cabinet

: 00286 CPU 100267 Optional!

:.. 8 Expansion Slots

programs that re~uire ROM BASIC!.
o Uses MS & PC DOS Operating System
& XENIX Compatibility.
D BMHz High Speed Operation Clock.

~ ~\~

SUN-AT CPU

SUN-XT CPU
c: W88 CPU iBIJ87 Option>
: RAM E>pandable 10 ~
: fullv IBM Compatible
: Same Dim. as IBM POXT
_ No RAM Included

SUN XT OEM System

c SUN·XT CPU

$625° 0
!for Qty. S-upl

Assembled

.. s110°0 1-------:_~
s
oo
SUN AT
RGB
200 W Power Supply .. 169
Color Monitor
ATS1y1eEnhanced
sl l 000
. Computer System
~~~~a~ard ·Di~k
c SUN-AT wlb40K RAM
..._--------~--------~------------~ ~ ~~~ ~isf~d
Controller . . .. ..
s26500 o 1.2MB Disk Drive 11 each!
200 WP.s.
0
Multi-110
Monochrome
Hi-Res Mono s1 05°
s
High-Resolution
11 MB sy, Disk
00 c
0.31mm Dot Pitch
Drive
142
c FOO & Hard Disk Con toller
0 ATE
Plus Board
Graphics Card
Monitor
dK b d
0
_ Parallel Printer Port
$36500
lOMB Hard Disk Drive . $699°
nhance ey oar
0
: no1H1xJ481v1High-Res
Color G. Card sggoo
1
4
1
A&T.
. .. . s1795°
I
0
:: Seria I Pnrl i 0 pl. Duall
80x15 Teict Mode
ClockCJlwBa11e1yBark·up
: Runs Lotus 1.2.J. ec1.
---F-u-ll-Fu_n_c_li'-on--s- 00
_- _ , IBM PC/XT s49oo
Floppy Disk s4900
SUN-XT
: came Port
c With Parallel Printer Port
Style Case
s110° 0
s11 ooo
Enhanced Keyboard
Controller
Computer System
--l : SUN-XTCPUW1b40K
o l Disk Drive w/Controller
o 10Mb Hard Disk w/Controller .. •450 00 o KBS1S1 Compatible Keyboard . .. •109° 0 o Citizen MSP-10 Printer 160 CPS
c Mono G Card w/Paralle\ PPD11
o 20 Mb Hard Disk w/Controller . . •550°0 o EPROM Prog. (2716, 32, 64, 128) . •139°0 D
1424WfTAXAN SSS
o 12"' Green TIL Monitor
0
o ASYNC RS232 Card ..... , , . . •59° o 2S6K RAM Kit (9 each) .. , . , . , . •35 00
(640x400,200 Addressable) .. ... . •795 00 c 1J5 W P.S & Keyboard
o Parallel Printer Port ... , . . . . . •39° 0 o Parallel Printer Cable ....... , . •15 00 o Swivel Monitor Base (MN·S) . . . . . . •15 00 c Assembled & Tested
;: Meets FCC Class '"A" Regulations
0
o Computer Cabinet
n Enhanced Full Function Keyboard
(Large RTN & Shift Keys!
u 2 Disk Drives IDSDD, 360KB, y, Height)
o 135 Watt Power Supply

"TTX"

AT Style Cabinet

o

=

75

l----------''----------...L.-----__;_______._________.___________
nx

o Dual Game Port . , . . . . . . . . .
o S76K RAM Expansion Card (OK) .
- FRI
STORE H0 URs '• MON
SATURDAY

•39° o 6 Outlet Surge Supressor
o S'!." DSDD
•59° 0
(Midland Ross Ind.) , , , , . , , , . . s145o

9:00am - b:OOpm
10:00am-5:00pm

Height Disk Drive . , , '89 00

c~n~~~~:,~~~ '~~J?i~~r;.

s39500

ORDERS ONLY -TOLL FREE =~~,.J:..,~1&~:~~

CALIF.ORDERS&TECHNICALINFO

eccepted . ~&HJC$4 . 001or3bs~$

213 644 1140 1 800 421 5775
-

Dealer & OEM Inquiries Invited

1/2

_

-

-

tlonol b. CA

-

.60foreadiaddt.

,.._ts add Csif . ..... ta•. $10.00 Mo. °""''·

la.\1 is a registered tradB mark of lnt.emational 9..ISness Mac:hiles

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $100
HEWLETT-PACKARD
!!

PACKAGE

HP110,Thinkjel,Disc Drive .. . .$ 2295.00"

22258
7440A
9114A
82143A
82161A
82162A
82164A

Thinkjet Prinler
.$
8-Pen Plaiter
.$
71 OK Oise Drive
.$
Thermal Printer
.$
Casselte Drive .
. . ...$
IL Printer .
. . ... . ... $
IL/RS-232 lnlerface . . . . ... .. $
Laser Jet Toner (Black) .
. .$
Laser Jet Toner (Brown)......$

379.00
CALL
625.00
295.00
423.00
346.50
227. 15
79.20
CALL

HP-718
HP-75D

Handheld C0mpuler .
Handheld Compu\er

389.95
858.75

'' ~~~~~~

.$
.$

"(Limited quantities)

HEWLETT PACKARD
~

i•

HP-11C

~~:~~g
HP· 16c

t

HP-41CV
HP-41CX

Scientific
Financia l
Scientific .
Computer Science .
Scientific ..
Scientific .

.... .$
. .. $
. .$

. . .. . .$

.s
..$

41.95
73.95
73.95
87.95
130.95
187.95

EPSON
LX-80
LX-90
FX-85
FX-286

'f
1
•

II<

II'

~15-~~
t~&~~

502000
L01000
DX-10
DX-20
DX-35

100cps & NLODol Matrix . .. .$
219.00
100cps & NLO Doi Malrix
.$
CALL
160cps Doi Matrix. .
.$
339.00
160cps Doi Matrix.
. .. $ 529.00
.. $
Color Dot Matrix
369.00
Inkjet . . . . . . . . . . .
. .$
319.00
Apple comp. Dot Matrix .
.$
275.00
24Pin·head Dot Matrix.
.$
CALL
OHice lnk1el . . . ..... .. .... $ 1550.00
24Pin·head Dot Matrix . . . ..$
CALL
.$
Daisywheel .
229.00
Oaisywheel .
.$
315.00
35cps Daisywheel
....... $
CALL

COMPUTERS

PRINTERS

Sperry "IT"

Xerox/Diab/a

AT compatable
Monitor • 1 MB RAM • 80286
• 1.2MB Floppy • 44MB Fixed
$3995
Drive • 12008 Modem

Sharp PC7000
XT Portable
25 line LCD • Detachable Key
board • 320K RAM • 8086 • 2
360K Floppy Drives • Wordstar
Ea~
$1495
4000
5oltcall

AT&T

Modem .

. . .$
. . .. .. . . .$

.e
u

·~

~m
111111 Ill li'

CAfc~J'

P.O. BOX 29639
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20017

(800} 544-4442
in Maryland, call

(301) 565-3595
402

BYTE • APR IL 1986

349.00
59.95

D-25
635
4045CP

LaserprinVPhotocopier ...... $

25cps Daisywheel . ........ $
55cps Daisywheel .. . . ..... .$

ML182
ML192
Ok20
ML193

120cps Doi Mair ix .
160cps Doi Matrix
Color Doi Malnx ......
160cps Wide Carriage.

. .$
. .$
. .$
.$

219.00
349.00
199.00
499.00

M1109
M1509
HR·15XL
HR-35
2024L
Twinriter 5

1OOcps Fric\ion/Trac\or .
. .$
180cps Wide Carriage
.. $
17cps Oaisywheel ..
. ..$
36cps Oaisywlleel
.. .$
200cps & NLO .
.$
Oaisywhee\ & Doi Matrix .
$

229.00
379.00
345.00
699.00
825.00
?15 .00

Okidata

Brother

Panasonic

KXP1091
120D
M5P-10
M5P-15
M5P-20
M5P·25
Premier35

.$

249.00

. .$
. . .$
.. $

199.00
265.00
379.00
359.00
499.00
439.00

Citizen

120cps Dot Matrix ..
160cps Do: Matrix.
160cps Wide Carriage
200cps Dot Matrix ..
200cps Wide Carriage .
35cps Daisywheel

.s

.S
.$

Star

5G10/15
5G10C
5D10/15
5R10/15
5810

529.00
995.00
CALL

120cps Doi Ma\rix .
. . ... $ 235/375
245.00
Commodore Intl. & cable . .$
160cps Doi Matrix . .
. . . .S 339/449
200cps Doi Ma\rix
. .... $ 485/595
549.00
24 Pin·head .
.$

TERMS:
• Liberal Return Policy

• Free Shipping on orders over $100 (Conti·
nenlal U.S.)

• NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE tor credit cards
• MO residents add 50/o sales tax
• Credit references required lor open account
• Allow 2 weeks for personal checks
• C.O.D.'s - cash. money order, bank or cerli·
lied check

100°/o IBM Compatible

Leading Edglf w120 Mea
• 256K
• 20 Meg Disk
• Monochrome
TTL Monitor

Model "M"

•MS-DOS 2.11,

GW Basic

30 Meg System-CALL i§i
Dual Floppy System- CALL i§i
30 Meg System and Color Monitor- CALL i§j
Features

-·

:mc=m

-=

Leading Edge Software at Amazing
Prices! Wor w/out Computer! 75"/o Off
• Leading Edge Word Prnces!;or-$39
• Word Processor w/ Spelling Check-$49
• Nutshell Data Base Manager-$49

• 256k RAM Installed on Motherboard
• Dual Half Height 360k Floppy Drives or 1 Half
Height 360k Floppy Drive with 3.5" 20mg
Tandon Hard Drive with BO msec Access Time
• Serial and Parallel Ports
• Monochrome Hi-Res TTL Monitor with
Monochrome Controller Card
• Selectric Style Keyboard
• 8088-2 Processor

--100% Satisfaction Guaranteed--~

PR103A

Completely Diab/a
630 Compatible
Mfr. Sug. Retail $1795

T1--, i

f:???S~

Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup
Heavy Duty 129.5 Watt Power Supply
6 Expansion Slots
8087 Socket on Motherboard
Dual Speed Switchable Clock, Runs 4. 77 MHz or
7.16 MHz
• One Year Factory Warranty
• Toll Free Customer Support Line
• Nationwide Service Network

NEC NLQ Printer

40 cps Wide Cm'rlage Letter Quallty
DalsJwheel Printer

Liquidation Price $349

•
•
•
•
•

C'

8 J 8 a sa mp 1 e
·f-· f.1 Li . ': p .... i' n t f
~
r om
..,_

I

the F' R 1 0 3 A

Poper Feed Method Tractor or Fnction Feed. Paper Wld-up lo 10 inches.
Compallblllly NEC 8023A-same as Apple Graphics Printer and C. ltoh Pro·
printer. Print HHd Impact Line Dot Type 16 Pins. P~nlSpud High Speed Pica:
92 cps. High Density: Pica 46 cps. Elite: 110 cps. Condensed: 78 cps. Printing
High Speed Pica: tO characters per inch. High Density Pica: 10 characters per
inch. Elite: 12 characters per inch. Condensed: 17 .1 characters per inch.
Characlen per Line: High Speed Pica : 80: High Densily Pica: 80: Elite: 96:
Condensed: 137 . Doi Composllon High Speed Pica: 7 x 9: High Density Pica:
13 x 9: Elite: 7 x 7: Condensed: 7 x 9. Number of Coples Original plus two
copies. Ink Ribbon Car1ridge Type PC PR103A·01: Color-Black: Lile-1
million characters. lnle~ace Centronics. 8 bil parallel, works with IBM, Apple,
Kaypro. etc. Dlmen11ons 13¥<''(w) x S'h''(h) x 10"(d). Weight 15.2 lbs.

Specify Product No. NC700·Y4. Add $12 Ship
ping, Handling, and Insurance.

same as C.ltoh Fl0-40 ,...

With Cut Sheet Feeder-Only $519

ezi~3~o ~i~r~fi:i~~\j~~8ac~ B!·8~ti~~~r~h~ei°F~~~r ~~ofric~~~hF~~~· ~~~~$ ~1~;3a~ddo~gf~t ~:i~~~

wheels and

Ribbon~

•Proportional Spacing •Paper width: 15 inch 13.6 inch Print Area •Number

rta~~~~~~~~s ~ :ih':r b~:bf~ Won°tsN~mP,::h~18. ~~·. ~ ~ri~~~~~~ i~~a~~ ~~1i11°Ji~~~~~~~I~.. (~~
1

1

0

1

1

Canon
[¥)tJ]

D

8199

U@OO(ID~

·Works With
Lotus 1-2-3
• Snapshot • PC
Paintbrush
• ColorScreenPrint
·EV Capture
• lnloGraphics

x 16"(w) x 24"(d) ·Weight: 30.8 lbs . Why Such 1 B1rg11n7 The answer is slmple-C . lloh sold
these ~rinters to Commodore. who intended to sell them with an expensive business computer they
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need service, it will be available not only at the many dealers who repair C. ltoh printer!:. but also at

~~ tgon~~~df~~6~0:a~~~~~r~~t3~rr:1~~3orir~~dl;~d~f1To~~n~e;~~~;:~~~l;~~~~aJ!~0/~v:arrsi~~~fcin~8~6

questions asked return within 15 days.

DSDD DISKS by TDK

~.=~~~~~;s
~
•Labels
• 48 t.p.i.
100@ 65¢

7 Colors ·High Resolulion-640 Dots Per inch • 37 cps ·Parallel Interface.
Does Overhead Projections! Specify Product No. C710-Y4, Please add $12 For Shipping11nsurance

1

""'11

1~

Add $8 Shipping/Insurance for orders
of 100 & 200, $40 per order of 1000

Our Guarantee-All pra ducrs come w1!h manurac 
ture r s warranty plus our lOOOro satis tac tmn
guarantee If you are not 100% sa t1 shed . simply ca ll
w1thm 5 ddys for a co mplete refund

Order 24 hrs /7 days a week
For Product lnlormation, Please Call
Belween 9 AM and 5 PM EST, M-F

Inquiry 29

IBM®and Name Brand Compatibles
New and Refurbished Models Available

Leading Edge~ Corona~ Olivetti~Columbia,
and others

Lowest Prices Anywhere!

200 @ 63¢

Satisfaction Guaranteed

• Chart, Decision
and Sign Master
• pfs Graph, pis
Write
• Keychart
• Telescan Ana
lyzer PJ-Handler

Order Now!

Prices and Available Models Change Weekly
Call or Write for Product Descriptions and Prices

call Toll Free BCE

1-800-545-7447

Aulhorized
Liquidalors

3233 K Street NW
Wash1nglon. DC 20007

Inquiry

298

PRINTERS
O...- NP ...•••..•. $285
n...- RO . ..•••..••• 344
.,.,.,_. Compact 2 ••••.• 349
Star SG-10 • . • . • . • • . . • 239
Cannon Laser Printer ••.. 2169
Okidata, Epson, NEC •.••• CALL
Brother 1009 ••.•••••.• 149

PLOTTERS
Cu0m0Gl0w

617 N. Scottsdale Rd, Scottsdale, Al 85257

[83] (602)Fa941-5856
Inquiries

-

VISA .

1-800-367-2369
Toll-Free For Orders Only

SOFTWARE

1na1'rumen1'

DMP-29 ••••••••••• $1795
DMP-41I42 •••••• • •• 2365
DMP-51 /52 •.•••••.• 3579
Roland DXY-BBO •....•.• 979
Roland DXY-9BO ••••••• 1279

EXPANSION
CARDS
Hercules Graphics Card .. $325
AST 6-Pack •.••••••.• CALL
Paradise Multi Display • • • . 209
Orchid PC-Turbo 256K •.. 679
Tecmar Graphics Master. . 499

MASS STORAGE
TALL GRASS
2 5 MB ,12 Height Drive •.. S 759
TG·406060MB Tape B/U ••• 1299
25 MB w/60 MB Tape· · · 2769
BO MB w/60 MB Tape ••. 5899
10 MB Bernoulli Box .... 1859
20 MB Bernoulli Box • • • •
Corvus Trimline Combo •••
Corvus 21 MB •.•••.••
Tecmar 20/60 Disk/Tape •..

Scottsdale Systems

2299
2399
2399
2559

--·-
--·-...
Application Program
Unmodified
DOS Application

--~·-
X-VIEW 86
--~·-
DOS Debug

Dynamic Execution
lnfonnation

X-VIEW 86 profiles the
execution of DOS software,
and displays information
needed to impr01e program
performance, identify
compatibility issues, and
pinpoint conversion
problems.

Wordstar •••••••.••. $195
Microsoft Word •••.•.•. 239
Samna Word Ill ••.•.•.•• 279
WordPerfect 4.1 ....•••. 235
Easy Writer II ••.••..•.• 219
dBasell •.•... • .•..•.• 299
Friday! ••.•••••.•••.•• 17 9
RBASE4000 ....••... 269
pfs:File/Report ••...•••• 159
Framework II •••••••••• 419
Enable •.•.....•.....• 379
Supercalc 2 •.•.•...•.. 159
Multiplan ..•••.••••.•• 119
Smart Series •..••••.•. 255
pfs:Plan .•••••••.•.••.• 89
GEM Draw •••.•••••.•. 150
Sidekick ..••••••.••.••• 39
Superkey • • · • • • • · · • · • • • 49
Print Shop •••••.•.•.•.. 45
Norton Utilities •••.••••.• 59
f G h
89
p s: rap " " " " " " ..
109
Dolla rs and Sense

Dow Jones Invest •.•••..• 99
Peachtree GL/AR/AP .... 210
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25
69
33
38
33

ALTOS
20B6-2 .....•••.•• $14599
10B6-T-50 ••••••••• 10819
5B6, 9B6 • • • • • • • • . • • • CALL
Altos Software ••••.••• CALL

ATARl520ST

[]!![I
Monochrome ••.....•• $699
RGB Color •.••.•••.•.• 899
Precision Graphics/Mouse/6BOOO
CPU/512K RAM/BMHZ Clock
Software/Parallel & Serial 1/0
Optional OS Drive

ATARI
SOFTWARE
VIP Professional •..•••. $149
Final Word •••••.•.•.•• 115
4 x Forth •.•..•....•... 79

39
75
65
44
Ultima 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 49
. - - - - - - - - - ·_·_·_·_·_._·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Express· • · • · • • · • • • · · • •
HippoWord ••••.•••••.•
Hippo-C Compiler •••..• · •
Hippo Disk Utilities ..••••.

Prices lisred ae for 00>/1/lkSercOld ondVoo odd :!%/American ~odd 5%//>J. re>ider>rsodd 6%/AJI
irems ae newwlrh monufocrurer'sworrrnry /l~tumed produa Slbject ro 20% resr0011ng fee/Pe1sonol 6
Company ch~ rake up ro .J weeks ro clear/No COD'sor APO's/Ptices and spec!ficarfons sl.Ojecf ro

chonge/Producr Sl.bjecr ro avallobill1y I /iJ applicable 1rodemarks recogrtzed and oo file.

An IBM-PC look-alike that's
compatible with your bottom line.

18008 CPUor4.77 MHz
ITwo OSOD Drives
18 Expansion Slots
I 256KRAM

IMonochr11me Mo~tor
IMS-DDS. MyWnie, MyCalc
IFILEBASE. Spell
I RGB/ CompositeCanJ

• 1 Year Warranty
The PC-BOBB by IDS •.• $1149
with RGB Monitor ..••.. 1298

COMPUTERS
The Fox •.•••••.•.••• $995
TurboFox •••••••.•••• 1499
The AMSTRAD System •.. 439

86

Profiles DOS application software and solves
problems Debug can't touch.
X-VIEW 86 is a DOS software X-ray machine.

Priced at an affordable $59.95.

X-Vl'e/'J 86 monitors internal software operations
during execution to help you debug, test, port, or
convert programs. X-VIEW 86 adds new features to
Debug to profile either your own applications
software or top-sellers like 1-2-3®. You get fast,
reliable results.

Get a whole new outlook on your work with X-Vl'e/'J
86. We've made it easy. Order today by calling 1-800
221-VIEW (in Texas, or outside the U.S., call 1-214
437-7411). We accept Visa, MC, DC, and AmEx cards.
Or order by writing to: McGraw-Hill CCIG Software,
8111 LBJ Freeway, Dallas, Texas 75251. X-VIEW 86 is
just $59.95 plus sales tax and $3.00 shipping
($9.00 outside the U.S.). Be sure to include credit
card number and expiration date with mail orders.
Orders paid by check are subject to delay. To order call

Real solutions to technical challenges.
Save hours of time-consuming, tedious work using
data from X-Vl'eN 86's built-in reports that identify:
• Execution hotspots
• 1/0 port references
• Segment usage
• Interrupt calls
• Memory map references • Instruction set usage
Report information is displayed on screen. And new
breakpoint commands added to Debug stop a
program on:
• Memory data
• 1/0 port references
• Interrupt calls
references

1-800-221-VIEW
:','!~ McGraw-Hill CCIG
1-:-nr~ Software
8111 LBJ Freeway, Dallas, Texas 75251

Hardware and software requirements.
X-Vl'eN 86 runs on the IBM PC and compatibles with
DOS Debug 2.0 or 2.1. Even if you use a different
debugger, X-VIEW 86 turns Debug into your program
profiler. And it's not copy protected.

404

•

H & D Toolkit •••.••••.••
H & D Database •••.•.•••
Zork I ••••••...•...••.
Zork II or Ill •••.••••••••
Hitchhiker's Guide ••••••.•

X-VIEW 86 is a trademark of McGraw-Hill, Inc.: IBM is a registered
trademark of International Business Machines; 1-2-3 is a registered
trademark of Lotus Development Corporation.
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NEW LOW PRICES !

NEW LOW PRICES!

74LSOO

Do Ka
COMPUTER
PRODUCTS;
l~c.

ORDER TOLL FREE

(800)
538-8800
(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS)

(800)
848-8008

I

aEJ[ll
RAMS
STATIC
2114L
2016
2016
HM6116 P
HM6116LP
Z·6132
HM6164 P
HM6164LP
HM6164LP

200ns
200ns
150ns
150ns
150ns
300ns
150ns
150ns
100ns

DYNAMIC
.99
.99
1.35
1.35
1.45
19.89
3.35
3.45
12.45

4116
4116
4164
4164
41128
41256
41~56

4416
4464

200ns
150ns
200ns
150ns
150ns
150ns
120ns
150ns
150ns

.35
.45
.85
.95
4.95
2.89
3.89
3.95
695

74LS100
74LS01
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LS11
74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
74LS47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74LS63
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS91
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LS112
74LS113
74LS114
74LS122
74LS123
74LS124

.14
.14
.14
.14
.14
.16
.16
.16
.14
.18
.18
.36
.24
.24
.16
.20
.20
.20
.20
.24
.16
.16
.26
.24
.24
.16
.36
.56
.66
.66
.16
.18
.20
.86
.28
.22
.26
.26
.36
.46
.46
.20
.36
.86
.46
.36
.46
.46
.32

.34
.26
.32
.32

.44
.46
2.60

74LS125
74LS126
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS137
74LS138
74LS139
74LS145
74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74LS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS166
74LS168
74LS169
74LS170
74LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS181
74LS189
74LS190
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS258
74LS259

74LS260
.46
74LS266
.36
74LS273
.76
74LS275
1.96
74LS279
.36
74LS280
1.18
74LS283
.56
74LS290
.86
74LS293
.76
74LS295
.66
74LS298
.66
74LS299 1.46
74LS323 2.46
74LS324 1.68
74LS352 1.24
74LS353 1.18
74LS363 1.28
74LS364 1.88
74LS365
.36
74LS366
.36
74LS367
.36
74LS368
.36
74LS373
.76
74LS374
.76
74LS377
.76
74LS378 1.12
74LS385 1.84
74LS386
.42
74LS390 1.06
74LS393
.76
74LS395 1.06
74LS399 1.06
74LS424 2.86
74LS447
.92
74LS490 1.46
74LS624
1.92
74LS640
.96
74LS645
.96
74LS668 1.46
74LS669 1.26
74LS670
.86
74LS674 9.58
74LS682 3.14
74LS683 2.86
74LS684 2.86
74LS685 2.86
74LS688 1.86
74LS689 2.86
74LS783 21.96
81LS95
1.36
81 LS96
1.36
81LS97
1.36
81LS98
1.36

.36
.36
.36
.46
.36
.98
.36
.36
86
86
86
.36
.36
1.46
.46
.46

.34
.28
.28
.36
.46
.36
.46
.64
.86
.94
.94
.84
.46
.36
.36
1.46
3.86
.46
.46
66
.66
.56
.56
.56
.56
.56
.66
.66
.66
.66
.58
.68
.68
.66
.96
.46
.46
.36
.46
118

25LS2521 2.48
25LS2569 2.48

EPROMS
2516
2532
2708
2716-5
2716
2716-1
2732
2732 A·2

450ns
350ns
450ns
490ns
450ns
350ns
450ns
200ns

2.95
3.75
2.95
1.29
1.89
2.35
1.89
3.89

2732 A
2764
2764
27128
27256
27512
MC68764
MC68766

250ns
450ns
250ns
250ns
250ns
250ns
450ns
350ns

HighSpeed

[I

D.

~

g

Male, Female, Hoods . . ... 99¢

~

UV ERASERS

ea.

W QUV-T8/1 ....... $49.95
ECONOMY Model

•
•

Erases 15 EPROMS In 20 minutes
Plastic Enclosure

8000
8200 (continued)
8031 ....... .
4.95 8253·5 .
1.79
1.45 8255 .. .
1.59
8035 " " " .
8039 . .
1.79
1.89 8255·5 .
8080A ..
2.89 8257 .
1.99
2.35 8257-5 .
2.29
8085 " " "
8085A-2 . .
4.89 8259 .
1.89
8086 .
1.99
7.89 8259-5 .
8087-3
: : 124.95 8271 .
48.95
8087-2
. 139.95 8272 .
4.79
8088 "
5.95 8274 .
4.79
8089 .
24.99
39.95 8275 .
8279 .
2.29
8279-5 .
2.79
8100
8282
3.79
8131 . .
2.90 8283 "
3.79
8155 .
2.35 8284 .
2.79
8155-2 .
3.89 8286 .
3.79
2.89 8287 .
8156 " "
3.79
8185 . .
26.89 8288 .
4.79
8185·2 .
26.89 8289 .
19.89
8292 .
12.90
8200
8202 .
8203 .
8205 .
8212 .
8214
8216
8224
8226 .
8228 .
8237
8237-5 .
8238 .
8243 .
8250
8251 .
8251A .. .
8253 .

8.98
29.89
2.98
1.35
3.59
1.CJ5
2.09
1.59
3.29
4.79
5.29
3.99
2.39
5.95
1.49
1.69
1.69

8300
8303
8304
8307
8308
8310
83 11

.
.
.
.

1.79
1.79
1.79
1.79
2.29
2.29

.

8700
8741 .
8748 .
8749 .
8755

8.89
6.99
9.89
18.89

80000
80186-6 .
80188 .

NEW LOW PRICES!
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6502
6504
6505
6507
6520
6522
6532
6545
6551

6500A

..
1.99
"
6.79
.
8.79
. . "".
9.79
........ . 1.59
... '
3.99
5.99
"
..
4.89
5.89

6502A
6520A
6522A
6532A
6545A
6551A

... ....
.
........
........

.. ... .. .
..

2.49
2.49
4.99
9.89
6.89
6.89

6500 B
65028 .

5.89

6800

CRYSTAL CLOCK OSC.
ALL STANDARD VALUES . . . . 4.89

DIP Switches ...... 79¢

EXTENDED BO-Col. Card for Apple lie

1 MHz

68800

6800
6802 . .......
6803 . .... ..
6808 .
6809E . .. .
6809 ..
6810 " .
6820 . .
6821 .
6828 " " .. . .
6840 " "
6843 .
:
.
6844 ".
6B45 ..
6847 " " " "
6850 .
6852 . "
6860 "
6862 . .. " : : :
6875 .
6880 " .
6883 " .

1.89
2 MHz
4.89
68800 .
9.89
4.89 68802 .
5.89 68809 .
5.89 68809E . .
1.89 68810 .
2.89 68821 .
1.89 68840
.
13.89
5.99 68845
68850
.
18.89
10.89
68000
4.89
10.89 68000 -8
1.89 68047
"
4.59 68488 " .
..
7.89
..
68652
.
10.89
6.89 68661
1.49 68764 . .
21.89 68766 " " " "

64K Io 128K Upgrade; 2-Yr. Warran!y $69.95

Z·BD (CP/M) CARD. tor Apple II+, lie
Compatible with all Apple GP /M
Lifetime Warranty .. . .... . ....

69.95

I BM ACCESSORIES
8087-3 5 MHz ......... 124.95
8087-2 8 MHz ..... . . .. 139.95
80287 1 MHz ......... 179.00
80286 . .... ... . .. " " " 99.00
Power Supply, 135W.... . 89.00
Monochrome Graphic Card . 119.00
Memory Card. . . . . . . . . . . 1 39.00
Multifunction Card .. .... . 1 29.00
AT Crystal: 16, 18, 20 MHz .... 4.95

(PARTS 0 NLY)

V-20 ... 5 MHz ... 13.95
V-20 ... 8 MHz ... 19.95

2

6500

50.

z
4.89
5.89
6.89
6.99
2.99
3.89
14.89
6.89
2.89
9.89
12.89
14.89
14.89
8.89
15.89
16.89

Z-80
Z·80
Z80·CPU ......
Z80·CTC . .
Z80-DART
Z80-DMA.
Z80-PIO . .
ZBO·SI0/0
Z80·SI0/1 .
Z80-SI0/2 ...
Z80-SJD/9 .

.99 Z80A·DMA ..
1.49 Z80A-PIO . . ...
3.89 Z80A·Sl0/0 ..
3.89 Z80A·SID/1 .
1.59 Z80A·SI0/2 ..
3.89 Z80A·SI0/9 .
3.89
Z·80 B
3.89
3.89 Z808-CPU . ..
Z808-CTC . .
Z·80A
Z808-PIO ..
Z80A·CPU .... . 1.49 Z808-DART : : :
Z80A·CTC ..... 1.69 ZBOO S10/0 . .
Z80A·DART ... . 4.89 Z80 S10/2 .. "

48.89
48.89

r

0
~
'U
]J

n

m
UJ

3.59
3.59
3.59
10.89
10.89
10.89

POWER SUPPLY
(Switching)
0.4 Amp
0.3 Amp
5.5 Amp

+12V
-12V
+ 5V

OO

z

APPLE ACCESSORIES
Parallel Printer Card ....... 49.95
80-Col. card for Apple II+... 149.95
80-Col. card for Apple lie ... 69.95
Cooling Fan . . . . . . . . . . . . 38.95
Power Supply.. .
69.95
Joystick .......... . ..... 29.95
RF Modulator . . . ......... 13.95
Disk Drive Full Height. . . . 159.95
Disk DriveV2 Height. ..... 129.95
Controller Card ........... 49.95
16K Card ............... 39.95
Z-80 Card .. . ... .. .. . .. 69.95

*

~

4.89
1.79
4.89
4.89
4.89
4.89

Resistors and Capacitors ALSO INCLUDED

DISKETTES
BULK

m

Z·SOA (continued)

128Kto512K ......... . .
Consists of: (16) 41256, 150ns:
(1) 74F253:
(17) 16-Pln Sockets

UPGRADE

-

6500
1 .00

MACINTOSH UPGRADE

8088 I 8086

m
w
u

CRYSTALS
ALL STANDARD VALUES

m

1986

THE IC MASTER

*

ALL DISKETTES HAVE A
FULL 1 ·YEAR WARRANTY

r

Your ticket to fast and easy 0
IC selections
~

$

119. 00

'U

"MACINTOSH. APPLE 11. APPLE 1\1" and "APPLE II+" are
Trademarks ol APPLE COMPUTER. INC.
"AT' is a Trademark of IBM CORPORATION.

HOURS: Mon·Fn.~~-r.P.~
';..,u 10 o;uu
VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE

2100 De La Cruz Blvd.

SS/DD ..... 25/$17 .25
DS/DD ..... 25/$19.75
AT disks ..... 25/$50.00
31/2" disks ... 25/$50.00

~

Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 988-0697

ALL MERCHANDISE IS

100% GUARANTEED

Do Ka

NEW LOW PRICES!
A PRIL 1986 • BYTE

405

]J

Iit4: t+J

MICRothe
~~~~~ alternative.
The SANYO complete
word processing system

The alternative for WANG, Xerox or
any dedicated word processing
system.
At Micro Supply Organization we
offer the lowest prices on Sanyo
computers and software. With
prices like these you can afford the
convenience of owning and
operating more than one computer.
We also offer the User Support
Hotline for questions concerning
your.computer or about software
availability. Whether you need one
or a dozen computers, Micro Supply
Organization is the place to get
them!
The M BC 1160 Accounting Software
We carry a complete line of ADS
accounting business software. Buy
GIL, A//R, A/P, Inventory and receive
the Payroll module FREE. The
current retail price is $398. per
module. Now from MSO you pay
only $99 per module.

Get more for your
moneyI

-

.

f8SANVO

MBC 1160
Including this

FREE software:

• Wordstar • Spellstar
• Mailmerge • Calcstar
• lnfostar • BASIC
B·Bit Integrated Computer
with 640KB Formatted Mini
Floppy Disk Capacity

""'"'41i~~~Qtlm.\6£;J--~~~::

• Z·BOA CPU wilh no·wait mode and
large 64KB RAM/4KB ROM
memory capacity lor fas!
execution.

• CP/M operaling syslem with editor.
assembler and all standard utilities.
• No-glare amber monitor display
screen for easy viewing.

• 80-characler x 25-line display 256
characters in 8 x 12·dot matrix

cells.
• Two internal double-sided. double·
densily, double-track 5 y, ·· slim·
type mini floppy disk drives with
640KB formalled capacily.

20 meg internal hard drive
sub-system for SANYO MBC 1150,
$649
1160 & 1250.

• Interfaces for one Centronics

printer and one RS·232C port.

USER SUPPORT
HOT LINE

805/393-2247
All systems carry full 90 day warranty.

CASH PRICE ONLY
Check in advance. Add 3% for VISA/MC. Shipping

NEC PR103A

Dot Matrix 11 o cps
•
•
•
•
•

OR

PR 5000
Letter quality Daisy Wheel Printer

16 Wire print head, 40 cps N LO
80 char/line or dot-Image graphics
Centronics parallel interface
Tractors or Friction feed
Pica, elite, condensed or proportional
Includes printer cable & full warranty

• Letter·quality printer with 96-character
daisy wheel printing element.
•Accepts paper up to 13 inches in width.
• 14 cps bidirectional printing.
• 10, 12 and 15 cpi printing pitches.
• Centronics parallel interface.
• Optional form tractor.
Includes printer cable & full warranty.

& handling charges will be added to each order.

For our catalog with complete details and
prices, send $ 2.00 to:
Micro Supply Organization, Inc.
4909 Stockdale Hwy. #180
Bakersfield, CA 93309

406
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This complete package lists for $3194.00

Computer & Printer
ONLY

$699
Inquiry 408

WE WILL HELP YOU SAVE! CALL TOLL FREE (800) 662-SALE
GRAND OPENING OF NEW RETAIL STORE IN HAWTHORNE!
SPECIAL #l
CORONA PORTABLE
• IBM Compatible
• 256K • 2 Drives
• Monitor • Keyboard • DOS

$1195

------

I
I
I
I
I
I

All Sales Are Warranteedfor 90 Days, Parts & Labor

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL!

MAIL ORDER AND SAVE
ORDER TOLL FREE (BOO) 662-0753

-----,-

+

SPECIAL #3
COMPAQ PORTABLE
• IBM Compatible
• 256K • 2 Drives
•• Monitor • Keyboard • DOS

$1795
-------

I
I
I
I
I
I

SPECIAL #4

SPECIAL #5
20 MEG HARD DISK
FOR IBM
• Seagate
• Western Digital

I
I
I
I
I
- -I-

$4495
---Call for Best Pricing

OKIDATA
182, 120 cps ...... . . .... $218
192, 160 cps, w/Roms . . . . 349
193, 160 cps, IBM.
499
84, 200 cps, IBM . . . . . . . . 658
OKI-MATE 20, Color, IBM . 229

Portable, 2 Drives, 256K .. $1795
Call on Desk Pro's

CORONA

TOSHIBA

Portable .. ... . ... . . . ... $1195
Desk Top, 2 Drives, 256K
w/monitor .. ... .. . . . ... 1479

P1340 . . ...... . .. . .... $ 519
P351 ... . .. ...... . . _
1059
P351 Tractor . . . . . . .
159

MONITORS

STARMICRONICS
SGl0/15 . .. . ..... .. $219/389
SDl0/15 . . .... ... .. 355/469
SRl0/15 . . . . . . . . .
489/589

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
Ma x 12E ........ . .. .... $159
HX-9 . . . . . . . . .
Call
HX-12 ................. 425
SR-12 w/doubler board .. .. 749

TAXAN
620 Color . . ........... . . $399
640 Color. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 499
121 Green ... _... _. _
125
122 Amber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135

.. . ...... . ...... $259
.. . .. .... ..... .. 369
...........
399
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 549

DISKETTES
Qty.

AMDEK
310A . . ... . ...... . . . .. . $145
600 Color . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 389
722 Color..
. . . 519

$1499
---
SPECIAL #6
PC XT COMPATIBLE
• 256K • Two 360K Drives
• Keyboard • Green Monitor
• w/Graphics • Dos 2 1

$799
--IBM COMPATIBLE

In quantities of 2 or more

D & D MEMORY CARD

TEAC

MF-100+, 64K same/6Pak+ $109

55B, 320K .. . ....... .... $119
.. 149
55GF, l.2MG for AT

HERCULES
Color Card w/Printer Port . . $149
Mono Graphics Card . . . . . . 299

1003 APPLE
COMPATIBLE 5t/4"

GOODIES

525A for Ile and II + .. .... $109
525C for Ile . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
350M for Mac .. . .. . . . . . .. Call

IBM Printer Cable _. . .
__$15
13
64K Ram Set of Nine Chips
256K Ram Set of Nine Chips 49
Power Supply 135 Watts . . . . 84
8087 CoProcessor . . . . . . . . 109
DOS 2 .1 . . ..... . ........ 65
DOS 3 .1 . ............... 69

HARD DISKS
10 Meg for PC ... . ....... $259
20 Meg for PC . . . . . . . . . . . 359
20 Meg for AT . .. ........ 489
30 Meg for AT. . .. ... .. . 789
Controller for PC ...... - . . 135

MODEMS

BVIWAP.C.

HAYES
Micromodem !IE. . .
. $159
300 ......... .. - . - - .
139
1200 .. ... .. .... ..... 379
349
1200B IBM Internal . . . .
2400 External . . . .
639

BULK PRICES

100 SS/DD 51/4 ... . . . $ 59.00
100 DS/DD 51/4 _
69.00
100 l.2MGforAT5 1/4 .259.00

Only

Teac 55B . .. . .. .......... $99
Mitsubishi 4851 .. _..... _. . 99
Tandon TM 100-2 ...... ... 99
Siemans DT542 . . . . . . . . . . . 89

SixPak +, 64K w /Side Kick . $209
Reach wCrosstalk . . . . . . . . . 369
Preview Mono Card . . . . . . . 239
Advantage w 128K . . . . . . . . 399

CITIZEN
MSP-10
MSP-15
MSP-20
MSP-25

IBM PC 256K
• Two 360K Drive

DISK DRIVES

AST RESEARCH

EPSON

PC 256K, 2 Drives ...... $1499
XT 256K, 1 Drive . . . .
1729
XT 256K, 1 Drive 1-10 MG 2099

$495
---

I
I
I
I
I
I

IBM EXTRAS

PRINTERS

IBM

SPECIAL #2

;-

COMPAQ 286 PORTABLE
• IBM AT Compatible • DOS
• 1. 2 Meg Floppy • 640K
• 20 Meg Hard Disk • Monitor

SYSTEMS

COMPAQ

----

I
I
I
I
I
I

640K Mother Board
w/8 Slots._
.. . $179
Flip Top Case w/speaker... 59
Disk Controller w/cable . . . . 49
Color Card w/printer . .. _. . 99
Monochrome Card w/printer 129
Keyboard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
Dual Drive Kit . . . . . . . . . . 189
135 Watt Power Supply . . . . 79

PROMETHEUS
Promodem
Promodem
Promodem
Promodem

1200 .. _. _... . $295
1200A .. _. . . . . 299
1200B . . . . . . . . 269
1200MAC . . . . . 339

WE OFFER VOLUME DISCOUNTS! MAKE THAT CALL (800) 662-7253

SPECIAL #7
PC XT Compatible Turbo
• 640K • 8 MHz • Keyboard
• Color Graphics • Color Monitor
•Dos 2 .1
Complete

$1149

I
I
I
I
I

!I Di1count
ducomputc11

SPECIAL #8
IBM AT COMPUTER SYSTEM
• 20 Meg Hard Disk • 1. 2 Meg Floppy
• Color Graphics • Color Monitor • Dos 3 .1
FREE UPS SHIPPING ON SPECIAL #8

$4,399
MAIL ORDER:
13324 HAWTHORNE BLVD ., SUITE 201
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250

ORDER DESK:
Inside California

(213) 970-0206
(800) 662-7253

Outside California

SELLING TO YOU SINCE 1978

Inquiry 103

Hours: Monday-Friday 8 am to 6 pm
Open Saturdays

I
I
I
I
I

SPECIAL #9
lOMEG
HARD DISK
• For IBM or Compatible
Complete

$ 3 79

WE CARRY TOO MANY ITEMS TO LIST,
PLEASE CALL FOR A QUOTE ON ANY ITEM.

l,_;/L.71
_ _ __

ii-Ii

I_ __ l

No Surcharge for Credit Cards
T enns: Prices reflect a cash prepaid discount. All merchandise
new. We accept MC, Visa, Wire Transfer, Certified Check,
P.O.'s from qualified firms. P.O. subject to approval & surchage.
Terms: 2% 10 net 20. Shipping: minimum $4.00 first 5 pounds.

Call for exact shipping cost. Tax: California residents only add
6 1/2% sales taK All returns subject to 15% restock fee.
Prices Subject to Change.

APRIL 1986 • BYTE
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Inquiry 44

~
,. . ==-13~T~ (;()~~~CTI()~ l~c.-==~
13()TT()M Ll!'lllf 1: V~ICI: 13USTll:~§? - 66 Wh() Y()U Q()nna can?··

-======='=====-(714)77S•e4~e~·==========~
0

MIC
EXPANSION CHASIS, POWERSUPPLY, M/S ••••••••••••••••••••••• S 550
HITACHI HM 3 719 & BNW 1024 x 1024 • •• •• '. . .. . .. ... . . .. . ..... . ... CALL
ORCHID NETWORK, ADVANCE DIGITAL, NOVELL
.
MULTI USER SYSTEMS ........................ . ..................... CALL

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
UBM
I (IBM Compatible), 640K, AT Look Alike Keyboard, Two 360 EA Floppies,
Hi·Res Graphics Board & Monitor ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••••• . •• • S 995
UBM
II, all the above with 360 Floppy. 10 MB HD .... .. ... . . ............... $1 495
UBM
Ill, Turbo, all the above with 20 MB HD ........................... $1750
UBM
IV, AT Compatible, 640 K. 1.2 MB Floppy.JO MB HD, S, P. C/C,
Hi·Res Graphics Board, Monitor & K.B................................... ,,••••• $2950
Dealer's Inquiries Invited
'

*
*
*
*

PRINTERS
ANADEX6500••••••••••••••• S1e95 CITOH LINE/LAZER.......... CALL
CITIZEN MSP15 • PREMIER 35 •••••••• • ••• •••••••••••••••• •• S 399 • 450
DATA PRODUCT e070 ·LINE/LAZER ....................... $1695 ·CALL
DIABLO 635 • •••• •• •• •• •• •••• $1 295 EPSON •••••••••••••• ••• • ••••• CALL
FUJITSU........ . ..... : . . ..... CALL HP LAZER JET .............. $2350
HP Plus ............. . ........ $3395 NEC .......................... CALL
OKIDATA192·193 .... . ........... . .... . .......... ........ .... S 379·495
TOSHIBA 1340 • P351 .•• , •.• •., ................' ••••• • ••••••.• S 495·1159

------

IBM PC, with 256K. K.B.. FDC. Two 360 Floppies. Hi·Res Graphics Card & Monitor •••
IBM PC XT, with 256K, 360 Floppy, 20 MB HD, K.B... Hi·Res Graphics Card
& Monitor ..............................................................
IBM PC AT, with 512K. K.B, 1.2 MB Floppy, 20 MB HD. Graphics Card & Monitor. ..
IBM PC AT, all the above with 70 MB HD & 60 MB
.
Tape B/U ...............................................................

$1795
$2595
$4141

$6969

COMPAQ PORTABLE MODELI .... .. ........... .. ............. . . . .. $1750
COMPAQ PORTABLE, 256K, 360 Floppy, 10 MB Rhodime HD ••••••••• • ..••• $2595
COMPAQ DESK PRO, with 640K, Two 360 Floppies, Graphics Card & Monitor ••• $2020
COMPAQ PORTABLE 2e6, with 640K, K.B.. 1.2 MB Floppy, •••••••• •• ••• , •• $3300
COMPAQ DESK PRO 2B6, with 640K, K.B.. 1.2 MB Floppy, 20 MB 40 MS HD,
Graphics Card & Monitor •• • ••••• • ••••••••••••• • •• • ••••••••••••• • ••••• • ••• • • $4195
COMPAQ DESK PRO 2e6, all the above with 70 MB 28 MS HD,
60 MB Tape B/U ............... .... ....... :". ................... . ......... $6969

10 MB SUBSYSTEMS for PC ••• S 439 20 MB SUBSYSTEMS .......
20 MB AT•••••••••••••••••••• S 595 30 MB AT ....................
70 MB HD & 60 MB TAPE B/U AT ...................................
360 FLOPPY ...... . ........... S 79 IBM 360 FLOPPY.......... . .
30 MB SUBSYSTEM for AT & T •••••••• ••••••••••••••••• • .••••• •• •••

AT & T 6300 PC, with 256K, Two 360 Floppies, AT & TGraphics Card & Monitor,
DOS 3.1 ............................................................... $1 925
AT & T6300 Plus, with 512 K, 1.2 MB Floppy,360 KB Floppy, K.B., 20 MB HD, AT & TGraphics
Card & Monitor, DOS 31 & UNIX OS ......................................... S4e95
AT & T 7300, . . . . . . . . . .. .......... . ......... . . . .............. .. . . . . . . . CALL

ALCOMP & NICHOLET .. . ................. .. .......... . ........ . ..... CALL
HP 7475 • 7550 .......... . . .. .... . .... . ... ..... . ............ . $1659 • 3295
HITACHI, GOULD, KURTA, GTCO, SUMMAGRAPHICS DIGITIZERS ••••• CALL
HITACHI 41·42 ......... $3050, 51·52 ••• •• •• • • $4695, 29 . ...... .. $2121
10 LINE 3700, SPECIAL OF THE MONTH I. ................. .,....... $4095

HARD DISK & FLOPPIES
S 550
S 795
$2495
S 110
S 795

PLOTTERS & DIGITIZERS

SOFTWARE
ACCOUNTING, A/R, A/P, G/L, INVENTORY, PAYROLL •••••••••• • • S 495
CAO SYSTEMS •••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••••••• •• •••••••• • .•••••••••••• CALL
D base Ill PLUS ••••••••.•••• S 379 LOTUS 1·2·3 •• •• •• ••••.• •• •• S 339
LOTUS SYMPHONY •• • •••••• S 469 MULTIMATE ADVANTAGE •••• S 269
FRAMEWORK II ••••••••••••• S 4e9 WORDSTAR 2000 PLUS,11 •••• S 399
MEDICAL & LEGAL SOFTWARE ••••••••, •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• . CALL

WE CARRY ALL NAME BRAND MFC, MODEMS, MONITOR ADAPTERS AND
SOFTWARE. CALL FOR WHAT IS NOT LISTED. PRICES AND AVAILABILITY
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. NO CHARGES FOR CONFIGURING
AND TESTING. WE GUARANTEE THAT YOUR CALL WILL NOT BE A WASTE.

1f3J West Cerrlt()s Ave•• ~nahelm. CA

~~SUli
~====::::::::::::::::=-(714)77S•f34~f3-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J

...

WE STOCK WHAT WE SELL!
If You Don't See It Listed Here, Call Us!!
Entry Lev~ Desktop 0uaJ Drive5/8Mhz
Zf..148-42 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. 1 999
Entry Level Desktop HardDrive Systems
NEW ZW-148·42-K (10 Mg System) . .. 11,499
NEW ZW·148-43·K 120 Mg Systems) ... 11,599
Transp:irlableDual Drive 5/8 Mhz
ZFA· 138·42 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. 11,399

PRINTERS

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Desktop [)Jal Drive 5/8Mhz .
1
Zf..1511-42 .. .. ..... .............. 1,799
Porlable Dual Drive. Battery Operation
1
ZFL· 171·42 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,799
"AT" Compatible
ZF·241·81 .. . .. .. .... .... .. .. .... 12,599
"AT" Compalible Winchester Syslem
ZW-241·82 .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 13,699

~

Profe ss~ nal

STi!i Systems Video Cards

iETi!i Systems Memory Cards

={rSPE~Y
Pmfessional Oesklop Dual Drive Monochrome5/8 M.!!l.
MDDEL200 . . ........ .-: : ......... 11,749
Prolessional Oesklop 1 Floppy, 120MgHard
Drive Mlnoctrcrre 5/8Mhz
1
MODEL 400 ............... .. ..... ..2, .~4

B

SG-10 .. ... ..... .. . ...... .. . $219
SG·15 .. .. . .. ......... . ..... $399
SG· 10C ...... , .. .. • .. .. .. . .. $249
SR-10 ... .. .... .. ........... $439
SR·15 ........ _.. .. ... ... .. $581
SB-10 ...... .. . .. .. . .. ...... $593
NB-15 .. ...... . . .... . ... .. SCAU
Gemini 10X .. . • . .. .. • .. . .. .. $189
l'llwertype .. .. • • .. .. •• .. .. .. . $328

Chaufter . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $259
High ~EGA ........ . .. ......... $399
Graphix + U . .... .. ............. .. ... $269
Mono+ ......... ..... . ......... .. .. $159
Big Byte 64K (384K c.pac;ty) . .. . ..... . .. $129
Grande Byte 12M Capacity) . . .
. $269

"AT" Compalible SingleFloppyDrive Syslem
PC/IT BASIC .............. ...... . 12, 199
"AT' Compalible 1Flo[1'.ly, 144 MgHardDrive
PC/IT EXPANDED .. . . . ... . ........ $3, 199

c:!c:a·

Irma Board

~

Smart Alec

llGEllD

Mainframe Links

808 .. .. .. ... .. ... . . ... ..
680
......... .. ........
1380 .
.. .. .. .. .. . • .. .
CP.VU ................. .. ..

. .... S81i9
.. ............ .. . $759

·,

MODEMS

MONITORS

[I},~
Password 1200
Password 300
Microlink 1200
Courier 2400
Microlink 2400 . ..

. $195
..... $129
..... $329
...... $429
. . . . $429

~
ZVM ·t22/123
ZVM-1220/1 230
ZVM·1240 .
ZVM·130 .
ZVM-1330

.. .... $ 79

. s 89

. ........... $149
............ $249
$459

Video 300G
Video 300A
Video 3tOA
Color300 .. . ... . .. . . .
Color 600 .
Color 722

... ..
.....
. .....
. .......
.

m!~aNiCS
Mailing Address: REXWIL ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 4585 Philadelphia, PA 19131
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1 800 CALL REX
•

~V/SA-1

~-

•

•

IN PA 1-800-821-1059

Telephone Orders Only. 8:30 AM
5:00 PM (Eastern) Mon.·Fri.

CALL FOR PRICING ON TV'S VCR'S
COMPUTER PROJECTORS AND
RELATED ITEMS.

$125
$133
$153
$244
$432
$539

Use Our Convenient Toll Free Order Line.

$155
$199
$280
$1140

Prices Quoted Ref!ed Cash Oiscounl. Add 3% lor
Master Gard or Visa. Prices and Availatility Sub~ to
Change without ~i~e. Add 3% for Shipping and
Hand.ing, $5.00 muumum. 15% Reslocki"lg Charge

on All Returns.

REXWIL ADVANTAGE
• 60 Yearsin the Electronics Field.
TollFree Technicaland ServiceSupporl.
• Ouahty Products.

•

•

• Service Facilities on Premises.

Ea

There is No Limit and No Deposit on C.O.D.
Orders.
• We accept purchase orders trom qualified
corporations. Subject to approval.
• Educational discountsavailable to qualified
institutions.

Inquiry 289

.

•

"

IN CALIF: (415) 490-8171
TLX: 559291 FORTRON
FAX: (415) 490-9156

FORTRON CORPORATION .
3225 SELDON CT., FREMONT; CA 94538

..

.

. . . ..

ORDER TOLL ~REE:

..

(800) 821·9n1

• ••

• U.L. recognized, yellow ca rd available

File# E-1 01115(8)

•
~' •
,,_.•
•
•

Meet FCC class B, european safe ty spec.
115/230V AC convertible
Low noi se DC fan
OVP, OCP, short circuit protection
IBM® standard pin out or Faraday type pin
out selectable
• 100% 24 hrs. burn-in 100% pre-shipment test.
On e full year warranty

• 1 EI A-RS2 32 port (2nd optio nal)

s9900

• 80 x 25 1e1tl mode
• 720 x 348 grap hic mode
• Run Lotus 1-2-3 aul o cad. t!IC

•
•
•
•

FC 930 AT
RS232/Printer Port for PC AT

• 128K to 1.5 MB memory
• E1t pandable 10 3 MB (opuonal) by pi ggy

Memory expan sr on to 38<+K
Clock/calendar
Se ri al. parallel pof1s
G<:1me port

(.0K) s 12900

• ~~%~

bac~

s19900

pm t

FC 940
RS232/Real Time Clock

Plus More. . . for PC XT
•
•
•
•

512K memory expansion card (OK)
RS232/p ar! lel port
Monochrome cont roller with printer port S99.00
Floppy drive cont rolle r (w/cable)
. S59.00

FC 427 (5150 Type)

fff/.~:1>• <:.. ·.,'" . ::M.\\\~~
fltji/'· · :·.;o;:··;:,~~ff~\\..

FC 437 (5151 Type)

Expansion Chassis

C/'"

s23900

• Dia .

is :i,~·x

151/•"xS'h "

• W/12 slot mother boaro

MONITORS
• Monochrome
Tatung MM 1222 A/G
Golden Star Green
• Color Hi-Re s (640 x 200)
Tatung CM·1360 .
• Enhanced Graphic
Tatung CM·1380
Super Hi-Res (640 x 350)

ENHANCED GRAPHIC ADAPTOR
IBM Compatible
\\.\.U;

DISK DRIVES
129.00

. 109.00

359.00
Call

• Floppy
Te ac 55V .
1.2 MB
• Har d (w/controlter & cable)
10 MB

20 MB 5"225
• 20 MB ST-4026 (40ms)
• 30 MB s1:403a (40ms)
• 30 MB CMI 6640 (40ms)

11900

149.00
419.00
499.00

590.00
69900
550.00

--//r\"'\"

~- ~,€.\f'l ~
,......

• 64K RAM

• 256K
• 12BK

.-.......

•F or PCI XT!AT and compa tibles
• 256K on board memory
• Full 16 colors in 640 x 350 on IBM· enhanced color display
• Suppon 640 x 350 IBM' compatibles enhance color and monochrome monitors
• Parallel port • Light pen inlerfa ce

{!Of PCAT)

Terms:
• Min . sh ipp ing & handling $6 00
• CA res add 6 5% tax

IMPORT DIRECT
SAVE30%
IASTEI PACll

U•PU llPDIT IMPORT•
1-4
s-49
so+
$1515.00 $1415.00 $IHI.DO

PC·AT

S12K RAM (Up to 1Mon Boarel)
1.2 MFLOPPY - FLOPPY & HARO OISK CONTROLLER
AT KEYBOARD - CLOCK WITH BA lTERY BACKUP
19SW POWER SUPPLY· DOS 3.10 & MANUAL
SAMPLE S-49
so+
$1111.00 SllH.00 $1510.DD·
SAME llS ABOVE Wl;TA COLOR MONITOR /\ND
COLO.A/GRAPHICS Cl\RD

PC-AT COLOR

SAMPLE 10-99
100+
$911.DD $811.00 $515.DD
640K RAM, 8088-2, (4.77 MHZ or 6.66 MHZ)
360K FLOPPY • KEYBOARD - MONOCHROME/
GRAPHICS PRINTER - 12" TIL HIGH RES MONITOR

PC·XT TURBO

I•PC·XT

$198.08 $595.00 $415.00
2S6!S RAM - 360K FLOPPY · ~EYllOARO
MONOCHROME/GRAPHICS/PAINTER , CARD (Her
cules Comp.). 12" TIL HIGH RES MONITOR
0

WE CAN MAKE
INCOMPATIBLE DATA
COMPATIBLE!

TERMINAL
EMULATION

We can transfer datafiles between different
operating systems; convert media (disks
and tapes); decode and translate documents
between major dedicated word processors
and/or major PC software; re-arrange data
base files; transfer texts and re-formulate
spreadsheet data.

Softerm PC emulates over 30
popular terminals including the:
•DEC VT102. VT220
•Data General 0200, 0410
•IBM 3101-20 (block model
•Hewlett-Packard 2622A
•Honeywell VIP7801, VIP7803
Write or call to discuss your needs, tlien send
Guaranteed Compatibility
a disk or tape sample of your datafile for acom
Call for free product brief
plimentary tmnslation.
$195 MC-VISA-COD
For the IBM PC/XTI AT, DG1, NEC,
Wang PC. Tl Pro, Gridcase. Tandy

CompuData
Translators, Inc.

SBFnlONICS

6565 Sunset Blvd., Suite 301
Hollywood, CA 90028
(213) 462·6222

7899 Lexington Dr., Ste 210
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
(3031 593-9540

ADAPSO Member

DRllEI
IT HOI FLGpn
IT 10 IEI •TEIHL V1 NEllHT
IT ZD IEI IHEIHL Va NEllHT
AT U II FLOPPY
ATZUEllHEIHL4USEC
AT 3D IEI llTEIHL 40 ISEC

1-49
$11.0D
$315.0D
$471,00
$141.DD
$111.DD
$171.0D

so+
$85.0D
$355.DD
$415.00
$121.DO
$511.DO
$615.0D

Inquiry 71

1-800-826-0843

SUBTOTAL BASIC PC 110 ORllES

am

10·99
$74.75
$51.15
$11.41
$SUD
$31.10
$13.DD
$2UD
$15.00

100+
$15.0D
$45.DD
$13.DD
$48.DO
$32.00
$ID.DD
$ZZ.OD
$ID.DO
$380.70 $313.01
$14.71
$14.DO

lflHI~ <b©Mfr>lUJ'ii'~~ ~A~

•Multi-user Database!
•Powerful!
• Multiple Operating
System Compatibility!
•Attractive Dealer
Pricing!
• Full Dealer Support!

INDlllDUAL PART PRICIH FPB TAIWAN
PC·IT·Z5H 111.DTS (super XT 8105)
1351 POWEi SUPPL T
FLIP.YOP CLDIE BOX
10110/HAPNIC/Plll (Herc comp)
IEYIOAID
FLDPn DIH CDITIOLLEI
10 llTSZ511
12" m NIGH RES IONITDR

Inquiry 307

Super Low Prices on Micro
Computers and Accessories ...

c,
:•

•

Daraflcx rs a trademark e l D.1tcl Access

OCEAI FIEllHT
$111 nln
All FIEllllT
ACS llPOIT FEE $350.00/EITlll+111% a11.oo $14.10
TOTAL LAIOED COST, LA. llAIBOI
$470.41 $310.IO

CL·IU 12" TTL WDID
10·3 14" COLOR RH
.ii DliTMll•ZDD
11·7 14" CDLOI Ill
.31 II llJ? Jzo ~

"D

SAMPLE 10-49
so+
$11.00 $11.08 $ID.DD
$381.DO $211.00 $231.00

'

24000 Telegraph Road
Sou1hf1eld, Michigan 48034 USA
1313/ 352-2345

MONITORS

'

Inquiry 66

Inquiry 78

$480.DD $351.11 U35.8D

10-99 100+
PC·IT-MDll laTNEI BOARD I SLOT
$71.00 $73.00
PC-IT-4401 TUllD 4.11/1.81 lllZ
$II.OD $11.0D
lHIHET (LAIJCAID 1.0 llZ
$118.00 $111.DD
3141 IULTl-FUllCT (AST6 comp)
$18.10 $51.00
1
RAUITS 3141
$31.10 $32.00
IDDEI CAID 300/1200 (Hayes comp) $115.00 $185.00
COLOR IRAPlllCS CARD
$41.55 $31.DD
Al IWITCN BOX (Centronics 2:1 or 1.:2) $27.10 $24.00
Al SWITCI BOX WITll 141 BUFFER
$15.51 $51.00
ATSEllAL/PUAUU CUD
$11.DD $51.0D
AT CDLOl/IRAPlllCI
$81.00 $8LDD
M ll!PBT AHLGl/DlllTAL CARD
$311.DO $351.80
121 LINE PARALLEL 1/0 CARD
$415.00 $371.ID
• 100 UNIT ORDERS MAY BE SCHEDULED OVER 6 MONTHS

ACS IMPORTERS
5311 DERRY.AVE.UNIT A
AGOURA HILLS, CA 91301
HOURS 9 AM· 6 PM PST

410

CASE/RIXON, ARK PARADYNE. PREN
TICE, Modems. Complete line of Canon,
Diablo, Dalasouth Printers. Many other
Products.
CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE

AD,DON BOARDS· PARTIAL LIST

II

Tele Video 905 $ 285
TeleVideo 9220 485
Canon Laser BA1 2195
Canon A40
245
Diablo 635
1095
Compaq DskPro2

WY-500 (Green Mono) $ 160
IBM XT w/10MB
3295
IBM AT w/20MB
5095

Dealer Inquiries Invited

$13.00
$20.DI

WYSE 30 $ 330
WYSE 50
409
WYSE 75
539
WYSE PC
1159
439
WYSE 85
Compaq Port 2100
IBM PC
1650

In Photo11re'L.AB40·PC ' gener•lor &'l.AB40-1 ' 1\9,.11l ecqul1ltlon module.

•Modular approach to dela acqulalllon and control.
A 40 conduclorrlbbon cable bus Is ganaralad by a card In Iha hos!

~ c':C.~~p Y~ 1 8o n~ci;-von~~8b~~~!~;;nba~~~·6:~d!'j~~e:~e ~
0

1

8

0

PC or Appia II are prlcad at $185.
a Sign al Acqulalllon and Control Modula, modal 'LAB 40-1'.

~:t~~·~ :S~:.o!=,: gi•n~~~~~:~:~1~~~u~,~~r~~iii
S22~welve bit module available.
~~~~t~~d ~~~·ei::e~·~:Jdi;~ri~ -~~~:·Ion S175. Appia II

output por1. low price of
•

version $100. Complata data acquisition packages (hardware
and sollwara) start at $450.
•Development tool.
Unique lo LAB 40 is Its abllily to Interface directly Ill microprocessor
compa!lbla integrated circuits and hybrids. We encourage users to
develop projects and products. LAB 40 Is an Ideal educational 1001.
•New low coet module•.
1Welve bit AJO. Port/Relay Driver. Real Time Clock.

(818) 889·1092

Computer Continuum

TELEX: 299353 POST UR

7 5 Southgate Ave .. Suite 6 • Daly City, c A 94015
(415) 755-1978

BYTE • APRI L 1986

8051
8048
SIMULATORS - CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
PROGRAMMERS - SIM51 and SIM48 Soft
ware Simulators run on IBM - PC. CPI M-80,
MS - DOS. Designed for validation & debug
ging application software . Simulation
includes all on chip functions plus expan
sion chips. $250. one year FREE updales.
Formats: PC -DOS 2.x OSOO, CP ! M-80 8"
SSSO. many 5% " formats. Cross Assemblers
and EPROM pgmrs also available. Logical
Systems Corp. 6184 Teall Station, Syr.. NY
13217. {315) 457-9416.

loGical .SY.stvms
Inquiry 193

Get the whole
stoiy on ~S:cs
terminal em tion.

To find out m ore abou t software
that lets your PC emulate
TEKTRONIX ™4105/6/719 and
DEC VTI OO™termjn als,
call or write:

G GRAFP01nT
4340 Stevens Cn..-cks Blvd ., Sui te 2&1,
Sn n Jose, CA 95129 (408) 249-7951

Inquiry 145

compatibles
• Generates user-definable signal
• Up to 2000 points per envelope

Ii\
\V QUA

PC/XTiAT/Compa tibles· YES. Serial and Mui·
t1 ·user· YES. Auto·recogm tion of codes· YES.
Free phone supporl YES. 15 second key·
board installation- YES. Bar code prin ting
soltware· YES. Soltware changes-HARDLY
EVER 1000's •n use. 2 Year Warranty. S635

//st

$795.00

NOW C ALL US AT

503 344-1189

TECH, INC.

478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726
Inquiry 278

5Y4'FLOPPY
MOTORS
Now Buehler OEM replace
ment spindle motors for all
major 51/4-inch, full-height
floppy disk drives are
available for fast delivery.
BuilttoexactOEM size, per
formance and quality stan
dards. Pulleys included.

For details and prices,
contact:

RS232 SERIAL
• )'!Em:mE!l~ PARA L LEL l'hnT~m

PRINTE R BUFFE R
BI - DI REC TJ DNAL

This Is t h e mod sophis t icated
Prin t e r Bu ll er In lhe fTl4rk ii! l Laday .
Mi cro p rocesso r
c o ntra l led 1 wllh two
1 se p a r ate 1npu t s,Ser 10. l and Pa ral lel,
and two outp u ts1Serlo.L o.nd Pa r alle l .
Automa t ic se l ec t ion of Input / ou tp ut,
wh e r ever you connec t you r s un i ts .
Comes I n t wo mode Ls; l) W/6 4K to 256K
o.n d 2 ) w/ 256K l o 1 f1Byte o I b u f ! er .
Inc l ud 1n9 COP T 1 RESE T o.nd PA US E t hat
a ll ows you l o print single she e ts .
Exter n al p ower s u pply In c Lu ded.
A l so we hl)ve a Bl-DIREC TIONAL Serial
P a r al l e l co n ve rt er, withou t
bulle!r ,
fu LLy modes , ba u d ro.lC! o.nd proloco Ls
p r og r o.mo.b LC! by Jumpers, with DTR , RTS
or ><DN/ XDFF protocol. fxh r no.l powe r
I s u p pl y (no t
lnclude!d L
$ 255 . =
DCB-A 641< (exp . up lo 2 56K l
$ 295, =
OCB- 8 256K (C!XP. up lo 1 f16)
DCU B 1-d 1r C!ctlonal c onverter$ 80.=
~ ~ ~

Buehler Services, Inc.
P.O. Box A, Hwy 70-E
Kinston, NC 28501
Phone: 919/522-4300

Order

l o day o. l

ANTI-STATIC, LINT FREE NYLON PACK CLOTH
Keyboard .. .... .. .... .... .. ... ...... . 14.00

1

1

!

IN TECT RA J NC, - Pepar t me!n t
2629 TE RMINA L BLUO

232

Monitor .. , .. . . . . . ... . . . ....... ... . .. 16.00
Drive .. . .. . ........ . .. . . . . .... ... . ... 16.00
Mon/Dr Combination 1 pc. . .. . . ...... 28.00
Mon/Or/ Kybd Comb. 1 pc . . . ... .. . . ... 38.00
Printers . . .... . ... .. ... . ... . . ... . from 16.00
MacintoshSel: Compu, Ky, lmageWr. . . . 24.00
IBM, APPLE, COMPAQ, AMIGA, AT&T, EPSON,
OKI, NEC, HP- OTHER COVERS AVAILABLE

Silver Gray with Bla ck Trim
CHECK/VISA/MC
Plus $2 Ship. & Hand.
(401) 245-0532

(Q!riQuterAid·
P.O. BOX 293, BARRINGTON, R.I. 02806

Inquiry 76

MODULAR
DATA ACOUISITION

On board 6·10 MHz CPU, 2DK RAM , 32K EPR OM,
two RS· 232 , 16·bil port, 5·count er!timers
expandable via Memory / FOG Board.
M68K CPU (bare boar d) .
.. s 89.95
M68K CPU A& T (6MHz) .
. $495.00
M0512K Memory/FOG (bare board) .
s 89.95
M0512K Memory/FOG (128K)
. . .. S495.00
FOC/Hard Disk interface option . .
. ... S150.00
M68KE Enclosure w/power supply .
. . S249.00
M68K Monitor EPROM 's .
.. .s 95.00
M68K Macro Cross Assembler .
.$195.00
.S 295 .00
4XFOR TH OS w/assembler. editor .
... $395.00
CP/M 68K OS w/"C" compiler

EMS
Inquiry 122

Educatio na l
P.O. Box 16115
Mi c rocomput e r Irvine .CA 9 2713
S yst ems
(714) 854-8545

•
•
•
•

Maxell Floppy Disks

For IBM & Compatibles
Flexible and Inexpensive
Money Back Guarantee
Free Technical Support

~PACIFIC EXCHANGES

Ii\ Fast Delivery
\V QUA TECH. INC.

100 Foothill Blvd.. San Luis
San Lu is Obispo. CA 934 0 1.
In Cal call (800) 592 -5935 or
(805)543·1 037 .

478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434 -3154 TLX: 5101012726

Inquiry

in

Inquiry 25i

Inquiry 320

VAX/IBM PC
DECkHAND'" Utilities
MS-DOS Utilities with VAX/PDP-11 switch
processing. DIR , COPY, DELETE, RENAME,
TYPE with extended wildcards. full DATE
processing, attribute processing, query, backup
and more.
S69.00

Vfeature

BIG

disks
for
files
User-Transparent
Security Features Included.
EPSON QX-10 MOTHERBOARD WITH
VIDEO CARD & YOUR
CHOICE OF ASCII KEY
BOARD (ENCLOSED)
OR HASCH (BARE)

$169.95

ONLY 250 SYSTEMS AVAILABLE!
Will work with any IBM compatible disk drive •CPU:
µPD780AC-1 (Z80A compatible, 4 MHz)• Memory-RAM:
256K on board; Video RAM: 128K on CRT board; C-MOS
RAM: 2K; EPROM: 2/4/8K (for IPL).Clock: C-MOS real-time
clock. Interface: Serial and Parallel. OMA: 7 channels.
Interrupt levels: 15; Counter/timer: 6 channels. Card slots:
5. Compatible with any TTL monitor. Weight: 10 lbs. with
enclosed keyboard, 8 lbs. with bare keyboard.

KEPCO/TDK SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

$39.95

ONLY 250 AVAILABLE!
Model EFX 100T-3 100W • + 5V
@BA• -5V@ 1.5A • +12V@
2.0A. - 12V@ 2.0A. Input Volt
age: 100to130Va- c or 200 to 260Va-c. 47-440 HZ. Single
phase.• Brownout Voltage: 90Va-c/180Va-c • Fused lnpuV
Output protected against short circuit Dim: 9'1a't. x 4 'Y,s'Wx
2W'H, Weight: 3 lbs., Spec Included.

$12.95

DISK DRIVE CABINET

• Full Height Disk Drive case for
Apple• Fils 2 half height drives. Can
be modified for other uses. Dim:
9%"L x 6'W x 3'h"H, Weight: 3 lbs.

Golden Bow Systems
$80 - $120 """'7
.?t7:
1
} ·,\.' 619/298-9349
"".'".orsh.ippin Q/
han~lin 11

$39.95

SIEMENS 8" DISK DRIVE

$44.95
$69.95

OR 2 FOR
FDD100-8. Shugart 801 R equivalent.
Single Sided. Single/Double Density.
Full Height Drive. 48 tpi. Documenta
tion included. Specify 110 or 220
Voll Model •These drives are new
and sold AS IS. Weight: 14 lbs.

4164-15
"' '.·"

~

.89C EACH

•MINIMUM 50 PCS.
Call for quantity discount.

Minimum order: $25.00. Shipping and handling charges
via UPS Ground: $.50$/lb. UPS Air: $1.00/lb. Minimum
charge: $4.00. We accept cashiers checks, MC or Visa.
No COD's. Add 7% of total order for credit card orders.
California residents add 61h% sales tax. We are not respon
sible for typographical errors. All merchandise subject to
prior sale. Phone orders welcome.
Continental U.S.A.
Inside California
Los Angeles Area

(8001428- 1616
(800) 223-9977
(213) 217-8912

TIMELINE, INC.

1490 WARTESIA BLVD., GARDENA, CA 90247
412

B Y TE • APRI L 1986

.,

.

P.O. Box30J9
SanC 1t go .CA 92 103

ZSTEMpc"- 4014 Emulator
Interactive zoom and pan. Save/recall images
to/from disk. Keypad, mouse, printer. plotter
support.
S99.00

KEA SYSTEMS LTD.
#412- 2150 W. Broadway
Vancouver, B.C CANADA V6K 4L9
Support (604) 732-7411
TELEX 04-352848 VCR

Order Toll Free (800) 663-8702

/

~em
lnqu.iry 14 3

by

Inquiry 374

DISKETTES
&: MORE
NORTH HILLS CORP.
1-800-328-3472

Maxell
Brown
3M
. Diamond
Competitive Prices

The
•
•
•
•

A~~ rn
NORTH HILLS CORP.
- INTERNATIONAL ·

Folds & Stacks Automal!cally
Fits ALL Popular Micro Printers
Space Saving Operation
Routes Cables Neatly

k''/1,.,~r,., =

3564 Rolling View Dr- .
White Bear Lake, MN 55110 ·
MN. call collect-612-770-0485
Inquiry 242

GRANDSTAND

PRINTER STAND AND TRAY

COD - VISA - MasterCard
All orders shipped within 24 HRS.

IBM STYLE COMPUTER CASE
ONLY 150 AVAILABLE
Attractive steel case, ms popu
. lar PC compatible moth e r
boards • Switch c ut-out in
back for PC style power supply
• Cut out for 5 expansion slots. Hardware not included,
Weight: 13 lbs.

•

Cah!orn1ares•dtn1s

add5'r. sa1c stax.

.·
1i. ·

..

ZSTEMpc'"-VT100 Emulator
High performance COLOR VT100 I VT102.
Double high/wide, smooth scrolling or ISO and
attribute mapped color. XMODEM and KERMIT,
soflkey/MACROS.
S150.00

Grand Union
Micro Systems

P.O. Box 188 0
Fallbrook, CA 92028
(619) 723-0882

Inquiry 146

APPLE II COPROCESSOR & 110

(1 Year Factory Warranty)
INTRODUCING
THE BUKOWSKI ROBOTICS
VIP CARD
A VERSA TILE CONTROLLER CARD THAT
CAN STAND ALONE
OR IN AN APPLE SLOT AS AN INTELLIGENT PERIPHERAL
CARD THE VIP CARD NOT ONLY GIVES YOU 16 1/0
PORTS(EXPANDABLE TO 48) BUT ALSO AN ONBOARD
6SC02 MICRO-COMPUTER. VIP WILL RUN MINIBASIC
AND HAS ENDLESS APPLICATIONS .. .FOR EXAMPLE ·
PARALLEL OR SERIAL PRINTER PORTS, PRINTER CARD,
INDUSTRIAL AND HOM[ CONTROL.

ONL

v $ 129

Optional Forms Handling
Devices . . . . . . . .... CALL

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

BUKOWSKI ROBOTICS
I 555 W. UNIVERSITY' I 05
TEMPE, AZ
85281
(602)966 - 6230
Inquiry 42

Pinwriter P5 . ..
.$ 925
Pinwriter P5XL .
. $1100
Pinwriter P6.
.$ 445
Pinwriter P7.
. . $ 575
Elf 350/360 ......... . $ 380
3510/15/30/50.
. $ 715
8810/15/30/50 ....... . $1040

QUALITY PRINTERS
8415 Cement City Road
Brooklyn, Michigan 49230
Phone: 517-592-3749

RS·422
Communications Board

PC4010 includes all PC102 features
plus Teklronix 4010 graphics.

A few reasons why thousands of customers
including GE. Dow . Raytheon. Westinghouse.
and Stanford Umve1s1ty-prefer our products ..
• Complete keyboard and screen emulation
w/line graphics loptional 132-columns)

Convert What You Have
To What You Want!

• ANSI color, local printer. bidir ectional file
transfer support

• Guaranteed compatibility with all DEC
applicalions including EDT. W0AD·1l
ALL-IN-ONE. DEC ·CALC. UNIX vi

• For IBM-PC/AT/XT and
compatibles
• Dual RS-422 serial interface
• Programmable to 56k baud
• Differential drivers to 4000 ft.

• ~'~~Y~~Pi~i:~~~66~"l.~~~.~~~~~~mes.
• Written in ··c" an d ASM : up to 38.4 KB

PC102-JR

_

_ _$89.00

PC\02 _ _ __ _ $ 139.DO
(lorPC . XT.AT.QNX)

PC4010 _ __

_

s '7 9 .00

Fi\
$345.00
'V QUA TECH, INC.

Prepai d. C 0 0 Mas!crcard. VISA

9ro!

Minneapolis, MN 55343

478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726

(612) 944-0593

Inquiry 139

Inquiry 279

_I

• RS232 Serial
• B Baud Rales
• Lalched Outpuls

g~ri~~t t~~v~~::r:v~~~~=! t~r~s~l ~~~n~~i~i:~~ ~:
lelesl In CMOS lechnology these un~ts feature lull .baud
rel e selection to 19.2K, wllh handshake a lgnals to maxim ize

l rans l er efficiency. Delalled do cumentation allows
slmplllled Installation. Order the Model 770 {Ser/Par) or
Model 775 (Par/Ser) Today!
Buller PrOducts
cominosoon !

only S89.

"

JinErTranic.s
J '""
"°
0

0
.. ..

95

cc:inr1ec1oropuon s10.oo
CA Rtnlde n1' IS'Yo \,n

2734-C Johnson Dr.
Post Office Bo.w:3Tl7

UPS Shipping $3.00

Ventura. California 93006

.~~ALL
;;;;

(805) 658-7466 or 658-7467 

..=.,

For FAST Delivery

Inquiry 343

PC/XT USERS!

28PIN

COG TR EE Utilities by
Cogita te.
. . S 129.95
I LYNC by Norton-Lamber ... . S 199 .95
I DATAFL EX by Data Access ... Varies
I RM /COBOL by Ryan/
M cFarland .... ...... ..... Varies
I Universe by O mnitrend .... S 9B .50
I Blue M ac! by Cogitate.
. . S 599.00
I CadPower + by Tri /ex ...... 5995 .00
I Softext Teaching Aid s... . . . S 95.00
..I PrintSet by Cogitate . . .. . .. S 79.9 5
.T CogiTAP E by Cog itate .... . .. CALLI!
. . .. Varies
I Anti-Sta tic Products. . .
.T Uninterruptible Power
Backups ..... .. . . .
. Var /es
..I" TeleVideo Software . . . .
. .. CALLll

PROM BLASTER
Willi LIFfilIME WARRANlY*

Plugs intoyour
IBM PC, XT or PPC and
programs most 28 pin
EPROMs: Includes the
following features:
•:0.1e11u Oriven • F.tlit fonction fer the Uata huffer• Movessy.ilems memory into
d:ua buffrr • Performs a d11;ck sum • Reads F.PRQ)l into cb.Ja liuffer. W'dl
program lhc roU""ing IPROl!S: • l764 • l71l8 • m56 • 270l\ • 2112&1
OTilF.R APPARAT ADD-ONS: 24 Pin Prom lllasrer. ,([' 3Mh. Combo Card.
5! 2KIV\\\ Card, .~K AA\lldock, Hard Disk SubsvSlem, Alii-on Oisk Olive,
Clock/Calembr. 2S6K PA \I Card. P:m1.HeL'Serial Caid for PPC 12&33iK Short
Slot RAM CarJforthe Pl'C and more.

~©l~M~

..A Higher Form of Software..
14000 Telegraph Roa d
So uthfield, Ml 48034
(313) 351 -1345/Telex 386581

a'\.Apporat,lrc.

. ..; s549oo• F.0 .B. SANTA ANA

ADD ONAH D ONAH D ON AN D ON AND ON

~~l !F:ORNIA RE SIDENTS AOO 6"ti SAL ES TAX

PC HORIZONS , INC.

1-401 So. T;imarnc P:11kway / l)Ci1\'el'. CO 802.~7 / .~.\1741 - ln~

1701 E. Edinger, Ste. A6 , Santa A na , CA 92705

800/525-7674

(714) 953-5396

1;

Inquiry 67

1~

No longer will your perlpheral choices be llmlted by l he lype

I

VISA/MAS TERCARD ACC EPTED
Dealer Inquiries We lcomed

• Centronics Parallel
• Handshake Signals
•Compact 3Y. x 4~ x

Inquiry 250

ORDERJ~G

A.\1l OF.~ .rn l~FOR llATICI.\

Store:; in Denver& Chica~o / .. On all c:irJs~oM after June I. 198-i

Inquiry 20

72 Digital 1/0

P ROFESS I ONA L~

-:f'f{

HAN DIC APPING SYSTEMS

JrJf\

• PRESENTE D BY l' ROfESSOR JONES •
Thoro ugh bred " G old" Ed it io n 1..

BOOT

PXB·721

from the Bernoulli Box!
from the AT Hard Disk!
FORMAT WITH DDS
PARTITION WITH FDISK
NO SLOWING
We've been shippi ng Bernoulll Bool s
!hat work for over a year 
•1 111 waiting?

f

Parallel Expansion Board
• For IBM-PC & Compatibles
• 72 Digital 1/0 Lines
• Simple Programming
• Uses One Expansion Slot
• Fast Delivery

$195

Golden Bow Systems
$95-5
110
.\).17~~-- . .
AddS.lro• Sh111111no1

PO Bo1lOJ9

'"""'
.-··,·'·(
C:;1tilarn1ares1den!sa!ld

s(.°°'"
61gi' ·2'g'a".'9349

6\

sal ~s ta ~

(;

A ..Full'· fea!uredthoroughbred anal~sis designed. ~
for the profess1onal and the serious novice
$159.95 complete w/Masler Beltor'"' $199.95
•
L imited ··Gold,,... . Enables Professio n al Handicappers to
assign specific values to racing valuables they feet are imper·
lanl. create program weigh! based on particular track. and line
tu ne ror maximum win percentage. Program designed lor ··ease
of use_·· User nee.ds no programming experience.

03

©QUA TECH, INC.
478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304
(216) 434-3154 TLX : 5101012726

~ (~~~~a~n:gl~~~r :t: ~ 1 ~e1tor "')

1 1
ONLY professional grey.

1

$299.95

FREE CATALOG
Professor Jones • 1940 W. Slate, Boise. I 0 83702
CALL 342-6939 • VISA/MasterCard/AMEX Welcome
Terms: 48-Hour Free shipping a l software. Add S6 hardware/
S6 C .0 .0 I S6 UPS Blue I $9 Out al Country. Idaho residents
add 4% . 3 weeks personal c hecks Cash price only Add
2°1o VISA/MasterCard. AMEX . Prices subjecl lo change.

* ;::1:!~~Tb:~~~1~E:S!hS:;~:a~: ~':k;:. *
1

and Corona Data Systems

Inquir y 14 4

Inqu iry 280

c;~~~~

The
hound analysis available that w/ inlegra!ed Bettor $ 199 .95
evaluates ALL var iables_
Limited Version S299.95
Master Harness Handicapper ' '" ~
Pro feSSlonal software cEs1gied
~
to provide a thorough analysis
complete $ 159.95
of all Ironer and pacer races in w/ln!egraled Bettor $199.95
!he Uniled States and Canada.
Limited $299.95
L ollery Analysis. Statisticat compa rison program designed to
de1ect sublle patterns in w rnning numbers and digits .
Lot1ery (3·4 d 19 11) $79.95
w/Lollo (Max . 99 Digit) $99.95

Inquir y 27 2

Inquiry 75

BY ir.1CENTEclt

Color
Diskettes

EPROM
PROGRAMMER
·-- -l: . ..__ l \

The Colorful Solutwn to Data Organization'"

TIMELESS WARRANTY
*SS-DD

69C

*85¢
* * 99¢

QTY.1 00
Color Bulk

OS-DD*

Color Boxed
Color Bulk 96

·- I

89~

$1 OS*
**

TPI $1

IBM PC-AT Compatible Color Bulk

BP~'"5-1;:,r.:,;

19

s198o~H~

100% error-free beyond 75% cllpping level.
Available in 12 useful assorted colors.
Custom Labeling/Branding available.
*Color Sulk w!T y vek sleeves add 6c _ Label K11S 2c
*Pre-packaged in Pl•atlc Llbr•ry C•ae/ 12. A $4.95 value case
lor 20c1dlsk extra.
DISKS ARE '·O PAQUE ~

\

The EP-1 is a groat value, hero's why:
• IBM PC Compatible, Communication Disk included.
Also 'M:lrks with CP/M end Development Systems

• Support» over 100 types including 2716 through 27S12,

CMOS. and A-Suffix Parm
• Menu Driven Chip Selection by
Number
• No Personality Modules
• Fest Pr-ogramming Algorithm

Menufectu~r

end Part

• Gokl TaxtlJI> ZIF IC Socket
• RS-232. 7 brud ratas to 9600

An ...... .........

• Full One Year \Nerranty
• U.V. Erasers from $34.95

BP Microsystems
LIFETIME WARRANTY
SS-DD

QTY. 5 BOXES

*99Cw/FREE

1
H tC Kit

5325 Glenmont, Suite E, Houston, TX 77081

An. .

...

!I

VLM Computer Electronics
10 Par1< Place· Morristown, NJ 07960
(201) 267-3268

(713) 667-1636

DS-DD

$1 32 *

PC EXPANSIONS
AST SixpackPlus (384K) . ............ $259
Advantage (128K) ....... •• ....... $369
Advantage (1.SM) ....... .. . .. .. . . $499
Advantage (3M) ........ . ......... $759
Rampage (2M) ........ • ... • ..... $469
RampageAT (2M) ................ $599
INTEL AboveAT (2M) ..... .... ....... $629
OuadbOard (384K) ......... .. ....... $239
Gold Quadboard (384K) .......... $429
LibertyAT (2M) ........ .. .. .. ..... $call
QuadportAT .... . ... .. ........... $13 5
Tecmar Maestro (2.5M) . . .
. ..... $589
...... $299
HERCULES graphics board
Color Card ...................... $159
HAYES Smartmodem1200B .......... $349
Smartmodem1200 ............... $389
Maynard Disk Contl'oller ............ . $100
Sandslar Series . ................. $call
MaynStream Tape backup from .... $979
WDFile Card (10M) .................. $769
Tandon Diskard (20M) . . . . . . .
. . .. $789
Set of 9 chips (64k) ....... •• •...... $10
Set of 9 chips (256k) ...... • •• . . . ... $25
8087-3 ... . . . ............. •. ..... $119
Oume 142A:$99 Teac ............... $109
$109
Teac FD55BV (for
CDC 9409:$119 Tandon ..... . ....... $109
Verbatlm(Boxol10) ................. $19
$39
Maxell (Box of 10 for

lriqulry 39"

S129~w1Flip ·n· File115 ___,..$169

ss TP1

s197
s1 ag

s245

3_5 ··:135 TP1 ____,. s2sg

s209

3.5'"/135 TPI w/Fllp 'n' Fiie

OS-HO 96 TPI w1Free Headcteaning Kit

s2· a9*
. s289

s319
OS-HO 96 TPI w1Flip ·n· Fi le/ 15 .
3M Headcleanlng Kit .............. .... ...... $5.99
(Aller 52 .00 rebale w1lh purchase al regu lar 3M disk)

3M Data Cartridges
DC-100A .
DC-1000 .
DC-300XLP
DC-600A ..

OTY.5
$12.15
$14.34
$21.54
$21.e2

OTY.10
$12.10
$12.42
$19.0e
$20.29

REMOTE ANALOG DATA MONITORING BLOCKS:

SAV10 RS232 SERIAL ASCII VOLTMETER $169
SAV11 RS422 SERIAL ASCII VOLTMETER $239
MA15 RS232/RS485-RS422 INTERFACE $149
e 4 analog voltage inputs at 0·2.SSV,
measured simultaneously at 8 bll resolution.

e Up Jo 4000faet distance (SAV11).
e
e

Stand alone operation.

e

Low power consumption.

e

Rugged, compact package.

Selectable data rate.

3.5"/ 35 TPI

s2s5

~~~ ~~~ity ior IBM PC-AT Compatible ........... $2.59
100°'0
By Leading American
Error·
Free

BUL K

SS-DD

QTY. 1 oo

DS-DD

55C

w/hub ring

6DC

1"'t ~·;:::;r:• Riiieiiiis 6c"
Epson MX 70/80 ......... $2.68
Epson MX-100 ............ $4.06
Okldala 80.82.83.92.93 . $1.36

Okldala 84

..... $2 .95

PRICE

68000 "C" Cross Compiler
For MS/PC-DOS by Laltlca, Inc.
With Quelo 68000/68010 Assembler Package $1095
With Quelo 68020Assembler Package .
.$1250
Call Patrick Adams today:

MARON PRODUCTION INC.
DISCOVERY PARK.105-3700GILMORE WAY
BURNABY. B.C .. CANADA V5G 4M I
Phone: (604) 435-6211
Inquiry 206

:r~~pt~~~~~~d&~!~?t~~~ ';~~i~~~g~sf~~ d~~k
1
0
~~°C~&~o~ro~~:~s~ ~~~~~c~~~[e~ r~g~ '~~~~~~
1

1.4 O"!PU~er ~:~~ L~:CEo-~;;A~':H 84t21
nffa1rs, 1nC,
414

For inlorma!ion !nte1change. backup and archival slorage.
magnetic
IBEX ollers a 9- !rack. IBM lormal-compa1ible
tape subsystem lor the IBM PC. rea turing:

w·

• 42 M-Bytes on a single
reel.
• IBM format 1600 cpl.

ll:IW:I

•Software tor PC·DOS,

20741Mar illaSI.
Ch11!swo1th .C A 91Jl1
(818) 709.8100
TWX. 91D·49J·2071

MS-DOS.
Wrir11. phone or TWX
for information

Also available: our courses on
COMPUTER LITERACY, BASIC TELECOM
MUNICATIONS and LOCAL AREA NET
WORKS.
Coll us today fora 15 DAY FREE TRIAL (or
request our complete course catalog).

.......

IBEX COMPUTER CORP.

the

408·374·1235 ~~· .

~~9~~~m~AT!~~a!c~:~?9~~,~~

I

...........................::
(406] 374.1235

HOURS 9AM·6PM M·F (Min Time)
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THROUGH OUR NEW

A PROGRAMMER'S INTRODUCTION
TO C-This three-hour video tape with
textthat takes a programmer from an
introductory level thru to arrays and
pointers. (Introductory Price 5400.)

we will better any
lower delivered price on the same products
and quantities advertised nationally.
TERMS: FREE USE OF VISA AND MAS
TERCARD . American Express also accepted.

2028 E FT UNION BLVD 105

LEARN C

VIDEO TRAINING COURSE

PROMISE:

1-800-233-2477
INFORMATION AND INQUIRIES:
1-801-942-6717

T1ad13mar k:i: CPIM. D!g/1al Research; MS, Microsoft Corpora!i(m: Ouelo.
Oue10. lt1e.

. .- - - - - - - - - -. . . .11°

9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM
FOR THE IBM PC/XT/AT

zc "·

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE:

COD. Visa, MasterCard

Quelo, Inc.

2464 33rd W. Suite #173
SeaIlle, WA USA 98199
Phone 206/285-2528
Telex 910-333-8171

Inquiry 283

L•beis ·aisK..sriili:Aci·
AmrilyMedlaMille
50
... $7.99
Dls•Mlnderll·75
$8.99
Micro Dis• Minder-36 .. $7.75

nlzed institutions and schools on 2°/a·10 Net
30. Utah residents add 5 3/. 0/o sales tax .
Minimum order $30.00.

Ouelo Assembler Packages are Motorola compatlble.
Each package Includes a macro assembler, linker/
locator, object librarian, utilltles for producing
ROMable code, extensive Indexed typeset manuals
and produces S·records, Intel hex, extended TEK hex,
UNIX COFF and symbol cross references. Portable
source written In "C" Is available. It has been ported to
a variety of mainframes and minis Including VAX.

ForCPIM·80.-86.-68Kand MS/PC-DOS .. ... $ 595

Media Manufacturer
one of the lop 2

LIFETIME WARRANTY

~

sonware
Development
Tools

68000/68010 Assembler Package

75¢ ad "~~:. 80°¢
•

~~

ForCP/M·86,-68K and MS/PC-DOS ........ $ 750

LIFETIME WARRANTY

Factory fresh in boxes of 1 0 with sleeves, user
ID labels. write·protect tabs and reinforced

68 f\f\Q

68020 Assembler Package

Nashua "Boxed" Diskettes

$195

Ouelo®

Inquiry 158

Inquiry 162

~ANSI

set up a complete
graphics workstation
on your PC for
under $100 !

CONSOLE1m
The Integrated Console UtilityTM
All the little things IBM forgot!
for IBM-PC, XT. AT & clones.
• 1 .2 to 3.0 times laster DOS & BIOS

• increase key repeat rate

MicroPlot's enhanced PC-PLOT-Ill graphics
emulator software package enables IBM PC
and compalibles to appear to a mainframe
as a DEC VT-1 OONT-52, a Retrographics
VT-640, a Tektronix 4010/4014 or a
partial Tektronix 4027. Over 12,000 copies
are currently in use world-wide at major
corporations, educational facilities. research
labs and independenl consulling firms.

•
•
•
•

For more informalion call loll free
1-800-338-0333. Ohio call 1-800-242-0333
Give operator this ID number: 766-8501 .

screen writing

• more escape seauences than ANSI.SYS
• usable in any language
• scroll recall facility

•compatibility w/PC & AT software
• lull EGA support
• 255 character typeahead bullar
no scroll blink for some adaotors
VT 100152 emurarion
auto dual screen disable
keyboard induced brdakpoints

• window support

8 SLOT XT MOTl-lER BOARD- IBM'• XT COMPATABLE-8088
MICRO PROCESSER WITH 8087 SLOT-150 WATT POWER
SUPPLY CAN HANDLE 2 HARO ORIVES·ENHANCEO KEY·
BOARD WITH LIGHTED NUMBER AND CAPLOCKS.
RUN
FLIGHT SIMULATOR LOTUS dBASE
1.B.M. DIAGNOSTICS DOS 2.1 MS·DOS

• support leir 50 line display
• many many more little features
400p Manual (w/ <i lip i.:asc) & disk $75. or ju •..i
Sharcwarl' disk $25. As dcsnibcd in /,( ·- U orld
Fchnmry 8(1, pg. 282 and in /.mw· June 85, pg. 8.

HERSEY MICRO CONSULTING. INC.
Box8276J, Ann Arbor, MI 48107
(313) 994-3259 x525 VISA/MC

659-H Park Meadow Road
Westerville, Oh 43081 614/882-4786

Inquiry 155

Inquiry 399

You need a
Printer Sharing Unit.

OC8000

Not another printer.

• Adds four to eight se rial communication
ports to IBM PC, l\I, A Tor compatibles.
• Standard RS-232 or optional RS-422 ports
for increased transmission speed and distance.
• Supported by Xenix, Multi-Link, RTCS, QNX,
and other multi-user, multi-tasking operating
systems.

.....

STAR GA TE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Suit~ 109
33800 Cunis Blvd. •Eastlake. OH 44094

Datacan Northwest.Inc.

Call:

3303 112th St. SW, Everett, WA 98204

(216) 951-5922

Perfect for secretaries, executives,
students, and writers

~='

,..':."::"'..':': ..
Fr.""°"'

51A" SS/DD$.

70

Prices based on quantities of 500
1
I.'

CARTRIDGE RIBBONS

EPSON

MX 70/80

$4 • 68

Prices based on quantities of 24.
Orders shipped within 24 hours.

Most orders filled by return first class mail.
Texas residents please add the appropriate

~ Ml!Effi)2fl 8

~i~s~o"K";~~~~· ·

(918) 267-4961

m it 11:1 Prices shown above are for Fe b. 24, 1986

F'loll5ecatb'Q1"9f11pl'Ql8. Prom~k>~. Plrill5e0xp0dl'lq'IO!C¥bioQ!P'COSon

SIS..OO,orPl1or1ty0ne efi' S1100t

1-800-222-0490
201-462-7628

NO SHIPPING CHARGES
ORDER TOLL-FREE 800-824-3432
lnC111tomlaCal1(B18l3•1·BBJJ

DRIVES
V2

Ht. IBM•Y Compatible

Tandon 100-2
Tandon 100·4 (96 tpi)
Tandon 848-2

89.99
99.99
129.99
299.99

ADD ON CARDS

Multi-Function w/OK
Monochrome Graphics
Color Graphics

119.99
99.99
109.99

MONITORS

Princeton Graphics MAX 12E
Princeton Graphics HX 12

15999
439 99

SYSTEMS

PC /XT Compatible
HARDDRIVESUB-SYSTEMS
10 Meg.
20 Meg.

699.99
449.99
549.99

We carry a complete line of electronic components.

Call or write 1or our 1ree catalog!

in N.J .
M•nunum OO"Cle• 510 00 - No~r..pp,ngc1>;u~ on P<l!p.llod orae•S - C 0 0 aOd
53 00 - UPS Slue .iGd SJ OO - C.ihl <1!5'"'l'n1i Jdd 6 ".... ~•or.i. , Pe<SOoa•
CIU!'C~~tieldlorclur.ince VIS A . MC

PO Box 710, Freehold, N.J. 07728
ln<Julry 291

JJPoo

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED. INC .

Inquiry 224

Send check or money order to:
STRIKE
S & K Technology, Inc.
4610 Spotted Oak Woods
San Antonio, TX 78249
512-492-3384

sales tax.

Factory New, Prime Parts

maxell~
BULK DISKETTES

$29.95

for the IBM PC

Check spelling as you type
Replace incorrect words
Show similar words
Add words to dictionary
Dynamic paragraph checking
Fasl full screen checking
Works with most word processors
• 49,000 word diclionary

MasterCard/VISA or UPS CASH COO

FORFEl>EX

~~~~~~:"PM~~~~i::..c;:

Inquiry 323

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NO EXTRA COST

lnCll'TWlg.~f«iw81bp-.~Ak ~

Inquiry 108

STRIKE™

V30 $17.50
$16.00
8087-2 Math Coprocessors 150.00
DYNAMIC RAM
64Kx4 150 ns
$4 .75
256Kx1 120 ns
3.37
256Kx1 150 ns
2.79
128Kx1 150 ns
4.75
16Kx4 150 ns
2.50
64Kx1 150 ns
1.35
EPROM
32Kx8 250 ns
$7.35
16Kx8 250 ns
3.15
8Kx8 250 ns
3.75
8Kx8 250 ns
2.95
STATIC RAM
6264LP-15 8Kx8 150 ns
$3. 15

EXPANDS PC
PERFORMANCE AT A FRACTION
OF NETWORKING COST

Save !he cost of your next printer with our Printer
Sharing Unit_ Up lo 8 computers can use one
printer. automatically, without changing cables.
This rotating electronic switch scans the input
ports. When ii rinds one ready to transmit. it locks
on and puts th e pr inter lo work. Printing completed.
it starts scanning again.
For a demonstr ation or
t :~ .. -:~i •• ' i
0000
•::.
more information call us
----·~
al (206) 355·0590, and we
4-Channel $395.00
will give you the name or
8-Channel $595.00
our dealer nearest you

-

Inquiry 203

Inquiry 351

Inquiry 249

P.C. Computer Brokers Inc.
The Place To Buy Your
Epson Printers

DYNAMIC RAMS

ONashua..
Diskettes

~

{ii).

I

5'1•" OS/DD with hub ring and sleeve,
factory warranteed, packaged in SO's.
Shipping Exira. Quantity 50, 85C each.

AP-80 Dot Matrix
EPSON. Compatible
Printer. Plug in

Full Line of
Epson & Other
Accessories

List $378.00

s29900

Epson Printers

List

8mHz

•E. PROM S
$130.00
$120.00
$195.00
$CALL

S CALL
$ 20.00

'27C256

250ns

27256

2SOns

27128
27C64
2764

250ns
200ns
250ns

250n•

$6.50
$4.75
$2.75
SJ.75
52.SO
$2.75

Q1 y. 11111

1-800-321-4668
in Colorado. 303-234-0871

\':SA, MASTERCARD,OR COD ACC EPTED

ALF

8087·2
8087-3
80287-3

each

We sell 3Yz" & 5114'' disks-all
types, major brands. Call toll free:

SALE

Homewriter Printer .......... 1 249 00 • • • • 199°0
Spectrum LX-80 Printer .... 1 299 00 • • • • 209° 0
LX-90 Printer ... .... .. ........ . 1 329" . . . • 229° 0
RX-100 Printer ............ ... . 1 499 00 ... CALL
FX-85 Printer .......... ........ •499° 0 .. . • 330° 0
JX-80 Color Printer .... ..... . 1 699 00 • .. • 295° 0
LQ-1500 Printer .. .. ......... . 1 1295 00 • • 899° 0
SQ-2000 Ink Jet Printer .... 1 2295 00 . "1579° 0

u

15¢

Tlzesame
low
price
our volllme
copying
customers pay!

•PROCESSORS

1315-F Nelson St.
Denver, CO 80215

Inquiry 13

15356 Valley Blvd ., City of Industry, CA 9H46
Phone: 818 369-2688
!Mon-Fri • 8-5)
ORDER TOLL FREE

(800)
892~8889 • (800) 882-8181
Outside Cohlorn1a
Inside California
CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES & VOLUME DISCOUNTS .
Pi Ice Snown tor Cash• Masle•Card/VISA add J *t. mo1e
Puces are subiect lo change . Mon.mum or de• SlCI 00.
S~p1n9

Cahlorniares!dentsmusl add65V• sales 1a
l Handbng; UPS Ground SS.00. UPS Alf $ 7 00 Iunder I lb I

ALL MERCHANDISE IS 100% GUARANTEED.

Inquiry 161

PIE~.<?N FX-286

$~9900 149500

Epson Printers

List

SALE

HS-80 Ink Jet Print er ... .. :.. 1 449 00 ... • 339° 0
DX-10 Oaisywheel .......... .. 1 299 00 ... • 230 00
OX-20 Daisywheel ... .... ..... 1 459 00 . . • • 330° 0
OX-35 Oaisywheel .... ... .. ... 5 899 00 . .• • 619 00
Comrex High Speed
Printer ............. ....... ..... '2295 00 • "1449° 0
HI-BO Four Pen Plotter ....... •59900 • • • • 359° 0

Call Toll FREE 1-800-245-4122

Free Engineering Software
Brochure
Mlcro-CSMP simulates any system includ·
ing: •Control and Servo Systems •Robotics
•High Order Filters •Chemical Processes
•Stress & Strain. A full implementation of
IBM's S/360 CSMP, Micro-CSMP produces
graphical results in minutes, typically re·
quiring 10-20 lines of input. LSAP analyzes
linear systems producing Bode, Nyquist, and
Transient Response plots, and Root-Locus
diagrams. Micro-CSMP is $900, LSAP is $450
for PC-DOS or MS·DOS systems. California
Scientific Software, 25642 Hazelnut, El Toro,
CA 92630, (714) 581-7654.
Inquiry 48

Our Own

Make New
RAM Card
For Epson

Equity I
Dnlv

s9900

• Able ro bring the
mother board ro

512K
• 1/2 the size of other
cards
• Save up ro $70.00
• 3 year wcrranty

These Prices Are Good For Mail Order Dept. Only

P.C. Computer Brokers Inc.

Boxes & Arrows'" is an IBM PC-based
block diagram editor and computing
system. II you are looking for some·
thing more than a spreadsheet, Boxes
& Arrows will let you combine compu·
talion with pictorial representation.
• Automatic box & line drawing
• Labels and algebraic formulas
·Any printer, any display
• No limit to diagram size
• Call or write for- full details
Inner Loop Software
5456 McConnell Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90066

(303)450-6727

(213) 822·2800

1-800-245-4122

416

Call Toll FREE
BYTE • APRIL 1986

Inquiry 164

ORDER TODA YI Send a check or money order for $ 24.50 plus $2.50
10 cover shipping and handling 10:

OCM\mR PR:XLClS NTBW>\n:NAL
P.O.BOX£:iB9

NORMlOA::U3H. M.\S$. 01532
COMING SOON: Right Angle Exlenders !or !he PC·AT, in stlgle slot
and dual SIO! versions. For more information, Dealer inquiries. and
quanlily discounts. circle reader inquiry no.

Inquiry 84

PICTURES THAT THINK

3879 East 120th Ave.
Thornton, CO 80233

Now ils easy lo lroub!eshool and debug IBM·PC type boards! Wilh
lhe CP10t3·t Right Angle Extender you have easy access to a~I
components. No more standing uP and hold"g the boatd under test
each time you move or atlach a scope probe. n addition, the
CPt013·1 provides PC·BUS tesl points. each clearly labeled to
ease de-bugging tasks!

Model
232POS
(Printer)

Both computers or terminals remain connected
at same time. Both view same data. No power
required. Data lines isolated by passive OR
gates. Order Now! $44.95 each. Specify unit
desired. All cash orders ppd. (IL Res. add 6%
sales tax), MC, VISA accepted . FREE: new il
lustrated catalog of RS-232 intertace & test·
ing equipment. Phone: 815-434-0846 . Make
checks payable to:

B&B
~!~~tr.!!~!~!!
P.O. Box 10088, OTTAWA, IL 61350
Inquiry 28

1111 3M~-1

5 14

G:t1PUTEHIZED GsrEPTS

FLEXYDISKS

(813) 545-1996

Free headcleaner in each box. 5Y4'' only.
10·90

OS/DD
Soft
High Density

TURBO-AT COMP.

$1795.00

(IBM·An

DUAL SPEED 6 & 8 MHz; 512K RAM; HARO &
FLOPPY CONT; l2M DISK DRIVE; 200W POWER
SUPPLY: MONOGRAPHIC CARO• PRINTER PORT:
KEYBOAR~ENCLOSUR~

TURBO-XT COMP. $619.00
4.77 & 8 MHz CLOCK; 256K RAM;
MONOGRAPHIC CARO • PR IN TER PORT:
130W POWER SUPPLY; CASE: KEYBOARD:
ONE DIS K DRIVE.
XT CASE LIKE AT LOOK $48.00
515 1 DUAL AT & XT KEYBOARD $87.00
MONO MONITOR $99.00
WEST COAST PERIPHERALS
2558 Seaboard Ave.. San Jose. CA. 95131
Tel: (408) 435-5467; 435·8711
Telex: 3716630 AM T SF
DEALER & OEM INQUIRIES WELCOME

Inquiry 360 '

100+

$1.09ea
$1.49ea
$3.29ea

SS/DD
Soft

PC, XT, AT, & COMPATIBLES
From the " Common Sense" software
company that brought you CatMaster,
comes another unique package!

3.5/SS
Micro

In Stock -

4333 66TH ST. N. I
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33709

Immediate Shipment.

Maslercard, VISA, Check or Money Order.
Add $3.00 shipping cha rges per each 100 or part.
Add $2.50 additional for C.0.0. shipments.
N.J. residents add 6% sales lax.

Data Exchange
Dept. B, PO. Box 993
178 Route 206 South
Somer ville, N.J. 08876

(201) 874-5050
Inquiry 105

PlayBook Football The best yet! You
can play another opponent, not just your
computer! Save records/stats. on win
ners; 30 options, you choose plays!
Based on actual stats. Realistic action!
Only $37 & 300 S&H!
Ask us about our revolutionary new
"GENERIC" Business Management
System which you can customize for
your needs! Comes with "source
codes"!
Inquiry 90

I

~

MEMORIES

ADD-IN BOARDS
PIN-FOR-PIN COMPATIBLE
EASY INSTALLATION
(All Versions]
HP 150
WANG PC

512K
256K
384K
512K

$660
$460
$635
$750

GFK

Amandastr: 60, 2000 Hambl.f'g 6
West Germany

Phone

Telex

(40) 4301051

2162272

Dealers are invited
US Distributor:
HyPoint Technology (216) 526-0323
Inquiry 141

''CPYAT2PC''
IS LIKE HAVING A

FREE
360K FLOPPY DRIVE
Allows copying of IBM AT file for use on
IBM PC's & compalibles with no modifica
tion of existinghardwareor software. A 360K
floppy drive is not required. CPYAT2PC may
reside on your IBM l'CJAT hard disk and
copies 1 file or entire subdirectories in 1step.
Also runs on other AT compatibles such as
COMPAQ 286, ZENITH Z-200, and KAYPRO
2861. Dealer inquiries welcome. ONLY $79
+ shipping.
MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
Sky Way Building, Suite 125
555 Sky Way. San Carlos. CA 94070
(415) 593-8777. (415) 595-2150

1'1!9!111
lliiiiill

CHECK, COO WELCOME
(Prepayment Required)

~
~

ICs and Disk Driues
0
D
D
D
D
D

0
D

D

84K / 128K / 256K D-RAMe at LOW PRICES
H-P Vectra 128K Upgrade
149.95
V20-5 114.00N20-8 120.00N30-8 118.00
8087
1115-00 I
8087-2 1135.00
80287-3 [5-MHz]
1195.00
CENTER External Modem wffelephane
•1ntelli9ent 300/1200 Baud
•compatible w/most popular modem
1195.00
MEMORY BOARDS
ABM [Mu~~ function] Superboerd
1120.00
JRAM-2 Ramdisk
w/2MB
1349.00
JRAM-3 Above Board
w/2M8
1399.00
JRAM-AT Ramdisk
w/2MB
1399.00
JRAM-AT-3 Above Board w/2MB
1449.00
155W Power Supply fur IBM/PC,XT 1120.00
TEAC FD-5SBV DS/DD Disk Drive
192.00
w/ore year fact.ary warranty
2732, 2764, 27128, 27256, 6116, 8264,
etc. are available!

WARRANTY All ICs are guaranteed tor 180 days from the invoice

dale on defective items We will replace them free of charge

ExcelTec Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 2205

Silver Spring, MD 20902

Phone: (301) 933-3523
OEMs and DEALERS are invited
CALL US FOR THE LATEST PRICES

lrrqulr,y 129

Inquiry 221

$99.00
51/•" Hard Disk Controllers
for Micromint COMM180 and others

SHUGART
1610

CONTROLLER
SASllSCSI to ST506 interlace (all sv, " hard disk drives)

EMULATES: XEBEC Sl410
DTC 510
SCSI-similar to Adaptec 4000
WORKS WITH MANY POPULAR SYSTEMS
• Micromint COMMI BO
• Wavemate Bullet
• AMPRO Little Board - All Boards
•MAC, APPLE Il e
•ACS 1000
• IS! 5l GO

Ask abour orhers

These Shugart 1610 boards are new, Shugart
tested controllers are guaranteed 90 days. They
will mount on a 5V4" hard disk ci'ive. Manual and
schematic available.

Computer Surplus Store
3675 Desoto Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051
( 408) 248·0134
Chuck Schuetz, proprietor
Quantity and Dealer pricmg a\·ai\able

Inquiry 8 5

HSC-9128 Video Terminal Card
80 by 24 Alpha·numeric video display
ANSI X3.64 command set
TTUCMOS serial port (50 to 38.4K baud)
Off card line drivers (RS·232, Fiber optic)
IBM PC compa table keyboard input
On Screen configuration utility
100 by 10mm, 5V only, 200mA
HSC·9128video terminal card
HSC-9128 wit h RS-232, cables
HSC·9129 keyboard
Amdek 300G Vid eo monitor (Green)
Amdek300A Video monitor (Amber)

$129
$159
$ 119
$139
$149

PO Box 10588,
Greensboro, NC 27404-0588

•
Inquiry 154

(919) 274-4818

z

WEDGE-PC OEM PRODUCTS
PC·AT Compatible 51695/one
512k RAM. 1.2M disk drive, hard disk & floppy
disk controller. monochrome ca rd. 200W
power. keyboard, enclosure.
PC-XT compatible $595/one
256k RAM, one 340 disk drive, monochrome
card, keyboard, 130W power, enclosure.
20M hard disk with control $555
Color monitor $319 Monochrome monitor $109
Dealer call for qty price

WEDGE TECHNOLOGY

IN~

1190 Mt . View-Alviso Rd ., Suite R
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 (408) 734·9866
Telex 3719075 EDGE UB

Inquiry 358

• Dbase Ill PLUS
• FRAMEWORK II
• JAVELIN
• MICROSOFT Word v2 .0 JReady
• MIC~OSOFT Windows
• PFS: FlrstSuccess (Wrt!F11e Plan )
• R:Base 5000
• SIDEWAYS v3.0
• SIDEKICK 1.5 NCP
• SIDEKICK MAC
• SUPERKEY 1.1
• TURBOPASCAL3.0
• TURBO EDITOR TOOLBOX
• TURBO .. NEW .. PACK (Gameworks & Edi tor Toolbo x)
• TURBO HOLIDAY JUMBO JACK

NAME BRAND lOOCPS
80 COLUMN DOT MATRIX
PRINTER

for the Price of 20!
3 0 Megabytes
f
Adaptek prov ides 30
The latest technology rom a standard 20 megabyte
megabytes of storage 1rom
.
hard -disk dnve . .
ding Adaptek controller. micro·
1
Complete syste_m inc ~ I sand install procedures .
scie nce disk dnve. ca e
.

$499

1200/300 baud, auto answer/auto dial, HayesN
(AT) compatible internal modem. Demon dialer,
monitor speaker, tone/pulse dialing, dual phone
jacks, call progress tone detection. 2 Year
Warranty. Made in USA.

$199
P~/XT compatible, 8088-2 switchable 2 speed
micro-processor. 256K RAM. 1-360K floppy,
RS-232 port, Tatung Monochrome monitor.
clock/calendar and 5150 style keyboard.
Includes MS-DOS, GW Basic, diagnostics and
tutorial disks.
PC POWER SUPPLIES:
• 1SOWATI
KEYBOARDS: IBMIXP and KEYTRONICS ·COMPATIBLE

$88

• 5150 style

$69
$89

• 5151 style

SEAGATE HARD DISK DRIVES FOR PC/Ar"
Includes cables . manual & mounting rails
• 20MB Full ht 40ms
• 30MB Full ht. 40ms
• 40MB Full ht 40ms

SS66
$677
$844

TAPE BACK-UP
• ALLOY 60Mb internal

S77S

BOARD PRODUCTS
• MULTITECH 2 Drive PC floppy controller
• MULTITECH 4 drive PC floppy controller
• Western Die . 1002SWX2 PCIXT Hard CllSk cont
·Western Dig . 1002WA2 PC1AT HarO/floppy cont
• MULTITECH 384K. mem exp. boardw1128K
•AST Slxpack + (64K) w /S1dek1Ck & DESQv1ew
• MUL TITECH Mon o Graphics 720x348. Hercules· comoatible
with parallel port & hght pen interface
•A.ST PREVIEWI Mono graphics. Hercules·· compatible
with parallel por t. PSpool and RAM Disk soft
•HERCULES gr aphics board
• MULTITECH color graphics board ( 1·2 ·3 comp I
• HERCULES color board
• TAXAN 553 Ultra H1 Res color board
• SIGMA 400L lJltr a H1 Res color board

S4S
SSS
$138
$276
$72
$227
$112
$234
$286
$98
$144
$246
$439

MODEMS

coMPO~~~~.~u

Hi1ACHI

rn cornpan1esSHIBA

Qua\1t~ rnfi~;JsuNG and TO

\SOnS

ANCHOR VOLM.SMOOEM 300 baud (cable opt.)
ANCHOR VOLM.S 6420 300 baud Commodore wisolt
ZOOM llE AP int 300 baud AAIAO Hayes• comp w/ soft
ANCHOR Volksmodem 1200 (cable opt )
Sm•rTEAM 1031212A 12001300baud ellternal AAIAO.
Hayes "(AT) compatible 2 year warranty
• ANCHOR EXPRESSi 12001300 baud PC internal. AA/AO
Hayes "(ATJ compatible
• NOVATION SMARTCAT + 12001300 baud . int or ellt
AA/ AO. Hayes "(AT) comp w fMITE'" software
•HAYES 12008 w/ Smart com JJ
•ANCHOR LIGHTNING 24 2400112001300 bau d ellterr.al
Hayes "(A Tl comp Budt.1n speaker
• NOVATION 2400 Profess10na1 wto software
• NOVATION 2400 with MS.OOS or Macrntosh software
·HAYES 2400
•
•
•
•
•

.$2&.46

$8.91
0 ,.,, N£C .
5 Set al 9·
• 2S6K OR1'NI Set ot g.1 <;ons . ·. ·.$3.50
_ 64K oR::~s p"ce each · '. · ·.$110.00
- 128K D
.
. .
·
$135.00
• 8087-3 ·
.
.$179.0D
. $11.00
• 8087-2 .
• 80287 · · .
. .$13.DO
• no-sNIH•
..
· $16.00
• l20-8Nl~Z es SQB6
· · ' ....$11.00
• ~30 «Pac
$11.0D
.. .$2.90
• 8086 . .
• 8D8B . · ·
.. · · · · .$4.SO
. " .$2.98
• 27128 . . . . .
• 21256 . ... . .
• 2764 .

PERSYST STRETCH
2 MEGABYTE PC EXPANSION
BOARD
Bank switched memory board supporting the

LC!TUS~ . Ashton-Tate•• expanded memory spec
With Print Spool and RAM Disk software. Uses .
256K chips .

$49
$S9
$93
$164
$178
$188
$299
$333
$338
$496
SS47
SS68

MONITORS
• A.MOEN. 310A 12 .. Amber
• AMDEK 600
• PRINCETON MAX- 12 Amber
• PRINCETON H X- 12E RGB
• T AXAN 122 monochrome
• TAXAN 620
• TATUNG OM 12VL 1
grePn composite 1000 hne res
• TATUNG 1222A 12'" Amber TTL 1000 line res
• TATUNG 1360 13" H•·Res RGB 640 X 200

r

$143
$399
$166
SS44
$137
$392
$118
$118
$367

~V

i·

&

SuperDisli
Diskettes
Now...Diskettes you can
swear by, not swear at.

Lucky for you, the diskette buyer, there are many diskette
brands to choose from. Some brands are good, some not
as good, and some you wouldn't think of trusting with even
one byte of your valuable data Sadly, some manufacturers
have put their profit motive ahead of creating quality
products. This has resulted in an abundance of I ow quality
but rather expensive diskettes in the marketplace.
A NEW COMPANY WAS NEEDED AND STARTED
Fortunately, other people in the diskette industry recognized
that making ultra-high quality diskettes required the best and
newest manufacturing equipment as well as the best people
to operate this equipment. Since most manufacturers seemed
satisfied to give you only the everyday quality now available,
an assemblage of quality conscious individuals decided to
start a new company to give you a new and better diskette.
They called this product the Super Disk diskette, and you're
going to love them. Now you have a product you can swear by,
not swear at.
HOW THEY MADE THE BEST DISKETTES EVEN BETTER
The management of Super Disk diskettes then hired all the
top brains in the diskette industry to make the Super Disk
product. Then these top bananas (sometimes called floppy
freaks) created a new standard of diskette quality and
reliability. To learn the "manufacturing secrets" of the top
diskette makers, they've also hired"the remaining "magnetic
media moguls" from competitors around the world. Then all
these world class, top-dollar engineers, physicists, research
scientists and production experts (if they've missed you, send
in your resume to Super Disk) were given one directive... to
pool all their manufacturing know-how and create a new,
better diskette.
HOW SUPER DISK DISKETTES ARE MANUFACTURED
The Super Disk crew then assembled the newest, totally
quality monitored, automated production line in the industry.
Since the manufacturing equipment at Super Disk is new, it's
easy for Super Disk to consistently make better diskettes.
You can always be assured of ultra-tight tolerances and
superb dependability when you use Super Disk diskettes. If
all this manufacturing mumbo-jumbo doesn't impress you,
we're sure that at least one of these other benefits from using
Super Disk diskettes will:
1. TOTAL SURF ACE TESTING- For maximum reliability, and to lessen the likelihood of
disk errors, all diskettes must be totally surface tested. At Super Disk, each diskette is
100% surf ace tested. Super Disk is so picky in their testing, they even test the tracks that
are in between the regular tracks.
2. COMPLETE LINE OF PRODUCTS - For a diskette to be useful to you and your
computer, it must be compatable physically. Super Disk has an entire line of sv.-inch
and 31f.rinch diskettes for your computer.
3. SPECIALLY LUBRICATED DISK· Super Disk uses a special oxide lubricant which is
added to the base media in the production of their diskettes. This gives you a better disk
drive head to media contact and longer head and disk life.
4. HIGH TEMPERATURE/LOW-MARRING JACKET· A unique high temperature and
low-marring vinyl jacket allows use of their product where other diskettes won't work. This
special jacket Is more rigid than other diskettes and helps eliminate dust on the jacket.
5. REINFORCED HUB RINGS - Standard on all 48 TPI Super Disk mini-disks, ta
strengthen the center hub hole. This increases the life of the disk to save you money and
increase overall diskette reliability.
6 .DISK DURABILITY- Super Disk diskettes will beal all industry standards lorreliability
since they will give you more than 75% of the original signal amplitude remaining even
alter an average (Weibul B-50) ol 30 million passes. They are compatible with all industry
specifications as established by ANSI, ECMA, ISO, IBM and JIS.
7. CUSTOMER ORIENTED PACKAGING-AllSuper Disk disks are packaged 10 disks to
a carton and 10 cartons to a case. The economy bulkpack Is packaged 100 disksto a case
without envelopes or labels.
8. LIFETIME WARRANTY - If all else fails, remember, all disks made by Super Disk Inc.,
have a lifetime warranty. If any Super Disk diskette fails to meet factory specifications,
Super Disk Inc. will replace them under the terms of the Super Disk warranty.
9. SUPERB VALUE - With Super Disk's automated production line, high-quality, error
free disks are yours without the high cost.

Order toll free BOO·USA·DISK
420
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NOW ••. NAME BRANDQUALITYATSUPERCE PRICES
Now, you can buy Super Disk brand diskettes directly from Communi·
cations Electronics at prices less than "unbranded" generic diskettes.
Your data is valuable, so why take chances using a diskette Iha! could
be so unreliable that the manufacturer refuses to put their name on it.
To save you even more, we also offer Super Disk bulk product where
100 diskettes are packed in !he same box withou! envelopes or labels.
Since we save packaging costs, these savings are passed on to you.
SY.'' diskette envelopes are also available from us. These super strong
and tear resistant envelopes are only $1 0 .00 per pack of 100. Use
order# CV-S for a 100 pack of SW' diskette envelopes.

39C per disk
Quantity One
Our diskettes are packed 10 disks to a carton and 1 o car!ons to a case.
The economy bulk pack is packaged 100 disks to a case without
envelopes or labels. For best value, you should order in increments of
100 diskettes. Almost all diskettes are immedia!ely available from
Super Disk. Wi!h our efficient warehouse facilities, your order is
normally shipped in less than a day.
SAVE ON SUPER DISK" DISKETTES
Product Description

51/4'
5'14'
5"4''
51/4'
5Yc"
51/4'
51/4'
SVc"
5'14'
3v.''
3v.''

SSSD Soll Sector w/Hub Ring
Same as above, bu! bulk pack w/o envelope
SSDD Safi Sector w/Hub Ring
Same as above, bu! bulk pai:k w/o envelope
DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring
Same as above, bu! bulk pack w/o envelope
DSOD Soft Sector (96 TPI)
Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope
DSHD for IBM PC/AT· bulk pack
SSDD (135 TPI) - bulk pack
DSDD (135 TPI) - bulk pack

Part#

Super Diak
price
per disc (SJ

6431-FA
6437-FA
6481-FA
6487-FA
6491-FA
6497-FA
6501-FA
6507-FA
6667-FA
6317·FA
6327-FA

0.64
0.39
0.68
0.43
0.74
0.49
1.09
0.84
2.07
1.67
1.99

SSSD= Single Sided Single Density; SSDD =Single Sided Double Density;
DSDD= Double Sided Double Density; DSQD =Double Sided Quad Density;
DSHD = Double Sided High Density; TPI = Tracks per inch.

BUY YOUR DISKETTES FROM CE WITH CONFIDENCE
To get the fastest deliveryofyour diskettes, phone your order directly to our
order desk and charge it to your credit card. Written purchase orders are
accep!ed from approved govern men! agencies and mos! well ra!ed firms al
a 10% surcharge for ne! 10 billing. For maximum savings, your order should
be prepaid. All sales are subject to availability, acceptance and verification.
All sales are final. All prices are in U.S. dollars. Prices, terms and speci·
fications are subjec! to change without notice. Out of stock items may be
placed on backorder or subs!ituted for equivalen! produc! unless we are
instructed differently. A $5.00 addi!ional handling fee will be charged for all
orders with a merchandise total under $SO.OO. All shipments are F.O.B. CE
warehouse in Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD's. Non-certified checks require
bank clearance. Michigan residents add 4% sales tax or supply your tax ID
number and reason for tax exemption.
For shipping charges add $6.00per100 diskettes and/or any fraction of
1005Yc·inch or3Y2·inch diskettes for U. P.S. ground shipping and handling in
the continental U.S. For 1,000 or more disks shipped to the continental U.S.,
shipping charges are $4.00 per hundred diskettes. UPS 2nd day air ra!es
are three times continental U.S. rates. For Canada, Puerto Rico, Hawaii,
Alaska, or APO/FPO delivery, shipping is three times the con!inental U.S. rate.

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics Inc., Box
1045, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1045 U.S.A. If you have a
Visa or Master Card, you may call and place a credit card
order. Order toll-free in the U.S. Dial 800-USA-DISK In
Canada, order toll-free by calling 800-CA1-DISK. If you are
outside the U.S. or in Michigan dial 313-973-8888. Telex
anytime 810-223-2422. Order your Super Disk diskettes now.
Copyright©

!5

1986 Communications Electronics Inc.

M1n1 Floppy 01aks
L1fel•me Warranty
Arthl'lll Ouahly
Quanllty 10

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ad #040186 -FA

Now

39C
a disk
Inquiry 69

HARD DRIVE KITS
20 MB Internal w/Controller$469
30 MB Internal for AT $695

20 MB
$599

'File by File
·Mirror Image ·Software Included

• External Models Add $150

IBM PC AT 20 MB
(Seagate Model 225)
512 K Serial Parallel

$4,299

STB RIO PLUS
6 Function 384K

$239.00

COMPANION PC
0 -2 mag, EMS

$189.00

• 16 Colors, 256K. Parallel
• IBM Compatible

•All systems Include monochrome monitor,
IBM SOFTWARE

IBM PC COMPATIBLES
LEADING EDGE
ITT XTRA 2 Drive, 256K
AMIGA
PC Clone System
EQUITY 1

$339.00

$3,999

44MB, MONITOR
SPERRY IT

ALSO
HAYDEN . MONOGRAM,BPT ,MICROCO·
RIM,NORTKON ANO MORE

IBM HARDWARE
AST 6 Pack Plus w/384k .
. ..... 249.00
Advantage W/ 128k. . . . . .
. . . .. .399.00
STB Rio Plus 384K 5 function ...... 239.00
RIO Grande 3 function for AT .. . .. ... 289.00
Companion PC 0-2 MB .
. 119.00
Chauffeur monographics.
. . .229.00
EGA · Plus Color Board .
. ...... .339.00
HERCULES Mono Graphics ....... .319.00
Color Card . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 159.00
ORCHID Turbo w/2 56k . . .. .. . .. . . 669.00
OUAORAM Quadboard O·K. . .
. . 198.00
EGA + NEW . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 405.00
QuadPort(orAT ser & par . . . . . . 115.00
TECHMAR Graphics Master
... .469.00
PARADISE Modular GraphicsCard . .. CALL
SIGMA High Res Color 400 . . . .. .. ... CALL
IBM Compatibles
MultifunctionCard 38 4ks,p.clck . . . . 169.00
Multifunction Card OK· 1. 2mb
179.00
Compatible Mono Card w/par . .
. 129.00
Expansion Chasis . . . . . . .
. . CALL
130 WAT Power Suppl y. .
. .... .. 85.00
MONOCROME Graphics Card . .. . .... 110.00
Color Graphics Card .
. . .. .99.00
TALLGRASS W/ Tape. . . .
. . .. . . CALL
IRWIN Tape Drive.
. .414.00
EVEREX TAPE Pc/ XI/AT . . . .
. . CALL
Graphics Edge Card
. .. .249.00
TEAC 55B . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ...... 95.00
1.2MB FLOPPYfor AT • .. . . . • . . . 119.00
360K Floppy for AT . . .. .. ... . . . . . . 110.00
MOUSE SYSTEMS Mouse . . ... . . . 117.00
FIELDMOUSE
. ... . .. 113.00
MICROSOFT Mouse w/sttwr.
. . 117.00
KOALA KAT .... .. . . . ....
. . .. 149.00
DISKETTES 2S DD .
. . ..... .. 15.00

MODEMS
ANCHOR Express 300 / 1200 . .. . .. .220.00
Volksmodem 1200 (5 yr wrnty)
169.95
Lightning 2400 Baud .
. .. . ... . . CALL
HAYES 1200 .
. .379.00

CALL
256K 2 Drive

IBMPC

STB
EGA PLUS

COMPAG 286 PORTABLE
20MB,640K
$4,259

LOTUS 123 .
. ..... CALL
Symphony .
. . . . .. . CALL
ENABLE . . . .............. .. . . . . 359.00
ASHTON TATE Framework . . ... .369.00
dBASEll . .
. .. . .. .. ... 279.00
dBASE 111 Plus . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 369.00
POWElllASE . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .. . . CALL
CLIPPER dBASE Ill Compiler .
.355.00
LATTICE CCOMPILER .
.249.00
MULTIMATE . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 225.00
MUL Tl MATE ADVANTAGE
.269.00
SORCIM SUPERCALC Ill .... .. .... 199.00
MICROSOFT Multiplan
. 119.00
Word .
. . 225.00
Windows . . .
. .... . . 65.00
Project. . ........ . .......
. .. .239.00
FOJ. lo GEllER Quickcode . . . .. . . . 149.00
BORELAND TURBO PASCAL .
. . . . .39.00
REFLE X.
. . . 55.00
LIGHTENING
. .. .55.00
SUPERKEY . .................... .39.00
SIDEKICK(unprotected) . . . . . . . . . . 46.00
ASCII PRO Comm Sol1ware ... . . . . 69.00
CROSSTALKXYI. . . .
. . . .. 99.00
PEACHTREE Back to Basics . . ..... 199.00
BPI GENERAL ACCOUNTING. . . . . . . 303.00
OPEN SYSTEMS .. .. . ........ .. . . CALL
REALWORLO . .. . .. ... . .. . .. .. . .. CALL
ONE·WRITE PLUS . . ...... . . ... .. 149.00
IN-HOUSE ACCOUNTANT ...... . ... 19.00
ACCOUNTING PARTNER . .. . .. . .. 1~9 . 00
MONOGRAM DOLLARS & SENSE . .. .105.00
TOBIAS MANAGING YOUR MONEY . . 105.00
SATELLITE WORD PERFECT . . . .... 225.00
MtCROPRO WordStar PRO
. . 249.00
WordStar 2000 PLUS . . ........ .. .215.00
SAMMl WORO I\\ .
. .. ... ... 279.00
RBASE 5000 . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . .. .. 359.00
PRINTMASTER .. . . ...... . . .. .. . . 35.00
BREAKTHROUGH Tl MELINE ... . ... 255.00
OICISION RESOURCES CHRTMSTER 219.00
ENERGRAPHICS w/ plotter opt. .. ... 207 .00
FUNK SIDEWAYS . . . .. . . .... . ... . . 36.00
LIFETREE VOLKSWRITER DELUXE . . . 149.00
HARYARD TTL PROJECT MNGR . . . 215.00
THINKTANK

I 45$899
MB I 60 MB
$999

CALL
$1,495
CALL
$899
CALL

OOS. and parallel port

1200B . .
.349.tiO
2400
............•
. . CALL
Micromodem II e .
. . . ...... CALL
PROMETHEUS 1200 .
. . CALL
Promodem 1200B
. . . . . . . . .FOR
Promodem 1200A .
. ...... BLOW·OUT
Promoden 300 lie .
.PRICES
Promoden 2400 .
.CALL

OKIDATA. All Models
. . .. Call
TOSHIBA All Models. . . .... . ..... .CALL
CANNON Laser Printer . . .. . .. .. ... .CALL
HEWLETT PACKARD PRINTERS .. . . CALL
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS Plotters . . . CALL
Digitizers ................ . ....... CALL

MONITORS

AST Multi 1/ 0..
. . . .. CALL
MICRO SCI A2 Drive lie . .
. . . . 169.00
lie compatibl edrive .
. 139.00
APPLE Compatible Drive.
. . 119.00
MAC Compatible 31'2 drive .
. .. 229.00
BERNOULLI 5MB MAC drive .. . . .... .CALL
MACINTOSH Harddrive . . .
. . CALL
MICROSOFT Macenhancer . .... . . . . CALL
Soltcard II .
. . .... .. . .... 259.00
Multi-plan II e & Mac ....... . . . ... 129.00
Basic (Mac). . ... . . . . ... .
. . 109.00
ASCII XPRESS (Communications) . . . 69.00
THE DESK ORGANIZER (Mac)
.133.00
APPLE MOUSE II . .
. 129.00
APPLEWORKS .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . 215.00
SPELLWORKS . . 49 .00PRINTSHOP .. 35.00
Mach Ill Joystick ... . .. . . . .... .. 39.00
SYSTEM SAYER Fan .
. .. 69.00
VIDEO 7 lie Enhancer .... .. .. . .... .CALL
Titan Accelerator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229.00
YIDEX Ultraterm . ................ 169.00
APRICORN (Lifetime Warranty)
Super Serial lmager .
. . 75.00
Graphics Interface .
65.00
80 Column / 64K . .
.... ... 75.00
EXTEND IT 64K .
. . ... .. 55.00
KOALA Speed Key . .
... . ... 99.00
DISKETTES APPLE / MAC . . .. 12.00/24.00

AMDEK3 00A ......
. ....... 139.00
310A Hi-Res Amber. ......... . .. . . 155.00
Color 722 RGB 720 X350 .
. . CALL
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX- 12 ..... 469.00
HX· t2E RGB 720X3 50 ............. CALL
SR -12 .
. . 625.00
MAX-12 .
179.00
TAXAN 121/ 122 .
. .... .. 149.00
620 (RGB) 640 x 200 NEW .
. . .. CALL
640 (RGB) 720 x 400 NEW . . . . . .... CALL
PANASONIC DT·S101 Color . . . . . ... 141.00
DT·H10 3 10" High Res RGB . .
. .369.00
IBM COMPATIBLE Monocrome
... 99.00
Color RGB Monitor (640X200) .. .. .. 349.00

PRINTERS
PANASONIC (2 yr warranty)
. . . . 199.00
KX·P1080 . .
KX·P1091
.. . . . . . . . 229.99
KX· P1092 . .
. ..... .. .305.00
KX- P1592 . . . . . . .
. . . 439.00
KX·P1595 240 CPS
. ... . 659.00
KX·P313117cps Daisey . .
. .... 269.00
KX·P3t51 22 cps Daisey.
. . . .395.00
Citizen MSP-10 .
. .. 266.00
MSP-15. ........ . ....... .. . . . .. 355.00
MSP-25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 419.00
STAR MICRONICS SG-10 .... . . .. .219.00
SG· 15 . .
399.00
EPSON LX-80 . .
. . .. . . . Call
. . .. . . . . tor
FX-286 . . .
L0-800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ..... Best
LQ-1000 .. . .. ... . .. .
. Prices
BROTHER
Twinwriter 5
We Wiii Beat
Any Advertised Price

APPLE PRODUCTS

Look for our
Bulletin Board
Featuring Multi-user
Games

Call for catalog. Thousands of products avallable. Volume discounts.

Inquiry 89
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The Greatest buy
on BASF Qualimetric
Diskettes!
~ 50
~50
• 79 Qty.
•
Qty.

90

5.25'"SSDD
5.25'"DSDD
Packaged in boxes of 10 wilh Tyvec sleeves, user ID
labels and wrile·protecl tabs.

KODAK
DISKETTES:

Discover the future today!
•

Qty.

~~

5.25'"SSDD\P/N3406)
.81
.79
.90
5.25'"DSDD P/N3407)
.92
5.25'"SSDD-96TPl\P/N3404)
.92
.90
5.25"DSDD-96TPI P/N3405)
1.03 1.01
5.25'"DSDD-HD(P/N3403)
2.07 2.04
3.50'"SSDD-135'rPl\P/N3402)
1.85 1.82
2.41 2.37
3.50"DSDD-135TPI P/N3412)
FOR ORDERS ONLY:
INFORMA TION
1..ell(Hj21-6827
& INQUIRIES:
(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140)
1-312-256-7140
HOURS: BAM -6PM Central Time, Monday-Friday

WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY NATIONALL V ADVERTISED PRICE
ON TUE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES SUBJECT TO THE
SAME TERMS ANO CONDITIONS AS THE COMPETITIVE AD.

WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES SUBJECT TO THE
SAME TERMS AND CONDmONS AS lHE COMPETmVE AD.

DISK WORLD!, Inc.

DISK WORLD! Inc.

629 Green Bay Rd. •Wilmette, Illinois 60091

6 9 Green Bay Rd. •Wilmette, \iiinois 60091

DISK
WORLD!

DISK
WORLD!

BASF
Qualimetric

~.Z2 ~.150

r§~ ttv.150

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, USE NO -COST MCI MAIL
Our address is DISKORDER. It's a FREE ,MCI MAIL
letter. No charge to you. (Situation permitting, we'll
ship these orders in 24 hours or less.)
SHIPPING: 5.25" & 3.50" DISKETTES-Add $ 3.00
per each 100 or fewer diskettes. OTHER ITEMS:
Add shipping charges as shown in addition to other
shipping charges. PAYMENT: VISA, MASTERCARD
and Prepaid orders acceptec. COD ORDERS: Add
$ 5.00 special handling charge. APO, FPO, AK, HI
& PR ORDERS: Include shipping charges as shown
and additional 5% of total order amount to cover PAL
and insurance. We ship only to Uniled Stales
addresses. except as shown above. TAXES: Illinois
residents add 7% sales tax.

Save a lot al money by buying BASF
QUALIMETRIC diskettes in bulk. Packed
in cartons of 150 diskettes with Tyvec
Qty.
sleeves, User ID labels and writeprotect tabs. LIFETIME WARRANTY! lll!±.;
5.25'"SSDD\P/N340B)
.72
5.25''DSDD P/N3409)
.83
5.25"SSDD-96TPf
NIA
5.25"DSDD-96TPI
NIA
5.25"DSDD-HD(P/N3410)
1.73'
3.50"SSDD-135'rPl\P/N3411)
1.51' •
3.50'"DSDD-135TPI P/N3412)
2.05"
•Available in 250 piece carlons only.
"'Available in 200 piece carlons only.
FOR ORDERS ONLY:
INFORMATION
& INQUIRIES:
1-800-621-6827
(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140)
1-312-256-7140
HOURS: BAM -6PM Central Time, Monday-Friday

MINIMUM ORDER: $ 35.00
FOR ORDERS ONLY:
INFORMATION
& INQUIRIES:
1-800-621-6827
(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140)
1-312-256-7140

w~~l~LAM~J~~e~~~~N~:~if~~!~~'!·o~e~~~~X-f~~Eay

WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON lHE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTffiES SUBJECT TO THE

ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES SUBJECT TO THE

SAME TERMS ANO CONDITIONS AS THE COMPElTTlVE AO.

.

SAME TERMS ANO CONOfTIONS AS THE COMPETITIVE AD.

........

DISK WORLD!, Inc.
::

.

:(:

DISK
WORLD!

629G

OFFICE SUPPLY
CATALOG IS HERE!
700+ Pages!
21,000+ Ifems!
Discounts up to 60%!
Don't pay more than you should
for any of your office supplies.
DISK WORLD! has everything at
discount prices. CATALOG FREE
WITH $ 150.00 ORDER. Otherwise,
please add $ 10.00 (Refundable with
first order.) (P/N3007)
FOR ORDERS ONLY:
INFORMATION
1-800-621-6827
& INQUIRIES:
(In Illinois: 1·312-256-7140)
1-312-256-7140
HOURS: BAM -6PM Central Time, Monday-Friday
WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUAH'TTTlES SUBJECT TO THE
SAlfE TERMS ANO CONDfTlONS AS THE COMPElTTIVE AD.

DISK WORLD!, Inc.
Ba Rd

Wil

ti

DISK
WORLD!
422

Rd

WI

ti

111"

.

60091

DISK
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DISKETTES
The great unknown!
•

60

Qty. 50

5.25"SSDD

•

69

Ea.

Qty. 50

5.25'"DSDD

LIFETIME WARRANTY!
Qty. Qty.
Zl!:!l!; ~
5.25'"SSDD\P/N3700)
.62
.60
5.25'"DSDD P/N3701)
.70
.69
5.25"SSDD-96TPl(P/N3702)
.89
.88
5.25"DSDD-96TPl{P/N3703)
.94
.92
5.25"DSDD-HD(P/N3704)
1.81 1.79
3.50"SSDD-135'rPl(P/N3705)
2.03 2.00
3.50"DSDD-135TPl(P/N3706)
2.76 2.73
You've used these diskettes hundreds of limes as copy
protected originals on some of the most popular
software packages. They're packed in polybags of 25
with Polymer-impregnated sleeves userlD labels and
reinforced hubs,write-prolect tabs.
FOR ORDERS ONLY:
INFORMATION
& INQUIRIES:
1-800-621-6827
(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140)
1-312-256-7140
HOURS:BAM-6PM Central Time, Monday-Friday
WE Will MEET OR BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS ANO QUANTITIES SUBJECT TO THE
SAME lERMS AND CONJmONS AS THE COMPETTTNE AD.

DISK WORLD!, Inc.
629 Green Bay Rd. • Wilmette, Illinois 60091

DISK
WORLD!

.87

EA.<- 5.25'"SSDD(P/N1000)

Qly.50+

5.25"DSDD(P/N1004)·>

1.22a:.:·

LIFETIME WARRANTY!
Packed in boxes ol 10 with
User ID labels and write
protect labels.

Qty.

Qty.

~~

5.25"SSDD(P/N1000)
.88
.87
5.25"DSDD(P/N1004)
1.25 1.22
5.25"SSDD-96TPl(P/N1008)
1.73 1.70
5.25"DSDD-96TPl(P/N1011)
2.17 2.13
5.25"DSDD-HD(P/N1040)
2.52 2.48
3.50"SSDD-135TPl(P/N1039)
1.73 1.70
3.50"DSDD-135TPl(P/N1046)
2.47 2.42
8.00"SSSD w/WP(P/N1020)
1.54 1.52
8.00"SSDD w/WP(P/N1025)
1.89 1.86
8.00"DSDD w/WP(P/N1030)
2.15 2.11
DATA CARTRIDGES:
(Sold 10 to a carton only.)
(Add $ 5.00 shipping charges for cartridges.)
DC1000(P/N1041)
12.62 12.40
DC300XLP(P/N1042)
19.38 19.04
DC600A(P/N1043)
20.61 20.25

Printer Ribbons
at extraordinary prices!
Brand new ribbons, manufactured to
Original
Equipment
Manufacturer's
specifications, in housings. (Not re-inked
or spools only.)
EPSON MX-70/80(P/N2500)
$ 2. 70 ea. + .25 Shpng.
EPSON MX-1 OO(P/N2501)
$ 4.08 ea. + .25 Shpng.
Okidata Micro83(P/N2502)
$ 1.37 ea. + .25 Shpng.
Okidata Micro84(P/N2505)
$ 2.98 ea. + .25 Shpng.
FOR ORDERS ONLY:
INFORMATION
& INQUIRIES:
1-800-621-6827
(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140)
1-312-256-7140
HOURS: BAM -6PM Central Time, Monday-Friday
WE Will MEET OR BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTmES SUBJECT TO THE
SAME TERMS AND CONDmONS AS THE COMPETnWE AD.

DISK WORLD!, Inc.

629 Green Bay Rd.• Wilmene, Illinois 60091

DISK
WORLD!

ATHANA

Ea.

3M

DISK
WORLD!

DISK WORLD!
Ordering & Shipping
Instructions

Diskettes in Bulk.

·~

1.13~.100

5.25"DSDD
Qty. Qty.
2Jl:gll; fill;
5.25"SSDD(P/N4200)
1.00 1.00
5.25"DSDD(P/N4201)
1.23 1.21
5.25"SSDD-96TPI
N/A NIA
5.25"DSDD-96TPI
N/A NIA
2.35 2.31
5.25"DSDD-HD(P/N4202)
3.50"SSDD-135'rPl(P/N4206)
1.87 1.84
3.50"DSDD-135TPl(P/N4207)
2.46 2.42
BULK 5.25" DISKETTES!
(Packaged In boxes of 100 with Tyvec sleeves,
user ID labels and write-protect labs.)
5.25'"SSDD(P/N4203)
.92
5.25DSDD(P/N4204)
1.13
FOR ORDERS ONLY:
INFORMATION
& INQUIRIES:
1-800-621-6827
(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140)
1-312-256-7140
HOURS: BAM -6PM Central Time, Monday-Friday

5.25"SSDD
LIFETIME WARRANTY!

lliii§i&iiW.!;l;f·!~iiD
Qty.

92

~
Qty. 100

Diskettes
at .the lowest
prices ever!

Diskette
Storage Cases
AMARAY MEDIA-MATE 50:
A revolution in disk storage.
Every once in a while someone takes the simple and
makes it elegant This unit holds 50 5.25" diskettes, has
grooves for stacking, inside nipples to keep diskettes
from slipping and several other features. We ike it.
(P/N3010)
$ 9.69 ea. + $ 2.00 Shpng.
DISK MINDER II:
Low-priced, but effective storage for 75 5.25" diskettes.
Smoked plastic top, beige bottom with inside dividers.
(P/N2B50)
DISK ~1~·riM~6~ $ 2.00 Shpng.
As above, but holds 36 3.50" diskettes. (P/N2900)
$ 6.49 ea. + $ 2.00 Shpng.
DISK CADDIES:
The original flip-up holder for 10 5.25" diskettes. Beige
(P/N2200) or Grey (P/N2201)
$ 1.65 ea. + .20 Shpng.
FOR ORDERS ONLY:
INFORMATION
1-800-621-6827
& INQUIRIES:
(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140)
1-312-256-7140
HOURS: BAM -6PM Central Time, Monday-Friday.
WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
OH THE SAME PRODUCTS AND OUANTmES SUBJECT TO THE
SAME TERMS AND CONDmOHS AS THE COMPEllllVE AD.

DISK WORLD!, Inc.

6 9 Green Bay Rd. •Wilmette, Illinois 60091

DISK
WORLD!
Inquiry 114

SUPER STAR®
DISKETTES:

The ultimate value
in magnetic media.
No one told us how phenomenally successful Super
Star® diskettes would become.
The idea was simple. Very simple.
We would do the same thing that big companies like
IBM® do in regard to creating a "brand name" diskette.
That is we would gQ to major manufacturers, buy top
quality diskettes in massive quantities, give them our own

name and sell them inexpensively.

A very simple idea
...that worked!

What the world needs now
is a complete line of
high quality, inexpensive
diskettes with a
LIFETIME WARRANTY!

Now, tens of thousands of businesses, government
agencies, schools and individuals have learned that you
don't have to pay inflated "brand name" prices to get
"brand name" quality.
Just buy Super Star® diskettes.

And

DISK WORLD! has them!

Quality
... without high price.
We ship almost a million Super Star® diskettes a month
and get very few of them back.
Unlike others who offer a "house brand" or "generic"
diskettes, Super Star® diskettes are top-of-the-line
quality, exceeding ANSI and IBM standards by 50% or

more.
Thev are not cosmetically flawed. duplicator product
(where a failure rate of 20% or more is expected) or what
we in the diskette industry refer to as "floor sweepings", a
term which speaks for itself.

A lifetime warranty.
If you sense pride in our description of Super Star®
diskettes, you've got it right.
After all, wouldn't you be proud if you found a way to
deliver top-quality diskettes at about half the price of

"brand names"?

When every bit counts,
it's Super Star®!
Nearly a million Super Star® diskettes a month are
being sold to some of the largest and most recognizable

names in the nation. They love 'em, because they save
money... and they are dependable.
So now is the time for you to re-discover Super Star®
diskettes.

Su

er Star 5.25" Diskettes

5 . 2 5 " -S S D D

(P/N38oo)

.55 ea.

5.25" DSDD

(P/N3801)

.69 ea.

5 . 2 5 " SSDD-96TPl(P1N 3802)

.87 ea.

5.25'' DSDD-96TPl(P/N 3803)

.92 ea.

5,,25~' . D S D D - H D

Su

Super Star® diskettes, as noted, are made by some of
America's leading diskette manufacturers ...and the odds
are that you've already used them more than once as the
copy-protected masters on some of the best known

software programs around.
So, when you want the best. .and the least expensive
best...order Super Star®!

SUPER STAR SPECIAL!
Your choice of storage at$ 4.95!

Buy 50 Super Star® diske tes and get a
storage case for only$ 4.95 (shipping
included)!
These are durable plastic cases with
dividers and are very nice units.
The 5.25" unit holds 50 diskettes and the
3.50" unit holds 40 diskettes.
5.25" Storage Case(P/N3100) .. $ 4.95 ea.
3.50" Storage Case (P/N 31 02).$ 4.95 ea.

3.5.0" SSPD(P(N3805)

.$ 1.73

ea.

3 . 5 0 " DSDD(P/N3806)

$ 2.38

ea.

,
ORDER IN MULTIPLES OF SOONL'Y! ··
Super Star 3.50" diskettes are packaged iri boxes of 50 with user ID labels.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS: 350-500 diskettes, deduct i .5%. 500-700 diskettes, deduct 3%.
750·1,000diskettes,deduct4.5%. 1,000+ diskettes, deduct 6%.

The Super Star
LIFETIME WARRANTY!

HOW TO ORDER:

Super
Star
Diskettes
are
unconditionally warranted against
defects in original material so long as
owned by the original purchaser.
Returns are simple: just send the
defective diskettes with prpof of
purchase, postage-paid by you, with a
short explanation of the problem and
we'll send you replacements. (In
cidentally, coffee stained diskettes or
diskettes with staples driven through
them or otherwise damaged don't
ualif as defective.

ORDERS ONLY:

HOURS:
8AM-6PM Central Time
Monday - Friday
WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND
QUANT1TIES SUBJECT TO THE
SAME TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

DISK WORLD I•, In C •
Inquiry 114

$ 1.79 ea.

er Star 3.50" Diskettes

And we say "re-discover" for a reason.

You've already
used Super Star!

(P/N3804)

ORDER IN MULTIPLES 0 F 50 ONLY!
Alf Super Star 5.25" Diskettes are poly-bagged in lots of 25 with sleeves, write-protect tabs
and user ID labels.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS: 350-500 diskettes, deduct 3%. 500-700 diskettes, deduct 6%.
750-1,000diskettes,deduct9%. 1,000+ diskettes, deduct 12%.

1-800-621-6827
(In Illinois: 1-312·256-7140)

INQUIRIES:
1-312-256-7140
FOR FASTEST SERVICE. USE NO -COST MCI
MAIL. Our address is OISKOROER. It's a FREE .MCI
MAIL letter. No charge to you. (Situation permitting.
we'll ship these orders in 24 hours or less.)
SHIPPING: 5.25" & 3 .50" DISKETTES-Add $ 3.00
per each 100 or fewer diskettes. OTHER ITEMS:
Add shipping charges as shown in addition to other
shipping charges. PAYMENT: VISA. MASTERCARD
and Prepaid orders accepted. COD ORDERS: Add
$ 5.00 special handling charge. APO, FPO, AK, HI
& PR ORDERS: Include shipping charges as shown
and additional 5% of total order amount to cover PAL
and insurance. We ship only to United States
addresses. except as shown above. TAXES: Illinois

residents add 7% sales tax.

MINIMUM ORDER: $ 35.00

629GreenBayRoad
Wilmette, Illinois 60091
APRIL 1986 • BYTE
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MICRO

.

advanced

~~~~~technology.
Complete MS-DOS/CPM
Super Turbo
In keeping with industry trends MSO is
bringing our customers high
performance P.C. compatibles and
accessories. MSO takes the P.C.
compatible to maximum performance
with its SUPER TURBO. The SUPER
TURBO features the V20-8 chip which
runs at three times the speed of the
IBM-PC XT* and also runs CPM 8080
software.
The SUPER TURBO comes complete
with the MS-DOS operating system,
Read and Run CPM, full Instructional
Documentation, Utility software, plus
for our first 100 customers MSO is
offering the Micropro Wordstar
Professional Software package.
This package includes: Wordstar,
Mailmerge, Correctstar, Starindex,
Datastar and a G.L. Accounting
System. The SUPER TURBO is a
complete turnkey system with
everything necessary to plug in and
operate.

USER SUPPORT
HOT LINE

805/393-2247
All systems carry full 90 day warranty.

CASH PRICE ONLY
Check in advance. Add 3% for VISA/MC . Shipping
& handling charges will be added to each order.

For our catalog with complete details and
prices, send $1 .00 to:
Micro Supply Organization, Inc.
4909 Stockdale Hwy. #180
Bakersfield, CA 93309
MON.· FRI. 7am · 5pm PST•SAT. 9am • 5pm PST
'IBM is a registered trademark of the IBM Corpora lion.

424
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Super Turbo
Super Price:

$1299

The Super Turbo P.C. runs IBM
software and CPM 8080 programs
• CPU - V20-8 8mHz Super Chip runs 'IBM
compatible software at 3 times the speed
of the IBM-XT and CP/M 8080 software.
• 8087 Math Processor optional
• 256K RAM on mother board expandable to
640K
• ROM8K Bias
• 6 empty slots for expansion
• 2 serial port one optional with expansion
kit
• 1 parallel port
• 1 game port
• Clock calendar with software
• Hi-Res monographics video board
• Floppy controller
• Dual Floppy Drives 360K ea.
• 135 watt XT Power Supply
• 5150 style compatible keyboard
• Hi-Res TTL Green or Amber 12" monitor
• MS-DOS operating system and manual.
• Instructional Documentation and Utility
Software
• Assembled and tested in U.S.A.

Special printer
pricing with
purchase of
above computer.

• Optional internal 20 meg sub
system for Super Turbo add $549

Inquiry 409

ALWAYS A STEP AHEAD
of the Competition w/Pricing & Specials
PRINTERS

PRINTER
ACCESSORIES

STAR MICRONICS
SG-10.
SG-15,
SD-10,
SD-15,
SR-10,
SR -15,

120 cps,
120 cps,
160 cps,
160 cps,
200 cps,
200 cps,

2K buffer, 2 yr war $
2K buffer .
10" carriage .
Corr. Oual. . .
10" carriage
w/Tractor .

227
385
365
479
520
640

OKIDATA
ML 182P; 120 cps . .. ..... .
ML 182 IBM, Graphics Comp
ML 182S, 1O"Carriage .
ML 192P, 160 cps ........ . . .
ML 192 IBM, Graphics Comp .
ML 192S, 160 cps .
ML 193P, 160 cps .... . . . .. .
ML 193 IBM, Graphics Comp .
ML193S, 160 cps .
ML84P, 200 cps
ML84 IBM
ML84S, 200 cps .
Okimate 20, 80140 color .

We
Will
Beat
all
Pricing
on
Oki
Printers
with
or
without
IBM
Rom

EPSON
LX80, 120 cps 10" carriage
Call
. . . . . Us
FX85, 160 cps 10" carriage
JX80, 160 cps Color . . . . . . .
First
RX100, 100 cps 15" carriage . . . . . . For
FX286, 200 cps 15" carriage . . . Lowest
L08PO, 180160 P&S 7K 10" . Authorized
L01000, 180/60 P&S 7K 15"
Epson
L01500, 200/64 15"
Dealer
DX10, LO Printer .
Pricing

BROTHER
HR-15XL, LO 20 cps P or S . . . .. . $
HR-25, LO 23 cps P or S . .
HR-35, LO 36 cps P or S .
DM-40, 160 cps 24 wire . . . . . . .
DH-45, LO & Dot matrix 361160

339
449
659
794
821

DYNAX
DX15XL, 20 cps By Brother .. .... . $ 335

JUKI
6100, LO 18 cps w/proportional spc $ 355
6300, LO 40 cps .
699

TOSHIBA

P341P, 180172, 132 col. .
.$ 815
P341PIS, 180/72, 24 wire . . . . . . . . 850
1125
P351P/S, 2401100, 132 col. .

TOSHIBA
Bi-Directional Trac. 13511351
$ 149/155
Font Disk for Down loading P1351
50

MICROTEK
Dumpling GX (same as Grappler + )$ 69
Dumpling GX w/16K buffer
125
Dumpling GX w/32 buffer.
135
Additional Buffering 16K
7

FOURTH DIMENSION
Par. Card & Cable for Apple ..... . $

HARD DISK DRIVES
10 Meg w/cont. formatted for IBM .. $ 445
499

20 Meg w/cont. formatted for IBM.

ALPHA OMEGA
.. $
10 Meg w/Controller Card
20 Meg w/Controller Card .
30 Meg w/Controller Card .
20 Meg for AT ..
33 Meg for AT . ...... . .... .
Shock Mounted 20 meg for Compaq

499
565
699
499
699
699

SEAGATE

ST212, 1h HT 10 meg
ST225, 112 HT 20 meg

....... $ 445
589

DISK DRIVES
TANDON
. . .. . $ 110

TM100-2 for IBM PC

TEAC

55B Double Sided 360K ... . $ 105
Quad Density .
99

Drives For Apple
Call

&. Franklin

. $ 79
39

JUKI
Bi-Direc. Tractor for 6100/6300 $ 115/125
Serial Interface for 6100 .
65

CABLES
IBM PC to Parallel Printer . . . .. ..... $ 14
Serial Cable . . . . . . . . .
16
Centronics M/M or M/F
18

V300G .
V300A .. .. ........... ..
V310A for IBM PC
Color 300 . . .
Color 600 RGB Hi-Res .
Color 710 Super Hi-Res .
Color 722 Super Hi-Res .

.. .$ 119
129
155
199
389
485
545

TAXAN
IBM Green Monochrome#121 ... . . $
IBM Amber Monochrome #122 .
RGB IBM w/Cable#620 . . . . . . .
RGB Super Hi-Res. #640 Best Buy.
RGB/#630 . .

135
145
399
519
450

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
HZ-12 for use with IBM PC .... . .. $
Max 12E Amber for IBM
SR 12 Super Hi-Res . . .
..
Scan Doubler . . .

445
169
555
185

QUIMAX
PX-4, RGB Hi-Res w/Gr. Text Mode$ 410
150
DM -14 Monochrome for IBM . .

APPLE
Professional Sys. incl: Apple /IE w/128K &
80 col., tilt man., duo disk w/con't kit$1299
1545
Pro System w/Color . . . . . . . . . .
789
Apple lie Lightweight Portable _
Apple lie w/Color
1399

IBM
IBM PC Bar9 .
. ..... . $1250"
IBMPC 64K, 1 Drive .
1399"
IBM PC, 2 Drives w/256K
1599"
IBM XT, 10 Meg, 360K Dr. w/256K 2250"
IBM XT Bar e w/256K & IBM Floppy 1899"

Cell About All "AT" Systems
·call for current IBM prices

CAL PAK

SANYO
MBC 555·2 w/2, 320K Drives &
more software . .
. . .. . ... . ... . $ 899
775 Portable . . . . . . .
1795
Serial Port for Sanyo
65

BIZCOMP

• IBM Compatible • U.S. Made &
Licensed • 20%-30% Faster than
IBM • 640K on Motherboard • Two
Teac 55B D/D • Parallel & Serial
Ports • 20 Meg Hard Disk
• Hi•Res ColorComp. Monitor Card
• 6 Month Warranty

Internal Modem w/S.W.

$289

COMPAQ

LOTUS 1-2-3
New Version

$1599

$319
IBM TO PAR. CABLE

COMPAQ

112
PANASONIC

6' wfThumbscrew

Other Compatibles Starting
as low as $600 CALL NOW!

LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP.
Lotus 1-2-3 New Version _.
Symphony .

IBM PC ACCESSORIES
IBM Dos 3.1

. . $ 69

PARADISE
Modular Graphics Card .
. .$ 249
Module A . . . .. ..... . .. ..
75
Module B 256K w/C & C .
120
5-Pak same as 6-Pak-Ser. Port . .
175
Color/Mono Card New .
220

64K MEMORY UPGRADE
64K (9 .chips) 200ns & 150ns.

CPS Board, Rt>B & Comp. w/Par&Ser
... . $ 189
Ports 2 yr war .. .. ..... _
Color Card (Herc. comp.) w/Para.
150

AST RESEARCH
SixPak + w/64K & Sidekick . .... . $ 210
SixPak + w/384K & Sidekick
255
Game Port . . . . . . . . . . .
49
Preview MonoGraphics. .
220
KB5151 . .

- .$ 175

MIC ROT EK

Quad Color 1 Board.
. $ 179
Exp. Quadboard w/64K & Game Pon . 199

Monochrome Text Par. & Ser. .
Color Graphics Card. _

TECHMAR

SIGMA DESIGNS

Graphics Master .

.$ 449

Color 400 L or H .

. $ 169
165

. ... . . . $ 459

APPLE & FRANKLIN ACCESSORIES
ACCESSORIES

~~~i~~~~~~ t6~~~1 ~~~r.
8

8

ADVANCED LOGIC SYSTEMS
... $ 69
119

MICROTEX
Serial Interface . . .
80 col. for II & II+

. . $ 85
99

Viewmax 128K extended 80 col. card for
Apple /IE w/64K
80 col. card for Apple I & II+ .

Z Engine 2.2 .
80 Col./64K .

DBasell .
D Base Ill

__ $ 299
. _. 389

PRINTER SWITCH BOX
EXPONENT
Centronics Two Switch .
Centronics Four Switch
Serial Two Switch .
Serial Four Switch

.. ... $ 60
85

50
75

MODEMS

KEYTRONICS

QUADRAM

.$ 319
420

ASHTON TATE

VUTEK (2 vr. war.)

. . .. $ 15

HEXACE TECHNOLOGIES
Hi-Res Color Card for PC, XT, AT, .$ 110

WYSE

SOFTWARE

11799
$215
"THE COMPANY THAT DELIVERS"

IBM

256K, w/2-320K Drives.
.$ 1799
Desk Top Model 1
1649
Desk Top Model 2
1925
Call
Desk Top Model 3 . .
Desk Top Model 4 _.. _ .. _. . . . . . Call
We have "286" Ports. & D.P. in stock
1100· 1 incl. 256K wltwo 360K Drives 1 par
& 2 ser. ports . . . .
. .... $ 1399
1100-2 incl. 10 meg, 1floppy,256K, 1 Par.
& 2 ser. ports. _. . . .
2599
"Wyse Monitors & Exp. Chasis Available

1080 2 Yr. Warr. NEW

Port. 2 Drives 256K

MICROMAX

Inquiry 79

AMDEK

TAX TIME SPECIALS

DATA PRODUCTS

CMS

49

OKIDATA
Plug n Print for OKI Mate 20 .
Tractor for 182 & 192 .

1080, 100 cps 2 yr. war. Prop. Sp .$ 219
1091 w/Tractor, 120 cps, 2 yr. war.
239
1092, 10" carriage, 180 cps
375
.$ 299
472
1172
1547

Amber chrome IBM compatible . .. . $ 169

ORANGE MICRO
Grappler + . ... • .. .. ... ... . . ... $ 75
Buffered Grappler +, 16K exp. 64K 149

PANASONIC

8012, 180 cps 10"1BM comp.
8022, 180 cps 15"1BM comp.
8050C, 200 cps wlcolor . .
8070C, 400 cps w/color . .

DISPLAY MONITORS
QUADRAM

. . .. $ 120
69

ANCHOR
Volksmodem XII , 5 yr war
Express 1200

.. $ 185
250

HAYES MICRO
300 Baud Smart Modem
1200 Baud Smart Modem ...
1200 B for IBM PC w/SM 11 .
2400 Baud Modem .
300 For Apple lie w/Sftwr

. . $ 149
379
375
645
Call

DISKETTES

APPLE
Super Serial Card .

.. ... $ 139

SMT
64K, 80 col. Card _

.$ 65

A PRIL 1986 • BYTE
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OUR POLICY

TOLL FREE

800-854-8230
CA Resjdents 714-558-8813

•Surcharge for VISA or Mastercard.
Inquiry 8
•Volume purchasing agreements available.
•Orders subject to availablity. •Supply limited on certain items.
•Pricing subject to change without notice.
•ACP Retail Store pricing may vary. Not responsible for typos.

HH-t--++-t-+-HH-t--++-t-+-t-H---t-t---i--r-t

co!~:b1e w/20Mb.HARDCARD

~~g~a~e

Don't miss out on this unbeatable
system manufactured by Toshiba for

$379

~~g~a~e

$499

Package (1 Yr War) Package 1 Yr War)
28 Mb Package for AT· · · · · · $555 -00
SA 712 10 Mb.
. .. $249.95
ST225 20 Mb . __ _
.$349.00
Mountain 20Mb Hardcard .  - .$749.95

ACP. ACP has sold over 3,000
ADVANCED XT's to satisfied
customers including "true blue" users ••W•e•s•te•rn•D•ig.it•a•I•C•o•ntllrolllll•erlll.~-"-Slll1•7911.91115-=r+nf-f
like Rockwell, Hughes, and Kodak.
Not only is the price affordable but the
features and compatibility are
PC UPGRADE SPECIAL
unbeatable. For more details call one
95
of our expert consultants. Don't
s
SET OF (9) 64K RAMS
hesitate this will be a sellout!

~~~E
PRICE

11
$36 95SET OF (9) 256K RAMS

$69900

$7.95 4128 PIGGYBACK RAM
$120.00 8087-2 Coprocessor

Call for complete Monochrome or Color
RGB system prices with 10 or 20 Mb hard

. 1200B~d
: : ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~d~~~k~d~ri~v~~~~~t~h~e~N~E~W~2~0~M~b~H~M~d~c~a~~~-~ Short
Card H~~·
by U.S. ~m~M~em
Robotics with
IBM PC w/256K. Keyboard. (2) 360K
Floppy Disk Drives, Floppy
Disk Controller. .
. .. $1585.00
IBM XT w/256K, Keyboard, 360K Floppy
Disk Drive, Floppy Disk Controller,
Hard Disk Optional .
. ... 1725.00
IBM AT w/256K, 1.2 Mb Floppy
Disk Drive..
.. .3199.00
COMPAQ PORTABLE w/256K,
(2) 360K Floppy Disk Drives. . . ... 1845.00
COMPAQ 286 DESKPRO w/256K,
1.2 Mb Floppy, 20 Mb Hard. .
. . 4595.00
COMPAQ DESKPRO w/640K, 360K
Floppy, 10 Mb Hard . .
. . 2495.00
COMPAQ DESKPRO w/640K,
360K Floppy, 1o Mb Hard, 1o Mb
Tape back-up .. .
.. 3099.00

130 Watt Power Supply.
. .$89.95
PC/AT Keyboard ..
. ....... ...... 89.00
ACP Color Graphics Card.
. . 95.00
ACP Monochrome Graphics.
.135.00
ACP Floppy Controller . ............. 75.00
384K Card Si xpak Comp (OK) .
.129.00
Para llel Cable (IBM) . . .
. . 19.00
Serial Cable (IBM) . . .
. .21 .00
12" Monochrome Green TTL . . ..... 99.95
Green Composite Monitor . .
. .. 69.95
6 Slot Expansion Chassis..
. . . 399.00
ACP Hi-res Text Mono Card .... . ... 149.00
ACP IBM Style Flip Case..
. . 69.95
ACP Hard Disk Ca se (FH or HH) . .. . . 169.95

ARCHIVE
. . $795.00
... ... Call
Si xpak Plus w/64K .. .
Advantage 128K, AT ..
AST 5251-11 .
AST 3780. _.
RAMpage up to 2 Mb ..

.  - .$235.00
- - .399.00
- - .575.00
" 575.00
. .. _. Call

DCA
- - - - .. $785.00
... 895.00

DIABLO/XEROX
. . was 1495 now $395.00
". 445.00
- .495.00

_.was 395 no w $99.00
F-21 Sheet Feeder. ... .was 896 now 249.00
Cable for 620 (to IBM) ...... ... ..... 29.00
Diablo P-1 1 100cps . . .
. _.129.95
Diablo S-11 100cps Serial .. .. .... 139.95
Diablo P-31 Wide. .
.. 249.95
Diablo S-31 Wide . . .. ........... 269.95
Other Diablo Dot Matrix's available . . ... Call

Co lor Board.
Time Specllum . .

- - - -- ". 139.00
.Sale Cail

PRINCETON GRAPHICS

······••lll!"'llll"'"'"l![:tl:::::t=t~

EPSON

PROMETHEUS
ProModem 1200 w/Mite (Int).. ... $239.00
ProModem 1200B (Hayes Comp.) . . . 289.00
AlphalNum or Options Proc .. _
. _79.95

EVER EX
.$259.00

HAYES
Samrtmodem 1200..
. .. $385.00
Smartmodem1200B .. .. ......... 349.00
Smartmodem 2400 . .
. . 575.00
Smartcom II 2.1 Software . _ ....... .88.00
Hayes Comp. 1200 (Int) w/SW. . . _169.95
Hayes Comp. 1200 (Ext) . _
.. 199.95

HERCULES
Color Card ..
. .$166.00
Graphics Card w/Sottware . . .. .. ... 295.00
.. Lowest Price

IRWIN
310A 10 Mb Tape (Ext)
.. .. $849.00
110D 10 Mb (Int) ... ...... , . .
.495.00

KEYTRONICS
5151 Deluxe Keyboard ... .. . . .. ... $169.95
5153 w/Touchpad _
... 285.00
PC Jr. Numeric Keypad_
.39.95
Mouse. .
Mouse (Serial). _

. $125.00
__145.00

MOUNTAIN COMPUTER
20Mb Hardcard for IBM .

OUADRAM

SIGMA
Color 400 Card __

-- .. $485.00

SHARP
12" Med-res RGB Monitor . . . . .. .. $269.95
Color Plotter w/Software. . .
. ... 219.00

.$749.95

Details. 100's insgggoo

cert1:::::r

TAXAN
415 (640x260) RGB . . was 699 now $279.95
Mod. 640 (Ultra Hi-res) .
. ... .595.00

TEMPLATES
__ .. Lowest Price

TITAN
Accelerator PC w/256K ..

.. sale Call

TOSHIBA

PC Mouse w/Paintbrush
... .$138.00
ACP Mouse w/Keyboard .. ... . ...... 149.00

P321 "3 in 1" LO Printer. .... sale $599.00
P341 24 Pin 136 Col . .
_.869.00
P351 24 Pin w/Serial & Para llel. .1099.00
T-300 MS-DOS Computer..
. .. Call

ORCHID

WESTERN DIGITAL

MOUSE SYSTEMS

PC Turbo 186 w/256K

_. .$585.00

PARADISE
Color/Monocard .. . ... . .. ... . . .. . $185.00
Modular Graphics Card ..
_... 274.00

PERSYST
Mono Board w/Parallel . .

-- - - .$159.00

Gavilan Compass MS-DOS Lap
Computer Demo Sale Call for

Gemini 10X . .reduced TO LOW TO PRINT
Stock as Low as
Gemini 15X ..
.sale TO LOW TO PRINT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SG10. SR10, Radix etc _ .Lowest Price Yell

Lotus. dBase Ill, etc . _

MICROSOFT

20Mb Tape Back-up

Expanded Quadboard (OK) .
.. .$185.00
Gold Ouadboard (OK) .
. . . . 385.00
Silver Quadboard (OK) .. . ..... ..... 215.00
Quadlink .
__ ...... .. . 399.00

STAR MICRONICS

INTEL
Above Board PC or AT .

$149.95

HX-12 RGB (640x240) . .
. . . $445.00
MAX-12E Amber Til ..
" . " 175.00
SR -12 ..
. . 575.00
HX-12E (690x350) . . . ............ 545.00 .

FX85 160cps NLQ ...... .... .... $375.00
FX185 160cps Wide . .. ........ ... 499.00
All Epson Models ._.
. ___ .Lowest Price
Graphics Edge or Edge .

Telpac I Software.
List $499
ACP ..
Buy (6) .. ..... . . $139.95

Filecard 10 Mb Plug-in .
.. Call
Cobra Hard Disk Controller. ....... $179.95

ZENITH
ZVM-1220/30 12" Grn/ Amb TIL .. $109.00
ZVM-1240 & ZVM-135 RGB.
__ .Call

STAR MICRONICS One Time Otter
We have 1000's of new in the box dot matrix
printers including SG-10, SR-10, Gemini 1OX
& 15X, all priced substantially below market
price. Call now as they will move fast at our
too low to print prices!

APPLE Add-on SALE
All ACP Apple Product is priced to move out.
Call for values such as:
Joysticks. . .
. ... . .. . . . . $7.95
Disk Drives..

.119.00

BO Column Cards_ .
. 69.00
16K Cards.
______ ______ . . . 34.95

~~1

,- -t

~""'"""~ITHI

GET OUR FLYER?

.

ADVERTISED
IN POPULAR MAGAZINES. POLICY. . .IF.NOT _
W•E•Wl.LL•M•EE•T•AN•Y•PR•IG•E•FD•R•GU•RR•EN•T•PR•D•DU•GT
APPLIES FOR BOTH SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE! GET ON OUR

.

UPS POWER SUPPLY

DRIVE CABINETS

U. Po- torr- 18111,

~

. . . . . OT

C.moatltrle

UPS-PC 200 Watu

S2n.oo
419.00

A·B PRINTER SWITCH
An AB SwMch lllOWI UH or lwO prlnlll'll wilh
·

A8 Swilch (C1ntrOfWJ)

SS9.00

AS Swi1Ch(OB2S)

59-CIO

NEW NECV20
PIN upD 70108

:i=~ous:
up ID

40%

$18.95

FLOPPY DRIVES
TEAC F055B .
TE.AC FOSSF
TANDON TM100·2 .
CDC \.'i HEIGHT IBM ..
REMEX 213 HEIGHT .
SIEMENS FDl(lCHI 8"
SIEMENS FD2CIO-a 05100

. . . .. S89.9S
.. 99.9S
. . . . . 79.9S
. . . . . . . 119.00
... ... 179.00

DEC RAINBOW UPGRADE

INTERSIL STD BUS BOARDS

112KCARD

ALMOST SOLD OUT

SPECIAL BUY -

Only $129.95

Send or Call for List

si:ii IE1 ·.i~ I~

08000
680001.10
680()

...,
""'
'"''
6S02

189S
9.SO

6840

XT

PN2369A
PN918
2N2218A
2N22151A
2N2905
2N2907
2N3055
2N3S6S

Compatible
Motherboard

2NJ630

• B Expansion Slots
• Expandable to 640K

2NJ772

7/$1 .00
511.00
311.00
.•S
.4S
4S
25
.69
411.00
411.00
1.651

2N3904
2N3i06
TIP29A
TIP30A
TIPJ1A
TIP32A
1N4148
1N7S1
1N4002
1N4004
l,f>Q2232

e.~

8S02B

9.SO

....

MCT.00

$159.95

.SS
1.651
.6S
.6S
.69

MCA-255

ACP only
XT-B!OS Add .. $39.95

4N27

'""

SS.7S
S.75
ll06QA
2.9S
806SA
4.90
80C85A 9.9S
8088
24.SO
8087-2 129.95
9088
17.SO
8089
88.!IS
BISS
8.7S
81S6
6 .7S
26.9S
818S
8202
2J-9S
J7.9S
8203
8205
J .25
8212

8214
8216
8224
8225

SJ.7S
1.!IS
2.20
1.95
6226
3.40
82J7
1J.7S
8237·S 1S.51S
82Je
4.2S
82"3
J .9S

""'

8251
82SIA
6253
8255

8257

.01uF DISC BYPASS CAPAOTOR

100ISS.SO

.1 uF DISC BYPASS CAPACITOR

100'6.SO

.01UF MONOLITHIC CAPACITOR
. 1 uF MONOLITHIC CAPACITOR

100f11.25
100114.25

CORCOM EMI FILTER
STOCORCOM 3 Cof>ductorFlller
LlneCordl or ab<Ml-6foot
Lin•Cord2Coi'!Guctor-61oo!

$4.SO
1-49
.35

LlMCOl'dJConductor-61oot

.95

MUFFIN FANS

°"'' 10,000 In SlootlNE'M

Tonn 468°" Mutl in Fan

NEW!

12VDC Fan
Fir1g91Guard1add
Pawlr CorusaOd

NEW!

S!H S

12.515
1'.515
U9

SOl.OERTAJL

8 Pin ST/ LP S .13
14 PinSTll.P
.15
18Pin STIU'
. 17
.20
18 P lnS Tll.P
.28
20 PinSTILP
22 Pin ST/LP
.29
24PinSTILP
.29
.Ji
28 PinSTIU'
3& Pin STIU'
.45
40P1nSTILP
.48
e4 PtnST/1.P
3.95
WIAEWRAP (GOLD)
1.H
8PlnWWrJL S .49
"Pin
M
18 PinVMl13L
.65
18PinWWf'JL
88
20PinWWf'JL
.99
22PinWWl3L 1.19
24PinWWl'Jl 1.25
28P!nWWf'JL 1.411
•OPlnWWfJL 1.89

wwm

S

.~

1

.11
12
·
17
·

:~

.29

S/1.00

1-99
.09
. 17
.17
.10
.1 51
.19

s

100
.08
. IS
. IS
.09
.16
. 18

•

CALL ACP FOR ALL YOUR
VOLUME IC REQUIREMENTS

....

S3.9S
4.7S
2.7S
4.7S
6.SO
7.2S

:~1:;1n~~
... Pin WW
72Pin ST
72PinWW

100
S3.2S
4. K>
2.60
4.25
8 .10
8.9S

D-SUBMINIATURE

.32
.36

1·2•
2&
DB25S[Fernale
S3.10 S2.90
OB25P (Mate)
2.40
2.29
Hood Sl.25
Mt g HNI S .99
0EJ7S(Female)
SS.9S SS.7S
OEJ7P(Male)
S.2S
S.10
HoodSl .75
M1g;HNIS .99
OOSOS(FemaleJ
SS.51S sa.es
00SOP(Mele)
6.00
S.7S
Hood S3.2S
Mtg HNI S .99
(OTHER STYLES IN CATALOG)

2
·'
3.25
100
$ .40

...
·"...
.T7

1.IJ
1.17
1.J51
us

ot Sod:ala)

CENTRONICB
IDC36 Pin Mal!I
IOC 36 Pin F11rnate
Solde1J6 Pin Male
Solder36 Pin Femal!I
(CALL TOLL FREE FOR IOC'a)

ACP NO

10

7.49
8.9S

NUMBER OF CONTACTS
20 26 34 40 50

\OHu.S

.79

1.:C:O

1.65

2.10

2.40

3.00

Rt Angkl Solder Header

IOHuSR

.79

1.20

1.65

2.10

2.40

3.00

.95

1.35

1.50

1.85

2.10

5.25

5.95

6.75

7.25

8.25

1 uo

2 .15

2.50

2.eo 3.10

3.95

IDHxxW

1.00

2.90

3.75

4.25

4.95

e.50

IDHxxWA

1.99

3.10

4.10

4.20

4.60

7.15

\OSu

Ribbon Header

IDMxx

Ribbon Edgecard

IDExx

Wirewrap Header

RI Angle WIW Header

uP076S
1n1
1791
1793
179S

_75

117517
21511
279J
2195
2797

S2l!IS
J2.9S
J2.9S
3295
2795

I

664J
e212
1691
2143
9216

6845

68B4S
6847
4SS0.5

68047

I

S11.95
17.9S
11SO
14.75
19_50

I

827S
$28.50
TMS991S
7220
34.9S
8350
5027
17.95
6S4S
5037
21.95
8002
NEC7220Gr•pt iies

I

2JSO
S 8.9S
8250
10.SO
IM6402
7.75

l

NOTE: To 01der insert nurnbar ol con1acls in place ol xx in ACP par! number.
ORDER QUANTITY OF sopcs {mixed) AND TAKE AN ADDITTIONAL 10% OFF.

S J90

1102(1mS)
2708(4SOnSJ
2758(SI/)
2716(4SOnSJ
2716(3SOnS)
2Sl6(SV)
TMS2716
TMS2SJ2
27J2(4SOn5)
2732(2SOnS)
27J2(200nS)

532.95
37 95

S28.9S
1519s
6.9S
6 .9S

139.SO
39.9S
1495
151.9S
349S

S8.7S
14.9 S
805

CMOS EPROMS
27Cl6

s1.9s

I~~~!

$9.95

STATIC RAMS
2 101 (4 SOnS)
21L02(•SOn5 )
2102.1 (4SOnS)
21L02·2 (2SOnS)
2111 (450nS)
2112{4SOn5)
2 11 4 {4SOn5)
211'L.4(4S0n)
2 114L-J(300n)
2114L·2 (200n)
2147(SSnS)
'°"'4(450nS)
4044·J(300n5)
404•·2 (200nS)
UPD410(100nS)
S101 (CMOS)

..

$2.29

.79
1.J51
2.75
2.7S
1.4 S 819.SO
1.6518/12.SO
1.798113.JO
1898 /l JllO
•.50
J .2S
3.7S
4.3S
3.75
J.SO

MK4118
S49S
TMM2Q16·2(200n$) 4 10
TMM 2016. I S(l50 n) 4 9S
TMM2016·1 jlOOt'IS ) 6 10
HM6116P-4(200nS) • .7S
HM6116P ·J(ISOnS) 4.95
HM61,6P ·2(120n5) 8.SS
HM6116LP.4 (LP)
S.90
l-IM6 \1 6LP·J (LP)
875
HM6116LP-2(LP)
9.llS
Z61J2 (JOOnS)
J29S
HM6264P ·IS (1S0) 329S
HM6 264LP-1S (LP) 369S
745189 (JSnS)
1.SS
934\S{SOnS)
39S
9J42219342S(SDnS) J51S

DYNAMIC RAMS
4027 ( 2SOnS)
H OJ{JOOnS)
4116N·2(1SOnS)
4116N-J(200nS)
4116N4{250rlS)
4164N·1S0(1S0"')
'164N·200(200n)
4164N. 120(120u5)
TMS4164(1SCMS)

S .99
.751
1.2S
1.10
.99
4.25
3.SO

TM$4416(200nS) S6.9S
TM54416(1SOnS) 7.7S
41256.lSO(lSOnl
2.7S
•12S6·200(200n)
2.7S
TMS4050 (300nS) I .SS ,
TMS&060{300nS) l.8S
MMS 280( 300nS)
185
"-95 UP0411 (300n$)
1.8S
29S MMS298(250nS)

¢

(IBM PC DSDD)

"10MPC....

ea.=~ir>ot
79
P~~~E J:; ~,
tl\lll"DllKITTD
VERBATIM S25-01 SS/OD
VERBA TIM SSO·Ol OS/00 {!BM)
MAXELL M0-1 SS100 (AH)
MAXELL MD·2 D5100 {IBM)
MAXELL OISKS lor AT (961p;)
DYSAN 104/ID SS/00 (All)
DYSAN 104120 DS/OD {!BM)
ACP 55/DO (All )
ACP D5/00 (IBM)

WOWI

3V."DISKET'nS

UV EPROM
ERASER
We Stock Full Line
of UV Products
CALL FOR PRICES

THERMAL PAPER
8 1'2 x 11 - 500 SHEETS
5000 Packages Available
While Supply
Lasts!

$3 99/Pkg.
•

.85

3.SS
2.00

.SS

MC3469

I.IS

MC3HO

-~

LM358CN
LMJS51
LM360N
LM370N
LM373N
LMJ76N
LMJ77N
LMJ80N
LM381N
LMJ62N
LMJSJN
LM364N
LM366N
LM387N
LMJ89N
LMJ92N
LM723N
LMnJH
NESJ1
NESSS
NES56
NES58
NES61
NES64
LMS6S
LMS66
LMS67
NE S70
NES71

.6S
1.7S
295
49S
395
J .7S
1.90
.as
1.0S
1.S9
1.3S
l.51S
1.7S
.851
1.29
1. 1S
.69
.•8
SS
2.85
.JS
.6S
1.49
23.50
2.6S

·"

'""" ..."
·"
'""""
"'""

u s

·"
"'

LMJ90!I
lMJ914
LMJ91S
LMJ5116
MC'll24
"lC4044
RC41J1
RC41J6
RC,1SI
CA3023
CA3039
CAJ0<6
CA30S9
CA3060
CA306S

NES510
s2.•s
NES92
2.70
LM709N
.55
1.00
LM709H
LM710
.68
LM711
.75
LM71S
J .9S
LM723N
.55
LM723H
.75
LM7JJ
LM739
1.6S
LM741CN
.33
40
LM741H
.251
LM741N
LM747
.6S
.S.S
LM748
1.1 S
LM1014
1.90
LMIJOJ
LM1JIO
1.45
MC1330
1.6S
MC1349
1.85
MCl3SO
1.1S
1.6S
MCl3S8
MC l37 2
6.7S
LM1414
1.SS
LM15SllH 2 .99
2 .35
LM1800
LM\112
8.10
LM1830
J.40
LMl871
S.4S
LM1872
S.4S
3.20
LM1877
LM\889
1.510
1.70
LM18516
ULN2001
1.9S
ULN200J
1.451
3.7S
XR2208
XR2207
2.510
2.40
XR2208
XR2211
3.7S
LM2877P 2.00
LM2878P 2.2S
.83
LM2901
LM290J
Llr.42907
2.<:S
LM2917
2.8S

S2.9S
2.9S

J .7S
4 .35
J .7S
1.19
3.75
2.7S
1.25
1.25

2.SS

CAJOSJ

2.6S
1.69
1.10
1.60
1.eo
1.55

CA.3086

.80

CA.3080

CAJ081

CAJ0e2
CA306!I
CA.3096
CAJ1JO
CA3140
CA3146
CAJ160
LM13080
LM13600
LMIJ700
LFJ47
LFJSl
LFJ5J
LFJSS
lF356
LF3S7
TL071CP
TL072CP
TL074CN
noe1CP
TL084CN
TL494
TL496
TL•97
MCJ42J
MCJ4S3
MC3456
MC34S9

2.95
3 .4S

"'

l.1S
1.79
1.49
l.2S
US
US
2 .151
.60
.99
1.10
1.10
1.39
.79
1.JS
1.90
.S51
1.90
4 .10
1.6S

3.20
1.451
49S
1.29
3.7S
5 .2S
7.9S

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
7

a;i.STl2~S.24V

69

.. •
78LOS, 12. 1S V. ......6 S
.89
78MotlC ....... ..
78MGl79MG ...
1.49
78HOSKC ...
8.7S

~.K1~'.~4V . 1.29
5
~. ~~s. 24'1 ... • 79
7

~.K1~•v

1-39

..
751LOS. 12,ISV .......75
LMJ09K .. . . . . . . . . 1.25
LMJ17H IK .
1.2S/3.8S
LM32JK . . . . . . . ... 4.8S
LMJJ7K . . . . . . . . . . J .7S
LM338K ...
. 67S
LMJ50T .
.. 4 ,SS
LM350K .
. .. 4 .7S

SPECIAL PURPOSE CHIPS
MC14411 $11 .50
8Rl5141
11.SO
34702
12SO
14.9S
S016
8116
10.SO
SJ07
10.SO
MCt024
3.7S
8038
3.75
5369
J .SO
12 25
S8 167
SP1000 S peech

VERBATIM J'h ~ MF3SO (MAC)
MAXELL J'h" MICROOISK (MAC)

J2 .00
JJ .00

29.00
Jl .00

S8174

S11.2S 9SH90
J.7S 764n
AYS2376 11.SO 76488
AY53600 II .SO 76469
2S1J-001U 9.SO AYJ8910
251J.002L 9 .50 AY38912
UP07201 27.9S SSl·263
3341
4.50 Volru
11C90
IJ .2S Oigltalker
MCIS906
2.9S LM13600N
S9.95
TA1863 5V UART

:>832

S 9.2S
J.7S
S.7S
8.7S
7.51S
7.9S
36.9S
39.9S
J4.9S
1.9.S
s•.2S

4.'5

I

AOC0817 S9.7S
OACTl800 4.7S
DAC0808 2.8S
0AC1020 7.9S
0AC1022 S.6S
LF3S3N
1.99

I

1408L6
1408L8
DAC100
DAC08
DAC01
LF13201N

Sl .95
2.6S
7.51S
7.9S
8.9S
1.99

EXPANSION MEMORY

64K UPGRADE tse1 of 9) $7.95
256K RAMS !Set ol 9) $26.95
CABLES/ACCESSORIES
IBM PARALLEL (Shielded)
IBM SERIAL (Shlttdod)
KEYBOARD EXTENSION
RS2J2 GENDER CHANGER Mal&.-Mah~
RS232 GENDER CHANGER Fem•l&-F11mal•
NULL MODEM ADAPTOR

S19.51S
19.51S

:::~

9 .95

r-------------.

9.95

B"DISUTTU
VERBATIM e·· SSIOD
VERBATIM 8" OS/OD
OYSAN 8" SSIOO
DYSAN 8" DSIOO

AOC0900 Sl 4.9S
ADCQ804
J .4S
DAC0800
1.90
AOC0816 14.2S
A07S23.IN 1.99

1 Box 10 Box
S22.9S S19.51S
27.9S
24.95
19.51S
17.9S
24.95
22.9S
48.9S
'3.9S
27.51S
2S.9S
J4.9S
Jl.9S
14.9S
12.9S
179S
1S.9S

26 .95

26 .9S

36.9S
3US

36.9S
3Cl.9S

MODEL 227 20Mb w/TAPE
BACK-UP SUBSYSTEM ..

LINEAR
LM108AH S3.9S
LM300H
.35
LM301N
LMJ04H
1.89
LMJOSH
LM306H
4 ,7S
LM307N
LMJOSCN
65
165
LM310CN
.62
LM311CN
LMJ12H
1.7S
LM318CN
1.4S
LM318H
1.SS
LMJ151N
1.19
LM320(SMl\IRS)
LM324N
.SS
LMJJ9N
.9S
LMJ 40(see'IRa)

ADC0809

Supply Limited

MODEL 127 20Mb HARD
DISK SUB SYSTEM.

I

DATA AQUISITION

DISK SPECIAL

h___Iii...-'
nf'1MH:t
AL_
L NEW FACTORY sax
,.,, _ _ with 1 Year Warranty!

74COO

LMJSOCN

IM640J
TMSSSOI
26SI

.79
.79
1.18
1.751
1.19
.6S
.7S
.9S
51S
1.3S
1.SO
.49
12.9s
12.9S
9.9S
11.95
12.51S
4.9S

74COO S.29174C74 S.6S 74C161 SI.IS 174C373S2.3S
7.al2 .29 74C85 1.89 7'C17S 1.15 74C37• 2.JS
74C04 .29 74C90 1.1S 74C240 1.89 74C901 .S9
74C08 .JS 74C9J 1.1S 74C244 1.89 74C5122 4.4S
74C10 .JS MORE74CINSTOCK-ALSOINCATALOG

LM348N

27J2A·4 (4SOIS)
S 4.50
2732A(2SOnS)
89S
2732A·2(200nS)
89S
295
2764(4SOnS)
2764{2SOnS)
39S
2764{200nS)
49S
TMS2564 (4S0 n5)
9.9S
MCM66764 (4SOnS) t9 .51S
MCM68766 (JSOnS) 21 9S
27128.J (JOOnS)
9.SO
27128(250115)

J .6S
S.SO
2.9S
3.9S
2.9S
7.SO
5.60
2.9S
J .75
4.95

4022
402J
'll2•
4025
4027

w/MULTIMATE or OPEN ACCESS
Complete System with 640K, Floppy Disk.
w/Grn Monitor
was $1995.
. .ACP
w/RGB Color
was $2495. .
.ACP

.ni

•O'J4

FAc~6~~~xED

MODEL T-300 MS-DOS COMPUTER

1.515
1.10
1.10
1.90

4029
.1s 4060
.es .(5(16
.J9 '066
.J9 "507
J .2S 4069
28 4508
4032 2 .IS 4070
.3S 4S10
4034 1.91 4071
.26 4511
4035
.79 4072
.28 4S l 2
40J7 t9S 4073
..28 4S14
4040
.7S 407S
.28 451S
4041
.7S 4078
.75 4S16
4042
.65 40n
.JS 4518
404J
.es 4078
.JS 4S20
4044
.69 4081
.29 45SS
.o48
.80 4082
.29 4SS6
4047
89 4065
.9S 4S66
.o48
.99 .as6
.95 80C9S
4049
.3S 'W3
.4S 80C97
•oso
.34
2.5ls MC1'4oa
40S1
.7S •096 1.90 MCl'409
40S2
.7S 4099 1.8S MC1'410
40S3
.7S 4SOI
69 MC14411
405S
.51S MC\'412
4056 2.9S 4500
.49 MC144151
CALL l'OR 1'HC

.",

UARTS/USARTS
SJ.9S
3.9S
6.7S

4009
Cl10
4011
4012
401J
4014
40\S
4016
40'7
4018
4019
4020
4021

.22
.95
.J9
.39
.24
.24
.JS
.7S
.39
.3S
.6S
. 79
.39
.69
.69
69
.2S
.S51
.25

..

22.95
Z6132
ZB671

S519S
1s9s
227S
21 so
21SO

Q.49

Solder Header

Ribbon Header Sock.el

9.2S
17.9S
17.9S
9.SO
22.9S

34.9S

S8.9S

IDC CONNECTORS
IOCTYPE

-s.95

J .7S
8.50
8.!IS
3.50
9.SO
9.SO
9.SO
9.SO

EPROMS

$11 95

S-IOOST

""8 ""8.0MHt

2.7"5

DISK CONTROLLERS

1602B
,013A
10 1SA

AC/DC 24V POWER
SUPPLY SPECIAL
OEM Modol
Reg 34.95. ACP ONLY

8289

8.25
S.SO
6.4S
6.•s
11 .9S
44.9S
12.9S
27.9S
24.SO
24.50

CRT CONTROLLERS

· 27

TEXTODUZIF ZERO INSERTION
18 PJn S6.7S
24 Pin S7.8S
28 P in S8.9S
(Wa Slodl All Trpu

·"

EDGE CONNECTORS

IC SOCKETS

,.,,

..

s

24V@1A Open Frame

lDl'lr1 3" TA·JOO F1n

Zll0·510/2
ZSO·SI0/9

LED LAMPS

Jum!xiRll!d
Ju.rnboGrHn
Jumbo Yellow
Miri Sim Red
Mlni Si.le Green
Mini Size Yellow

S8.7S
89.9S
26.9S
8.7S
8.2S

8292
8741
8748
8749
875SA

.22 '030
."IS 4031

4008

112:59
8271
827S

"
"
8284
8286
8287
6288

:12

~

22.95

SS.2S
9.so

8262

AOC11

4006
4007

"A" 40MHt

2.SO
7.SO
8.00
2.!0
8.SO
8.50
8.SO
a.so

zao.sm11

(SUPPLY LIMITED)

111i1,,1m•1Ul:fl

0XI S .26 40 28 S .65 4059 S7.90 '505

2.20

8S22
6SJ2
8551

Q.279

• .2S
S.9S
6 .75
4 .25
S.9S
S.7S

82S$oA

---w--

?So-GPU
llSO-CTC
110-DART
lBO·OMA
ZIO-PIO
ZIO-SIOIO

S .89
1.25
1.25

4NJ7
4NJ8
Trl117
SPXJ3
4N2S

CAPACITORS

S6.7S
9.7s
4.25

Z8030 S34.9S

. 1.J51
... 1...
4NJS
3

MCT~

7.00
6.7S

BODO
B03S
8039

Z8!>30

MCT·2

'"

6880
39047

Z-80

11/ $1.00
1111.00
211.00
211.00
211.2S
211.2S
2Sl1.00
S/\.00
12/ 1.00
10/ 1.00
1.49

OPTOISOLATORS

• IBM Compatible

SJ.25

6500
65<>1
6S07
6520

S4.SO

65D2A

TRANSISTORS/DIODES

...2222.

12.7S
11.llS

~

H--t--r--;----t-

CMOS

6800

IBM S'?}le Hvd Oiskw il hpowe r
supply Vld tan
11751.00
Dl.la.IH~d0t3k"w.'OOW09fSl/P & Ian
29S.OO
Ouai SW' FunHeig11tvertlcalmoun1
Duel SY." FuHH11ighthori.ton1ar mount
fi .00
Oua1 SY." l hinline w/power tuP & Ian
60.00
S ingle S\t• " Full Heighlw/ powrwsup & lan56.00
S ingl11 $Yo'" Th1nline w/poweraup & tan
60.00

yourcompul1r1y1lem. W1s\()t"l{over \Sdil·
f11en110nligur11ion1

CALL &
MAIL LIST.

DISK DRIVE SPECIALS

Toshiba N004D DSIOO lBM ..... . $89.50
Toshiba N004E-G for ""Ar' . .. 99 . 50
Toshiba N0080E-G 1..2Mb for "'AT' 149. 50
All WITH MOUNTING KIT

7400
7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7408
7407
7408
7409
7410

s .18
.18
.18
.1 8
. 18
.23

.•9
.49
24
.19
. 19
.24

74 11

.38
.34

74 12
7413
7414
7418
7417
7420
7421
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432
7437
743&
7439
7440
7441
7442
7443
74'4
744S

.•51
.49
.451

.19
.JS
.4S

.58
.29
.29
.25
.SS
.16
.29
.2S
.29
.58
.19
.751
.•s
1.1S
1.I S
.68

7446 s .68
7447
65
.68
74•8
.151
7•SO
.19
7•SI
.19
7453
.19
7454
.25
7•S9
.37
7460
29
7470
.29
7472
.33
747J
.34
1•1•
.38
747S
.34
7476
•.60
7479
.89
7480
.95
7482
748.J
748S
7466
3!5
7489
7490
7491
7•512
7493
7494
.8$
.so
7•51S
7498
.69
2.70
7497
74100 1.SO
.24
74107
74109
37
74118 1 &S
74121
.29
.44
74122

74123 s .4S
1412s
.42
74126
.44
74128
49
741J2
.4S
74136
.7S
74141
.es
74142 2.9S
74143 3.7\J
74144 2 .95
74145
S9
74147 1.19
7416(1 1.19
74150 1.09
74151
.55
74152
.67
S3
741S3
74154 1. 19

74176 s .69
141n
.69
74179 1.J•
74180
.7S
74181 1.7S
74162 us
74184 2.2s
7418S 2.25
74190
.67
74191
.1!7
74192
.67
74193
.67
74194
.67
74195
.117
7419'5
.75
74197
.86
74189 1.15
741515 1.15

7'LS03

""""
7•L~

74LSC8
74LS09
74LS10
74LS11
74L$12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS1S
74LS20
74L521
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LSJ7
74LS38
74LS40
74LS42
7•LS47
74LS48
74LSS1
74LSS4
74LSSS
74LS73
74LS74
74LS7S
74LS76
74LS78
74LS8J
74LS8S
74LS86
74LS90
74L$92
74LS93
74LS9S
74LS96
74LS107
74LS1051
74LS112

l-+-+-+-+
l-+-+-+-+

f-+-+-+-+
l-+-+-+-+
l-+-+-+-+

f-+-+-+-+
l-+-+-+-+
1--+-+-+-+

:~ ~::~ : ;~: I :~: f-.j--.j--.j--l
~::;;
;:~
<-+--+--+--'
;:~~ 1:~ ;:~ ,: ~ <-+--+--+--'

1:::

.:

.~ ;::~
7416.l
74154
74165
741611
74167
74170
74172
74173
74174
74175

·:::

:: ;:;:
.69 74290

.M 742Sll
.89 7'365

.as

2.7S
1.2S
4 .7S
.69
.69
.69

7'366
74387
74368
74390
74393
74490

74LSOO
7•LSOO
74LSOI
74LS02

f-+-+-+-+

S .IS
. IS
. lS
.IS
.2•
.25
.27
.28
.2S
.J3
33
.39
.S9
.33
.26
29
.29
..29
.29
.29
25
.33
.SJ
.3S
.J9
.2S
.4'
.7•
. 74
.25
.29

.29
.39
.J4
J9
.39
.Ji
.S9
.69
.39
.S4
.S4
.~

.7S
.1!19

.39
.39
39

74LS113
74LSl14
74L5122
7•L512J
74LS12•
74LS12S
74LS126
74LSl32
74LS136
74LS138
74LSl39
74LS14S
74LSl48
74LSIS1
74LS1S3
74LSIS4
74LS1SS
74LS1S6
74LSIS7
74LSIS8
74LS180
74LS181
74LS162
74LS16J
74LS164
74LS16S
74LS166
7•LS168
74L5189
74LS170
74LS17J
74LS174
74LS17S
74LS181
74LS190
74LS1511
74LS1512
74LS151J
74LS194
74LS19S
74LSl96
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS242
74LS243
74LS2«
74LS 24S

S .38
.J9
.4S
.9S
2.75
.49
.49

74LS2•7
74LS248
74LS249
741..$251
74lS25J
74LS257
74LS2S8

.59

74LS259

.39
.S9
.S9
I.Ill
1.38
.5S

74lS250
74LS261
74LS266
7&l.SV'J
74LS27S
74LS279
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS295
74L5298
74LS324
74L5J47
74LS348
74L53S2
741.Sl53
74LS363
74l$36S
74LS366
7•LSJ67
74LS368
7•LS37J
74LSJ74
74LSl7S
74LSJn
74LS385
74LS3a6
7•LS390
7'l.S393
74LSJ9S
74LS399
74LS424
74LS668
74L$670
81LS9S
81LS96
81LS97
81LS98
2Sl.S2521

.SS

1.451
.69
69
.69
.69
.69
69
.69
.69
69
.90
1.90
1.1s
1.1S
1.40
.67
.87
.67
1.9S
.es
.8S
.78
.78

.69
.69
79
.79
.89
.9S
.95
.9S
1.25

2Sl.S~9

~:= f-+-+-1-f
1.49
1.49

<-+--+--+--'

.SS

l--+-+-+-+

.SS
.SS f - f - f - 1 - - ' 
.SS

1.&S
1.33
2.25

s

f-+-+-+-f
f-+-+-l-f

.74 f - i - f - f - ' 

.98

... f-+-+-1-f

·"

·" <-+-+--+--'

··""

2.'5

>-<-f-f-'

" f-+-+-l-f
.55 f-+-+-l-f

2. 411
1..,

.. <-+--+--+--'

3.29

... f - f - f - 1 - - ' 

:~ f-+-+-1-f
:: f-+-+-+-f
i :~ <-+-+-+--!

: :~

>-<-<-I-I

~:~ 1-1-1-1-f
... +--+--1--1--'

..

.,

·" 1-1-1--1--'
..,. 1-1-1-1-f

1.33

.. +--t--1--1--'

1.38
1.95

1--1--1--1--'

" 1-1-1-1-f

1.IS
1.IS

1.IS

1-1-1-1-f
+--+--+--1--'

2.29

l-t--1--1--'

1.47
2.51S
1.75
1.4S

.....,., 1-1-1-1-f
1-1-1-1-f

1.4S
2.65
3.50

1-1-1--1--'-

74SOO/PROMs•

~:~ s:~ ~~ ~:= ~:~:~ ~:= ~= s: :!~
;:~ ::: ~~2 :~ ;:~:~! : :~ ;~~:

1-1-1-Hr

::=l-+--+--1--'

;:5 : ;~Ht:!: ~:i:E· l::: ~~1- ~:=
74510

.35 7451321 .3!1

~:~:~ :~ ;~:~

745.20
74522
74$30
74532
7•S38
74~

74SS I
74564
7"565

.35
.35
.3S
.45
.89
.39
.35
.39
.39

::

74$135 .89
7"51311 1..3!1
7"51311 .e9
7"513!1 .89
745 14'> ..55
7"51S1 .99
7451 53 .Iii
7"51S7 .951

74S195

;~:

1.49

: :::

1-1-1-1-....

74S471" 5.95

;~~:

745241 1.99 74S474"
745242 1.99 74S47S"
7"5243 1.99 745570•
7"5244 1.99 745571 .
7"52Sl 1.19 745572•
7452S3 1.19 7455737"5257 1.19 745940
745258 1.19 745941
CALL FOR 74HC

: ::
• .115
4.515
2..115
2..95
4.515
4.95
2..49
2..49

f-+-+-+-+
l-+--'<-+-+
l-+-+-+-+

f-+-+-+-+
l-+--+--+--1

Computer Systems
XT-100

FCC & UL APPROVED PC

MORROWIJ
MORROW MICRODECISION MD-3 W/MOT-70
Terminal , CP/M & NewWord Word Processor . $1,149
MORROW MICRODECISION M0-11 w/ MOT- 70
Terminal, CP/M 3.0, 128K, 11 Mb H.D., FLPY, NewWord
. .. $1,849
Word Processor . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

o~~!sr~~
CORONA PPC-400·22 Portable 256K. Dual Flpy·s.
640X400 GAN Monitor. 4 Expan. Slots. Serial & Paral.
Ports. MS DOS, GW-Basic & PC-Tutor . .... . . $1,229
CORONA PPC-400-XT Portable w/20Mb H.D
$1,798
CORONA PPC-400-XT Portable w/40Mb H.O
$2,198
CORONA PC-400-22 DESK TOP PC w/14 " Green Tilt &
Swivel Monitor .............................. $1,525
CORONA PC-400-HD2 wl 10Mb Hard Disk . . . . $1,995
For 20Mb ST · 225 Add $79/For 33Mb A0203E Add $430
XT-100 EXECUTIVE 640K, 2 DSDD ~ HT. FLPYS,
SERIAL, PARALLEL & GAME PORTS, CLOCK, COLOR
OR MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD, 8 SLOTS,
135W POWER SUPPLY & KEYBOARD ... . ... . .. $915
XT-100 EXECUTIVE 20 WI 20Mb Hard Disk . . . $1,449
XT-100 EXECUTIVE 20 WI 10Mb Tape ........ $1,919

AT-100

FCC & UL APPROVED AT

AT-100 EXECUTIVE 512K, 8 SLOTS, 200W PIS, 1.2Mb
FLPY, SERIAL, PAAAL. PORTS. CLOCK, COLOR OR
MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD . ........ . $1,998
AT-100 EXECUTIVE 40 WI 40Mb Hard Disk ... $3,095
AT-100 EXECUTIVE 40 WI 25Mb Tape ... . .... $3,784
AT-100 EXECUTIVE 85 W/ 85Mb Hard Disk ... $3,595
AT-100 EXECUTIVE 85 WI 85Mb Tape ........ $4,575

(OmpuPro
CORE SYSTEM

w/256K Ram, 1/F-4, Sysl
Supp. 1, ENCL. 20, Disk 1 A, Disk 3, 5'1<' FLPY. & 20Mb
H.D. Add Your Choice of CPU & Oper. Sys .... $5,395

8/6 /C2

W/80286, 512K Aam,SPUZ-256, 40MbH.D.,
10Mb Tape, SW' 96TPI FLPY, COOS 816/286, NewWord
& Supercalc II . .... ... ... .. .. ........... REDUCEDll

Hard Disk/Tape Subsystems
PC's-MAC's-S-1 OO's
AT-INSIDER. p,,,'./NSIDER. PC - OUTSIDER HARD
DISK SERIES FOR IBM . BOOTS FROM HARD DISK,
FORMATTED WI CONTROLLER & ALL NECESSARY
CABLES, HARDWARE & PIS or PC STYLE CABINET.
PC-INSIDER-33 33Mb Full Ht. R0203E ....... . . $869
PC-OUTSIDER-33 WIT 33Mb & 10Mb Tape . .. $1,329
PC-INSIDER-72 72Mb FMT. Micropolis 1325 .. $1,675
PC-OUTSIDER-72 W/T 72Mb & 60Mb Tape . . $2,849
PC-INSIDER-116 116Mb Formatted XT-1140 .. $3,898
PC-OUTSIDER-116 W/T 116Mb & 60Mb Tape. $5,095
AT·INSIDER-33 33Mb FMT. Quantum 0540 ... $1,095
AT·INSIDER-72 Micropolis 1325 ....... . ..... $1 ,595
AT-INSIDER-120 120Mb FMT Maxtor XT-1140 $3,828
ALLOY PC -QICTAPE Up to 69Mb ........... $1,836
ALLOY PC-9TRA CK 42Mb .. .. ............... $5,295
ALLOY FT-60 EXTERNAL 1.8Mb/Minute 60Mb
Streamer for PC's .. . .. ... .. . ....... ....... . .. .. $796
ALLOY FT-60 For AT's & Non-Compatible PC's . $952
IRWIN 10Mb Tape Drive SELLOUT: INT $468 EXT $569
SMS OMTI 5510-7 Supports Up To 16 Heads,
Programmable Interleaving Up To 1:1, 25 US Step Rate.
Fixed & Aemoveable Drives, Soft/Hard, Sectoring,
Multiple Partitions, 2K Buffer, 1 YA. Warranty QTY l
$149 .... . QTY 10 $145 .. .... .... .... . .... QTY 50 $139
TECMAR QIC-60 External Tape ........... . .. $1,449
TECMAR QIC-60 Host l/F Board ........... .' ... $109
TECMAR 40200 II Slot Expan. Chassis w/10Mb $1,395
TECMAR 40410 33Mb Fixed/5Mb Removable In 11 Slot
Expansion Chassis .. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,495
TECMAR 73200MACDRIVE 10Mb 'h HT. with Software
and Hardware For Easy Installation . .. . ...... $1.325
TECMAR 73210 MACDRIVE with 10Mb Fixed And 5Mb
Removable Cartridge . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. $2,195
WANGTEK PC-36 60Mb Tape Internal For PC's with
Controller. Cable, Software........ . ..... . ...... $949
CALL For DLR &/or QTY. PRICES on HARD DISKS:

MICROPOLIS 1303 43Mb 30MS.
. .. $1,195
MICROPOLIS 1325 85Mb 2smSEC . . ... . . $1,515
QUANTUM Q54040Mb FACTORY DIRECT! t YEAR
WARRANTY! . . . . . . . .
. REDUCED!t! $1,095
S-100 BUS SUBSYSTEMS Supporting Turbodos,
Concur. Dos , CP/M 80 & 816 Operating SystemsCALL

DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS FOR COMP.UPRO

Computer Accessories
CA PIS Expandable 5 Circuit Monitor Base with Modem
Protection & Surge/Noise . . .
. $101.97
CA P150,P151.P152.P15 with ABC Data Switch$217.28
CA CJ-6 6' IBM-Paral. CBL . .. . (1 -9) $9.50, (10+) $8.83
CA Cl-9 9' IBM·Paral. CBL. (1-9) $11.95, (10+) $11.06
CA C200 SERIES Premium Molded RS232 Cables
...... . (1-9) $12.48 TO $28.47, (10+) $11.86 TO $27.05
CA C300 SERIES Premium Molded Parallel Cables ...
.... . (1-9) $19.98 TO $45.57, (10+) $18.98 TO $43.29
CA C400 VIDEO CABLES ........ ..
. . . . . . . . . (1-9) $2.48 TO $21.29, (10•) $2.36 TO $18.10
CA C500 SERIES Cable ExtenderPacksw/ MON. PWA.
VIDEO & KEYBO. CBLS ... (1-9) $29.98, (10+) $28.48
CA S4 4 Circuit Surge Supp. (1-9) $26.47, (10 +)$25.15
CA S6 6 Circuits Surge & Cable Storage.
... (1 - 9) $31.77, (10+) $30.18
Monitor Tilt & Swivel Sland ... (1-9) $14.95, (10+) $12.95

Printers, Plotters & Buffers
BROTHER HR-15-XL 17CPS Daisywheel S or P . $359
BROTHER HR-10 12CPS Daisy w/ TRAC .. S&P . $249
BROTHER TwinRiter 5 Dot Matrix & Daisywheel CALL
BROTHER 2024L 24 Pin Hi-Res Print&Graphics . $809
BROTHER M-1509 180/45 NLQ, P&S llF . . . .. CALL
BROTHER M-1009 EPSON Compatible Plug & Play$$99
BROTHER HR -5 Plain-Paper Thermal Portable .. $169
CITIZEN MSP-10 160/40 NLQ 80/132 . ..... . . ... $269
CITIZEN MSP- 15160140 CPS 15" Low Profile ... $385
CITIZEN MSP-20 200150 N LQ 80/132 . . . . ....... $369
CITIZEN MSP-25 200150 CPS 15" UL TAA QUIET $515
CORONA LASER LP-300 w/IBM CT.AL CARO . $2,698
CORONA LASER PRINTER FONTS . .
. $29
EPSON LQ-1500 Cut-Sheet Feeder. Single Bin .. $309
NEC 3550/PC 30 CPS Daisy Wheel . . . . . .
. . $1,097
OKIDATA 182 80 Column 120 OATA/60 NLQ ... $215
STAR 120 DATA, 30NLQ: SGlO $239 .... . SG15 409
STAR 160 DATA, 40NLQ: SOJO $369 .... . SD15 $495
STAR 160 DATA, 40NLO: SOJO $369 .. . .. SD15 495
STAR 200 DATA. 50NLQ: SRIO $535 . . . .. SR15 $659
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 855 with TRACTOR .. . . $679
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 865 WI Tractor & S or P CBL &
Font Module ......... ... . .. ... . ..... .. .. . .. . .. . $797
HOUSTON INST. PLOTTERS & DIGITIZERS .. CALL
HANZON 12315 64K·256K INTELLIGENT BUFFER
SEA .- SEA ., SEA.·PAA., PAA-SEA ., PAA. - PAA .
Computer to Printer Combinations Possible. So easy to
use- instructions printed on bottom ot 'Cabinet . .. $265
HANZON ADD-IN MODULE 64K RAM .... . . ... .. $45
PRACT. PERIPH. APPLE GRAPH/CARD & CBL. . $70
PRACTICAL PERIPH. APPLE SERIAL BOARD . . $112
PRACTICAL PERIPH APPLE PRINTERFACE .. ... $55
PRACTICAL PERIPH SWITCH PORT 232Serial-Parallel
Converter .. ...................... . ............ . $77

Monitors & Terminals
AMDEK370AMBERIBM -PCTTLMonochrome ... $155
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX-12 690X240AGB ... $465
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX-12E IBM Enhanced
Graphics Adaptor ......... . ................. ... $539
PRINCETON GRAPHICS SR-12 690X480AGB ... $589
TATUNG CM -1322 640X200 AGB Same as IBM . $375
TATUNG CM-1360 LIKE 1322 with G-A Switch .. $419
TATUNG DM· 12VL 12" Monochrome A $114 / G $109
TATUNG MM-7222Hi-Aes 12 " TTL (IBM) A $125/G $119
TAXAN 12" 116 AMB ...$1191115 GRN ........... $109
TECMAR ZVM -136 640X4~Q AGB, 13" , Grn Switch$499
~NITAZVM-1240 Amlier•iB'M M,onoctiromii ...~ _$155
ZENITH ZVM-l220G or .ZVM-1230/I.. Flat Screen •. $99
KIMTRON.KT·714" ·Greeo . : . . ; ....... : .,~: . .. .. $.459
LIBERTY FREEDQM TERfo~INALS ....... .... ... CALL
LINK ·725 Wyse 50 CofTlpat,J4" GAN ,or .AMB w/ Higher
AES., More Emul'q, Selectric K.B .. 6 Scroll Rates ~29
LINK PC-TERM IBM or ASCII vloEO. 14" GAN'or AMB.
IBM-AT Keyboard ·1.ayout.- 132. Column , Also
Compal. w/WYSO& TVl~25 Ideal w~~C-Slave Bds. $449

with DISK 3, :CABINET. PI S. FAN. CABLES; ETC, .. ; .
•20Mb SEAGATE .: ..... . .. . ...... .. .. .'. ! . (. '. $1,085
•37Mb QUAl\!TUM 0540 : . ..... .. .. .. .. .... : . $1,715
•.4 5Mb MICAOF!OLIS 1304 .. .. .......... : . .. . $2,029
•72Mb 1325 $2,l59..M6085 $2',459 . .' .. XT-1085 $2,349
PC COMPATIBLE FASTER TOOi
" ~89Mb MAXTOR XT-1105 : ......... . ... : . , .. . $3,695
~
·
•116Mb MAXTOR XT-1140 ...... . ........... . .$4,395
ZENITH p 158 PC; DES.K TOP SYSTEM: 256K A_A'.M, 2_. :'..10Mb, TAPE INTERNAL $498 .. . .. . . EXTERNAL $579' 0500 FLf!Y !j1RIV!'5;. Serial, Paral. Monochrome · &
ALLOY ITS -100+ 9TAACK42Mb w/CTAL, TIP Software
Color Composite&A.QE:l-~lorPorts. & MS-.DOSw/~. 77 , . F.or ,CP/M and Turbodos ............. .. ...... ;$5,295
& 8)11HZ C~U. C,lock f!ates, G or A .M.onitor ..... $1,849
ALLOY IDXC,S-IOOT 17.7Mb External Tap'E!Subsystem
Z158 with Floppy~ WMb 11.0 QRVS .. ' . . •. ~395
_For CP / M
86 .. . . . . . . . . ........... ,.. . ,,. ... $1,831;
DATACOM TRI-STA TE RS232 V.24 Break•out Box$189
Z158 ' with FIP.PJ'Y. & 40~~ fl.D. DflVS
.
.. $2,798
t
~ •;
'
'
0.YS'AN DISK DRlilfi! INT'EFjR(iJGATOR . .. . . . •.. $115
DY~N AAO Analog Alignment Disk SS $25-/ OS '$50
'1tti:r10l\fl~TAi;:Eoi::poN1NT S4981ExT . ... $598
DYMEK RID FLPY DAV. DIAGNOS1'1C DISKETTE $29
--"""....:...;;...;.·- - - - - - - - - - - - - 
'z-14!1 PC ." !lth 256K, ?. Fli;'YS, MS-DOS, 4.77 & 8MHz.
'SeriaL& P.araltel Ports ."'"'. " " " .. .. . " " .
$1, 175
MITSUBISHI 2894 STD 8" $395. " . 2896 ~ HT 8" $.369 , . DYMEK " THE 'DRiVJ AUGNEFi°"/PC·XT . . .' ... .. . $85
FLUKE 77 DIGITAL VOLT METER w/ Holster ... $129
TEAC FDS SGFV/ AT 96TPI ... .. ..... . . . : .... .. . $129
Z-138 PCTRANSPORTABLE24 Lbs. 256K. Dual FLPYS.
KEYTRONICS 5150 ... $169 / 5151. ..$185 / 5153 .. $299
7"AMB Screen. MS- DOS, 4.77 & 8MHz, S&P .. $1,409
TEAC FDSSFV 96TPI. .................... .. .... $115
VOTRAX PERSONAL SPEECH SYSTEM ........ $295
MITSUBISHI MFSOI 48TPI $95 ... . TEAC FD55BV $95
Z-171 LAP· TOP PORTABLE 2 Drvs., 256K .... $1,875

&

Diagnostic-Keyboards-Voice ·

so:

Floppy Disk Drives

Power Solutions

S-100 Bus BOS & Accessories

Modems

PC/XT REPLACEMENT PIS 150 Watt Up To 4 Drvs$95
SAFT SPS 400VA 400 WATT & SINE WAVE ..... $475
SAFT SPS1000VA 1000 WATT/ SINE WAVE ... .. $999
SOLA 750 WATT "TRUE" Un interruptible Power Supply
with 4500 Watt Hi-Inrush . . ....... . .... . . . ... $$1,695
TRIPPLITE ISOBAR Line Suppressor-Filters from $35
TRIPPLITE BC-425-FC 425 Watts 15-20 Minutes. $398
TRIPPLITE BC-1000 Watts 20-30 Minutes ....... $925
TRIPPLITE LC-1800 Conditioner /Stabilizer ... . .. $209
TRIPPLITE COMMAND CONSOLE CCI 8-12 . . .. $$99

II you purchased before calling us, you probably paid
too much'Westock ACKERMAN DIGITAL, ADVANCED
DIGITAL, CCS, COMPUPRO, CROMEMCO, DUAL,
ELECTROLOGICS, ICM, KONAN, MULLEN, PICKLES
& TROUT, INDUSTRIAL COMPUTER DESIGNS,
TARBELL, TECMAR, VECTOR ELECTRONIC~ ...... .

MUL TITECH MT212AH Hayes Compatible . ... . . $279
MUL TITECH MT224AH Synch & Asynch .. . ... . . $495
MUL TITECH MT224EH MNP Error Correction . . . $529
MUL TITECH MT212AR Rack-Mount . ........... $259
MULTITECH MT224AR Rack-Mount .. . ......... $459
MULTITECH MT224ER Rack-Mount With MNP Error
Correction . . .... ....... .. .... ... . .. . . . . ... . . . . $495
PROMETHEUS PROMODEM 1200 Hayes Compatible
wl Built-In PWR Supply-RS232 Stand Alone Unit $289
OPTIONS FOR PROMODEM 1200 ARE:
COMMUNICATIONS PROC . BUFFER 2K-512K .. . $99
512K RAM tor Communications Buffer ....... ... . $49
ALPHA NUMERIC DISPLAY .. . .. . ... . ........ . .. $75
PROMETHEUS 1200A Apple 11, II+, lie Card w/ Terminal
Software in ROM ......... . . . ... , . . .. . ....... . . $265
PROMETHEUS 300C Apple II C Piggy Back ... . . $139
PROMETHEUS 1200B For PC'S with Procom . .. $239
PROMETHEUS 1200M Sland Alone MAC Modem with
Cable and Communications Software . ... .. . . ... $348
HAYES SMART MODEM 1200 RS-232 .... ... . . . $429
HAYES SMART MODEM 2400 Universal . ..... .. $659
U.S. ROBOTICS PASSWORD 1200 ....... . . . . .. $225
U.S. ROBOTICS AUTO DIAL 212A ...... . . . .... $309
U.S. ROBOTICS PC/XT MODEM with TELPAC .. $199
U.S. ROBOTICS PC MULTI-MODEM with Clk-Cal.,
Batt. Back-up, PAT Port, 256K RAM Telpac .. .. . $395
U.S. ROBOTICS MUL TILINK!COURIER 2400 . . . $421

Networking & Switch Boxes
INTERCONT. MICRO SYS. LAN-PC wlo RAM ... $469
INTERCONT. MICRO SYSTEMS LANS-100 ..... $359
COMPUPRONIASYN NET 1001 PC-S-100 BUS . $297

PC &ATMultifunction/SlaveBds.
We Have a Good Selection of Multifunction and Memory
Boards for PC, XT, AT, JR, AT & T, and PC Portables
INTEL ABOVE BOARD PCMB 1010 PC/ XT 64K to 2Mb
Allows Lo tus, Symphony, Framework, Etc. to Run Above
640K w/ FREE Microsoft "Windows" ..... . .. . ... $229
INTEL ABOVE BOARD AT 128K-4Mb w/ CPU to
Address all Available Memory . . .. . . . . ... . ... . . . $459
MACROTECH MSR-A T Up to 3Mb . . . .... From $269
STB GRANDE BYTE 128K . . . . . . ... . .. . .... . . . . $225
STB RIO PLUS II 64K-512K , S,P, Clock .. . . . .. . . $216
STB SUPER RIO 256K, CLOCK, S,P, & G Paris . $239

STB RIO GRANDE PC-AT
TECMAR
TECMAR
TECMAR
TECMAR

128K-1.5Mb$269
CAPTAIN UN POP w/ Treasure Chest .. $154
MAESTRO Unpopulated for IBM-AT .. $325
MAESTRO For PC/AT 2.5Mb . . ... . ... $529
WA VE 64K to 256K Fits XT Short Slot . $179

PC & AT Slave Boards/Pl<g's
Make Your Computer A Mighty Multi-User
ADVANCED DIGITAL PC-SLAVE w/ 256K, 8MHz 8088
CPU. 2 S Paris, RTNX S/W-For Multi-User P.C . . $595
ADVANCED DIGITAL PC-SLAVE PACKAGE with Link
PCTerm Terminal, RTNX Software ........ . ... . . $999
ALLOY PC-SLAVE 16 512K to 1Mb . .. . ... . .... $595
ALLOY PC-SLAVE PKG: 512K With Link PC-TERM
Terminal, 9' Cable, RTNX Software . ... .... . . . $1,175

PC Video/Graphics & Cad
STB EGA PLUS TTL MONO. & HI-RES. RGB . . .. $371

STB CHAUFFEUR

RGB PorV16 Grey Shades
Produced on Monochrome TTL Monitor ..... . . $195
STB GRAPHICS PLUS 11 wl Paral. PAT Port .... $249
STB SUPER RES 400 Color Hi-Res w/ 32K ...... $325
TECMAR GRAPHICS MASTER 16 Color Hi-Res. $439
TECMAR GRAPHICS TENDER RGB/ PRT Port .. $195
CSD-PC AUTOCAD-2 PACKAGE: 1024X1024
Monochrome Graphics• 15" 1100X1250 Res .. $3,149
ILLUMINATED TECHNOLOGIES AU TO CAD
PACKAGE: 8 Color 1024X1024 S-100 Board • Inside
Autocad Handbook • Autocad 2 • Mitsubishi 19"
1024X874 RGB Analog Color Monitor •Hitachi Tiger
11"X11" Tablet with 12 Button ·cursor . . . .. . . . . $4,995
TECMAR SUPER-RES PKG: Board & 13" ZVM-136
Monitor w/ 16 Colors @ 640X400 . . . . . . . . . . . .. $925
VECTRfX VXPCA 4096 Colors/ Palette of 512 Colors
Ultra Hi-Res, 720 X 512 @ 42KHz Scan Rate . . $1,695
VECTRIX VX/PC Video Cable .... . .. .. .... . .... . $79

PC Scientific/Industrial Boards
INDUSTRIAL COMPUTER DESIGNS:
•1018-PC with 96TTL 1/ 0 Por1s. Like Baseboard Only
More Features . ..... . .... . . ........ . . ..... . .. . $469
•A/D 64-PC 64 Input .... . .... . . .. . .. ... . .. . .. .. $469
•DIA 64-PC 64 Output ......................... $555
TECMAR BASE BOARD 96 Digital 110 Lines ... CALL
TECMAR DADIO D to A Up to 24 Devices . . .. . CALL
TECMAR IEEE-488 Board. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL
TECMAR LABMASTER ..... . . . ......... . . . ... CALL
TECMAR EXPANSION CHASSIS 12AMP P/ S, Dual AC
Outlets, 7 Useable Slots, Space for Hard Disk .. . $675
PC PROTOTYPING BOARD . . . .
$18.95

Chips
We Have Some of the LOWEST PRICES in the Nation"
64K, 256K, 8087 & 80287 .............. . . ... ... CALL

A FEW OF THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS ARE.. .
ACKERMAN KLUG.E CARD A& T ...... . . . .. . ... $175
ACKERMAN PROMBLASTER II Up to 27256K'S. $306
ACKERMAN PROMBLASTER EXTENDER .... $79.95
SPECTRONICS PE24T/9 EPROM ERASER/TIMER 146
ADV, DIGITAL SUPER 186/256K MASTER . . .. $1,295

COMPUPRO RAM 16 64K STATIC . $95
COMPUPRO RAM 22 256K STATIC .. . ... . ..... $475
COMPUPRO PC-VIDEO BO & COOS 4.1 . . . . . . . $719
COMPUPRO CPU 286~MHz & COOS 4.1 . . . .. $1,039
COMPUPRO SYSTEM SUPPORT 1 w/ CLK-CAL $280
COMPUPRO CPU 8085188 6 & 10 MHz . .. ... .. . $285
COMPUPRO CPU 8086 - 10MHz . ...... . .. : . .. . $319
COM PU PRO CPU-Z 8MHz ... . ... . . . ... . .. ..... $219
CROMEMCO XPU 10MHz 68000 CPU . ....... . $1,196
CROMEMCO DPU 68000/ Z-80 Dual CPU ... . ... $636
CROMEMCO SCC Z-80 Single BO. Computer . . . $396
CROMEMCO 8PIO 8 Port Parallel . .. . . ....... .. . $356
CROMEMCO 0+7A 8 Channel 8 Bit D/A .. . .... . $316
CROMEMCO BIART Dual Sync / Async ..... . ... . $796
CROMEMCO 64FDC 5"&8" Floppy CTRL . ...... $556
DUAL AIM-12 AI D Input 12 Bil/32 Channel . . . .. $629
DUAL AOM-12 DI A Output 12 BiV4 Channel .. .. $540
DUAL WOC Winchester OMA 2 BO. Set SA-4000 $840
INTELL. COMP. DESIGNS 8MHz Dt/AL Z80 Slave w/ 4
Serial Ports·128K-Software Install. To Turbodos. $629
INTERCONTINENT-AL MICRO SYSTEMS MASTER &
SLAVE BOS. 8&16 Bit ....... FROM AS LOW AS $395

INDUSTRIAL COMPUTER DESIGNS:
•DIA 64-100 64 Analog Outputs ... . ... .. ... . . .. ·$375
•AID 64-100 64 Analog Inputs .... . .. .... . ... ... $279
•CCT-100 Highly Accurate Time & Date Controller with
Battery Back-Up . . . ... ... . . . .. . .... . .. .... . .. .. $315
KONAN OGC-2000 ST 506 5'h H.D. Controller .. $325
KON AN SMC-200 SMD 8" Controller . .. .. . ... . . $450
MACRO TECH VRAM 512K Static with Battery Back-Up
and MDrive/ H Capability . .. . ........ . . . ....... . $769
MACRO TECH Ml-286 80286/Z80H Dual ·Proc.. .. $675
MACROTECH MSR-// 1Mb Dynamic Ram .. . .. . . $825
MACROTECH MSR-11 2Mb Dynamic Ram . . , .. $1,059
MULLEN ZB-1 EXTENDER with ZIF Sockets .... $125
MULLEN TB4A EXTENDER BO. wl Logic Probe. . $69
' MULLEN ICB10 8 Channel Low Voltage Controller $165
PICKLES & TROUT P& T 488 IEEE 488 BO & S.W. $429
VECTOR RAM 17 64K Static Ram ..... . .. . .. ... $299
VECTOR INTERFACER I Dual Serial (VIASYN) . . $199
VECTOR INTERFACER 113 Para ., 1 Serial .. ... . $219

Mainframe & Drive Enclosures
FULCRUM 880 with Front Panel & 20 Slots .. ... $565
INTEGRAND 2200Aw / 4 Slots & 2 X 8" 'hHT FLPY$349
INTEGRAND 2210 w/ 4 Slots & 5•,\" FLPY + H.D.. $315
PARA DYNAMICS 30200 20 Slot Desk . .. . .. . ... $639
PARA DYNAMICS 5820-S ''TOWER" with SNAP-ON
PANELS For Easy Access to Drive, 20 Slot Card Cage
and Power Supply Compartments, Status LED'S and
ON-OFF-RESET Key Switch on Front Panel, Houses
. ... $1,869
5'/,&8" Drives.. .. .... . .... . .......
INTEGRAND 2909 2X8" 'h HT Horiz. Stack ... . .. $189
JMR !HS 5'h'' H.D . PC Style Cabinet. .... . .. . . .. $189
JMR 2SV8 Dual Verlical 'h HT. 8" . ... .. .. ... ... . $175
JMR 2H5 Dual 5'!." Horizontal H.D . .. . .. ....... . $225
MPS 8462 Dual Horizontal 8" Slimline ....... .. . $215
MPS 8465 Dual 5" & 8" Horizontal Slimline .. . . .. $225
MPS 5500 1'h 5V•" Hard Drives, Tape, Etc ..... .. . $225
MPS 5401 5'!.'' STD HT. H.D. or Dual 'h HT ... . . $215
MICROWARE SINGLE STD. 5'!.'' Flpy Horizontal . $59
MICRO WARE DUAL HORIZ. 5'!.'' 'h HT. Floppy .. $79
MICROWARE 920004 Dual STD. 5V., PC-Style . . . $149
PARA DYNAMICS 2300-G3 2X8" Flpy & 5 H.D .. . $395

Diskettes & Cartridges
DY SAN 300X L $21 . . .... .. .... . ... .. .. . . ... 600A $24
DYSAN 104120 DSDD 5V i ' $22.50 . . . . . . CASE $212
DYSAN 204120 96 TPI DSDD 5 V•" $36.95 . CASE $347
DYSAN UHR2 Ultra Hi-Density $47.50 ... CASE $449
DYSAN 3740120 8" $29.95 . . .... . ...... CASE $282
XIDEX PRECISION DSDD 5'!.'' $8.95 . . . . .. . CASE $77

Software • Software • Software
We have Access lo all Well Known Brands - ORDER
CORRECTLY·· SOFTWARE IS NOT RETURNABLE!

Word Proc./Screen Formatter
MICROPRO PRO-PAC For PC's . ... . ..... . ..... $289
MICROPRO WORDST AR 2000/ PC's .... . ....... $289
MULTIMATE WORD PROCESSOR I PC-DOS .. . $315
NEW STAR NEWWORD i.I w/MergePrint, The Word
PLUS Spelling Checker- Easier Than Word Star But File
Com·p atible: 8 Bit $99.95 ..... .. .. . . . .. 16 Bit $129.95
NEW STAR NEWWORD Ill For PC Compatibles,
With Context Spelling Checker, Indexing, Table Of
Contents, Shorthand Keyboard, ·Macro's. Run Other
Programs In Middle Of NewWord, Supports File Paths
For Hard Disks Plus Greatly Increased Speed ... $209
PFS WRITE Worcf Processor For PC's . . . .. . . . . . . . $85
OASIS THE WORD PLUS S(!elfing Checker .. .... $95
OASIS PUNCTUATION & STY/!. E . . . . .. ..... . .. .. $79
MARK OF THE UNICORN THE FINAL WORD . . . $189
COMPUVIEW VEDIT $)13 .. : . .... .. VEDIT Plus $169
COMPUVIEW VEDIT PLUS, V-PRINT & SPELL .. $259
COMPUVIEW V-SPELL CP / M 80 8" & PC DOS ... $59

Communications Programs
MICROSTUF CROSS TALK XVI ................ $115
WOOLF MOVE-IT PC-PC Communications . ... . . $96

Language And Tools
BO SOFTWARE "C" Compiler 8" SS SD 8 BIT .. . $95
BORLAND PC TURBO PASCAL 3.0 .. . .......... $44
BORLAND PC TURBO PASCAL 3.0 W/ 8087 .. .. . $70
.BORLAND PC SIDEKICK (Unprotected) .. . .....• $54
BORLAND PC SUPERKEY (Unprotected) .... . ... $41
BORLAND PC TURBO GRAPHIX TOOLBOX .. _. . $35
BORLAND PC TURBO TOOLBOX .. ..... .. ... . .. $35
BORLAND PC TURBO TUTOR .... .. .. . .... .. . . . $22
DIGIT AL RESEARCH Most Products .. . . . . $36% OFF
LATTICE "C" Compiler . . . . .. . . . .. .... . . . ...... $299
MICROSOFT Complete Line .... . ..... . .. . . 32% OFF
SUPERSOFT FORTRAN PC/ MSDOS .. .. ... .... $199
AMERICAN TRAINING INT'L TUTORIALS .. 36% OFF

Data Bases & Spreadsheets
ASHTON-TATE . . .. . .... . . ALL PRODUCTS 32% OFF
DATAFLEX FILE/RECORD Locking Multi-User. CALL
MOBS Knowledgeman CP/ M86 8" . . .. . .... . .... $295
MICROPRO REPORT STAR ... . ....... ..... . . .. $119
MICROPRO INFO ST AR/16 Bit ... . ............. $239
MICRORIM R:BASE 4000 @ $289 R:Base 5000 @ $409
PFS FILE $85 .... . . . ..... ..... .. ....... REPORT $75
SORCIM SUPERCALC-3 Better Than 1-2·3!! .... $179

V.l.P. PROFESSIONAL For ATARI 520ST
More Powerful Than Lotus 1-2-3 . . . .... .. .. ... .. $109

e a11R1BEBifUBiW81ltlG8l
Price

=="-----.-.-..-.-.=19
......19
SN7404N .. ........ 25
SN7405N........... 29
SN7406N. . . . . . . . . . . 29
SN7407N ..... • .... 29
SN7408N........ .. . 25
SN7410N.... , . , .. ...19
SN7414N... . ....... .45
SN7416N......... , ..35
SN7417N............35
SN7420N............19
SN7430N..... .... ...19
SN7432N., ....... ,. 29
SN7438N .......... 29
SN7442N............45
SN7445N............69
SN7446N............79
SN7447N....... .. ...79
SN7448N .... , ......79
SN7472N......•.....39
SN7473N . .. . ... ,., .35
SN7474N. .. .........35
SN74 75N.. , . , .......39
SN7476N.... , , .. , , . .35

PartNo.
SN7485N.
SN7486N.. .
SN7489N ........ .
SN7490N...... .
SN7493N...... .
SN74121N...... .
SN74123N. . . .... . .. .49
SN74125N.......... .45
SN74126N... .. ... .. .49
SN74143N.. .. , .... 3.95
SN74150N........ 129
SN74154N........ , 125
SN74158N...
.. . 1.39
SN74173N.,.
.75
SN74174N..
. ...59
SN74175N..........59
SN74176N...........89
SN74181N., ....... 1.95
SN74189N.... . ... . 1.95
SN74193N...... . .. ..69
SN74198N.... . .... 1.35
SN74221N... . . , , ....89
SN74273N. . . .. .. 1.95
SN74365N. . . .
.59
SN74367N... .
. ..59

CUSTOM COMMODORE CHIPS
for VIC-20, C-64 and C-128 Personal Computers
Part No.

"""'*"

•s51ocPu
·s525TPI -

Price

Part No.

9.95
9.95

•s52sc1A ~ 14.95
·s560VIC-I ~ 14.95
•s567VIC-ll"'* 19.95

·Specs.Ava;1able@s 1.so ea.

!ill

Q

M'0'7"0ROLA

Price

Part No.

Price

·s591s10 ~ 19.95
82S100PLA 19.95
NOTE: a2s100

=U17 (C·64J

MC68701-Microcomouter with EPROM

The fv1C68701 is an 8-t:Xt single chP microcomputer unit (MP\J)
which significantly enhances the capabilities of the MC6BOO
family of parts.On-chip resources include 2048 bytes of EPROM,
128 bytes of RAM, Serial Communications Interface (SCI), paral·
lel 110, and a three function Programmable Time1:

MC68701 .................. $24.95
MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS

650016800168000 Cont.

Part No.
Price
0765AC.. . ...... 4.95
CDP1802CE... .. . . 9.95
2661-3.. ". ' ' ' ' . ' ' 6.95

Part No.

ZBO, ZBOA, Z80B. SERIES
z00.............. 1.75
ZSO-CTC........ . . 1.79
ZBO-DART.
. .. 4.95
Z80-P10.. . . . ... 1.79
ZBOA. . .. . . . . . .. 1.85
ZSOA-CTC. . . . ... 1.89
ZBOA-OART....... 5.25
Z80A-P10........ , 1.95
Z80A-S1 0/0. , ..... 525
Z80B., ... . . , .... . 3.95
ZBOB-CTC. . . . . . . 4.95
Z80B-P1 0. . , . , ... 4.95

650016800168000 SER.
'. 2.75
6502. . ' "
6520. ' ' .
' '2.95
6522. . . . . . . ... 4.95
6532. ' ' . '' . ' . . " ' 6.49
6551 ... '
" " "6.95
6800. ' '.' ' .' ." . 1.95
6802. . . . . .. ..... 4.95
6810. '
' 1.95
6821. '
''. 1.95

8000 SERIES Cont.

Price

Part No.

Price
8243.. '
' ' ' 2.49
8250A.... ,, . .. ... 6.95
82508 (Fer IBM)
. 5.95
8251A. . . . .
. .. 225
8253-5.. " "
.. 225
8254.. " . '
" " 9.95
8255A-5. . .
. . 2.25
8257-5. ' ' '
'. 2.49
8259-5. '
. 2.49
8272. "
... 4.95
8279-5. '
' ' 2.95
8741. ,
..... . 8 .95
8748. '
" ' ." 7.95
8749. '
9.95
8751..
" " '29.95
8755.
" " ' 14.95

6840.
''.'' '' '' 6 .75
6843... '
'. 19.95
6845.... '
" . " 4.95
6850. ' ' ' " ' ' . " . ' 1.95
6852.' ' ' ' " " .. "4.75
68000L8.......... 9.95
68661. ' . " ' " ' " ' 8.95

8000 SERIES
8031. '
' . ' " 6.95
80C31BH..
. . 19.95
8035....
" " " ' 1.95
8073N. .. .. . .. .. 29.95
8080A.. . .. ... . ... 3.95
8085A.. .
. . , , 2.75
8086-2......... ... a95
8087(5MHz) .. .. . 129.95
8087-2(811,fiz) ... 139.95
8088.. ' . '
" ' 7.95
8116.' ''' ' . " " ' '8.95
8155... " " ' '.''. 2.75
8156.' ''' . '.''. ' 2.75
8202. '' " . ' " ' " . 9.95
8203.. " " ' " ' .. 29.95
8212. ' ' "
"'. 1.95
8224.
' ' ' 225
8228.
' ' . . 3.49
8237-5."'.' ' . ' . ' ' 6.95

DATA ACQUISITION
ADC0804. .. , . , , , . 3.49
ADC0808. . . . . . . 8.95
ADC0809.
. .... 3.95
ADC0816........ 14.95
ADC0817. . . . . . . 8.95
DAC0808.. ,.. , . 1.95
DAC1008. , ... ,,., 7.95
AY-3-10150 .. . .... 4.95
AY-5-1013A . .... , , 3.95

----------DYNAMICRAMS---------
Part No.
4116N-15
4128
4164N-150
4164N-200
TMS4416-12
MM5280
8118
41256-150
50464-15

Fut:ction
16,384 x 1
131,072 x 1
65.536 x 1
65,536x 1
16,384x 4
4096x 1
16,384 x 1
262,144x 1
65,536x 4

Prlce
(150ns)....... . ..... ., • • , . . . . . . . . .89
(200ns). . . . . . . . . .
.. .. 4.95
(150ns) . .... .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . ..... 125
(200ns). ,,,,., .. , , , , , , , . , .... , .. 1.19
.. ........ , 4.95
(120ns)...... , . ..
(200ns) 2107.............. , ..... 1.95
(120ns) (+SV Only Required}. ...... 1.95
(150ns)... , , .... , . , .. , , . . .
.. , . 329
(150ns) (4464) (41464).
. .. 7.95

----------STATICRAMS---------

' .89
74ALS174.... .... . . .89
74ALS175.. . ....... .89
74ALS240. ... , .... , 1.79
74ALS244.... , ..... 1.79
74ALS245.... .. . , , . 2.49
74ALS373... ....... 1.95
74ALS374. .. , ...... 1.95
74ALS573... ,, .. . ,, 1.95

74F139...... . ..... 129
74F157., .......... 129
74F193. ... , . , ..... 4.95
74F240. ..... ,., .. . 2.49
74F244 ...... . .... 2.49
74F253.., ....... ,, 1.79
74F373. ....... .... 2.95
74F374.. .. ........ 2.95

CD4001.......
.19
CD4011..........
.19
CD4013...... ...
.35
CD4016... .. .....
29
CD4017... ,
.49
CD4018. . . .
.69
CD4020. ..
.59
CD4024..·. .
.49
CD4027... .
.39
CD4030.... . . . . . .
.39
CD4040... . . . • • . .
.65
CD4049. . . . .. • . . .
29
CD4050.. . .. . . .. . .. 29
CD4051.............65
CD4052. .. . . . . . . .
.65
CD4053. .... .... ....65
CD4059. ..... . .. ... 3.49
CD4060. ............89
CD4066....... . . . 29
CD4069. .. . ....... . 25
CD4070.. . . . . . . . . . . 29
CD4071 ...... ...... 25
CD4072.... . ...... . 25
CD4076.............89

CD4081 ... ........ .
CD4082.. .
CD4093.............39
C04094..... , . , .. ,. 1.49
CD40103. ..... , . ... 2.95
CD4503. . . . . . .
.49
CD4510..... , .. , .. , .69
CD4511. . . .. . . . . .. . .69
CD4515............ 1.39
CD4516. . . . . . . . . . . . .79
CD4520... .. . . . . . . . .79
CD4522.. . . .
.79
CD4536. . . , . .
.89
CD4541......
.89
CD4543..... . ..... , .99
CD4553.. c••••••••• 4.95
CD4555. . . . . . . .. . . . .89
CD4566. .... .. ..... 1.95
CD4583......
.. . 1.19
CD4584.............59
CD4585. . . . . . .. . . . . .75
MC14411 ......... 9.95
MC14490P.... . .... 4.49
MC14572...........89

TMM2016-12
2102
2102-2L
2114N
2114N-L
2114N-2
2114N-2L
21C14
2149
5101
HM6116P-3
HM6116LP-3
HM6264P-12
HM6264LP· 12
HM6264P·15
HM6264LP · 15
6514

(120ns)., ......... ,., .. ,.,, . .. , .. 1.69
(350ns)................. . , . . .. .. . .89
(250ns) LP. (91 L02).. , ,
... 1.49

2048x 8
1024 x 1
1024x 1
1024x 4
1024x 4
1024x 4
1024x 4
1024 x 4
1024 x 4
256x4
2048x 8
2048x 8
8192 x 8
8192x 8
8192 x 8
8192 x8
1024 x 4

I

\!~g~~ll.f>:,. ·: .', :.·. ::. :.::.' .' .. :. tBil

(200ns). .........
. .... . •. . ... 1.05
(200ns) LP.......... , .. , , .. , ..... 1.49
(200ns) (CMOS).. ..... . , ••• • , . .. . .49
(45ns).. . . .. . . . . . . .
.. .. 4.95
(450ns) CMOS..... ,,., , .,,,,. . . 3.95
(150ns) CMOS.....
1.79
(150ns) LP. CMOS. , , , , .. , . , .. , ... 1.85
(120ns) CMOS.....
. ... 4.69
. ... 4.79
(120ns) LP. CMOS. .
(150ns) CMOS. .. . .
. .. . 4.49
(150ns) LP. CMOS. .
. ... 4.59
(350ns) CMOS (UPD444C). , , , , , , , 4.49

- - - - - - - - - - PROMS/EPROMS-·--------
1702A
2708
TMS2716
2716
27C16
2732
2732A-20
2732A-45
27C32
2758
2764-20
2764A-25
2764-45
27C64
27128-25
27256-25
27C256-25
68764
68766
74S387
74S471
82S123
82S129

256 x 8
1024 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
4096 x 8
4096 x 8
4096 x 8
4096 x 8
1024 x 8
8192 x 8
8192 x 8
8192 x8
8192 x 8
16,384 x 8
32,768 x 8
32,768 x 8
8192 x 8
8192 x 8
256x4
256 x 8
32 x 8
256 x 4

(1f<S)..
.. ... 3.95
(450ns)............... .. . . .... . .. 3 .95
(450ns) 3 voltage. . .
. . 6.49
(450ns). . . . .
. .. 2.49
CMOS. . . . .. ..
.. .. 9.95
(450ns). . .. ..
. .. . 2.49
(200ns) 21V..
. . , .• , . .. .. , . 3.95
(450ns) 21V...
. ..... . ,. , ... , 2.75
CMOS..
1 0.95
(450ns) Single +SV.
. .... . 3.95
(200ns) 21V.....
. .. 3.95
(250ns) 12.5V.,.
.. . 2.95
(450ns) 21V ............ . . , . . .
. 2.19
CMOS 21V.. . ....
.. 6.95
(250ns) 128K21V....
. . 2.95
(250ns) 256K (12.5V)... , ......... 7.95
(250ns) 256K (CMOS) (12.5V).
13.95
(450ns) 25V.. .
. ...... 15.95
(350ns) 25V.. .
16.95
PROMO.C....
. ... ... 1.69
PROM l:S..
. .... 4.95
PROM l :S...
. ... 2.95
PROM l:S_..
. ... 2.95

lDW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS
Part No.
Spin LP...
14pinlP..

1-9
.13
.15

16pin LP
18 pin LP..
20 pin LP

.17
.25
.28

.15
.23
.26

22 pin LP..
24pinLP..
28 pin LP. .
40 pin LP.... . . . .

.30
.31
.39
.49

.28
.30
.37
.46

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS (GOLOJ LEVU #3

10-99 100-up
.12
.1 1
. 13
.11

Part No.
BpinWW..
10pinWW.

1-9
.55
.65

. 13
.21
.23

18pin WW.. .
20 pin WW. .

.85
.95

.26
29
.35
.43

28pinWW.. ...
36 pin WW..
40 pin WW. . . . • .

~~g:~~:: ···

~~ g:~ ~::

·...

:~~

1 :~

1.39
1.49
1. 79

10-99 100-up
.49
.45
.59
.55

:~~

:~~

.79
.89

.75
.85

1.29
1.39
1.69

1.19
1.29
1.59

1 ~~~

:~~

- SOLDERTAILSTANDARD (GOLD I TIN) AND HEADER PLUG SOCKETS ALSO AVAllABLE 

The MM5321 is a TV camera sync generator designed to
supply the basic sync functions 1or either color or mono
chrome 525 line/60Hz interfaced and camera video recorder
applications. · COLOR BURST GATE & SYNC
All.OW STABLE COLOR OPERAl10N

MM5321 ............... $9.95

illlSIS._..Ell~A
DT1050 -

Applications: Teaching aids,applianceo,
clocks, automotive, telecommunications, language transla
tions, etc. The DT1 050 is a standard OIGrrAl.KER kit encoded
with 137 separate and useftj words, 2tones, and 5 diHerent
silence durations. The words and tones have been assigned
discrete addresses. making it possible to output single words
or words concatenated into phrases or even sentences. The
"voice" output of the DT1050 is a highly intelligible male voice.
lhe DT1050 consists of a Speech Processor Chip, MM54104
(40-pin) and two (2) Speech ROMs MMS2164SSR1 and
MM52164SSR2 (24-pin)alongwith a MasterWordlistanda
recommended schematic diagram on the appllcation sheet.
Part No.
Description
Price

DT1050
MM54104

Dlgilalke<™ • • • • • •
Proc<!ssorChlp • • •

$24.95
$12.95

'' . 12.95
12.95
"8.95
'46.95
. 8.95
7107EV/Klt . . .. ... 46.95
7207AIPD.. ,, ., ,,,, 5.95

7207AEV/Kil ....... 6.49
72111PL (TTL)..... . 7.95
7211MIPL(Micro) ... 6.49
72171JI....
. . 10.95
7217AIPI........... 8.95
7224\PL. . . .
. .. 10.95
7226AEV/Klt. ..... 99.95

74HCOO....
, .. , .. .35
74HC02....
.39
74HC04.,.
.39
74HC08. .
.39
74HC10..
.39
74HC14.,,
.59
74HC30........ ,.. .39
74HC32.. , . . , • ..... .45
74HC74.,, ... • ,,, .. .45
74HC75...... . ,,,., .69
74HC76. .... . ......69
74HC85. .... , .. , ... 1.19
74HC86.... .. ... .. . .59
74HC123.. . . . ... ... 1. 19
74HC125.... , .,.,, , .99
74HC132.,., . . , .....79
74HC138.... , .......79
74HC139... , ..... , . .79
74HC154........... 1.95
74HC163.. , , ... .....89
74HC174. . , . , . , , , .89

74HC175. .... , .. . , . .89
74HC221 .. ,.. .
1.95
74HC240......... . . 1.39
74HC244., , . , , , .... 1.49
74HC245. . .. , ...... 1.59
74HC253., . ... ,,,,, .79
74HC259........... 1.19
74HC273.
. .. 1.79
74HC373.
. .. 1.49
74HC374..... ...... 1.49
74HC393...... , .... 1. 19
74HC595......... ,, 1.95
74HC688. . ,
, .... 1.95
74HC404D. ........ 1.19
74HC4049., .. , . , ....79
74HC4050..... ..... .79
74HC4060., .. , .... 1.19
74HC4511 ......... 1.95
74HC4514, ,., .. ,., 2.95
74HC4538...... . 1.95
74HC4543.. ,... . 2.95

74C
74C02.... .. .. .. . . .
74C04. : ...... . ... .
74Coa ..... . .. . . . .
74C10. ... , ....... .
74C14.. ,.
74C32. ' ' ' ' . .. '
74C74. . . . . . . . . .. . . .49
74C85. .....••. .... 1.19
74C86......... , . . . 29
74C89. . . ,.,, .. ,.,. 3.95
74C90...... , . .. . . . .89
74C154....
. ... 2.95
74C173.............89

74C174...... ,, ... .
74C175.. ,... . ..
.!!3
74C221 .. , ,., . . . ,., 1.19
74C240..... , .... ,, 1.59
74C244...... .. .... 1.59
74C373.
'.'' 1.95
74C374.. . . , . .... 1.95
74C912.
. . , , , . 7.95
74C915.
. .... 1.19
74C920.' . '' ' ' ' ' ''. 9.95
74C921 ...... . . . .. 9.95
74C922.' ... " " ' 3.95
74C923............ 3.95
74C925............ 4.95

es

It.
DS0026CN.
LM399H. . , .. .
TL497ACN.,,,,, ... 2.19
TL074CN. .. . .
TL084CN..
NE540H (C540H) .. , . 2.95
LM307CN. , .... ,
NE555V. .
. , 29
LM309K . . .... .
'XR-L555. . . .
. . . .69
LM311CN........ ..
LM556N.. ..
. . .. .59
LM317T.. , ... ..... .
NE558N.
. . 1. 19
LM318CN........ . , 1.19 LM565N. , , , .
.99
LM319N. . .. , .. , .. . 1. 19 LM567V.... . . .
.89
LM320K-5.. ........ 1.35 NE592N. . . . . .
.89
LM320T-5. , . . . , . . . . .59 LM741CN.. .
29
LM323K. .......... 4.49 LM747N. . . . .. . . . . .59
LM324N.
. . . . .39 LM1458CN.. .
.49
LM338K .
. ... 3.95 LM1488N. . .
.69
LM339N. ..
.49 LM1489N. . .
.69
LM340K-5. ... . . .
1.35 LM1496N. . .
. . . . .99
LM340K-12..... .
1.35 LM1871N.. .. . ... 1.95
LM340K,.15..
.. 1.35 LM1872N.......... 2.49
LM340T-5. . . .
.49 LM1896N..... , . . 1.59
LM340T-12 .. ,
.49 ULN2003A. . . . . . .. . .99
LM340T-15..
.49 XR2206............ 3.95
LF347N. .
.99 XR2207............ 2.49
LM348N. . . .
.69 XR2211 ............ 2.95
LF351 N . .. . ,
.49 LM2907N.......... 1.95
LF353N.. . . .. . . .
.59 LM2917N (8 pin). ... 1.55
LF355N..... , . .
.89 LM3900N... . .... , . .59
LF356N.. .. , .
.89 LM3905CN. ..
. 1.19
LM358N.. . .. . .. .. . .49 LM3909N.
.89
LM360N........... 2. 19 LM3914N.. ,
. . 1.95
LM361N........... 1.59 LM3916N....
1.95
LM380CN.......... 1.09 NE5532.............99
LM386N-3. . .. . . . . . . .89 NE5534.... .........89
LM387N. . . . .. . . . .. .99 75477... '.". ".'. 1.19
LM393N . ... , .. , . .. .45 76477. '' ... ".' .. '3.95

PARTIAL LISTING • OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES .. STOCK! • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

COMMODORE®COMPATIBLE
ACCESSORIES
RS232 Adapter
for VIC-20 and
Commodore 64

APPLE® COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES
All Apple Cards

come complete with instructions. MADE IN THE USA!

16KRAM CARD
(Language Card)
For Apple II and II+'

CONTROLLER
CARD

EXTENDED SO
COLUMN CARD

For Apple II, II+ and lie'

For Apple /le'

·,
The JE232CM allows connection of standard serial RS232
printers, modems, etc. to yourVIC-20 and C-64 (excluding
the S"-64 Portable). A 4-po/e switch allows the inversion
of the 4 control lines. Complete installation and operation
instructions lnc\uded.
· Plugs into User Port · Provides Standard RS232 signal levels
• Uses6 signals (Transmit, Receive, Clear to Send. Request to
Send, Data Terminal Ready, Data Set Ready).

• Identical layout as or iginal IBM PC Keyboard • Hig hl y
desirable case wit h p alm rest • Complete with cable and data
·JUST PLUG/NI
JE864 is an extended 80
column/ 64K RAM Card. Ultra
high resolution capabi lity.

JES64 ••.. $69.95

JE232CM.......... . ... . . $39.95
Voice Synthesizer VIC-20 & C-64

12SK RAM CARD

Plug-In - Talking in Minutes!

For Apple II, II+ and lie'

JE520CM................ $99.95
300 Baud Auto Modem
Mitey-Mo (ForC-S•l· • • • • • • • • • • $74.95
Parallel Printer Interface

Four key software programs are included:
Ut ilities, Diagnostics , Demos, and RAM
Disk Emulators fo r DOS 3.3. CP/M and
Apple Pascal. Expand-A-RAM:

JES6S**........ $119.95
APPLESURANCE
DIAGNOSTIC DISK
CONTROLLER CARD

FREE 4K Bulfer Included!

MW350

(ForVIC-20,C-64&C-128) • • •••

$69.95

TRS-80 COMPATIBLE
A<;CESSORIES

For Apple II, II+ and lie'

JES77.... . ..... $69.95
PARALLEL
PRINTER CARD

TRS-80 MODEL I, Ill
TRS-16K3 200ns (Model Ill~ . . ... . ... . $5.95
TRS-16K4 250ns (Model I)... ... ... ... $5.49

TRS-80 COLOR AND COLOR II

For Apple II, II+ and lie'

TRS-64~2.....

"....

. . . . .. ...• • •• ••• . . . . $11.95
New models only 
TRS-CoCo-lncl. 2-50464's (41464's) . .. . $19.95

l

/ / erating systems and software packages.
l Ava ilable for Apple 11.1 1+ and le". PRT-1:

,, 1

~

TRS-80 MODEL 4, 4P
. ........ .. ... . . . . . ..... $ 11.95

ExpandsMode l 4 fr om 64K to 126K

For Apple II, II+ and lie'
Using the parallel jumper cable supplied,
the JE883 will attach to the JE880 (above).
Parallel Card needed for operation. The
JE883 includes a standard parallel input
with both para llel and serial (RS232) buf
fered outputs. P/S Buffer:

TRS-80 Model 100 • NEC • Ollivetti
M1008K.......... . . $29.95 ea. or 3 for $79.95
TRS-80 Model 100 Expansion

OM1 OSK.........•. $29.95 ea. or 3 for $79.95
Olivetti Model M1 0 Expansion

JESS~ ......... $5~95

PARALLEL/SERIAL 64K
BUFFER CARD

..... ... . .... . . . ..... $29.95

NEC Model PC-6201A Exp an sion

Fully compatible with Apple CP/M. Apple

1 Pascal (or FORTRAN), and most other op 

ExpandsModel 4 from 16K-64Kor Model 4Plr om64 K-1 28K

NEC8KR.. ...... . . . $29.95 ea. or 3 for $79.95

1

JESS3.......... $79.95

"APPLE, APPLE II, II+ and //eareregistered trademarks of Apple Computers.

-When using CP/M, the JE860 and JE868 will only function with Version 2.20 or earlier: PASCAL

TANDY200

(JE868) Version 1.1 or earlier.

M200R. _. _. _. .. __ . $99.95 ea. or 2 for $189.95

Intelligent
200/300 Baud
Modem with
Real lime
Clock/Calendar
The ProModem"'i s a Bell 2 12A\1200/300) intelligent stand
alone modem • Hayes command set c ompatible plus an ad
ditional ex I ended command set · Shown with alphanumeric
display option. RS-232 Stand-Alone Unit:

APF-1
KHP4007
JE614
AMON
K8-EA1
JE520AP
ADD-12
ADD-lie
ADD-514
PM1200A
PM1200M

PM1200.. . ............. $299.95
Options for ProModem 1200
PM-COM . . . • . .. . • . . .. . • . .. . . . . . .... $79.95
ProCom Communications Software. Please specify Operating
System - Apple: ProDOS or CPI M - IBM: PC DOS or MS DOS

PM-OP512K . ... .. . .. . . .. . . . ... . ... $129.95
Comm unic ations Buff er Option

BUF512K . . . . . ..... . . . .... .. .. . . . .. $54.95
S12K Memory for PM-OPS12K

PM-ALP. .. .. .. . ... .. . . .. . . .... . .. . . $79.95
Alphanumeric Display tor ProModem 1200

PM-SPECIAL #2 .... .... .. . . ... .... . $249.95
Includes PM-OPS12K, BUFS12K and PM-ALP

$20 Minimum Order  U.S. Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance

Send stamped,
self-addressed envelope
to receive a Quarterly
Sales Flyer  FREE!

83-Key Keyboard. - -  - - - $
Fl<wYControuereard. . - • $
ease• •• •••••• • • •• • $
MonochromeCard. • • • • • $
Power Supply ••••••••• $

Regular List $870.09
IBM"'-Special (Incl. 9 ltemsabove) •• $749.95
IBM PC/XT
Equivalent
130 Watt
Power Supply
Upgrade 'lbur PC/
• Input: 110V@60Hz ·Output: +5VDC@ 1SA, -SVDC@O.SA,
+ 12VDC@ 4.2A, - 12VOC@ a.SA· Plug compatible con
nectors • Fits into IBM PC • Weight: 6 lbs.

IBM-PS.... . . . ... . . . . . ... $99.95
. ~Alii'>T ~
IBM
/ .f Compatible!

;f Dl~,2~~~~S
<

JMR 51/•" DISK DRIVE ENCLOSURES
Complete wit h power supply, switch,
power cord, fuseholder and connectors.

DDE-1FH . .... . ...... . . . . ... . . $69.95

Houses 1 Full-Height SW Floppy Drive.

DDE-2HH............ . ... . .. . . $79.95

$ 49.95
$ 99.95

Apple Keyboard and Case• Key: (a) • • ••••••  • • • ••••
Voice Synthesizer - Pfug-ln, User Ready• Key: (a,b) •••• • • •

$119.95

5%"Fu11Height Disk Drive • Key: (a,b) •••••••••• •• •••
Prometheus Internal Modem  2 Cards• Key; (a,b) •••• • •••
Prometheus Macintosh Ext. Modem• Key: (Macintosh)•• • •• •

Output
511@3A / 6V@2.5A
5V@ 6A / 6V@5A

Size (Inches)
4ll l x 4W x 2\'e H
5\il x 4',\W x 2',\ H

Floppy Drives - Vertical

Houses 1 Hard Disk Drive

$ 39.95
$ 39.95
$ 99.95
$129.95
$129.95
$139.95

$299.95
$349.95

~~~~'-~~,\~o~~~Pc!W~~,~r.~!'u1~'."Yfo~%~~!~~~
surfaces • Overvoltage protection • UL recognized ·CSA certified
Part No.
EMAS/68
EMASI SC

sv~"

HDDE-1FH.. . .... .... .. . ... . . $199.95

Key: a= Apple II or II+ b=Apple lie
Cooling Fan with Sur ge Protection • Key: (a,b) •• •••••• •••
Switching Power Supply • Key: (a,b) • • • ••••••••••• • •
Numeric/Aux. Keypad - 11 accessible func tions• Key: (b) • • ••
12" Green Monitor with Swivel Stand • Key: (a, band lie)•• •• •

S'I•" Half-Height Disk Drive • Key: (a,b)•••••••••••••••
SW' Ha~-Height Disk Drive• Key: (lie)••••• • • • •••••••

Included

FD55B Toac S'I• " os 'h-Height• • • - - •• $119.95
-SA455 Shugart5V,"DS'h-Height•• - - • $119.95
TM100·2 Tandon SY•" OS Fuil·Height••• • $119.95

Houses 2 Half-Heig ht

ADDITIONAL APPLE* COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS

Tandy Model 200 Expansion

PROMETHEUS MODEMS

$ 10.49
49.95
59.95
59.95
89.95
99.95
Disk Drive•••  • - • - •• - $119.95
Monochrome Monitor•••• $109.95
Motherboard • • • • • • •• • $269.95
64K RAM Chips (9) . - •••

Test your RAM. ROM. CPU cn:I Disk Drives.
DRV-1/Applesurance II:

All kits come complete with documentation

TRS-64~2PAL.

IBM-64K
KB-83
IBM-FCC
IBM-Case
18M-MCC
IBM-PS
FD55B
IBM-MON
IBM·MB

PREVENTS CRASHES/

E-X-P-A-N-D TRS-SO MEMORY

TRS-64~2 .

KBS3.................... $49.95
Build an IBM PCIXT™ Compatible!

Weight
2 lbs.
4 lbs.

. UV.~EPROM · ERASER

';\ ,;,.,w::/J:;;!;;f~~'

Erases all EPROMs. Erases up to 8 chips within 21 minutes
(1 chip in 15 minutes). Maintains constant exposure distance
of 1•.Special conductive foam liner eliminates static build- up.
Built- in safety lock to prevent UV exposu re. Compact- 9.00''L
x 3.70'W x 2.SO"H. Complete with holding tray for 8 chips.

DE-4
UVS-11EL

UV-EPROM Eraser•• • •
Replacement Bulb •• ,.

$74.95
$17.95

DATA BOOKS -

PRICE
$29.95
$39.95

4-CHANNEL SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

• Microprocessor, mini-computer. terminal. medical equipment and process con
trol applications· Input: 90- 130VAC, 47-440Hz · Output: + SVOC @ SA, - SVDC
@ 1A; + 12VOC @ 1A, - 12VDC @ 1A · Line regulation: = 0.2% · Ripple: 30mV p- p
· Load regulation : :?: 1% • Overcurrent protection ·Adjustment: SV main output
= 10% · Size: 6~"Lx l ~il 'W x4 - 1S/16"H ·Vo/eight: 1 ~ lbs.

FCS-604A. ........... . ............ $59.95
California Residents: Add 6% or 6 112% Sales Tax

Jameco'
ELECTRONICS

MUF60 (SPN3-15-2462J . • •• $9.95
Howard Indu stries \4.68. sq., 60 elm)
SU2C7..... - .. .... ... $9.95
EG&G Rotron (3.12S" square, 20 cfm)

Spec. Sheets  30¢ each
Prices Subject to Change
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• 256K Expandable to 640K on Motherboard
• Double Sided Double Density Disk Drive
• IBM Type Keyboard (with LED indicators)

~ ·~ ...

The erox Sunrise 1610 is by larthebestvalue wehaveeverseenm a micro computer. This is a sell contained battery
and AC operated portable. The Sunrise was originally prices at $2995. Xerox has since elected lo drop the computer
from their product list. California Digital has purchased all the remaining inventory and is making the unit available at a
fraction of its original cost.

t, ....

\

'

• Floppy Controller Card
• Eight Expansion Slots
• 135 Watt Power Supply

The Eclipse 16 is an outstanding value in IBM Compatible Computers. Aftercare
ful research and evaluation we found it to be the most reliable unit.
Our computer includes some of the newest features available, such as the
4. ?MHz, multi-layer motherboard with 256K ol RAM upgradable on board to 640K.
A generous eight expansion slots and 135 Watt power supply give you ample
room and power for add-on boards. The enclosure has an easy-access flip top lid
making upgrades a breeze. And our floppy controller supports uptofourdrives, so
as many as three additional drives can be used. Finally, each computer is
configured and fully tested before sending it to you.
Satisfaction Guaranteed! We're really excited about this new unit, and so sure
you will be too... thatyoumayreturnthe Eclipse 16 fora lull credit towards an IBM
PC if you are not Completely satisfied.

OPTIONS
RGB Color Monitor•......••......•..•......•..•..... 199
TTL Monochrome Monitor......•....•.•...•..•.139
Microsoft Mouse ...••.....•......••..•...............139
Upgrade from Floppy Controller to Disk 110
2 drive controller, clock/cal., software
parallel, serial, and game ports ........•......•79
1200 Baud Internal Modem w/Software 179

20MB Hard Drive w/Controller ......•......$495
Additional Drive-lnstalled...............•.........99
Irwin 1 O Meg. Tape Back up.................••. 489
Upgrade from 256K to 640K RAM .......•....79
8087 Math Co Processor.......•..•...•........•.119
Color Graphics Card .•.......••........•........••...79
Monochrome Graphics Card.................... 99

This portable features a built in 80 column liquid crystal display, 64K of memory along with bolh RF monitor and
television outputs. The internal 30011200 baud modem includes an autodial telephone assembly. The units has both
centronics parallel and a serial port programmable to 19.200 baud. The sell contained micro cassette is capable of
capturing data lrom the keyboard as well as doubling as an recorder ror dictating messages
An optional dual l!oppy disk dri ve module, pictured above. is available !or only S2 19. Also available, for $59 is an 60
column printer that mounts in the drive module. The Sunrise features a CP/M operating system which allows the
operator to use any CP/M program in Xerox 51/4' ' disk format andover SDOOCP / M programs ava'1lab/e in public domain.

We have avalable a 15 minute tape on the Sunrise Computer. The tape is In VHS lormatand was produced by
Xerox to promote the computer. California Digital Is offering the promotional tape at 515. This will be applted
towards purchase price of the Sunrise 1810 computer.

Ec/iJl..11 f100

1200 Baud

Hayes

Compa·t~b~
~ ~-~~~

'119
f
rour Cltoice

The Eclipse 1200 and 12008 (IBM inter
nal) represent the best value we have
ever offered in a fully Hayes Compatible 300/ 1200 baud modem. Both units inc ude
speaker, auto dial and data communication software. The external also features
status indicators LED's. The internal includes an auxiliary RS-232 serial port.
California Digital is so comfident ol your complete satisfaction that we will allow the
return of either Eclipse 1200 modem and apply the full credit towards the purchase
pnce of any other modem.

~~~t!~E
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WINCHESTER
HARD DISK DRIVE

Five Inch Winchester Disk Drives

SIGNALMAN
300 BAUD

MARK VI
~~
.,.

~

The Anchor Automat ion Mark VI is a 300 baud direct
connect modem that plugs into any slot of your IBM/PC.
This modem supports auto answer and auto dial capa
bilities. Olher leatures include telephone number stor
age, send I receive text files, single key-stroke dialing
along with many other functions provided on disk. The
Mark VI was originally priced at over S300.

ECP-1200
ECP-12008
HYS-2400
FUJ ·1935D
TEM·SM1200
UTL ·1200A
CTS·212AH
CTS·212SFT
PAM·P1200
PAM·P1200B
SGL·MK6
HYS·212AD
HYS·1200B
HYS·103AO
HYS-CHR232

' • Winchester Controllers lor IBM/PC •
189
XEBEC 1220 with floppy controller 269
NATIONAL COMPUTER 5004
159
OTC 5150BX
159
OMTI 5510 hall cant
189
ADAPTEC 2010A soMware install
189
WESTERN DIGIT AL WD/1002
189
• SCSllSASI Winchesler Controllers •
XEBEC 1410A 5W' foot print
239
OMTI 20L
119
• Winchester Accessories •
10
lnslallation Kit with manual
Winchester enclosure and supply
139
Dual 20/34 cable set
25
Switching power supply
49

each two+ FALCON FT-HOC hall card

MODEMS
Eclipse 1200 100% Hayes, with status lamps.
Eclipse 12008 internal with .software
Hayes Smartmodem 2400 baud modem
Fuj itsu 240011200 baud a\Jo everylhing.
Team 1200 Hayes Compalible. 300/1200baud.
Ultralink 1200data and voK:e on same line.
CTS 212AH 1200 baud, auto dial
Terminal soltware lorCTS 212AH
Prometheus 1200 super features
Prometheus 12008 internal PC
Signalman Mark VI. 300 baud internal PC
Hayes Smart Modem 1200 baud. auto dial
Hayes 12008 !or usewilh the IBM/PC, 1200 baud.
Hayes Sma11modem. 300 baud only. auto dial
Hayes Chronograph, time & date

Quantity Two

179.00
179.00
599.00
459.00
189.00
99.00
219.00
35.00
289.00
279.00
49.00
369.00
299.00
199.00
199.00

SEAGATE 225 20 Meg. 1/2 Ht. 389
SEAGATE 4026 26 M. 35mS. 859
SEAGATE 4051 51 M. 35mS.1095
FUJITSU 2242 55 M. 35mS. 1799
FUJITSU 2243 86 M. 35mS. 2295
ROOIME R0-202E 27 Meg. 759
ROOIME R0-203E 40 Meg. 995
ROOIME R0-204E 53 Meg. 1259
CONTROL DATA 94155·86 M.1829
MAXTOR XT1140 140 Meg. 3379
HONEYWELL 85M. 27 mS. 1795
TOSHIBA MK5670 M. 30mS.1789
TANDON 502 10 Meg.
419

359
829
1059
1729
2219
729
959
1195
17.79
3295
1695
1729
379

DRIVE

LETTER .Q UALITY

1g9

F-10 DAISY

WHEEL PRINTER

Quantity Two

Single piece price $499 . But ii you have already
purchased an F-10 printer from Calilornla Digital, we
will honor the $429 price on the second printer.
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Your Choice 48 or 96 TPI drive.
QUME MODEL 142 e 48 TPI
MITSUBISHI 4853 e 96 TPI
.
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The TE C F-10 Daisy Wheel printer is the perfect an
swer to a reasonablly priced 40 character word proces
sing printer. While this printer is" extremely" similar to
C.ltoh's F-10/ 40 Starwriter printer. Legal counsel for
the C.ltoh Company have advised us that we should
refrain from referring to the TEC printer as a Starwriter.
This 40 character per second printer auto installs with
Wordstar and Perfect Writer. Features extensive built
in word processing functions that allow easy adaptabil
ity and reduced software complexity. Industry standard
Centronics interface provides instant compatibility with

all computers equiped with a parallel printer port. The
TE C F-1 O accepts paper up to 15 inches in width.
These printers were originally priced to sell at over
$1400. Through a special arrangment California Digital
has purchase these units from a major computer man
ufacturer and is offering these printers at a fraction of
their original cost.
Options available include sheetfeeder, tractor feed,
buffered memory and an assortment of printer cables
for a variety of computers.
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\ Now you can transfer material directly from 1he typed
r or printed page to the screen of your computer, with·
2~1 ever touching 1he keyboard.
1
1
• .::
.;
Manuscripts. Contracts. Articles,
,lls·~- ~-~~~·r~·~'I-·- ·~ Forms . Inv o ices & P urchase Orders.
W
~ Applicatlons : Mailing Lis ts, Editing, D a ta

CORNERSTONE. !he first sophisticated Database designed specifically for
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~~ Copy:
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before. and has everything y ou need ti start using ~ productively from the
v e ry firs t day.
Designed for you to get !he results you need without any help lrom a
B'ogrammer, CORNERSTONE is _Ideal !or Sales ~anage r s, Personr:iel

--._ B a s e M anagement, Transrer ing inlormalion
b etwee n incom patible syste m s.
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T racking, l~Persm:inel Management and .R esoorce Plann ing .
search fo r 1nformat1o n according to any cn1eri ayou th ink ol.

I

Af1d yru c an

Th is package originally sold for 5495. Pick it up today from California
Digltal for o nly $89, and sta11 being more productive tomorrow!

'

Quick·Link300

The Comre,.; Comscribc1 l1S !he 1oeal solu11on 10 maKe shor!wo11<. o! t1anslalrn g hnanc1al and
numeri c da1a into a graphic p1csenta11on Many 1eady 10 run programs such as Lo1us l ·2·3.
V1s1-on ond Apple business graphics alreadv si Jppon this plor:er
The ComsCfltler I lea!ures programmable paper sizes up 10 8' J by 120 inches 6 ,,,ch pe1
second pier speed and O 004 step size Easy 10 implement Centromcs m1e1lace allows lhe
ComscnbC1 I 1mmed1a1c use with !he punter porl or most personal computers

1$9

\%.
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your ol.lportun11y ro purchase a ptoncr wluch was originally priced ar s 795 for only 5219
Also available is a suppo11 package which mcludesdemons1rat1on software. mcerlace cable.
a mulhcolorpen assonmen1 and a vanelyo! papc1and11ansoarency ma1c11al
-

p~ogrammable log-on keys, allowing !he operator, with only o ne key stroke, to
dial the data base, log-in and give !he passw ord. All this information is perm a
nently s tored in non-vo latile RA M .

'EC RG BI
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F ealures include video output l o television or monitor.• a utod.ial. auto-log, lull
sized keyboard , 300 baud modem and 1200 baud auxiliary pnmerpor t. All this
is available for only $ 59.

COLOR
MONffOR

119

1

The NEC JC-14010 is a 13 med1um1h1gh resolu11on RG8 mom101su1lable101 use w11n l he
SanyoMBC-5501555 or !he IBM1PC Themomtor leatu1es a resotut1on ol 400 dols by 240
Imes Colors available are Red. Green. Blue. Yellow.Cyan.Magenta. Black and While.
The NEC monitor cames lhe L1non·Monroe label and was ori ginally scheduled tor use in

Compalible with m ost Radio Shad1 Color Computer software. The world
famous D ragon computer is now a vai;able in the United States. Manufactur ed
8

~~hOlaa~~~°c;~·e~n*~~1~~esew~~ti~~r~s~e ~~~;~~~~~~Fmddem port
along wi~ a Centronics printer interface. ~1s unique microcomputer_features
Molorola"s advanced 6809 E microprocessor and comes s tandard w ith Micro

Isoft Co lor Basic, data base man ager, and a c omplete word process1~ pack

:R;:i~ec~nTt~~g~ ~~~duil~ gg~)~ncc~~R°~~~av:C°a~l~t~'fe~i!~~--F. v1 eo that
. :~!~e ~~:~see :~:::1~~;~to~ii:.:=~e~ec~~~d ~0 "c~1~~;~a o~;:;~r~ ~~~ ~?1~~;~ ~~~~
1
1
This is the Ideal low cost comp uter to be u sed wi th any dia l u p information
1 ~~~~ 1~G&;~:t'~:~ 0~;a::~1~1 ~EE~ ;~~~r/~,'(?matcos1 Sanyo compa:1ble NEC· 1401 i S: sy s te m s uch a s the Source, Easylink or any other time s hare service.
0
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ne
TEAC FD55BV half height
119
TEAC FD55FV 96 TPI, half ht. 119
TEAC FD55GF for IBM AT
189
SHUGARTSA455HalfHeight 119
SHUGARTSA4651/2Ht.96TPI 125
129
TANDON 100·2fullheight
MITSUBISHl4851 halfheight 119
1
MITSUBISHl485396/TPl hHt. 99
MITSUBISHI 4854 8" elec.
295
QUME 142 half height
99
Switching power supply
Installation Kit with manual
Dual enclosure for 51/4" drives
34 pin edge connectors
Scotch head cleaning kit
Flip&FileStoragetubs

109
109
179
109
119
125
109
89
285
89

Ten
99
105
175
105
109
119
105
89
275
89
49
10
59
5
19
15

. ,~ UME
1

~

149

Eight Inch Single Sided Drives
QUME 841 single side
159 149 call
SHUGART 801 R
359 359 354
SIEMENSFDD 100·8
119 115 109
Eight Inch Double Sided Drives
QUME842"QUMETRACK8" 189 179
SHUGARTSA851R
495 485
OLIVETTI double sided
189 179
REMEX RFD-4000
179 169
MITSUBISHI M2896°63 1/2 Ht. 459 449
Dual 8" enclosure with power and fan
Switching power supply
Installation kit with manual

call
475
159
159
409
259
89
10

PRINTERS
MATRIX PRINTERS

S1a1 Gemini.SG10 120 d1arlsec.
StarGemini·SG15. 100char 1sec. 15"" paper
S1arGeminiOelta 10. 160 Char/sec
Cilizen MSPl10FT 160 char/ sec.
ToShiba P1351, 192charlscc. rener q1Jah1y
Okidala 182A serial & parallel 9'h"" Paoer
Okidata 192A parallel interlace. 160 char/sec
Okidala 8<1P pa1allel 15·· paper
EpsonlX-80 10·· 120 Char/sec
Epson FXBOFT. 10·· 160 chausec. with grapht1ax
Epson RX10'J+ 15"' w11hGrapntrax
EPson FX1 00FT 15" 160 cl1a1.lsec w11h graphlra:o:
Epson L0 1500, 15·· corcspondencequal1tv
Epson JX 80Colorpnn1cr
P1ow1i\ar 8510 pa1allel 91/f' paper
Dalaproducls 1l 600·3. band printer 600 LPM
Pnntr onix P300 high speedprin1er 300 hnesperminu1e
Printrcn1x P600 u!tra high speed 600 lines porm1nu1e.

STR-SG10
STR·SG15
STR·D10
CIT·MSP10
TOS·1351
OK!-162A
OKl-192A
0Kl·84P
EPS·LXSO
EPS·FXSO
EPS·AX100
EPS.FXtOO
EPS.l0 1500
EPS·JXBO
PR0 -8510t'
DPS-0600
PTX-P300
PTX-P tlOO

239.00
389.00
359.00
289.00
1495.00
257.00
345.00
769.00
239.00
369.00
389.00
489 00
695.00
519.00
329.00
696500
3995.00
5795 00

WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS
Slarvmter F!O pa1allel. 40 diarl sec
NEC6810 55 chaflsecond. se1ial inleilace
NEC8830 55 char/sec. par"l 1nter lace.
NEC3550 popular p11ntor designeo for tha lBMtPC

PRO·F\OP
NEC·6610
NEC-8830
NEC-3550

~j;~~~d~~~~.' i~1~~;~.0P~~~~;i:,~a~r'1.

~~g~~~~oo

Sliver Reed EXPSSO 17 Charisec par"I in!erface.
01ablo 63040charlsec. se1ial
Diablo 620. p1oportJOnal spai;ing. horz.& ver1 lab. 20 cps.
Juki 6100. 16 chausec
Juki 6300. 40 dlar 1sec.
Ccmrex CR2. 5k butler. p1~1110nal spa~1n9. par"I.

SRO-EXP550
OBL-630
OBL-620
JUK·6100
JUK·6300
CRX·CR2P

499.00
1659.00
1659.00
1599.00
689.00
319.00
429.00
1569 00
769.00
399.00
69900
395.00

ITHE DIVERSIFIED GROUP I
2010 DISCOUNT ON ALL ADVERTISED PRICES
WITH PREPAYMENT - Call (800) 523-1041 TO ORDER NOW!
WHAT'S HOT
ENHANCED GRAPHIC ADAPTOR

TAXAN 630 MONITOR

16 Colors 256K, Parallel Port

Offers Green, ·Amber,
B & W Reverse, White on Blue

$292.95

N~C

V20

Replace your 8088
to increase speed up to 40%

$18.95 .

. $446.95

30011200 BAUD MODEM

IRWIN 10MEG ·

·20 MEGABYTE HARD-CARD

External Hayes Compatible

Tape Backup, Software Included

. 21 MB formatted all on 1 card in 1 slot

$156.95

$446.95

$762.95

SURGE PROTECTORS

MULTIFUNCTION CARD

Surge & Spike Suppression
15A Circuit Bre~ker
.
6 Receptabie Wall Mount
6 Receptable Sirip

$28.95
PARADISE MUL TIPLA Y

$17.95 .
$131.95
.CLOSE OUTS WHILE THEY LAST

Color ,oi Monochrome IBM Compalible .... . ......

'HjfrES 300 BAUD MODEM . ... . .. . . .$85

$99

DISKETTES

Sgl Side/Dbl Density
In Box with Hub Ring & Sleeves . . . . . . . . $6

384K Memory Included
·Parallel, Serial & Clock
Game Port with Software

ALS

· ·.

$85
AMDEX DVM II
·
RGB Interface for Apple .... . . ......... .. .. .... $70 RFMODf.!LATOR ... . : ..... ...... : ........ ,. $5
DUAL DISK DRIVE CAB. 5114

a bOX

30
CP,M · . Card··· ....... · ...... ..... .. . . ..... ..

with Power Supply .. ........ ........... . ..... $60 .

0

~~~~~i1~ ..~.~~:.?~~~ ............... .. $50

APPLE DISK CONTROLLERS . . ... . . .... $25

TG JOYSTICK ... .. ......... : ...... .. ........ $20
APPLE JOYSTICK, ...... : ...... ,......... .$10
RiXON PC 212A MODEM ... ·~.: ... ... ..

$150

lie SER. TO PAR CONVERTER .... .... $70

SERVICE CONTRACTS AVAILABLE - CALL 18001523·1041

All Hard Disks Come With: 1 Yr. Warranty, Cables,
Con/roller and are Formatted
QTY. 1

10 Megabyle w/Conlroller
ZO Megabyte w/Conlroller
30 Megabyle w/Conlroller

QTY. 5

5369.9S 53S9.9S
489.9S 469.9S
728.00 714.00

Most Hard Disks are



TD Meg Infernal Vz Heigh!,

Low Power

s 89.9S

$446.00 5436.00
S89.00 S79.00

Tandon TM100·Z
MPI (Tandon Compalible)
AT 360K w/whileface

119.9S
89.9S
69.9S
109.9S

OTY. 5
s 86.9S
109.9S
87.9S
69.9S

DISK DRIVE CONTROLLERS
llM (Original) Conlroller
IBM Compalible Conlroler

64K SETS

. OK/DATA
ML 18ZP, 1ZO cps. Parallel
ML 19ZP, 160 cps. w/NLQ
ML 193P, 1S" Carriage; 160 cps, w/NLO

II

IBM "Logo" Drives

TAPE BACK-UP BY IRWIN
10 Meg Exlernal Back·up

5Vii DISK DRIVES
Toshiba 112 Height

BERNOULLI BOX
$1779.9S
Z399.9S

2 for $137.00
QTY. 1

Shuga11. Microscl. CMI, Rodine, Segale
Call for Olhers
10 Meg
ZO Meg

LETTER QUALITY - DDT MATRIX

MP/ B-52
• Tandon Compalible • 360K
Double Side/Double Density • Full Height

All Upgrades l:arry a 2 Year Warranty

SZZ9.9S
339.9S
S39.9S

PANASONIC
KX 1091
KX 109Z

SZS9.9S
5349.9S

TOSHIBA
P341 24 pin 136 col;
P351 24 pin Par. & Ser.

$869.00
$1089.00

P1340 24 pin 80 col.

$ 99.9S
S9.9S

EPSON -

5399.00

Call for A.ailabilily

Weafso carry Jukf, Oynax, Tosfllba, Star,
Panasonic, NEC, Brother

Nine 4164, 1SOns
S9.9S
S8.9S ea. 100 Sels

10 Sets

128K SETS
Nine. 4128
ZS Sels

$39.9S
3Z.9S ea.

$8.33

256K SETS
g, 41ZS6, ZOOns SZ6.9S
ZS Sels
Z4.9S ea.

80287
SMHZ for AT & Oeskpro

S189.9S

8087-3

8087-2

SMHZ Malh Co·Processor
for IBMPC
$14Z.9S

SMHZ Malh Co-Processor
for AT&T,Compaq,Deskpro

$1S4.9S

DISK DRIVE CONTROLLERS
Weslern Digilal Hard Disk Conl.
Adaplec Hard Disk Cont

$179.9S
199.9S

""•·1
i,__ - 

No Surcharge on Credi! Cards

TERMS:
P.O.'s from Government Institutes,
Unlversifles, Fortune 1000
C.0.D.'s wlGuarantee, Visa. MC, MD,
Cashier's Check, Cash. Please Call for Shipping:
Approx. system $ZS, printers & monflors $1S.
Minimum Shipping $4.50
We Ship Federal Express, UPS, U.S. Mail
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ITHEilIVERSIFIED GROUP I
MAIL ORDERS TO:
8726 S. Sepulveda, Suite A132, Los Angeles, CA 90045
WAREHOUSE: 4732 Rosecrans, Hawthorne, CA 90250

Slide case w/speaker
S1S1 Keyboard
1SO Wall Pwr Supply
ZOO Wall Pwr Supply .
640K Motherboard w/OK

$49.9S
$99.9S
$99.9S
$149.9S
$1S9.9S

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

(800) 523-1041
INSIDE CALIFORNIA

(213) 675-0717
Inquiry 116

ITHE DIVERSIFIED GROUP I
The DG PC Series computers offers the maximum alternatives in the PC XT compatible market.
Alternatives which exceed current PC XT configurations.
Standard features on all DG PC Series computers include:
• Full compatibility with IBM PC XT® machines
• 640K bytes of parity checked memory, 8 slots
• 150 watt power supply • 5151 keyboard
• 1 Full Year Warranty on Parts and Labor.
• 4 Layer Motherboard

DG-PC

[]

DG BASE UNIT

DG SYSTEM

DG AT

DG-XT

System Unit
640K on Board
One 360K Drives
w/Controller
150 Watt
Power Supply

System Unit
640K on Board
Two 360K Drives
150 watt pwr sply
Hi-Res Green Mon
w/lnterface Card

System Unit
640K on Board
One 360K Drive
1OMeg Hard disk
Monochrome Mon
Mono Card

$699.95

$847.95

System Unit
80286 Microprocessor
512K Memory
1.2 Meg Floppy
AT Type Keyboard
w/Par. & Ser. Ports
Runs PC, XT & AT Sftwr

$1195.95

$1889.95

All Systems Assembled and Tested

COMPAQ

OESKPRO

$1755.95

Model I

IBM
IBM PC

286

Deskpro 286
Portable 286

$3391.95
3391.95

Bare 256K
One 360K Dr, 256K

IBM SYSTEM
$1099.00
1199.00

PC-XT
with 10 Meg
One 360K Drive,
Monochrome
Monitor
Monochrome
Card

IBM XT
One 360K Drive & 10 Meg Drive
$2237.95

PORTABLE
Two 360K Drives,
256K
$1963.50

IBM AT
$3391.50
3995.95

Unenhanced
Enhanced

$2421.95

•• 1si-. - 1•1••• ....
1-11
AST SlxPac+ w13114K 2 Yr War

$261.95

MF-100 SlxPac Compatible plus Gameport

S89.95

AMDEK
3006 Composite Green
300A Composite Amber
310A Monochrome Amber

AST Advantage w/1.5 Megabyte of Memory
Parallel & Serial Ports
$497.95
AST Rampage

TAXAN
$399.95
446.00
549.95

620 (640 x 200)
630 (640 x 400)
640 (720 x 400)

PRINCETON GRAPHICS .

HAYES
DG

300/1200 Hayes compatible

$156.95

TERMS:
P.0."s from Government Institutes,
Universities, Fortune 1000
C.D.O.'s w/Guarantee, Visa, MC, MD,
Cashier's Check, Cash. Please Call for Shipping:
Minimum Shipping $4.50
We Ship Federal Express, UPS, U.S. Mall
No Surcharge on Credit Cards

Inquiry 116

Parallel 2 pos.

$49.95

Serial 2 pos.

$64.95

I

HX12, 640x200 Dot Pitch .31
HX12E, 640x350 Dot Pitch .28
SR12, 640x400 Dot Pitch .31
SR12P. 640x480 Dot Pitch .26
HX-9. 640x350 Dot Pitch .28
MAX12E, 720x350

$442.95
517.95
573.95
787.95
432.95
169.95

Xidex Obi/Obi 5 Year Warranty
1 bx. $12.95 10 bxs. $11.95 100 bxs. $9.95

KEYTRONICS KEYBOARDS
5153 Touch Pad
$289.95
5150 Standard $169.95 5151 Deluxe

$179.95

BELKIN CABLES
IBMPC to Par.

6 toot Shielded
$14.95 IBMPC lo Modem$16.95

The Edge Color/Mono
The Graphics Edge

IBM

IBM Monochrome w/Parallel Port
IBM Color tard w/Parallel Port

PARADISE

Modular Graphics Card
Multi Display

EGA

DG EGA
STB EGA +
QUADRAM +
IBM EGA
Color «II Board

ITHEDIVERSIFIED GROUP I
··~

Color Graphics w/Parallel Port 2 Yr. War.
Monochrome Graphics w/Par Po<1

EVEREX

DISKETTES

$362.95

1200B w/Smartcom II
$362.95
1200 External $392.95 2400 External $595.95

DG GRAPHICS

A-B SWffCH BOXES
$124.95
134.95
159.95

I

MAIL ORDERS TO:
VISA J
8726 S. Sepulveda, Suite A132, Los Angeles, CA 90045
WAREHOUSE: 4732 Rosecrans, Hawthorne, CA 90250

SIGMA

$104.95
119.95
$269.95
269.95
$226.95
214.95
$259.95
159.95
$292.95
349.95
398.95
498.95
$458.95

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

(800) 523-1041
INSIDE CALIFORNIA

(213) 675-0717
APRIL 1986 • BYTE

435

MANN·ESMAN-TALLY PIXY 3

LIMITED

Sl)PPLY

3-PEN

1,

.PlO;TTE·R
$

198
~

20 MEGABYTE
L:·HARD 5
CARD . 79.9
•
•
•
•
•

LIST PRICE s799
YOU SAVE OVER S6QO!!!

We're probably making a mistake
selling this hig_h speed plotter for
onl? Sl98. They are"'easily wo~·th at
least s500 more. Compare the
features to plotters costing s2000 or
more.

•
•
•
•
•
•

High Speed 8 IPS Plotting
3 Pen Auto Select
S- Colors ·Available
Serial Interface
Full Graphics+ Built-in Fonts
81/2 x 11 Paper or Transparencies
LIST

SALE

8 Extra Water Base Pens - - - - - - - - - - -  s30
4 EX'tra Oil Base Pens - - - - - - - - - - - -  s30
100 Sheets 81/ 2 x 11 Paper - - - - - - - - - - -  sg
50 Sheets 8% x 11 Transparencies -~------ sg
Plotter Software for IBM P C - - - - - - - - -  5 195

'1695
'1695
s495
. s495
s5995

Why pay 51149 for a C.ltph

STARWRITER™F-10

Uses only one· siot
21.3 MB formatted capacity
Low power-only 11 watts
Installs in just minutes
Works with standard power
supply

s. 1s.~- 895
/,' .:'"' '"' /
.. cL:'~'/;;~
Guaranteed
.. Hayes compatible!
JADE
JAD.E
JADE
JADE

1200
1200
2400
2400

Baud
Baud
Baud
Baud

~~
~/

LIST
External _ _ s349
pC Card _ _,299
External _ _.1599·
PC Card _ _s595

JADE
'16895
115995
•49995
•39gas

.10 MEGABYlE

HARD DISK SYSTEM
FOR. YOUR
IBMPC
.

•

s399ss
Complete with controller card, data cable. and
mounting hardware. totally PC/XT
compatible . For external model (cabinet &
power supply)-add '199.
LIST
JADE
5399.•5
10 MB Internal 'lz High _ _•990
20 MB Internal 'lz High __ 5 1550
20 MB tor AT, 60-80 ms _ _s999
20 MB HI-Speed tor AT __ 11250
30 MB HI-Speed tor AT __ 51550
10 MB Tape Back-up _ _ _s599

when our40 cps letter quality daisywheel
from the same manufacturer is only as
low as

1200 BAUD
MODEM

ProModem 1200B for IBM PC _ _s399
ProModem 1200 RS-232
'495
Alpha/num Display Option
'99
New Options Pr?cessor
' 149
64K Mem Expansion for above _ _,99

STAR
GEMINI 1o~x

s179ss

s399ss

120 cps, friction &
adjustable tractor
feed w/graphics.

~

EACH-'499

Bi-directional deluxe tractor _s249
Automatic cut sheet feeder __s449

LIST
Improved IBM Keyboard-'209 '159.95
Deluxe IBM Keyboard _•299 1 199.95
T•Star:Wr:it'er is a Trademark of C . ltoh
Touch Pad
'399 1 299.95
Qfgital Fi'rod ucts. Inc.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,........ Deluxe PCjr Keyboard_'299 '179.95

'19995,

s5995

IBM PC,
XTor
compatible

LIST
TANDON 100-2, OS, DD - - -' 299
TEAC 55B, OS, DD _ _ ---'249

OKJRAM·2------~---~

1 MB
2 MB
256K
1 MB
2 MB

.

- -~

JRAM-2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
JRAM-2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
JRAM-J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
JRAM-J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
JRAM-J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Emergen cy back-up power to saveyo ur co mputer
system. A must for every computer system.
200 Wall UPS
425 Wall UPS

LIST

JADE

5359

1 269.95

_ s539

'449.95

135/150 WATT
Drop-in replacement
Hercules Color Graphlcs _ _ _ 5 245
JADE Color Graphics
'199
Hercules Monochrome Graphics '499
JADE Monochrome Graphics _•299
JADE Color w/Par & Serlal _ _,299
Tecmar G raphlcs Master _ _ _'699
Everex Edge
'399
Paradise Graphics Card
'395

'189.95
'99.95
'339.95
'129 .95
'199 .95
'499.95
'299.95

POWER SUPPLY
sa995
s999s

135 Watt _ _5 199
150 Watt
$24-9

FX-85
FX-286
LQ-800
LX-80
JX-80

640K of RAM
135 watt power supply
8 expansion slots
Deluxe keyboard
90 day warranty

s·gg.5

LIST

JADE

OKIDATA BK Parallel in/Parallel out_ _ _,169 '139.95
164.95
64K Parallel in/Parallel out --'225
TOSHIBA 128K Parallel in/Parallel out _ _ s445 '269.95
chOice: serial in/serial out : parallel in/serial
CITIZEN Your
out: serial in/parallel out.
C. ITOH 8K__s199
DIABLO l::i.t:1aAhi:ZtJ.
1

PRICED TOO LOW TO PUBLISH!
Call us for our best price.

5395
Six Pak Plus 64K
Six Pak Plus 384K
'945
Rampage 256K
'495
Rampage 2 MB
'1995
Advantage-AT 128K _ _ _ s595
Advantage-AT 3 MB - - '4145

5

256K PC/640K XPC
Two 360K drives
Mono graphics card
Amdek 310A

256K PC/640K XPC
Two 360K disk drives
Monochrome card
Amdek 310A monitor

IBM PC_ s1995
JADE XPC 51295

IBM PC_ 52995
JADE XPC 51995

IBM PC_ s2395
JADE XPC s1395

IBM PC-XT W/
20 MB HARD DISK

'249.95
'299.95
'379.95
1679.95
1399.95
1999.95

256K RAM
20 MB hard disk
Mono graphics card
Parallel printer port
Amdek 310A

$2'8 95

JADE COMPUTER •
We accept cash. ctiecks. credit ca<ds or purc~a se orders from qualified firms and instilulions. Mlnll)\urn
prepaid order $15.00. California residents add 6%% tax. Prices & avallablltty subject to change without notice.
Shipping & handling charges v.ia WPS Ground 50¢flb. UPS Air $1.00/.lll. Minimum charge $3.00.

1695

OPTION #2

IBM PC-AT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

512K RAM
20 MB 60 ms hard disk
1.2 MB disk drive
Parallel printer port
Serial RS-232C port
Color graphics card
PGS HX-12 monitor

$4795

~

4901 W. Rosecrans Ave. Box 5046
Hawthorne, CA 90251-5046

256K of RAM
63 watt power supply
5 expansion slots
IBM keyboard
90 day warranty

640 K of RAM
20 MB hard disk
One 360K drive
135 Watt power supply
Mono graphics card
Parallel printer port
PGS MAX-12E monitor

•
•
•
•
•

LIST

AST
AST
AST
AST
AST
AST

•
•
•
•
•

OPTION #3

OPTION #1
Expandab le to 64K (Par model to 512K)

EPSON
EPSON
EPSON
EPSON
EPSON

•
•
•
•
•

256K of RAM; Two 360K disk drives, & disk controller

JADE

LIST

JADE XPC IBM PC

•

Continental U.S.A.

PLACE
ORDERS
TOLL
FREE!

(800)421-5500
Inside California

(800)262-1710
Los Angeles Area

(213)973-7707

1st PLACE

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
13422 N. CAVECREEK RD.
PHOENIX, AZ. 85022
CALL FREE 1-800-841-2748
ALTOS-2086T80 .
LEADING EDGE .
ITT PC .
ZENITH . . . . . .

. $14,599
. $CALL
. $CALL
• $CALL

PRINTERS & TERMINALS
STAR SG10.
JUKI 6100 ..
WYSE 50 . . .
QUME 101G.
CITIZEN MSP10
HARD DRIVES.
MODEMS . . . .

.$214
.$339

.$419
.$289
.$255

BYTE INDEX
POWERFUL database~ summarizes
every article, review, program, tip and
letter In BYTE Magazine. Finds Info FAST!
Cross-references corrections & updates.
A "tip-book" citing 1ooo·s of solutions.
like owning a "helpllne" for llttle more than
the price of a s.l.ru;tl.e. long-distance phone call!

GUARANTEED to save you TIME and MONEY.
Search It with FASTFIND or your word processor.
Standard text file. Works on IBM PC, Apple ll's,
Macintosh, HP-150, C64.
Specify which computer

$5
-

-

for 1985, $5 for 1984, on 5.25'" disks
Uon1hly updllH IS ncri or S39 tor 12 "'ol'llh•
-

~Coer·Prol•cl•d

::::::::>

. $CALL

FASTF/ND Is a high-speed search ulll lty. Logical
operators & wild card. Searches ~ filil. & ~up 10
100 TIMES FASTER than word processors! Finds losr
flies. even if yo u fof{}et their names/ A.P.P.L.E .'s BEST
SELLER. Prinlsrepo11s. For APPLE II, II+, lie, lie. Ill. Lisi $49.

. $CALL

$12 & get BYTE INDEX for 1985

OTHER NAME BRANDS IN STOCK
CALL FOR LOW PRICES

™

(Add: Calif. resid. 6%, credil cards '4%, 3.S- disk $2, overseas SJ)

FASTFIND co.. 28503 Coveridge Dr. #B, RPV, CA 90274
[Modem: 213/377·0804] VISA/MC 213 /544-2350

Inquiry 131

5151 Style Keyboard ... .... ........ $75
AT Style Keyboard .......... . ...... $77
384K Multifunction (OK) .....•. . ..... $95
Color /Graphic/Printer ... ... . ..... . .. $63
AC Center .... . .......... . • •... .. $79
Floppy Drive Controller ............. $39
Parallel Printer Cable .............. $10
RS232 to RS232 Cable .. ......... .. $10
XTType Case .................... $39
AT Type Case . . .. .............. $75

More Items Available

BUDGET COMPUTERS
2620 Concord Ave., Suite 108
Alhambra, CA 91803
(818) 281-2833
Telex 5106006329
Inquiry 41

20 Meg Hard Disk Kit-5435 00
Includes Microscience 20 M.B. Half Height
Uiw Power Hard Disk with controller and
cables, 1 year warranty.

MULTl FUNCTION
CARD

Irwin Tape Drive (10 Meg)-5425°0
Brother M-1509 Printer-5425 00
PC/XT COMPATIBLE PARTS
JUMB0-640 (4.77 MHz)
Motherboard w/rl!<
$125.00
TURB0-640 (4.n or 8 MHz)
Motherboard w/rl!<
$215.00
Mono/Graphic Card w/ Printer Port $ 85.00
Color Card with Printer Port
$ 85.00
Color Card with Video Port
$ 70.00
110 Card
$ 70.00
Floppy Disk Controller
$ 45.00
5150 Style Keyboard
$ 70.00
Computer Case
$ 55.00
Printer Cable
$ 17.00

FOR IBM-PC & COMPATIBLES

$149

W/384K
INSTALLED

2 YEARS WARRANTY
•PARALLEL PORT• SERIAL PORT
'CLOCK/CALENDAR 'GAME PORT
• RAM DISK/ PRINTER SPOOLER
'CABLES & MANUALS

COMPUTER AGE, INC.
800 Silver Lane, E. Hartford., Ct. 06118

LUCKY COMPUTERS

203-569-677411244

(214) 690-6110
2011 Brandeis, Richardson, TX 75081

Inquiry 197

Terms: add $3.00 for Handling Charges.
Visa/MC accepted, no surcharges

Inquiry 88

FREE SOFTWARE

ENHANCE YOUR
PORTABLE ADDITIONS
PORTABLE DISK DRIVE $249
3 V2 · ·. batt. aper.. TS-DDS, 100K storage

24K RAM CHIP for randy 200 $89
BK RAM CHIP for Model-100 $29
and NEC 8201.

.3 for $79, 6 for $149

SIDESTAR for NEC Starlet $399
128K Ram Disk Cartridge

SIDECAR tor NEC PC-8201A $259

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER

$595

Programs EPROMS & PAL expandable
to Bl-POLAR and single chip micro

LOGIC ANALYZER

$995

50 MHZ, 8 channel expandable to 32 channel

GANG PROGRAMMER

$795

Programs 8 EPROMSwi1h same data or
different data.

PROTOCOL ANALYZER

$995

Monilor and Simulator.

4 banks of 32K in one cartridge

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-732-5012
Calif: 805-987-1742
Canada: 604-856-8858, Australia: 02-419-8899
VISA MIC &
AMER.EXP.

420 Constitution Ave.. Camarillo, CA 93010

Inquiry 275 .

Advanced Microcomputer
Systems. Inc.
2780S.W.14thSt.
Pompano Bch .. A. 33069

1-800-9PC-FREE
Inquiry 7

!#\ mSI

FROM THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
User Group Software isn't copyrighted, so no fees to
pay! 1000's of CP/M and IBM software programs in
.COM and source code to copy yourself! Games,
business, utilities! All FREE!
Rent Buy
IBMPC-SIG 1-458 Disksldes . . ..•. 460. 845.
IBMPC-SLUE 1-175 Disksldes .... . 180. 345.
SIG/M UG 1-246 Dlsksldes . . . . . . . 160. 550.
CP/M UG 1-92 Dlsksldes .•.......
45. 250.
PICO NET 1-34 Disksldes ....... .
25. 100.
KAYPRO UG 1-60 Disksldes ••....
70. 210.
EPSON UG 1-58 Dlsksldes ... • ...
70. 230.
Commodore CBM 1-102 Dlsksldes. 100. 200.
Public Domain User Group Catalog Disk $5 pp.
(payment in advance, please)
Rental is for 7 days after receipt, 3 days grace to
return. Use a credit card, no disk deposit.
Shipping, handling & insurance $9.50 per library.
(619) 941-0925 Orders & Technical (9 to 5)
(619) 727-1015 24 Hr. 3 Min. Info Recording
Have your credit card ready!

•

National Public Domain Software

BBB

Inquiry 235

1533 Avohill Dr.
Vista, CA 92083
800-621-5460
then dial
782-542

5 Complete Systems
mew

T he XAT is out mos1 vcr sattle and pow erful
syslem Using Intel s 80286 p1ocessor . the
system runs at G ;uid 8 MH l with a !rue

l 6·b1 r data t>us Comes st:indard wllh a 3
mcg Add·On bo~'rd 2 D<ir<lllel & one serial
port . monitor koyboard . DOS 3 I . 1wo
'1he1ght DS OD 1 2 meg fl oppies.

The perfect ct101ce tor lhf- system m!egralor
who needs lhe IBM compat1b1lity. bu! not in
t11e standard PC cabinet This model leatwes
l1111ged and removable sides. up to 3 '1t1e1ght
MHz .TURBO molle Also included . DOS 3 1 periptiernls out frun! front mount AC sw11c11
ke ybocircL 135 wa\1 power supply, TT L 720 x and rear mount 135 watt po we• Sl1pply Also
mak.es an •deal Host or .. Ftle Server" umt
348 resolution video card. green or amber
111 mull1-use1 conhgural1ons'
monitor. serial & parallel ports. Renl Time
Clock and software.

This s!;indard system is as compaflble with
IBM as 11 can be _Featuring a 4-laycr mo!he1·
board. B·slo! expansion. up lo 640K
memory on the mot11erboard. and the 6 67

The XTjr. 1s only 1umor rn s1ze 1 With up lo
640K memory on the motherboard and lour
expansion slots. 1n1s stand-alone system rs
also g reat for workstations 1n a networking
en...1rnnment. It can be upgrndea to the
TURBO two speed motherboard and you
can also add up 10 2 serial & 2 parallel pons
or any IBM compatible expansion card A
perlecT word processing datu entry system

This is truly lhe <"tffordable portable and well
build 11 lo your specit1ca11ons Need a 20
meg hard disk and 20 meg !ape w 1!11 G...!OK
memory in your portat1!e? No prob lem' T l1e
XPC Compact comes s1a11dard w1!11 a 9 ··
amber TTL monitor 13 5 wan PS 256K
memory. two360K drwes. Real Time
Clock Calenda1 w battery Back·up serial and
parallel ports an d lllll TURBO Mothe1board

24 Add-On Cards
2 Meg Above Board

T/11s t10<Hd s:t11sl1c s r11 e new Above Bo<ird npproac.:h
suggested ny INTEL and Lotus 1· 2·3 Also m<iy be used
o n our XT· SBC TURBO oo<i•d ror f"1 emory oased at OK

AT H.D. & Floppy

m,

Hard Disk Controller

Thrs Western 01g1lal controller t1andles 1 or 2 drives 5
lo 140 megabyles with minimum so1tware conhgura·
lion. Features DOS 2 1 & 3 1 compat1b1lily and ST ·506
lntertace

Mono & Color Graphics

A Mull1-tunct1on b oard !c;i!ur1mJ P;u;illel Port Serial Par;

Ga1111· Pol! Real Ttlllt' Clock C.1lcndar w1!h B<i:tery
B.tc k up E'Cpand to 384K all Cables PrentSpooler and
RAM D•SK Software and Man11als

Connecl your workslat1on to an existing .! Megaby!e
IBM loken nng system or build up your own IEE E 802
standard system The lowest possible cost lor
tOO "o1ndustry standara c o mpa11b1l1ty

5

PROM Laser

7 PAK Multi-Function

I

Trus new \'Vcstem 0 1g1tal c:ornbo board wi th •t s t •-spee d
VLSI technology will g ive yo l1 a da1a transler 1ate 50 "o
l<istcr than the e xisting combo board m 1he AT Runs
boin 360K and 1 2 mcg ttoppy a1sK drives

Supcons !wo levels ot g raphics and te xt m compo site
monochrome or RGB c olor Low rcsolul•on 320). 200
pixel t11gh resolu1ron 6 -lO '- 200 pixel

Fealures Floppy C ont1oller Parallel Port Serial Por
(QpflOnal 2nd Senal). Game Port. Real Time
Clock Calendar w1lh Battery Back·uP. RAMd1sk.. Pnn!
Spoo ler al! cabl es & manu.1ls

Hi-speed algor1thmes will burn 2716. 2732. 2732A.
2764 (•n 52 sec). 27 128 27256 EPROMS under so!!·
wa1e control r1gh1 1n your PC Zero Force Inser tion
Sockets. Soltware. and Manu<il

35 Components

-

Cabinets
li ill lUllll :'

The XTJr. caoinet1son!y 3" x 16 5 " :ir. 15" yet11
will hold a standard XT cornpalthle rnotnerboard
Includes a sw1\ch1ng power supply F1onl panel
c ut·out lor a .>ialf·he\gt1t ll OPP"I or hard disk

!li ~hlli"\h!
Our XPC · XT ca1J1nc1 has an 8 -slot back panel
with add1honal cul ·Outs !or two RS -232 I 0 parts
Fea!ures mounting !or up to tour hall t1e1ght
pcr 1pnerals

.._'> • !."'

~
•
•
•
•
•

S1andm d -t 77 MHZ
up 10 640K memory
B·slo! e..:pan s on
stand:ird 8088 CPU
808 7 soc!\e1 avail

• 2on \·Vau power
• E, :er1or AC sw1tcn
• 4 DC power conn
• +5V·20A -SV· SA
• + 12V-7 7A - 12V· SA

...-------...

,....

• Rea: Mount
• Flea1 On OU sw•tcn
• eJo:l/a AC outlets

• T5V·15A -5V· 5A
•

+ 12 V·4A

-1 2 V· SA

3 Networks

AT
This Keybo<ird is standard ec1ui p111cn! wi !hl lll
ol our XAT systems. but the layou! 1s so well
liked we re ollering 11 here.

XT
l.:-'-1

w t.

5151 fo".

Now a !ully s e lcctric unit at an aflord:ible
pncc FcatuH?S a 10-key numeric pad 3 a
separal c cursor pad

Cassette Training

Tt11s lull he1gnt cabine t
w1U hold a Tape Bac k -up
w 1m full or ' ~ height Hard
Dis:.. 1ns1de (or two Hard
Disk.S J

A perfect cabine! tor
Tape or Hard Disk. ~
ri1ce atJd111on lo your

PC

1111 111

Whal is the Cassene Training concep1? Using lnleract•ve
Audio Training to combine the ad11antage 0 1 classroom and
seJ1-teacn1ng methods
The Melnod
One audio lmck dcllve1s a lecture explaining
the ptograrn. wn1Je the second !rack emulates the keybo:ird
actually running the sluden! s compu1e1 At f1equen1 mlerva!s
the l<ipc pauses a4lomat1cally lo allow tt1e student k.eyboa~d
input. which is monitored lor accU1acy by 1ne MITS COED

Archive
Irwin
Maxtor
Memtek
Miniscribe
Panasonic
Seagate
TEAC
Tu Iin

2101
5101
2102L-4
2102l-2
2112
2114
2114l-4
2114L-2
2114L-15
TMS4044-4

256x4
256x4
102 4x 1
1024x1
256x4
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
1024x4
4096x1

TMM2016-150
TMM2016-100

2048x8
2048 x8

HM6116·4

2048x8

HM6116-3

2048x8

HM6116LP-4

2048x8

HM6116LP-3
HM6116LP-2
HM6264P-15

2048x8
2048x8
8192x8

HM6264LP-15

8192x8

HM6264LP-12

8192x8

1.95
3 .95
.99
1.45
2 .99
.99
1 .09
1 .49
1 .95
1.95
1.49
1.95
1 .39
1.49
1 .49
1.59
2.95
3.89
3. 95
4 .49

(450nsJ

1450ns)ICMOSI
1450ns)ILP)
1250ns)ILPI
(450ns)
(450ns)

1450ns )ILPI
1200ns11LPI
1150ns11LPI
(450ns)
(150ns)
(100ns)

1200ns )ICM0Si
1150ns)ICM0Si
1200nsllCMOSllLP)
1150 n s)ICMOSllLP)
1120nsllCMOSllLP)
1150nsllCMOS)
1150nsllCMOS)ILP)
1120ns)ICMOS)ILP)

LP:Low pow er

****HIGH-TECH****

NEC V20 UPD70108 $1495
REPLACES 8088 TO SPEED UP IBM PC 10-401\\J
•HIGH-SPEED ADDRESS CALCULATION
IN HARDWARE
•PIN COMPATIBLE WITH BOBB
. • SUPERSET OF BOB6/ BOBB INSTRUCTION
SET
• LOW POWER CMOS

8 MHZ
8 MHZ

V20
V30

UPD70108·8
UPD70116·8

$24.95
$26.95

****SPOTLIGHT****

DYNAMIC RAMS
4116-250
4116-200

16384x1
16384x1

(250ns)
(200ns)

4116-150

16384x1

1150ns)

.89

4116-120
MK4332

16384x1
32768x1

(120ns)
(200ns)

1.49
6.95

4164-200

65536x1

4164 -150
4164 -120
MCM6665

65536x1
65536x1
65536x1

TMS4164

65536x1

1200nsll5V)
1150nsll5V)
1120nsll5V)
1200nsll5V)
1150ns ll5V)
1150nsll5VllREFRESH)
1150nsll5V)
1150nsll5Vi
1200nsll5V)
1150ns)l5V)

1 .19
1 .29
1.95
1 .95
1.95
2.95
4 .95
5.95
2.95
2.95

4164 -REFRESH 65536x1
TMS4416
41128 - 150
41256-200
41256- 150

16384x4
131072x1
262144x1
262144x1

8000

29 .95
3.29
1.49
1. 49
2.25
4 .95
5.49
6 .95
1.69
1.89
1.89
1. 95
1.69
1.89
1. 95
2 .29
4.95
2.49
2.95
3.95
2 .95
3 .95
4 .95

8203
8205
8212
8216
8224
8237
8 2 37-5
8250
8251
8251A
8253
8253-5
8255
8255-5
8259
8259-5
8272
8279
8279-5
8282
8284
8286
8288

Z-80

2 .79
6502
65C02 ICMOSI12.95
6507
9 .95
1.95
6520
6522
4 .95
6526
26.95
6532
6.95
6545
6.95
6551
5.95
6561
19.95
6581
34.95

2.0 MHZ
2.95
2.95
5.95
11.95
7 .95
6 .95

3.0 MHZ
65028

6 .95

6800
1.0 MHZ
6800
6802
6803
6809
6809E
6810
6820
6821
6840
6843
6844
6845
6847
6850
6883

1 .95
4 .95
9 .95
5 .9 5
5 .95
1 .95
2 .9 5
1 .9 5
6.9 5
19.95
12.9 5
4 .9 5
11 .95
1 .95
2 2.9 5

2.0 MHZ

4.0 MHZ
1.79
1 .89
5.95
5.95
1 .89
5.95
5.95
5.95

6.0 MHZ

CRT
CONTROLLERS

6500

8200

68800
68802
68B09E
68809
68821
68845
68850
68854

CLOCK
CIRCUITS

6845
68845
6847
HD46505SP
MC1372
8275
7220
CRT5027
CRT5037
TMS9918A

4.95
8.95
11.95
6.95
2 .95
26.95
19.95
12.95
9.95
19.95

DISK
CONTROLLERS
1771
1791
1793
1795
1797
2791
2793
2797
684 3
8272
UPD765
MB8876
MB88n
16 91
2143

4 .95
9.95
9.95
12.95
12.95
19.95
19.95
29 .95
19.95
4 .95

4 .95
12.95
12 .95
6.95
6.95

BIT RATE
GENERATORS
9.95
4 .95
9 .95
8 .95
4 .95

liARTS
3.95
4 .95
3 .95
4 .95
6 .95
9 .95
6 .95

SOUND CHIPS

CRYSTALS
32.768KHz
t .OMHz

1.8432
2 .0
2 .097152
2.4576
3 .2768
3.579545
4.0
4.032
5.0
5.0688
6 .0
6 .144
6 .5536
8.0
10.0
10 .738635
12.0
14.31818
15.0
16.0
17.430
18.0
18.432
20 .0
22 .1184
24.0
32.0

.95
2 .95
2.95
1 .95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1 .95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1 .95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.9 5
1.95
1.95

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATORS
1.0MHz

1 .8432
2.0
2 .4576
2 .5
4.0
5 .0688
6 .0
6 .144
8 .0
10.0
12.0
12.480
15.0
16.0
18.432
20 .0
24 .0

5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
4 .95
4.95
4.95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4.95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4 .95
4.95
4 .95

MISC.
TMS99531
9.95
19.95
TMS99532
.79
ULN2003
7.95
3242
4.95
3341
MC3470
1.95
8.95
MC3480
2 .95
MC3487
13.95
11C90
2513-001 UP
6 .95
AY5-2376
11.95
AVS-3600 PRO 11 .95
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(450ns)
(650ns)

1450nsll5V)
1350ns ll5V)
1450ns )l5V)
1450nsll5V)
1250nsll5Vii21V PGMI
1200n s)l5V)l21V PGM )
1250ns)l5V)ICMDS)
1450ns)l5V)
1250nsll5VI
1200nsll5V)
1450nsll5V)
1350nsll5V)l24 PINI
1250nsll5V)
1250ns)l5VllCMOS)
1250ns ll5V)

32768x8
32768x8

21V PGM=Program at 21 Volts

rrn~~~~~~:g~ EPROM ERASERS

.49
.69

1.0 MHZ

6502A
6520A
6522A
6532A
6545A
6551A

1024x8
2048x8
2048x8
2048x8
4096x8
4096x8
4096x8
4096x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
8192x8
16384x8

SV,, Single 5 Volt Supply

REFRESH = Pin 1 Refresh

SV=Single 5 Vol1 Supply

1.49
1;95
2 .95
2 .49
139.95
109.00
6 .95
9 .95
2 .49
3.95
7.95
19.95
129.95
185.00

2708
2716-6
2716
2716-1
TMS2532
2732
2732A
2732A-2
27C64
2764
2764-250
2764-200
TMS2564
MCM68766
27128
27C256
27256

Timer

Capacity
Chip

Intensity
(uW / Cm 2 )

NO
YES
YES

9
9
12

8,000
8 ,000
9,600

74LSOO
74LSOO
.16
74LS01
.18
74LS02
.17
74LS03
. 18
74LS04
.16
74LS05
.18
74LS08
.18
74LS09
.18
74LS10
. 16
74LS11
.22
74LS12
.22
74LS13
.26
74LS14
.39
74LS15
.26
74LS20
.17
74LS21
.22
74LS22
.22
74LS27
.23
74LS28
.26
74LS30
.17
74LS32
. 18
74LS33
.28
74LS37
.26
74LS38
.26
74LS42
.39
74LS47
.59
74LS48
.69
74LS51
.17
74LS73
.29
74LS74
.24
74LS75
.29
74LS76
.29
74LS83
.49
74LS85
.49
74LS86
.22
74LS90
.39
74LS92
.49
74LS93
.39
74LS95
.49
74LS107
.34
74LS109
.36
74LS112
.29
74LS122
.45
74LS123
.49
74LS124 2 .75
74LS125
.39
74LS126
.39
74LS132
.39
74LS133
.49
74LS136
.39
74LS138
.39
74LS139
.39
74LS145
.99
74LS147
.99
74LS148
.99
74LS151
.39
74LS153
.39
74LS154 1.49
74LS155
.59
74LS156
.49
74LS157
.35
74LS158
.29
74LS160
.29
74LS161
.39
74LS162
.49
74LS163
.39
.49
74LS164

74LS165
.65
74LS166
.95
74LS169
.95
74LS173
.49
74LS174
.39
74LS175
.39
74LS191
.49
74LS192
.69
.69
74LS193
74LS194
.69
74LS195
.69
74LS196
.59
74LS197
.59
74LS221
.59
74LS240
.69
74LS241
.69
74LS242
.69
74LS243
.69
74LS244
.69
74LS245
.79
74LS251
.49
74LS253
.49
74LS256 1.79
74LS257
.39
74LS258
.49
74LS259 1.29
74LS260
.49
74LS266
.39
74LS273
.79
74LS279
.39
74LS280 1.98
74LS283
.59
74LS290
.89
74LS293
.89
74LS299 1.49
74LS322 3.95
74LS323 2.49
74LS364 1.95
74LS365
.39
74LS367
.39
74LS368
.39
.79
74LS373
74LS374
.79
74LS375
.95
74LS377
.79
74LS378 1.18
74LS390 1.19
74LS393
.79
74LS541 1.49
74LS624 1.95
74LS640
.99
.99
74LS645
74LS669 1.29
74LS670
.89
74LS682 3.20
74LS683 3.20
74LS684 3.20
74LS688 2.40
74LS783 22.95
81LS95
1.49
81LS96
1.49
81LS97
1.49
81LS98
1.49
25LS2521 2 .80
25LS2569 2 .80
26LS31
1.95
26LS32
1.95

HIGH SPEED CMOS
A new family of hi gh speed CMOS logic featuring
the speed of low power Schottky (Bns typical gate
µropagation delay}, combined w ith the advantages of
CMOS: ve1y low power consumption. superior noise
immunity, and improved output drive.

74HCOO
74HC: Ope rate at CMOS logic levels and are ideal
for new, all- CMOS designs.

74HCOO
74HC02
74HC04
74HC08
74HC10
74HC14
74HC20
74HC27
74HC30
74HC32
74HC51

74HC74
74HC85
74HC86
74HC93
74HC107
74HC109
74HC112
74HC125
74HC132
74HC133
74HC138
74HC139

.59
.59
.59
.59
.59
.79
.59
.59
.59
.69
.59
.75
1.35
.69
1 .19
.79
.79
.79
1. 19
1.19
.69
.99
.99

74HC148
74HC151
74HC154
74HC157
74HC158
74HC163
74HC175
74HC240
74HC244
74HC245
74HC257
74HC259
74HC273
74HC299
74HC368
74HC373
74HC374
74HC390
74HC393
74HC4017
74HC4020
74HC4049
74HC4050

74HCTOO
74HCT: Direct , drop- in replacements for LS TTL
and can be intermixed with 74LS in the same circuit.

74HCTOO
74HCT02
?4HCT04
74HCT08
74HCT10
74HCT11
74HCT27
74HCT30
74HCT32
74HCT74

74HCT75
74HCT138
74HCT139
74HCT154
74HCT157
74HCT158
74HCT161
74HCT164

.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.79
.85
.95
1.15
1. 15
2.99
.99
. 99
1.29
1.39

74HCT166
74HCT174
74HCT193
74HCT194
74HCT240
741-\CT241
74HCT244
74HCT245
74HCT257
74HCT259
74HCT273
74HCT367
74HCT373
74HCT374
74HCT393
74HCT4017
74HCT4040
74HCT4060

74FOO
74F74
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4001
4011
4012
4013
401S
4016
4017
401B
4020
4021
4024
402S
4027
402B
403S
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
404S
4046
4047
4049
40SO
40S1
40S2
40S3
40S6
4060
4066
4069
4076
4077
40B1
40BS
40B6
4093
4094
14411
14412

.19
.19
.25
.3S
.29
.29
.49
.69
.S9
.69
.49
.2S
.39
.GS
.69
.69
.7S
.59
.BS
.69
1.9B
.69
.69
.29
.29
.69
.69
.69
2.19
.69
.29
.19
.S9
.29
.22
.79
.B9
.49
2.49
9.9S
6.9S

14419
4.95
14433 14.95
4503
.49
4511
.69
4S16
.79
4S1B
.BS
4S22
.79
4S26
.79
4S27
1.9S
4S2B
.79
4S29
2.9S
4S32
1.9S
4S3B
.95
4S41
1.29
4SS3
S.79
4SBS
.75
4702
12.9S
74COO
.29
74C14
.S9
74C74
.S9
74CB3
1.9S
74CBS
1.49
74C9S
.99
74C1SO S.7S
74C1S1 2.2S
74C161
.99
74C163
.99
74C164 1.39
74C192 1 .49
74C193 1.49
74C221 1.7S
74C240 1.B9
74C244 1.B9
74C374 1.99
74C905 10.9S
74C911 B.9S
74C917 B.9S
74C922 4.49
74C923 4.95
74C926 7.9S
BOC97
.9S

7400
7402
7404
7406
7407
740B
7410
7411
7414
7416
7417
7420
7423
7430
7432
743B
7442
744S
7447
7470
7473
7474
747S
7476
74B3
74BS
74B6
74B9
7490
7492
7493
749S
7497
74100
74121
74123
7412S
74141
74143
74144
7414S

.19
.19
.19
.29
.29
.24
.19
.25
.49
.25
.25
.19
.29
.19
.29
.29
.49
.69
.B9
.3S
.34
.33
.4S
.3S

74147
7414B
74150
741S1
741S3
74154
741SS
741S7
741S9
74161
74163
74164
7416S
74166
7417S
74177
7417B
741B1
741B2
741B4
74191
74192
74194
74196
74197
74199
74221
74246
74247
7424B
74249
742S1
7426S
74273
7427B
74367
7436B
936B
9602
9637
96S02

.so

.59
.3S
2.1S
.39

.so

.3S
.5S
2 .7S
2 .29
.29
.49
.4S
.GS
S.9S
2 .9S
.60

2.49
1.20
1.3S
.SS
.SS
1.49
.7S
.SS
1.6 S
.69
.69
.BS
.BS
1.00
.B9
.7S
1.1S
2 .2 S
.7S
2.00
1.1S
.79
.BS
.79
. 7S
1.3S
1.3S
1.3S
1.2 S
1.BS
1.9S
.7S
1.3S
1.9S
3.11
.GS
.GS
3.9S
1.SO
2.9S
1.9S

74SOO
74S02
74S03
74S04
74SOS
74SOB
74S10
74S1S
74S30
74S32
74S37
74S3B
74S74
74SBS
74SB6
74S112
74S124
74S13B
74S140
74S1S1
74S1S3
74S1S7
74S1SB
74S161

.29
.29
.29
.29
.29
.3S
.29
.3S
.29
.3S
.69
.69
.49
.9S
.3S

.so

2 .7S
.79
.SS
.79
.79
.79
.9S
1.29

74S163
74S16B
74S174
74S17S
74S1BB
74S1B9
74S19S
74S196
74S197
74S226
74S240
74S241
74S244
74S2S7
74S2S3
74S2SB
74S2BO
74S2B7
74S2BB
74S299
74S373
74S374
74S471
74SS71

1.29
3.95
.79
.79
1.9S
1.9S
1.49
1.49
1.49
3.99
1.49
1.49
1.49
.79
.79
.9S
1.9S
1.69
1.69
2.9S
1.69
1.69
4.9S
2.9S

DATAACQ INTERFACE
ADCOBOO 1S.SS
ADCOB04 · 3.49
ADCOB09 4.49
ADCOB16 14.9S
ADCOB17 9.95
ADCOB31 B.95
DACOBOO 4.49
DACOB06 1.9S
DACOBOB 2.9S
PAC1020 B.2S
OAC1022 S.9S
MC140BLB 2.95

BT26
BT2B
BT95
BT96
BT97
BT9B
DMB131
DPB304
DSBB33
DSBB3S
DSBB36
DSBB37

1.29
1.29
.B9
.B9
.S9
.B9
2.9S
2 .29
2.2S
1.99
.99
1.6S

INTERSIL
S-100
S-100
IBM PC
APPLE
STD
STD

MALE

.12S
.12S
.100
.100
.156
.1S6

IDCEN36
CEN36

ICL7,.06
ICL7107
ICL7660
ICLB03B
ICM7207A
ICM720B

RIBBON CABLE
SOLDER CUP

FEMllE
IDCEN36 / F RIBBON CABLE
RT ANGLE PC MOUNT
CEN36PC

T0-220CASE
790ST
7BOST .49
790BT
7BOBT .49
7B12T .49
7912T
7B1ST .49
791ST

.S9
.S9
.S9
.59

T0-3CASE
790SK 1.49
7BOSK 1.39
7B12K 1.39
7912K 1.49
7BLOS
7BL12

T0-92CASE
.49
79LOS
.49
79L12

.69
.69

PJm~~~~TA~OE3~~c;,~
lM33BKAdj.5A
7BHOSKSV SA
78H12K 12V5A
78P05K 5V 10A

T0-3 3.9S
T0·3 7.9S
T0-3 B.9S
T0-3 14.95

IC SOCKETS
1- 99
100
.10
.11
PIN ST
.
PIN ST
.09
.10
PIN ST
.12
.13
PIN ST
.1S
.1S
PIN ST
.1B
PIN ST
.1S
.12
PIN ST
.1S
.20
PIN ST
.22
.16
.22
PIN ST
.30
1.49
PIN ST
1.9S
ST=SDLDERT AIL
B PIN WW
.S9
.49
.S2
14 PIN WW
.69
,59
16 PIN WW
.5B
1B PIN WW
.99
.90
20 PIN .WW
1.09
.9B
22 PIN WW
1.39
1.2B
1 .49
1.3S
24 PIN WW
2B PIN WW
1.69
1.49
1.99
1.BO
40 PIN WW
WW=WIREWRAP
16 PIN ZIF
4 .9S CALL
24 PIN ZIF
S.9S CALL
2B PIN ZIF
6 .9S CALL
40 .PIN ZIF
CALL
9 .9S

,,

B
14
16
1B
20
22
24
2B
40
64

ZIF=TEXTOOL
(ZERO INSERTION FORCE)

LM733
.9B
TL066
.99
LM741
.29
TL071
.69
LM747
.69
TL072
1.09
LM748
TL074
.S9
1.9S
MC1330
1.69
TLOB1
.S9
MC13SO
1.19
TLOB2
.99
6.9S
1.49
MC1372
TLOB4
1.S9
.34
LM1414
LM301
LM14SB
.49
1.2S
LM309K
LM14BB
.49
.59
LM311
LM14B9
.49
.B9
LM311H
LM1496
.BS
3.49
LM317K
B.2S
.9S
LM1B12
LM317T
1.49
LM1BB9
1.9S
LM31B
.79
LM319
1.2S
ULN2003
XR2206
LM320 see7900
3.7S
XR2211
2.9S
LM322
1.6S
4.79
XR2240
LM323K
1.9S
MPQ2907 1.9S
LM324
.49
LM331
3.9S
LM2917
1.95
1.19
CA3046
.B9
LM334
.99
LM33S
1.40
CA30B1
LM336
1. 7S
CA30B2
.99
.BO
LM337K
3.9S
CA30B6
LM33BK
3.9S
CA30B9
1.9S
CA3130E
.99
LM339
.S9
CA3146
1.29
LM340 see 7800
4.60
CA3160
1.19
LM3SOT
MC3470
1.9S
LF3S3
.S9
MC34BO
.99
B.9S
LF356
MC34B7
2.9S
LF3S7
.99
LM3900
.49
LM3SB
.S9
.9B
LM3BO
.B9
LM3909
LM3911
2.2S
LM3B3
1.9S
.B9
LM3914
2.39
LM3B6
.4S
MC4024
3.49
LM393
4.60
MC4044
3.99
LM394H
4.20
RC4136
1.2S
TL494
RC4SSB
.69
TL497
3.2S
· .29
LM13600 1.49
NESSS
.49
7S107
1.49
NESS6
75110
1.9S
1.29
NESSB
1.9S
7S1SO
NE564
1.9S
7S1S4
·.9S
1.9 S
LMS6S
7S1BB
1.49
1.2S
LMS66
7S1B9
.79
1.2S
LMS67
NE570
2.9S
7S451
.39
2.SO
7S4S2
.39
NES90
7S4S3
.39
NE592
.9B
7S477
1.29
LM710
.7S
.49
7S492
.79
LM723
H =TO-S CAN. K=T0·3, T =T0-220

DIP CONNECTORS
DESCRIPTION

ORDER BY

B

14

CONTACTS
1B
20
22

16

24

2B

1N7S1
1N7S9
1N4148
1N4004
1NS402 ·
KBP04
KBUBA
MDA990·2

40

HIGH RELIABILITY TOOLED
AUGATxxST
.62
.B9 1.09 1.2 9 1.39 1.49 1.69 2.49
.79
ST IC SOCKETS
HIGH RELIABILITY TOOLED
AUGATxxWW 1.30 1.BO 2.10 2.40 2.50 2.90 3.1S 3.70 S.40
WW IC SOCKETS
COMPONENT CARRIES
ICCxx
.49
.S9
.69
.99
.99
.99 1.09 1.49
.99
IDIP HEADERS)
RIBBON CABLE
...
... ... ... 1.7S ... 2.9S
IDPxx
.9S
.9S
DIP PLUGS llDC)
FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS SEE D·SUBMINIA TURE BELOW

.so

.2S
.79
.10

D-SUBMiNIATURE
DESCRIPTION
SOLDER CUP
RIGHT ANGLE
PC SOLDER
WIRE WRAP

I

ICC
RIBBON CABLE
HOODS

MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
METAL
GREY

DBxxP
DBxxS
DBxxPR
DBxxSR
OBxxPWW
OBxxSWW
IDBxxP
IOBxxS
MHOODxx
HOOD xx

LED DISPLAYS

CONTACTS

ORDER BY
9
.B2
.95
1.20
1. 2S
1.69
2.76
2 .70
2 .92
1.2S
.GS

COM CATHODE
FND-3S713S9)
COM CATHODE
FND·SOOIS03)
COM ANODE
FND·S071S10)
COM ANODE
MAN-72
MAN-74
COM CATHODE
COM CATHODE
MAN-B940
COM CATHODE
TIL-313
COM CATHODE
HPSOB2·7760
4x7 HEX W / LOGIC
TIL-311
HPSOB2· 7340 4x7 HEX W/LOGIC

19
2S
37
so
1S
.90 1.2S 1.2S 1.BO 3.4B
1.1S 1.SO 1.SO 2.3S 4.32
1.49 ...
1.9S 2.6S ...
1.S5 ...
2.00 2 .79 . ..
2.S6 ...
3.B9 S.60 ...
...
4.27 ...
6.B4 9.9S
...
2.9S
3.9B S.70
3.20
4.33 6.76 . ..
...
1. 2S 1.30 1.30 ...
... .GS .7S .9S
.GS

-

DB37S

...

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: INSERT THE NUMBER OF CONTACTS IN THE POSITION
MARKED '"xx'" OF THE "ORDER BY" PART NUMBER LISTED.
EXAMPLE: A 15 PIN RIGHT ANGLE MALE PC SOLDER WOULD BE DB15PR.

108375

DIFFUSED LEOS

SOLDER HEADER
RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER
WW HEADER
RIGHT ANGLE WW HEADER
RIBBON HEADER SOCKET
RIBBON HEADER
RIBBON EDGE CARD

IDHxxS
IOHxxSR
IDHxxW
IOHxxWR
IOSxx
IDMxx
IDExx

HARD TO FIND
"SNAPABLE" HEADERS
CAN BE SNAPPED APART TO
MAKE ANY SIZE HEADER,
ALL WITH. 1" CENTERS
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GOLD
CONTACTS
SPACED
AT.1"
CENTERS

10
.B2
.BS
1.B6
2 .0S
.79

20
1.29
1.3S
2.9B
3.2B
.99
··
5.50
1.75 2.25

T1 3A
T1

.362"
.5"

.5"
.3"
.3"
.B"
.3"
.43"
.270"
.290"

1-99
.10
.14
. 14
.10
.10

100-UP
.09
.12
.12
.09
.09

SWITCHES

IDC CONNECTORS
ORDER BY

T1 3/4
T1 3/4
TPA

JUMBO RED
JUMBO GREEN
JUMBO YELLOW
MOUNTING HOW
MINI RED

MOUNTING HARDWARE $1.00

DESCRIPTION

4N26
4N27
4N2B
4N33
4N37
MCT-2
MCT-6
TIL-111
2N3906
2N4401
2N4402
2N4403
2N6045
TIP31

.2 S
.2S
25/1.00
10/1.00
.2S
.5S
.9S
.3S
.2S
.10

CONTACTS
34
40
26
1.6B 2.20 2.SB
2.72
1.76 2 .31
3.B4 4.SO S.28
4.22 4 .45 4 .BO
1.39 1.59 1.9 9 6.25 7.00 7.50
2.65 2.75 3.BO

so
3.24
3.39
6.63
7.30
2 .25
B.SO
3.95

SPST
MINI-TOGGLE ON-ON
DPDT
MINI· TOGGLE ON-ON
DPDT
MINI- TOGGLE ON-OFF -ON
SPST
MINl-PUSHBUlTON N.O.
SPST
MINl-PUSHBUTION N.C.
SPST
TOGGLE ON-OFF
BCD OUTPUT 10 POSITION 6 PIN DIP

DIP SWITCHES
.B5
.90
.90

7 POSITION
B POSITION
10 POSITION

RIBBON CABLE
10
16
20
2S
26

34

SINGLE COLOR
1'
10'
.1B
1 .60
.28
2 .50
.36
3.20
.45
4.00
.46
4 .10
.61
5 .40

.30
.48
.60
.75
.7B
1.07
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FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE
WITH GOLD-PLATED EDGE-CARD FINGERS

IN ASSORTED COLORS S27.50
100ea: 5 .5" , 6.0" , 6.5" , 7.0"
250ea: 2.5", 4.5", 5.0"
500ea: 3.0", 3.5", 4.0"

: ! .

-~~·~;

tif:~l~iea

SPOOLS
100 feet
S4 .30
500 feet 513.25

1

250 feet 57 .25
1000 feet 521 . 95

Please specify color:
Blue, Black, Yellow or Red

!'

,.

::.

IBM-PR2

EMI FILTER
• MANUFACTURED
BYCORCOM
• LOWCOST
• FITS LC-HP BELOW
• 6 AMP 120/ 240 VOLT

.39
.99

·~
·~
·~.,

RO TRON
ETRI
MASUSHITA

"'•

..,,,
..,,, n : =•.,.

12.6VAC
12.6VAC
12.6VAC
2S .2VAC

CT
CT
CT
CT

2AMP
4AMP
8AMP
2AMP

25 PIN D·SUB
GENDER
CHANGERS
$7.95

-

-

• ERASES TWO EPROMS IN 10 MINUTES

1SV .3S
1SV .70
1SV .80
1SV 1.3S
3SV .40

.4711f
1.0
2.2
4.7
10

3SV .45
35V .4S
3SV .6S
35V .8S
3SV 1.00

: ~~~p~~~A.~~~~~~

I

~

If~

IBM

BARE - NO FOIL PADS
HORIZONTAL BUS •.•
VERTICAL BUS •• • • •
SINGLE FOIL PADS PER

.•.. •. • •.. .
.•• • .• •••••
•... •••••.•
HOLE •• • , ..

515. 15
521 .80
521.80
522.75

P500-1
P500-3
P500-4
7060-45

BARE - NO FOIL PADS •••.• •• . ••.
HORIZONTAL BUS •• . •.•. .•. ••••
SINGLE FOIL PADS PER HOLE • • , • , .
FOR APPLE lie AUX SLOT ••.• .. • ..

S15.'5
522.15
521 .80
530.00

$99.95

$129.95

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •ONEYEARWARRANTY

DATARASE EPROM ERASER

~

1111umrmm111

Pl00-1
Pl00-2
Pl00-3
Pl00-4

•FOR IBM PC-XT COMPATIBLE
• 1SOWATTS
• +12V @ 5.2A, +5V @ 16A
·12V @. 5A, -SV @. 5A

TANTALUM

,.,.-,}, • .,,-,

•FOR IBM PC -XT COMPATIBLE
• 13SWATTS
• •SV @ 1SA, • 12V @ 4 .2A
PS-IBM
-SV @ .SA, -12V @ .SA
'" ONE VEAR WARRANTY

PS-IBM-150

CAPACITORS

,

-

APPLE
14.95
14 .95
16.95

PS-IBM
5.9S
7.9S
10.9S
7.9S

~·

,,,

~

'~~

-.
'

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES

FRAME STYLE
TRANSFORMERS

N.

-.. .
•

-,

1.49

MUFFIN FANS

·~

~

S-100

6 FOOT LINE CORDS

• SLIPS OVER WIRE WRAP PINS
•IDENTIFIES PIN NUMBERS ON WRAP
SIDE OF BOARD
•CAN WRITE ON PLASTIC; SUCH AS IC # e;:o
~·
~•
PINS
PART#
PCK. OF
PRICE
8
ID WRAP 08
10
1.9S
~·
IDWRAP 14
10
1.9S •:!
14
16
IDWRAP 16
10
1.9S
~·
IDWRAP 18
18
s
1.9S
20
IDWRAP20
s
1.9S
I ~
~·
p.o
22
IDWRAP 22
s
1.9S
• l
24
IDWRAP 24
s
1.9S • ::<
~
28
IDWRAP 28
s
1.9S
40
IDWRAP40
s
1.9S
PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER OF
IDWRAP24
PACKAGES (PCK. OF)

'

BOTH CARDS HAVE SILK SCREENED LEGENDS
AND INCLUDES MOUNTING BRACKET
IBM -PR1
WITH +SV AND GROUND PLANE . • •. 527.95
IBM -PR2
AS ABOVE WITH DECODING LAYOUT
529.95

LC-2 2 CONDUCTOR
LC-3 2 CONDUCTOR
LC-HP 3 CONDUCTOR W / STD
FEMALE SOC KET

3.15" SQ
3.63" SQ
3.18" SQ

:·

.
.

R loliiil. .illli'ft

PREVENTS UV LIGHT
FROM ESCAPING

PS-130

.·

i

'

PS-130

.

-

$99.95

• 130WA1TS
• SWITCH ON REAR
• FOR USE IN OTHER IBM
TYPE MACHINES
• 900AVWARRANTV
PS -A

DISC

sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov

.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS

680
.001, ,f
.0022

.oos

.01
.02
.OS
.1
.1

MONOLITHIC

sov
sov

.14
.1S

.1JJf
.4711f

sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
sov
12V
sov

.OS
.OS
.OS
.OS
.07
.07
.07
.10
.12

sov
sov

.18
.2S

ELECTROL VTIC
RADIAL
2SV
35V

sov
sov

3SV
16V
35V
2SV
16V
2SV

AXIAL
sov .14
111f
10
sov .16
22
16V .14
47
sov .20
100
35V .2S
2SV .30
220
470
sov .so
1000
16V .60
2200
16V .70
4700
16V 1.2S
44,00011f 30V 3 .9S

.14
.1S
. 1S
.1S
.18
.18
.20
.30
.70
1.4S

PS-A
5% CARBON FILM ALL STANDARD VALUES
FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG. OHM
10 PCS
50 PCS

some value
Si>'Tlevalue

.05 .
.025

100 PCS s.:n-.evalue .02
1000 PCS s.:n-.evalue .015

RESISTOR NETWORKS
SIP
SIP
DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP

10
8
16
16
14
14

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN

9
7
8
15
7
13

RESISTOR
RESISTOR
RESISTOR
RESISTOR
RESISTOR
RESISTOR

.38
1.38
3.94
5 .13

x
x
x
x

6 .50"
6 .50"'
8.45"
8 .45"

.01
.01
.1
.1

µf
µf
µf
µf

100/$5.00
100/$10.00
100/$6.50
100/ $12.50

CERAMIC DISC
MONOLITHIC
CERAMIC DISC
MONOLITHIC

PS-SPL200

$49.95

,. +SV @ 25A, +12V @ 3 .5A
-SV @ 1A,  12V @ 1A
• UL APPROVED
• ALUMINUM ENCLOSURE

100
100
400

2
3

630
1260
1260

CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT

CELLAR
CELLAR
CELLAR
CELLAR
CELLAR

VOL 1
VOL 2
VOL 3
VOL 4
VOLS

LITHIUM BATTERY

DISTRIBUTION
TIE
TERMINAL
TIE
BINDING
PRICE
STRIP(S)
POINTS STRIP(S) POINTS POSTS

1
4

• USE TO POWER APPLE TYPE
SYSTEMS
• •SV @ 4A, • 12V @ 2.SA
-SV @ .SA, -12V @ .5A
• APPLE POWER CONNECTOR

· - - - - - - - - · BOOKS
BY OWN
STEVE CIARCIA
BIULD YOUR
Z80 COMPUTER
SPECIALS ON BYPASS CAPACITORS

WISH SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS ·
DIMENSIONS

$49.95

2
3
4

2 .9S
6 .95
17.9S
24.9S
29 .9S

AS USED IN CLOCK CIRCUITS

1~

MICROCOMPUTER
HARDWARE HANDBOOK

FROM ELCOMP

$14.95

OVER 800 PAGES OF DATA SHEETS
ON THE MOST COMMONLY USED
IC5. INCLUDES TTL, CMOS, 74LSOO,
MEMORY, CPUs, MPU SUPPORT.
AND MUCH MORE!

NEW EDITION!
1986
IC MASTER
THE INDUSTRY STANDARD

EPROM PROGRAMMER $59.95
MODEL
RP525
•DUPLICATE OR BURN ANY
STANDARD 27xx SERIES EPROM
• EASY TO USE MENU-DRIVEN
SOFTWARE IS INCLUDED

~-f3~~2~~~~~ ~~~'mSi16:ia
1

•
• HIGH SPEED WRITE ALGORITHM
•LED INDICATORS FOR ACTIVITY
• NO EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY
NEEDED
•ONE YEAR WARRANTY

16K RAMCARD

$39.95

~

PRINTER BUFFERS

•FREES COMPUTER FOR OTHER TASKS
WHILE PRINTING LONG DOCUMENTS
• STAND-ALONE DESIGN; WORKS WITH ANY
COMPUTER OR PRINTER
•ALL MODELS FEATURE PRINT PAUSE
MEMORY CHECK, GRAPHICS CAPABILITY

SP120P

PARALLEL

$139.95

• 64K UPGRADABLE TO 256K
•LED INDICATOR SHOWS VOLUME OF DATA
IN BUFFER

SP120S RS232 SERIAL $159.95
• FULL TWO YEAR WARRANTY
• EXPAND YOUR 48K APPLE TO
64K
• USE IN PLACE OF APPLE
LANGUAGE CARD

BARE PC CARD W/INSTRUCTIONS

IC TEST CARD

$9.95

$99.95

• 3.5" ADD-ON DISK DRIVE

• 100%MACINTOSH COMPATABLE
• DOUBLE SIDED BOOK BYTE STORAGE
• HIGH REUABILITV DRIVE
HAS AUTO-EJECT MECHANISM
• FULL ONE VEAR WARRANTY

AD·3C
$139.95

~
~

• 64K UPGRADABLE TO 256K
• 6 SELECTBALE BAUD RATES, FROM
600B-19.200B

SP110P

$249.95

PARALLEL

• 64K UPGRADABLE TO 512K
• SPOOLS OUTPUT OF UP TO 3 COMPUTERS
• LED BARGRAPH DISPLAYS AMOUNT OF
DATA IN BUFFER
• RESET FUNCTION CLEARS
DATA IN BUFFER
• REPEAT FUNCTION CAN
PRODUCE MULTIPLE
COPIES OF A DOCUMENT

*EPSON/IBM COMPATIBLE
• 9-WIRE PRINTHEAD
• 120 CPS-BIDIRECTIONAL, 80 COL
• FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED
• PROPORTIONAL SPACING
* CENTRONICS PARALLEL INTERFACE
* 8 CHARACTER SETS AND GRAPHICS
6 FOOT IBM PRINTER CABLE
REPLACEMENT RIBBON CARTRIDGE

51/4'' FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
TEAC FD-558 'h HT OS/OD(FOR IBM)
TEAC FD-55F V2 HT OS/QUAD (FOR IBM)
S109.95
TEACFD-55GFV \'I HTOS/HDIFORIBMAnS154.95
TANDON TM100-2 OS/DO !FOR IBMJ
S99.95
TANDON TM50-2 y, HT OS/DO !FOR IBMJ
S89.95
MPl-B52 OS/DO !FOR IBM)
S89.95
QUME QT-142 Y2 HT OS/OD (FOR IBM)
S79.95

8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
FD 100-8 SS/DO ISA/801 EO~V)
FD 200-8 OS/DO ISA1851R EQUIV)

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES
TEAC SPECIFICATION MANUAL
TEAC MAINTENANCE MANUAL
'h HT MOUNTING HARDWARE
MOUNTING RAILS FOR IBM AT
"Y" POWER CABLE FOR 5"/,." FDDa

• QUICKLY TESTS MANY COMMON
ICs
,. DISPLAYS PASS OR FAIL
.,, ONE VEAR WARRANTY
• TESTS' 4000 SERIES CMOS.
74HC SERIES CMOS,
7400, 74LS, 74L. 74H & 74S

51A" FOO POWER CONNECTORS

• 100% APPLE ltc COMPATIBLE,

~~~ ~~';}~D16Ni;v~l~HIELDED

CONNECTOR
• b~JERELIABLE SLIMLINE DIRECT

•SIX MONTH WARRANTY

$49.95
FOR APPLE OR IBM
INCLUDES ASCII PRD-EZ SOFTWARE

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES
FOO CONTROLLER CARD 549.95
lie ADAPTOR CABLE
519.95

SW' SOFT SECTOR
OS/DD WITH HUB RINGS

$990 69Cea
59Cea
on
on

BOK OF 10

ADAPTS STANDARD APPLE DRIVES
FOR USE WITH APPLE lie

CASE WITH KEYBOARD
FOR APPLE TYPE MOTHERBOARD

NASHUA DISKETTES DEALS

• FCC APPROVED
• BELLSYSTEMS103 COMPATIBLE
• INCLUDES AC ADAPTOR
•AUTO-DIAL
,. DIRECT CONNECT

BULK

50

BULK

250

NASHUA DISKETTES WERE JUDGED
TO HAVE THE HIGHEST POLISH
AND RECORDED AMPLITUDE OF ANY
DISKETTES TESTED ACCORDING TO
"COMPARING FLOPPY DISKS", BYTE 9184

DISK DRIVE ENCLOSURES
CIB·IPPLE

$24.85

APPLE TYPE CABINET W/ OUT POWER SUPPLY

DISKETTES
NASHUA 51/4"

CABLE FOR APPLE lie 514 .95

DSIDD SOFT
OS / QUAD SOFT
OS/HO FOR AT

CIB-21¥5
$9.90
$34.95
$49.95

NASHUA 8"

FOR AT ARI 400. 800. 2600,

VIC 20164 AND APPLE lie

SS/DD SOFT
OS/DD SOFT

$27.95

$48.85

DUAL SLIMLINE 5V4' CABINETW/POWER SUPPLY

CIB·21VB

$208.85

Clll-2FHB

$218.85

VERTICAL
DUAL SLIMLINE 8" CABINET W/POWEA SUPPLY
HORIZINTAL
DUAL FULL HT 8" CABINET W / POWER SUPPLY

$34.95

NASHUA 3.5"

DISKFILE

3 .5" SS/DD FOR MAC

S32.95

VERBATIM 51/4"
V·MD20

SS / DD SOFT

S23.95

OS/OD SOFT

$29.95

V-MD110D SS/DD 10 SECTOR HARO S23.95

TEST EQUIPMENT FROM JDR INSTRUMENTS
DIGITAL MULTIMETER PEN DPM-1000

AUTO RANGING, POLARITY AND DECIMAL!

$54.95

• LARGE 3.5 DIGIT
DISPLAY
•DATA HOLD SWITCH
FREEZES READING
• FAST, AUDIBLE CON
TINUITY TEST
• LOW BATTERY
INDICATOR
• OVERLOAD PROTEC
TION

Inquiry 174
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KT COMPATIBLE
MOTHERBOARD

.

$159.95

'f.



.

'·

~

,~
.:

• 4 . 77 MH• 8088 CPU, OPTIONAL
8087 CO· PROCESSOR
• 8 EXPANSION SLOTS
•OK RAM INSTALLEO, EXPANOABLE
TO 640K ON·BOARO MEMORY
• ALL ICs SOCKETED-HIGHEST
QUALITY PC BOARD
• ACCEPTS 2764 OR 27128 ROMS

..

.

-.- ... ,..,,....,, __

~

•'

'

-..:-

J.

"~

$29.95

• 18 MH: BANDWIDTH
• 12" BLACK MATRIX

INCLUDES HALF LENGTH HD
CONTROLLER. CABLES, MOUNT
ING HARDWARE AND INSTRUC
TIONS . ALL DRIVES ARE PRE
TESTED AND COME WITH A ONE
VEAR WARRANTY.

CABLE FOR IBM

•
•
•
•
•

TOP RATED FOR APPLE
13" COMPOSITE VIDEO
RESOLUTION : 280H 1r. JOOV
INTERNAL AUDIO AMPLIFIER
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

•
•
•
·•

IBM COMPATIBLE TTL INPUT
12·· NON -GLARE SCREEN
Pl9 GREEN PHOSPHOR
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION .
25 MH: BANDWIDTH
1100 LINES (CENTER!

$15.95

$289.95

SEAGATE ST-225

MODEL KLM-1211

MODEL SC-HJO

• IBM ANO LOTUS COMPATIBLE

20 Mb HARD DISK SYSTEM

MONOCHROME

COMPOSITE COLOR

MODEL 415

MADE BY TAXAN FOR ACORN
• 640 11 262 PIXEL RESOLUTION
• 16 COLORS

CENTER SYSTEMS

SAKATA

TAXAN

RGB VISION Ill

$99.95

$489.00

IBM COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS
ALL WITH A ONE YEAR WARRANTY

TILTS AND SWIVELS

MULTl 1/0 FLOPPY CARD

-'-'"'"

~-~-- ,'

=

1

g

=

<

..

.. , .'f..l.

~

• 2 DRIVE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
• 1 RS232 SERIAL PORT; OPTIONAL 2nd
SERIAL PORT
• PARALLEL PAINTER POAT
•GAME PORT
• CLOCK / CALENDAR
• SOFTWARE; CLOCI< UTILITIES,
AAMDISK, SPOOLER

:

'

mlll

, ae:-~1lii11i•111ii'1111111111lu11

•

ONLY $12.95

PERFECT FOR THE640K MOTHERBOARD

I

.

•

MULTIFUNCTION CARD

IBM PRINTER CABLE

! ; ~/!'

---~·

$119.95

ALL THE FEATURES OF ASTS 6 PACK PLUS AT HALF THE PRICE
.. CLOCK/CALENDAR
• 0-384K RAM
• SERIAL PORT
• PARALLEL PORT
•GAME PORT
• SOFTWARE INCLUDED

PRINTER CABLE
64K RAM UPGRADE

IBM STYLE
COMPUTER CASE

$9.95
9/$8.91

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

AN ATIRACTIVE STEEL CASE
WITH A HINGED LID FITS THE
POPULAR PC/XT COMPATIBLE
MOTHERBOARDS

$99.95

FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH IBM COLOR CARD
• 4 VIDEO INTERFACES; RGB.
COMPOSITE COLOR, HI-RES
COMPOSITE MONOCHROME.
CONNECTOR FOR RF MODULATOR
• COLOR GRAPHICS MODE; 320 x 200
• MONO GRAPHICS MOOE: 640 x 200
• LIGHT PEN INTERFACE

MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD

•SWITCH CUT-OUT ON SIDE FOR PC/XT
STYLE POWER SUPPLY
• CUT ·OUT FOR 8 EXPANSION SLOTS
• ALL HARDWARE INCLUDED

$49.95

$119.95

IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARDS

FULLY COMPATIBLE WI/BM MONOCHROME ADAPTOR & HERCULES GRAPHICS

DK~~~~~ --· ~!~.95

• LOTUS COMPATIBLE
• TEXT MOOE; 80 x 25
•GRAPHICS MODE: 720 x 348
• PARALLEL PAINTER INTERFACE
•OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT
S1~ . 95

$49.95

MONOCHROME ADAPTOR
ANOTHER FANTASTIC VALUE FROM JDR'

.. IBM COMPATIBLE lTL OUTPUT
.. 720 x 350 PIXEL OIPLAV
PLEASE NOTE: THIS CARO WILL NOT AUN LOTUS GRAPHICS ANO DOES NOT INCLUDE A
PARALLEL POAT

FLOPPY DISK DtllVE ADAPTOR

•'mD"

STYLE KEYBOARD
• FULLY IBM COMPATIBLE
• LED STATUSINDICATORS FOR CAPS&
NUMBER LOCK
• 83 KEY - SAME LA VOUT AS
IBM PC / XT KEYBOARD

$49.95

•INTERFACES UPTDFOURSTANDARD
FDDs TO IBM PC OR COMPATIBLES
• INCLUDES CABLE FOR TWO
INTERNAL DRIVES
• STANDARD DB37 FOR EXTERNAL
DRIVES
• RUNS QUAD DENSITY DRIVES
WHEN USED WITH JFORMAT

POWER SUPPLY

'•
~

~~;

.

~; .:..~.
"

-.

-

, , ; : •_ 1 '"

'"

~·
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- •HAVES COMPATIBLE
• AUTO DI AL / AUTO ANSWER
• AUTO RE -DIAL ON BUSY
• INCLUDES SERIAL POAT!
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY

• REPLACEMENT FOR KEVTRONICS
KB - 5151T""
• SEPARATE CURSOR & NUMERIC
KEYPAD
• CAPS LOCK & NUMBER LOCK
INDICATORS
• IMPROVED KEYBOARD LAYOUT

DISK DRIVES

$89.95

INCLUDES PC TALK Ill COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE

•

$99.95

TANDON TM50-2

EASYDATA 1200 BAUD MODEM FOR IBM
~

IBM-5151

NOW ONLY $89.95
•

FOR IBM PC-XT COMPATIBLE
lJS WATTS

•
• +SV @ lSA. +12V @ 4.2A
-SV @ .SA, -12V @ .SA

* 'h HT OS/DD
* IBM COMPATIBLE
*EXTREMELY QUIET!

TEAC FD-558
OS/DD
THC FD-55F
DS/DUID
TEIC FD-550
OS/HD
QUME QT-142
OS/DD
MDUNTINO HARDWARE
AT/RAILS

©COPYRIGHT 1986 JOA MICAODEVICES
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U·N·C·L·A·S·S·I·F·I·E·D A·D·S

WANTED: Nonprofit agency for learning-disabled

FOR SALE: BYTE: February 1981 through February

FOR SALE: IBM Monochrome Display: S\35 . IBM

children seeks tax-deductible donation of Apple II+
or Ile computer with CP/M and printer. Will provide
receipli. California Center for Educational Therapy.
6016 Fallbrook Ave.. Suite 201. Woodland Hills. CA
91367. (818) 347-2600.
NEEDED: Nonprofit organization pro-1iding commu
nity-based services for the elderly in rural Vermont
needs donation of IBM PC or compatible. Low-cost.
volunteer-oriented agency serves elders in
economic need. Tux-deductible. Will pay shipping.
James Matteau. Council on Aging for Southeastern
Vermont. POB 818. Brattleboro. VT 0530 1.
NEEDED: Used Apple ll computers. The United Blind
of Washington State will take your Apple. add a
speech synthesizer. instruct a blind person. and Joan
it to him/her for as Jong as necessary. ·rax-deductible.
Frank Cuta. Route 2. Box 2 554C. Benton City. WA
99320. (509) 967-2658.
WANTED:TheCorrectional Education Institute (CEI)
of California seeks nonprofit donations of com
puters. literature. and public-domain software for the
vocational EDP program. Alan Clute. 2 53 Martens
Ave. #7. Mountain View. CA 94040. (415) 965-2 591.
WANTED: Nonprofit organization for wildlife and
habitat preservation seeks tax-deductible donation
of Kaypro 2000 with disk drive or similar battery
operated IBM PC-compatible. Also seeking battery
operated printer. Located in remote region; have
only photovoltaic power. Resources Limited. Whale
Buttes Rd.. Polebridge. MT 59928.
WANTED: Nonprofit laboratory studying Appalachian
natural history seeks donation of computer system
for word processing. statistics. and business appli
cations.Tux-deductible. Dr. George Constantz. Pine
Cabin Run Ecological laboratory. High View. WV
26808. (304) 856-3911 or 822-5016.
NEEDED: Nonprofit group that teaches people about
protecting their water resources seeks tax
deductib\e donation of IBM PC or compatible with
2 56K RAM. disk drive(s). monitor. and printer. Will
provide receipts. National Water Center. POB 548,
Eureka Springs. AR 72632. (501) 253-9755 .
WANTED: Computer pen pals or clubs with whom
I can exchange public-domain software. books. and
manuals on the Spectrum computer. Charudatt
Uplap. A/13. Kerala Nagar. lagore Rd.. Santacruz
(W). Bombay-400 054. India.
FOR SALE: Xerox 820 motherboard. 64K RAM. flop
py-disk controller. 80 by 24 video. two RS-232C
ports. and two parallel ports. Includes power sup
ply and manual. S150 or trade on HP 41 CV. PC
board for 8086 kit from Intel. fully socketed. in
cludes manual: S55. Dennis Griffith. 6816 Louisiana
Dr.. Vancouver. WA 98664. (206) 695-3006.
WANTED: Correspondence with Coleco Adam users.
Also wanted: public-domain astrology and bio
rhythm programs for Adam. Linda Harold. POB
8147. Sacramento. CA 95818. (916) 451-9332.
WANTED: A copy of the Attache Thchnical Manual.
Would also like information on public-domain ap
plications and utility software. David C. Vaughn. 313
East 5th St.. Bethlehem. PA 18015. (215) 536-4660.
FOR SALE: IMSAI 8080 mainframe with 4-MHz Z80A
and 2-MHz 8080 processors. 40K static RAM. three
parallel and serial 1/0 board. VDM-1 64 by 16 video
card with monitor. 9918A color-graphics board. and
more. $900. Robert Kunzig. 934 North Orange St..
Media. PA 19063. (215) 565-7761.
FOR SALE: Complete set of BYTE. S350. Buyer pays
shipping. K. Meyer. 4906 Cottonwood Lane. Salt
Lilke City. UT 84117. (801) 277-9320.
FOR SALE: Sanyo MBC-555-2 with 128K RAM. two
DS/DD drives. and more. $72 5. Paul J. Konitzer. 3856
Clark St.. Seaford. NY 11783. (5161 783-7274.
FOR SALE: Seattle Computer Products S-100 board
set. 8086 8-MHz CPU. floppy-disk controller. 1/0
board with two serial. one parallel. MS-DOS 2.1.:
$700. Lexicomp 128K 8-MHz static RAM: $300. A.
Paulsen. 27 Alhambra #201. San Francisco. CA
94123 . (4151921-8513.
FOR SALE: BYTE. September 1975 through August
1985: $250. Kilobaud. January 1977 through
November 1984: Si 00. Fbpular Electronics. October
1981 through April 1985: $50. Other publications
available. Will sell sets only. Send SASE. G. Sabion
ski. 3203 Cedarmont. LaPorte. TX 77571.

1985 complete plus June 1980 and 1984 IBM PC
issue. S13 5 or best offer. Will ship COD via UPS. Sam
Wilkinson Ill. POB 140810. Dallas. TX 75214.
FOR SALE: CompuPro 816/A. 8085/88 CPU. 256K
RAM. system support. two 8-inch floppy-disk drives
(1.2 megabytes each). Interfacer 4. Disk I. Heath
H-29 terminal. and more. Greg Puckett. 3235 Buell
St.. Cincinnati. OH 4 5211.
FOR SALE: Ohio Scientific OSI-CSP. 32K. dual 8-inch
floppy drives. parallel and serial interfaces. VT200
auto-dial/auto-answer. RF (TVJ converter. manuals.
and more. Asking SI 500. Rich McLean. 357 Walker
Rd.. Great Falls. VA 22066. (703) 759-4840.
WANTED: Radio Shack TRS-80 Model ll computer
with 64K RAM. Other Model II accessories. Send
description and price. John E. Thornton. Route I .
Box 276. White Plains. MD 20695.
FOR SALE: Estimator contractor's estimating com"
puter with wands and disk dn've. Originally $20.000 ..
Looking for offers over SIOOO. Barry Barton. Bal
9259. Coral Springs. FL 33075 . (3051 752-3714 .
FOR SALE: Apparat 512K RAM Card (64K installed!
with printer spooler. Apparat Combo card with
clock. parallel. serial. and game ports. Either one
for SIOO or $180 for both. postage paid. J. Lee. 731
Navajo St.. Socorro. NM 87801. (5051 835-6051. ,
FOR SALE: 32K S-100 static RAM boards with mem
ory-protect and incremental 4K-boundary DIP switch
select. Also. TMS-4044 chips and LSI ADM 3A built
from kit with chips in sockets Steve Fritts. POB 1543.
Beaver Falls. PA 15010. (4121 846-5979.
FOR SALE: Hewlett-Packard Portable computer.
#4 571 OA. Never used. includes all warranty infor
mation. manuals. etc. Asking S13 00. James Frey.
POB 70. Chester. NJ 07930. (2011 879-6180.
FOR SALE: Osborne Executive with dual SS/DD disk
drives. 7~-inch amber monitor. Gorilla Banana
Printer with 2000 sheets of printer paper. and more.
$2000 or best offer. Steve L. Geries. POB 636.
Farwell. TX 79325 . (8061 481 -9981.
FOR SALE: IBM Office System 6 with power supply.
12K memory. all ROMs. 8-inch SS/SD disk drive.
keyboard. tilt/swivel monitor. and more. $800 or best
offer. Robert Hargrove. Rt. 2. Box 2040. McAllen.
TX 78504. (5121 686-5219.
FOR SALE: Apple I computer; a collector's item. A
1976 original with cassette and video interface. Runs
Apple I BASIC. Also comes with original manual.
Best offer. Dave Selinger. 1619 Willowspring Dr..
Encinitas. CA 92024. (6191 436-3135.
FOR SALE: Commodore VIC-20 computer. $100.
David Knowles. 20 Sarah St.. Burlington. MA 01803.
FOR SALE: Hewlett-Packard ThinkJet printer; excellent
condition. $300. R. H. Loyer. 3 Campus Court. '!l·en
ton. NJ 08638.
FOR SALE: BYTE: 1983 through 1985 at $30 per year.
postage paid. Single issues from June 1982 through
December 1982 at $3 each. John Stokes. 7910 South
Memorial Parkway. Suite H. Huntsville. AL 3 5802.
(2051 882-2360.
FOR SALE: Unused 87-key parallel-encoded keyboard
(comes with specsJ: $90. IBM PC XT motherboard
with resistors. capacitors. sockets. and more: S 19 5.
Mark Thomas. 7001 Kingfisher Lane. Lanham. MD
20706. 13011 552-3665.
FOR SALE: TRS-80 Model I. 48K. with expansion.
serial port. and more. Asking $500. P. French. POB
2441. Laguna Hills. CA 92654.

Display Adapter card with printer port: S13 5. IBM
Game Adapter card: $2 5. IBM Async Adapter (serial)
card: $50. Hayes 300-bps modem: $140. Paul Silagi.
130 Nutmeg lane #336. East Hartford. CT 06118.
(2031 568-7126.
.
FOR SALE: BYTE: two sets of 1977 issues. Will sell
separately at $4 each or in sets. Charles Markham.
POB 54. MIT Branch. Cambridge. MA 02139.
FOR SALE: Hewlett-Packard HP 110 Portable com
puter. Battery-powered. 384K ROM. 272K RAM.
built-in modem. Thinklet printer. m-inch disk drive.
$4000. Gregory Harrison. 875 Derbyshire Rd. #223.
Daytona Beach. FL 32017 . (9041 252-7647.
FOR SALE: First 16 issues of BYTE in good condi
tion. SI 10. Gerald A Block. 525 North Spoonbill Dr..
Sarasota. FL 33577. (8131 955-9087.
FOR SALE: Osborne I with dual double-density disk
drives and collection of First Osborne User Group
public-domain software: $600. Tundon TM 100-4
disk drive with cabinet and power supply: $59.
Other equipment available. Ed Hochman. 86 Over
hill Rd .. Stamford. CT 06902. (2031 322-3619.
FOR SALE: laxan RGB Vision II monitor: $250. Zenith
ZVM-123 monitor: $65. Columbia color graphics
board: S7 5. Crawford Best. 311 Magnolia Dr..
Metairie. LA 70005. (5041 835-1798.
FOR SALE: Victor 9000 computer with 2 disk drives.
. high-resolution monitor. MS-DOS. CP/M-86. and pro
grammable keyboard: $1700. laura Clark. 231
Quincy St. Hancock. MI 49930. (9061 482-8260.
FOR SALE: 64K RAM CompuPro with 12-slot mother
board power supply. two Shugart 80l SS/DD 8-inch
disk drives. Visual V200 terminal. US Robotics
password 300/1200-bps modem. and more. Best of
fer over S1400. lbm Serkowski. 644 North Enid.
Covina. CA 91722. (8181 332-3273.
FOR SALE; IBM PC AT with 896K RAM. 33-megabyte
hard disk. monitor. Paradise Modular Graphics Card.
AST Research Advantage board: S5700. R. Nels
Nelson. Box 158. Loris. SC 29569. (803) 756-6060.
FOR SALE: Motorola 68000 VERSAbus system with
CPU. 512K RAM. multlchannel VO. ·Universal disk
controller. 13-megabyte disk. card cage. and power
supplies. $1200. Hugh Shane. POB 45292. Seattle.
WA 98145. (206) 523-4235.
FOR SALE: Used 64K 80-column extended card for
Apple lie: $30. I will pay shipping. Chan Sui Wa. POB
3 564 3. King's Road Post Office. Hong Kong.
FOR SALE: CompuPro 816/C with 192K RAM.
leleVideo 950 terminal. Interfacer 4. Disk I. modem.
and more. $4000. Russ Davis. 2520 Cartier Court.
Fairfield. CA 94533. (707) 429-1382.
FOR SALE: Hewlett-Packard HP 86A. monitor. two HP
9 I 30A drives. and documentation. Excellent con
dition. W. G. O'Brien. 104 Michaels Dr.. Dewitt. NY
13214. (315) 446-4424.
FOR SALE: Tl 850 printer with tractor and friction
feed. Great condition. Asking $4 50. I will pay ship
ping. Jim Ward. 9012 Cypress Point lane. Cincinnati.
OH 45249. (513) 683-5816 .
FOR SALE: BYTE: March 1978 through December
1985. Also. Apple cards with manuals: Heuristics
Speechlab voice-recognition card with microphone;
Mountain Hardware Intro! remote control system
card with dual-channel AC remote box. Make offer.
Dale Bartholomew. 22405 Northeast 20th St.. Red
mond. WA 98053.
FOR SALE: Zenith ZF-151-21; excellent condition. Ask
ing $1400. A. M. Johnson. 81 North Ridge Rd..
loswich. MA 01938.
FOR SALE: Three 256K RAM boards and one 5\2K
RAM board for TRS-80 Model 16. Best offer. Bar
bara. Carpenter & Associates. 51 OSouth Congress.
Suite 400. Austin. TX 78704. (512) 477-4002.
FOR SALE: CompuPro 8085/88 system with CP/M-86.
CP/M-80. 320K RAM. two 8-inch drives. 9 serial
ports. and more. Make offer. lalbot Jaeger. 11162
Turawa Dr.. Los Alamitos. CA 90720. (213) 493-4813 .
FOR SALE: OSI C4P..MF computer with one drive and
24K. Good second machine for established OSI
user. S!000. David Shapiro. 5294 Vista del Sol.
Cypress. CA 90630.
WANTED: Italian student wishes to correspond with
Apple ll users to discuss hardware and applications.
Francesco Ceccatelli. via G.Monaco 92. 52100
Arezzo. Italy. •

UNCLASSIFIED ADS MUSI' be noncommercial. from
readers who have computer equipment to buy. sell. or trade
on a onetime basis. All requests {CK donated computer
equipment must be frvm nonprofit organizations. Programs
to be exd1anged must be written by tfie individual or be
in tfie public domain. Ads must be typed double-spaced.
contain SO words or less. and include full name and ad
dress. Tfiis is afree service;ads are printed as space per
mits. BYTE reserves tfie rigfit to rejed any unclassified
ad tfiat does not meet tfiese criteria. Wfien you submit
your ad (BYTE. Unclassified Ads. POB 372. Hancock.
NH 03449). allow at least four montfis for it to appear.
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129
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ARTICLE

AUTHOR(SJ

Mlcrobytes . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . staff
What's New . . . . . . . . . . .
. staff
Ask BYTE ...........• .. .. . .. .. Ciarcia
Book Reviews ... • • • .. , •........ Clune.
Walker.
Heberlein
Clarda's Circuit Cellar:
Computer On Guard! ..... . . ... Ciarcia
Programming Project:
A Simple Windowing System.
.. Webster
Part 2: Implementation
Build the Emulo-8 ..... ..••.. ... Ball
Making UNIX Secure
.. .. Filipski.
Hanko
Data Design . . . . . . . . .
. ... Shapiro
DRAGON ..................... Land
A Micro-based Supercomputer . .. . Christ.
Turrano

BOMB
A GOOD START
The Product Description d "The Atari 520ST" by BYTE staffers Jon R.
Edwards. Phillip Robinson. and Brenda Mclaughlin is the winning article
from January's issue. In second place is Steve Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar:
"Build an Analog-to-Digital Converter." Jerry Pournelle wins third place
with "One Minor Problem" while Computing at Chaos Manor. What's

ARTICLE# PAGE ARTICLE
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

161
181
191
21 5
231
241
249

19
20
21

257
267
279

22
23

305
315

24

329

25

349

AUTHOR(S)

Computer Approximations ........ Moshier
The Inversion of large Matrices ... Phipps
The Runge-Kutta Methods ... . .... Thomas
The ATOMCC Toolbox ... . . . . .. .. Chang
The Panasonic Exec. Partner ...... Malloy
KAMAS ........... . ........... Woodhull
Professional Debug Facility
and Advanced Fullsaeen Debug ... Carden
mlcroTSP ...................... Davenport
PCTEX and MlcroTEX ............ Varian
Computing at Chaos Manor:
ferry's Best of I 98 5 Awards ....... Pournelle
BYTE U.K.: Xenophilla . . . . . . .... Pountain
According to Webster:
Clearing the Backlog ..... . ..... . Webster
Applications Only:
A Couple of Winners ....... . .. . . Shapiro
Best of BIX ........... .. ....... BIXen

Results
New came in fourth. In fifth place and the winner of $100 is Kirk E.
Pennywitt's "Robotic 1actile Sensing" about sophisticated sensory
capabilities. In sixth place and the winner of the $50 prize for writing
the second-placed nonstaff-written article is Henning Mittelbach for his
Programming Insight entitled "Easy 3-D Graphics:· Congratulations to
all of these authors.
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188 L MW ENTERPRIS ES IN C. ... . . . . 316
400 LOG ICSOFT .
INSERT 128 A·D
192 LOGICAL DEVICES .
366, 367
193 LOGICA L SYSTEMS IN C. .. .. ... 410
. 117
194 LOGIT ECH IN C.
119
195 LOGI TECH IN C. .
.. 351
196 LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS .
197 LUCKY COMPU TE RS . .. .. . .... 438
198 LUCK Y·GOLDSTAR INT'L. . .. .. .. 225
199 LY BEN COMI'. SYS. . ... .. . . . . ... 22
200 LYCO COMPUTER ... ... ...... . 361
201 MANX SOFTWARE SYS .
. . .41
202 MANZANA.
. . . . 46
203 MARC BAER ASSOCIATES .
415
204 MARK WILL IAMS CO..
59
205 MARK WILLIAMS CO..
. . 61
206 MARON PR ODUCTION INC
.. 414

1D GET FURTHER information on the products advertised in BYTE, either
pick up your touch-tone telephone and use TIPS (if you are a subscriber).
or fill ou t the reader service card. Either way full instructions are pro~
vided following this reader service index which is provided as an addi
tional service by the publisher. who assumes no liability for errors or
omfssions. *Correspond directly with company.

Inquiry No.

Page No.

207
208
209
•
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
219
408
409
221
222
•
399
223
224

MASTERBYTE COMP. OF NY . . 438
MAXE LL DATA PRODUCTS
.7
MAYNARD ELECTR ONICS .. .. . . . 15
MCGRAW-HILL CEC
. 321
MCGRAW· HILL SOFTWARE .
. 286
MCGRAW- HILL SOFTWARE ..... 404
MEGASOFT.
..... '.' . .... . 415
MEGATEL COMPUTER TECH . .. 356
MERRITT COMP. PRODU CTS.
. 270
MFJ ENTERPRIS ES. INC
130
MICRO DATA BASE SYS. .
. 330
MICRO DESIGN INT L..
179
MICRO PRODUCTS .
. . .. . . 439
MICRO SUPPLY .
. . 406
MICRO SUPPLY
424
MICROBR IDGE COMI'. INT'L . .. 417
·.. 17
MICROGRAFX
MICROMINT INC
.. 379
MICROPLOT .
. 415
M ICROPRO INT"L.
20, 21
MICROPROCESSORS UN LTD.
. 415
MICROR IM IN C
.. '. ' . 212, 213
M ICROSOF T CORP.. INSERT 32 A·H
MICROSOFT CORP. .
. 151
MICROSOFT CORP. .
. .. . .. 187
225 MICROSYNC INC
. .. 360
226 MICROWAY
. 332
227 MICROWAY .
. 357
. ' . . . 136
• MIX SOFTWARE .
228 MORE COMPUTER .
..... 318
231 NANAO USA CORP.
.. 189
.... 189
232 NANAO USA CORP.
233 N ANTUCKET .
.. 45
.45
234 NANTUCKET..
235 NATL PUBLIC DOMAIN SFTW. 438
236 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
. 236
237 NATIONAL MEMORY SYSTEMS . . 235
238 NEC HOME ELE CTR.USA .
12, 13
239 NEC INFORMATION SYS..
. Clll
NEWSNET IN C.
16
242 NORTH HILLS CORP. INH .
. 412
• NRI SCHOOLS ELECTR. DIV.
353
243 0 HANLON COMP. SYS. . .
. 165
244 O" HANLON COMP. SYS.
. . 165
245 OASYS .
. . 245
246 ORCHID TEC HNOLOGY.
. . 328
269
247 ORION INSTRUMENTS . .
248 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL .
289
249 l'.C COMPUTER BROKERS .
. 416
250 P.C. HOR IZONS. INC
. 413
251 PACIFIC EXCHANGES .. . .... ... 411
252 PANASON IC COMPUTER DIV. .
55
253 PANASONIC COMPUTER DIV. . 167
79
254 PC NETWORK ..
255 PC NETWORK . .......... .. 80, 81
• PC SOURCE . . . . INSERT 160 A·B
256 PCS LI MITED ..
52, 53
257 PCS LI MITED.
334
258 PECAN SOFTWARE SYS. INC
131
• PERCON .
. 411
260 PERSOFT INC
. .8
261 PERSONAL TEX .
76
407 PINE COMPUTER IN C.
. .. ... 398
262 PRACTICORP .
123
263 PRECISION PLUS SOFTWARE. . 358
378 PRICE·LI NE COMPUTERS INC
. 3!0
264 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS. .. 28, 29
265 PRINCETON GRAPHIC/SIGMA .
253
. 331
PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS. .
• PRIN CETON GRA PHI C SYS.
. . 333
• PRINCElON GRAPHIC SYS. . .... 335
269 PR INCETON GRA PHI C SYS.
. 337
398 PR INTER ACCESSORIES DIRECT 322
270 PRIORITY ONE.
397
271 PRO CODE INTERNATIONAL
255
272 PR OFESSOR JONES. INC.
... 413
. 287
273 PROGRAMMER"S SHOP .
274 PROSOFT .
. 278
. .. 438
275 PURPLE COMPUTING .
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Inquiry No.

276
277
278
279
280
'
2 81
282
283
285
286
287
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
'
298
•
'
299
300
301
303
304
'

Inquiry No.

Page No.

OMS ........ . . .... . ... . . .. 285
QUA TECH . INC..
. 411
QUA TECH. INC.
.. 411
QUA TECH. INC..
413
OUA TECH. INC .
413
QUAID SOFTWARE LID. .
178
QUALITY PRINTERS
412
QUANTUM SOFTWARE .
348
. 414
OUELO INC. . .
RADIO SHACK .
... CIV
RADIO SHACK
. II
RATIONAL SYSTEMS .
. ... ... 288
REXWIL ELEC TRONICS. . ..... 408
ROSE ELECTRONICS.
. 381
S&K TECHNOLOGY INC. ....... 415
S'NW ELECT. & APPL.
. 125
S-100 DIV. 696 CORP. .
. . 428. 429
S-100 DIV. 696 CORP. .
428. 429
SAFEWA RE .
. 381
SBf CORPORATION.
. !03
SCITOR CORP. .
. . .. . . 359
SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS.
404
SEATTLE DATA PRODUCrs
. 183
SEATTLE DATA PRODUCTS .
185
SILICON SPECIALTIES.
291
SILICON SPECIALTIES .
291
SLICER COMPUTERS.
. . 362
SOCIETY-APPLIED LRNG. TECH .. 326
SOFTKLONE DISTRIBUTING
' 319
. .... 71
SOFTLINE CORP. .

306
307
'
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
382
321
32 2
323
325
32 6
381
327
328
329
392
393
332
333
334
335
336
337

Page No.

SOFTLOGIC SOLUTIONS INC.
. 111
SOFTRONICS .
. ... .. 410
282
SOFTWARE LINK. THE ..
SOFTWARE LINK. THE .
. 283
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INT'L..
. 69
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INT'L
69
SOFTWARE SOWTIONS INC. .
. 325
SOLUTION SYSTEMS .... . .. . .. 284
SOLUTION SYSTEMS .
... 284
. 307
SOPHCO INC.. .
SOURCE ELECTRONICS.
.. 67
.. 67
SOURCE ELECTRONICS . .
SOUTHERN PAC IFIC.
. .. .. .. 260
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE.
. 153
SPSS .
. 308
STAR GATE TE CHNOLOGIES .
415
STONY BROOK SOFTWARE.
. 125
STSC INC. .
. 205
STSC INC. .
. 271
SUMMIT SOFTWARE TECHN. INC. 199
SUNNY HILL SOFTWARE. .
. 299
SUNTRONICS CO INC..
. . . 402
T. S. MICROTECH INC. .
.. 26
T. S MICROTECH INC. .
. 26
TANGENT TECHNOLO GIES .... 294
TATUNG .
. 159
TATUNG .
.. 159
TDf GROUP INC.
.... !04
TOT GROUP INC.
.. . .. 135
. . . . . . . 248
TEAM TECH INC. . .

Inquiry No.

338
339
340
341
385
342
34 3
320
344
345
346
380
347
348
349
350
'
351
352
353
355
'
356
357
358
359
360
3 61
362
363

Page No.

TECH PC
... 173
TE CH PC .
. 173
TEKTRONIX INC.
. 127
TEKTRONIX INC.
347
THREE M COMPANY .
. 264. 265
THUNDERSTONE CORP..
. .. 7 5
.. 413
TIGERTRONICS .
TIMELINE. INC .
. 412
TLM SYSTEMS IN C.
309
TLM SYSTEMS INC. .
. . . . . 311
TLM SYSTEMS INC
. .. 313
TOMCAT COMf>,.
. . . 74
TOMINY INC.
219
TOPAZ. INC.
. 56
TOPAZ . INC.
. 56
TR ANSEC SYSTEMS. INC. .
. .. 166
US ROBOTICS
. 49
UNICORN ELECTRONICS.
. 415
UNITED AIRLINES.
. 327
VEN' fE L INC.
. 27
VIC fORY ENT. TECHNOLOGY
292
VLM COMPUTER ELECTR .
.414
VOTRAX. INC . .
. . 340
WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCIS .. !07
WEDGE TECHNOL OGY INC
417
WEL LS AMER ICA N .
51
WEST COAST PERIPHERALS.
417
WESTERN COMPUTER
324
WESTERN COMPUTER .
' 324
WESTERN TE LEMATIC. INC. .
66

Inquiry No.

364
365
366
388
367
368
370
394
395
396
397
371
372
373

Page No.

WES TERN TELEM AT IC. INC. .
. 66
WHOL ES A LE OUTLET. THE . . . . 68
WILEY PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE 133
W INT EC H DATA PRODUCT . .... 272
WINTEK CORP..
... ..... 5
WINTEK CORP..
. 270
WORLDWIDE ACCESS .
. 418, 419
XEROX .
. .. .... 72, 73
XEROX.
.... 140. 141
XEROX .
382. 383
.. 221
XEROX
... 365
ZEDCOR . .
ZEDCOR .
. ....... 365
ZSOFT CORPORATION .
. .. 31

• Corre5pond directly i.l'itfi <Ompany
INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SECflON
500 AMER IC AN BUYING & EXPORT
SERVICES .
. 112G
' BYTE.
. 112A
' BYTE INT'L. SERVICE S
. 112F
501 CASIO
.. 112H
502 CITIZEN PRINTERS.
. 112E
.... 1120
503 GREY MATTER
504 MULTITECH INDUSTRI AL
CORP..
. . 1126, 112C

No domestic inq11iries. please.

SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!*

T IPS

Use BYTE's Telephone Inquiry Processing System
Using TIPS can bring product inform.ation as much as 10 days earlier.

SEND FOR YOUR
1)
SUBSCRIBER I.D. CARD

If you are a new subscriber or have lost your I.D. card, circle Ill on the Reader Service
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send your personal TIPS subscriber card.

2)

Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber I.D. Card, in boxes in Step 5 below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

3)

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below.
(Do not add O's to till in blank boxes.)

CALL TIPS

4)

Now, on a Tbuch-Thne telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice commands.

ENTER YOUR
SUBSCRIBER AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

5)

When TIPS says: "Enter Subscriber Number"
(Enter by pushing the numbers and symbols [II or
ignoring blank boxes)
Enter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00

GET PREPARED

6)

ENTER YOUR
INQUIRIES

When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter [) liil [l] flil []] []]

7a) When TIPS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)
b)

Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

END SESSION

* enclosed in the boxes] on telephone pad

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

00
[]]
[]]
[]]
[]]

[]]
[]]
[]]
00
[]]

6. 0 0 0 []] []]
7. 0 0 0 []] []]
8. 0 0 0 []] []]
9.000[]][]]

10. 0 0 0 []] []]
11. 0 0 0 []] []]
12. 0 0 0 []] []]
13.000[]][]]

8)

End session by entering 0 0 ffil [] []] []]

9)

Hang up after hearing final message

14. 0 0 0 []] []]
15. 0 0 0 []] []]
16. 0 0 0 []] []]
17.000[]][]]

If you are a subscriber and need assistance, call (603) 924-9281.
If you are not a subscriber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-258-5485.
*Domestic and Canadian Subscribers Only!
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BYTE's BOMB

isyourd irectl ine
to the editor' s desk. Each month. the two
top-rated authors receive bonuses based
on your evalua tion . Firs t look at the list of
this month's articles and corresponding ar·
ticle nu mbers !located on the page pre·
ceding the Reader Service listl. then rate
each article you ·ve read ~s Excellent. Good.
Fai r. or Poor. based o n your overall impres·
sion o f the artic le. by ci rcling th e ap
propriate number in each column below
Your feedback helps us produce the best
possible magazine each month.
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Ill 137
116 118
111 119
118 140
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l l O 14l

l1

29

JJ

Il l
Ill
Ill
ll4
Ill
126
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ll8

Ill Ill 191
112 114 596
Ill 171 191
114 176 198
111177 199
516118 600
111119 601
118 180 60l
119 18 1 601
160 18l 604
161 183 601
16l 184 606
163 181 607
164 186 608
161 187 609
166 188 610
161 189 611
168 590 6ll
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170 19l 614
111 19J 6 11
Ill 194 616
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144
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1•1 1
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For a subscription to BYTE. please complete this card .
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D 2 years
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D 538
D 555
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D 542
D 561

D $69. Europe (air delivery) payment enclosed
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Don't Miss An Issue!
Have BYTE
delivered to
your door.
Each month BYTE will bring you the
latest in microcomputer technology.
DISCOVER and IMPLEMENT new
ideas. Don't miss th e original informa
tion presented in the pages of BYTE .

With BYTE you' ll always be among
the first to know about the important
breakthroughs. worthwhile new
equipment. and innovative projects
in the world of computing.
CHALLENGE US to deliver the
very best idea in microcomputers
and advanced technology to you.
Return the attached card today!
Subscribe to BYTE-the world's
leading computer magazine.
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It would pay you to mark it on your calendar.
Because today is the day we introduce
our new Pinwriter"' PSXL dot matrix printer.
The only dot matrix printer available capable
of producing the rich, black printing you asso
ciate with a letter-quality printer. Because
it's the only one designed to use a multi
strike film ribbon -the same ribbon used
in typewriters and letter-quality printers.
Black letter-quality
A LITTLE
printing is only the beBLACK MAGIC·
ginning. The Pinwriter
Actual line printed with the PSXL printer can also
Pinwriter PSXL prin ter.
USe an optional ribbon to
print in seven other colors. And it has
the finest graphics resolution(} 
of any impact printer you
-·
I 1
can buy. Plus it's very fast
and exceptionally quiet.
l'li•
llllll·•mm·•·m:,,..®lllli
It's only natural that _ _______
C&C
Computers and Comm llmcat1ons

() 1986 NEC Corp.

the first dot matrix printer with true letter
quality printing should be an NEC. After
all we make Spin writer®letter-quality
printers, the most popular line today, as
well as the Pin writer PS dot matrix printer,
the most advanced 24-pin printer.
The Pin writer PSXL printer is part of
the most extensive line of 24-pin printers
available.You'll find a model designed to
fit every need and budget. See them at
your dealer or call 1-800-343-4418 (in MA
617-264-8635). Or write: NEC Information
Systems, Dept. 1610, 1414 Massachusetts
Ave., Boxborough, MA01719.
NEC PRINTERS.THEYONLY STOP
WHEN YOU WANTTHEM TO.

~

NEC

NEC Information Systems, Inc.
Inq uir y 239

TANDY. .. Clearly Superior™

We edged out the competition with
the Tandy® 1000, an IBM® PC compatible
for only $999-including software.
This is the one you've heard
about. The Tandy 1000 is compati
ble with the IBM PC, for one of the
widest selections of software availa
ble anywhere-you can choose
from an astounding collection of
popular MS-DOS® programs.

Get the DeskMate® advantage
Unlike the PC, the Tandy 1000
comes with its own software
DeskMate. It's word processing,
spreadsheet analysis, filing, schedul
ing, telecommunications and elec
tronic mail all on one disk*.

The high-capacity
business machine
The Tandy 1000 is packed with
all the features you demand. It
comes with 128K RAM, expandable
to 640K. Monochrome and color
graphics adapters are built right in

for easy hookup to a monitor. We
offer both high-resolution mono
chrome and color monitors, plus a.
budget-priced color monitor.
There's also a three-voice sound
circuit, plus a built-in speaker for
sophisticated sound and music gen
eration. It's easy to augment your
system with user-installable expan
sion boards, too.
The Tandy 1000 also comes with
adapters to use a printer, joysticks
and light pen. The Tandy 1000 also
includes such "extras" as the
industry-standard MS-DOS disk op
erating system and BASIC. These
all cost extra on the IBM PC.

In business for business
When it comes to service and
support, you'll find that Radio
Shack is second to none.

In-store training is conducted at
over 300 Computer Centers nation
wide. Low-cost delivery and set-up,
new-user orientation, and on-site
training are available in all major
market areas.

Available nationwide
Come in and see the remarkable
Tandy 1000 at your local Radio
Shack today: You can get a "hands
on" demonstration of the 1000 and
DeskMate. Or drop b y a Radio
Shack Computer Center and find
out how your business can lease a
Tandy 1000 system for only $50 per
montht. Come see how you can get
the edge on your competition.

llad1e /haell
The Technology Store'"
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Inquiry 285
·oeskMate communications require an optional telephone modem. tCommercial lease for a Tandy 1000 and color monitor, plus applicable use/sales tax. Prices apply at Radio Shack
Computer Centers and participating stores and dealers. Monitor not included. DeskMate/TM Tandy Corporation. IBM/TM International Business Machines Corp. MS·DDS/TM Microsoft Corp

